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PREFACE 
The purpose of this work. This book presents a new approach to the 

old problem of induction and probability. The theory here developed is 
characterized by the following basic conceptions: (1) all inductive reason
ing, in the wide sense of nondeductive or nondemonstrative reasoning, is 
reasoning in terms of probability; (2) hence inductive logic, the theory of 
the principles of inductive reasoning, is the same as probability logic; (3) 
the concept of probability on which inductive logic is to be based is a 
logical relation between two statements or propositions; it is the degree of 
confirmation of a hypothesis (or conclusion) on the basis of some given 
evidence (or premises); (4) the so-called freguency concept of probability, 
as used in statistical investigations, is an important scientific concept in 
its own right, but it is not suitable as the basic concept of inductive logic; 
(s) all principles and theorems of inductive logic are analytic; (6) hence 
the validity of inductive reasoning is not dependent upon any synthetic 
presuppositions like the much debated principle of the uniformity of the 
world. One of the tasks of this book is the discussion of the general philo
sophical problems concerning the nature of probability and inductive rea
soning, which will lead to the conceptions just mentioned. However, the 
major aim of the book extends beyond this. It is the actual construction of 
a system of inductive logic, a theory based on the conceptions indicated 
but supplying proofs for many theorems concerning such concepts as the 
quantitative concept of degree of confirmation, relevance and irrelevance, 
the (comparative) concept of stronger confirmation, and a general method 
of estimation. This system will be constructed with the he f the meth
ods of symbolic logic and semantics. (However, previous kno ledge of 
these fields is not necessarily required; all symbols and technic terms 
used will be explained in this book.) In this way it will for the first ti e be 
possible to construct a system of inductive logic that can take its rig tful 
place beside the modern, exact systems of deductive logic. The syste to 
be constructed here is not yet applicable to the entire language of s ence 
with its quantitative magnitudes like mass, temperature, etc., but ly to 
a language system that is much simpler (corresponding to what i known 
technically as lower functional logic including relations an 1dentity) 
though more comprehensive than the language to which uctive logic 
was restricted for more than two thousand years, from Aristotle to Boole. 

v 
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Since this book seeks to combine various purposes, it contains material 
of various kinds. In preparation for the construction of a new system of 
inductive logic, general discussions of a philosophical or methodological 
nature are given (in chaps. i, ii, and iv); their purpose is argument 
and clarification; they are intended to lead to an understanding of 
the basic conception of the nature of probability and induction which is 
here accepted as a foundation for the construction of the system. The 
second part of the book (chaps. v-ix) carries out the construction of the 
system. This part contains less argumentation; it proceeds more geo
metrico, by the technical steps of definitions and proofs for theorems. One 
purpose of this part is to show by example what kinds of problems can be 
dealt with and solved in these fundamental parts of inductive logic. The 
other purpose lies in the results themselves. Many of the theorems (espe
cially in chaps. v and viii) are known from the classical theory of probabil
ity; the purpose of restating them here lies in their more exact formulation 
and interpretation and in their proofs within the new framework. Many 
other theorems are stated and proved here for the first time (especially in 
chaps. vi, vii, and ix). Many of the theorems (both of deductive logic in 
chap. iii and of inductive logic in later chapters) are listed chiefly for refer
ence purposes; they are not meant to be read through all at once. The 
reader will easily find those items that are of interest to him. To aid him, 
each chapter and each section is preceded by a summary (I often wonder 
why many of the books I have to read do not help me in the same way; 
could it be that the authors wish to compel me to read every word they 
have written?); the most important definitions and theorems are marked 
by'+'; many theorems are accompanied by brief.remarks in nontechnical 
language indicating their contents and functions. Material not absolutely 
necessary for an understanding of the main text is printed in small type, 
e.g., digressions into more technical problems, examples, proofs, references 
to other authors, etc. A glossary is given near the end of the book, provid
ing informal explanations for the technical terms most frequently used. 
(The theorems and definitions in this book are labeled for reference pur
poses in the following manner. Each theorem carries a mark like 'T2o-s', 
meaning 'theorem No.5 in§ 2o'; a theorem often contains parts marked 
by letters 'a', 'b', etc. Definitions are labeled in a similar way with 'D' 
instead of 'T'. A reference 'Tsc' occurring in § 20 is meant to refer to 
T2o-5, part c. The numbers assigned to the sections are not always con
secutive; sometimes a number has been omitted in order to make possible 
later insertions; the same holds for the numbers of theorems within a sec
tion, and for the letters assigned to parts within a theorem.) 
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A reader who is chiefly interested in general philosophical problems and 
less in technical developments might first read chapters i, ii, and iv and 
then the following sections in other chapters: §§ 14-20 on the form and 
semantics of our language systems;§§ 79-81 on the comparative concept 
of confirmation; §§ 86-88 on the concept of confirming evidence; §§ 98-
100 on estimation. The reader who is familiar with the classical theory of 
probability or with a modern theory based on the classical conception, and 
who wants to find out the relation between our theory and the classical 
one, is referred to chapters ii, iv, and viii. An adherent of the frequency 
conception of probability in the form of either R. von Mises or H. Reichen
bach might be interested in chapters ii and iv (esp. §§ 41-44). If a reader 
acquainted with the methods of modern mathematical statistics, e.g., of 
the school of R. A. Fisher or of that of J. Neyman, E. S. Pearson, and 
A. Wald, is looking for a logical foundation of statistical inference, testing 
of hypotheses, and estimation, he might read chapters ii (esp. §§ 9 and 
10), iv (esp. §§ 41-44, so, SI), viii (§§ 94-96), and, above all, ix (esp. 
§§ 98-100). If somebody is interested, from the point of view either of 
applied ethics or of mathematical economics, in the problem as to how a 
rational agent should determine his practical decisions and what function 
inductive logic has in this context, he is referred to §§ so and SI. 

The present volume is the first in a projected two-volume work, Probability and 
Induction. It begins with a brief introductory chapter which does not deal with prob
ability but with the general problem of explication, that is, the task of finding an 
exactly defined concept, an "explicatum", to take the place of a given concept, the 
"explicandum", which is in practical use but not yet defined exactly. One of the main 
tasks of any new theory of probability is to supply adequate explicata for the concept 
of probability and for the methods of inductive reasoning which are at present applied 
in science and statistics. However, there does not seem to be sufficient clarity and 
agreement concerning the requirements that an adequate e · urn for any ex
plicandum must fulfil. Therefore it seemed advisable to include a chapter explication 
in this book, although this topic should be dealt with more appropriately · a book 
on concept formation in science. Chapter iii lies likewise outside the field of pro bility. 
It gives a survey of those parts of deductive logic which are needed as a basis r our 
construction of inductive logic. But the particular form of deductive logic here c osen 
may also be of interest in its own right. The system here constructed does not hav the 
customary form of a logical calculus, based on primitive sentences and rules of i fer
ence; it takes the form of an interpreted system. Therefore the theory of the s tern 
does not belong to the field known as logical syntax but to that of semantics. The basic 
concepts of deductive logic, e.g., logical truth and logical implication, are her expli
cated as semantical concepts, defined with the help of state-descriptions, i.e., ntences 
describing possible worlds, and the concept of the range of a sentence, i.e. e class of 
those state-descriptions in which the sentence holds. Chapter iii serv s an introduc
tion to this new sem:antical method of dealing with deductive logic, and, furthermore, 
it provides a comprehensive collection of theorems for the purpose of reference in later 
proofs of theorems in inductive logic. 
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Chapters ii and iv contain detailed general discussions on probability and induction. 
It is shown in chapter ii that the term 'probability' as used by scientists covers two 
quite different explicanda, called here 'probability/ and 'probability,'. The former 
characterizes the status of any scientific hypothesis, e.g., a prediction or a law, with 
respect to given evidence; this concept is explicated by the concept of degree of con
firmation, which will serve as the basic concept of inductive logic. The concept of prob
ability. means the relative frequency of a kind of event in a long sequence of events. 
This concept is used in science and statistics for the description and statistical analysis 
of mass phenomena. Since both concepts are useful and practically indispensable for 
science, it is important that explications be given and theories developed for both of 
them. Therefore it seems to me that the long and violent controversy between the 
"frequency school" and the "logical school" of probability over the question as to 
which of the two camps is in possession of "the right conception of probability" does 
not serve any useful purpose. Chapter iv discusses further the nature and meaning of 
the logical concept of probability, and the problems and difficulties involved in finding 
a concept of degree of confirmation as a quantitative explicatum for probability,. 
Assuming that it were possible to find an explicatum of this kind and to construct a 
system of inductive logic on its basis, the questions of the usefulness of such a system 
both for the theoretical purposes of science and for the practical purposes of deter
mining the best decisions for action in given situations are discussed. In the latter con
text, the utilization of estimates of unknown values of magnitudes is analyzed and, in 
particular, the rule of maximizing the estimated utility resulting from a chosen course 
of action. This discussion intends to clarify a problem that is of much concern in con
temporary mathematical economics. 

The second part of this book, consisting of chapters v-ix, contains a technical con
struction of the fundamental parts of inductive logic based on the general conceptions 
developed in the first part. First, the concept of a confirmation function, 'c-function' 
for short, is introduced. This is a numerical function which assigns a real number 
between o and I to any pair of sentences. If c is a function of this kind, 'c(h,e) = r' 
means: 'the degree of confirmation of the hypothesis h, on the basis of the evidence e, 
is r'. The class of regular c-functions is defined as an infinite, very comprehensive class 
of functions of the kind described. The most fundamental part of inductive logic con
sists of those theorems which hold for all regular c-functions (chap. v); among them is 
the famous and much debated theorem of Bayes. Later (in chap. viii), theorems for a 
narrower class of functions are proved, the so-called symmetrical c-functions. Among 
the latter theorems are two of the most important results of the classical theory of 
probability, viz., the binomial law and Bernoulli's theorem; but in the context of our 
theory the interpretation of these theorems is modified. If a new item of information is 
added to the available body of evidence, then the degree of confirmation for a given 
hypothesis either increases, or decreases, or remains unchanged. The new information 
is then called positively relevant for the hypothesis, or negatively relevant, or ir
relevant, respectively. Theorems are developed concerning these relevance concepts, 
and also concerning a quantitative measure of relevance which represents the amount 
of positive or negative relevance (chap. vi). 

Some students of probability believe that the logical concept of probability, cannot 
be explicated by a quantitative concept of degree of confirmation, i.e., one with nu
merical values. The best we can hope for, they think, is to find an explicatum of com
parative form, e.g., 'the hypothesis his more strongly confirmed by the evidence ethan 
h' is bye". Although I do not share this skeptical view, I think that a comparative 
concept of confirmation is of interest. A definition for a concept of this kind is given 
which does not involve any quantitative concepts, and a system of comparative induc
tive logic is constructed on the basis of this definition (chap. vii). The final chapter of 
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this volume (chap. ix) investigates the problem of estimation. This problem belongs to 
the most important problems connected with inductive reasoning. The investigations 
of contemporary statisticians concerning sampling and estimation have led to many 
interesting and fruitful results. However, there is no agreement among them concern
ing the logical nature of estimation' and the validity of particular methods of estima
tion. A new approach to the problem is here proposed within the framework of our sys
tem of inductive logic. A general estimate-function is defined with the help of the con
cept of degree of confirmation. This procedure supplies the needed logical foundation 
for a general theory of estimation. Then, in particular, the application of the general 
estimate-function for the estimation of frequencies is investigated. 

Some new books discussing the problems of probability and induction were pub
lished in recent years, after the writing of the manuscript of the present volume was 
finished. They are therefore not discussed here, or only briefly. The most important 
ones are those by William Kneale, C. I. Lewis, and Bertrand Russell (see Bibliogra
phy). I am especially gratified by the great similarity between the conceptions of the 
nature of the logical concept of probability which were developed independently by 
Lewis and myself. Lewis does not try to construct a technical explication of probabil
ity; but he gives a detailed and thoroughgoing analysis of the role of probability in the 
whole system of our empirical knowledge and, in particular, in the interpretation and 
confirmation of statements about the world of things in terms of expectations concern
ing future observations. This analysis, which connects probability and epistemology 
more intimately than has been done so far by philosophers, is a very valuable help in 
the clarification of contemporary discussions in both fields. 

The second volume, now in preparation, will have chiefly two tasks. The first will 
be to continue the construction of inductive logic begun in this volume. While the 
theorems here developed refer to general classes of c-functions, in the second volume 
one particular c-function, symbolized by 'c*', will be selected as our quantitative 
explicatum for probability,, our representative of the concept of degree of confirma
tion. The theorems in the present volume can only be of conditional form (e.g., the 
special addition principle: "if a c-function has the values r, and r2, respectively, for two 
incompatible hypotheses h, and h2 on the basis of the evidence e, then it has the value 
rr + r2 for the disjunction hr V h2 on the same evidence"). On the other hand, it will 
be possible to state theorems concerning the function c*, prove e basis of its 
definition, which enable us actually to compute the value of this function r any two 
given sentences (within our simple language systems). A brief summary oft theory 
of c*, stating the definition and some of the theorems, is given in the Appendi to the 
present volume, § no. It is not claimed that c* is necessarily the best explicatu pos
sible. The theory of this function will be developed chiefly for the purpose of prese ting 
a concrete example of a quantitative system of inductive"logic which is complete ( ith 
respect to the simple language systems chosen). Furthermore, the results found f r c* 
give occasion for discussions of general problems concerning inductive logic. Thu , for 
example, the problem of the confirmation of a universal law on the basis of a nite 
number of observational results will be discussed in detail in this context; and a o the 
question whether a scientific, inductive procedure leading to a prediction of single 
event must necessarily involve universal laws, as is usually assumed. 

The second main task of the second volume will be to develop general pr edures for 
comparing the goodness of inductive methods. The procedures are gen al in the sense 
of being applicable not only to certain methods that have actually been proposed 
(among them we shall discuss, e.g., Laplace's rule of succession, R. A. Fisher's maxi
mum likelihood method of estimation, Reichenbach's rule of induction, our system of 
c*, and others) but also to any other inductive methods that might be proposed or con
sidered. The comparisons will be made not with respect to the reasons offered for the 
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choice of an inductive method by its author but rather with respect to the results to 
which the methods lead; more specifically, we shall examine in this context not the 
philosophical soundness of the basic conceptions underlying any given inductive meth
od but rather the successful application of the given method in competition with an
other method. We might, for example, consider a possible universe with a given struc
ture, represented by a state-description; we imagine that two men as representatives of 
two different given inductive methods make a comprehensive system of wagers. Each 
of these wagers is based on the common knowledge of some part of the assumed world 
and refers to a hypothesis concerning an unknown individual; and each wager is made 
in such a way that it is judged by each of the two men as favorable to himself from the 
point of view of his inductive method. On the basis of the given state-description we 
can determine for each wager who of the two men wins; hence we can calculate the 
over-all balance for the total system of wagers, by which all parts of the world are 
covered in turn. Carrying out this procedure for all possible worlds, i.e., state-descrip
tions, we shall determine in which of them the one inductive method is more successful 
and in which the other. We shall find that for any two given inductive methods, no 
matter how inadequate the first may appear to us in comparison with the second, there 
are always some state-descriptions in which the first wins out against the second. 
Hence we can never say of one method that it is absolutely inferior to another method 
in the sense of being inferior in every conceivable world. Nevertheless, the result of a 
comparison of two inductive methods in the manner indicated may practically influ
ence our preference. Suppose, for example, that in comparing two given inductive 
methods we find that the number of those state-descriptions in which the second meth
od is more successful is a million times as large as the number of those in which the first 
method is more successful. Then it may well be that this result would influence us 
against regarding the first method as more adequate than the second and against 
choosing the first in preference to the second for determining our practical decisions in 
the actual world, whose total structure is not known to us and for which we therefore 
cannot know which of the two inductive methods would be more successful in the long 
run. 

The discussion of procedures for comparing the success of given inductive methods 
will naturally lead to the question whether an investigation of this kind must neces
sarily be restricted to the few known inductive methods,or whether it can be general
ized. The known methods are, so to speak, arbitrarily selected by historical accident 
from the totality of possible inductive methods. This totality is not a system of discrete 
entities but a continuum. If we could characterize each method by a few, say n, char
acteristic numbers or parameters, then each method would be represented by a point in 
ann-dimensional continuous space. This would enable us to develop a general theory of 
inductive methods in a simple form. We might then, for example, investigate the 
changes which a given inductive method would undergo if we changed its parameter 
values in a certain way. A system of this kind will be developed. It will contain, though 
not all conceivable inductive methods, still a very comprehensive infinite class of them, 
including all known inductive methods (among them those mentioned above) and all 
those others which are even remotely similar in their general structure to those known. 
It will turn out, surprisingly, that this can be done with the help of only two parame
ters; with respect to any given fixed language system, one parameter is sufficient. This 
parameter will be denoted by'}.,'; and the system of inductive methods will be called 
the >.-system. If a language system ll is given, then any inductive method for ll is com
pletely characterized by its >.-value in the following sense: the one number >. deter
mines uniquely the degree of confirmation of any hypothesis with respect to any evi
dence expressible in ll and the estimate for the relative frequency of a property in a class 
of individuals on the basis of any evidence expressible in ll; in other words, two indue-
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tive methods have the same X only if they always lead to the same numerical results 
of the kinds just described. The X-system will enable us to analyze in a relatively 
simple way various inductive methods which we want to consider. Furthermore, it 
becomes possible to solve problems of a new kind, viz., to construct inductive methods 
which are most suitable for given purposes. For example, suppose that a description of 
a possible world representing a certain structure is given; suppose further that we 
choose some procedure for measuring the successfulness of inductive methods within 
possible worlds (e.g., by the over-all balance of a system of wagers covering the whole 
world, as previously indicated, or by determining the errors of estimations of relative 
frequency in many classes covering again the whole world). The measure of over-all 
success S for the given world will depend upon the inductive method applied. Since 
now each inductive method is completely characterized by its X, we can represent S 
as a funct_ion of X alone: S(X). Then it is easily possible to determine that value of X 
for which S(X) has its maximum; in other words, to construct that particular inductive 
method which is most successful for the given world. The surprising fact that this and 
similar problems can now be solved in this simple way is a consequence of the applica
tion of the X-system, in which the various inductive methods are no longer regarded as 
separate entities with incomparable features but as elements in a continuum that is 
numerically controlled. 

The second volume will also contain in~estigations of various other problems, espe
cially those connected with the task of extending our system of inductive logic to richer 
language systems and finally to the whole quantitative language of science. For most 
of these problems no complete solutions will be offered. A tentative solution will be 
proposed for the first step in the extension, viz., a language system in which the indi
viduals belong to a discrete linear order, which may be regarded as a temporal sequence 
of events (cf. § 15B). In a system of this kind new inductive problems arise because 
regularities of temporal succession become relevant for the degree of confirmation. The 
concept of randoin order for a system of this kind will be defined, or rather the quanti
tative concept of the degree of randomness of a given order, and its opposite, the degree 
of uniformity. This will lead to a new definition of degree of confirmation suitable for 
the extended system. With the help of these concepts it will be possible to formulate 
and discuss the problem of the assumption of the uniformity of the world and its al
leged necessity for the validity of inductive reasoning in a mor ct way than in the 
present volume (§ 41F). 

Acknowledgments. Most of the features of the theory of induct! e logic 
presented in this volume, as well as many results concerning the fun tion 
c*, were developed in the period 1942-44 during a leave of absence gra ted 
by the University of Chicago and financed by the Rockefeller Foundati n. 
To both institutions I wish to express my gratitude for their help. In m y 
discussions with numerous friends and colleagues I gained stimulation or 
the development and clarification of my conceptions and their form a
tions in this book. I am especially indebted to Professors Herbert F igl, 
Carl G. Hempel, W. V. Quine, and Gerhard Tintner, who read an rlier 
version of the manuscript and made many helpful critical comments. I 
wish to express my thanks to Mr. Herbert G. Bohnert for his help in the 
preparation of the manuscript. 
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

The first edition of this book has been out of print for some time. In 
this second edition the original text is reprinted without changes, except 
for a number of small corrections.1 I have added a Supplementary Bibli
ography, listing the more important publications in the field which have 
appeared since 1950. 

The~purpose of this new preface is, first, to give some brief indications 
of the development of the field of inductive logic during the last decade 
and of the present situation as it appears to me. Second, I shall specify 
some particular points in which my views have changed since I wrote this 
book. But the major features of my theory, as explained in this book, are 
still maintained today. This holds for both the basic philosophical con
ception of the nature of logical probability, explained in the first half of 
the book, and the formal system constructed in the second half. 

Only a small part of the results of the work I have done in the meantime, 
in collaboration with my friends, especially John G. Kemeny and Richard 
C. Jeffrey, has been published so far. I have abandoned my original plan 
of writing a companion volume to this book, as announced in the Preface 
to the first edition. There is now such a rapid development and change in 
this field that a comprehensive book, trying to describe the present situa
tion, would probably be outdated before its appearance. Therefore we are 
planning instead the publication of a series of small volumes wit ten
tative title "Studies in Probability and Inductive Logic", each vol e 
containing several articles, some expository, others in the nature of tech
nical research reports. 

Among the future topics announced in the original Preface was the con
struction of a parametric system of inductive methods, i.e., c-functions and 
corresponding estimate functions, called the lambda-system. I gave an 
exposition of this system in [Continuum] (see the Supplementary Bibliog
raphy). This monograph contains also a discussion of estimate functions 
for relative frequency, points out some serious disadvantages of certain/ 

' I give here a list of those places where actual errors or serious misprints have been corr~. 
References in parentheses refer to corrections which were already made in the second impres
sion (r95r) and in the British edition: r2/5 (i.e., page r21 line 5 from bottom); (66/6£.); 
(77/2o); (8r, T6/r) (i.e., page 8r, Theorem Tr9-61 liner); 991 T9o/r; (99, Trrg); (ror, T2a); 
(I24/ro); I58/6-8 and I5-r8; r66/rf.; 229/i'l; 3I2/I5j (3r8/ro); 32I, T5a/2; 325, T6j/r; 
(334, Trd/7); 36r/I3; 362, Tr/r; 409/5; (44r/rr); 507/4; 533/3£.; 542/rr; 543/2; 544/24. 

xiii 
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estimate functions widely used in mathematical statistics, and proposes 
new functions avoiding these disadvantages. 

The axiom system of inductive logic given in [Continuum] has since 
been further developed. A more comprehensive form of it was published 
in [Replies] § 26 and in Carnap-Stegmtiller [Wahrsch.], Anhang B. The 
system is still in the process of change and growth. 

My conception of logical probability (called 'probability/ in this book) 
has some basic features in common with those of other authors, e.g., John 
Maynard Keynes, Frank P. Ramsey, Harold Jeffreys, Bruno De Finetti, 
B. 0. Koopman, Georg Henrik von Wright, I. J. Good, and Leonard J. 
Savage, to mention only the names more widely known. All these concep
tions share the following features. They are different from the frequency 
conception ('probability.' in this book). They emphasize the relativity of 
probability with respect to the evidence. (For this reason, some of the 
authors call their conception 'subjective'; however, this term does not 
seem quite appropriate for logical probability [see pp. 43-44, 239-40].) 
Further, the numerical probability of an unknown possible event can be 
regarded as a fair betting quotient. And, finally, if logical relations (e.g., 
logical implication or incompatibility) hold between g'iven propositions, 
then their probabilities must, according to these conceptions, satisfy cer
tain conditions (usually laid down by axioms) in order to assure the 
rationality of the beliefs and the actions, e.g., bets, based upon these prob
abilities. I have the impression that the number of those who think and 
work in the direction indicated is increasing. This is certainly the case 
among philosophers. But it seems that also among those who work in 
mathematical statistics more and more begin to regard the customary 
exclusive use of the frequency concept of probability as unsatisfactory and 
are searching for another concept. 

Almost every author in this field, including myself, worked at the begin
ning practically alone, following his own particular line. But by now there 
is more mutual influe;nce. Certainly I and my friends have learned much 
from other authors, both in the purely mathematical theory of probability 
and in the methodology of its application. Often a certain approach to a 
problem seemed to us the best or at least acceptable at a certain time, 
but a few years later we saw that it had to be abandoned or modified. 
The change required was sometimes brought about by a clarification of the 
basic ideas, sometimes by the discovery of a new approach to a particular 
problem, sometimes by newly proved concrete mathematical results. Thus 
there is rapid change, and, we hope, progress, in this field. 

I hold the view, in common with some, but not all, of the authors men-
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tioned, that the concept of logical probability may serve as the basis for 
the construction of a system of inductive logic, understood as the logical 
theory of all inductive reasoning. Moreover, in contrast to the customary 
view that the outcome of. a process of inductive reasoning about a hy
pothesis h on the basis of given evidence e consists in the acceptance (or 
the rejection, or the temporary suspension) of h, I believe that the out
come should rather be the finding of the numerical value of the probability 
of hone. Although a judgment about h (e.g., a possible result of a planned 
experiment) is usually not formulated explicitly as a probability state
ment,} think a statement of this kind is implicitly involved. This means 
that a rational reconstruction of the thoughts and decisions of an investi
gator could best be made in the framework of a probability logic. It seems 
to me, furthermore, that the indicated conception of the form of inductive 
reasoning makes it possible to give a satisfactory answer to Hume's objec
tion.2 

In the following I shall explaip some special points in which my views 
have changed since the time when I wrote this book. 

A. The meaning of logical probability (probability,) was informally ex
plained in § 41 in several ways: (a) as the degree to which a hypothesis 
his confirmed or supported by the evidence e; (b) as a fair betting quo
tient; and (c) as an estimate of relative frequency. Even at that time I 
regarded (a) as less satisfactory than (b) or (c); today I would avoid for
mulations of the kind (a) because of their ambiguity (see Points B and 
C below). Although the concept of logical probability in the sense here 
intended is a purely logical concept, I think that the meaning o te
ments like 'the probability of h with respect toe is 2/ 3' can best be chara 
terized by explaining their use, in combination with the concept of utility, 
in the rule for the determination of rational decisions(§ srA, rule R5). The 
explanation of probability as a betting quotient is a simplified special case 
of this rule. 

B. Two triples of concepts. In this book I distinguished three kinds 
of scientific concepts (§ 4): classificatory, comparative, and quantitative 
concepts; e.g., (r) 'xis warm', (2) 'xis warmer than y', (3) 'the tempera
ture of xis u' ('T(x) = u'). If the quantitative concept Tis available 
(r) and (2) may be formulated as follows: (r) 'T(x) > b', where b is a d 
number chosen as the lower boundary for 'warm'; (2) 'T(x) > T(y)'. 

But I specified only one triple of concepts connected with probability, 
(§ 8). At present it seems to me more appropriate to set up two triples 
of concepts, I and II. The concepts of I are concerned with the question 

1 I have explained this view in the last paragraphs of [Aim]. 
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how probable the hypothesis his on the basis of the evidence e. The con
cepts of II relate to the question as to whether and how much the proba
bility of h is increased when new evidence i is acquired (in addition to the 
prior evidence which, for simplicity, we shall take here as tautological). Let 
us say (for the present discussion only) 'h is firm' for 'h is probable', and 
'h is made firmer' for 'h is made more probable'; then we may call the 
concepts of I 'concepts of firmness', and those of II 'concepts of the 
increase in firmness'. I shall now specify, in each of the triples I and II, 
(r) the classificatory concept, (2) (a) the general comparative concept, and 
(3) the quantitative concept; under (2) I add two special cases, because 
they are used more frequently than the general concept, viz., (b) the 
comparison of two additional evidences i and i' for the same hypothesis 
h, and (c) the comparison of two hypotheses hand h' with respect to the 
same evidence i. For each of these concepts a formulation in terms of c 
is given in the last column; c is to be understood as probability, in the 
sense explained above under A. Thus these formulas will indicate clearly 
what is meant by each of the listed concepts. 

I. THE THREE CONCEPTS OF FIRMNESS 

I I. his firm on (the basis of) e. c(h, e) > b, where b is a 

I 2. (a) h on e is firmer than h' on e'. 
(b) h is firmer on e than on e'. 
(c) his firmer than h', on e. 

I 3· The (degree of) firmness of hone is u. 

fixed number. 
c(h, e)> c(h', e'). 
c(h, e) > c(h, e'). 
c(h, e) > c(h', e). 
c(h, e)= u. 

II. THE THREE CONCEPTS OF INCREASE IN FIRMNESS 

For the sake of simplicity, we shall consider here only the initial in
crease in firmness, i.e., the case that the prior evidence is tautological. The 
exact interpretation of these concepts depends upon the way in which we 
measure the increase in firmness, i.e., the increase of c. This can be done 
by different functions (compare the different relevance functions discussed 
in chap. vii). For the present survey let us take the simplest function of 
this kind,'the difference; we define: D(h, i) =Df c (h, ~) - c (h, t). 
II I. his made firmer by i. D(h, e) > 0; 

II 2. (a) his made firmer by i more than h' 
by i'. 

(b) h is made firmer by i more than by 
i'. 

(c) his made firmer by i more than h'. 
II 3· The (amount of) increase infirmness of 

h by i is u. 

hence: c(h, i) >c (h, t). 
D(h, i) > D(h', i'). 

D(h, i) > D(h, i'); 
hence: c(h, i) > c(h, i'). 

D(h, i) > D(h', i). 
D(h, i) = u. 
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Since we took t as the prior evidence, these are concepts of initial in
crease in firmness. We see that the classificatory concept II 1 is the same 
as initial positive relevance (D65-2a). (The general concepts of relevance 
would be relative to a variable prior evidence e. In this case the concept 
II 1 would mean 'c(h, e. i) > c(h, e)' and thus be the same as the general 
concept of positive relevance, D65-1a.) 

[Note, incidentally, that for the special case 2b of the comparative 
concept with one hypothesis, the concept II 2b coincides with I 2b (this 
holds likewise if we take a variable prior evidence e instead oft). But this 
result depends upon the choice of the function by which we measure the 
amount of increase in firmness; it holds also for the quotient, but not 
generally for other functions.] 

The triple of concepts (I), (2a), and (3), both under I and under II, 
are analogous to the triple Warm, Warmer, and Temperature. We see this 
easily when we compare the formulas with 'T' given for the latter concepts 
at the beginning of B, with the formulas given here under I and II, 
respectively. 

I gave a detailed discussion of the classificatory concept in § 86, and 
of the comparative concept in the first sections of chapter vii. (Later, 
under D and E, I shall return to the problems discussed in these sec
tions.) If we wish to ascertain what I actually meant by these concepts, 
we should l~ok, not at the paraphrases in words (which were sometimes 
misleading, as we shall presently find, under C), but rather at the given 
corresponding formulas with 'c' (which was always meant in the sen of 
probability1). Thus we find (by formula (4), p. 464) that the classificator 
concept was meant in the sense of II I; and similarly (by formula (2), p. 
43I) that the comparative concept was meant in the sense of I 2a. (In 
formula (2) I took ';:;;;' rather than '>' for reasons of technical conven
ience; this difference is irrelevant for our present discussion.) Since the 
quantitative concept was always meant as I 3, my triple of concepts 
consisted of II I, I 2, and I 3· Thus my three concepts, though each of 
them is an interesting concept, did not fit together in the way . I ha 
intended, i.e., as analogues to Warm, Warmer, and Temperature, resp -
tively. If I I is taken instead of II I, we have a fitting triple oft ind 
I. It is curious to see that in my discussion of Hempel's investigations I 
considered I I as an alternative form of the classificatory concept, but 
explained my reasons for preferring II I (see under D below), which is 
indeed the more interesting concept of the two. 

C. Terminological questions. When I examine today, from the point 
view of the distinction between concepts of firmness and concepts of 
increase in firmness, the paraphrases and informal explanations I gave in 
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the book for various concepts, I realize that they are often ambiguous and 
may sometimes even be misleading. For example, the comparative concept 
was meant (as I mentioned above) in the sense of I 2, thus as a comparison 
of firmness. However, my formulations" ... more strongly confirmed (or 
supported, ... , corroborated, etc.) ... " (p. 22, (ii)(a)) may rather suggest 
a comparison of increase in firmness in the sense of II 2. 

In view of the fact that the verb 'to confirm' is ambiguous and has 
perhaps the connotation of 'making firmer' even more often than that of 
'making firm', it may seem advisable to use expressions of the form 'e is 
confirming evidence for h' or 'h is confirmed by e', if at all, only in the 
sense of II I (as I did in§ 86), and not in that of I I. 

I am in doubt what to propose for the concept I 3· It seems to me 
feasible, in spite of the ambiguity of 'to confirm', to keep the term 'degree 
of confirmation' as a technical term for I 3, as I did throughout this book. 
If we do, we have to keep in mind that 'degree of confirmation' means, 
not the amount of increase in firmness, but the degree of firmness that 
the hypothesis has on its present basis (after being made either firmer or 
less firm by the additional confirming or disconfirming evidence). 3 

Another possibility would be to take the good old term 'probability' 
also as a technical term (not only, in the form of 'probability/, as a non
technical term for the explicandum, as in the book). I would certainly 
have liked from the beginning to follow Keynes and Jeffreys in using this 
term also as a technical term for the explicatum. But I decided with regret 
not to do so, because in the literature of mathematical statistics, which 
had grown in the last decades to enormous size, the term 'probability' 
is almost exclusively used in the different sense of probability,, the fre
quency concept. Although I regarded this use as an illegitimate usurpa
tion, since I believe the classical authors meant mostly not probability,, 

J I used the term 'degree of confirmation' first for a pragmatical concept referring to a person 
at a given time ([Testability] 1936, § 3; [Analysis] 1939), and later for the corresponding 
semantical concept. It seems clear from the informal explanations that, even at that time, the 
concept was intended as a measure of certainty, not of the increase in certainty; thus I said 
([Analysis], p. 222): "The outcome of such a procedure of testing an hypothesis is either a 
confirmation or an infirmation of that hypothesis, or, rather, either an increase or a decrease 
of its degree of confirmation." The term 'degree of confirmation' was perhaps first suggested 
to me by Karl Popper's term 'Bewahrungsgrad' ([Logik] 1935, §§ 81-82). But it seems that 
at that time I was not quite clear about the sense of Popper's concept, nor about that of my 
own. I gave the first clear exposition of my concept in 1945 ([Inductive] and [Concepts]). I 
explained the distinction between probability, and probability,-as in this book--and I said 
that I mean by the term 'degree of confirmation' the logical concept of probability,, thus the 
concept I 3 in the above schema. Popper's later publications showed that what he had in 
mind was not I 3, nor II 3 either, but still another concept. Nowadays Popper uses for this 
concept the term 'degree of corroboration' instead of 'degree of confirmation'. Thus there is 
no longer a collision between our terms. 
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but something like probability!(§ I2B), it seemed to me then inadvisable 
to use the term 'probability' in a sense deviating from that prevalent in 
statistics. Today the situation looks different. As mentioned at the begin
ning of this preface, there are now a number of authors whose concepts 
of probability are similar to probabilityr. They usually emphasize at the 
beginning the difference between their concept of probability and the 
frequency concept, sometimes by adjoining to the word 'probability' a 
qualifying adjective like 'subjective', 'personal', or 'intuitive'. But then 
they use in the body of their work mostly the simple term 'probability'. 
I think I would prefer to do the same if I should decide to give up the term 
'degree of confirmation'. 

Under B above, I explained that my three concepts did not form a triple 
of the kind intended; here, under C, I pointed out that my informal ex
planations in words were often not appropriate. I wish to emphasize that 
these two points do not touch the content of my system itself, consisting 
of the formal definitions and theorems.4 

D. The classificatory concept of confirmation was discussed in § 86. 
There I paraphrased this concept thus: "i is confirming evidence fo~ h" 
(p. 463, the second form). In this case the formulation is appropriate, 
because I had in mind, not I I, but II I; accordingly, I gave as the cor
responding formula with 'c': 'c(h, i) > c(h, t)' (p. 464, formula (4)), as in II I 
above. Later, in my discussion of Hempel's investigation I surmised (p. 
475) that his original explicandum was the same as mine ·e., II I), e.g., 
when he referred to "data favorable for h" or said that i "is str · 
h". But then I pointed out that at some other places the kind of arguments 
he gave made it likely that he had inadvertently shifted to another ex
plicandum, viz., "the degree of confirmation of h on i is greater than r, 
where r is a fixed value, perhaps o or I/2" (p. 475), which is I I. Thus, 
if my assumption about Hempel's two explicanda is correct, there was a 
lack of distinction between I and II, possibly influenced, as in my own 
case, by the ambiguity of the word 'confirmation'. 

The special aim of my investigation of the classificatory concept in § 86 

4 Popper was the first to criticize the two points mentioned. However, he combined these 
correct observations with a number of other comments based upon misunderstandings and 
mistakes; he even asserted that my system itself contained a contradiction. Bar-Hillel, Ke
meny, and Jeffrey stated their agreement with Popper's criticism in the two points, but rejected 
his assertion of a contradiction. Bar-Hillel pointed out Popper's mistakes clearly and in detail. 
[See a series of discussion notes by Popper (partly reprinted in his [Logic] 1959) and Bar-Hillel 
in Brit. J. Phil. Sc., 5 (r954), 6 (r955), and 7 (1956), and a brief note of mine (ibid., 7 (1956), 
243 f.); further reviews by Kemeny (J. Symb. Logic, 20 (1955), 304) and Jeffrey (Econometrica, 
28 (r96o), 925). Compare also my [Replies] § 3r.] My agreement with Popper's criticism in 
the two points does, of course, in no way affect my views on the nature and function of inductive 
logic. 
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was to find a definition using no quantitative concepts like c, but only 
L-concepts. I gave a definition of this kind for a concept ([' (p. 465, for
mula (8)). However, I did not accept([' as an explicatum, because I found 
that this concept was too narrow; I showed this by two counterexamples 
(p. 466). I am today still of the opinion (expressed in the last paragraph 
of § 86) that to find a non-quantitative explicatum is chiefly of interest 
for those who are skeptical about the possibility of a quantitative expli
catum of probability,. Within quantitative inductive logic, we have a 
detailed theory of relevance (chap. vi), which contains the concept II I 
as positive relevance, defined quantitatively. As to the concept I I, it may 
be useful for everyday communication, e.g., 'it is probable that it will rain 
tomorrow', but its usefulness for scientific work is hardly higher than that 
of the concept Warm in physics. 

E. The comparative concept, understood in the sense of I 2, was inves
tigated in chapter vii. In this case likewise I searched for an explication 
in non-quantitative terms. I proposed a definition of this kind (D8I-I). 
But Bar-Hillel showed (Note I953) that my explicatum was too narrow. 
He used the same two counterexamples which I had used in § 86 against 
(['. To my earlier remark (p. 467) that it seemed doubtful whether a simple 
definition based upon L-terms could be found for the classificatory concept, 
I added later ([Comparative], p. 3I8) that in the case of the comparative 
concept the reasons for doubt are even stronger. At any rate, such a 
definition would have to go far beyond simple L-relations among the four 
sentences involved and refer also to the internal structure of the sentences. 
A definition of this kind would presumably not be simple. The task of 
finding such a definition does not seem very important today, when we 
recognize that a quantitative theory can be developed. 

Aside from the question of an explicit, non-quantitative definition, the 
comparative concept may be of interest as a primitive concept in an axiom 
system. Many authors on probability (in a non-frequency sense) begin 
with a system of comparative axioms. This procedure has advantages in 
view of the fact that on the basis of our intuitions we often find it easier 
to make a comparative judgment than a quantitative one. I have proposed 
to add to the usual comparative axioms some new ones, among them the 
axiom of symmetry with respect to individual constants and the axiom 
of instantial relevance ([Comparative], p. 3I6). 

F. The requirement of logical independence(§ I8B) has been abolished. 
Kemeny (1951) and Bar-Hillel (1951) pointed out, independently of each 
other, that this requirement would exclude any primitive two-place predi
cate that, in virtue of its meaning, possesses some structural property. For 
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example, if the primitive predicate 'W' designates the relation Warmer and 
thus is asymmetric by its meaning, then the atomic sentences 'W ab' and 
'Wba' are incompatible, and hence any state-description containing both 
would not represent a possible case. However, we can admit as primitive 
predicates those of the kind just indicated and also one-place predicates 
with meaning relations holding among them (e.g., predicates designating 
different colors and hence being incompatible), if we apply the following 
procedure, which was first proposed by Kemeny. We require that all such 
meaning relations and structural properties are expressed by special postu
lates, which I call meaning postulates or A-postulates ([Postulates]; cf. 
Kemeny, Extension 1952, Measure function 1953). Then we define as 
admissible state-descriptions those in which all A-postulates hold. The 
analytic (or A-true) sentences, i.e., those which are true in virtue of mean
ings alone, are defined as tho~e holding in all admissible state-descriptions. 
In inductive logic we take into account only the admissible state-descrip
tions. We assign them-value I not only to all L-true sentences (T57-1d) 
but to all A-true sentences. 

G. The requirement of completeness for the set of primitive predicates 
(§ 18B) has been abolished. Special axioms are adopted which assure the 
in variance of c-values with respect to an extension of the anguage by the 
addition of either new individual constants or new famil s of primitive 
predicates. 

Invariance with respect to an addition of a new family did not hold m 
my original system. But this invariance becomes possible by a modifica
tion of the treatment of the primitive predicates. I shall now indicate this 
modification; for the sake of simplicity I shall refer to one-place predicates 
only. 

The primitive predicates are classified into families (this procedure was 
indicated in§ 18C, but not applied in the book). For example, there may 
be a family of colors, another family of shapes, and the like. We make 
sure, either by A-postulates or by a suitable special form of the state
descriptions, that in any admissible state-description, for each individual, 
one and only one of the predicates of any given family holds. Then the 
following changes have to be made. The chapters iv through ix remain es
sentially unchanged, except for a few places (mostly in§ 107A) where the 
language systems~ .. are dealt with. The explanations and results at those 
places, and furthermore in the Appendix concerning the function c* and 
in the monograph [Continuum) concerning the lambda-system, are now 
to be understood as restricted to cases involving predicates of any one 
family only. The number 1r of independent primitive predicates is to be 
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disregarded, and the number K of Q-predicates is to be understood as the 
number of predicates of the family in question. 

As an example, consider any formula containing '1r' or 'K' or both, e.g., 
a formula in § IIo of this book about c*, say (6) or (7), or a formula in 
[Continuum] about a c-function of the lambda-system, e.g., (II-4). Let 
us apply this formula to the case 1r = 3, hence K = 8. The result was 
originally interpreted as referring to the following situation: we have three 
independent primitive predicates, way 'P/, 'P.', and 'P/, and hence eight 
Q-predicates (or, in the terminology of§ 18C, which I now prefer: we have 
three families containing two predicates each; the first family contains 'Pr' 
and its negation; the second and third are analogous). Today I would 
interpret the formula differently. It is applicable to the described situa
tion as an approximation only (since it neglects the analogy influence); 
but it holds exactly for another situation, viz., one family of eight primi
tive predicates, e.g., for eight different colors exhausting the color uni
verse. In order to obtain exact c-values for the former situation, we need 
a method for three families, a method different from all those discussed in 
this book or in [Continuum]. Together with Kemeny I have developed a 
general method for an arbitrary number n of families F', .. . , F", where 
the family Fm(m = 1, ... , n) contains any number km of primitive predi
cates. The formula for two families is given and explained in Carnap
Stegmtiller [Wahrsch.], Anhang B VIII. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT Los ANGELES 

January 1962 

NOTE 

RUDOLF CARNAP 

' n ' In some formulas, where summation is expressed in a form like L , the 
p=I 

sign of equality is blurred so that the subscript looks like 'p- I' instead of 

'p = I'. The same is the case at other places with the sign of product' n '. 
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CHAPTER I 

ON EXPLICATION 

After a brief indication of the problems to be dealt with in this book-the 
problems of degree of confirmation, induction, and probability (§ I)-the re
mainder of this chapter contains a discussion of some general questions of a 
methodological nature. By an explication we understand the transformation of 
an inexact, prescientific concept, the explicandum, into an exact concept, the 
explicatum (§ 2). The explicatum must fulfil the requirements of similarity to 
the explicandum, exactness, fruitfulness, and simplicity (§ 3). Three kinds of 
concepts are distinguished: classificatory (e.g., Warm), comparative (e.g., 
Warmer), and quantitative concepts (e.g., Temperature)(§ 4). The role of com
parative and quantitative concepts as explicata is discussed(§ s). The axiomat
ic method is briefly characterized, and the distinction between its two phases, 
formalization and interpretation, is especially emphasized (§ 6). In this chap
ter the methodological questions are discussed in a general way, without refer
ence to the specific problems of this book. Only in later chapters will the results 
of these preliminary explanations be applied in the discussions concerning con
firmation and probability. 

§ 1. Introduction: Our Problems 

A brief, preliminary indication is given of the tasks which this book will try 
to solve: a clarification of (I) degree of confirmation, (2) induction, (3) prob
ability. 

The chief tasks of this book will be: 

1) a clarification and, if possible, a definition of the concept of degree of 
confirmation; 

2) a clarification of the logical nature of induction and, if possible, a con-
struction of a system of inductive logic; 

3) a clarification of the concept of probability. 

At the present only a few preliminary explanations of these problems will 
be given. 

1. When scientists speak about a scientific law or a theory, or also a 
singular statement, for example, a prediction, on the one hand, and cer
tain observational data or experimental results, on the other, they often 
state a relation between those items in forms like these: 

a. 'This experiment again confirms the theory T' (or: ' ... supplies 
new evidence for . . .'). 

I 
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b. 'The quantum theory is confirmed to a considerably higher degree 
by the experimental data known today than by those available twenty 
years ago' (or: ' ... is supported more strongly by .. .'). 

The concepts of confirming evidence or degree of confirmation used in 
statements of this kind are usually sufficiently well understood for simple, 
practical purposes, but they are hardly ever precisely explained. It will be 
one of the chief tasks of this book to make concepts of this kind precise 
and to furnish a theory of the logical relations between any hypothesis 
and any piece of knowledge that might be regarded as confirming evi
dence for the hypothesis. 

2. The problem of induction in the widest sense-concerning a hy
pothesis of any, not necessarily universal form-is essentially the same 
as the problem of the logical relation between a hypothesis and some con
firming evidence for it. Thus, by laying down a definition for the concept 
of degree of confirmation and constructing a logical theory based upon 
this concept, we shall furnish a system of inductive logic. While deductive 
logic may be regarded as the theory based upon the concept of logical con
sequence or deducibility, inductive logic is the theory based upon what 
might be called the degree of inducibility, that is, the degree of confirma
tion. 

3. The problem of probability is likewise closely related to that of in
duction. This has often been observed, at least with respect to one of the 
various conceptions of probability which we find in the historical develop
ment (sometimes called inductive probability). We shall try to show that 
we have to distinguish chiefly two concepts of probability; the one is de
fined in terms of frequency and is applied empirically, the other is a logical 
concept and is the same as degree of confirmation. It will be shown that 
both are important for the method of science, and thus the controversy 
between the two "conceptions" of probability will be dissolved. 

Thus we see that one or several of the problems which we intend to ap
proach have the following character. There is a certain term ('confirming 
evidence', 'degree of confirmation', 'probability') which is used in every
day language and by scientists without being exactly defined, and we try 
to make the use of these terms more precise or, as we shall say, to give an 
explication for them. The task of explication is of very general importance 
for the construction of concepts. Therefore we shall devote the remainder 
of this chapter(§§ 2-6) to a discussion of the general nature of the method 
of explication and only in the next chapter (§ 8) return to our specific 
problems of confirmation and probability. 
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i § 2. On the Clarification of an Explicandum 

By the procedure of explication we mean the transformation of an inexact, 
prescientific concept, the explicandum, into a new exact concept, the explica
tum. Although the explicandum cannot be given in exact terms, it should be 
made as clear as possible by informal explanations and ex~mples. 

The task of explication consists in transforming a given more or less 
inexact concept into an exact one or, rather, in replacing the first by the 
second. We call the given concept (or the term used for it) the explican
dum, and the exact concept proposed to take the place of the first (or 
the term proposed for it) the explicatum. The explicandum may belong 
to everyday language or to a previous stage in the development of scien
tific language. The explicatum must be given by explicit rules for its use, 
for example, by a definition which incorporates it into a well-constructed 
system of scientific either logicomathematical or empirical concepts. 

The term 'explicatum' has been suggested by the following two usages. Kant 
calls a judgment explicative if the predicate is obtained by analysis of the sub
ject. Husserl, in speaking about the synthesis of identification between a con
fused, nonarticulated sense and a subsequently intended distinct, articulated 
sense, calls the latter the 'Explikat' of the former. (For both uses see Dictionary 
of philosophy [1942], ed. D. Runes, p. res). What I mean by 'explicandum' and 
'explicatum' is to some extent similar to what C. H. Langford calls 'analysan
dum' and 'analysans': "the analysis then states an appropriate relation of 
equivalence between the analysandum and the analysans" ("The notion of 
analysis in Moore's philosophy", in The philosophy of G. E. Moore [1943], ed. 
P. A. Schilpp, pp. 321-42; seep. 323); he says that the motive of an analysis 
"is usually that of supplanting a relatively vague idea by a more precise one" 
(ibid., p. 329). 

(Perhaps the form 'explicans' might be considered instead of 'explicatum'; 
however, I think that the analogy with the terms 'definiendum' and 'definiens' 
would not be useful because, if the explication consists in giving an explicit 
definition, then both the definiens and the definiendum in this definition express 
the explicatum, while the explicandum does not occur.) The procedure of ex
plication is here understood in a wider sense than the procedures of analysis and 
clarification which Kant, Husserl, and Langford have in mind. The explicatum 
(in my sense) is in many cases the result of an analysis of the explicandum (and 
this has motivated my choice of the terms); in other cases, however, it deviates 
deliberately from the explicandum but still takes its place in some way; this 
will become clear by the subsequent examples. 

A problem of explication is characteristically different from ordinary 
scientific (logical or empirical) problems, where both the datum and the 
solution are, under favorable conditions, formulated in exact terms (for 
example, 'What is the product of 3 and 5?', 'What happens when an elec
tric current goes through water?'). In a problem of explication the datum, 
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viz., the explicandum, is not given in exact terms; if it were, no explication 
would be necessary. Since the datum is inexact, the problem itself is not 
stated in exact terms; and yet we are asked to give an exact solution. This 
is one of the puzzling peculiarities of explication. It follows that, if a solu
tion for a problem of explication is proposed, we cannot decide in an exact 
way whether it is right or wrong. Strictly speaking, the question whether 
the solution is right or wrong makes no good sense because there is no 
clear-cut answer. The question should rather be whether the proposed 
solution is satisfactory, whether it is more satisfactory than another one, 
and the like. What is meant by these questions will soon be made clearer. 

Before we turn to the chief question, viz., what are the requirements for 
a satisfactory solution of a problem of explication, that is to say, for a 
satisfactory explicatum, let us look somewhat more at the way in which 
the problem is to be stated, that is, how the explicandum is to be given. 
There is a temptation to think that, since the explicandum cannot be given 
in exact terms anyway, it does not matter much how we formulate the 
problem. But this would be quite wrong. On the contrary, since even in 
the best case we cannot reach full exactness, we must, in order to prevent 
the discussion of the problem from becoming entirely futile, do all we can 
to make at least practically clear what is meant as the explicandum. What 
X means by a certain term in contexts of a certain kind is at least prac
tically clear to Y if Y is able to predict correctly X's interpretation for 
most of the simple, ordinary cases of the use of the term in those contexts. 
It seems to me that, in raising problems of analysis or explication, philoso
phers very frequently violate this requirement. They ask questions like: 
'What is causality?', 'What is life?', 'What is mind?', 'What is justice?', 
etc. Then they often immediately start to look for an answer without first 
examining the tacit assumption that the terms of the question are at least 
practically clear enough to serve as a basis for an investigation, for an 
analysis or explication. Even though the terms in question are unsystem
atic, inexact terms, there are means for reaching a relatively good 
mutual understanding as to their intended meaning. An indication of the 
meaning with the help of some examples for its intended use and other 
examples for uses not now intended can help the understanding. An in
formal explanation in general terms may be added. All explanations of 
this kind serve only to make clear what is meant as the explicandum; they 
do not yet supply an explication, say, a definition of the explicatum; they 
belong still to the formulation of the problem, not yet to the construction 
of an answer. (Examples. I. I might say, for example: "I mean by the ex
plicandum 'salt', not its wide sense which it has in chemistry but its nar-
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row sense in which it is used in the household language". This explana
tion is not yet an explication; the latter may be given, for instance, by the 
compound expression 'sodium chloride' or the synonymous symbol 'NaCl' 
of the language of chemistry. 2. "I am looking for an explication of the 
term 'true', not as used in phrases like 'a true democracy'·, 'a true friend', 
etc., but as used in everyday life, in legal proceedings, in logic, and in sci
ence, in about the sense of 'correct', 'accurate', 'veridical', 'not false', 
'neither error nor lie', as applied to statements, assertions, reports, stories, 
etc." This explanation is not yet an explication; an explication may be 
given by a definition within the framework of semantical concepts, for 
example, by Tarski's definition of 'true' in [Wahrheitsbegriff] (for abbre
viated titles in square brackets see the Bibliography at the end of this vol
ume), or by Dr7-1 below. By explanations of this kind the reader may 
obtain step by step a clearer picture of what is intended to be included 
and what is intended to be excluded; thus he may reach an understanding 
of the meaning intended which is far from perfect theoretically but may 
be sufficient for the practical purposes of a discussion of possible explica
tions. 

§ 3. Requirements for an Explicatum 

A concept must fulfil the following requirements in order to be an adequate 
explicatum for a given explicandum: (1) similarity to the explicandum, (2) 
exactness, (3) fruitfulness, (4) simplicity. 

Suppose we wish to explicate a certain prescientific concept, which has 
been sufficiently clarified by examples and explanations as just discussed. 
What is the explication of this concept intended to achieve? To say that 
the given prescientific concept is to be transformed into an exact one 
means, of course, that an exact concept corresponding to the given con
cept is to be introduced. What kind of correspondence is required here be
tween the first concept, the explicandum, and the second, the explicatum? 

Since the explicandum is more or less vague and certainly more so than 
the explicatum, it is obvious that we cannot require the correspondence 
between the two concepts to be a complete coincidence. But one might 
perhaps think that the explicatum should be as close to or as similar with 
the explicandum as the latter's vagueness permits. However, it is easily 
seen that this requirement would be too strong, that the actual procedure 
of scientists is often not in agreement with it, and for good reasons. Let us 
consider as an example the prescientific term 'fish'. In the construction of 
a systematic language of zoology, the concept Fish designated by this 
term has been replaced by a scientific concept designated by the same term 
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'fish'; let us use for the latter concept the term 'piscis' in order to avoid 
confusion. When we compare the explicandum Fish with the explicatum 
Piscis, we see that they do not even approximately coincide. The latter is 
much narrower than the former; many kinds of animals which were sub
sumed under the concept Fish, for instance, whales and seals, are ex
cluded from the concept Piscis. [The situation is not adequately described 
by the statement: 'The previous belief that whales (in German even called 
'Walfische') are also fish is refuted by zoology'. The prescientific term 
'fish' was meant in about the sense of 'animal living in water'; therefore 
its application to whales, etc., was entirely correct. The change which zo
ologists brought about in this point was not a correction in the field of 
factual knowledge but a change in the rules of the language; this change, 
it is true, was motivated by factual discoveries.] That the explicandum 
Fish has been replaced by the explicatum Piscis does not mean that the 
former term can always be replaced by the latter; because of the differ
ence in meaning just mentioned, this is obviously not the case. The former 
concept has been succeeded by the latter in this sense: the former is no 
longer necessary in scientific talk; most of what previously was said with 
the former can now be said with the help of the latter (though often in a 
different form, not by simple replacement). It is important to recognize 
both the conventional and the factual components in the procedure of the 
zoologists. The conventional component consists in the fact that they 
could have proceeded in a different way. Instead of the concept Piscis 
they could have chosen another concept-let us use for it the term 
'piscis*'-which would likewise be exactly defined but which would be 
much more similar to the prescientific concept Fish by not excluding 
whales, seals, etc. What was their motive for not even considering a wider 
concept like Piscis* and instead artificially constructing the new concept 
Piscis far remote from any concept in the prescientific language? The rea
son was that they realized the fact that the concept Piscis promised to be 
much more fruitful than any concept more similar to Fish. A scientific 
concept is the more fruitful the more it can be brought into connection 
with other concepts on the basis of observed facts; in other words, the 
more it can be used for the formulation of laws. The zoologists found that 
the animals to which the concept Fish applies, that is, those living in 
water, have by far not as many other properties in common as the animals 
which live in water, are cold-blooded vertebrates, and have gills through
out life. Hence the concept Piscis defined by these latter properties al
lows more general statements than any concept defined so as to be more 
similar to Fish; and this is what makes the concept Piscis more fruitful. 
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In addition to fruitfulness, scientists appreciate simplicity in their con
cepts. The simplicity of a concept may be measured, in the first place, by 
the simplicity of the form of its definition and, second, by the simplicity 
of the forms of the laws connecting it with other concepts. This property, 
however, is only of secondary importance. Many complicated concepts 
are introduced by scientists and turn out to be very useful. In general, 
simplicity comes into consideration only in a case where there is a question 
of choice among several concepts which achieve about the same and seem 
to be equally fruitful; if these concepts show a marked difference in the 
degree of simplicity, the scientist will, as a rule, prefer the simplest of 
them. 

According to these considerations, the task of explication may be char
acterized as follows. If a concept is given as explicandum, the task con
sists in finding another concept as its explicatum which fulfils the follow
ing requirements to a sufficient degree. 

I. The explicatum is to be similar to the explicandum in such a way 
that, in most cases in which the explicandum has so far been used, the 
explicatum can be used; however, close similarity is not required, and 
considerable differences are permitted. 

2. The characterization of the explicatum, that is, the rules of its use 
(for instance, in the form of a definition), is to be given in an exact form, 
so as to introduce the explicatum into a well-connected system of scien
tific concepts. 

3· The explicatum is to be a fruitful concept, that is, useful for the 
formulation of many universal statements (empirical laws in the case of a 
nonlogical concept, logical theorems in the case of a logical concept). 

4· The explicatum should be as simple as possible; this means as simple 
as the more important requirements (1), (2), and (3) permit. 

Philosophers, scientists, and mathematicians make explications very fre
quently. But they do not often discuss explicitly the general rules which they 
follow implicitly. A good explicit formulation is given by Karl Menger in con
nection with his explication of the concept of dimension ("What is dimension?" 
A mer. Math. Monthly, so [1943], 2-7; see p. 5: § 3 "Criteria for a satisfactory 
definition" [explication, in our terminology)). He states the following require
ments. The explicatum "must include all entities which are always denoted and 
must exclude all entities which are never denoted" by the explicandum. The 
explication "should extend the use of the word by dealing with objects not 
known or not dealt with in ordinary language. With regard to such entities, a 
definition [explication) cannot help being arbitrary." The explication "must 
yield many consequences," theorems possessing "generality and simplicity" and 
connecting the explicatum with concepts of other theories. See also the discus
sions by C. H. Langford, referred to in § 2. 

Terminological remarks. r. The word 'concept' is used in this book as a con-
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venient common designation for properties, relations, and functions. [Note that 
(a) it does not refer to terms, i.e., words or phrases, but to their meanings, and 
(b) it does not refer to mental occurrences of conceiving but to something ob
jective.] For more detailed explanations see [Semantics], p. 230; [Meaning], 
p. 21. 2. If I speak about an expression (e.g., a word, a phrase, a sentence, etc.) 
in distinction to what is meant or designated by it, I include it in quotation 
marks. That this distinction is necessary in order to avoid confusion has become 
more and more clear in the recent development of logic and analysis of language. 
3· If I want to speak about a concept (property, relation, or function) desig
nated by a word, I sometimes use the device of capitalizing the word, especially 
if it is not a noun (compare [Meaning], p. 17 n.). For example, I might write 
'the relation Warmer'; to write instead 'the relation warmer' would look strange 
and be contrary to English grammar; to write 'the relation of x being warmer 
than y' would be inconvenient because of its length; the customary way of 
writing 'the relation 'warmer' ' would not be quite correct, because 'warmer' is 
not a relation but a word designating a relation. Similarly, I shall sometimes 
write: 'the property (or concept) Fish' (instead of 'the property of being a fish'); 
'the property (or concept) Red' (instead of 'the property of being red' or 'the 
property of redness'), and the like. 

Arne Naess defines and uses a concept which seems related to our con
cept Explicatum ("Interpretation and preciseness. I. Survey of basic con
cepts" [Oslo Universitetets Studentkontor, 1947] [mimeographed]; this 
is the first chapter of a forthcoming book). Naess defines 'the formula
tion U is more precise than T (in the sense that U may with profit be 
substituted for T)' by 'there are interpretations of T which are not inter
pretations of U, but there are no interpretations of U which are not also 
interpretations of T' (ibid., p. 38). This comparative concept enables 
Naess to deal with a series of consecutive "precisations" of a given con
cept. Naess announces that a later chapter (iii) of the book will be "de
voted to the question of how to measure degrees of ambiguity, vague
ness, and similar properties". The comparative concept mentioned and 
these quantitative concepts may prove to be effective tools for a more 
penetrating analysis of explication. 

§ 4. Classificatory, Comparative, and Quantitative Concepts 

A classificatory concept (e.g., Warm) serves for classifying things into two 
kinds. A comparative concept is a relation based on a comparison, with the sense 
of 'more (in a certain respect)' (e.g., Warmer) or 'more or equal'. A quantitative 
concept serves to describe something with the help of numerical values (e.g., 
temperature). 

Among the kinds of concept used in science, three are of special im
portance. We call them classificatory, comparative, and quantitative con
cepts. We shall make use of this distinction in our later discussion of 
confirmation and probability. In prescientific thinking classificatory con-
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cepts are used most frequently. In the course of the development of sci
ence they are replaced in scientific formulations more and more by con
cepts of the two other kinds, although they remain always useful for the 
formulation of observational results. Classificatory concepts are those 
which serve for the classification of things or cases into two or a few mutu
ally .exclusive kinds. They are used, for example, when substances are 
divided into metals and nonmetals, and again the metals into iron, cop
per, silver, etc.; likewise, when animals and plants are divided into 
classes and further divided into orders, families, genera, and, finally, 
species; when the things surrounding us are described as warm or cold, 
big or small, hard or soft, etc., or when they are classified as houses, 
stones, tables, men, etc. In these examples the classificatory concepts are 
properties. In other cases they are relations, for example, those designated 
by the phrases 'x is close to y' and 'the person x is acquainted with the 
field of science y'. (A relation may be regarded as a property of ordered 
pairs.) Quantitative concepts (also called metrical or numerical concepts 
or numerical functions) are those which serve for characterizing things or 
events or certain of their features by the ascription of numerical values; 
these values are found either directly by measurement or indirectly by 
calculation from other values of the same or other concepts. Examples of 
quantitative concepts are length, length of time, velocity, volume, mass, 
force, temperature, electric charge, price, I.Q., infantile mortality, etc. 
In many cases a quantitative concept corresponds to a classificatory con
cept. Thus temperature corresponds to the property Warm; and the con
cept of a distance of less than five miles corresponds to the relation of 
proximity. The method of quantitative concepts and hence of measure
ment was first used only for physical events but later more and more in 
other fields also, especially in economics and psychology. Quantitative 
concepts are no doubt the most effective instruments in the scientific 
arsenal. Sometimes scientists, especially in the fields of social science and 
psychology, hold the view that, in cases where no way is discovered for 
the introduction of a quantitative concept, nothing remains but to use 
concepts of the simplest kind, that is, classificatory ones. Here, however, 
they overlook the possibility and usefulness of comparative concepts, 
which, in a sense, stand between the two other kinds. Comparative con
cepts (sometimes called topological or order concepts) serve for the for
mulation of the result of a comparison in the form of a more-less-statement 
without the use of numerical values. Before the scientific, quantitative 
concept of temperature was introduced, everyday language contained 
comparative concepts. Instead of merely classifying things into a few kinds 
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with the help of terms like 'hot', 'warm', 'luke-warm', 'cold', a more effec
tive characterization was possible by saying that xis warmer than y (or 
colder, or equally warm, as the case may be). 

A comparative concept is always a relation. If the underlying classifica
tory concept is a property (e.g., Warm), the comparative concept is a 
dyadic relation, that is, one with two arguments (e.g., Warmer). If the 
classificatory concept is a dyadic relation (e.g., the relation of x being ac
quainted with (the field) y), the comparative concept has, in general, 
four arguments (e.g., the relation of x being better acquainted withy than 
u with v). It is sometimes useful to regard the tetradic relation as a dyadic 
relation between two pairs. (We might say, for example: 'the relation of 
being acquainted holds for the pair x, y to a higher degree than for the 
pair u, v' .) Sometimes the introduction of a triadic relation is preferred 
to that of a tetradic relation. If we do not know how to compare the de
gree of Peter's _knowledge in physics with Jack's knowledge in history, we 
might perhaps be content to use either or both of the two triadic relations 
expressed by the following phrases: 'xis better acquainted with (the field) 
y than with v', 'xis better acquainted withy than u'. The first of these 
two relations requires that we are able to compare the degree of Peter's 
knowledge in physics with that in history, which might seem problemati
cal. The second relation involves the comparison of Peter's knowledge in 
physics with that of Jack; here it seems easier to invent suitable tests. 

Each of the comparative concepts given above as an example has the 
meaning of 'more' or 'to a higher degree' with respect to a given classifica
tory concept. To any of those classificatory concepts (e.g., Warm), we 
can likewise construct a comparative concept meaning 'less' or 'to a lower 
degree' (e.g., Less-warm; in other words, Colder); this is the converse of 
the first comparative concept. In either case the comparative concept, 
regarded as a dyadic relation (of simple entities, pairs, etc.), has obviously 
the following relational properties: it is irreflexive, transitive, and (hence) 
asymmetric. (For definitions of these and other terms of the theory of re
lations see D25-2.) 

In addition to the form of comparative concepts just mentioned, there 
is another form, less customary but often more useful. A concept of this 
second kind does not mean 'more' but 'more or equal' with respect to the 
underlying classificatory concept, in other words, 'to at least the same 
degree', that is, 'to the same or a higher degree' (e.g., the relation of x be
ing at least as warm as y). Or it may mean 'less or equal' (e.g., the rela
tion of x being less warm than y or equally as warm as y; in other words, 
of x being at most as warm as y). It is easily seen that a comparative con-
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cept of this second kind, regarded as a dyadic relation, is reflexive and 
transitive but neither -symmetric nor asymmetric. A comparative relation 
is sometimes of such a kind that, for any x andy, it holds either between 
x and y or between y an<f x (or both). In this case the relation (for example, 
Warmer-Or-Equally-Warm) orders its members in a kind of linear order. If, 
however, the condition is not fulfilled, then there are incomparable cases. 
Thus it might perhaps be that we find it possible to compare the scientific 
achievements of two persons if both work in the same field, while we do not 
know a way of comparing a physicist with a historian. 

In everyday language the first form of comparative concept is much 
more customary than the second. There are many single words for those 
of the first form, for instance, 'above', 'beyond', 'after', etc., and especially 
the comparatives, for instance, 'more', 'warmer', etc., while there are 
hardly any single words for those of the second form. On the other hand, 
there is a general trend in the development of the language of science 
toward concepts which are wider than corresponding concepts of pre
scientific language by including extreme cases, especially cases of zero 
value or of identity or equality; for example, the term 'number' is now 
taken as including o, 'class' as including the null class, 'velocity' as includ
ing the case of rest regarded as velocity o, etc. With respect to compara
tive concepts, this trend means a development from those of the first kind 
to those of the second, because the latter include the boundary case of 
equality. One advantage of those of the second kind consists in the fact 
that on the basis of 'more or equal' we can define both 'equal' and 'more' 
('x = y' can be defined by 'x ~ y and y ~ x'; 'x > y' by 'x ~ y and not 
y ~ x'), while on the basis of 'more' we cannot define either 'equal' or 'more 
or equal'. For these reasons, when we come to a discussion of a comparative 
concept of confirmation(§ 8), we shall take one of the second form, as ex
pressed by: 'h is confirmed by e to the same or a higher degree than 
h' bye". 

For an analysis of comparative and quantitative concepts and an explanation 
of the steps to be taken in the construction of concepts of these kinds see Car
nap, Physikalische Begri.ffsbildung (Karlsruhe, 1926). C. G. Hempel and P. Op
penheim have developed and improved the characterizations of the two kinds 
of concept and illustrated their roles in various fields of science in their book 
Der Typusbegri.ff im Lichte der neuen Logik: Wissenschaftstheoretische Unter
suchungen zur Konstitutionsforschung und Psychologie (Leiden, 1936). 

§ 6. Comparative and Quantitative Concepts as Explicata 

The role of comparative and quantitative concepts as explicata is discussed 
in preparation for a later discussion of comparative and quantitative concepts 
of confirmation. 
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Classificatory concepts are the simplest and least effective kind of con
cept. Comparative concepts are more powerful, and quantitative concepts 
still more; that is to say, they enable us to give a more precise description 
of a concrete situation and, more important, to formulate more compre
hensive general laws. Therefore, the historical development of the lan
guage is often as follows: a certain feature of events observed in nature is 
first described with the ·help of a classificatory concept; later a compara
tive concept is used instead of or in addition to the classificatory concept; 
and, still later, a quantitative concept is introduced. (These three stages 
of development do, of course, not always occur in this temporal order.) 

The situation may be illustrated with the help of the example of those 
concepts which have led to the quantitative concept of temperature. The 
state of bodies with respect to heat can be described in the simplest and 
crudest way with the help of classificatory concepts like Hot, Warm, and 
Cold (and perhaps a few more). We may imagine an early, not recorded 
stage of the development of our language where only these classificatory 
terms were available. Later, an essential refinement of language took place 
by the introduction of a comparative term like 'warmer'. In the case of 
this example, as in many others, this second step was already made in the 
prescientific language. Finally, the corresponding quantitative co!lcept, 
that of temperature, was introduced in the construction of the scientific 
language. 

The concept Temperature may be regarded as an explicatum for the 
comparative concept Warmer. The first of the requirements for explicata 
discussed in § 3, that of similarity or correspondence to the explicandum, 
means in the present case the following: The concept Temperature is to 
be such that, in most cases, if x is warmer than y (in the prescientific 
sense, based on the heat sensations of the skin), then the temperature of x 
is higher than that of y. Here a few remarks may be made. 

(i) The requirement refers to most cases, not to all cases. It is easily 
seen that the requirement is fulfilled only in this restricted sense. Suppose 
I enter a moderately heated room twice, first coming from an overheated 
room and at a later time coming from the cold outside. Then it may hap
pen that I declare the room, on the basis of my sensations, to be warmer 
the second time than the first, while the thermometer shows at the second 
time the same temperature as at the first (or even a slightly lower one). 
Experiences of this kind do not at all lead us to the conclusion that the 
concept Temperature defined with reference to the thermometer is inade
quate as an explicatum for the concept Warmer. On the contrary, we have 
become accustomed to let the scientific concept overrule the prescientific 
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one in all cases of disagreement. In other words, the term 'warmer' has 
undergone a change of meaning. Its meaning was originally based directly 
on a comparison of heat sensations, but, after the acceptance of the scien
tific concept Temperature into our everyday language, the ;word 'warmer' 
is used in the sense of 'having a higher temperature'. Thus the experience 
described above is now formulated as follows: "I believed that the room 
was at the second time warmer than at the first, but this was an error; the 
room was actually not warmer; I found this out with the help of the 
thermometer". For this second, scientific meaning of 'warmer' we shall 
use in the following discussion the term 'warmer*'. 

(ii) The converse of the requirement mentioned above would be this: 
the concept Temperature is to be such that, if x is not warmer than y (in 
the prescientific sense), then the temperature of xis not higher than that 
of y. It is important to realize that this is not required, not even "in most 
cases". When the difference between the temperatures of x and y is small, 
then, as a rule, we notice no difference in our heat sensations. This again 
is not taken as a reason for rejecting the concept Temperature. On the 
contrary, here again we have become accustomed to the new, scientific 
concept Warmer*, and thus we say: "x is actually warmer* than y, al
though we cannot feel the difference". 

(iii) Thus, we have two scientific concepts corresponding to the pre
scientific concept Warmer. The one is the comparative concept Warmer*, 
the other the quantitative concept Temperature. Either of them may be· 
regarded as an explicatum of Warmer. Both are defined with reference to 
the thermometer. Since the thermometer has a higher discriminating pow
er than our heat sensations, both scientific concepts are superior to the 
prescientific one in allowing more precise descriptions. The procedure 
leading from the explicandum to either of the two explicata is as follows. 
At first the prescientific concept is guiding us in our choice of an explica
tum (with possible exceptions, as discussed earlier). Once an explicatum 
is defined in a relatively simple way, we follow its guidance in cases where 
the prescientific concept is not sufficiently discriminative. It would be 
possible but highly inadvisable to define a concept Temperature in such a 
way that x and y are said to have the same temperature whenever our 
sensations do not show a difference. This concept would be in closer agree
ment with the explicandum than the concept Temperature actually used. 
But the latter has the advantage of much greater simplicity both in its 
definition-in other words its method of measurement-and in the laws 
formulated with its help. 

(iv) Of the two scientific terms 'warmer*' and 'temperature', the latter/ 
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is the one important for science; the former serves merely as a convenient 
abbreviation for 'having a higher temperature'. The quantitative concept 
Temperature has proved its great fruitfulness by the fact that it occurs in 
many important laws. This is not always the case with quantitative con
cepts in science, even if they are well defined by exact rules of measure
ment. For instance, it has sometimes occurred in psychology that a quan
titative concept was defined by an exact description of tests but that the 
expectation of finding laws connecting the values thus measured with 
values of other concepts was not fulfilled; then the concept was finally 
discarded as not fruitful. If it is a question of an explication of a pre
scientific concept, then a situation of the kind described, where we do not 
succeed in finding an adequate quantitative explicatum, ought not to dis
courage us altogether from trying an explication. It may be possible to 
find an adequate comparative explicatum. Let us show this by a fictitious 
example. The experience leading to the concept Temperature was first a 
comparative one; it was found that, if x is warmer than y (in the pre
scientific sense) and we bring a body of mercury first in contact with x and 
later withy, then it has at the first occasion a greater volume than at the 
second. By a certain device it was made possible to measure the small 
differences in the volume of the mercury; and that was taken as basis 
for the quantitative concept Temperature. Now let us assume fictitiously 
that we did not find technical means for measuring the differences in the 
volume of the mercury, although we were able to observe whether the 
mercury expands or contracts. In this case we should have no basis for a 
quantitative concept Temperature, but it would still be possible to define 
the comparative concept Warmer* with reference to an expansion of the 
mercury. This scientific concept Warmer* could then be taken as explica
tum for the prescientific concept Warmer. Here, in the fictitious case, the 
concept Warmer* would be of greater importance than it is in actual phys
ics, because it would be the only explicatum. Note that Warmer* here is 
essentially the same concept as Warmer* in the earlier discussion but that 
there is a difference in the form of the two definitions. In the former case 
we defined Warmer* in terms of higher temperature, hence with the help 
of a quantitative concept; here, in the fictitious case, it is defined with ref
erence to the comparative concept of the expansion of mercury without 
the use of quantitative concepts. The distinction between these two ways 
of defining a comparative concept, the quantitative way and the purely 
comparative, that is, nonquantitative, way, will be of importance later 
when we discuss the comparative concept of confirmation. 

To make a weaker fictitious assumption, suppose that the volume dif-
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ferences could be measured and hence the quantitative concept Tempera
ture could be defined but that-this is the fictitious feature-no important 
laws containing this concept had been found. In this case the concept 
would be discarded as, not fruitful. And hence in this case likewise the 
comparative concept Warmer* would be taken as the only explicatum 
for Warmer. 

Later, when we discuss the problem of explication for the concept of 
confirmation, we shall distinguish three concepts, the classificatory, the 
comparative, and the quantitative concept of confirmation. They are anal
ogous to the concepts Warm, Warmer, and Temperature; thus the results 
of the present discussion will then be utilized. 

§ 6. Formalization and Interpretation 

The axiomatic method consists of two phases, formalization and interpreta
tion. The formalization of a theory consists in the construction of an axiom 
system. This is a semiformal system; the axiomatic terms are left uninterpreted, 
while some logical terms are taken with their customary meanings. The inter
pretation of an axiom sy9tem is given by rules which determine the meanings of 
the axiomatic terms. As an illustration for the distinction between the two 
phases, the difference between Peano's axiom system of arithmetic and the 
Frege-Russell system of arithmetic, which gives an interpretation, is explained. 

The introduction of new concepts into the language of science-whether 
as explicata for prescientific concepts or independently-is sometimes 
done in two separate steps, formalization and interpretation. The pro
cedure of separating these steps has steadily grown in importance during 
the last half-century. The two steps are the two phases of what is known 
as the axiomatic (or postulational) method in its modern form (as dis
tinguished from its traditional form dating from Euclid). Frequently, the 
first step alone is already very useful, and sometimes considerable time 
passes until it is followed by the second step. 

The formalization (or axiomatization) of a theory or of the concepts of 
a theory is here understood in the sense of the construction of a formal 
system, an axiom system (or postulate system) for that theory. 

We are not speaking here of a formal system in the strict sense, sometimes 
called a calculus (in the strict sense) or a syntactical system; in a system of this 
kind all rules are purely syntactical and all signs occurring are left entirely un
interpreted (see [Semantics] § 24). On the other hand, we are not speaking of 
axiom systems of the traditional kind, which are entirely interpreted. In the 
discussions of this book we are rather thinking of those semiformal, semi-inter
preted systems which are constructed by contemporary authors, especially 
mathematicians, under the title of axiom systems (or postulate systems). In a 
system of this kind the axiomatic terms (for instance, in Hilbert's axiom sys-
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tem of geometry the terms 'point', 'line', 'incidence', 'between', and others) 
remain uninterpreted, while for all or some of the logical terms occurring (e.g., 
'not', 'or', 'every') and sometimes for certain arithmetical terms (e.g., 'one', 
'two') their customary interpretation is-in most cases tacitly-presupposed. 
(For an explanation of the semiformal character of axiom systems see [Founda
tions] § 16.) 

The interpretation of an axiom system consists in the interpretation of 
its primitive axiomatic terms. This interpretation is given by rules specify
ing the meanings which we intend to give to these terms; hence the rules 
are of a semantical nature. (They are sometimes called correlative defini
tions (Reichenbach's "Zuordnungsdefinitionen") or epistemic correla
tions (Northrop).) Sometimes the interpretation of a term can be given 
in the simple form of an explicit definition; this definition may be regarded 
as a semantical rule which states that the term in question is to have the 
same meaning as a certain compound expression consisting of terms whose 
meanings are presupposed as known. 

For our later discussions on probability it will be of great importance to 
recognize clearly the character of the axiomatic method and especially the 
distinction between formalization and interpretation. Some authors be
lieve they have given a solution of the problem of probability, in our termi
nology, an explication for probability, by merely constructing an axiom 
system for probability without giving an interpretation; for a genuine 
explication, however, an interpretation is essential. We shall now illus
trate the axiomatic method and the distinction between its two phases by 
taking as an example the arithmetic of natural numbers. The prescientific 
terms of this field are the numerals 'one', 'two', etc. (or the corresponding 
figures) and terms for arithmetical operations like 'plus' (previously 
'and'), 'times', etc., as they are used in everyday language for counting 
things and for calculating with numbers applied to things. Preliminary 
steps toward a systematization of the theory and an explication of the 
terms have been made for several thousand years in the form of rules of 
calculation. The first axiom system for arithmetic which satisfies modern 
requirements as to the exactness of formulation is the famous axiom sys
tem of G. Peano. This system takes as primitive axiomatic terms 'o', 
'number', and 'successor'. It consists of five axioms, among them: 'o is a 
number' and 'the successor of a number is a number'. On the basis of the 
primitive terms mentioned, terms for the ordinary arithmetical operations 
can be introduced by recursive definitions. On the basis of the axioms and 
the recursive definitions, the ordinary theorems of elementary arithmetic 
can be proved. In this procedure the primitive terms mentioned and the 
terms introduced on their basis remain uninterpreted. It is only for di-
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dactic, psychological reasons that not arbitrarily chosen symbols are 
taken as primitive terms but customary signs or words. Their well-known 
meanings facilitate the manipulations of the signs in the deductions, but 
these deductions are formal in the sense that they do not make use of the 
meanings of the axiomatic terms at any point. 

Peano's axiom system, by furnishing the customary formulas of arith
metic, achieves in this field all that is to be required from the point of view 
of formal mathematics. However, it does not yet achieve an explication of 
the arithmetical terms 'one', 'two', 'plus', etc. In order to do this, an in
terpretation must be given for the semiformal axiom system. There is an 
infinite number of true interpretations for this system, that is, of sets of 
entities fulfilling the axioms, or, as one usually says, of models for the 
system. One of them is the set of natural numbers as we use them in 
everyday life. But it can be shown that all sets of any entities exhibiting 
the same structure as the set of natural numbers in their order of magni
tude-in Russell's terminology, all progressions-are likewise models of 
Peano's system. From the point of view of the formal system, no distinc
tion is made between these infinitely many models. However, in order to 
state the one interpretation we are aiming at, we have to give an explica
tion for the terms 'one', 'two', etc., as they are meant when we apply them 
in everyday life. 

The first exact explications for the ordinary arithmetical terms have 
been given by G. Frege and later in a similar way by Bertrand Russell. 
Both Frege and Russell give explicata for the arithmetical concepts by 
explicit definitions on the basis of a purely logical system whose primitive 
terms are presupposed as interpreted. On the basis of this interpretation 
of the arithmetical terms, Peano's axioms become provable theorems in 
logic. It is a historically and psychologically surprising fact that this ex
plication was such a difficult task and was achieved so late, although the 
explicanda, the elementary concepts of arithmetic, are understood and 
correctly applied by every child and have been successfully applied and 
to some extent also systematized for thousands of years. 

It is important to see clearly the difference between Peano's and Frege's 
systems of arithmetic. Peano's system, as mentioned, does not go beyond 
the boundaries of formal mathematics. Only Frege's system enables us to 
apply the arithmetical concepts in the description of facts; it enables us to 
transform a sentence like 'the number of fingers on my right hand is 5' 
into a form which does not contain any arithmetical terms. Peano's sys
tem contains likewise the term '5', but only as an uninterpreted symbol. 

. It enables us to derive formulas like '3 + 2 = s', but it does not tell us 
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how to understand the term '5' when it occurs in a factual sentence like 
that about the fingers. Only Frege's system enables us to understand sen
tences of this kind, that is to say, to know what we have to do in order 
to find out whether the sentence is true or not. 

The result of this discussion is, in general terms, the following. As soon 
as we go over from the field of formal mathematics to that of knowledge 
about the facts of nature, in other words, to empirical science, which in
cludes applied mathematics, we need more than a mere calculus or axiom 
system; an interpretation must be added to the system. 

Concerning· the arithmetical systems of Peano, Frege, and Russell: G. Peano, 
Arithmetices principia (1889); G. Frege, Grundlagen der Arithmetik (1884); 
Grundgesetze der Arithmetik (2 vols.; 1893, 1903); Bertrand Russell, The prin
ciples of mathematics (1903); with A. N. Whitehead, [Prine. Math.). For a dis
cussion of the distinction between Peano's arithmetic and that of Frege and 
Russell see Russell, Introduction to mathematical philosophy (1918), chaps. I 
and 2; and Carnap [Foundations) §§ 17 ff. 



CHAPTER II 

THE TWO CONCEPTS OF PROBABILITY 

The various theories of probability are attempts at an explication of what is 
regarded as the prescientific concept of probability. In fact, however, there are 
two fundamentally different concepts for which the term 'probability' is in gen
eral use. The two concepts are as follows, here distinguished by subscripts. 

(i) Probability, is the degree of confirmation of a hypothesis h with respect 
to an evidence statement e, e.g., an observational report. This is a logical, se
mantical concept. A sentence about this concept is based, not on observation of 
facts, but on logical analysis; if it is true, it is L-true (analytic). 

(ii) Probability, is the relative frequency (in the long run) of one property of 
events or things with respect to another. A sentence about this concept is factu
al, empirical. 

Both concepts are important for science. Many authors who take one of the 
two concepts as explicandum are not aware of the importance or even of the 
existence of the other concept. This has led to futile controversy. 

Probability, is obviously an objective concept. It is important to recognize 
that probability, is likewise objective. It seems to me that most of those au
thors from classical to present times who do not accept a frequency interpreta
tion of probability mean something like probability, as their explicandum and 
that their systems themselves are objectivistic. The latter fact is often veiled 
by the use of misleading subjectivistic formulations, mostly in preliminary 
explanations, e.g., in terms of degree of actual or reasonable belief. This psy
chologism in inductive logic, i.e., in the theory of probability,, is quite analogous 
to the well-known psychologism in deductive logic, which is more and more 
eliminated in modern logic. 

§ 8. The Semantical Concepts of Confirmation 

The concepts of confirmation to be dealt with in this book are semantical, 
i.e., based upon meaning, and logical, i.e., independent of facts. They belong, 
not to deductive, but to inductive logic. We distinguish three semantical con
cepts of confirmation: (i) the classificatory concept of confirmation ('the 
hypothesis his confirmed by the evidence e', in symbols '~(h,e)'); (ii) the com-· 
parative concept of confirmation ('his confirmed bye at least as highly ash' by 
e", 'Wl~(h,e,h' ,e')'); (iii) the quantitative concept of confirmation, the concept 
of degree of confirmation ('his confirmed bye to the degree q', 'c(h,e) = q'). 

One of the chief tasks of this book will be the explication of certain con
cepts which are connected with the scientific procedure of confirming or 
disconfirming hypotheses with the help of observations and which we 
therefore will briefly call concepts of confirmation. We leave for later chap
ters the task of laying down definitions of explicata; at present we are 
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concerned only with an explanation of the explicanda-in other words, 
with the formulation of our problem, not yet with its solution. 

The procedure of confirmation is a complex procedure consisting of 
components of different kinds. In this book we are concerned only with 
what may be called the logical aspect of confirmation, namely, with cer
tain logical relations between sentences (or propositions expressed by these 
sentences). Within the practice of the procedure of confirmation, these 
relations are of interest to the scientist, for instance, in the following situa
tion. He intends to examine a certain hypothesis h; he makes many ob
servations of particular events which he regards as relevant for judging 
the hypothesis h; he formulates the results of all observations made or as 
much of them as are relevant in a report e, which is a long sentence. Then 
he tries to determine whether and to what degree the hypothesis h is con
firmed by the observational evidence e. This last question alone is what 
we shall be concerned with. We call it a logical question because, once a 
hypothesis is formulated by h and any possible evidence by e (it need not 
be the evidence actually observed), the problem whether and how much h 
is confirmed by e is to be answered merely by a logical analysis of h and e 
and their relations. This question is not a question of facts in the sense that 
factual knowledge is required to find the answer. The sentences hand e, 
which are studied, do themselves certainly refer to facts. But, once hand e 
are given, the question mentioned requires only that we be able to under
stand them, that is, to grasp their meanings, and to establish certain rela
tions which are based upon their meanings. Since we take semantics as 
the theory of the meanings of expressions in language and especially of 
sentences (this will be explained later), the relations betwen h and e to 
be studied may be characterized as semantical; therefore we call them 
semantical concepts of confirmation. 

The question of confirmation in which we are here interested has been 
characterized above as a logical question. In order to avoid misunder
standings, a qualification should here be made. The question mentioned 
does not belong to deductive logic but to inductive logic. The similarities 
and differences between these two branches of logic will later be discussed 
in detail (§ 43B). Both branches have in common that the solution of 
their problems does not require factual knowledge but only analysis of 
meaning; therefore both parts of logic belong to semantics. This similarity 
makes it possible to explain the logical character of the relations of confir
mation by an analogy with a more familiar relation in deductive logic, 
viz., the relation of h being a logical consequence of e, in our terminology, 
the relation of L-implication (i.e., logical implication or entailment, in 
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distinction to material implication) between e and h. Let e be the sen
tence 'all men are mortal, and Socrates is a man', and h the sentence 
'Socrates is mortal'. Both e and h have factual content. But, in order to 
answer the question whether e L-implies h, we need no factual knowledge, 
we need not know whether e is true or false, whether h iS true or false, 
whether anybody believes in e and, if so, on what basis. All that is required 
is a logical analysis of the meanings of the two sentences. Analogously, to 
answer the question how much a hypothesis h is confirmed by an observa
tional report e-a question in logic, but here in inductive, not in deduc
tive, logic-we need not know whether e is true or false, whether h is 
true or false, whether anybody believes in e and, if so, on the basis of ob
servations or just by imagination or in whatever way else. All we need is 
a logical analysis of the meanings of the two sentences. That is the reason 
why we call our problem the logical or semantical problem of confirmation, 
in distinction to what might be called methodological problems of con
firmation (§ 44A), e.g., how best to construct an apparatus and to ar
range it for certain experiments, how to carry out the experiments, how to 
observe the results, etc., all this for the purpose of an experimental ex
amination of a given hypothesis. 

In this book we shall deal with three semantical concepts of confirmation. 
Although in the application outlined above, the evidence is usually an ob
servational report and the hypothesis a law or a prediction, we shall not 
restrict our concepts of confirmation to any particular contents or forms 
of the two sentences. The three semantical concepts of confirmation be
long to the three levels of concepts earlier explained (§ 4). 

(i) The classificatory concept of confirmation is that relation between 
two sentences h and e which is usually expressed by sentences of the fol
lowing forms: 

'his confirmed by e.' 
'his supported by e.' 
'e gives some (positive) evidence for h.' 
'e is evidence substantiating (or corroborating) the assumption of h.' 

Here e is ordinarily, as in the previous example, an observational re-
port, but it may also refer to particular states of affairs not yet known 
but merely assumed and may even include assumed laws; his usually a 
statement about an unknown state of affairs, e.g., a prediction, or it may 
be a law or any other hypothesis. It is clear that this concept of confirma
tion is a relation between two sentences, not a property of one of them. 
Thus it is analogous to the examples with 'close' or 'acquainted' for classi-
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ficatory concepts in § 4 rather than to those of properties. Customary for
mulations which mention only the hypothesis are obviously elliptical; the 
evidence is tacitly understood. For instance, when a physicist says, 'This 
hypothesis is well confirmed,' he means ' ... on the evidence of the ob
servational results known today to physicists.' (On the disadvantages of 
these elliptical formulations see below, §§ IOA and 42A.) In the discus- · 
sion of explicata for the classificatory concept of confirmation we shall use 
the symbol '~' (§ 86); thus '~(h,e)' will correspond to the formulations 
mentioned above. 

(ii) The comparative concept of confirmation is usually expressed in 
sentences of the following or similar forms: 

a. 'his more strongly confirmed (or supported, substantiated, corrobo-
rated, etc.) bye than h' bye". 

Here we have a tetradic relation between four sentences. It may also be 
regarded as a dyadic relation between two pairs of sentences, h,e and 
h',e'. In general, the two hypotheses hand h' are different from one an
other, and likewise the two bodies of evidence e and e'. Some scientists will\; 
perhaps doubt whether a comparison of this most general form is possible 
and may, perhaps, restrict the application of the comparative concept to 
those situations where two bodies of evidence are compared with respect 
to the same hypothesis (example (b)), or where two hypotheses are ex
amined with respect to one evidence (example (c)) .In either case the com
parative concept is a triadic relation between three sentences. 

b. 'The general theory of relativity is more strongly confirmed by the 
results of laboratory experiments and astronomical observations 
known today than by those known in 1905.' 

c. 'The optical phenomena available to physicists in the nineteenth 
century were more adequately explained by the wave theory of light 
than by the corpuscular theory; in other words, they gave stronger 
support to the former theory than to the latter.' 

The forms (a), (b), and (c) use that kind of comparative concept which 
means 'more (in a certain respect)'. We have seen earlier (§ 4) that there 
is a second kind which means 'more or equal' and which, although less 
customary, is sometimes more useful. This is the case also with the con
cepts of confirmation. Therefore, when we later approach the problem of 
explication for a comparative concept of confirmation (chap. vii), we shall 
take as explicandum the relation usually expressed in sentences of the fol
lowing or a similar form: 

d. 'his confirmed bye at least as strongly (i.e., either more strongly or 
equally) as h' by e". 
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We shall then use '9-n([' as a symbol for an explicatum to be discussed. 
Thus '9-n([(h,e,h',e')' corresponds to the customary formulation (d). 

(iii) The quantitative (or metrical) concept of confirmation, the con
cept of degree of confirmation. Opinion seems divided as to whether or 
not a concept of this kind ever occurs in the customary talk of scientists, 
that is to say, whether they ever assign a numerical value to the degree 
to which a hypothesis is supported by given observational material or 
whether they use only classificatory and comparative concepts of con
firmation. For the present discussion we leave this question open; even 
if the latter were the case, an attempt to find a quantitative explicatum 
for the comparative explicandum would be worth while. (This would be 
analogous to the example discussed earlier (§ s): for the comparative ex
plicandum Warmer, not only a comparative explicatum Warmer* but also 
an adequate quantitative explicatum Temperature has been found.) 
Again opinion today is divided as to whether there is a good prospect for 
finding a satisfactory quantitative concept of confirmation. We shall dis
cuss this problem in detail. In our general discussions of possible solutions 
the symbol 'c' will be used for the degree of confirmation (following Hosi
asson). Thus 'c(h,e) = q' will be written for 'the degree of confirmation of 
h with respect to e is q'; here, h and e are sentences and q is a real number 
of the interval o-1. In Volume II we shall define a specific concept of this 
kind and propose it as explicatum; for it the symbol 'c*' will be used. On 
the basis of this concept a system of inductive logic will be constructed. 

§ 9. The Two Concepts of Probability 

The various theories of probability offer many different explicata. They are 
sometimes classified in three groups: (i) the classical conception, (ii) the logical 
conception, (iii) the frequency conception. However, it is found that the various 
theories are not answers to the same problem, i.e., explications of the same ex
plicandum. There are two principal explicanda, two fundamentally different 
meanings of the word 'probability' in presystematic use: (i) probability, = de
gree of confirmation and (ii) probability.= relative frequency. The contro
versy between the frequency conception and the theories on the other side is 
seen as futile, caused chiefly by the fact that most authors on either side do not · 
realize that those on the other side start from a different explicandum whose 
explication is likewise of great importance for science. A few explanations on 
probability. are given. 

The history of the theory of probability is the history of attempts to 
find an explication for the prescientific concept of probability. The num
ber of solutions which have been proposed for this problem in the course 
of its historical development is rather large. The differences, though some
times slight, are in many cases considerable. To bring some order into the 
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bewildering multiplicity, several attempts have been made to arrange the 
many solutions into a few groups. The following is a simple and plausible 
classification of the various conceptions of probability into three groups 
(proposed by Nagel [Principles]): (i) the classical conception, originated 
by Jacob Bernoulli, systematically developed by Laplace, and repre
sented by their followers in various forms; here, probability is defined as 
the ratio of the number of favorable cases to the number of all possible 
cases; (ii) the conception of probability as a certain objective logical rela
tion between propositions (or sentences); the chief representatives of this 
concept are John M. Keynes and Harold Jeffreys; (iii) the conception of 
probability as relative frequency, developed most completely in the theo
ries of Richard von Mises, Hans Reichenbach, and those of modern 
mathematical statistics. 

At the present we shall not enter a discussion of these various concep
tions. While the main point of interest both for the authors and for the 
readers of the various theories of probability is normally the solutions 
proposed in those theories, we shall inspect the theories from a different 
point of view. We shall not ask what solutions the authors offer but rather 
which problems the solutions are intended to solve; in other words, we 
shall not ask what explicata are proposed but rather which concepts are 
taken as explicanda. 

This question may appear superfluous, and the fact obvious, that the 
explicandum for every theory of probability is the prescientific concept of 
probability, i.e., the meaning in which the word 'probability' is used in 
the prescientific language. Is the assumption correct, however, that there 
is only one meaning connected with the word 'probability' in its customary 
use or, at the least, that only one meaning has been chosen by the authors 
as their explicandum? When we look at the formulations which the au
thors themselves offer in order to make clear which meanings of 'proba
bility' they intend to take as their explicanda, we find phrases as different 
as 'degree of belief', 'credibility', 'degree of reasonable expectation', 'de
gree of possibility', 'degree of proximity to certainty', 'degree of partial 
truth', 'relative frequency', and many others. This multiplicity of phrases 
shows that any assumption of a unique explicandum common to all au
thors is untenable. We might even be tempted to go to the opposite ex
treme and to conclude that the authors are dealing not with one but with 
a dozen or more different concepts. However, I believe that this multiplic
ity is misleading. It seems to me that the number of explicanda in all the 
various theories of probability is neither just one nor about a dozen, but in 
all essential respects-leaving aside slight variations-very few and chiefly 
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two. In the following discussions we shall use subscripts in order to dis
tinguish these two principal meanings of the term 'probability' from which 
most of the various theories of probability start; we are, of course, dis
tinguishing between two explicanda and not between the various explicata 
offered by these theories, whose number is much greater. The two con
cepts are (i) probability1 = degree of confirmation; (ii) probability2 = rel
ative frequency in the long run. Strictly speaking, there are two groups of 
concepts, since, both for (i) and for (ii), there is a classificatory, a compara
tive, and a quantitative concept; however, at the present moment, we may 
leave aside these distinctions. 

Let me emphasize again that the distinction made here refers to two 
explicanda, not to two explicata. That there is more than one explicatum 
is obvious; and, indeed, their number is much larger than two. But most 
investigators in the field of probability apparently believe that all the 
various theories of probability are intended to solve the same problem 
and hence that any two theories which differ fundamentally from each 
other are incompatible. Consequently, we find that most representatives 
of the frequency conception of probability reject all other theories and, 
vice versa, that the frequency conception is rejected by most of the au
thors of other theories. This whole controversy seems futile and un
necessary. 

A few examples may show how much of the futile controversy between 
representatives of different conceptions of probability is due to the lack 
of awareness, on both sides, of the existence and importance of the prob
ability concept of the other side. We take as examples a prominent con
temporary representative of each conception: Mises, who constructed the 
first complete theory based on the frequency conception, and Jeffreys, 
who constructed the most advanced theory based on probabilityx. Mises 
seems to believe that probability. is the only basis of the Calculus of 
Probability ([Probab.], first lecture). To speak of the probability of the 
death of a certain individual seems to him meaningless. Any use of the 
term 'probability' in everyday life other than in the statistical sense of 
probability. has in his view nothing to do with the Calculus of Probability 
and cannot take numerical values. That he regards Keynes's conception 
of probability as thoroughly subjectivistic indicates clearly his misunder
standing (see below, § 12A). 

On the other hand, Jeffreys lays down certain requirements which every 
theory of probability (and that means for him probabilityx) should fulfil 
and then rejects all frequency theories, that is, theories of probability,, 
because they do not fulfil his requirements. Thus he says: "No 'objective' 
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definition of probability in terms of actual or possible observations ... 
is admissible" ([Probab.], p. n), because the results of observations are 
initially unknown, and, consequently, we could not know the fundamental ' 
principles of the theory and would have no starting point. He even goes 
so far as to say that, "in practice, no statistician ever uses a frequency 
definition, but that all use the notion of degree of reasonable belief, usual
ly without ever noticing that they are using it" (p. 300). While Mises' 
concern with explicating the empirical concept of probability. by the limit 
of relative frequency in an infinite sequence has led him to apply the term 
'probability' only in cases where such a limit exists, Jeffreys misunder
stands his procedure completely and accuses the empiricist Mises of apri
orism: "The existence of the limit is taken as a postulate by Mises .... 
The postulate is an a priori statement about possible experiments and is 
in itself objectionable" (p. 304). Thus we find this situation: Mises and 
Jeffreys both assert that there is only one concept of probability that is of 
scientific importance and that can be taken as the basis of the Calculus of 
Probability. The first maintains that this concept is probability. and cer- _ 
tainly not anything like probability,; the second puts it just the other 
way round. 

It has repeatedly occurred in the history of science that a vehement but 
futile controversy arose between the proponents of two or more explicata 
who shared the erroneous belief that they had the same explicandum; 
when finally it became clear that they meant different explicanda, un
fortunately designated by the same term, and that the different explicata 
were hence compatible and moreover were found to be equally fruitful 
scientific concepts, the controversy evaporated into nothing. 

One of the outstanding examples is the controversy between the followers of 
Descartes and those of Leibniz concerning the concept of living force ('vis viva', 
also called 'quantity of motion'). Both sides believed that it was practically 
clear enough what was meant by the 'living force' of a moving body; both agreed 
that this magnitude increases with the mass and the velocity of the body. But 
they disagreed in their explications for this supposedly one explicandum. The 
first group proposed as explicatum mv, the product of mass and velocity; the 
second rejected this and proposed instead mv•. It took a long time until it be
came clear that the two assertions of the disputants were not two incompatible 
answers to the same problem but two correct answers to two different prob
lems. Both concepts were recognized as fruitful and necessary for mechanics; 
the first is the magnitude now called momentum, the second (with the factor i 
attached to it) is now called kinetic energy. To the physicist of our time, 
familiar with both concepts, the historic dispute about the question which of 
the two concepts is "the right one" seems somewhat strange. As soon as we 
recognize the distinction between probability, and probability., the contem
porary controversy about probability will appear just as strange and futile. 
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The distinction between the two concepts which serve as explicanda is 
often overlooked on both sides. This is primarily due to the unfortunate 
fact that both concepts are designated by the same familiar but ambigu~ 
ous word 'probability'. Although many languages contain two words 
(e.g., English 'probable' and 'likely', Latin 'probabilis' and 'verisimilis', 
French 'probable' and 'vraisemblable'), these words seem in most cases to 
be used in about the same way or at any rate not to correspond to the two 
concepts we have distinguished. Some authors (e.g., C. S. Peirce, R. A. 
Fisher, and Jeffreys) have suggested utilizing the plurality of available 
words for the distinction of certain concepts. We shall later (§ 6o) use 
the term 'likelihood' in a certain special sense for which it was proposed 
by Jeffreys. For the two concepts probability! and probability., however, 
we shall simply make the distinction with the help of the subscripts. The 
terms 'probability/ and 'probability.' will chiefly be used in our discus~ 
sions of explicanda, especially when we analyze customary formulations 
in prescientific language and the formulations of other authors. On the 
other hand, in the discussion of possible explicata we shall mostly use the 
terms '(degree of) confirmation' and 'relative frequency'. 

Probability!, the logical concept of probability as explicandum, has 
been explained in the preceding section and will later be analyzed in 
greater detail (§ 41). A few explanations may here be given for proba~ 
bility., just to make clear its distinction from probability1 • The theory of 
probability. itself lies outside the program of this book, which deals with 
inductive logic and therefore with probabilityl' A typical example of the 
use of the term 'probability' in the sense of probability. is the following 
statement: 

'The probability of casting an ace with this die is r/6.' 

Statements of this form refer to two properties (or classes) of events: 
(i) the reference class K, here the class of the throws of this die; and (ii) 
the specific property M, here the property of being a throw with any die 
resulting in an ace. The statement says that the probability. of M with . 
respect to K is I/6. The statement is tested by statistical investigations. 
A sufficiently long series of, say, n throws of the die in question is made, 
and the number m of these throws which yield an ace is counted. If the 
relative frequency m/n of aces in this series is sufficiently close to I/6, the 
statement is regarded as confirmed. Thus, the other way round, the state~ 
ment is understood as predicting that the relative frequency of aces 
thrown with this die in a sufficiently long series will be about 1/6. This 
formulation is admittedly inexact; but it is only intended to indicate the 
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meaning of 'probability.' as an explicandum. To make this concept exact 
is the task of the explication. 

There are two schools of thought which take the frequency concept, 
probability2, as explicandum. The first, usually referred to as that of the 
frequency theory of probability, takes as explicatum for this explicandum 
the limit of the relative frequency of M within an infinite sequence; in 
our example and similar ones, this sequence may consist of the events of 
the class K, here assumed to be infinite, in their temporal order. This ex
plication was first proposed by Venn ([Logic] (2d ed., 1876), chap. v, sees. 
36, 3 7; (3d ed., 1888), chap. vi, sees. 36, 3 7). It was systematically de
veloped by Mises and Reichenbach. Mises' definition requires that the 
reference sequence exhibit a random order. This concept of randomness 
involves certain difficulties. It was originally defined in too strong a form 
which was found to lead to contradictions. A suitable redefinition avoid
ing the contradiction was proposed by Wald [Kollektiv]. The problems 
here involved are still under discussion. The second school is that of mod
ern mathematical statistics as developed by R. A. Fisher, J. Neyman, 
E. S. Pearson, and others in the course of the last decades. (For the publi
cations of the authors mentioned see the Bibliography; for technical sys
tematic expositions of the whole theory see Wilks [Statistics] and Cramer 
[Statistics]; Wald [Principles] gives a clear survey of the basic ideas and 
methods.) Here, 'probability' is taken as an undefined term in an axiomat
ic system. The reference class K, called the population, is not required to 
be denumerable as in the first school but may be a continuum; therefore 
the limit concept is not directly applicable. However, both the formulation 
of the axioms and the nonformal explanations of the term 'probability'· 
make it clear that it is meant in the sense of relative frequency (see, e.g., 
Fisher [Foundations], p. 312; Wilks [Statistics], pp. 3-6; Cramer [Statis
tics], pp. 148-51). [Some further remarks concerning the limit concept in 
connection with probability2 will be made later, in § 1o6B.] 

It is clear that the concept of probability. involves statistics of mass 
phenomena and their frequencies. However, this is not a distinguishing 
characteristic of this concept. The same also frequently holds for proba
bilityr in the sense that the evidence referred to in a probabilityr state
ment is, as we shall see (§ 44B), often of a statistical nature specifying,~ 
for instance, the frequency of a property in a given population or in a 
given sample taken from a population. 

We shall later (§ 42) come back to the discussion of the distinction be
tween probabilityr and probability. and, in particular, the problem of how 
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the word 'probability', which originally meant only probability,, came to 
be used also in the sense of probability •. 

§ 10. The Logical Nature of the Two Probability Concepts 
Both probability, and probability., taken as quantitative concepts, are func

tions of two arguments, whose values are real numbers of the interval o-1. 
A. The arguments of probability, are sentences (or propositions expressed by 
them). Probability, has two arguments, the hypothesis and the evidence. A refer
ence to the latter is often omitted; but this omission leads sometimes to a neglect 
of the relativity of probability, and thereby to misconceptions. An elementary 
statement of probability, is not factual but L-determinate. B. The arguments 
of probability. are properties; its elementary statements are factual, empirical. 
However, the theorems of the theory of probability. state, not values of this 
function, but general relations between such values, and are L-true. Those au
thors who support a frequency theory of probability have clearly probability. as 
their explicandum. I believe that the explicandum of most of the others is prob
ability,, in spite of the variety of their explanations. 

On the basis of the preceding explanations, let us now characterize the 
two probability concepts not with respect to what they mean but merely 
with respect to their logical nature, more specifically, with respect to the 
kind of entities to which they are applied and the logical nature of the 
simplest sentences in which they are used. [Since the prescientific use of 
the two concepts is often too vague and incomplete, e.g., because of the 
omission of the second argument (viz., the evidence or the reference 
class), we take here into consideration the more careful use by authors on 
probability. However, we shall be more concerned with their general dis
cussions than with the details of their constructed systems.] For the sake 
of simplicity, let us consider the two concepts in their quantitative forms 
only. They may be taken also in their comparative and in their classifica
tory forms (as explained for probability,, i.e., confirmation, in § 8), and 
these other forms would show analogous differences. Probability, and 
probability., taken as quantitative concepts, have the following charac
teristics in common: each of them is a function of two arguments; their 
values are real numbers belonging to the interval o-r. Their character
teristic differences will now be explained. 

A. Probability11 Degree of Confirmation 

1. The two arguments are variously described as events (in the literal 
sense, see below), states of affairs, circumstances, and the like. Therefore 
each argument is expressible by a sentence and, hence, is, in our terminol
ogy, a proposition. Another alternative consists in taking as arguments 
the sentences expressing the propositions, describing the events, etc. We 
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shall choose this alternative and hence take probabilityi as a semantical 
concept (as in§ 8). (Fundamentally it makes no great difference whether 
propositions or sentences are taken as arguments; but the second method 
has certain technical advantages which will be explained later, in§ 52.) 

2. An elementary statement of probabilityi, i.e., one which attributes to 
two given arguments a particular number as value of probabilityi, is 
either L-true (i.e., logically true, analytic) or L-false (i.e., logically false, 
logically self-contradictory), hence in any case L-determinate, not factual 
(synthetic). (For an explanation of the L-terms see § 20.) Therefore, a 
statement of this kind is to be established by logical (semantical) analysis 
alone, as has been explained earlier (§ 8). It is independent of the con
tingency of facts because it does not say anything about facts (although 
the two arguments do in general refer to facts). 

Many empiricist authors have rejected the logical concept of proba
bilityr as distinguished from probability. because they believe that its use 
violates the principle of empiricism and that, therefore, probability. is 
the only concept admissible for empiricism and hence for science. One of 
the reasons given for this view is as follows. The concept of probability I is 
applied also in cases in which the hypothesis h is a prediction concerning 
a particular event, e.g., the prediction that it will rain tomorrow or that 
the next throw of this die will yield an ace. Some philosophers believe that 
an application of this kind violates the principle of verifiability (or con
firmability). They might say, for example: "How can the statement 'the 
probability of rain tomorrow on the evidence of the given meteorological 
observations is one-fifth' be verified? We shall observe either rain or not
rain tomorrow, but we shall not observe anything that can verify the value 
one-fifth." This objection, however, is based on a misconception concern
ing the nature of the probability I statement. This statement does not 
ascribe the probability I value 1/5 to tomorrow's rain but rather to a cer
tain logical relation between the prediction of rain and the meteorological 
report. Since the relation is logical, the statement is, if true, L-true; there
fore it is not in need of verification by observation of tomorrow's weather 
or of any other facts. The situation may be clarified by a comparison with 
deductive logic. Let h be the sentence 'there will be rain tomorrow' and j 
the sentence 'there will be rain and wind tomorrow'. Suppose somebody 
makes the statement in deductive logic:' h follows logically fromj.' Certain
ly nobody will accuse him of apriorism either for making the statement or 
for claiming that for its verification no factual knowledge is required. The 
statement 'the probabilityr of h on the evidence e is 1/ 5' has the same 
general character as the former statement; therefore it cannot violate 
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empiricism any more than the first. Both statements express a purely 
logical relation between two sentences. The difference between the two 
statements is merely this: while the first states a complete logical implica
tion, the second states only, so to speak, a partial logical implication; 
hence, while the first belongs to deductive logic, the second belongs to in
ductive logic. Generally speaking, the assertion of purely logical sentences, 
whether in deductive or in inductive logic, can never violate empiricism; 
if they are false, they violate the rules of logic. The principle of empiricism 
can be violated only by the assertion of a factual (synthetic) sentence 
without a sufficient empirical foundation or by the thesis of apriorism 
when it contends that for knowledge with respect to certain factual sen
tences no empirical foundation is required. 

-The fact that probability1 is relative to given evidence and that therefore 
a complete statement of probabilityr must contain a reference to the evi
dence is very important. Keynes was the first to emphasize this relativity 
([Probab.], pp. 6 f.). The omission of any reference to evidence is often 
harmless if the elliptical nature of the statement is clearly recognized. 
However, this omission was the general custom with earlier authors, and 
it often caused lack of clarity.lt had sometimes the effect that the authors 
overlooked the relativity of probabilityr and thus came to the belief that 
probabilityr was dependent upon our knowledge and that hence the valid
ity of a statement on probabilityr was merely subjective. At other times 
it led to the belief that this validity was dependent upon certain physical 
facts. I think that a certain fundamental discrepancy in Kries's concep
tion of probability is perhaps to be explained by his neglect of the evidence 
as an essential argument to the concept of probability. On the one hand, 
he speaks of the probability of assumptions or expectations; he refers to 
"logical connections which, when some things are regarded as certain, 
constitute for other things a more or less great probability" (of a com
parative, not a quantitative, nature) ([Prinzipien], p. 26); this shows that 
he means probabilityr, not probability. (which he rejects explicitly, pp. 
r8 ff.). On the other hand, he says that the probability sentences have an 
empirical content (e.g., p. 170). It seems to me that his neglect of the rela
tivity with respect to the evidence has led him to the mistake of ascribing 
the factual content of our knowledge, e.g., concerning the physical condi
tions of the way in which a die is thrown or a roulette is played, to the 
probability sentence itself instead of to the evidence. Reichenbach's views 
that even those probability statements which concern what he calls 
"weight" or "the logical concept of probability" are of an empirical na
ture ([Experience] §§ 32-34; cf. our discussion below, in § 41E) is perhaps 
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to be explained in a similar way. He feels correctly that the statement 
'the weight (or predictional value) of the prediction that it will rain to
morrow is 3/ 4' must somehow be based upon our empirical knowledge, in 
particular, our observation of the present weather situation and statistical 
results concerning past weather observations, especially the relative fre
quency with which rain has been observed to follow upon weather situa
tions similar to that of today. This leads him to the conception that the 
statement about the weight 3/4 must itself be interpreted as a statement 
concerning the observed relative frequency 3/4 and hence as being itself 
a factual, empirical statement. Our conception agrees with Reichenbach's 
with respect to the point that the value of the weight, our probabilityr, is 
based on the observed relative frequency; but we regard the weight state
ment as elliptical. The relevant empirical knowledge, including the obser
vation of the present state of the weather and the past results, especially 
the observed relative frequency, is to be expressed in the evidence e; and 
the complete formulation of the weight statement is a statement on prob
abilityr which does not contain e and is not derived from e but instead con
tains a reference to e. Thus our empirical knowledge does not constitute 
a part of the content of the probabilityr statement (which would make this 
statement empirical) but rather of the sentence e which is dealt with in 
the probabilityr statement. Thus the latter, although referring to empiri
cal knowledge, remains itself purely logical. 

Many writers on probability formulate a reference to the evidence in 
the form of a conditional clause, for example: 

(I) 'If an urn contains a hundred balls, of which seventy are white and 
and thirty black, then the probability that the next ball drawn from 
this urn will be white is 0.7'. 

This formulation is preferable to the elliptical one because the danger of 
overlooking the evidence is here avoided. But it is not quite correct. In a 
genuine conditional sentence of the form 'If A, then B', for example: 

(2) 'If it rains, Jack will not come', 

the main clause B is a meaningful sentence, complete in itself (if we leave 
aside cases involving pronouns). On the other hand, the main clause in 
the probability statement (I) 'the probability that the next ball drawn 
from this urn will be white is o-7' is incomplete because a reference to evi
dence is lacking. Many authors, even among the best contemporary writ
ers on probabilityr, have sometimes used the conditional formulation of 
probability statements. In some cases they have been misled by this form 
to the view that the evidence expressed in the conditional clause, if known, 
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provides a ground or premise from which the probability expressed in the 
main clause can be inferred. This view is based on a false analogy due to 
the incorrect conditional formulation. If a genuine conditional statement 
'If A, then B' is known and 'A' is supplied as additional information, 'B' 
can indeed be inferred. Thus there is the temptation to proceed analogous
ly with (r). Suppose that (r) is known as an instance of a general theorem 
on probability and that we are given the information that this particular 
urn contains seventy white and thirty black balls; then we might be in
clined to say that we can infer from this information that the probability 
of drawing a white ball is o.7. However, this alleged conclusion is incom
plete and hence, strictly speaking, meaningless. If we wish to use the word 
'inference', as is customary, in a wider sense than it has in deductive logic 
so that we can speak of 'nondeductive' or 'nondemonstrative inference' 
or positively of 'probability inference' or 'inductive inference' (§ 44B), we 
may say that the hypothesis his inductively inferred from the evidence e. 
But in this case we must be careful not to overlook the fact that the 
probability value characterizes not the hypothesis ('the next ball will be 
white') but rather the inferen~e from the evidence to the hypothesis or, 
more correctly speaking, the logical relation holding between the evidence 
and the hypothesis. 

Thus we see that from the evidence e together with the statement 'the 
probability of h with respect to e is r/ s' we can infer (in the strict sense 
of this word) neither h itself, which may be false, nor a statement of the 
probability of h, which would be meaningless. In fact, nothing can be in
ferred from those two premises (except, trivially, for those conclusions 
which follow from e alone). This negative answer to an often discussed 
problem will become clear in the course of the later development of our 
theory. 

B. Probability2, Relative Frequency 

1. The two arguments are properties, kinds, classes, usually of events 
or things. [As an alternative, the predicate expressions designating the 
properties might be taken as arguments. In the present case, however, in 
distinction to (r), there does not seem to be any advantage in this method; 
cf. § 52.] 

2. An elementary statement of probability. is factual and empirical; it 
says something about the facts of nature and hence must be based upon 
empirical procedure, the observation of relevant facts. From these ele
mentary statements the theorems of a mathematical theory of probability. 
must be clearly distinguished. The latter do not state a particular value 
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of probability. but say something about connections between probability. 
values in a general way, usually in a conditional form, for example: 'if the 
values of such and such probabilities, are qi and q., then the value of a 
probability. related to the original ones in a certain way is such and such 
a function, say, product or sum, of qi and q •. ' These theorems are not fac
tual but L-true (analytic). Thus a theory of probability., e.g., the system 
constructed by Mises or that by Reichenbach is not of an empirical but of 
a bgicomathematical nature; it is a branch of mathematics, fundamental
ly different from any branch of empirical science, e.g., physics. 

}.1ises has repeatedly stated (e.g., [Comments r], p. 45) that his theory of 
probability is empirical, is a branch of the natural sciences like physics. How
ever, his theorems, although referring to mass phenomena, are quite obviously 
purely analytic; the proofs of these theorems (in distinction to examples of ap
plication) make use only of logicomathematical methods, in addition to his 
definition of 'probability', and not of any observational results concerning mass 
phenomena. Therefore his theory belongs to pure mathematics, not to physics. 
This point has been discussed in detail and completely clarified by F. Wais
mann [Wahrsch.], pp. 239 f. 

We shall sometimes call probability., in distinction to probability I, a~ 
empirical concept. This is not to be understood as saying that its definition 
refers to nonlogical concepts, which is obviously not the case, but merely 
as saying that its ordinary application, that is, its application to factual 
properties as arguments, is to be formulated in factual, empirical state
ments; in other words, the determination of its values in ordinary cases 
is an empirical procedure. Probability. is in this respect similar to the 
concept of the cardinal number of a property. The definition of the latter 
concept is likewise purely logical; nevertheless, its application to factual 
properties leads to factual, empirical statements, and its values in these 
cases are found by the empirical procedure of counting. 

In spite of the fundamental difference between the concepts of proba
bilityi and IJrobability., many theorems concerning these concepts show 
a striking analogy. Later discussions will throw some light from various 
angles on the basis of this analogy. We shall see that in certain cases prob
abilityi may be interpreted as an estimate of relative frequency or prob
ability.(§ 41D). Later, on the basis of an analysis of sentences with the 
help of their ranges, it will be seen that probabilityi can likewise be re
garded as a ratio of the measures of two classes (see § ssB); but there 
remains the important difference that in this case the ratio is determined 
in a purely logical way, while in the case of probability. it is determined 
empirically. , 

A terminological remark concerning the word 'event' seems required in 
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view of (Ar) and (Br).It is very important to distinguish clearly between 
kinds of events (war, birth, death, throw of a die, throw of this die, throw 
of this die yielding an ace, etc.) and events (Caesar's death, the throw of 
this die made yesterday at ro: oo A.M., the series of all throws of this die 
past and future). This distinction is particularly important for discussi')ns 
on probability, because one of the characteristic differences between the 
two probability concepts is this: the first concept refers sometimes to two 
events, the second to two kinds of events (see Ar and Br). Many authors 
of probability use the word 'event' (or the corresponding words 'Ereignis' 
and 'evenement') when they mean to speak, not about events, but about 
kinds of events. This usage is of long standing in the literature on prob
ability, but it is very unfortunate. It has only served to reinforce the cus
tomary neglect of the fundamental difference between the two probability 
concepts, which arose originally out of the ambiguous use of the word 
'probability', and thereby to increase the general confusion in discussions 
on probability. The authors who use the term 'event' when they mean 
kinds of events get into trouble, of course, whenever they want to speak 
about specific events. The traqitional solution is to say 'the happenings 
(or occurrences) of a certain event' instead of 'the events of a certain 
kind'; sometimes the events are referred to by the term 'single event'. 
But this phrase is rather misleading; the important difference between 
events and kinds of events is not the same as the inessential difference 
between single events (the first throw made today with this die) and mul
tiple or compound events (the series of all throws made with this die). 
Keynes, if I interpret him correctly, has noticed the ambiguity of the 
term 'event'. He says ([Probab.], p. s) that the customary use of phrases 
like 'the happening of events' is "vague and unambiguous", which I sup
pose to be a misprint for "vague and ambiguous;'; but he does not specify 
the ambiguity. He proposes to dispense altogether with the term 'event' 
and to use instead the term 'proposition'. Subsequent authors dealing with 
probabilityx, like Jeffreys, for example, have followed him in this use. 

Many authors have made a distinction between two (or sometimes 
more) kinds of probability. Some of these distinctions are quite different 
from the distinction made here between probabilityx and probability •. For 
instance, a distinction is sometimes made between mathematical proba
bility and philosophical probability; their characteristic difference ap
pears to be that the first has numerical values, the sec')nd not. However, 
this difference seems hardly essential; we find both a concept with numeri
cal values and one without, in other words, both a quantitative and a com
parative concept on either side of our distinction between the two funda-
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mentally different meanings of 'probability'. Another distinction has been 
made between subjective and objective probability. However, I believe 
that practically all authors really have an objective concept of probability. 
in mind and that the appearance of subjectivist conceptions is in most 
cases caused only by occasional unfortunate formulations; this will be 
discussed soon (§ 12). 

Other distinctions which have been made are more or less similar to 
<;>ur distinction between probabilityx and probability •. For instance, F. P. 
Ramsey ([Foundations] (1926), p. 157) says:" ... the general difference 
of opinion between statisticians who for the most part adopt the fre
quency theory of probability and logicians who mostly reject it renders 
it likely that the two schools are really discussing different things, and 
that the word 'probability' is used by logicians in one sense and by statis
ticians in another". 

It seems to me that practically all authors on probability have meant 
either probabilityx or probability. as their explicandum, despite the fact 
that their various explanations appear to refer to a number of quite differ
ent concepts. 

For one group of authors, the question of their explicandum is easily 
answered. In the case of all those who support a frequency theory of prob
ability, i.e., who define their explicata in terms of relative frequency (e.g. 
as a limit or in some other way), there can be no doubt that their expli
candum is probability •. Their formulations are, in general, presented in 
clear and unambiguous terms. Often they state explicitly that their expli
candum is relative frequency. And even in the cases where this is not done, 
the discussion of their explicata leaves no doubt as to what is meant as 
explicandum. 

This, however, covers only one of the various conceptions, i.e., explicata 
proposed, and only one of the many different explanations of explicanda 
which have been given and of which some examples were mentioned 
earlier. It seems clear that the other explanations do not refer to the sta
tistical, empirical concept of relative frequency, and I believe that prac
tically all of them, in spite of their apparent dissimilarity, are intended to 
refer to probabilityx. Unfortunately, many of the phrases used are more 
misleading than helpful in our efforts to find out what their authors ac
tually meant as explicandum. There is, in particular, one point on which 
many authors in discussions on probabilityx, or on logical problems in 
general, commit a certain typical confusion or adopt incautiously other 
authors' formulations which are infected by this confusion. I am referring 
to what is sometimes called psychologism in logie. This will'be discussed 
in the next two sections. 
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Logical relations, e.g., logical consequence, are (i) logical, i.e., nonfactual, 
based merely upon meanings, (ii) objective, i.e., not dependent upon anybody's 
thinking about them. Most logicians treat them within their systems as objec
tive relations, but, in spite of this, many characterize them in their general 
preliminary remarks in subjectivistic terms, e.g., with reference to actual think
ing or believing. We call this discrepancy primitive psychologism in (deductive) 
logic. A qualified psychologism refers, not to actual, but to correct or rational 
thinking. This is usually meant in an objectivistic sense; in this case, the refer
ence to thinking is gratuitous. 

Those who work in the history of science or the methodology of science 
are familiar with the fact that there is frequently a discrepancy between 
what an author actually does and what he says he does; in particular, be
tween the sense in which he actually uses a term or a sentence and the 
sense which he explicitly attributes to it. This holds especially for ab
stract terms and general principles. Consequently, in order to find out 
which sense a certain term has for the author, it is often not sufficient to 
look at his explicit explanations. We should also examine how he uses the 
term and, especially, how he argues pro or con statements in which the 
term occurs. And if these two tests are not in good agreement, the latter 
is more reliable than the first; it gives a better indication of the actual 
sense of the term for the author, that is, his general habit of using it. Sup
pose, for instance, we wish to know what a certain historian or political 
scientist means by 'democracy'. The best way is to observe under what 
conditions he applies this term and, still more important, what reasons 
he gives for these applications; we can accelerate the procedure by asking 
him questions as to whether and why he would apply the term to a coun
try whose form of government was such and such. Of course, the direct 
way of asking: "What do you mean by 'democracy'?" is much simpler 
and quicker, and in many cases it will do. But there is always the danger 
that, instead of defining his actual meaning, he will give a definition which 
he has read in a theoretical book by a political scientist or even by a phi
losopher. 

The discrepancy here discussed is likewise found in exact fields. Frege 
has repeatedly shown (especially in his tiber die Zahlen des Herrn H. 
Schubert [Jena, 1899]) that the definitions of 'number' given by some 
mathematicians are deplorably inadequate and would lead to absurd 
and never intended applications, while the actual use of the term in the 
construction of a theory of numbers is quite correct. 

The discrepancy discussed takes a special form in the case of logic. Be
fore we approach the logical concept of probabilityr, which is one of the 
fundamental concepts of inductive logic, let us look at the older and more 
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familiar field of deductive logic, logic in the narrower sense. The task of 
logic (in this sense) has been the same for Aristotle as for modern (sym
bolic) logic, although the form of the systems constructed for the solution. 
of this task has undergone considerable change in the course of the de
velopment. The task is the establishment of certain relations between sen
tences (or the propositions expressed by the sentences) usually called logi
cal relations, among them, as one of the fundamental concepts of logic, 
the relation of logical consequence or deducibility. We cannot give here a 
full and exact characterization of these relations but will only indicate 
some of their characteristics. (i) They are independent of the contingency 
of the facts of nature, hence formal (in the traditional, not the syntactical, 
sense; see [Semantics], p. 232, meaning II); consequently, for ascertaining 
one of these relations in a concrete case, we need only know the meanings 
of the sentences involved, not their truth-values. (ii) The relations are 
objective, not subjective, in this sense: whether one of these relations does 
or does not hold in a concrete case is not dependent upon whether or what 
any person may happen to imagine, think, believe, or know about these 
sentences. As an example, let i be the sentence 'all swans are white', and' 
j be 'all nonwhite things are nonswans', and suppose we have come to an 
agreement as to the meaning of all terms occurring. Suppose that a per
son X believes at the present time that j is a logical consequence of i, while 
at an earlier time he believed· that this was not the case. That the rela
tion is objective is meant in this sense: the change in X's belief about the 
relation has no effect upon the status of the relation itself; if his present 
belief is right (as I think it is), then his former belief was wrong; and, 
if his former belief was right, his present belief is wrong. It does not 
even make sense to assume that each of the two beliefs was right at its 
time, i.e., that the relation of logical consequence holds now between 
the two sentences but did not hold at the former time; this relation 
is timeless, i.e., it has no time value as argument. I hope that nobody 
will misinterpret my statement of the. objectivity of logical relations 
as a metaphysical statement of the "subsistence" of these relations in 
a Platonic heaven (as earlier statements of mine have been misinter
preted). The statement is intended merely to point out the following 
character which logical concepts share with physical concepts-from 
which they are fundamentally different in other respects: a sentence which 
ascribes one of these concepts in a concrete case (e.g., 'j is a consequence 
of i', like 'this stone is heavier than that') is complete without any refer
ence to the properties or the behavior of any person. (This is not in con
tradiction to the obvious fact that the recognition of a logical or a physical 
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or any other kind of relation involves a person.) In distinction to logical 
and physical concepts, certain other concepts are subjective in this sense: 
their application requires a reference to a person or a kind of person; e.g., 
'known', 'familiar', 'pleasant', 'confirmed' (in the pragmatical sense as 
distinguished from the semantical sense, in which we take the term in our 
discussions here, see § 8). For example, 'this pattern is familiar' is not a 
complete sentence; it must be supplemented by something like 'to me', 
'to Mr. X', 'to the persons of such and such a class'. 

This objectivist conception of logic (in this section always understood 
in the sense of deductive logic), the view that the concepts of logic and 
hence the principles and theorems of logic which employ these concepts 
are objective, is certainly not new. On the contrary, it characterizes the 
work of practically all logicians. When they lay down their principles and 
rules or, on this basis, solve a logical problem, they do so in objectivist 
formulations, from Aristotle on through the Aristotelian tradition, up to 
modern logic. They say, for instance, 'from premises of the form so and so, 
a conclusion of the form so and so follows', or ' ... is deducible', or 'the 
deduction (inference) of ... from ... is valid', or the like. Here, for the 
work within their systems, they would hardly ever use subjectivist for
mulations, that is, those referring to persons, for instance, 'such and 
such an inference is valid for me now', or ' ... valid for persons of an in
troverted type'. And, in order to find out whether a certain conclusion 
follows from given premises, they do not in fact make psychological ex
periments about the thinking habits of people but rather analyze the given 
sentences and show their conceptual relations. However, if we examine 
not their actual procedure in solving logical problems but their general 
remarks concerning the task and nature of logic, chiefly in the introduc
tory sections of their books, we often find something entirely different. 
Here, logic is often characterized as the art of thinking, and the principles 
of logic are called principles or laws of thought. These and similar formula
tions refer to thinking and hence are of a subjectivist nature. These ref
erences to thinking are in most cases entirely out of tune with what the 
same author does in the body of his work. Thus we have here a special 
case of the discrepancy discussed in the beginning of this section. A dis
crepancy of this kind, where the problems themselves are of an objective 
nature but the descriptions by which the author intends to give a general 
characterization of the problems are framed in subjectivist, psychological 
terms (like 'thinking'), is often called psychologism. Thus formulations of 
the kind mentioned above, frequently occurring in books on logic, are in
stances of psychologism in deductive logic. In some cases we find a situation 
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still worse than that just described. It happens sometimes that the author 
does not only mislead the readers by his psychologistic general remarks 
but misleads himself; in this case, we find traces of subjectivism in the 
logical system itself, in the discussion of the logical problems, mixed with 
objective logical components; the result is inevitably rather confusing. 
[The situation is entirely different in cases where not only the general 
characterization but also the discussion of the problems themselves is 
consistently subjectivistic. A procedure of this kind, even if its author 
applies to it the title 'Logic', cannot be criticized as psychologism, because 
there is no mixture of heterogeneous components; there is merely a termi
nological difference in the use of the term 'logic'. It seems to me that John 
Dewey's Logic, the theory of inquiry (New York, 1938) is an instance of 
this kind. This book deals with that kind of behavior which is appropriate 
to problematic situations and leads to their "solutions"; it does not deal 
with logic in our sense (except in a few sections which seem somewhat out 
of place and have little connection with the remainder of the book). The 
fact that many logicians, that is, men who work in the field of logic in our 
sense, have erroneously characterized this field as the art of thinking has 
caused Dewey, who actually works on the art of thinking, that is, the 
theory and technology of procedures for overcoming problematic situa
tions, to choose the title 'Logic'.] 

We fmd psychologism in deductive logic not only in the literature of 
traditional logic but also in that of modern logic. A conspicuous example 
is the title of the book which may be regarded as marking the beginning 
of modern symbolic logic, Boole's Laws of thought. But one of the impor
tant achievements in the development of modern logic has been the 
gradual elimination of psychologism and the gradual clarification of the 
nature of logic. It seems that the great majority of contemporary writers 
in modern logic-though not those in logic of the traditional style-are 
free of psychologism. This is chiefly due to the efforts of the mathemati
cian, Gottlob Frege, and the philosopher, Edmund Husserl, who empha
sized the necessity of a clear distinction between empirical psychological 
problems and nonempiricallogical problems and pointed out the confu
sion caused by psychologism. In this respect, they have also influenced 
indirectly the attitude of many logicians who have never read their works. 

For Frege's emphasis on the objectivity of logic and arithmetic and his re
jection of psychologism see his Grundlagen der Arithmetik (r884), §§ 26, 27, and 
Grundgesetze der Arithmetik, Vol. I (r893), Preface, pp. xiv ff. Husserl's own 
position was originally psychologistic (Philosophie der Arithmetik [r89r]); but 
later, under the influence of Frege, he became one of the prominent opponents 
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of psychologism (Logische Untersuchungen, Vol. I [1900], Preface and chaps. 
3-u). Concerning this development of Husserl's views cf. Marvin Farber, The 
foundation of phenomenology (1943). 

A primitive psychologistic explanation of the relation of logical conse
quence would perhaps be somewhat like this. That j is a logical conse
quence of i means that, if somebody believes in i, he cannot help believing 
also in j. Now, in fact, a psychologistic explanation will hardly ever be 
given in this crude form, because its inadequacy is too obvious. Taken 
literally, the explanation given would require us to investigate the statisti
cal results of series of psychological experiments. There are not many 
logicians who would regard this procedure as appropriate. 

A nice illustration, though not meant quite seriously, of primitive psycholo
gism in arithmetic-which is part of deductive logic-is the following passage 
by P. E. B. Jourdain (The philosophy of Mr. B*rtr*nd R*ss*ll [1918], p. 88, 
quoted by Jeffreys [Probab.], p. 37): "I sometimes feel inclined to apply the 
historical method to the multiplication table. I should make a statistical inquiry 
among school children, before their pristine wisdom had been biased by teach
ers. I should put down their answers as to what 6 times 9 amounts to, I should 
work out the average of their answers to six places of decimals, and should then 
decide that, at the present stage of human development, this average is the 
value of 6 times 9·" 

Many logicians prefer formulations which may be regarded as a kind of 
qualified psychologism. They admit that logic is not concerned with the 
actual processes of believing, thinking, inferring, because then it would 
become a part of psychology. But, still clinging to the belief that there 
must somehow be a close relation between logic and thinking, they say 
that logic is concerned with correct or rational thinking. Thus they might 
explain the relation of logical consequence as meaning: 'if somebody has 
sufficient reasons to believe in the premise i, then the same reasons justify 
likewise his belief in the conclusion j'. It seems to me that psychologism 
thus diluted has virtually lost its content; the word 'thinking' or 'believ
ing' is still there, but its use seems gratuitous. The explanation of logical 
consequence just mentioned does not say more than a formulation in 
nonpsychologistic, objectivist terms, for instance: 'any evidence fori is 
also evidence for j'; or: 'if i is true, then j is necessarily also true' (where 
'necessarily' means not more than 'in any possible case, no matter what 
the facts happen to be'); indeed, we might say that the formulation in 
terms of justified belief is derivable from this one. Hence that formulation 
is not wrong. The characterization of logic in terms of correct or rational 
or justified belief is just as right but not more enlightening than to say 
that mineralogy tells us how to think correctly about minerals. The refer-
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ence to thinking may just as well be dropped in both cases. Then we say 
simply: mineralogy makes statements about minerals, and logic makes 
statements about logical relations. The activity in any field of knowledge 
involves, of course, thinking. But this does not mean that thinking be
longs to the subject matter of all fields. It belongs to the subject matter 
of psychology but not to that of logic any more than to that of mineralogy. 

Because of the frequent discrepancy between introductory general re
marks and the actual working theory of an author, we ought to be cau
tious in judging the latter on the basis of the former. The fact that an au
thor uses occasionally some psychologistic formulations in general re
marks about the task of logic, or in preliminary explanations of the mean
ing of some fundamental terms in logic, is not a sufficient reason for assum
ing that he has a subjectivistic conception of logic. If those explanations 
are in terms of correct or rational or justified thinking rather than of ac
tual thinking, then in most cases they are not even subjectivistic. The ref
erence to correctness or justification is presumably meant in the sense of 
'in accordance with the rules of logic'; and these rules are regarded as ob
jective by most logicians. The decisive point to examine is the way in 
which an author solves his logical problems, demonstrates logical theo
rems. If here his procedure is objectivistic, that is, free from references to 
the features of actual processes of thinking, then we have to regard his 
logic as objectivistic. This holds even if we find in his general remarks for
mulations not only of qualified but of primitive psychologism. If his work
ing procedure is objectivistic, his occasional psychologistic formulations 
should be regarded as inessential relics from a traditional way of speech 
rather than as characteristics of his system of logic. 

This view concerning the interpretation of psychologistic formulations 
in deductive logic, where the situation is relatively simple, will help us in 
understanding the analogous situation in the field of inductive logic, where 
the situation is at the present time much less clear. 

§ 12. Psychologism in Inductive Logic 

The situation with respect to psychologism in inductive logic, i.e., in the the
ory of probability,, is analogous to that in deductive logic. We analyze here the 
formulations of some authors in two groups. A. Those who characterize proba
bility as a logical relation similar to logical consequence (e.g., Keynes, Jeffreys). 
Here we find the systems themselves thoroughly objectivistic, but some general 
remarks show qualified psychologism, e.g., explanations of probability as de
gree of reasonable or justified belief; the concept meant is clearly probability,. 
B. Authors of the classical theory of probability (e.g., Bernoulli, Laplace). Hei-e, 
we find, in addition, formulations of primitive psychologism, e.g., explanations 
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of probability as degree of belief or expectation. Nevertheless, it seems to me 
that their theories themselves were objectivistic; and, further, that they meant 
in most cases probability,, not probability •. 

A. Probability as a Logical Relation 

Deductive logic may be regarded as the theory of the relation of logical 
consequence, and inductive logic as the theory of another concept which 
is likewise objective and logical, viz., probability, or degree of confirma
tion. That probability, is an objective concept means this: if a certain 
probability, value holds for a certain hypothesis with respect to a certain 
evidence, then this value is entirely independent of what any person may 
happen to think about these sentences, just as the relation of logical con
sequence is independent in this respect. Consequently, a definition of an 
explicatum for probability, must not refer to any person and his beliefs 
but only to the two sentences and their logical properties within a given 
language system. 

Now we shall show that the situation with respect to psychologism in 
inductive logic is in all essential respects analogous to that in deductive 
logic as discussed in the preceding section. 

We have previously (§ 9) classified the theories of probability in three 
groups. In one of these groups the frequency conception of probability is 
adopted; here, the explicandum is obviously probability2. The other two 
conceptions are the classical one (Bernoulli, Laplace) and the conception 
of probability as a logical concept related to deducibility (Keynes, 
Jeffreys). 

Our problem is to discover what is the explicandum for the various au
thors of these two remaining groups. Let us begin with the last-mentioned 
group. Here, it will be easy to see that the explicandum is the objective, 
logical concept of probability,. But even here we shall find psychologistic 
formulations. This fact will help us later in the analysis of classical au
thors to look through the deceiving shell of psychologistic formulations to 
the objectivistic core of their conception. 

Keynes makes it quite clear that he regards probability as an objective, 
logical concept: "In the sense important to logic, probability is not sub
jective. It is not, that is to say, subject to human caprice. A proposition is 
not probable because we think so. When once the facts are given which 
determine our knowledge, what is probable or improbable in these circum
stances has been fixed objectively, and is independent of our opinion. The 
Theory of Probability is logical, therefore" ([Probab.], p. 4). Keynes ad
mits that probability may also be called subjective in another sense; it 
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seems to me that here the term 'relative', in the sense of 'relating to a 
second proposition as evidence', would be more appropriate. He says (p. 4, 
in a passage immediately preceding the above quotation): "A propositi~n 
is capable at the same time of varying degrees of this relationship [of 
probability], depending upon the knowledge to which it is related, so 
that it is without significance to call a proposition probable unless we spec
ify the knowledge to which we are relating it. To this extent, therefore, 
probability may be called subjective. But in the sense ... ". Then the 
preceding quotation follows, which makes it clear that Keynes's concept is 
in no respect meant as subjective in the sense opposite to objective. 

Now it is interesting to see that Keynes, immediately following the 
passage quoted above in which he explicitly emphasizes the objective, 
logical nature of his concept, uses formulations of the kind which we have 
previously called qualified psychologism. He says: "The Theory of Prob
ability is logical, therefore, because it is concerned with the degree of be
lief which it is rational to entertain in given conditions, and not merely 
'Yith the actual beliefs of particular individuals, which may or may not be 
rational" (p. 4, italics in the original). His explicit contrasting of rational 
versus actual degree of belief and the use of 'because' show clearly that 
the reference to beliefs is not intended to modify in any way the charac
terization of the concept as a logical one or to bring in a subjective com
ponent. This will make us hesitant to interpret similar formulations of 
other authors as genuine symptoms of a subjectivistic conception. The 
situation here is analogous to that in deductive logic. Suppose that the 
hypothesis h has the probabilityz q with respect to the evidence e. Then, 
indeed, it follows that if somebody knows e and nothing else, he is justi
fied in believing in h to the degree q and likewise justified in acting accord
ingly, e.g., in betting on h with q against r - q. But this reference to be
lief should be avoided in a characterization of probability1 , because it 
blurs the important boundary line between logical and psychological con
cepts. Of course, in incidental informal explanations of probabilityz, ref
erences to believing and betting will often facilitate the understanding
as in analogous cases in deductive logic and mathematics-but care should 
be taken that these references to something extra-logical do not obscure 
the nature of probabilityz as a purely logical concept. 

That the objective logical concept meant by Keynes is the same as 
what we call probabilityz, i.e., the logical concept of confirmation, becomes 
quite clear both by numerous preliminary explanations and by his reason- ,. 
ings in the construction of his system. He says, for instance:" ... a ,logical 
connection between one set of propositions which we call our evidence 
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and which we suppose ourselves to know, and another set which we call 
our conclusions, and to which we attach more or less weight according to 
the grounds supplied by the first" (p. 5 f.). Keynes takes the concept in 
general as nonquantitative, similar to our comparative concept of con
firmation; only in special cases does his theory allow the attribution of 
numerical values like our quantitative concept of degree of confirmation. 

It is true, some statements of Keynes concerning his concept of proba
bility are not in agreement with our conception of probability!' He says, 
for example: "A definition of probability is not possible .... We cannot 
analyze the probability-relation in terms of simpler ideas" (p. 8); later he 
speaks of "a faculty of direct recognition of many relations of probability" 
(p. 53) by a kind of "logical intuition" (p. 52). But I do not think that this 
is evidence against our interpretation of his concept in the sense of our 
probability,. It is one question whether two persons mean the same by 
certain terms and quite another question whether or not they agree in 
their opinions concerning the thing meant. 

With other representatives of this group the situation is on the whole 
similar. We see easily from their systematic constructions and often also 
from explicit explanations that their explicandum is an objective, logical 
concept and, more specifically, that it is probability,. Often, but not al
ways, we find also psychologistic formulations, mostly of the qualified 
form. For the reasons earlier discussed, we do not regard these formula
tions as symptoms of a genuinely subjectivist conception but merely as 
vestiges of an old tradition that has been overcome in substance but still 
lingers on in some forms of speech. 

The general remarks just made may be illustrated by some brief ref
erences to some authors of this group. 

That Jeffreys understands 'probability' in the sense of probability, be
comes abundantly clear through his whole theory. The very first sentence 
of the preface of his chief work ([Probab.], p. v) describes his aim "to pro
vide a method of drawing inferences from observational data". He begins 
with a comparative concept with three arguments ("on data p, q is more 
probable than r", p. 15), from which he develops a quantitative concept 
by suitable conventions (p. 19). The whole conception is thoroughly ob
jectivistic but accompanied by occasional formulations of qualified psy
chologism, e.g., "The probability, strictly, is the reasonable degree of con
fidence" (p. 20), "reasonable degree of belief" (p. 31). 

F. P. Ramsey's conception of probability seems at first inspection more 
psychological and subjectivistic than the conception of most of the other 
authors ([Truth] and [Considerations], both published in [Foundations]; 
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my references are to the latter book). He says that the theory of proba
bility is "the logic of partial belief" (pp. 159, 166); "we must therefore 
try to develop a purely psychological method of measuring belief" (p~ 
166); "I propose to take as a basis a general psychological theory" 
(p. 173). Thus it is not surprising that many authors have judged Ram
sey's conception as a particularly clear case of subjectivism. However, it 
seems to me that a closer examination is apt to evoke serious doubts 
about this judgment. It is true that the psychological method of measur
ing the actual degree of belief of a person in a proposition plays a central 
role in Ramsey's discussion. But he does not define probability as or 
identify it with actual degree of belief. He says: "It is not enough to meas
ure probability; in order to apportion correctly our belief to the probability 
we must also be able to measure our belief"; "if the phrase 'a belief two
thirds of certainty' is meaningless, a calculus [viz., the theory of proba
bility] whose sole object is to enjoin such beliefs will be meaningless also" 
(both on p. 166; the italics are mine). Thus, he regards the theory of 
probability not as a part of psychology describing the actually occurring 
degrees of belief but rather as a part of logic giving standards or norms 
which tell us which degrees of belief we should entertain if we want to be 
rational and consistent in our beliefs. This interpretation seems confirmed 
by his statement that "the laws of probability are laws of consistency, an 
extension to partial beliefs of formal logic, the logic of consistency" (p. 
182); "having degrees of belief obeying the laws of probability implies a 
further measure of consistency, namely such a consistency between the 
odds acceptable on different propositions as shall prevent a book being 
made against you". This shows that the standard imposed upon our be
liefs by the theory of probability is regarded as an objective one, viz., 
avoiding certain unfavorable results in betting. Later (p. 191) he charac
terizes logic "as the science of rational thought. We found", he continues, 
"that the most generally accepted parts of logic, namely, formal logic, 
mathematics, and the calculus of probabilities, are all concerned simply 
to ensure that our beliefs are not self-contradictory". This conception of 
the nature of logic as normative for, rather than descriptive of, beliefs is 
clearly expressed in the following words: "Logic, we may agree, is con
cerned not with what men actually believe, but what they ought to be
lieve, or what it would be reasonable to believe" (p. 193). This formula
tion must clearly be judged as qualified rather than primitive psycholo
gism. Therefore our previous consideration that the step from primitive 
to qualified psychologism shows an underlying objectivist conception ap
plies also to Ramsey. This judgment seems confirmed by Ramsey's own 
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later remark (written in 1929) concerning his earlier paper ([Truth], writ
ten in 1926): "The defect of my paper on probability was that it took 
partial belief as a psychological phenomenon to be defined and measured 
by a psychologist" (p. zs6). 

One of the rare cases in which primitive psychologism with respect to 
probability is meant literally is to be found in James Jeans's discussion 
of the probability waves in quantum mechanics (Physics and philosophy 
[New York, 1943]). We may leave aside here the question as to whether 
the concept of probability used in quantum theory is to be understood in 
the sense of probabilityr or of probability.; maybe formulations of both 
kinds are possible. At any rate, both concepts are objective; the applica
tion of the one is a matter of logic, that of the other a matter of physics; 
neither of them is a psychological concept. Jeans, however, believes that 
probability in quantum theory is something of a mental nature. Hence 
he comes to the conclusion that Dirac's waves of probability are waves of 
knowledge; "the final picture consists wholly of waves, and its ingredients 
are wholly mental constructs". Consequently, he sees in this development 
of physics "a pronounced step in the direction of mentalism". 

B. The Classical Theory of Probability 

Now let us see to what extent psychologism is to be found in the so
called classical conception of probability, as originated by Jacob Bernoulli 
and Laplace. This conception shows itself in the definition of probability 
and in the way in which this definition is used; in other words, in the ex
plicatum of these authors and their followers. Here, however, we shall not 
discuss their explicatum but their explicandum. We find many psycholo
gistic formulations; probability is explained, for instance, as degree of be
lief, degree of certainty, and the like. Therefore, many later writers have 
characterized the classical conception as subjectivistic. If those formula
tions were taken literally, the theorems on probability would be state
ments of psychological laws; most of them would be obviously false just 
as are theorems of deductive logic interpreted as psychological laws, be
cause our beliefs are often influenced by irrational factors. Thus it is un
derstandable that many adherents of the classical conception seem not to 
feel quite satisfied with these formulations and use, either in addition or 
instead, those of qualified psychologism, for instance, 'rational degree of 
belief', and the like. As we have seen earlier, formulations of this kind may 
be regarded as a step toward the elimination of psychologism and are in
deed no longer subjectivistic because they presuppose-in most cases 
tacitly-objective standards. Therefore, the occurrence of these formula-
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tions suggests that perhaps the use of primitive psychologistic formula
tions is likewise not a proof of a genuinely subjectivist conception but 
merely a customary, though not quite adequate, way of dealing with con
cepts which are meant as logical, not psychological. 

Jacob Bernoulli makes some general explanatory remarks about the na
ture and application of probability in the beginning of Part Four of his 
Ars conjectandi, a work that marks the beginning of the systematic study 
of probability. He declares that "probability is the degree of certainty 
and differs from it as a part from the whole" (p. 2u). The highest cer
tainty is attributed by him to those things which we know by revelation, 
reasoning, or sensory perception; all other things have a less perfect meas
ure of certainty. All this has a psychologistic sound. It becomes, however, 
quite clear that Bernoulli's theory of probability which he calls the art 
of)conjecture ("ars conjectandi sive stochastice", p. 213) is not meant 
as a description of actual processes of reasoning but rather as a guide to 
correct and useful reasoning. He defines this art as "the art of measuring 
the probabilities of things as exactly as possible, so that we can always se
lect and heed in our judgments and actions that which appears to us "as 
better, more suitable, more certain or advisable" (p. 213). 

Similarly Laplace understands 'probability' not in a psychologi<;al, sub
jective sense but in an objective sense. This is clearly shown by some pas
sages near the end of his philosophical work ([EssaiJ; our quotations are 
from the edition of 1921). Here he says that the theory of probability 
makes exact what we feel by a kind of instinct; that it leaves nothing ar
bitrary in the choice of our opinions, since, with its help, the most ad
vantageous choice can be determined; further, that the theory guides our 
judgments and protects us from illusions (II, IO 5 f.). 

If the explicandum which the classical authors had in mind was not a 
1 subjective concept, which objective concept was it? The logical concept of 

probability. and the empirical concept of probaqility2 are both objective. 
I am inclined to assume that on most occasions, though perhaps with a few 
exceptions, they meant something like probability., that is to say, not an 
empirical but a logical concept, which characterizes the strength given to 
a certain hypothesis by some amount of evidence. 

Laplace ([Essai], I, 7) discusses an example of three urns--A, B, C. We 
know that one of them contains only black balls, but we do not know 
which of the three it is; we know further that the two other urns contain 
only white balls. Laplace raises the question as to what is the probability 
that a ball which will be drawn from the urn C will turn out to be black. 
From our present point of view, the essential fact is that Lapl~~e states 
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different values of the probability: first one on the basis of the knowledge 
mentioned; then another value which the probability takes on when we 
learn that the urn A contains only white balls; and, finally, a third value 
when we learn, in addition, that B likewise contains only white balls. This 
shows that Laplace is not speaking about probability. or any other 
physical property of the urns, because these properties do not change 
when we learn more about the urns. What he means must be something 
that is dependent upon the state of our knowledge; hence it seems likely 
that he means something like the weight of evidence that our knowledge 
gives to a certaip hypothesis, in other words, something like probabilityr. 

The formulations by which the classical authors intend to explain what 
they mean by 'probability' vary a good deal, even with the same author, 
and are often not as clear as we might wish. Thus we must base our in
terpretation also on the way in which they reason about probability in 
their theories. Often when we try to interpret an ambiguous term used 
by an author of another period, in another language or in an unfamiliar 
terminology, we proceed in the following way. Suppose the author in ques
tion is known for many valuable results he has found in the same or a 
related field; suppose further that he uses the term in question at certain 
places not in a casual way but in the formulation of theorems which are 
clearly important to him; suppose, finally, that among the meanings of the 
term which come into consideration there is one for which these theorems 
would hold, while they would be false for the other meanings. Then there 
is some reason to regard these facts as supporting the assumption that the 
meaning of the term which makes the theorems true is the one intended 
by the author. Certainly, this method must be used-with caution; other
wise it would lead to rather arbitrary interpretations and, in the extreme, 
to the absurd result that all assertions of all authors seem to agree with 
our opinions. But as an auxiliary procedure, in combination with a con
sideration of the author's own explanations of the term, it may sometimes 
be helpful. Let us apply this to our case. The classical theory of probability 
contains certain theorems of the following kind. If interpretedoin the sense 
of probability., these theorems are obviously false (even after certain 
modifications which seem necessary for any interpretation, e.g., the addi
tion of a second argument of the probability function). Therefore the 
representatives of the frequency conception have rejected these theorems 
and have even expressed their amazement that any sensible man should 
assume such absurdities. These theorems are, of course, also false if in
terpreted in the sense of the psychological concept of degree of belief, as 
are practically all theorems. On the other hand, these theorems are true or 
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at least not quite implausible if interpreted in the sense of probability .. 
(Examples are certain specializations of the controversial principle of in~ 
difference; this principle itself in the customary form, however, is too gen~ 
eral and leads to contradictions.) It seems to me that this fact lends addi~ 
tiona! support to our assumption that the explicandum which the classical 
authors had in mind during most of their discussions is probabilityi or 
something similar to it. I formulate this assumption with these cautious 
restrictions because it seems to me that there is no one meaning of the 
term 'probability' which is applied with perfect consistency throughout 
his work by any of the classical authors. There are some places where, I 
think, the interpretation as probabilityi makes no good sense while the 
interpretation as probability2 does. (Examples are the references to "un~ 
known probabilities"; see below, § 41D.) 

Our interpretation of the classical theory in terms of probability I is in agree
ment with the view of Jeffreys, who offers forceful arguments in favor of this 
interpretation as against one in terms of frequency; one strong argument is 
simply the characteristic title Ars conjectandi of Bernoulli's book. Jeffreys 
comes to the following conclusion: "I maintain that the work of the pioneers · 
[Bernoulli, Bayes, and Laplace] shows quite clearly that they were conrerned 
with the construction of a consistent theory of reasonable degrees of belief, and 
in the cases of Bayes and Laplace, with the foundations of common sense or in
ductive inference" ([Probab.], p. 335). 

With respect to those later writers who follow the classical tradition 
the situation is quite similar. In spite of psychologistic formulations, it is 
usually quite clear that they have an objectivist conception. We may per
haps have some doubt in this respect in the case of De Morgan because of 
his persistent formulations in terms of primitive psychologism. But even 
here we find that finally the author not only takes the saving step from 
primitive to qualified psychologism but regards this step merely as a 
transition from a natural, though not quite adequate, formulation to a 
more correct one rather than as a change in the conception itself: " 'It is 
more probable than improbable' means ... 'I believe that it will happen 
more than I believe that it will not happen'. Or rather, 'I ought to believe, 
etc.' '' ([Logic], pp. 172 f.). [Incidentally, a formulation like 'It is more 
probable than improbable that it will rain', used by some authors, seems 
a somewhat jumbled way of saying 'It is more probable that it will rain 
than that it will not rain'; it is like saying: 'I believe that it will rain more 
than I disbelieve that it will rain'.] 

It seems to me that, on the basis of the discussions of this section, it is 
plausible to assume that for most, perhaps for practically all, of those au
thors on probability who do not accept a frequency conception tl:ie follow-
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ing holds. (i) Their theories of probability are objectivistic; the frequent 
formulations of psychologism, qualified or even primitive, are usually only 
preliminary remarks not affecting their actual working method. (ii) The 
objective concept which they mean, clearly or vaguely, as their explican
dum is something similar to probabilityr; in the classical period the expli
candum is often not yet quite clear; but it seems that in the course of the 
historical development the concept of probabilityr emerges more and more 
clearly. 

It cannot; of course, be denied that there is ~lso a subjective, psycho
logical con(:ept for which the term 'probability' may be used and some
times is u~ed. This is the concept of the degree of actual, as distinguished 
from ratic{nal, belief: 'the person X at tile time t believes in h to the de
greer'. This concept is of importance for the theory of human behavior, 
hence for psychology, sociology, economics, etc. But it cannot serve as a 
basis for inductive logic or a calculus of probability applicable as a general 
tool of science. 



CHAPTER III 

DEDUCTIVE LOGIC 

In this chapter (§§ 14-40) the language systems~ are constructed, to which 
our theory of inductive logic will later be applied; and as much of the deductive 
logic with respect to these language systems is outlined as is necessary as a basis 
for the later construction of inductive logic. 

The :first part of this chapter (§§ 14-20) gives the semantical foundations of 
deductive logic. The knowledge of this part is presupposed already in the next 
chapter, while the study of the other parts may be postponed until their mate
rial is used in later chapters. The language systems~ are constructed as systems 
of semantical rules. There is one system ~co with an infinite number of individu
als, and other systems ~N with a finite number N of individuals. The rules of 
formation determine the ways in which the signs of the systems ~ (§ rs) may 
be combined into sentences (§ r6). We use individual variables as the only 
variables (hence_ our systems correspond to what is known in symbolic logic 
as the lower functional logic). The rules of truth give sufficient and necessary 
conditions for the truth of the sentences (§ 17). Certain sentences which com
pletely describe all individuals with respect to all properties an<;! relations ex
pressible in the system are called state-descriptions (.8) (Dr8-r); tliey repre
sent all possible states of affairs for the whole domain of individuals. The rules 
of ranges determine for every sentence i in which of the state-descriptions it 
holds (Dr8-4); the class of these state-descriptions is ca:lled the range of i 
(\R;, Dr8-6a). In this way the rules give an interpretation of the language sys~ 
tern, i.e., they determine the meaning of every sentence; for to know the mean-, 
ing of a sentence is to know in which of all possible cases it would be true. The 
rules, by determining the ranges, serve also as a basis for what we call the 
L-concepts (§ 2o). For instance, a sentence is said to beL-true (logically true, 
analytic) if it holds in all possible cases, hence if its range comprises all state
descriptions (D2o-ra); other L-concepts, e.g., L-falsity, L-implication, L-equiv
alence, are likewise defined on the basis of the concept of range (D2o-r). De
ductive logic may be regarded as the theory of the L-concepts; hence, in our 
method, it is based on the concept of range. In a later chapter we shall define 
functions representing the degree of confirmation likewise with the help of the 
concept of range; thus, inductive logic will likewise be based on the concept 
of range. 

The second part of this chapter (§§ 21-24) lists theorems of deductive logic 
for later reference, most of them well known. They deal with the connectives of 
propositiof!al logic (§ 21), general sentences (§ 22), replacements (§ 23), and 
identity (§ 24). 

The third and largest part (§§ 25-38) deals with special topics of deductive 
logic, selected because of their importance for inductive logic. Concepts applied 
to predicates, or to the properties and relations designated by them, are defined 
(§ 25). Isomorphism of sentences is defined (D26-3a). This concept, especially 
in its application to state-descriptions, will later be of great importance in in
ductive logic. If two state-descriptions are isomorphic (§ 27), they may be said 

52 
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to attribute to the realm of individuals the same structure. Certain sentences, 
which describe the possible structures, are called structure-descriptions (t0tr, 
D27-I). The most important special kind of our language systems 5.! comprises 
those whose primitive predicates designate only properties, not relations; 
they are called the systems 5.!"" (§ 3I). These systems are dealt with in detail 
(§§ 3I-38). Predicates of a special kind, 'Qr', 'Q.', etc., are introduced (§ 3I). 
The Q-properties designated by these Q-predicates are the strongest properties 
expressible in the system. If a state-description is given, then we call the cardi
nal numbers of the Q-properties the Q-numbers of that state-description(§ 34). 
Isomorphic state-descriptions have the same Q-numbers, and any structure is 
completely characterized by its Q-numbers. In a later chapter the Q-numbers 
will be used for determining the degree of confirmation. Some deductive prop
erties of universal laws are discussed(§ 37), in particular of laws of conditional 
form(§ 38). . . 

In the last section of this chapter (§ 40) some mathematical definitions and 
theorems are listed for reference in this and later chapters. 

§ 14. Preliminary Explanations 

The importance of an exact description of the object languages for induc
tive logic is emphasized. As metalanguage, English will be used, supplemented 
by German letters and other special signs. 

The present chapter does not deal with probability or inductive logic 
but supplies the necessary foundations for our later discussions of these 
topics. Here, we shall describe certain language systems 2, and we shall 
outline a deductive logic for these systems. In later chapters, possibilities 
of inductive logic, that is, a theory of probability, (degree of confirma
tion), will be discussed in application to these language systems 2 and 
based upon the deductive logic to be outlined here. 

This chapter consists of three parts, only the first of which is presup
posed in the next chapter. (i) The first sections (§§ 14-20) describe the 
systems 2 and explain some semantical concepts in application to these 
systems. These concepts will be used continually in the later chapters. 
Therefore it seems advisable for the reader to become acquainted with 
them and their chief characteristics; but it is not necessary to study now 
all theorems given for them; the most important definitions and theo
rems are marked by '+'. (ii) Some subsequent sections (§§ 21-24) con
tain chiefly well-known material of deductive logic. They are written in 
the first place for purposes of later reference, not so much for reading. 
Of the same. nature is the last section in this chapter (§ 40); it lists some 
mathematical definitions and theorems. (iii) The remaining sections 
(§§ 25-38) deal with special topics in deductive logic which are needed 
for certain later chapters. The reader who is impatient to come to induc
tive logic as soon as possible may skip them at present, to return to the one 
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or the other of them only later when the need arises and indications are 
given. (The material of§§ 25-27 will be needed in chap. viii; that of§§ 31 
and 32 in § 107 .) 

When we come to inductive logic, we shall see that it is even more nec
essary there than in deductive logic to describe the whole structure of the 
language to which it is to be applied; that is to say, the value of the de
gree of confirmation for two given sentences is dependent not only upon 
the two sentences but also upon the particular features of the language to 
which the sentences belong. Although many contemporary authors have 
used symbolic logic in their discussions on probability, (for instance, 
Keynes, Jeffreys, Mazurkiewicz, Hosiasson), none of them, let alone 
earlier authors, has paid sufficient attention to the language structu.re. 
In my view, this is a serious defect of most theories from the classical pe
riod up to our time; it is responsible for certain difficulties and even for 
contradictions resulting from certain principles in their customary form. 
Therefore it is essential that we specify our language systems in detail 
before applying inductive logic to them. 

For the language systems to be constructed here we choose a relatively 
simple structure, with individual variables as the only variables. [This 
structure corresponds approximately to what is known as the lower func~ 
tional logic with only individual variables, or (in the terminology of 
Alonzo Church, [Dictionary], p. 174) a simple applied functional calculus 
of first order.] The actual language of science and even thatof elementary 
physics has, of course, a much more complex structure; space-time points 
are represented by th.eir coordinates, and hence real number variables are 
required; events are descr:ibed in a quantitative way, with the help of 
physical functions with numerical values. However, it seems advisable 
not to try the construction of an inductive logic immediately for a lan
guage of this complex form but to begin with simpler structures. Deduc- _ 
tive logic, which is more than two thousand years older than inductive 
logic, was likewise first applied to simple language forms. Aristotle's logic, 
the traditional logic based upon it, and even the first systems which used 
the exact, symbolic methods of modern logic (constructed by Boole and 
his followers) deal only with sentence forms which constitute a small frac
tion of those in the systems to be here constructed. Frege was the first (in 
Begriifsschrift [1879]) to construct a system of deductive logic for a lan
guage form which reaches the complexity of the one we shall use here and 
even goes far beyond it. Later, some indications will be made concerning 
possible ways for solving the problems of extending our system of induc
tive logic to more comprehensive languages. These problems concern 
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especially languages containing a basic order of the individuals (§ rs) 
and those containing quantitative physical concepts. 

Since we intend to construct inductive logic as a theory of degree of 
confirmation, based upon the meanings of the sentences involved-in 
contradistinction to a mere calculus-we shall construct the language 
systems~ with an interpretation, hence as systems of semantical rules, not 
a\ uninterpreted syntactical systems. The systems~' our object languages, 
are symbolic systems, containing customary symbols of symbolic logic 
and some letters as nonlogical constants. This book presupposes some 
knowledge of the simplest elements of symbolic logic; but it does not pre
suppose acquaintance with the semantical method as developed in [Se
mantics]. The semantical concepts here used will be explained to the 
extent necessary for the purposes of this book. 

Those readers who wish to obtain a fuller understanding of the semantical 
method, and especially the semantical L-concepts, may be referred to the more 
detailed discussions in [Semantics] and [Meaning]. The broader field of semiotic, 
the general theory of signs, of which semantics forms a part, is briefly sketched 
in Charles Morris' Foundations of the theory of signs ( = "Encyclopedia of uni
fied science," Vol. I, No. 2 [1938]), and surveyed in greater detail in his Signs, 
language, and behavior (1946). 

As metalanguage in which we describe the systems ~ and formulate 
theorems of deductive logic concerning these systems and later the theo
rems of inductive logic, we use the English language supplemented by 
some technical signs, especially German letters, as follows: 

'in' refers to the individual constants (of the systems~ in general or of 
the one under discussion), 

'i' to the individual variables, . 
'~r' to the primitive predicates, 
'~' refers to any expressions (that is, single signs or finite sequences of 

signs), 
'®' to the sentences, 
'IDe' to (sentential) matrices (that is, either sentences or expressions 

of analogous forms but with free variables, e.g., 'Px'), 
'sr' to classes of sentences (sometimes also to classes of other expres

sions); 
further (see later explanations): '8' refers to state-descriptions, 'm' to 
ranges(§ r8), and '®tr' to structure-descriptions(§ 27). 

We adopt the term 'matrix' from Quine, because the more customary terms 
'propositional function' or 'sentential function' are misleading (see [Semantics], 
pp. 232 f.). Following the usage of most mathematicians, the term 'function' is 
applied in this book only to certain concepts (e.g., 'c-functions'), but not to 
linguistic expressions. 
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These German letters will be used in two ways. (i) A German letter 
without subscript will sometimes be used as a convenient abbreviation for 
the corresponding English noun or phrase (or its plural form); for ex
ample, we shall sometimes write 'all B are .. .' as short for 'all state
descriptions are .. .', 'this system contains three :pr' for' ... three primi
tive predicates', 'this sentence contains no in' for' ... no individual con
stant', etc. (ii) A German letter with one of the subscripts 'i', 'j', etc., 
serves as a variable of the metalanguage for reference to the kind of signs 
or expressions of the systems 2 indicated above. (Less frequently, a Ger
man letter with one of the subscripts '1', '2', etc., is used as a constant of 
the same kind.) For instance, a formulation like: 'If 10; L-implies 10h then 
the negation of ~i L-implies the negation of 10/ is to be understood as 
saying: 'If a first sentence L-im plies a second sentence (which is not neces
sarily different from the first), then the negation of the second L-implies 
the negation of the first". Since the arguments of degree of confirmation 
are sentences, our discussions and theorems will contain very many ref
erences to sentences; therefore it is convenient to have simpler signs for 
these references. For this reason, we shall, instead of '10/, '10/, '10k', '10z', 
usually write simply 'i', 'j', 'k', 'l'; 'e' and 'h' are used in the same way. 
Note that these letters, although italics, belong, not to the symbolic 
systems 2, but to the metalanguage, that is, they are used, like German 
letters, in the English context. 

Some other German letters are used in the metalanguage, not as desig
nations for expressions of the object languages, but for certain semantical 
concepts of inductive logic; these are chiefly the functors 'm' (measure 
function, § 55A) and 'c' (degree of confirmation, § 55A); furthermore, in 
some special chapters, the functors 'r' (relevance measure, § 67) and 'e' 
(estimate, § 99) and the predicates 'IDe~' (the comparative concept of 
confirmation, § 79)', '~' (the classificatory concept of confirmation, § 86), 
ahd others. '2' is used for the semantical systems to be constructed here. 

In connection with the use of German letters, we lay down two con
ventions. The first one is customary. 

Convention r4-r. A name in the metalanguage for a compound expres
sion of the object language is formed by simple juxtaposition of the 
names (or variables) for the signs of which the compound expression 
consists. 

For example, if ':pr/ refers to 'R', 'in/ to 'a', and 'ink' to 'b', then 
':pr;iniink' refers to 'Rab'. Further, for the sake of simplifying the symbolic 
notation in the metalanguage, \we shall permit the use of symbols of the 
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object languages as names of themselves, provided the occurrence of a 
symbol of the metalanguage, e.g., a German letter, makes it clear that the 
whole expression belongs to the metalanguage. Because of this restricting 
condition, no ambiguity can arise. Hence we lay down the following con
vention: 

Convention I4-2. If a compound symbolic expression contains a Ger
man letter (or one of the letters 'e', 'h', ... , 'l', which are equivalent to 
German letters) or'~' (see below), then the whole expression is to be un
derstood as an expression of the metalanguage, and any symbol of the 
object language occurring in it is to be understood as a name of itself, 
that is, as if it were included in quotation marks or replaced by a corre
sponding German letter. 

We shall, however, make use of the notation allowed by this convention 
only in the following two ways: 

(a) In order to form the name of an expression (according to Convention 
r), we very often take as names of symbols of the object language 
(usually nonletter symbols or 't') these symbols themselves, as is cus
tomary. (For example, if 'i' refers to 'Pa', and 'j' to 'Qb', then '(~'-'i)Vj' 
refers to '(~'-'Pa)VQb'; hence the connectives and parentheses are used 
here as names of themselves.) 

(b) We write occasionally (not frequently) an expression of the object 
language instead of its name when it occurs as an argument ~expression 
following either a German letter functor (e.g., 'm', 'c') or a German let
ter predicate (e.g., '[)1~') of the metalanguage. (For example, we might 
write 'c(Pb, e)' instead of 'c('Pb', e)' or 'c(prxin2, e).) 

Some other special signs are used in the metalanguage in combination 
with German letters. We take '~' for 'L-true' (to be explained later, 
§ 2o); thus we write '~ i' as short for 'i is L-true (in the system in ques
tion)'. Hence (according to later explanations) 'H:::>j' means the same 
as 'i L-implies j (in the system in question)' (thus the earlier example 
will be written like this: 'If ~ i :::> j then ~ ~'-' j :::> ~'-' i'). The following signs 
are used in combinations with class expressions in the metalanguage .. 
'sr;Csr/ is written as short for 'sr; is a subclass of sr;'; ' ... Esr/ for' ... 
belongs to (is an element of) sr;'; '!rivsr;' for 'the class-sum of sr; and 
sr;'; 'sr,"sr/ for 'the class-product of ,sr, and sr/; '- sr;' for 'the com
plement-class of sr;' (i.e., 'the class of all sentences not belonging to sr;'); 
'sr;- sr/ for 'sr;"(-sr;)'. '{i}' designates the class whose only ele~ 
mentis i; '{j1 ,j2 , ••• ; jn}' the class whose only elements arej1 ,j2 , ••• , jn. 
'=n£' is used as sign of definition in the metalanguage.'( )(9JCk)' is short 
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for '(h,)(ik2) ... (hn)(Wh)', where h,, h., ... , hn are the variables oc
curing freely in WCk, in the order of increasing subscripts. 

This book makes use of symbolic logic and presupposes some elementary 
knowledge in this field. All the symbols used will be explained in the next sec
tion. Elementary introductions to symbolic logic: Alfred Tarski, Introduction 
to logic (New York, 1941), John Cooley, A primer of formal logic (New York, 
1942), Hans Reichenbach, Elements of symbolic logic (New York, 1947). Sys
tematic works on a higher technical level: Whitehead and Russell [Prine. 
Math.], which is the great standard work in the field, and Quine [Math. Logic], 
which constructs a system of a new form. 

§ 15. The Signs of the Systems 2 

A. The infinite system ~"' contains an infinite sequence of individual con
stants (in): 'ar', 'ai, etc. Any :finite system ~N contains only the first N of them. 
All other signs are the same in all systems. There is a finite number of primitive 
predicates (pr) of any degrees. There is an infinite sequence of individual 
variables (i): 'xr', 'xi, etc.; they are the only variables. There are universal 
quantifiers, and the customary symbols for identity, negation, disjunction, and 
conjunction. The customary symbols for existence, conditional, biconditional, 
and nonidentity are introduced as unofficial abbreviations (A1). B. Some indi
cations are made concerning possibilities for the construction of a more compre
hensive language system describing a basic order of the individuals and for a 
method of inductive logic suitable to that system. · 

A. The Signs Occuring in Our Systems 

Our language systems 2 comprise one infinite system 2oo and the finite 
systems 2N; the latter form an infinite sequence of systems with N run
ning through all positive integers: 2,, 22, 23, etc. 

The system 2oo contains an infinite sequence of individual constants 
(in): 'ar', 'a.', 'a3', etc. (in examples we shall sometimes use 'a', 'b', 'c', 
etc.); they refer to all the individuals in the domain of individuals (uni
verse of discourse) of 2oo. These individuals may be things, events, posi
tions, or the like. Further, 2oo contains a finite number of primitive 
predicates (pr) of any degree (i.e., number of arguments). Those of de
gree one, for example, 'P.', 'P.', etc., designate properties of individuals; 
those of degree two, for example, 'R.', 'R.', etc., designate dyadic rela
tions between individuals; and so on. Properties and relations 'together 
will be called attributes. We do not specify the number of pr before
hand; sometimes we shall do so in order to make the description of 2oo and 
the other systems more specific. Further, we do not lay down an interpre
tation for the pr or the in because the choice of a particular interpreta
tion is irrelevant for both deductive and inductive logic. Thus, what we 
shall actually construct is, strictly speaking, not a semantical system but, 
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so to speak, a skeleton of a semantical system. We assume that for any 
concrete application of deductive or inductive logic the systems are sup
plemented in the following way: (i) a finite number of pr is chosen and 
their degrees are specified; (ii) an interpretation for these pr is given by 
rules of designation, that is, semantical rules of a form like this: 'Prx 
designates the property Blue'; (iii) the in are interpreted by a general 
rule of designation of the following form: 'With respect to such. and such 
an infinite sequence of entities, the nth individual constant (i.e., 'an') 
designates the nth entity in the sequence'; this rule is assumed to be such 
that we can see from it alone without the use of factual knowledge that 
any two different individual constants designate different entities. (The 
interpretations of the lJr and the in must fulfil a requirement of logical 
independence to be explained later, § 18B.) We shall speak of a class of 
individuals usually only in case the individuals are given by an enumera
tion with the help of individual constants, but not in case they are char
acterized by a common property. Thus, for example, we shall say 'the 
class of the individuals a, b, c' or 'the class of the individuals referred to 
in the sentence e' (meaning 'the class of the individuals whose in occur 

. in e'); but we shall not say 'the class of those individuals which are P x' 
or 'the class Blue', but rather 'the property (of being) P x' or 'the property 
Blue'. 

If we were only concerned with deductive logic, there would not be 
much reason to construct finite systems in addition to ~"'. However, we 
shall see that the construction of an inductive logic is made technically 
simpler if we apply it, not immediately to ~"', but first to finite systems 
~~nd then with their help to ~oo. ~N contains only the N first individual 
constants of~"'; hence ~x contains only 'ax';~. contains 'ax' and 'a.'; etc. 
The in in ~N designate the same individuals as in~"'; thus the individual 
domain of each finite system is a part of that of ~"'. It is clear that every 
individual constant of ~oo occurs also in some finite systems, and indeed 
in infinitely many such systems; for a given n, 'an' occurs in every ~N 
with N G; n. Since all the other signs are the same in all systems, every 
sentence of ~"' occurs in infinitely many finite systems; if 'an' is the 
individual constant with the highest subscript occurring in the sentence i 
of ~"', then i occurs also in every ~N with N G; n. 

Every system~. finite or infinite, contains an infinite number of indi
vidual variables (i): 'xx', 'x.', 'x/, etc. (or 'x', 'y', 'z', etc.). The individual 
constants and individual variables are together called individual signs. 
The values of these variables in a given system are the individuals of that 
system, that is, the individuals designated by the in of that system. 
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Every system contains universal quantifiers with individual variables; 
'(x)(Px)' means 'for every individual x (of the domain of individuals of 
the system in question), xis P'. The existential quantifiers (e.g., '(3:x)', 
'there is an individual x (of the system in question)') do not occur in 
the systems themselves; but we shall introduce them by the customary 
definition for the purpose of convenient, inofficial abbreviations (A1c). 
According to the given explanation, the sentence '(x)(Px)' in 2N means 
the same as the conjunction 'Par. Pa •• ...• PaN' with N components; 
and we shall lay down the semantical rules in such a way that these two 
_sentences are L-equivalent. Thus, in different finite systems, the universal 
sentence '(x)(Px)' has different meanings. And in 2oo the same sentence 
has again a different meaning because it says something about the in
finitely many individuals. In 2oo the scope 'Px' has an infinite number of 
instances 'Par', 'Pa,', etc.; therefore we cannot form a conjunction out of 
them; but the universal sentence is L-equivalent to the infinite class of 
these instances. 

It is important to realize clearly the fact that the same sentence may 
have different meanings in different systems and hence also different 
properties both in deductive and in inductive logic. Perhaps a reader 
might think that, although we have the same string of marks in ·different 
systems, we cannot properly speak here of the same sentence if the mean
ings are different. However, we have decided to understand by the term 
'sentence' just the string of marks (more exactly speaking, a sentence
design is a finite sequence of sign-designs, see [Semantics] §§ 2, 3). If 
somebody prefers to use the phrase 'the same sentence' only if both the 
signs and the meanings are identical, there is no objection; however, in 
this case we should have to look for another term to take the place of our 
term 'sentence'. The relationship between '(x)(Px)' as an item occur
ring in the system 2r, and the same string of marks in 25, and the same 
in 2oo, is not a mere typographical accident (as is the case, for example, 
with •,...,• in Russell's and in Hilbert's notations, where there is no con
nection of meanings). The meanings, although different, stand in a close 
relationship to each other. The meanings of '(x)(Px)' in the systems 2N 
with increasing N converge, so to speak, toward its meaning in 2oo; this 
fact will later be of great importance in inductive logic for the definition 
of degree of confirmation with respect to sentences in 2-oo (§56). For this 
reason, our way of speaking of 'the same sentence' will be very con
venient. 

The sentences in our systems contain no free variables. These systems 
contain only individual variables, no attribute variables. (This is that 
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form of the lower functional logic which has been applied more frequently 
in recent years and has been shown to be a good working basis for logic.) 

All signs except the individual constants occur in all systems 2 alike. 
All signs except the individual variables have the same meanings wher
ever they occur; hence every sentence without variables has the same 
meaning in all systems in which it occurs. Thus the following explanations 
of the remaining signs apply to all systems. 

The systems contain '=' as the customary sign of identity for indi
viduals; this sign is not regarded as a predicate and hence not counted 
among the primitive predicates (llr). As mentioned earlier, it is presup
posed that different individual constants designate different individuals; 
that is to say, we shall construct the semantical rules in such a way that 
a full sentence of '=' with two different in (e.g., 'a. = a3') becomes L
false (for explanation of the terms with 'L-', see § zo). Further, we shall 
of course make the rules such that an =-sentence with two occurrences 
of the same in will beL-true. Hence all =-sentences will be L-determi
nate. '~'will be defined as sign for nonidentity (Ard). 

The systems 2 contain 't' as a tautological sentence. It would, of course, 
be possible to define 't' as abbreviation for some tautological sentence 
(e.g., for 'P.a.V rvP.ax'). However, we prefer to take it as a primitive 
sign belonging to the systems themselves; this seems convenient for the 
construction of normal forms. 

Of the customary connectives, only the signs of negation ('rv', mean
ing 'not'), disjunction ('V', 'or' in the nonexclusive sense), and conjunc
tion ('.', 'and') occur in the systems themselves. The signs of the condi
tional (' :::> ', meaning 'if-then') and of the biconditional (' = ', 'if and 
only if') will be introduced by their customary definitions (Ara and b). 
Following Quine, we regard these and all other defined signs not as be
longing to the systems themselves; an expression containing a defined sign 
serves, so to speak, as shorthand for the corresponding expanded expres
sion in primitive notation. (Concerning a later deviation from this pro
cedure see remark preceding D33-1.) 

The definitions introducing abbreviations for expressions of the object 
languages, i.e., the systems 2, are marked by 'A'; the much more frequent 
definitions introducing words, phrases, or signs (e.g., German letters) into 
the metalanguage are marked by 'D', theorems by 'T', etc.; each of these 
letters 'A', 'D', 'T', etc., is followed by two numerals (e.g., 'Ars-r'); the 
first gives the number of the section, the second that of the particular 
item. For references within the same section the first numeral is omitted 
(for example, a reference 'Ara' in this section refers to Ars-ra). The 
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more important definitions, theorems, etc., are marked by '+' (e.g., 
DI8-I). 

A15-1. Expressions containing the signs ':::> ', '= ', '3:', and '¢' will be 
used as unofficial abbreviations in the following way. 

a. IDe.:::> IDC1 for ( rv9JC.)VIDC1• 

b. IDe. = IDC1 for (IDe,:::> IDC1) • (IDe;:::> IDe,). 
C. (3: h) (IDe;) for rv(h) ( rv9JC;). 
d. ~. ;;=: ~i for rv(~. = ~;). 

For example, according to Ara, we shall write a partial expression 
'P,x:::>P,y' within a sentence as shorthand for '(rvP,x)VP.y'. 

B. On the Possibility of an Ordered System 

Some brief remarks may be made concerning possibilities of a future 
development. If inductive logic is to be extended so as to apply to language 
systems more comprehensive than our system ~ (for infinitely many in
dividuals, that is, ~<»), it might be useful to construct a stronger systeni ~' 
possessing the following features. First, ~, refers to a universe whose in
dividuals exhibit a fixed basic order of the structure of a progression (i.e., 
a linear, discrete order with one initial and no terminal member). For this 
purpose ~, contains a symbol (functor) for the concept of immediate suc
cessor in the basic order (for instance, 'a" is written for 'the successor of 
a'). This order may be interpreted as a kind of temporal order of events, 
and hence the individuals as temporal positions (in this simplified uni
verse there is only one event at any time-point). Furthermore, it seems 
desirable to have in ~, variables and constants for natural numbers; 
arithmetical functions (e.g., sum, product, etc.) can then be introduced 
by recursive definitions; thus the arithmetic of natural numbers can be 
formulated in~'. The frequency of a property within a given class of in
dividuals can then be expressed in a simple way. A system~' possessing 
the features described can be constructed by the following convenient 
and simple procedure without the need for a second kind of variable. In
stead of 'a', 'a", 'a"', etc., we write 'o'; 'o", 'o"', etc. These expressions 
are primarily interpreted as expressions for the natural numbers o, I, 2, 
etc. To each position in the basic linear order a natural number is as
signed as its coordinaterthe number o to the initial position, the i:lum.
'ber I to the next following positiqn, etc. An atomic sentence, say, 'P(o')', 
may then say, for example, that the position with the coordinate I is 
blue. Strictly speaking, 'P' stands here for 'the position with the co
ordinate ... is blue' and 'o" stands merely for '(the number) I'. But it 
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will then be convenient to allow, for practical purposes, a slightly changed 
interpretation to the effect that 'P' stands for ' .... is blue', and 'o" for 
'the position with the coordinate r'. Thus the individual expressions, 
which were primarily interpreted as expressions for numbers, are regarded 
in the secondary interpretation as expressions for positions. This involves 
no actual ambiguity, because theoretically the primary interpretation is 
the only one; the secondary interpretation constitutes merely a convenient 
mode of speech in the metalanguage. In accordance with the secondary 
interpretation, we may then allow ourselves to say that the positions are 
the individuals of the universe of this system. The essential point is that in 
this system the positions as individuals are referred to not by names (like 
'a', 'b', etc.) but by coordinate expressions. (For a description of a co
ordinate language of the structure here indicated see [Syntax] § 3; for a 
general discussion of the semantical character of coordinate languages see 
[Meaning], chap. ii.) Consequently, the individual variables 'x', 'y', etc., 
which in 2' likewise are the only variables, are interpreted primarily as 
variables for the natural numbers and secondarily as variables for the posi
tions. The extension of 2 to 2' may appear to be only slight, but in fact 
the logical character of the new system 2' is quite different from that 
of 2, even in deductive logic. [For instance, since 2' contains arithmetic, 
according to Goedel's result it is impossible to construct one calculus in 
which all L-true sentences of 2' are provable.] For the extension of induc
tive logic to the new system 2' there are two possible forms which could 
be constructed in two successive steps; we call them forms I and II. 

Form {of inductive logic. The old definitions of degree of confirmation 
constructed in this book for the system 2 (in particular, the definitions of 
regular m- and c-functions (§§ 55, 56), symmetrical m- and c-functions 
(§§ 90, 9r), and c* (§ rroA)) are simply transferred _to the system 2'. 
[This is possible because the state-descriptions and therefore also the rules 
of ranges (§ r8D) remain in 2' essentially the same.] The main task is 
merely to develop, on the basis of those definitions, theorems of induc
tive logic which cover also the new sentences of 2'. It seems that this can 
be done without great difficulties. The structure of form I of inductive 
logic as just described for 2' is fundamentally the same as that developed 
in this book for 2. Although the basic order of the individuals is expres
sible in 2', it is not regarded, in form I, as influencing the degree of con-. 
firmation c. Suppose that the evidence·e says that of three observed in
dividuals two had the property M and one ""M, and the hypothesis h 
says that a certain unobserved individualisM. Then, in form I, the value 
of c(h, e) is the same no matter whether the individual with ,_,M is the 
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first, the second, or the third among the three observed individuals in 
their basic order and how the unobserved individual is located in re
lation to them. To disregard thus the temporal order of the events is cus
tomary in the traditional theory of probability and even in most parts 
of modern mathematical statistics, although in everyday life and in science 
regular temporal patterns which we have observed among past events 
often have a decisive influence upon our expectations for the future. 

Form II of inductive logic. The second step consists in constructing new 
definitions for the concepts of degree of confirmation so as to take into 
account not only the observed or expected frequencies of the properties 
in question but also the order in which these properties occur. 

In modern mathematical statistics, in distinction to the traditional the
ory of probability, temporal sequences are studied (e.g., in the analysis 
of time-series (see Wold [Time Series] and Kendall [Statistics], Vol. II, 
chaps. 29 and 30) and the sequential analysis (see Wald [Sequential])). 
However, these investigations do not show a way for constructing an ad
equate explicatum c of the kind described. A preliminary study which I 
have made seems to show that it is not too difficult to construct a fairly 
adequate definition. However, the application of this definition to cases 
which involve many individuals, and the development of general theo
rems based on the definition seem to become rather complicated. Here 
arise new and very interesting problems; it remains for future investiga
tions to discover whether satisfactory solutions can be found. 

If we wish to express the temporal order of events and have it influence 
the degree of confirmation as in the form II just explained, there is an 
alternative method which can even be applied in our present system ~ on 
the basis of the present definitions of degree of confirmation. This method 
consists in designating the relation of temporal priority by a primitive 
predicate (whereupon immediate priority can be defined). If this method 
is chosen, then the order of events is taken into account even by the form 
of inductive logic developed in this book. Here, the temporal order ('x is 
earlier than y') is not expressed as a basic positional relation but in analogy 
to an empirical, qualitative relation (e.g., 'xis warmer than y'). Conse
quently, such fundamental characters of the temporal order as asym
metry and transitivity are represented in this method as contingent fea
tures. As an example consider the following prediction concerning balls 
drawn from an urn: 'the first red ball which will appear will come earlier 
than the first blue ball; and this blue ball will appear earlier than the red 
one'. This hypothesis must be regarded, on the basis of the method under 
discussion, not as impossible, but at worsL~s improbable. Its degree of 
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confirmation on any finite evidence will not be o but will have a positive 
value. It seems, however, rather doubtful whether this sentence could be 
regarded as expressing a possible outcome of observations. For this and 
other reasons I have some doubt concerning the adequacy of this method. 
I believe that the temporal order and, more generally, the spatiotemporal 
order is to be regarded as a basic positional order rather than a qualitative 
order; in other words, that it is more adequate to represent the spatio
temporal order by the form of the individual expressions (coordinate ex
pressions) rather than by primitive predicates. At any rate, further clari
fication of this problem is required. At the present time not even the na
ture of the problem itself is clear. Should it be regarded as a question con
cerning the "true nature" of space and time, to be answered by ontological 
or phenomenological methods? I think a more fruitful approach would 
be to construct language systems of both forms-the first expressing 
spatiotemporal relations by primitive predicates, the second by the form 
of coordinate expressions for the positions-and develop inductive logic 
for both of them. Preference will then be given to that language system 
for which a more adequate or more convenient inductive method can be 
developed. 

§ 16. The Rules of Formation 
Rules·of formation are laid down. They determine the customary forms of 

(sentential) matrices, which include sentences (D2). A sentence is defined as a 
matrix without free variables (D4). Some kinds of matrices (D3) and sentences 
(D6) are defined: atomic, basic (atomic or negation), molecular (without quan
tifier or sign of identity), general (with quantifier). 

On the basis of the informal explanations in the preceding section, we 
shall now begin the construction of the systems~ by laying down their 
semantical rules. In this section we give the first kind of these rules, the 
rules of formation; they state, in the form of definitions, which kinds of 
signs belong to the systems ~ and how sentences are formed out of these 
signs. 

DlG-1. ~. is a sign in ~ = Df ~; belongs to one of the following kinds: 
a. Individual constants (in). In~""' an infinite number: 'ax', 'a.', 'a/, 

etc. (Instead of 'a.', ... , 'a5', we write sometimes 'a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 
'e'.) In ~N, a finite number N: 'a.', 'a2', ... , 'aN'· 

b. A finite number of primitive predicates (t~r) of any degrees: 'Px', 
'P.', etc.; 'R.', etc. 

c. An infinite number of individual variables (i): 'x.', 'x2', etc. (Instead 
of 'x.', 'x2', 'x/, we write sometimes 'x', 'y', 'z'.) 

d. Seven single signs:',....,', 'V', '.', '=', 't', '(', ')'. 
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An expression in ~ is a finite sequence of signs in ~. 

DlG-2. 2£; is a (sentential) matrix (IDe) in~ = Df 2£; consists of signs of~ 
and has one of the following forms. 

a. ~r;2£;,2£;2 ••• 2£;,., where ~r; is of degree n and each of the n 
argument expressions is an individual sign, i.e., an in or an i. 

b. 2Ik = 2ft, where 2Ik and 2{i are individual signs. 
c. 't'. 
d. ""(ID1i). 
e. (WC;)V(we;). 
f. (ffi'l;) • (we;). 
g. (h)(WC;). 

In the actual writing of symbolic formulas or of their descriptions in the 
metalanguage, we shall usually omit the parentheses including a com
ponent in the forms D2d, e, f or a scope in the form D2g under the cus
tomary conditions: we take the universal and existential quantifiers and 
•,..,• as of greatest strength (hence, if one of these is not followed by an 
expression included in parentheses, its scope is the smallest matrix imme
diately following), then come 'V' and '.', and finally '::> ' and '= '. (Thus, 
for example, •,..,tVP,a::> (x)P.x. P3b' is short for •[C,.....,t)VP,a] ::> 
[(x)(P.x). P 3b]'.) Further, ~ shall speak in the customary way of 
disjunctions and conjunctions with n components for any n ~ r (for 
n = I, the sentence or matrix itself is its only disjunctive or conjunctive 
component; for example, if we say: 'let i be the disjunction of those sen
tences which fulfil such and such a condition' and it turns out that only j 
fulfils that condition, then this is meant to say that i is the sentence j 
itself). 

In D3 some particular kinds of matrices are defined. 

D!G-3. Let we, be a matrix in ~. 
a. WC; is a matrix of degree n (for any n ~ o) = Df IDC; contains n dif

ferent free variables. 
b. we; is an atomic matrix =D£ IDe, has the form D2a. (Note that the 

forms D2b and c are not counted as atomic.) 
c. IDC; is a basic matrix = Df we, is either an atomic matrix or the nega

tion of one. 
d. we, is an identity matrix (=-matrix, = -WC) = Df ill?; has the f~rm D2b. 
e. WC; is a molecular matrix = nr ID?, is either atomic or constructed out 

of one or more atomic matrices with the help of connectives. (Hence, 
quantifiers, '= ', and 't' do not occur in IDC;.) 
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f. m. is a general matrix = Df IDC,; contains at least one quantifier. 
g. IDe, is a nongeneral matrix = Df IDe.: contains no quantifier. (Hence, 

IDe, has either one of the forms D2a, b, c or is constructed out of 
these forms with the help of connectives.) 

h. IDe, is a purely general matrix = Df im.: is general and contains no in. 

D16-4. ~.is a sentence (®) in~ = Df ~.is a matrix of degree o (that is, 
without free variables). 

D16-5. i is an instance of IDCi (in ~) = n1 i is a sentence (in ~) con
structed out of IDCi by the substitution of individual constants (of ~) for 
all free variables. 

D6 defines some particular kinds of sentence in analogy to D3. 

D16-6. Let i be a sentence in t! . 
. a. i is an atomic sentence = n£ i has the form D2a. 
b. i is a basic sentence = Dl i is an atomic sentence or the negation 

of one. 
c. ~; is a basic pair = n1 ~. is a class of two sentences, one being an 

atomic sentence and the other its negation. 
d. i is an identity sentence = n1 i has the fom1 D2b. 
e. i is a molecular sentence = Df i is either atomic or constructed out of 

one or more atomic sentences with the help of connectives. (Hence, 
variables; '= ', and 't' do not occur in i.) 

f. i is a general sentence = n1 i contains at least one variable, and hence 
a quantifier. 

g. i is a nongeneral sentence = Df i contains no quantifier (and hence 
no variable) . 

h. i is a purely general sentence = D£ i is general and contains no in. 
i. i is a singular sentence = n£ i is a molecular sentence containing oc

currences of only one individual constant. 

We presuppose that an alphabetical order for all primitive signs has 
been established. (Which particular order is chosen is of course arbitrary 
and unimportant. A simple way would be this: we take first the lJr (whose 
number is finite even in ~"') ordered according to increasing degrees and 
within each degree according to increasing subscripts; then the seven 
signs of Drd in the order there given; finally, the in and i in this order: 
inr, ir, in., f., in3 , {3, etc.) On the basis of the alphabetical order of the 
signs a lexicographical order of all expressions is defined (D8). 

D16-8. ~. precedes ~i in the lexicographical order = n1 either (a) the 
first sign in ~. which differs from the corresponding sign in ~i precedes 
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the latter alphabetically; or (b) 2!i is an initial proper part of 2(i. 

The alphabetical order applies only to primitive signs, and hence the 
lexicographical order only to expressions consisting of primitive signs. • 
When we speak of the lexicographical order of expressions which contain 
defined signs, we mean the order of their expansions in primitive signs. 

§ 17. Rules of Truth 

Rules of truth are laid down in the form of a recursive definition of 'true in ~' 
for sentences (D1) and classes of sentences (D2). Thereby, a sufficient and 
necessary condition for the truth of any sentence is determined (T1). This con
stitutes an interpretation for the systems ~. 

The rules of formation determine only the forms of sentences but not 
their interpretation. Now we have to lay down semantical rules of a more 
important kind, those which interpret the systems ~. that is, which de
termine the meanings of all sentences of these systems. The first, simple 
step toward this aim consists in laying down rules of designation for the 
nonlogical constants, viz., the pr and the in. These rules determine which 
attributes (properties or relations) are designated by the pr and which 
individuals by the in. We shall not actually lay down these rules because 
we want to keep our deductive and inductive logic generai, that is, ap
plicable to any particular language systems of the structures here de
scribed that anybody may choose; we presuppose that these rules have 
been chosen in some way or other as indicated in§ 15A. Now our prob
lem is how to lay down further rules which serve best for the purpose for 
which we intend to use these systems. For this purpose, the rules must de
termine the meanings of the sentences in such a way that we can define 
with their help the following concepts: (i) truth and falsity; (ii) the L
concepts, especially L-truth and L-implication, which are the basis of 
deductive logic; (iii) the concept of degree of confirmation, which is the 
basis of inductive logic. 

We begin by laying down rules of truth. Their purpose is to state for 
every sentence and every class of sentences in any system ~ a sufficient 
and necessary condition for its truth. This is done by first laying down 
direct rules of truth for simple sentences (D1a, b, c), and then indirect 
rules for compound sentences (D1d, e, f, g) and classes of sentences (D2); 
the rules of the latter kind are indirect inasmuch as they refer to the truth 
of components, instances, or elements, respectively. The rules of truth 
together form a recursive definition of 'true in ~·. If any sentence i is 
given, then this definition tells us under what condition i is true; however, 
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in general the definition alone cannot tell us whether or not the condi
tion is furfrlled, in other words, whether or not i is true. In order to find 
out whether this is the case, we need, in general, knowledge about the 
relevant facts in addition to the truth-rules. 

The semautical concept of truth defined by DI is such that the state
ment 'the sentence i is true in~' in the metalanguage conveys the s~me 
factual information as the sentence i itself, which belongs to the obJeC~ 
language. (For more detailed discussions of this concept see. Tarski 
[Wahrheitsbegriff] and "The semantic conception of truth:', Plnlosophy 
and Phenom. Research, 4 [I944L reprinted in Feigl [Readmgs]; Carnap 

[Truth].) 

+D17-1. Let i be a sentence in a system~. i is true in ~ = Df i fulfils 
one of the following conditions (a) to (g). . . 

a i is an atomic sentence prkin;,in; •... in;,., and the attnbute desig
. nated by prk holds for the individuals ?es~g?ated by_in;,, in;.,·· .. , 

in; ... (For n = I, this means that the mdividual designated by lnj, 

has the property designated by pr~c). 
b. i has the form ini = ini· 
c: i is 't'. 
d. i is "'j, and j is not true. . 
e. i ts jVk, a11d at least one of the two components IS true. 
f. i is j. k, and both components are true. 
g. i is (h)(W1j), and all instances of mj are true. 

DI leads immediately to the following theorem, which states, for every 
sentence in~' either directly its truth or nontruth (in (c), (d), (e)), or a 
sufficient and necessary condition for its truth. 

+.T17-1. Theorem of truth-conditions. . 
a. An atomic sentence of the form prdn1 is true if_ and only if the m

dividual designated by in1 has the property designated by Ph· . 
b. An atomic sentence of the form prkin1,in; •... in; .. for n > I. IS 

true if and only if the relation designated by prk holds for the m
dividuals designated by ini,, ini., ... inin· 

c. in1 = in1 is true. 
d. in1 = ink, with two different in, is not true. 

e. 't' is true. 
f. A sentence "'j is true if and only if j is not true. 
g. A sentence jVk is true if and only if at least one of the two com-

ponents is true. 
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h. A sentence j • k is true if and only if both components are true. 
i. A sentence (ik) (ID1;) is true if and only if all instances of 9)11 are true. 

Trf, g, hare clearly in accordance with the customary meanings of the'' 
connectives, as they are usually stated with the help of truth-tables. T 1c 
d, e, i are in accordance with our earlier explanations of the meanings of 
the sign of identity, 't', and the universal quantifier in our systems ~. 
Thus Tr shows that the interpretation given by the rules of truth Dr is 
the one intended. 

We construe, as is customary, a class of sentences as meaning the same 
as a joint assertion of its sentences. Hence D2. 

D17-2. sri is true in ~ = Df every element of sri is a true sentence in ~. 
D17-3. 
a. i is false in ~ = Df i is a sentence in ~ and not true in ~. 
b. Ri is false in~ = Df sri is a class of sentences in~ and not true in~. 

T17-2. sr; is false in~ if and only if sr; is a class of sentences in~ and 
at least one sentence of sr; is false. (From D3b, D2.) · 

§ 18. State-Descriptions (.8) and Ranges (!R) 

. A. ~ clas~ of sen~ences which for every atomic sentence i in a system ~ con
tams _e1the~ z ?r. "-'Z but not ~oth describes completely a possible state ofthe 
~omam of. Individuals o~ ~ -~Ith respect to all attributes (properties and rela
tiOns)_ designated by pnm1~1ve. predica~es in ~- As state-descriptions (.8), we 
take m ~co the _classes of this kmd, and m ~N the corresponding conjunctions. 
B. In order to msure that the state-descriptions describe possible states the 
interpretation of the individual constants and the primitive predicates :nust 
fulfil the requirement of logical independence. For the purpose of inductive logic 
~very system ~ ~ust furthermore fulfil the requirement of completeness, that is: 
~~ must ?e sufficient for expressing all qualitative attributes occurring in the 
g1v:n umverse. C. ~heyossibility of families with more than two related prop
erties (e.g., colors) Is discussed. D. A method for interpreting all sentences in a 
system.~ is _appli~d, which is differe~t from bu~ analogous to the method in § 17. 
It consists m laymg down rules which determme, for every sentence i in which 
s~te-descr~ptions it holds and ~n wh!ch not (D4); in other words, in ~hich pos
sible case~~ would be tr~e and m which not. Thus the rules determine for every 
sen.tenc_e zIts range (designated by '!R(i)' or '!R;'), that is, the class of those .8 in 
which z _holds (D6); there~ ore, we call th~m rules of ranges. The concept of 
r~nge w.Ill be fundamental m our construction both of deductive and of induc
tive logic. 

A. State-Descriptions 

In addition to the rules of truth, we need other semantical rules to serve 
as a basis for the L-concepts and the concept of degree of confirmation, in 
other words, for deductive and inductive logic. The method which we 
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shall apply for these purposes is characterized by the use of the two con
cepts of state-description and range. We are led to the first by the prob
lem of an explication of the concept of possible cases or states-of-affairs. 
Our first step in making. this vague concept more precise and specific 
consists in realizing that it must be taken as relative to ~ language sys
tem. Thus we come, with respect to any of our systems~. to the concept 
of a logically possible state of the domain of individuals of ~ with respect 
to all attributes (properties and relations) designated by the pr of ~. A 
possible state in this sense belongs to that type of entities which may be 
expressed by sentences, hence to the type of propositions. We shall soon 
have to deal with certain classes of possible states; hence this would lead 
us to classes of propositions. Now I personally believe that there is no 
danger in speaking of propositions and classes of propositions provided it 
is done in a cautious way, that is to say, in a way which carefully abstains 
from any reification or hypostatization of propositions, in other words, 
from the attribution to propositions of anything that can correctly be 
attributed only to things. However, there are advantages in avoiding 
propositions altogether and speaking instead about the sentences or classes 
of sentences expressing them, whenever this is possible. In our present 
case this is possible, and we shall do so. We shall see that, with respect 
to any of our systems ~-in distinction to more complex language systems, 
for instance; those containing real number variables-every possible 
state can be expressed by a sentence or a class of sentences in the system, 
by a slate-description, as we shall call it. There are chiefly two advantages 
in this method. First, we avoid a discussion of the controversial question 
whether the use of the concept of proposition would involve us in a kind 
of Platonic metaphysics and would violate the principles of empiricism. 
Second, there is the technical advantage that for this method a meta
language of simpler structure suffices. (To give only a brief indication: 
this method, in distinction to that using propositions, can be applied in 
an extensional (truth-functional) metalanguage; for more detailed ex
planations see [Semantics] §§ 18, 19 and [Meaning] §§ 2 and 38.) 

A state-description for a system ~ in the sense indicated must state for 
every individual of ~ and for every property designated by a primitive 
predicate of ~ whether or not this individual has this property; and 
analogously for relations. In other words, if i is any atomic sentence in ~. 
a state-description for~ must either affirm or deny i, hence it must affirm 
exactly one sentence of the basic pair { i, "-'i}. Every possible state can 
be described by a class of sentences in ~ which contains exactly one sen
t~nce from every basic pair in ~. As state-descriptions for ~ ... we shall 
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actually take the classes described (Dib). In a finite system ~N, every 
class of the kind described is finite (for example, { 'Pa', '"'Pb', 'Pc'} in 
a system with three in and one llt of degree one). Therefore, in ~N, we can 
take as state-descriptions instead of those classes the corresponding con
junctions (in the example mentioned, 'Pa. "'Pb. Pc'); in order to have 
only one state-description for every possible state, we add a requirement 
which uniquely determines the order of the conjunctive components 
(D1a). For the state-descriptions in ~N we use in the metalanguage the 
sign 'NB', and for those in~"' 'ooB'; however, we shall usually write sim
ply 'B' if the context of the discussion makes it sufficiently clear which sys
tem or systems are concerned. ['B' is taken from the German 'Zustand'.] 

+D18-1. 
a. i is a state-description in ~N ('NB' or briefly 'B') = nt i is a conjunc

tion which contains as components exactly one sentence from every 
basic pair in ~N and no other sentences, these components being ar
ranged in their lexicographical order (D16-8). 

b. sr, is a state-description in ~"' ('ooB' or briefly 'B') = Df sr, contains 
exactly one sentence from every basic pair in ~"' and no other ele
ments. 

B. The Requirement of Logical Independence and Completeness 

If the conjunctions and classes in a system ~ which we call state
descriptions are to fulfil their purpose of describing possible states of the 
universe of~' the interpretation of~ must fulfil the following requirement 
of logical independence, here formulated in three parts; parts II and III 
follow from I. 

I. The interpretation of ~ must be such that the ato~trtic sentences are 
logically independent of each other; that is to say, it must never occur 
that a class containing some atomic sentences and the negations of other 
atomic sentences logically entails (contains in its meaning) another atomic 
sentence or its negation. If this requirement is not fulfilled, then some 
state-description will be self-contradictory and hence not describe a pos
sible state. (This holds for any state-description containing the class 
specified and, in addition, the negation of the other atomic sentence or this 
sentence itself, respectively.) Suppose, for example, that i and j were 
atomic sentences in ~ such that i entailed j. [The term 'entailment' is 
here used not as an exact, systematic term but as a common term whose 
meaning may be roughly indicated by saying that the content of i is the 
same as that of i .j, that is, the joint assertion of i andj. A corresponding 
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exact concept, an explicatum for the concept of entailment as explican
dum, will be introduced later (D2o-1c) under the term 'L-implication'. 
An analogous remark holds for the term 'self-contradictory'.] Then any 
state-description containing both i and "'j would be self-contradictory 
because it would assert bothj and "-'f. In order to fulfil th'is requirement 
for the atomic sentences, the in and jlt must fulfil the following require
ments II and III. 

II. The individual constants in~ must be interpreted in such a manner 
that they designate different and separate individuals. If, for instance, 'a' 
and 'b' designated the same individual, 'Pa' would entail 'Pb', and 
'Pa. "-'Pb' would be self-contradictory. If the individual a were a spatio
temporal part of band if 'P' designated the property of being hot through
out, then 'Pb. "-'Pa' would be self-contradictory. 

III. The primitive predicates in~ must be interpreted in such a manner 
that they designate attributes (properties or relations) which are logically 
independent of each other. For instance, if the properties Raven and Black 
are understood in such a way that the first entails the second (logically, 
not merely by a law of nature) and if they were designated by two jlt in ~. 
say, 'P z' and 'P .', then 'P ,a. "'p .a' would be self-contradictory. If the 
property Warm and the relation Warmer were designated by two jlr, 

say, 'P' and 'R', then 'Pa. "'Pb. Rba' would be self-contradictory. 
The requirement of independence concerns only the interpretation of 

the nonlogical signs (in and lJt) of our language-systems~. For the purely 
logical work both in deductive logic (in this chapter) and in inductive 
logic (in the remainder of this book), we need not consider any particular 
interpretation of the nonlogical signs. If, however, it is desired to give a 
specific interpretation in order to see how deductive and inductive logic 
work in application to a particular universe, real or imaginary, then care 
must be taken that the interpretation chosen fulfil the requirement of in
dependence. (This requirement belongs, not to deductive or inductive 
logic proper, but to the methodology of logic [see § 44A]; the same holds 
for the requirement of completeness to be discussed soon.) If an interpre
tation is given, it may not always be easy to determine whether the re
quirement is fulfilled. But it is not difficult to choose an interpretation for 
which we can be practically certain that the requirement is fulfilled. It 
seems perhaps best to imagine as individuals in a system~. not extended 
regions like the physical bodies or events in our actual world, but rather 
positions like the space-time points in our actual world, hence unextended, 
indivisible entities. Since, however, the number of individuals in a sys
tem ~ is either finite or denumerably infinite, they cannot form a con-

_ _j 
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tinuum, as the space-time points of the world described in physics do, 
but must instead be imagined as isolated positions in a discrete (i.e., non
continuous) universe. Since this is a simplified universe, the qualities and 
relations with which we are acquainted in our actual world cannot, strictly 
speaking, be applied. For instance, a color occurs in the actual world only 
as property of an extended, continuous area. Nevertheless, in order to 
visualize the simplified universe to which a system 13 refers, we may 
imagine as attributes designated by the llt in 13 something similar to the 
directly observable qualities and relations which we perceive in our world, 
e.g., something like Blue, Hot, Hard, Darker, and the like, but now at
tributed to the isolated positions which we take as individuals in 13. If 
one wants to study an inductive problem involving a complex property 
W, it is advisable to take 'W' not as a lJt but rather as a predicate defined 
on the basis of suitable lJt which designate simpler concepts. It was ex
plained earlier (§ 15B) that it is advisable to express positional attribut~s 
of individuals, corresponding to spatiotemporal attribuJes in our actual 
world, not with the help of prim~tive predicates but by the form of co
ordinate expressions used as individual expressions in an extended form 
of the systems 13 (coordinate languages). Consequently, it seems best to 
choose as designata for the lJt only attributes of a purely qualitative na
ture rather than those which are either positional or mixed that is con-

' ' taining both qualitative and positional components (for example, the 
property expressed by 'x is red or identical with b' or the relation ex
pressed by 'x is darker and earlier than y'). 

In distinction to the requirement of independence, which seems essential 
both for deductive and for inductive logic, I regard the requirement now 
to be introduced as necessary for inductive logic, although it is not neces
sary for deductive logic and therefore has so far not been discussed by 
logicians, it seems. This is the requirement of completeness: the set of 
the \lt in a system 13 must be sufficient for expressing every qualitative 
attribute of the individuals in the universe of 13, that is, every respect 
in which two positions in this universe may be found by observation to 
differ qualitatively. This requirement can be divided into the following 
two parts I and II. 

I. It is assumed that any two individuals differ only in a finite number 
of respects. This assumption seems related to Keynes's principle of limited 
variety: "We seem to need some such assumption as that the amount of 
variety in the universe is limited in such a way that there is no one object 
so complex that its qualities fall into an infinite number of independent 
groups" ([Probab.], p. 258). This assumption,)£ applied to our actual 
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world, may at first appear as rather doubtful in view of the fact that it 
seems impossible to give an exhaustive description of any physical body. ' 
However, this is a different question; a physical body is a continuum (a tJo~A 
nondenumerable set) of space-time positions, while our assumption refers 
only to one individual (or to n individuals in the case of an n-adic rela-
tion}. If we think of the world of things with perceptible qualities, then 
it is not implausible to assume that the number of perceptible qualities, 
say, shades of color, sounds, smells, etc., is finite though rather large. And 
if, on the other hand, we think of the world as conceived in theoretical 
physics, then we find a finite and, indeed, a very small number of funda-
mental magnitudes to which, according to the assumption of physicists, 
the great variety of phenomena is ultimately reducible. Thus in either 
case the assumption I is not as implausible as it may appear at first. 

I I. If a language system 13 is to be constructed for the purpose of apply
ing inductive logic to a given universe, it is required that a system of lJt be 
taken which is sufficiently comprehensive for expressing all qualitative 
attributes exhibited by the individuals in the given universe. For the 
purposes of inductive logic we may leave aside the epistemological ques
tion as to how we are able to know whether this requirement is fulfilled by 
a given system 13 for a universe with which we are confronted, just as 
both deductive and inductive logic leave it to epistemology or methodol
ogy of empirical knowledge to answer the question as to the procedure by 
which we acquire knowledge of the premises or evidence. The requirement 
may also be formulated conversely: if a system 13 is given and a universe, 
real or imaginary, is to be chosen as an illustration or model for 13 for the 
purposes of inductive logic, then this universe must be neither richer nor 
poorer in qualitative attributes than 13 indicates. For example, let 13 con
tain only two lJt, both of degree one, say 'Px' and 'P.'. Suppose that we 
decide to interpret them as designating the properties Bright and Hot, re
spectively. Then we must imagine a universe whose positions differ only 
with respect to Bright and Not-Bright and with respect to Hot and Not
Hot. A richer universe in which furthermore the distinction between 
Hard and Not-Hard can be made, is not a fitting interpretation for 13 for 
the purpose of inductive logic, although in deductive logic 13 could, of 
course, be used for this universe. 

At the present stage of research concerning inductive logic and the con
ditions of its applicability, it is not yet quite clear whether the require
ment of completeness in its full strength is necessary or whether a modi
fied and weaker form of it might be sufficient. At the present moment we 
need not go further into a discussion of the problems connected with this 
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requirement. The requirement is, it seems, not necessary for those parts 
of inductive logic which will be developed in the present volume. We shall 
resume the discussion of these problems in the second volume, in connec
tion with our system of quantitative inductive logic. Then the function 
of the requirement within the procedures of inductive logic will become 
clearer. (For a discussion of a special problem connected with the require
ment of completeness see [Application] § s, third paragraph.) 

It might seem plausible to apply the requirement of completeness not 
only to the llt but also to the in in ~- This would mean that ~. in order to 
be adequate for a given universe, must either (a) contain in for all in
dividuals of the given universe (which, of course, is possible only if the 
number of individuals is not more than denumerable) or (b) at least con
tain individual variables whose domain of values comprehends all indi
viduals of the given universe. However, for our system of inductive logic 
it is not necessary to lay down this requirement because, as we shall see 
(in Vol. II), the degree of confirmation of h on e is not changed by the 
existence of individuals not referred to in hand e. In other words, if hand e 
contain no variables, the degree of confirmation of h on e is the same 
for all systems ~ in which h and e occur, provided these systems contain 
the same llt and differ only in the number of in. 

We shall later (§ 45A) discuss the problem of how a system of inductive 
logic pertaining to simplified universes can nevertheless be applied, under 
certain conditions, to the actual world. There we shall also lay down a 
further requirement, that of total evidence; it does not concern the in
terpretation of the systems, as the two requirements just discussed do, 
but is essential for the application of results of inductive logic to given 
knowledge situations. 

C. Families of Related Properties 

Suppose that two or more properties are related to each other in the 
following way: every individual must necessarily have one and only one 
of these properties; and this is a matter of logical necessity. That is, it 
follows from the meanings alone; it is not merely a contingent law of na
ture for which the occurrence of counterinstances remains always possible. 
We speak in this case of a family of related properties. Analogously, we 
speak of related relations. If a system ~ contains llt designating related 
attributes, we call them a family of related primitive predicates. For in
stance, the properties Cold, Luke-Warm, Medium-Warm, Hot may con
stitute a family in a certain universe and may then be designated by four 
related llt; likewise the properties Blue, Green, Yellow, Red irt a universe 
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where these are the only possible colors and no individual can be colorless 
(otherwise we should have to add Colorless and thus form a five-member
family). If 'P' is allr belonging to a family of n llt, ''"""'"'P' is logically equiva
lent to the disjunction of the other n - I l3t. Hence in .a two-member
family consisting of 'Px' and 'P.', ''"""'"'Pr' is logically equivalent to 'P.', 
and ''"""'"'P.' to 'P r'. Thus in this case we do not actually need both llt; we can 
express the two properties either by 'Pr' and ''"""'"'Pr' or by ''"""'"'P.' and 'P2', 
and it does not matter which of these two ways we choose. (Similarly, we 
can express n related properties by n - I llt and the negation of the 
disjunction of these llt.) For the sake of simplicity, we shall always pre
suppose that our systems~ contain only two-member-families; one attri
bute in each family is then designated by a llt and the other by its nega
tion. By this restriction we avoid some complications in certain definitions 
and theorems. If, however, someone wishes to apply our theory to systems 
with larger families of llt, it is easy to make the necessary modifications. 

The chief modifications are as follows. Let a system ~' containing cp families 
of basic attributes be given. Let the pth family (p = 1, 2, ... , cp) contain n, 
attributes of degree dp. For the sake of uniformity let us assume that in ~ all 
these basic attributes even those belonging to a two-member-family, are des
ignated by pr. Then fue basic matrices (D16~3c) an~ sentences (_DI6-6b) coin
cide with the atomic ones· they do not con tam the s1gn of negatwn. A class of 
1t atomic sentences formed with the n11 pr of the pth family and containing the 
s:me in· (or dp-tuple of in) is called a family of (related) atomic sentences. A 
state-description (D18-1) is defined as a conjunction or class containing exactly 
one atomic sentence from each family. (The requirement of independence ap
plies here only to atomic sentences and primitive predicates of di.ffere.nt families.) 
The definitions of range (D18-6) and of the 1-concepts (§ 20) remam the same. 
It follows that the prof each family form a division (D25-4). The concept of a 
correlation of basic matrices ( § 28) is replaced by the simpler concept of a corre
lation of the pr, defined analogously. A prof the pth family has t~e degree d"; 
therefore an argument expression fitting to it in an atomic sentence Is an ordered 
d

11
-tuple of in. The number of such dp-tuples in ~,.;is NdP. T~is is likewise the 

number of atomic sentences with a given prof the pth family. Therefore the 
number of all atomic sentences with pr of the pth family in ~,.; is n"NdP; and 
the number of all atomic sentences in ~;.,is ~[n~dP]. A state-description con-
tains for every dp-tuple of in exactly one of the n11 atomic sentences with 
the np pr of the pth family. Thus there are n:'dp possibilities for those s~b
conjunctions of state-descriptions which contain only pr of the pth family. 
Hence the number of state-descriptions in ~;., (T29-1a) iss = I}[npNdp]. 

Now let us consider the case in which all pr in~;., are of degree one, hence 
designate properties, not relations (§ 31). A Q-predicate-expressio~ (D31-1a) 
is here a conjunction of pr containing exactly one pr from each family. There
fore the number of Q's (T31-1) is K = IJnp. The definitions of width and rela
tive width (D32-1) remain unchanged. But the relative wid~ of ~ pr of the pth 
family is not necessarily 1/2 (T33-1b) but 1/nP. T~e relative w1dt~ of ~con
junction of several nonrelated pr is the product of therr separate relative w1dths. 
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If expressed in terms of K, certain important values are the same as before. This 
holds, in particular, for the number of .8 (t = ~. T35-1b), the number of @Str 
(r, T35-1d), and the number of those .8 which have a given set of Q-numbers 
(t;, T35-4). The latter two numbers will later be taken as the basis for the de
termination of the measure-function m* and the degree of confirmation c* 
(§ IIO, (2)). 

D. The Range of a Sentence 

We write 'V .8' for the class of all state-descriptions in a given system 
(the universal range) and' A.s' for the null class of state-descriptions (the 
null range). When necessary, a left-hand subscript 'N' or 'oo' is added. 

D18-2. 
a. NV .8 (or simply V .s) = Df the class of all B in 53N. 
b. cc V .8 (or V .s) = nf the class of all B in 53cc. 
c. NA.B (or A.s) = Df the null class of B in 53N. 
d. ccA.8 (or A.s) = Df the null class of B in 53cc. 

If we understand the meaning of a sentence, then we know in which of 
the possible cases it would hold and in which not. And if we wish to give an 
interpretation to a sentence, in other words, to state its meaning, then one 
possible method for doing so consists just in saying in which of the possible 
cases it holds and in which not. Speaking in terms of state-descriptions 
instead of the possible cases which they describe, we can give an interpre
tation to a sentence by saying in which state-descriptions it holds and in 
which not. We shall do this now by rules which state the conditions for 'i 
holds in ,8 11 ' for all sentences in a system 53. This concept has a certain 
analogy to that of truth, it is, so to speak, conditional truth because it 
means: 'i would be true if the possible case described by ,B,. were the real 
case'; in other words, 'i would be true if the individuals had just those 
properties and relations which are attributed to them by ,B,.'. Therefore, 
D4 is quite analogous to the earlier definition of truth (D17-1); and we 
can easily see that D4 is in accordance with the interpretation intended 
just as the earlier definition was. 

D3 serves merely for the introduction of a convenient abbreviating 
phrase. 

D18-3. Let i be a sentence in a system 53 and ,8 11 a state-description 
in 53. i belongs to ,B,. = Df i is a basic sentence in 53 and occurs in ,B,. either 
as a conjunctive component (if 53 is finite) or as an element (if 53 is infinite). 

•+D18-4. Let i be a sentence in a system 53, and ,B,. a state-description 
in 53. i holds in ,B,. = nf one of the following conditions (a) to (g) is fulfilled. 

a. i is an atomic sentence and belongs to ,B,. (D3). 
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b. i has the form ini = ini. 
c. iis't'. 
d. i is ,..._,j, and j does not hold in ,B,.. 
e. i is j V k, and at least one of the two components holds in ,B,.. 
f. i is j. k, and both components hold in ,B,.. 
g. i is (h)(ID?i), and all instances of ID?i hold in ,B,.. 

D18-5. Let Jr; be a class of sentences in 53. Jr; holds in ,B,. = Df every sen
tence of Jr; holds in ,B,.. 

According to our previous explanation, the meaning of a sentence i is 
determined by the class of those B in which i holds. We call this class the 
L-range or, briefly, the range of i (D6); for this, we write in signs 'ffi(i)' 
or simply 'ffi/; and for the range of Jr;, 'ffi(Jr;)' (here no shorter form). 

+D18-6. Let i be a sentence in a system 53 and Jr; a class of sentences 
in 53. 

a. The range of i in 53 ('ffi(i)', 'ffi/) = nf the class of those B in 53 in 
which i holds. 

b. The range of Jr; in 53 ('ffi(Jr;)') = Df the class of those Bin 53 in which 
Jr; holds. 

On the basis of this definition D6 and the rules constituting D4 and Ds, 
we easily see that the ranges for all forms of sentences and for Jr; are de
termined by ·the following theorem. 

+T18-1. Theorem of ranges. Let i be a sentence and Jr; a class of 
sentences (in a system 53). 

a. If i is an atomic sentence, ffi; is the class of those B to which i be-
longs. 

b. If i is ini = ini> ffi; is V .8· 
c. If i is ini = ink with two different in, ffi; is A.s. 
d. If i is 't', ffi; is V.s. 
e. If i is ,..._,j, ffi; is V.s -mi. 
f. If i is j v k, ffi; is mj \....1 mk. 
g. If i is j • k, ffi; is mj " mk. 
h. If i is (h)(ID?i), ffi; is the class-product of the ranges of the in-

stances of ID?i· 
i. If Jr; is non-empty, ffi(Jr;) is the class-product of the ranges of the 

sentences of Jr;. 
j. If Jr; is empty, m( Jr;) is v .8· 

T1 shows that the rules of D4 and Ds determine indirectly the ranges 
of all sentences and classes of sentences in 53. Therefore we may call these 
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rules rules of ranges (instead of 'rules of holding in a state-description'). 
We could, of course, formulate the rules just as well directly for ranges, in 
a way similar to TI; we have chosen the other way merely to facilitate 
the understanding. 

The rules of ranges are the fundamental semantical rules for our sys
tems~. The concept of range, which is determined by these rules, will, in 
our construction, be the cornerstone both for deductive and for inductive 
logic, since we shall define with its help both the L-concepts and the con
cept of degree of confirmation. 

We have twice given an interpretation for the sentences in ~. first by the 
rules of truth (DI7-I), then again by the rules of ranges (DIB-4). We have done 
so only in order to make the definition of truth more easily understandable. In 
fact, truth could be defined, instead of by DI7-I 1 on the basis of DIB-4 in the 
following way. 'True atomic sentence' would be defined in a way similar to 
DI7-xa. Then the true state-description .8T would be defined as that state
description to which all true atomic sentences and the negations of the other 
atomic sentences belong. Finally, we define: i is true if it holds in .BT. 

§ 19. Theorems on State-Descriptions and Ranges 

Some theorems concerning .8 and 9l are stated, as lemmas for later theorems 
in deductive and inductive logic. 

We state here some theorems on .8 and 91. They are not of much in
terest in themselves but serve as lemmas for later theorems on L-concepts 
and on confirmation. These theorems hold, if not indicated otherwise, 
with respect to any finite or infinite system ~ for the sentences and the 
.8 of that system. 

T19-1. For every atomic sentence i and every ,8;, either i or ,....,i be
longs to ,8;, but not both. (From DI8-I, D18-3.) 

+T19-2. For every sentence i (of any form, not only atomic) and every 
.Bi! either i or ,....,i holds in ,8;, but not both. (From D18-4d.) 

T19-3. If i is a basic sentence, 91; is the class of those .8 to which i be
longs. 

Proof. I. For an atomic i, from TI8-xa. 2. Let i be ,....,j, Thenj is atomic, and 
Ill; is the class of those .8 to whichj belongs (I). m. is the class of the remaining 
.8 (TI8-Ie), hence of those .8 to whichj does not belong. This is the class of those 
.8 to which rvj belongs, which is i. 

As mentioned earlier (§ 16), we speak generally of conjunctions with 
n components, for any finite n > o; if i has not the formj. k, we regard 
i as a conjunction with one component, which is i.itself. 

§ 19. THEOREMS ON STATE-DESCRIPTIONS AND RANGES 8I 

D19-1. j is a subconjunction of i = nr every conjunctive component of j 
is also a conjunctive component of i. 

T19-4. 
a. For ~N· If Bi is a subconjunction of ,8;, then it is the same as ,8;. 
b. For ~"". If Bi is a subclass of ,8;, then it is the same as ,8;. 

T19-5. 
a. For ~oo. Let ~.be a class of basic sentences not containing any basic 

pair. Then 91(~,) is the class of those .8 of which ~.is a subclass. 
Proof. We suppose that le1 is non-empty; otherwise, the theorem follows 

from TI8-Ij. Then Ill( .It';) is the class-product of the ranges of t~e sen~ences of 
.It'; (Tx8-Ii). I. Letj be any sentence of .It'; and ,8; any .8 of wh1ch .It'; IS a s~b
class. HencejE,8;. Sincej is a basic sentence, Ill; is the class of tho~e .8 to which 
j belongs (T3). Hence ,8;E9l;. Since this holds for every sentence J of .It';, ,8; be
longs to the class-product of the ranges of the sentences of~·· hen~e to 9l(le;): 
2. Let .8k be any .8 of which .It'; is not a subclass. Then there Is a basi~ sen~ence .' 
belonging to .It'; but not to .Bk· Let k be the oth~r sentence of the bas_Ic pair of •· 
Then k belongs to .8k (DI8-Ib) but not to .It';. 'belongs to every .8 m m, (T3); 
hence .Bk is not an element of m,. Therefore, since iE.!t';, .8k cannot belong to the 
class-product of the ranges of the sentences of se., that is, to Ill( se.). 

b. For ~N- Let i be a conjunction of n basic sentences (n ~ 1) among 
which there is no atomic sentence together with its negation. Then 
91; is the class of those .8 of which i is a subconjunction (Dt). 

Proof analogous to (a), with TI8-Ig instead of TI8-Ii. 

T19-6. For every ,8;, 91(,8.) is { ,8,} (that is to say, the range of ,8; con
tains only ,8; itself). 

Proof. 1. For ~N, from Tsb, T4a. 2. For ~oo, from Tsa, T4b. 

The following theorem T8 deals with two consecutive systems in the 
sequence of finite systems, viz., with ~N and ~N+r· There is just one indi
vidual constant 'aN+r' which is new in ~N+r, that is, not already occurring 
in ~N- Hence the atomic sentences which are new in ~N+r are just those 
which contain 'aN+r'· Let their number be m, and let n be 2m. Then there 
are n selections of new basic sentences (T40-3Ig), that is, J;lasses con
taining exactly one sentence from each new basic pair and no other ele
ments. Let us use here (for T8 only) '.8' and '91' for the state-descriptions 
and ranges of ~N, but '.8" and '91" for those of ~N+r· For every .8~, there 
is exactly one ,8; which is a subconjunction (DI) of it, namely, that 
which contains all its old basic sentences. And the new basic sentences 
in .8~ form one of the n selections mentioned above. In this way, n .8' 
grow out of ,8; by the adjunction of one of then selections each; hence ,8; 
is a subconjunction of all of them. This situation must be kept in mind for 
the following theorem and its proof. 
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T19-8. Let i be any nongeneral sentence in ~N and hence in ~ 
Th~n m~ _is the class of those B1 which contain the ~ntences in m. as s:~~ 
COnJunctlOnS. ' 

t Proof£. thSincfe i is nong~neral _(DI6-6g), it is constructed out of simple sen-
ences o e orms mentioned m TI8-Ia b c d by a fin'te b > 
f 1' t' f h ' ' ' I num er n ( o) o app Ica Ions o t e connectives mentioned in TI8-Ie f g Let <»* b th =la 

of th .8' h · h · . ' ' · '"' e e c ss ose 'f. Ic contam the[> m m, as subconjunctions. Then the theorem 
says ~hat 9l; IS the same as 9l;. We shall show first that this hold f th 
four simple forms (a) (b) (c) (d). d · h h . s or ose 

f ' ' ' ' an ' t en, t at It holds for any sentence of 
one o _the compound forms (e),(£), (g), provided it holds for the components 
occurnng. Then the g~neral th~orem follO\~s by mathematical induction with 
respect ton.- a. Let' be atomic. Then 9l; IS the class of those .8 to h' h · b 
longs (TI8-Ia). Likewise, m: is the class of those .8' to which . b 1 w IC h' e
the same as 9l'!' _ b L t · b . . Th . ' e ongs, ence 
Th f *'." . e ' e tn; = In;. en 9l; Is the class of all .8 (TI8-Ib) 
. er~ ore,~ ~s the class of all.B', hence the same as m:_- c. Let i be in·=· 
m.., with two different in. Then 9l; is the null class (TIS Ic) Th f ..}* · 
the null class, hence the same as 9l~ - d Let i be 't'- This ere _or~k ""' ~s 
(TIS-Id). -e. Let i be ,....,..,j, Suppose ~he th~orem holds f~r 1· i e c!!? .Isthi e ( ) 
as m* Th h ll h th . ' .. , '"'IS esame 

h. h en we S a S OW at It holds likewise for i. l}l; is the class of those .8 
; IC to not belonr to~; ('_I'I8-Ie). Likewise, m: is the class of those .8' which 

0 ~ot elon_g to mit which IS the same as mj. Hence m: is the class of tho e .8' 
w~Ich con tam none of the sentences of 9l; as subconjunctions and hence ~on
!am the sentences of 9l; as subconjunctions; this is the class m:_ _f. Let i be 
J V k. Suppose the theorem holds for J. and for k · I. e <»~ I's th ro* d 
m 1 • h * '· .,o,, esameaso•· an 
OLk IS t e same as mk. We shall show that it holds likewise for; "'· I's m': '"' 
(T 8 f) L'k ' <» 1 ' 1 I •· ""• m;~mk I -I . I ewise, o•; IS 9l;\....)9lk and hence <»'!'\....)<»* Th's I' th 1 f h .8' h' h . , .' o•, o•k· I s ecasso t ose 
~ IC ~O';.,taithn as ~u.bconJUnCtiOnS the sentences in 9li and in l)lk hence the 

sen ences mo.,; us It IS the class l)l'!', -g. Let i bej k Th f ·' 1 
to that of (£), using TI8-Ig. • • · e proo Is ana ogous 

The following theorem T9 is analogous to T8 but deals with ~Nand~"". 
~19-9. _Let i be any nongeneral sentence in ~N, and hence in ~oo. Then 

m, m ~00 1s the class of those B1 in ~00 for which there is a ;) . 1· m. · o 
ch th th . . <O• n u~, 1n '-=N 

su at e conJunct1ve components of B; belong to B;. 
Proof analogous to that of T8. 

§ 20. L-Concepts 

A sentence (or proposition) is usually regarded as logically ( ·r 
analyticall ) t 'f 't h ld · necessan y, Y . rue I I o .s.m any possible case. Therefore we define the expli-
~a!um fo~ this vague, tradit~onal ~oncept in this way: i is L-true (in signs, ·~ i') 
If~ hoi~~ ~n every~· ~ence, lf_ m, Is the universal range (Dia). We define analo
~ously ·' IS ~false. if' holds In no .8, hence, if 9l; is the null range (Dxb). this 
lS the cas~ lf ~. ,....,..,~ (Txa). As an explicatum for what is known as logic~l or 
ne~essa~y u;nphcatwn or entailment, we define: i L-implies j if j holds in every 
.Sm which' h~lds, hence, if 9_l• is a subclass of m, (Dxc); this is the case if ~ i ::> j 
(Tib): As e~hcatum for logical or necessary equivalence, we define: i and ·are 
L-equ1valent If they have the same range (Dxd); this is the case if~ i == j d:Ic). 

§ 20. L-CONCEPTS 

Further, 'L-disjunct' and 'L-exclusive' are defined (Die, f). If a sentence is 
either L-true or L-false, it is called L-determinate (D3); otherwise it is called 
factual (D4), because its truth-value is dependent upon facts. If a sentence is 
true but not L-true, it is called F-true (Dsa), because it is true by virtue of 
facts. The terms 'F-false', 'F-implies', 'F -equivalent' are defined analogously 
(Dsb, c, d). Some theorems concerning the concepts defined are given. 

We shall now introduce the L-concepts. They constitute the basis of 
deductive logic. Our method of defining these concepts bases them on the 
concept of range and hence on that of state-description. We can give here 
only short explanations. [For a more detailed discussion of the L-concepts 
see [Semantics], §§ 14 ff., 20, and [Meaning], § 2; the method is developed 
from an idea of Wittgenstein ([Tractatus], 4.463), see [Semantics], p. 107.] 

The concept of L-truth is meant as an explicatum for that concept, 
frequently used but seldom exactly defined, which is variously charac
terized as analytical truth (Kant), necessary truth, logical truth, truth 
based on logical grounds, as distinguished from contingent, factual truth. 
It seems that we are sufficiently in agreement with at least some concep
tions of this explicandum if we try to make it more explicit in this way: 
a sentence (or proposition) has this kind of truth if it would be true under 
any conceivable circumstances, in other words, in any possible case. Since 
we have constructed the state-descriptions B in such a way that they 
represent the possible cases, it seems natural to define the explicatum 
'L-true' in this way: i is L-true if it holds in every B, in other words, if 
m, is the universal range (D1a). We write 'H' as short for 'i is L-true'; 
the scope of 'V is always the whole immediately following meta-expression 
for a sentence (for example, ·~ i V j' is meant as ·~ (i V j)', hence as 'the 
sentence i V j is L-true'). 

The concept of L-falsity is introduced as an explicatum for logical im
possibility, self-contradiction, falsity based on logical grounds, as dis
tinguished from contingent, factual falsity. A sentence has this kind of 
falsity if it holds in no possible case. Therefore, we define the explicatum 
in this way: i is L-false if i does not hold in any .8, in other words, if mi is 
the null range (D1b). 

The concept of L-implication is meant as an explicatum for necessary 
implication, logical implication, entailment, the converse of logical conse
quence or logical deducibility. It seems that this explicandum is meant as 
that relation which connects i and j (or the corresponding propositions) 
if it is impossible that i is true but j is not, in other words, if j holds in 
every possible case in which i holds. Therefore, we define the explicatum 
in this way: i L-imp lies j if j holds in every B in which i holds, in other 
words, if m, is a subclass of mi (Dxc). 

The concept of L-equivalence is intended as an explicatum for necessary 
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equivalence, mutual entailment, mutual logical deducibility. Therefore 
we define it by the identity of ranges (Drd). Then it is the same as mutual 
L-implication (T2i). 

The concept of L-disjunctness is meant as an explicatum for that rela
tion which holds between two or more sentences (or propositions) j,, j., 
. . . , j,. (n 5;; 2), if by logical necessity at least one of them is true, in 
other words, if in any possible case at least one of them holds. Therefore, 
we take as definiens for the explicatum this condition: in every .Bat least 
one of the sentences holds, in other words, the class-sum of the ranges of 
the sentences is the universal range (Dre). This means the same as that 
the disjunction of the sentences is L-true (Trd). 

The concept of £-exclusion is meant as an explicatum for logical in
compatibility, logical impossibility of joint truth. This explicandum is 
that relation which connects the sentences i and j (or the corresponding 
propositions) if there is no possible case in which both of them hold. There
fore, we take as definiens for the explicatum this condition: there is no .B 
in which both sentences hold, in other words, the class-product of their 
ranges is null (Drf). This means the same as that the conjunction of the 
sentences is L-false (Tre). 

+D20-1. Let i andj be sentences in a system~. The terms here defined 
will be applied to classes of sentences (on the basis of Dr8-6b) in the 
same way as to sentences. 

a. i is L-true ('~ i') (in ~) = Df 9l, is V .8· 
b. i is L-false (in ~) = Df 9l, is A,g. 
c. i L-im plies j (j is an L-im plicate of i) (in ~) = Df m, c 9lj. 
d. i is £-equivalent to j (in ~)' = Df 9l; is the same as 9lj. 
e. j,, j., ... , j,. (n 5;; 2) are £-disjunct with one another (in ~) = Df 

m(j,) v 9l(j.) v ... v 9l(j,.) is v .8· 
f. i is £-exclusive of j (in ~) = Df 9l;"' 9lj is A,g. 
g. The class of sentences sri is (or, the sentences of sr, are) £-exclusive 

in pairs (in ~) = Df every sentence of sr, is L-exclusive of every other 
sentence of sri. 

The following theorem Tr is based on D1. It states sufficient and nec
essary conditions for the L-concepts just defined, except L-truth, in terms 
of the L-truth of certain sentences. Often these conditions are more con
venient than those in Dr in terms of ranges. Therefore we shall often 
make use of this theorem. (usually without explicit reference). We shall 
often write '~ i ::> j' as a convenient abbreviation for 'i L-im plies j'; like
wise '~ i = j' for 'i is L-equivalent to j'. In this and m~ny of the subsequent 
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theorems we omit for brevity the reference 'in the system ~·; it is und~r
stood th;t any L-term or F-term used is meant with respect to any fimte 
or infinite system ~. unless otherwise indicated. 

+T20-1. Theorem of the L-concepts, with respect to sentences. 

a. i is L-false if and only if ~ --i. 
b. i L-implies j if and only if ~ i ::> j . 
c. i is L-equivalent to j if and only if ~ i = j. . . 

d · · 1· (n ~ 2) are L-dis1unct with one another tf and only tf • Jx, Ja, • • • , n - J 

Ux V j. V ' ' ' V j,.. . • • 1 'f 
d 1 f L ( ) hence if and on y 1 e. i is L-exclusive of j if an on y 1 r "' t • J , 

~ i ::> --j, hence if and only if ~ j ::> --i. 
T 1 states characteristic sentences for the L-concepts (com~are [Seman

tics] § 22), that is to say, sentences whose L-truth IS a suffictent and nec
essary condition for the corresponding L-concepts. Now we shall. often 
find situations (especially in the theory of the de.gr~e of confirm.abon on 
a given evidence e) where one of these charactensbc sentences ts not L
true but is L-implied by a given sentence e. In these cases we shall often 
use the L-term in question in a relative way with respec~ to e. The fol
lowing definition introduces the relative L-terms correspondmg to Trc, d, e. 

D20-2. Let e, i, and j be sentences in ~- . 
a. i andj are L-equivalent (to one another) with respect toe (m ~) =nt 

~ e :::> (i = j). ) . 
b · · 1· (n ~ 2) are L-dis]'unct (with one another wtth re-• Jx, J•, • • • t n -

spect toe (in~) =nf ~e ::> j, V j. V. · · V ~n· • _ 

c. i andj are L-exclusive (of one another) wtt~ respe~t to e_(m_ ~~ -Df 

~e::> --(i.j) (hence ~e::> --iV--j, ~e.t::> "-'), e.t.J IS L-

false). ) 1 · 
d. The class of sentences sr, is (or, the sentences of sr, ar~ L-e~c ustve 

in pairs with respect to e (in ~) = nf every sent~nce m sr; ts L-ex
elusive with respect to e of every other sentence m sr,. 

In T 2, some elementary theorems concerning L-concepts are listed, 
which hold in any finite or infinite system ~- (For proofs of these and re
lated theorems see [Semantics] §§ 20 and 14.) 

T20-2. . 
a. sri is L-true if and only if every sentence of sr; ts L-true. 
b. If ~ i ::> j and ~ j ::> k, then ~ i ::> k. Analogously for classes of sen-

tences. 
c. If~ i ::> j and H, then U. 
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d. If jESt;, then ~; L-implies j. 
e. If ~; C ~i, then ~; L-implies ~;. 
f. i (or ~;) L-implies ~;if and only if i (or ~;, respectively) L-implies, 

every sentence of it;. 
g. If~ j, then for every i, ~ i :> j. 
h. If~ "'i, then for every j, ~ i :> j. 
i. ~ i = j if and only if ~ i :> j and ~ i :> i. 
j. The null class of sentences is L-true. 
k. If i is a conjunction with n components (n ~ I) and ~;is the class 

of th:se n components, then i and it; are L-equivalent. (From TI8-Ig 
and 1.) 

1. ~ i :> j if and only if ~ i • j = i. 
m. If~ i V j (he~ce, i andj are L-disjunct) and~ "'(i .j) (hence, i and j 

are L-exclusive), then ~ i = "'j and ~ ,....,i = j. 
o. { i :> j, i} L-implies j. 
P· A conjunction with n components (n ~ x) is L-true if and only if 

every component of it is L-true. 
q. A disjunction with n components (n ~ I) is L-false if and only if 

every component of it is L-false. 
s. If a subclass of it; is L-false, then it; is L-false. 
t. Let 8i be a 8 in ~. j holds in 8; (or, in other words 8 ·E9?.) if and 

only if 8; L-implies j in ~. ' ' 
1 

Proof. fhol~s in .8• if ~nd onl~ if ~·E~!; hence if and only if ~(.B;)C ~~ 
(T19-6), hence If and only If .8• L-1mphesJ m ~(Die). 

~f i is eit~er L-true or L-false, we can determine its truth-value by 
logtcal, that Is, sem.a~tica~, analysis on the basis of the rules of ranges. 
Therefore, we call t m this case L-determinate (DJ) Otherw' · 'f · · · h · Ise, 1.e., I 
t IS neit er L-true nor L-false, we call it factual (D4), because in this case 
we need knowl~ge of the relevant facts, in addition to the interpretation 
?f the sentence, m order to find its truth-value. If i is true but not L-tru 
m other words, if i is true and factual, we call it F-true (for 'factuall~ 
tr~e') (Dsa). Other F-terms are defined analogously (Dsb, c, d); they 
~Ill be used only rarely. All these terms are applied to classes of sentences 
m the same way as here defined for sentences. 

+ D20-3. ~.is L-determinate (in ~) = Df i is either L-true or L-false. 
+D20-4. tIs factual in 2 = Df i is a sentence in~ and not L-determ' t 
D20-6. lna e. 

a. i is F-true (in 2) =Df i is true but not L-true. 
b. i is F-false (in ~) = Df i is false but not L-false. 
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c. iF-implies j (in 2) = Df the sentence i :> j is F-true. 
d. i is F-equivalent to j (in 2) = Df the sentence i = j is F -true. 

Some theorems on factuality follow. 

T20-4. i (or ~;) is factual if and only if 9?, (or 9?(~;), respectively) is 

neither V .8 nor A.g. 
T20-6. If i or ~.fulfils one of the following conditions (a) to (g), it is 

factual. 
a. i is a basic sentence. (From TI9-3, T4.) 
b. i is a 8 in ~N· (From TI9-6, T4.) 
c. ~;is a 8 in~"'· (Like (b).) 
d. ~; is a non-empty subclass of any 8; in ~"'. 

Proof. ~~is not L-true (T2a, (a)) and not L-false (T2s, (c)). 

e. i is a subconjunction with n components (n ~ I) of any 8; in ~N· 
(Analogous to (d), from (a), (b), T2k). 

f. ~;is a non-empty class of basic sentences which does not contain a 
basic pair. (From (d), (e), T2k.) 

g. i is a conjunction of n basic sentences (n ~ I) not including any 
atomic sentence together with its negation. (From (d), (e), T2k.) 

T20-6. i is factual if and only if "'i is factual. (From Tia.) 

The following theorems T8-Tu speak about L-concepts with respect 

to sentences in different systems. 

T20-8. Let i and j be any nongeneral sentences (Dx6-6g) in 2N, and 

hence also in ~N+m for any m. 
a. i is L-true in ~N+m if and only if it is L-true in ~N· (From TI9-8, by 

mathematical induction with respect to m.) 
b. i is L-false in ~N+m if and only if it is L-false in 2N· (From (a).) 
c. Each of the relations of L-implication, L-equivalence, L-disjunct

ness, L-exclusion holds for the pair i,i in 2N+m if and only if it does 

in 2N· (From (a).) 
d. i is factual in 2N+m if and only if it is factual in ~N· (From (a), (b).) 
T20-9. Let i and j be any nongeneral sentences in ~N, and hence also 

in 2ro. \ 
a. i is L-true in 2"' if and only if it is L-true in ~N· (From T19-9.) 
b. i is L-false in 2"' if and only if it is L-false in ~N· (From (a).) 
c. Each of the relations of L-implication, L-equivalence, L-disjunct

ness, L-exclusion holds for the pair i,j in ~"' if and only if it does in 

2N· (From (a).) 
d. i is factual in~"' if and only if it is factual in ~N· (From (a), (b).) 
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T20-10. Let i and j be any non general sentences in any finite or infinite 
system~. 

a. If i is L-true in any system, then it is L-true in every system in 
which it occurs. (From T8a, T9a.) 

b. If i is L-false (or L-determinate or factual, respectively) in any sys
tem, then it is likewise in every system in which it occurs. (From (a).) 

c. If L-implication (or L-equivalence, L-disjunctness, L-exclusion) 
holds for the pair i,j in any system, then likewise in every system in 
which i aJndj occur. (From (a).) 

Tro does not hold for all sentences. Counterexamples can easily be 
found among general sentences containing '= '. For instance, let i be 
'(x)(y)(z)(x = y V x = z V y = z)', and j '(3:x)(3:y)(x ~ y)'; i says that 
there are at most two individuals, and j says that there are at least two 
individuals. Since both sentences do not contain any in, they occur in 
all systems. However, i is L-true in ~1 and~. only, but L-false in all other 
systems. j is L-false in ~1 only, but L-true in all other systems. Hence 
their conjunction i .j is L-true in~. only, but L-false in all other systems. 
There are sentences which, if we run through the sequence of systems ~ 1 , 

~.,etc., are first L-true in some systems, then not L-true in some follow
ing systems, then again L-true in some systems, and so on in a never end
ing oscillation. (Examples will be given in Vol. II, in connection with m* 
for~=; likewise counterexamples for the converse of Tn.) A sentence of 
this kind cannot beL-true in~=; this is stated by Trr. (On 'final segment' 
see D4o-s.) 

T20-11. 

a. If i is L-true in~=, then i is L-true in a final segment of the sequence 
of the systems ~N (in other words, there is an m such that i is L-true 
in every system ~N with N ~ m). 

b. Analogu~s to (a) hold for the concepts mentioned in Trob and c with 
respect to i or the pair i,j, respectively. 

The converse of Tn does not hold generally. 

It may be remarked incidentally that TI I holds for the systems ~ only be
cause these do not contain attribute variables. Letj be the sentence 

•,...,(x)(Px). (x)[Px :> (3:y)(.z)(Rx.z = (.z = y))]. (y)(3:x)[Px. (.z)(R.zy a 

(.z = x))]'. 

This sentence says that not all individuals are P, and R is a one-to-one corre
spondence between those individuals which are P and all individuals; in other 
words, R maps the whole universe of individuals on a proper part of it. This is 
possible, of course, only for the infinite universe. Thereforej is factual in~= but 
L-false in any finite system ~N. In systems~' with attribute variables in quanti-
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fiers a sentence j' can be constructed which follows from j by existential gen
erallzation ('there is a property F and a relation H such that .. .'). This sen
tence j' is, like j, L-false in every 1:!1; but it is, in distinction to j, L-true in ~~. 
Hence Tna does not hold for the systems~'. Sincej' is L-true only in~~ and 
other~ise L-false, it may be taken as a formulation of the infinity condition 
for the domain of individuals. For a discussion of infinity conditions see Hilbert 
and Bernays [Grundlagen], I, 213 and 209 ff. Each infinity condition corre
sponds to the satisfiability ("Erftillbarkeit", cf. [Formalization], p. xi) of a 
matrix with free attribute variables, and hence it can be formulated by a sen
tence only with the help of quantifiers with attribute variables. Therefore, 
seqtences of this kind cannot occur in our systems ~. 

This ends the first part of this chapter, which alone is a prerequisite 
for the next chapter (see § 14). 

§ 21. Theorems of Propositional Logic 
A. Some elementary theorems of propositional logic are listed for later ref

erence. Most of them are well known. B. On the basis of the theorems under 
(A) some theorems on truth-tables (T7) and state-descriptions (T8) are proved. 
C. The disjunctive and the conjunctive normal forms of sentences are defined, 
and theorems for them are given. 

In §§ 21-24 theorems on L-concepts are listed for later use. They are 
based on the definitions and theorems of§§ r8-2o. Most of them are well
known theorems of propositional and lower functional logic. In most cases 
it seems unnecessary to give proofs or back references. 

A. Elementary Theorems of Propositional Logic 

The theorems of this section are theorems of propositional logic; this 
means that they apply L-concepts to sentences on the basis of the way in 
which these sentences are constructed with the help of connectives. Any 
sentence asserted to beL-true in these theorems from T3 on can easily 
be shown to be tautologous on the basis of the ordinary truth-tables, and 
is therefore L-true in~ (Tr). 

D21-1. Let i be a sentence in a system ~. i is tautologous ::;: nf i is con
structed out of components j1, j., ... , j,. (n ~ r) with the help of con
nectives such that the following two conditions (a) and (b) are fulfilled. 

a. Every j-component is not a negation, disjunction, or conjunction of 
other sentences but may have any other form whatever, including 

the universal form. 
b. For every possible distribu,tion of the truth-values T and F among 

the components, where 't' always has the value T, the truth-value 
of i determined on the basis of the ordinary truth-tables for the con
nectives is always T. 
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T21-1. Every tautologous sentence in 2 is L-true in 2. 

Proof. The rules for the connectives in ~ are in accordance with the ordinary 
truth-tables, see D18-4d, e, f, and, based upon it, T18-1e, f, g. (This holds like
wise for our definitions AI S-Ia, b for ':::>' and '= '; therefore, if a sentence con
taining these signs is given, we need not eliminate them before applying TI 
but may instead use the ordinary truth-tables for these signs.) 

T21-3. L-true sentences in 2. 
a. ~ t. 
b. ~ i v "'i. 
c. ~ i :::> i, i.e. ~ "'i Vi. 
d. ~ "' (i • "'i). 
T21-4. L-true sentences with ':::>' in 2. Each of the following items (a) 

to (s) states three theorems: 
A. Any sentence of the form described is L-true (as indicated by'~') (TI ). 
B. The antecedent of the main connective ':::>' L-implies the conse

quent (T2o-Ib) (for example, in (a): i L-implies i V j). 
C. Let the matrix IDl.~: be constructed from a sentence here described by 

replacing the components i,j, etc., by any matrices. Then~ ( )(IDh) 
(T22-4). (For example, from (a):~ (x)(P,x :::> P.x V P.x).) 

a. ~ i :::> i V j. 
b.~i.j:::>i. 

c. Hi :::> j) • (j :::> k) :::> (i :::> k). 
d. Hi = j) • (j = k) :::> (i = k). 
e. ~ (i :::> J) :::> (i V k :::> j V k). 
f. Hi :::> J) :::> (i. k :::> j. k). 
g. Hi :::> j) • i :::> j. 
h. Hi :::> j) • --i :::> "'i. 
i. Hi = J) • i :::> j. 
J. Hi = j) • "'i :::> "'j. 
k. Hi= j) :::> (i :::> J). 
1. Hi = J) :::> (j :::> ~). 
m. ~ (i V J) • "'i :::> j. 
n. Hi :::> j) • (k :::> () :::> (i V k :::> j V f). 
r. ~ i :::> t. 
s. ~ "'t :::> i. 
T21-5. Sentences with'='. Each of the following items (a) to (u) (2) 

states five theorems: 
A. Any sentence of the form described is L-true (as indicated by '~'). 
B. The two components of the main connective'=' are L-equivalent 

(T2o-Ic) (for example, in (e)(I): i V j is L-equivalent toj V ~). 
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C. The two components are L-interchangeable (T23-Ib). 
D. Let IDl.~: = IDlz be constructed from any sentence here described by 

putting any matrices in the place of the components i, j, etc. Then 
~ ( )(IDlr. = IDlz) (T22-4). -

E. rolr. and IDlz are L-interchangeable. (T23-2c). 
a. ~ i = i. 
b. ~ i = "'"'i. 

l. ·v. c. r ~ e ~ ~. 

d. ~ i "= i. i. 
e. Principles of commutation. 

(I) ~ i V j iS j Vi. 
(2) ~ i .j = j. i. 
(3) Hi =j) = (j = ~). 

f. Principles of duality. 
(I) ~ "' (i V J) = "'i • "'j. 
(2) ~ "' (i. vi. v ... vi,.) = "'i• • "'i• •...• "'i,.. 
(3) ~ "' (i .j) = "'i v "'j. 
(4) ~ "' (i •• i • •...• i,.) = "'i• v "'i• v ... v "'i,.. 

g. Principles of negation. 
(I) ~ "' (i. "'J) e (i :::> j). 
(2) ~ "' (i :::> J) = i. "'j. 
(3) ~ "' (i = j) = (i = --j). 
(4) ~"' (i = J) = (i. "'j) v ("'i .j). 

h. Principles of transposition. 
(I) ~ (i :) j) = ("'j:) "'i). 
(2) ~ ("'i :::> j) = (--j :::> ~). 
(3) ~ (i :::> "'J) = (j :::> "'i). 
(4) ~ (i = j) = ("'i = "'J). 
(s) ~ (i = "'J) = ("'i = j). 
(6) ~ (i .j :::> k) = (i. "'k :::> "'J). 
(7) Hi :::> j V k) = (i. "'j :::> k).! 
(8) Hi :::> "'j V k) = (i .j :::> k). 

i. (I) Hi :::> j) = (i = i •J). 
(2) Hi :::> J) = (i :::> i .j). 
(3) Hi:::> J) = (j = i V j). 
(4) Hi :::> j) = (i V j :::> J). 

j. (I) H = (i v j) • (i v "'j). 
(2) ~ i = (i .• j) v (i. "'j). 

k. (I) ~ (i :) (j :) k)) iS (i .j :) k). 
(2) Hi :::> (j :::> k)) = (j :::> (i :::> k)). 

/ 
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1. Principles of association. 
(r) ~ (i V j) V k = i V (j V k). 
(2) ~ (i •JJ. k = i. (j. k). 

m. Principles of distribution. 
(r) ~i.(jVk) = (i.j)V(i.k). 

(2) ~i ~ ui.v j. v .... v j,.) ~ <~ .ji) v (i .j.) v ... v (i .j,.). 
{J) ~ (h V ~. ~ • • ,' V ~m~ • ~IV }2 V , . , V j,.) S. (ii .j,) V (ii .j2) 

~ ',' '~(~I •Jn) V (h •Jx) ~ • . • V (im •!I) V (im .j.) V,, , 
~~m •J,.), ';here at the nght-hand s1de conjunctions for all 

prurs of an ~-sentence and a j-sentence occur 
(4) ~iV(j.k) = (iVJ}.(iVk). . 
(s) ~i .v (~I .j ••...• j,.) = (i v ji). (i v j.) •...• (i v j,.). 
(6) ~(~I • ~~ • • ·. • • im} V <ji .j. • . , . • j,.) = (ii V ji) • (ii V j

2
) • 

• • .' • <~.I V }n) • (h V Jx) • ... • (im V ji) • (im V j 2) • • , , 

• (~m V J,.), analogous to (3). 
(7) ~iV(j=k) = (iVj=iVk). 
(8) ~ i :::> j. k = (i :::> j). (i :::> k). 

(9) ~ ~ :::> j'"j• • · .. • j,. = (i :::> ji) • (i :::> j 2 ) • .. , • (i :::> ',.),' 
(ro) ~ ~ :::> j V k = (i :::> j) V (i :::> k). J 

(n) ~ ~ :::> ji. V j. V ... V j,. = (i :::> ji) V (i :::> j.) V ... V (i :::> ',.). 
(!2) ~~ :::> (j :::> k) = (i :::> JJ :::> (i :::> k). J 
(13) ~i J (j =: k) s. [(i J j) =. (i J k)]. 

n. (r) ~ (i .j :::> k) = (i :::> k) V (j :::> k). 

(2) ~(~I.~· •...• i,. :::> k) = (ii :::> k) v (i. :::> k) v ... v (i,. :::> k). 
(3) ~ <~ v J :::> k) = (i :::> k) • (j :::> k). 
(4~ ~ (ii_Y i. v ... vi,.:::> k) = (ii :::> k). (i. :::> k) •...• (i,. :::> k). 

o. ~ <~ :::> (j = k)) = (~ .j = i. k). 
p. (r) ~i = iV (i.J}. 

(2) ~i=i.(iVj). 
(3) ~ i v j = i v (j • --i). 
(4) ~ i • j = i • (j v --i). 
(s) ~ i .j = i. (i :::> JJ. 

r. Disjunctions with 't'. 
(r) ~ i V t = t. 
(2) ~ i v --t = i. 

s. Conjunctions with 't'. 
(r) ~ i. t = i. 
(2) ~ i. --t = --t. 

t. Conditionals with 't'. 
(r) ~ (t :::> ~) = i. 
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(2) ~ (--t :::> i) = t. 
(3) ~ (i :::> t) = t. 
(4) ~ (i :::> --t) = --i. 

u. Biconditionals with 't'. 
(r) ~ (i = t) = i. 
(2) ~ (i = --t) = --i. 

B. Theor:ems on Truth-Tables 
( 
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The truth-table for n sentences ii, ... , i,. has 2" lines (T4o-3If). Each 
line may be represented by a conjunction of n components. Let these 
conjunctions be ki, ... , km (m = 2"). ki is ii. i ••. ..• i,.,· every other 
conjunction is formed from ki by replacing some components with their 
negations. For any sentence j constructed out of some of the i-sentences 
with the help of connectives, its truth-table can be constructed in the 
customary way; it states one of the truth values Tor F for each of the 
m lines. The following diagram shows an example for n = 3, m = 8. If 
j has the value F for every line, it is L-false; otherwise j is L-equivalent 
to the disjunction of those k-sentences for which it has the value T. (In 
the example given in the last column of the accompanying table, j is L
equivalent to ki V k3 V k7.) 

Truth-table for three components 

;. ;. ;, 

T T T 
T T F 
T F T 
T F F 
F T T 
F T F 
F F T 
F F F 

Conjunctions 

k, : i. • i.. i3 
k. : i, • i. • ,.._,;3 
kl : i, • "-'i2 • il 
k4 : i1 • rvi2 • ~il 
ks:"""'i,•i.•i3 
k6 : rvi.t • ia •. f"'to./~3 
k1 : ,...._, ... , • ""1-1 .... 3 

ka:,...,;..,...,;..,.._,£3 
i 

j: (i,V ""io) o i, 

T 
F 
T 
F 
F 

t 
F 

The assertions of the following theorem T7 are well known. They follow 
from the earlier mentioned theorems of propositional logic. 

T21-7. Let i,, i., ... , i,. be any sentences. Let ki be their conjunction 
i, • i • •...• i,.. Let k., ... , km (m = 2") be formed from k, by replacing 
one or more of the components with their negations. Let j be any sentence 
constructed out of i-sentences with the help of connectives. Let St; be the 
class of those k-sentences which correspond to the lines of the truth-table 
for which j has the value T. Then the following holds. 
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a. Them k-sentences are L-exclusive in pairs. 
b. The~ k-sentences are L-disjunct, that is, ~ kx V k. V ... V km. 
c. If Sf; IS empty, j is L-false. 
d. If Sf; is not empty, j is L-equivalent to the disjunction of the sen

tences of Sf;. 
e. If !e; contains all k-sentences, j is L-true. 
f. If se, is any non-empty class of k-sentences and his a disjunction of 

the sentences in Sf,, then the truth-table for h has the value T on 
just those lines which correspond to the k-sentences in se •. 

g. If Sf; d~es n~t contain all the k-sentences, thenj is L-equivalent to 
the conJunctiOn of the negations of those k-sentences which do not 
belong to Je;. 

If we take as the i-sentences all the atomic sentences in 2N, then the 
k-s~ntences .become (by rearranging their conjunctive components in the 
lexicographical order) the state-descriptions (8) in 2N; and, in the same 
way, !e; becomes mi. Thus we obtain the following theorems about 3. 

+T21-8. For 2N. 
a. Any two d!stinct 8 are L-exclusive. (From T7a.) ' 
b. All the 8 m 2N are L-disjunct, that is, their disjunction is L-true 

(From T7b.) · 

c. If! is not L-false, then j is L-equivalent to the disjunction of the 
8 m m;. (From T7d.) 

d. If se, is any ~on-empty class of 8, and h is a disjunction of the 8 in 
Sf;, then m,. Is the same as Je,. (From T7f.) 

e. For every class sek, finite or infinite, of sentences in 2N there is a 
sentence h L-equivalent to !ek· ' 

.Proof. The number of atomic sentences, and hence that of all .8 in ~ is 
finite. Therefore, ~(~k) i~ finite even if~. is infinite. We take !R(~•) t~'be 
non-e~J?ty; ~therw1se ~k .Is L-false and hence ',..._,t' is L-equivalent to it. Let h 
~e a disJ.unctwn of the .8 m !R(~k). Then !Rh is the same as !R(~) (d) H h 
Is L-equiValent to ~.. k • ence 

f. If j is. not L-true, then j is L-equivalent to the conjunction of the 
negations of those 8 which do not belong to m. in other words 
those 8 which belong to m(""J} (From T7g.) 

3

' ' 

g. The negations of any two distinct 8 are L-disjunct. 

Proof.~ ,..._,(.8; • .8;) (a). Hence~ "-'.8; V "-'.8;. 

C. Normal Forms 

.. D21-2. Let i be any sentence in 2N or any nonzeneral sentence in 2m. 
J Is a sentence of disjunctive normal form co"esponding to i = Df j is formed 
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from i by applying the following rules (a) to (p), until none of them is 
applicable any more; at any time the first of the rules which is applicable 
is to be applied; the rules apply to any part of the sentence in question 
(for example, (c) applies to any part which has the form of an identity 
sentence with two occurrences of the same in). 

a. (For 2N only.), The first quantifier together with its scope ID1; is re
placed (r) if the quantifier is universal, by the conjunction of theN 
instances of ID1;, (2) if the quantifier is existential, by the disjunction 
of 1the instances. 

b. The sentence is expanded into primitive notation (that is, every de
fined expression occurring is eliminated with the help of its defini
tion). 

c. in, = in, is replaced by 't'. 
d. in, = in; with two different in is replaced by '""'t'. 
e. ""'""'k is replaced by k. 
f. If the same sentence occurs more than once as a component in a con

junction or in a disjunction, then all occurrences except the last one 
are omitted. 

g. A disjunction containing a sentence and its negation as components 
is replaced by 't'. 

h. A conjunction containing a sentence and its negation as components · 
is replaced by '"'t'. 

i. If a disjunction contains 't' as a component, then the whole disjunc
tion is replaced by 't'. 

j. If a disjunction contains '"'t' as a component, then this component 
is omitted. 

k. If a conjunction contains 't' as a component; then this component 
is omitted. 

1. If a conjunction contains ',_,t' as a component, then the whole con-
junction is replaced by '"'t'. 

m. ""'(kx V k. V ... V k .. ) ~n ~ 2) is replaced by ""'kx. ""'k• • ...• 

""'kn. 
n. ""'(kx. k •• ...• kn) (n ~ 2) is replaced by ""'kx V ""'k• V ... V ""'k ... 
o. If a disjunction contains kx and k. as components and kx is a sub

conjunction of k. (Dr9-r), then k. is omitted. 
p. A disjunction occurring as a component in a conjunction is dis

tributed (that is to say, h. (kx V k. V ... V k .. ) .l with n ~ 2 is 
replaced by (h.kxol) V (h.k •• l) V ... V (h.kn.l)). 

For the transformation into the conjunctive normal form, the rules (a) 
to (n) remain unchanged, but instead of (o) and (p) analogous rules are 
taken which refer to the dual forms. 
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T21-10. On normal forms. Let i be any sentence in ~N or any non
general sentence in ~a:>; letj be a sentence of disjunctive normal form cor
:espon~ing to i, and k a sentence of conjunctive normal form correspond
mg to~. 

a. i, j, and k are L-equivalent to each other. 
b. If i is nongeneral, then j does not contain any llf or in not occurring 

in i; likewise k. 

c. j has one of the following forms: (I) 't'; (2) '"'t'; (3) a basic sen
tence; (4) a conjunction of two or more basic sentences, in which 
no atomic sentence occurs together with its negation; (5) a disjunc
tion of two or more components of the forms (3) or (4). 

d. k has one of the following forms: (I) '''; (2) '"'t"; (3) a basic sen
tence; (4) a disjunction of two or more basic sentences, in which no 
atomic sentence occurs together with its negation; (5) a conjunction 
of two or more components of the forms (3) or (4). 

~21-11. Let i. a~dj be any factual nongeneral sentences (in a system~) 
whtch have nom m common. Then the following holds. 

a. i • j is factual. 

Proof. 1. Let i, Vi. V ... Vi,. (m !51;; I) be a sentence of disjunctive normal 
form ~orrespondi~g to i; analogously, j, V j, V ... V j,. (n !51;; I) for j. i .j is 
L-equ1valent t~ (z,_ V .. : V ~,.) • (j, V ... V j,.) (Tioa), hence, by distribution 
(Tsm(~)), to (z. •JI) V (z. .;.) V ... V (i,. .j .. ) with conjunctions for all pairs 
?f an. z-sen~~~ce and ~ j-sentence. Let i' .j' be an arbitrary one of these con
Junctions. z IS a bas1c sentence or a conjunction of basic sentences (Tioc) · 
likewi_se j'; neither i' nor i' contains any atomic sentence together with i~ 
~egation. (Tr<?C), and t~ey have no in in common (Tiob). Therefore, i' .j' 
1s a conJunction of bas1c sentences which does not contain any atomic sen
tence together with its -negation. Hence, it is not L-false (T2o-4g). Since thii 
holds for every component of the disjunction, the whole disjunction is not L
~als_e. (T2o-2q), and hence i .j is not L-false. 2. Since neither i nor j is L-true, 
s •J IS not L-true (T2o-2p). Hence, i .j is factual. 

b. i V j is factual. 

Proof. "'i and "'j are factual (T2o-6a); hence likewise "'i. "'i (a) hence 
"'("'i. "'j) (T2o-6a), hence i V j. ' 

c. j is not L-dependent upon i, that is, i L-implies neither j nor "'j. 

Proof. "'i is factual (T2o-6a). Therefore not ~ i :::> j since "'i V j is factual 
(b). Likewise with "'j, since this is factual too (T2o-6~). 

§ 22. Theorems on General Sentences 

_Som~ theore~s concerning general sentences (sentences with universal or 
e:nstent1al quantifiers) are listed for later reference. "' 
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The theorems in this section apply the L-concepts to general sentences; 
hence they belong to that part of deductive logic which is sometimes 
called lower junctional logic or logic of quantification. 

T22-1. Let i be a universal sentence (ir.)(ffi1i), and ~~the class of the in-
stances of ffi1i· 

a. i and ~;are L-equivalent. (From TI8-Ih and i.) 
b. i is L-true if and only if ~~is L-true. (From (a).) 
c. i is !,.-true if and only if every instance of ffi1i is L-true. (From (b), 

T2o~2a.) 

T22-2. Let i be the sentence (h,)(h.) ... (h,)(ffi1i) (hence all variables 
occurring freely in ffi1i are among the variables h,, ... , h,), and ~~be 
the class of the instances of ffi1i· 

a. i and sr, are L-equivalent. (From Tia, by mathematical induction 
with respect to n.) 

b. i is L-true if and only if ~~ is L-true. (From (a).) 
c. i is L-true if and only if every instance of ffi1i is L-true. (From (b), 

T2o-2a.) 

T22-3. For ~N· 
a. (h)(ffi1i) is L-equivalent in ~N to any conjunction of theN instances 

of ffi1i (in any order). (From TI8-Ig and h.) 
b. (h,)(h.) . · .. (h,)(ffi1i) is L-equivalent in ~N to any conjunction of 

the instances of ffi1i (in any order). (From (a), by mathematical 
induction with respect ton.) 

c. (3:h)(ffi1i) is L-equivalent in ~N to any disjunction of the N in
stances of ffi1i (in any order). (From (a).) 

d. (3:ik,)(3:h.) ... (3:h,)(ffi1i) is L-equivalent in ~N to any disjunc
tion of the instances of ffi1i (in any order). (From (c), by mathe
matical induction with respect to n.) 

T3 shows that any variable can be eliminated, and hence any general 
sentence transformed into a nongeneral one. However, the result of the 
transformation is different in different systems (see § ISA). 

T22-4. Let i be tautologous (D2I-I) with respect to the components 
j,,j., ... ,j.,., and ffi1i be formed from i by replacing thej-components with 
any matrices (all occurrences of a component to be replaced by occur
rences of the same matrix). Then ~ ( )(ffi1i). ['( )' stands for a series of 
universal quantifiers with all variables occurring freely in ffi1i; see § I4.] 

Proof. Every instance of \ln1 is tautologous and hence L-true (T21-r). There
fore ~ ( )(\In;) (T2c). 
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T22-5. Let ID2z be (i,)(i;)(ID2.t) ::) (tJ)(t,)(ID2~o). Then~ ( )(ID2z). 

Proof. Let 81 be an arbitrary 8 in~. We shall show that ( )(IDlz) holds in 8;,' 
hence it holds in every 8 and is therefore L-true. Let !m~ be formed from IDl• 
by substituting any individual constants for all those variables other than t, 
and i; which may occur freely in IDlk. I. Suppose that every instance of !m~ holds 
in 8;. Then (i;)(i;)(IDlD holds in 8• (DI8-4g twice), hence also (i;)(i;)(!m~) ::) 
(i;)(i,)(!m~); let this sentence be l. 2. Suppose that the condition (I) is not 
fulfilled. Then there is an instance of !m~ which does not hold in ~k Hence (i1) 

(i,)(IDlD does not hold in 8;. Therefore the negation of this sentence holds in 
8• (TI9-2), and hence l too. Thus, in any case, l holds in 81, and likewise any 
other instance of IDlz, and hence also ( ){IDlz). 

T22-6. Let ID2z be (i,)(ID2; ::) ID2.t) ::) [(t,)(ID2;) ::) (i,)(ID2.t)]. Then 
~ ( )(ID2z). 

Proof. We prove the theorem (as in Ts) by showing that for any 8;, ( )(!mz) 
holds in 8;. Let l be an arbitrary instance of !m1; thus l has the form (i,)(!mj ::) 
IDlD ::) [(i;)(!mj) ::) (i;)(!m~)], where !lnj and !m~ are formed from !!n1 and 
IDl~o, respectively, by the same substitutions for all free variables except t1• 

I. Suppose that, for every instance of !lnj which holds in ,8;, the corresponding 
instance (that with the same in substituted for i;) of !m~ holds likewise in 81• 

A. Suppose further that every instance of !m/ holds in ,8;. Then every instance 
of !m~ holds likewise in 8;, hence also (i~)(IDl~J, hence also (i,)(IDlj) ::) (i1)(!mk), 
hence also l. B. Suppose the condition (A) is not fulfilled. Then there is an in
stance of !lnj which does not hold in 8;. Hence, (i;)(!mj) does not hold in 
8;. Therefore, the negation of this sentence holds in .8• (T19-2), hence also 
(i;)(!mj) ::) (i;)(IDlD, hence also l. 2. Suppose the condition (I) is not ful
filled. Then there is an instance of !lnj such that it holds in 81 while the corre
sponding instance of !m~ does not. Therefore, the corresponding instance of 
!lnj ::) IDI~ does not hold in ,8;, and hence neither does (i;) (IDlj ::) !m~). There
fore, the negation of the latter sentence holds in 8;, and hence l too. Thus, l 
holds in 8• in any case, and likewise any other instance of !ln1, and hence 
( )(IDlz). 

We omit proofs for the following theorems. Those for T7 and T8 can 
easily be constructed in a way similar to those given forTs and T6. Our 
theorems T4, Ts, T6, T7, and T8a, when applied to purely general sen
tences (that is, without in), correspond to Quine's axioms of quantification 
([Math. Logic], p. 88, *roo-*ro4)~ As the only rule of inference, he uses 
the modus ponens (ibid., *ros); to this rule, our T2o-2 o and c correspond. 
Therefore, every sentence provable ('theorem') in Quine's system of quan
tification is L-true in our systems~. In this way we obtain all items of T9 
and Tr I if applied to purely general sentences (Quine [Math. Logic] 
§§ 17, 19, 20, 21). T8b and the other theorems applied to sentences with 
in are then obtained with the help of Trc. 

T22-7. ~ ( )[9.n.t ::) (i,)(ID2.t) ], where i, does not occu~:freely in ID2.t. 
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T22-8. ~ ( )[(i,)(ID2.~:) ::) 9.n~], where 9R~ is formed from ID2.~: by sub-
stituting for i; either (a) another i, or (b) an in. 

T22-9. 
a. ~ ()[(i,)(ID2.~:) ::) ID2.~:]. 
b. If~ ( )(ID1k ::) ID1z) and ~ ( )(ID2.~:), then ~ ( )(ID1z). 
c. If ~ ( )(ID1.t), then ~ () (i,)(ID1.~:). 
d, If ~ ( )(ID1ki ::) ID1h) 1 ~ ( )(ID1h ::) ID2.t3) I ' ' ' 

apd ~ ()(ID1.~:~x ::) ID1kn), then~ ()(ID1.~:x ::) ID1.~: .. ). 
e. rn ()(ID1.~:x = ID1h), ~ ()(ID1h = ID1.t3), ... 

and ~ ( ) (ID1.~:,n-x = ID1.~: .. ), then ~ ( ) (ID1ki = ID1.~:,.). 
f. ~ ( )[(i;)(ID1.~: = ID1z) ::) ((i;)(ID1.~:) = (i,)(ID1z))]. 
g. ~ ( )[(i;x)(i;,) ... (i;,.)(ffi1.~:) ::) ID2.~:]. 
h. If ~ ()[IDh ::) ID1z] and none of the variables i;x, ... , i,,. occurs 

freely in ID1.~:, then~ ( )[ID1.~:::) (L)(i,.) ... (i,,.)(ID1z)]. 
i. If L does not occur freely in ID1.~:, ~ ( )[ID1. s (i,)(ID1k)]. 
j. ~ ( )[(i;)(i;)(ID1.~:) = (i;)(i,)(ID1.~:)]. 
k. ~ ( )[(i,)(IDh. ID1z) = (i;)(ID1.~:) • (i;)(ID1z)]. 
1. ~ ( )[(L)(ID1k) V (i,)(ID1z) ::) (i,)(ID1.~: V ID2z)]. 

m. If i; does not occur freely in ID1.~:, 

~ ()[(L)(mk. ID1z) = ID1.~:. (h)(ID1z)]. 
n. If i; does not occur freely in mk, 

~ ( )[(i,)(ID1.~: v ID1z) = mk v (i;)(ID1z)]. 
o. If i; does not occur freely in m. and mi is formed from m. by sub

stituting i; for i;, 

~ ( )[(i,)(m,) = (i;)(ID1;)]. 

Tn deals with sentences written with the existential quantifier 
(Ars-rc). 

T22-11. 
a. ~ ()["'(i,)(ID1k) = (ai.)("-'ID1.~:)]. 
b. ~ ()["-'(ai;)(ID1.~:) = (i,)("-'ID1.~:)]. 
c. ~ ( )["-'(i;x) ... (L,.)(ID1.~:) = (ai,x) ... (ai,,.)(,.....ID1.~:)]. 
d. ~()["-'(at,x) ... (ai,,.)(ID1.~:) = (i,x) ... (i,,.)(""mk)]. 
e. ~ ( )[m~::) (ai;)(ID1.~:)J. where m~ is formed from m.~: by substitut-

ing for i; either (r) another i, or (2) an in. 
f. ~ c ) [mk ::) (at,) em.~:)]. 
g. ~ ()[(t,)(mk) ::) (aL) (ID1.t)]. 
h. If i; does not occur freely in ID1.~:, ~ ( )[ID1.~: = (ai,)(ID1A:)]. 
i. ~ ( )[(aL)(ai;)(m.~:) = (ai;)(at;)(mA:)]. 
j. ~ ( )[(at.)(i;)(ID1k) ::) (i;)(at,)(m.~:)]. 
k. ~ ( )[(ai,)(ID1k V ID1z) = (ai,)(ID1~o) V (at,)(ID1z)]. 
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1. ~ ( )[(i,)(IDh V ID'lt) ::> (3:i,)(IDlk) V (i,)(ID'lt)]. 
m. ~ ()[(i,)(IDlk ::> ID'lt) ::> ((3:i,)(IDlk) ::> (3:i,)(ID'lt))]. 
n. ~ ( )[(i;)(IDlk). (:~n.)(IDlt) ::> (:~n.)(IDlk. ID'lt)]. 
o. ~ ( )[(3:i;)(IDlk. ID'lt) ::> (3:i;)(IDlk). (:~H,)(ID'lt)]. 

§ 23. Theorems on Replacements 

Two expr~ssions are called L-interchangeable if the replacement of the one 
by the other many sentence i transforms i into an L-equivalent sentence (Dr). 
Some theorems on replacements and L-interchangeability are listed for later 
use. Th~ one most f~equently used is this: L-equivalent sentences (or matrices, 
or pred1cate expressiOns) are L-interchangeable (Trb, T2c). 

We use the term 'replacement' in the widest sense, for the procedure of 
deleting one expression and putting another one in its place. Hence, if 
we speak o~ the replacement of some occurrences of an expression 2!; in 
a sentence J, we mean the replacement of one or several such occurrences 
and not necessarily of all occurrences of 2!1 in j. (On the other hand the 
term 'substitution' is always used in the following special sense: a ~ari
able, hence here in the systems ~ an i, is replaced at all places where it 
occ~rs freel~ within the context in question by the same expression, here 
an t or an tn.) Two expressions which can always be replaced by each 
other without thereby changing the logical content or meaning of the 
sentence (in other words, the proposition expressed by it) are called L-in
terchangeable (D1 }. 

D23-1. 2!; is £-interchangeable with 2!1 in ~ = D£ if i and j are any sen
tences in ~ such that j is formed from i by replacing one occurrence of 
2!; with 2!; or vice versa, then ~ i = j; and there is at least one pair of 
sentences i, j of this kind. 

The theorems Tr and T2 are important and well-known theorems con
cerning the L-interchangeability of sentences and matrices, respectively. 
(For proofs see, for instance, Quine [Math. Logic] § 18.) 

+T.23-1. Letj andj' be any sentences in~. and i' be formed from i by 
replacmg some occurrences of j with j', then the following holds. · · 

a. Hi= j') ::> (i = i'). 
b. If ~ j = j', then ~ i = i'; in other words, L-equivalent sentences are 

L-interchangeable. 
Trb has been utilized in T21-5C. 
T2 is analogous to Tr but more general, concerning any matrices. 

+T23-2. Let ID'l; and IDlj be any matrices in~. Let IDl~ be formed from 
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IDl; by replacing some occurrence's of IDl; with IDli, and i' from i in the same 

way. Then the following holds. 
a. ~ () [ () (IDl; = IDli) ::> (IDl; = Wl~) ]. 
b. ~ ( ) (ID'l; = IDli) ::> (i = i'). 
c. If ~ ( ) (IDl; = IDl~), then ~ i = i'; in other words, if two matrices 

(or predicate expressions) are L-equivalent (D25-rg), then they are 

L-interchangeable. 
T2c has been utilized in T2r-5E. 

) . 

The following theorems are consequences of Tr and T2. They concern 
replacements by 't' and 'rvt'. T4 is useful in deductive logic for the sim
plification of sentences and, in particular, for the transformation into a 
normal form (see, for instance, D21-2). Ts and T6, together with T4, 
will be used in inductive logic; there, not only L-true sentences but others 
similar to them, which we shall call almost L-true, will be replaced by 't' 
for certain purposes. · 

T23-4. 
a. If ~ i, i is L-interchangeable with 't'. . 

Proof. If H, then ~ i = t (T2I-Su(r) ). Hence theorem from Trb. 

b. IH '"""i, iis L-interchangeable with 'rvt'. (From T2r-su(2), like (a).) 
c. If~ ( )(IDl,), IDl; is L-interchangeable with 't'. · 

Proof. ~ ()[(ID'l; = t) a ID'l;] (T2r-su(r)D). Hence~ ()(ID'l; at) a {)(IDl;) 
(T22-9f). Therefore, if~ ( ){IDl;), then~ ( )(ID'l; at). Hence theorem from T2c. 

d. If~ ( )(rvilJl;), IDl; is L-in~erchangeable with 'rvt'. (From T2r-su(2), 

like (c).) 

T23-5. Letj be any sentence in 2, and i' be formed from i by replacing 
some occurrences ofj with 't'. Then U ::> (i = i'). (From T1a, T21-5u(r).) 

T23-6. Letj be any sentence in 2, and i' be formed from i by replacing 
some occurrences of j with 'rvt'. Then the following holds. 

a. U V (i = i'). (From Tra, T2r-su(2).) 
b. U Vi = j Vi'. (From (a), T21-5m(7).) 

§ 24. Theorems on Identity 

Some theorems on identity are listed for later reference. 'a = d is L-true 
(Tra), as customary; in our systems, 'a = b' is L-false (Trb). 

This section contains theorems on identity. They are chiefly based on 
Tr8-rb, c, which in tum is based on·Dr8-4. We remember that these rules 
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have been laid down in such a way that 'a = a' is L-true, while 'a = b' 
is L-false. 

+T24-1. 
a. ~in;= in;. (From TI8-Ib.) 
b. ~ in; -F- inh where in; and in; are two distinct in. (From TI8-Ic.) 

T24-2. 
a. ~ (h)(h = h). (From T22-Ic, Tia.) 
b. ~ (:~Ih)(h = in;), that is, ~"' (h)["'(h = in;)]. (From Tia, T22-

ue.) 
c. ~ (i;)(3:h)(ik = i;), that is, ~ (iJ "'(h)["' (h = i;)]. (From (b), 

T22-IC.) 

T24-3. Let ID'lk be i; = i; ::> (ID'l; ::> ID'l;) where ID'l; is formed from ID11 

by substituting i; fori;. Then~ ( )(ID'lk). 

Proof. Let k be any instance of illh. Then k has the form in; = in; ::> (i ::> j), 
where j differs from i, if at all, by containing in; at some places where i has in;. 
I. If in; is the same as in;, then i is the same asj, hence~ i ::> j (T2I-3C), hence 
~ k (Tzo-zg). 2. If in; is not the same as in;, ~"' (in; = in;) (Txb), and hence 
~ k (T2o-2h). Thus ~ k in any case. Since this holds for every instance of illh, 
~ ( ) (IDlk) (T22-2c). 

The following theorem T 4 differs from the other theorems by holding 
only for certain systems. 

T24-4. Let h, i;I, i;., ... , i;m be m + I different i. 
a. Form ~ I, the following holds for 2oo and for every 2N with N > m: 

~ ( )(3:h)[h ¢. i;I • h ¢. i; ••...• h ¢. i;m], that is, 
~ () "' (h)[h = i;I V h = i;. V . .. V h = i;m]. 

Proof. Let j be an instance of ('3:h)[ ... ]. Then j contains at most m in. 
Therefore, in any of the systems mentioned, there is an ink which is different 
from all in in j. Hence, if k is constructed from the scope in j by substituting 
ink for h, every conjunctive component in k is L-true (Txb), and hence ~ k, 
and hence~ j. Therefore the sentence described is L-true (T22-2c). 

b. Form £;; o, n ~ o, m + n ~ I, the following holds for 2oo and for 
every 2N with N > m + n. Let in;I, in •• , ... , in;n be some in (not 
necessarily distinct) in the system in question. 
~ ( )(3:h)[ik ¢. i;I • h ¢. i; ••...• ik ¢. i;m. h ¢. in;I. ik ¢. in, ••... 
• h ¢. in;nJ, that is, ~ ( ) "'(h)[h = i;. V ... V h = i;m V h = in;1 

V . .. V h = in;n]. (From (a).) 

The theorems T4a and b can easily be made plausible, since the sen
tence described in (a) (or in (b)) says that the number of individuals in 
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the domain in question (in (b) : except those designated by the in occur
ring) is greater than m. 

T2a and T3 correspond to the axioms of identity in the system of Hil
bert and Bernays ([Grundlagen], I, I65, formulas (JI) and (J.); these 
formulas contain free variables, our theorems refer to the corresponding 
closed forms). Therefore, the. sentences corresponding to the formulas 
proved by these authors on the basis of the two axioms are L-true in our 
systems 2. This yields the following theorems T6, T7a, and T8a (see Hil
bert anti Bernays, op. cit., formulas I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6a, Ioa). 

T24-6. 
a. ~ ()[i; = i; ::> (i; = h ::> i; = h)]. 
b. ~ ( ) [ i; = i; ::> i; = i;]. 
c. ~ ()[i; = i; ::> (i; = h ::> i; = h)]. 
d. ~ ()[i; = h ::> (i; = h ::> i; = i;)]. 
e. ~ ()[i; -F- i; ::> i, -F- h Vi; -F- h]. 

T24-7. Let ID'lk and ID'l~ be formed from ID'l, by substituting h and ink, 
respectively, for i;. 
· a. ~ ( )[(i;)(i; -F- h V ID'l.) = ID'lk]. 

b. ~ ()[(i;)(i; ¢. ink V ID'l;) = ID'l~]. (From (a).) 

The following is a rather special and complicated theorem that we shall 
need later (in·Vol. II) for an important theorem in inductive logic. 

T24-8. Let ID'lz be a molecular matrix (DI6-3e) without in and with h 
as the only free variable, such that all instances of it are factual. Let h, 
hi, h., ... , hn ben +I distinct variables (n ~ I). Let ID'l; be (h)[h = hi 
V h = h. V ... V h = hn V ID'lz]. Let ID'lh be the disjunction ID'lhi V 
ID'lh• V ... V ID'lh,n+I' whose n + I components are .as follows. ID'lhi is the 
sentence (h)(ID'lz). For every m from 2 ton+ I, ID'lhm is ( )[i;I = i;. V i;I = i;3 

V ... V i;,m-I = i;m V ID'l!I V ID'lz. V ... V ID'lzm] • [ '"'-'ID'l!I V • · • V 
"'ID'l!.]. Here i;I, i;2 , ••• , i;m are m distinct variables, and the scope de
scribed contains for any two distinct ones of these variables the identity 
matrix as a disjunctive component, and further the matrices imh, ... , 
ID'lzm, which are formed from ID'lz by substituting for hone of the variables 
i;I, ... , i;m in turn. The matrices ID'l:!:I, etc., are formed as follows. They 
correspond to the s subclasses containing m- I of the n variables hi, 
. .. , hn mentioned before. [The number of these subclasses is Cm: I) 
(T40-32d); hence this is also the numbers of the matrices ID'l!I, etc., to 
be described.] For m = 2 there are n subclasses containing one each of 
the n variables mentioned; here, the n matrices are formed from ID'lz by 
substituting for h one of the variables in turn. Form > 2 the matrix ID'l!P 
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(for p = I to s) is a conjunction containing as components the matrices 
formed from 9.nz by substituting for h one of the variables of the pth 
subclass in turn and furthermore the negations of the identity matrices 
for any two distinct variables of the pth subclass. For m = n + I the 
one subclass is the class of all those variables itself; here we have only 
one matrix, namely, 9.n!,, formed as just described but for all variables. 

a. ~ ()(9.n; = 9.n,.). 

For a proof see Hilbert and Bernays, op. cit., p. 175, formula Ioa. The theo
rem can be made plausible as follows. ffil; says: 'For every x, if x ¢ z, and x ¢ z. 
and ... and x ¢ z .. , then Mx'. ffilh says: 'Either (1) all x are M, or (2) all x 
with at most one exception are M, and z, or z. or ... or Zn is not M, or (3) all x 
with at most two exceptions are M and either (a) z, and z. are not M and are 
distinct from each other or (b) z, and z3 are ... or (c) ... or (.) Zn-1 and z,. 
are not M and are distinct from each other, or (4) ... , or (n + 1) all x with 
at most n exceptions are M, and z, and z. and ... and z,. are not M and are 
distinct from one another'. It is easily seen that ffilh says the same as ffil;. 

b. Let 9.n~ be formed from 9.n; by substituting n' distinct in for n' out 
of then free variables ik,, ... , hn (n' ~ n). Let 9.n~ be formed from 
9.n,. by the same substitutions. Then~ ( )(9.n~ = 9.n~). (From (a).) 

§ 25. On Predicate Expressions and Divisions 

We admit as abbreviations molecular predicate expressions constructed 
from predicates with the help of connectives (AI) and, further, molecular predi
cates as abbreviations for such expressions. Among others, the following terms 
are defined as applied to matrices or predicate expressions or the corresponding 
attributes (properties or relations): 'universal' and 'L-universal', '(L-)empty', 
'factual', 'L-implication', 'L-equivalence' (D 1); further, from the theory of 
relations, '(L-)reflexive', '(L-)symmetric', etc. (D2). A set of molecular predi
cates is called a division if they divide all individuals without overlapping (D4). 

The third and largest part of this chapter (§§ 25-38) deals with some 
selected topics of deductive logic. Most of the definitions and theorems 
in this part are new. A number of them, although of interest for deductive 
logic, have not found sufficient attention so far. However, our chief reason 
for developing these special parts of deductive logic here is their useful
ness for our theory of inductive logic. Whenever any section of this part 
becomes relevant in later chapters, it will be indicated there. 

It will be convenient to permit as abbreviations compound predicate 
expressions, constructed from predicates with the help of connectives. 
We call them, together with the primitive predicates, molecular predicate 
expressions. 

A25-1. We shall use molecular predicate expressions as u.nofficial ab-
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breviations in the following way. At the place of a llt as a component, any 
molecular predicate expression is likewise allowed. ~; is any suitable 
argument expression consisting of one or more individual signs (for ex
ample, 'axb' for a predicate expression of degree three). 

a. ("'llr;)~; for "'(llr;~;). 
b. (llt; V llrk)~; for llt;~; V llrk~i· 
c. (llr; ·lltk)~; for llr;~;. lltk~i· 
d. (llti :::> llrk)~; for llr;~; :::> llrk~i· 

e. (llr~ = llrk)~; for llr;~; = llrk~i· 
Thus, for example, '(P, V P.)x' is short for 'P,x V P.x'; '[(P,. "'P.) V 

"'(P3 • P4)]a' is short for '(P,a. "'P.a) V "'(P3a. P4a)'. Note that a 
molecular matrix can be abbreviated in this way only if all atomic 
matrices occurring in it have the same argument expression; thus, for 
example, 'P,a V P,b' cannot be abbreviated. 

By a molecular predicate we mean a predicate that either is primitive 
or is introduced as an abbreviation for a molecular predicate expression. 
We shall usually take 'M', 'M", etc., 'M,', 'M.', etc., as molecular predi
cates to be defined from case to case, or also used without specifying 
their definitions; further, 'Q,', 'Q.', etc., for certain molecular predicates 
of a special kind to be defined later (§ 3I). [For instance, 'M,' may be 
defined by 'P,. "'P.'; then, 'M,a' would be short for '(P,. "'P.)a', 
hence for 'P,a. "'P.a'.] By a molecular attribute (property or relation) 
with respect to a system~ we mean an attribute designated by a molecu
lar predicate expression (and hence designatable by a molecular predicate 
if we care to introduce one). 

By a full matrix of a_predicate expression~; (which may be a primitive 
or defined predicate or a compound molecular predicate expression) of 
degree n we mean a matrix of the form ~;~;,~;. ... ~;n, where the 
~1,, etc., are individual signs; if all of the latter are individual constants, 
and hence the whole is a sentence, we call it a full sentence of ~ •. 

Each of the items Dia, b, d, e and D2a, b, c, d, e, f, g is a condensed 
formulation of two definitions, one to be read without the two prefixes 
'L-' included in square brackets, the other to be read with both of them; 
thus, for instance, D ra says (I) 9.n; is universal = Df ( ) (9.n;) is true, and 
(2) 9.n; is L-universal = Df ( )(9.n;) is L-true. . 

+D25-1. 
a. 9.n; is [L-]universal = Df the sentence ( )(9.n;) is [L-]true. 
b. 9.n; is [L-]empty = Df ()( "'9.n;) is [L-]true. 
c. 9.n; is factual = Df 9.n; is neither L-universal nor L-empty. 
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d. ID1, and ID1; are [L-]exclusive = nr () [ "'(ID11 • ID1;)] is [L-]true. 
e. 9)1,,, ID1,., ... , 9)1,,. are [L-]disjunct = Df ( )[ID11, V 9)1,. V ... V ID1 1n] 

is [L-]true. 
f. 9)1, L-implies ID1; = nf ~ ( ) (ID1, :::> ID1;). 
g. ID1; is L-equivalent to ID11 = Df ~ ( ) (ID1, = ID1;). 

In D2 some of the customary concepts in the theory of relations are 
defined, together with the corresponding semantical L-concepts. 

D25-2. Let IDl;; be a matrix with i, and i; as the only free variables. Let 
ID1;; be formed from IDl;; by substituting i, for ih and IDl;k by substituting 
h for ij. Let IDl;; be formed from ID1;; by simultaneous substitutions of i; 
for i, and i, for i;j likewise IDl;k by simultaneous substitutions of i; for i; 
and h fori;. 

a. IDl;; is [L-]reflexive =nt the sentence (i,)(ID1,;) is [L-]true. 
b. IDl;; is [L-]irreflexive = nf (i;)( "'ID1;;) is [L-]true. 
c. ID1;; is [L-]symmetric = Df ( )(ID1;; :::> ID1;;) is [L-]true. 
d. ID1;; is [L-]asymmetric = nr ( )(ID1;; :::> "'ID1;;) is [L-]true. 
e. ID1;; is [L-]transitive = Df ( ) (ID1;; • IDl;k :::> 9)1,k) is [L-]true. 
f. IDl;; is [L-]intransitive = nt ( ) (ID1;; • ID1;k :::> "'IDl;k) is [L-]true. 
g. IDl;; is [L-]one-one = nr the sentence ( )(ID11; • IDl;k :::> i; = h) 

• ( )(ID1,k. IDl;k :::> i; = i;) is [L-]true. 

All the terms defined in Dr and D2 will be used in the following three 
ways. Each of these terms may be applied 

(A) to a matrix, as formulated in the definition; 
(B) to a predicate expression 21:, (that is, to a primitive or defined 

predicate or a molecular predicate expression (Ar)) of degree n, 
if the term applies, according to the definition, to the matrix 
21:,i,i •••• in formed with the alphabetically first n variables in 
the alphabetical order; 

(C) to the corresponding attribute (namely, the one designated by the 
predicate expression in (B) and hence expressed by the matrix 
in (A)). 

For example, if 'M' is defined by 'P,. ,...,p; and '(x)(,...,Mx)' is true, 
then we shall say of each of the following entities that it is empty: (A) the 
matrix 'Mx' and its expansion 'P,x. "'P.x', (B) the molecular predicate 
'M' and the molecular predicate expression 'P,. ,...,p.', and (C) the 
molecular property M, that is, the property of being P, but not P •. 

The definitions of the L-terms in Dr and D2 state characteristic sen
tences for each case in such a way that the L-term holds in the case in 
question if and only if the characteristic sentence is L-true. Now D3 says 

f' 
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that for any sentence e (usually a non-L-false sentence serving as evi
dence for a degree of confirmation), the L-term with the addition 'with 
respect to e' holds if and only if the characteristic sentence j is L-implied 
bye, hence if and only if ~ e :::> j. (This is analogous to D2o-2.) 

D25-3. 
a. ID1; is L-universal with respect to e = nr ~ e :::> ( ) (ID1,). 
b. Analogously for the L-terms defined in Drb, d, e, f, g, and D2a, b, 

c, dye, f, g. 

T25-1: Let 21:, and 21:~ be two molecular predicate expressions of de
gree one and 21:; and 21:~ molecular predicates defined by 21:; and 21:~, re
spectively. Let i, i', j, and j' be the full sentences with ink of 21:,, 21:~, 21:;, 
and 21:~, respectively. 

a. 21:,, and hence 21:;, is L-universal if and only if i, and hence j, is L-true. 

Proof. 1. Suppose ~. is L-universal. Then ~ (tk)(~;tk) (Dra). Therefore, 
~ i (T22-rc). 2. Suppose ~ i, i.e., ~~;ink. Then, for every inA,~ ~;inA because ~. 
does not contain any in (this follows from a well-known theorem which will be 
stated in the next section; see T26-2b). Therefore,~ (ik)(~;ik) (T22-rc). Hence, 
~~is L-universal (Dra). 

b. 21:,, and hence 21:;, is L-empty if and only if i, and hence j, is L-false. 
(Analogous to (a).) 

c. 21:;, and hence 21:;, is factual if and only if i, and hence j, is factual. 
(From (a), (b).) 

d. 21:; and 21:~ are L-exclusive of each other (and hence likewise 21:; and 
~j) if and only if i and i' are L-exclusive (and hence likewise j 
andj'). (Analogous to (a).) 

e. 2{, L-implies 21:~ (and hence 21:; L-implies 21:j) if and only if ~ i :::> i' 
(and hence~ j :::> j'). (Analogous to (a).) 

f. 21:; and 21:~ are L-equivalent to each other (and hence likewise 21:; and 
2ID if and only if ~ i = i' (and hence ~ j = j'). (Analogous to (a).) 

The following definition is, for the sake of simplicity, formulated with 
respect to molecular predicates. However, it may as well be applied to 
the corresponding molecular predicate expressions, matrices in primitive 
notation, and properties designated, hence in all the ways (A), (B), and 
(C) explained above. 

+D25-4. Let 'M.', 'M.', ... , 'MP' be p molecular predicates of de
gree one (p ~ 2). These predicates (or the properties designated by 
them) form a division = Df the following three conditions are fulfilled. 

a. The predicates are L-disjunct (Dre), that is,~ (x)(M,x V M.x V ... 
V M;c). 
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b. Any two distinct predicates are L-exclusive (Drd); that is, if 'Mm' 
and 'M,.' are distinct, ~ (x) "'(Mmx. M,.x). 

c. None of the predicates is L-empty (Drb), that is, for no m, 
~ (x) "'Mmx. · 

~ence a division divides all individuals of the system in question into 
P kmds or properties which are (a) exhaustive and (b) nonoverlapping. 
Consequently, every one of these individuals must belong to exactly one 
of the P kinds. Condition (c) says that none of the properties 'is impossible· 
this does, however, not exclude the case that some of them happen to b~ 
empty. ' 

T25-2. Every predicate in a division is factual; hence any full sentence 
of such a predicate is factual (Trc). · · 

T25-3. Dichotomous division. If 'Mx' and' M.' form a division,' M.' is 
L-eqtiivalent to '"'Mx'. (From D4a, b, T2o-2m.) 

Thus, in this case, the individuals are simply divided into those which 
are M, and the rest. 

T25-4. With respect to a given division consisting of p predicates 
(p > 2), let 'M' be defined by a disjunction of n of those predicates 
(r ~ n ~ P- r), and 'M" be defined by the disjunction of the remain
ing p - n predicates. Then the following holds. 

a. 'M' and 'M" form a division. 
b. 'M" is L-equivalent to '"'M'. (From (a), T3.) 

§ 26. Isomorphic Sentences; Individual and Statistical Distributions 

A.. A one-one correlation among the in of a system ~ is called an in-correla
tion (Dr). If a sentence i is transformed into j by replacing all in with their 
correlates ~ith resp~ct to any in-corr~lation, i andj are called isomorphic (D3a). 
Although Isomorphic sentences are m general not L-equivalent, nevertheless 
they share the L-properties (T2); e.g., if one is L-true, the other is likewise. 
B. An indivfd.u~l dis~ribu~ion (D6a) is a c~njunction of full sentences of predi
c~tes of.a ~I':IsiOn w_1th .dlfi~rent in .. A statMtical distribution (D6c) is a disjunc
t~on of md1v~dual distnbutwns which are mutually isomorphic and hence as
sign to the kmds the same numbers of individuals. 

A. Individual Correlations and Isomorphism 

In this section we shall deal with correlations among individual con
stants and with transformations of sentences with the help of these c<>rre
lations. (The term 'correlation' is here used, as is customary in logic, in 
the sense of 'correspondence' or 'one-one relation', not in its statistical 
sense.) These transformations will be of fundamental importance in our 
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system of inductive logic. They are also important for deductive logic, as 
is shown by the fact that the L-concepts are invariant with respect to these 
transformations (T2). These invariances in deductive logic have so far 
been studied only rarely (cf. A. Lindenbaum and A. Tarski, "Ueber die 
Beschranktheit der Ausdrucksmittel deduktiver Theorien", Ergebnisse 
eines mathematischen Kolloquiums, Heft 7 [1936], pp. 15-23, and F. I. 
Mautner, "An Extension of Klein's Erlanger Program: Logic as Invariant
Theory", Amer. Journal of Math., 68 [1946], 345-84). 

+D26-1. C is (a correlation of the in, or briefly) an in-correlation 
in 2 = nr C is a one-one relation whose domain as well as its converse do
main is the class of all in in 2. 

In the following definition D2, (b) will mostly be applied to sentences, 
and (c) to classes of sentences. The same holds for the later D3a and b, 
respectively. 

D26-2. Let C be an in-correlation in 2. 
a. in; is the C-correlate of in; (in signs of the metalanguage: in; is 

C(in;)) = nr in; is that individual constant which is correlated with 
in; by C. 

b. The expression ~~ is the C-correlate of the expression ~; (~; is 
C(~;)) ·= nr ~;is an expression in 2, and~~ is formed from~; by re
placing every in occurring in~; with its C-correlate (in the sense (a)). 

c. The class of expressions sr, is the C-correlate of the class of expres
sions st'; (st', is C(st';)) = nr st'; is a class of expressions in 2, and st';is 
the class of the C-correlates (in the sense (b)) of the expressions be
longing to st';. 

In order to discuss examples, we sometimes describe an in-correlation 
in a form like '(~t;) '; we write on the upper line all in of the system in 
question (in the example, of 23) and underneath each in we write its 
correlate. 

T26-1. The number of different in-correlations in 2N is Nl. (From 
T40-29b.) 

+D26-3. 
a. Let ~; and ~;be expressions in 2. ~. is (in-isomorphic, or briefly) 

isomorphic to ~,. = nr there is an in-correlation C such that either 
~; is C(~;) or, if ~1 is a conjunction, ~; differs from C(~;) at most 
in the order of the conjunctive components. 

b. Let st'; and st'; be classes of expressions in 2. sr, is (in-isomorphic, or 
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briefly) isomorphic to sr; = Df there is an in-correlation C SUCh that 
sri is C(sr;). 

Isomorphism is obviously reflexive, symmetric, and transitive (D25-2). 
In D3a we admit a_change in the order of conjunctive components for 

the following reason. We shall often apply the concept of isomorphism 
to ,8. ,8; in ).!N is a conjunction. C(,8;) is in general not a .8; we have re
quired for the .8 the lexicographical order of the conjunctive components 
(DI8-Ia), and this order is in general disturbed by the application of C. 
If we rearrange the components in C(,8;) in their lexicographical order, 
we obtain again a .8, say, ,8;; this suggests the subsequent definition 
D4b. Then, according to D3a, ,8; and ,8; are isomorphic. 

D26-4. Let C be an in-correlation in>.!. ,81 is constructed from ,8; by C = n1 
(a) (in f.!cc) ,8; is C(,8;); 

(b) (in f.!N) .8; is formed from C(,8;) by arranging the conjunctive com-
ponents in lexicographical order. · 

+T26-2. lnvariance of L-concepts with respect to in-correlations. Let 
C be an in-correlation in >.!, i and j be sentences in >.!, i' be C(i),· and j' 
be C(j). 

a. ffi(i') is the class of those .8 which are constructed from the .8 in ffi; 
by C (D4). 

Proof. x. If i is an atomic sentence, an identity sentence, or 't', the asser
tion follows from Tr8-ra, b, c, d. 2. If the assertion holds for j and for k, it 
holds likewise for ,.. ... j,jV k, andj. k (Tr8-re, f,g). 3· Leti be (h)(ffi1;). If the 
assertion holds for every instance of ffi1;, it holds also fori (Tr8-rh). 4· Every 
sentence can be constructed from sentences (whose number may be infinite) of 
the forms mentioned in (r) by a finite number n of steps of the four kinds men
tioned in (2) and (3). Hence the assertion follows by mathematical induction 
with respect to n. 

b. ~ i if and only if H'. (From D2o-Ia, (a).) 
c. i is L-false if and only if i' is L-false. (From T2o-Ia, (b).) 
d. L-implication (or L-equivalence, L-disjunctness, L-exclusion, re

spectively) holds fori andj if and only if the same relation holds for 
i' andj'. (From T2o-Ib, c, d, e, (b).) 

e. i is factual if and only if i' is factual. (From (b), (c).) 

Note that T2b does not assert that i and i', i.e., C(i), are L-equivalent. 
If i is L-true, i' is likewise L-true, and hence, in this case, i and i' are 
L-equivalent. However, if i is factual, i' is, in general, not L-equivafent 
to i. [For example, let C be (~). 'Pa' is of course not L-equivalent to 

,, 
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'Pb'. On the other hand, since 'Pa V "'Pa' is L-true, so is 'Pb V "'Pb;.] 
The following is a corollary of T2b. 

T26-3. Let l be a purely general sentence (DI6-6h) in >.!. 
a. If i and j are isomorphic sentences and ~ i :::> l, then ~ j :::> l. 

Proof. Let the conditi~ns be fulfilled. Then there is an in-correlation C such . 
that j differs from C(i) at most in the order of conjunctive components and 
hence is L-equivalent to C(i). Since l does not contain an in (Dr6-6h), C(l) is l. 

, Therefore, C(i :::> l) is C(i) :::> l, and thus is L-equivalent to j :::> l. Hence theo-
1. rem from T2b. 

b. If ,8; and .Bi are isomorphic .8 in ~ and l holds in ,8;, then l holds 
. likewise in Bi· (From T2o-2t, (a).) 

B. Individual and Statistical Distributions 

Many of the most important inductive inferences which we shall dis
cuss later are statistical inferences, that is, some of the sentences involved 
speak about frequencies. Therefore we shall often make use of the con
cepts of individual and statistical distributions now to be defined. 

+D26-6. Let p molecular predicates 'Mm' (m = I top) be given which 
form a division in).! (D25-4), and n in in).! (n finite ~I). 

a. i is (an individually specified description of a distribution, or briefly) 
an individual distribution for the n given in with respect to the 
given division (in >.!) = nr i is a conjunctio~ of n full sentences of 
predicates of the given division with one each of the n given in, 
these n conjunctive components being arranged in lexicographical 
order. 

b. j is the statistical distribution corresponding to i (in ~) = nr i is an in
dividual distribution for the n given in with respect to the given 
division, andj is the disjunction of all those individual distributions 
for the same in with respect to the same division which are isomor
phic to i (including i itself), the disjunctive components being ar
ranged in lexicographical order. 

c. j is (a statistical description of a distribution, or briefly) a statistical 
distribution for the n given in with respect to the given division 
(in >.!) = nr there is an individual distribution i for the given in with 
respect to the given division, andj is the statistical distribution cor
responding to i (in the sense (b)). 

According to our earlier explanation of conjunctions and disjunctions 
with n components (§ I6), an individual distribution for one in is a full 
sentence with that in. And analogously, if there is no other individual 
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distribution isomorphic· to i, the statistical distribution corresponding to 
i is i itself. 

The requirement of the lexicographical order in D6a has merely the 
purpose to make the form of an individual distribution unique, that is to 
say, to make sure that there cannot be two distinct L-equivalent individu
al distributions. In other words, every possibility for distributing the given 
n individuals among them properties of the given division is represented 
by one and only one of those sentences which we call individual distribu
tions. The reason for the requirement of the lexicographical order in D6b 
is analogous. · 

The meanings of the terms defined in D6 will become clearer by some 
examples. Suppose that 'M.', 'M.', 'M3', 'M4' are defined as molecular' 
predicates which constitute a division; that the order in which they 
have just been given is the lexicographical order of their expansions and 
hence also of their full sentences with any in. Let iz be 'M3a. M 3c. M4b'. 
Then, according to D6a, iz is called an individual distribution for 'a' I 
'b', 'c' with respect to the given division. The term seems natural because i 1 

specifies for each of the three individuals a, b, c, to which of the four kinds 
in the division it belongs. Let C' be the in-correlation(::) in ~3 (or, in a 
larger system, any in-correlation beginning in this way). C'(iz) is 'M3b. 
M 3c. M4a'; let us call this sentence i •. Hence i. is isomorphic to i 1 • On 
the other hand, let C be the in-correlation et~). C(iz) is 'M3c. M 3a. 
M4b'. Thus, this sentence is likewise isomorphic to i 1 • However, it is not 
an individual distribution. In order to transform it into one, we have to 
rearrange the components in lexicographical order. Then we obtain 
'M3a. M 3c. M4b'; but this is iz itself. This shows that sometimes the 
application of an in-correlation, although it is not the identity-correla
tion, does not yield a new individual distribution. There are only three 
individual distributions isomorphic to i 1 : (r) iz; (2) i.; (3) 'M3a. M 3b. 
M4c', which we call i 3 • Each of these three sentences has first two full sen
tences of 'M/ and then one of 'M4'; hence they agree in the numbers of 
individuals assigned to the four kinds and differ only with respect to the 
individuals themselves. 

Letjz be the disjunction of the three sentences in lexicographical order, 
that is, 'i3 Viz Vi.'. Then, according to D6b,j1 is the statistical distribu
tion corresponding to the individual distribution i 1 , and also that corre
sponding to i. and that corresponding to i3 • i 1 , i., and i3 represent the 
three possibilities for distributing the individuals a, b, c in such a way 
among the four kinds in the given division that two individuals belong 
to M3 and one to M4 and none to the other kinds. Therefore, what is ex-
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pressed by the disjunctionjz is neither more nor less than the way of dis
tribution just described; hence jz says that, of the individuals a, b, c, two 
belong to M

3 
and one to M4 and hence none to Mz and M •. Thus jz, in 

distinction to i 1 or i. or i 3 , does not specify which individuals among a, b, c 
belong to each of the four kinds, but only how many of them do; it states 
that the numbers of the given individuals belonging to the four kinds are 
o, o, 2, r, respectively. This is the reason why we calljz a statistical distri
bution, in distinction to the individual distributions iz, i., i 3 • 

shppose that i is an individual distribution containing nz full sentences 
of 'M.', n. of 'M.', ... , nP of 'MP', and j is the statistical distribution 
corresponding to i. Then we shall sometimes say that i is an individual 
distribution andj a statistical distribution with respect to 'M .', ... , 'M P' 

with the cardinal numbers nz, .. : , nP. 

T26-5. For a given division and for n given in, let i and k be individual 
distributions and j the statistical distribution corresponding to i. 

a. k is factual. 
Proof. The full sentences of the molecular predicates in k are not L-true 

(Tzs-z). No two of them have an in in common. Therefore, k is factu3.1 (from 
T21-11a by mathematical induction with respeCt ton). · 

b. If i and k are distinct (i.e., not the same sentence) then they are 
L-exclusive, hence ~ k ::> "'-'i. 

Proof. If i and k contained the same conjunctive coml?onents, they would be 
the same senten~e because of the requirement of lexicographical order in D6a. 
Therefore, there must be at least one in which occurs in i in a full sentence of a 
molecular predicate different from that with which it occurs in k. These two 
full sentences are L-exclusive (D25-4b), and hence likewise i and k. 

c. ~ i ::> j. (From D6b.) 
d. If j is not the statistical distribution corresponding to k, then 

~ k ::> "-'j. 
Proof. Let the condition be fulfilled. Then k must be distinct from i, and 

hence~ k ::> ""i (b), and likewise with any other individual distribution to which 
j corresponds, say, i', i", etc. Therefore, ~ k ::> ""i. ""i'. ""i" •... (Tzi
sm(9)); hence ~ k ::> "' (i Vi' Vi" V • .. ) (T21·5f(z)), hence ~ k :> ""i· 

e. If ~ k ::> j, then j is the statistical distribution correspond~ng to k: . 

Proof. Suppose~ k ::> j. Then not~ k ::> ""i, because otherwise~ k ::> j. ""j 
(T21-5m(8)) and hence ~ ""k, which is not the. case (a). Therefore, j is the 
statistical distribution corresponding to k (d). · · 

f. The following three conditions are logically equivalent to one an
other (i.e., if one of them holds, the others hold also): 
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(r) j is the statistical distribution corresponding to k, 
(2) k is isomorphic to i, 
(3) k L-im plies j. 

(From D6a, (c), (e).) 

It is easily seen that any statistical distribution for all the N in in \!N 
can be transformed into an L-equivalent, purely general sentence. The 
transformation is analogous to that of a structure-description which will 
be explained in the next section. • 

§ 27. Structure-Descriptions (@itr) 

All those .8 which are isomorphic to ,8; in ~N ascribe the same structural 
features to the primitive attributes of ~N. Therefore, we call the disjunction of 
these .8 (in a certain order) a structure-description (€5tr) (D1). This concept will 
play an important role in the later definition of degree of confirmation. 

The most important use of the concept of ismorphism among sentences 
is its application to the Bin finite systems \!N. Let us consider an example 
in a system \!3 with the three in 'a', 'b', 'c', and with only two primitive 
predicates, 'P' of degree one and 'R' of degree two. This system contains 
twelve atomic sentences, three with 'P' and nine with 'R'. The following 
conjunction of twelve basic sentences is an example of a state-description, 
which we will call Bx: 'Pa. Pc. Rab. Rbc. Reb. "'Pb. "'Raa. "'Rae. 
"'Rba. "'Rbb. "'Rca. "'Rcc'. As an example of an in-correlation in \!3 

let us take C: (~:~). Then C(Bx) (D26-2b) is 'Pb. Pa. Rbc. Rca. 
Rae. "'Pc. "'Rbb. "'Rba. "'Reb. "'Rcc. "'Rab. "'Raa'. This, how
ever, is not a B; we obtain a B, which we will call B., by rearranging the 
components in lexicographical order: 'Pa. Pb. Rae. Rbc. Rca. "'Pc. 
,...._Raa. "'Rab. "'Rba. "'Rbb. "'Reb. "'Rcc'. Thus B. is constructed 
from Bx by C (D26-4) and hence is isomorphic to Bx (D26-3a). 

If two Bare isomorphic, we shall sometimes also say that they repre
sent or have the same structure, thus extending the use of this term which 
is ordinarily applied to single relations (Russell's term 'relation-number') 
or their predicates. 

The B are in certain respects similar to individual distributions. [We 
shall see later that in systems which contain only j)t of degree one, any B 
can even be transformed into an L-equivalent individual distribution 
for all in (T34-r).) For a given B; and an in-correlation C, even if Cis 
not identity, sometimes the B constructed from B; by Cis B; itself; this 
is analogous to an example with individual distributions considered in 
the preceding section. For a given B; in \!N, the number of B isomorphic 
to it is at most Nl, because this is the number of in-correlations in \!N 
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(T26-r); but for the reason just mentioned, it is often smaller and some
times as small as r. As an example for the latter case, take that B; in \!N 
whose components are the atomic sentences of \!N; here, obviously, any 
B constructed from B1 by any in-correlation is B1 itself; in other words, 
there is no other B isomorphic to B1. [For those systems which contain 
only llt of degree one, we shall later give a theorem stating the number of 
those B which are isomorphic to any given B; (T35-4).] 

Let\us go back to the example of Bx and B. in \!3• The number of in
correl~tions for \!3 is 3! = 6 (T26-r). If we construct a B from Bx by each 
of these six correlations, it turns out that in this particular case all corre
lations, except of course the identity (~~), lead to B which are distinct 
from B·· Hence here we have six B isomorphic to Bx· Among them are Bx 
itself and B.; the others, which we will not actually constr~ct here, may 
be called B3, B4, Bs, and B6· Letj be the disjunction Bx VB. V B3 V B4 V 
Bs V B6. Since the B are similar to individual distributions, j is similar 
to a statistical distribution. We can easily see thatj is L-equivalent (in \!3) 

to the following sentence h, which is purely general, that is, does not con
tain any in: '(3:x)(3:y)(3:z)[x ¢ y. x ¢ z. y ¢ z. Px. Pz. Rxy. Ryz. 
Rzy. "'Py. "'Rxx. "'Rxz. "'Ryx. "'Ryy. "'Rzx. "'Rzz]'. 

Proof. h is L-equivalent to a disjunction of all instances of the matrix in
cluded in square brackets (T22-3d). If the same in is substituted for two or 
three of the variables, then at least one of the ¢-sentences is L-false and hence 
the whole conjunction likewise; therefore, an instance of this kind may be 
dropped as a component of the disjunction. In this way only those six instances 
remain in which three distinct in are substituted for the variables. Here, all 
¢-sentences are L-true and hence may be dropped as conjunctive components. 
Thus the instance resulting from the substitution of 'a', 'b', 'c' for 'x', 'y', 'z', 
respe~tively, is transformed into . .Bx· And ~e transformatio~ of t~e whol~ ~eads 
to a sentence which differs from J at most m the order of conJunctive or diSJunc
tive components. 

Bx, and likewise any other B, states for every individual in \!3, whether 
or not it has the property P, and for every ordered pair of individuals, 
whether or not the relation R holds for them. The sentence j, on the other 
hand, does not give specific information about the particular individuals; 
however, it still says something about the three individuals of \!3, though 
only in a general way. Among other things,j says for instance the follow
ing, as can easily be seen by an inspection of h: (r) there are just two of 
the three individuals possessing the property P; (2) none of the indi
viduals bears the relation R to itself, in other words, R is irrefiexive; (3) R 
is not symmetric; (4) R is not asymmetric; (5) if x andy are P, R does 
not hold between x andy. Those featu~es of properties and relations which 
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can be expressed in a purely general way, that is, without the use of in, 
are called structural features (as examples, see the concepts defined in 
D25-ra, b, d, e and D25-2a tog without the prefix 'L-'). We see thatj de
scribes structural features of P (e.g., (r)), of R (e.g., (2), (3), (4)), and of 
P and R together (e.g., (s)). And, moreover, j does not leave open any 
question with respect to structural features of P and R; any such feature 
which is expressible in ~ is either affirmed or denied by j, because. for 
any purely general sentence l either ~ j :::> l or ~ j :::> ,_z, as we shall see 
(T3b). 

Thus we see that j describes those structural features of the ~r of ~3 
which are expressed by Br, and likewise by each of those B which are 
isomorphic to Br· We might call the totality of these structural features' 
the. structure of Br, which is the same as the structure of each of the B iso
morphic to Br· Each of these B describes this structure but, in addition, 
gives specific information about the individuals. On the other hand, j 
describes just this structure and doe.s not say anything more. The same 
holds of course for any sentence L-equivalent to j, for instance, h. How
ever, we shall apply the term 'structure-description' and the synonymous 
sign '~tr' to only one of the sentences L-equivalent to j, viz., the dis
junction formed from j by arranging the disjunctive components in lexi
cographical order (Dr). The reason is the same as in the analogous case 
of statistical distributions: on the basis of our definition there is exactly 
one structure-description for every structure of the universe of a given 
system. We shall define the term 'structure-description' only for finite 
systems ~N; because it is only in these systems that the B are sentences 
and hence a disjunction of them can be formed. [While the term 'structure
description' is a well-defined technical term of our theory both in deduc
tive and in inductive logic, we use the term 'structure' only in informal 
explanations like those just given.] 

+D27-1. 
a. j is the structure-description corresponding to 8; (or, 8; belongs to the 

structure-description j) in ~N = nr .8; is a B in ~N, and j is the dis~ 
junction of all B which are isomorphic to 8;, arranged in lexico
graphical order. 

b. j is a structure-description ('6tr) in ~N = nr there is a .8; in ~N such 
that j is the structure-description corresponding to 8; (in" the 

· sense (a)). 

Dia and bare analogous to D26-6b and c for 'statistical distribution'; 
thus. the remarks followingD26-6 hold here in an analogous way. In par-

• 
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ticular, if there is no other B isomorphic to 8;, then the structure-de
scription corresponding to .8; is .8; itself. 

In the beginning of this section we have given two examples of B in a 
system ~3 with only two ~r. The corresponding '6tr is a disjunction of six 
such B. This shows that even in very poor systems the '6tr are some
times rather long sentences. If we had actually to write down some '6tr, 
the long form would be rather awkward, and it would be more convenient 
to choose the much shorter general form (for example, the sentence h 
with 'three existential quantifiers in the earlier example) as the standard 
form for '6tr. However, we shall hardly ever have to write down a '6tr in 
the course of our discussions. It is true, the concept of ~tr will play a 
fundamental role in our system of inductive logic, and we shall not only 
state general theorems but also often deal with concrete examples, for in
stance, carry outnumerical computations for the degree of confirmation 
for given sentences. In a case of this kind, we may actually write down the 
sentences in question; we shall then have to speak about the Bin which 
they hold and the (6tr corresponding to these .8, and we shall have to cal
culate the number of B belonging to a '6tr. But even in such cases it will 
not be necessary to write down the B-although we shall occasionally do 
so, as in this section-and we shall not write down any '6tr. Therefore 
there is no inconvenience in choosing the disjunctive form for the '6tr. 
And it seems that this form shows the logical relations between the B and 
the '6tr in a simpler way. We imagine--,--without actually carrying it out
classifying all B in a given system ~N with respect to their structure, that 
is, dividing them in classes of mutually isomorphic B; and then we imagine 
constructing the '6tr simply as the disjunctions of the B in each class. 

The fdllowing theorem is analogous to a previous theorem on statistical 
distributions (T2a, b, c, f (r, 2, 3) correspond to T26-5c, d, e; f, respec
tively). 

T27-2. Let .8; and Bk be any B in ~N, and '6tr; be the structure-descrip
tion corresponding to 8;. 

a. ~ 8; :::> '6tr;. (From Dra.) 
b. If Bk does not belong to '6tr;, then~ Bk :::> ""'®tr;. (From T2r-8a, in 

analogy to T26-sd.) 
c. If ~ Bk :::> '6tr;, then Bk belongs to '6tr;. (From T2o-sb, (b), in anal-

ogy to T26-se.) 
d. '6tt; holds in 8;. (From (a), T2o-2t.) 
e. If '6tt; holds in Bk, then Bk belongs to ®tt;. (From T2o-2t, (c).) 
f. The following four conditions are logically equivalent to each other 

(i.e., if one of them holds, the others hold also): 
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(r) .Br. belongs to ®tr;, 
(2) .Br. is isomorphic to .,8;, 
(3) .Br. L-implies ®tr;, 
(4) ~tr; holds in .Br.. 

(From Dra, (a), (c,) (d), (e).) 

The following theorem T3 shows that the relation between purely gen
eral sentences (D r6-6h) and ®tr is similar to the relation b~tween sen
tences of any form and .,8. In particular, we found earlier that any not 
L-false sentence in ~N is L-equivalent to a disjunction of .B (T2r-8c). 
Analogously, we find now that any not L-false, purely general sentence 
in ~N is L-equivalent to a disjunction of ®tr (T3c). 

T27-3. Let l be a purely general sentence in ~N· 
a. If l holds in ,8;, and ®tr,. is the ~tr corresponding to .,8;, then 

~ ®trr. :::> l. 

Proof. Let ,s,, .8~, .8~', etc., be the .8 isomorphic to ,8;. Then ~trk differs from 
.8• V .8~ V .8~' V ... at most in the order of disjunctive components and hence is 
L-equivalent to this disjunction. If l holds in ,8;, ~ .8• :::> l (T2o-2t), and hence 
~ .s: :::> l, ~ .s:' :::> l, etc. (T26-3a), hence ~ (.8• :::> l) • (.8: :::> l) •... (T2o-2p), 
hence ~ .8• V ,s; V ... :::> l (T21-5n(4)), hence ~ ~tr" :::> l. 

b. For any @ltr; in ~. either ~ ®tr; :::> lor ~ ®tr; :::> ,....,z. 
Proof. Let .8; be one of the .8 belonging to ~tr;. Then either l or ,....,z holds 

in .8; (T19-2). Hence theorem from (a). 

c. If l is not L-false, l is L-equivalent to a disjunction of n ~tr in ~N 
(n ~ r). 

Proof. If l is not L-false, 9lz is not empty. Let h be a disjunction of all .8 in 
9lz such that mutually isomorphic .8 stand together as a subdisjunction of h 
and are arranged within this subdisjunction in lexicographical order. Then lis 
L-equivalent to h (T21-8c). Each of the subdisjunctions contains all .8 which 
are isomorphic to any .8 occurring in it (T26-3b) and hence is a ~tr. Thus, his 
a disjunction of ~tr. 

§ 28. Correlations for Basic Matrices 

Correlations among basic matrices are defined (DI). They are analogous to 
in-correlations (§ 26A); they are, however, less important and will seldom be 
used. L-concepts are invariant with respect to transformations by these corre-
lations (T2). \ 

The concepts introduced and discussed in this section will not often be 
used, and then chiefly in Volume II. 

The correlations defined by Dr have a certain similarity to the in-
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correlations (D26-r); they are somewhat more complicated but less im
portant. 

D28-1. Cis a correlation of the basic matrices or an m-correlation in ~ = Df 

C is a one-one relation between expressions in ~ satisfying the following 
conditions. 

a. To every atomic matrix m, (Dr6-3b) of the form pr;iri. ... in 
(containing pr; of the degree n and the n alphabetically first i in 
~heir alphabetical order) exactly one expression is correlated by C; 
we call it the C-correlate of m; or, in signs, C(m;). 

b. If m; has the form described in (a), then C(m;) is a basic m (Dr6-3c) 
with a pr of the same degree n as pr; (it may be pr; itself) and the 
same variables as in m, in any order. (Thus C(m,) may be m, 
itself.) 

c. If both mi and m; have the form described in (a) but with two dis
tinct pr, then C(m;) and C(m1) contain two pr which are likewise 
distinct from one another (but, as mentioned in (b), not necessarily 
distinct from the two pr occurring in mi and m;). 

The following definition has a certain analogy to D26-2, but is some
what more complicated. The use of 'C(m.)", as defined in Dr, is hereby 
extended to new cases. 

D28-2. Let C be an m-correlation in ~. 
a. Let m; be an atomic matrix of a form different from that described 

in Dra. Let m; be that atomic matrix of the form described in Dra 
which contains the same pr as m;; hence m; can be formed from m. 
by certain substitutions for the variables. C(m;) = Df the expression 
(a basic matrix) formed from C(m;) by those same substitutions. 

b. Let m; be atomic. (r) If C(m;) is atomic, C( "'m;) = Df ,....,c(m;). 
(2) If C(m;) is not atomic and hence of the form "'mz, C("'m;) 
=nfmz. 

c. Let mh be a non basic matrix in ~- C(mh) = nf the expression (ma
trix) formed from mh by replacing every occurrence of any basic m,. 
with C(mk) (as determined by Dr or (a) or (b)). (If ,.._,IJR; occurs with 
an atomic m;, then "'m; is to be replaced by its correlate (deter
mined by (b).) 

d. Let ~.be a class of matrices (which may be sentences) in~. C(~,) 
= n£ the class of the C-correlates of the elements of ~ •. 

Example. 'Rxy' has the form described in Dra. According to Dr, we 
may choose as its C-correlate any basic matrix of degree two with the 
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variables 'x' and 'y' in any order. Suppose we choose '"'Syx'. Then the 
C-correlate of all other basic matrices containing 'R' is determined by D2. 
Thus, according to D2a, C('Ryx') is ',..._,Sxy'; C('Rac') is ',..._,Sea'; further, 
according to D2b(2), C(',..._,Rac') is 'Sea'. Then, we can find the C-corre
late of any matrix containing no other ~r than 'R' with the help of D2c; 
thus, C(',..._,Rac V (x)(:.>Iy)Ryx') is 'Sea V (x)(:>Iy) "'Sxy'. 

D3 is analogous to D26-4. . 
D28-3. Let C be an ID1-correlation in ~. Bi is constructed from ,g, by 

C =ot 

(a) (in~"') Bi is C(,B;) (in the sense of D2d), 
(b) (in ~N) ,8; is formed from C(8,) by arranging the conjunctive com-, 

ponents in their lexicographical order. 
T2 is analogous to T26-2. 

T28-2. lnvariance of L-concepts with respect to ID1-correlations. Let C 
be an ID1-correlation in ~. i and j be sentences in ~. i' be C(i), and j' 
be C(j). 

a. 91(i') is the class of those B which are constructed from the Sin 91, 
by C (D3): (Proof analogous to T26-2a.) 

b. ~ i if and only if~ i'. (From D2o-xa, (a).) 
c. i is L-false if and only if i' is L-false. (From T2o-xa, (b).) 

d. L-implication (or L-equivalence, L-disjunctness, L-exclusion, · re
spectively) holds for i and j if and only if the same relation holds 
fori' andj'. (From T2o-xb, c, d, e, (b)) 

e. i is factual if and only if i' is factual. (From (b), (c).) 

Example. Since '(x)[rvRax :::» (3:y) "'Ryx]' is L-true, '(x)[Sxa :::» (3:y) 
Sxy]' is likewise L-true. 

T28-3. Let C be an ID1-correlation and C' an in-correlation in ~. 
a. For any i in~. C(C'(i)) is the same as C'(C(i)). 

Proof. The transformation by C' concerns only the in. The transformation 
by C may change three things: (r) a sign of negation may be added or removed, 
(2) a pr may be replaced by another one, (3) the order of the argument signs 
may be changed. Thus the two transformations are independent of each other, 
and hence the order in which they are carried out is irrelevant for the final result. 

b. For any ,8; in ~. the one B constructed by C (D3) from the one .8 
constructed by C' (D26-4) from ,g, is the same as the one .8 con
structed by C' from the one B constructed by C from ,8;. (Prouf anal
ogous to (a).) 
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§ 29. Some Numbers Connected with the Systems~ 

Some numbers which are characteristic for any system ~. especially for any 
finite system ~N. are defined. T is the number of the eitr (Dra), r the number 
of the .8 (D2b) in ~1\'· 

In this section we introduce into the metalanguage some symbols for 
certain numbers with respect to any given system ~. [Strictly speaking, 
these symbols designate numerical functions whose arguments are the 
systems ~; hence, in a complete notation we ought to write, for instance, 
'r(~)' for 'the number of B in the system ~·; however, since the context 
will usually make clear which system is meant, we shall simply write 
'r' instead.] 

We intend to define 'T' in such a way that it designates the number of 
structures in the system in question. (We do not take 'u' for this purpose 
because it is the customary symbol for the standard deviation.) However, 
the definition of 'T' will not contain the term 'structure', because we use 
this term only in an informal way and have not given a technical defini
tion for it. Instead, the definition will refer to something within the lan
guage system that represents the structures. In ~N. we take, of course, the 
@;tr for this purpose (Dxb); in ~"'• we may take the classes of isomorphic 
.8 (D2), in accordance with an earlier remark. 

D29-1. 
a. For ~N· T = Df the number of @;tr in ~N· 
b. For ~"'. T = Df the number of those classes of B in ~"' which con-

tain, for some ,8;, exactly those B which are isomorphic to .,g,. 
D29-2. For any finite or infinite system ~. 
a. ~ = Df the number of atomic sentences (and hence of basic pairs) in~. 
b. r = Df the number of B in ~. 
c. p = Df the number of ranges (that is, of all classes of B) in ~. 

T29-1. The following holds for any finite or infinite system ~. 
. a. r = ·l. (From T40-31g.) 

b. p = i. (From T40-31h.) 

T29-2. In any finite system ~N, the number of largest classes of mutually 
L-equivalent sentences is p, hence 2r (Txb). 

Proof. Sentences are L-equivalent if and only if they have the same range 
(D2o-rd). Furthermore, for eve~y class ,lr; of .8 in ~N, there is a sentence h 
whose range is .lr;; if ,re, is non-empty, we take ash a disjunction of the .8 in sr, 
(T2r-8d); if Sf; is empty, we take ',..._,t•. 

We use the term 'proposit.ion' in such a sense that two sentences are 
said to express the same proposition if and only if they are L-equivalent 
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([Semantics], p. 92; [Meaning], p. 27). Hence p == 2r is likewise the num
ber of propositions expressible by sentences in ~N, and also the number 
of propositions expressible by classes of sentences (T2x-8e). Thus we see 
that the number of propositions expressible in ~N is finite (but, as we shall 
find later, this number is enormously large, even for rather narrow sys
tems; see § 35), although the number of sentences and still more the 
number of classes of sentences in ~N is infinite (the first is denumerable, 
the second nondenumerable). · 

The following theorem speaks about infinite cardinal numbers (for 'a..', 
etc., see D4o-8); it is merely intended to give some additional information 
about the logicomathematical nature of certain classes of expressions in 
~a>, but it will not be used for the later construction of our system of in
ductive logic. 

T29-4. The following holds for ~a>. 
a. The following classes of expressions in ~"" are denumerable, hence 

their cardinal number is a..: (x) the in; (2) the atomic sentences 
and hence the basic pairs ({3); (3) the sentences; (4) the expres
sions. 

b. The number of classes of sentences is a.,. (From (a) (3), T40-31h.) 
c. r == a,. (From Txa, (a)(2).) 
d. p = a •. (From Txb, (b).) 
e. The number of propositions expressible by sentences is a. •. 

Proof. I. This number cannot be larger than a.. {a)(3). 2. The atomic sen
tences of the infinite sequence 'Pa,', 'Pa.', etc., express different propositions 
because no two of them are L-equivalent. Their number is a. •. Therefore the 
whole number of propositions cannot be smaller than a.0 • 

f. The number of propositions expressible by classes of sentences is a.,. 

Proof. I. This number cannot be larger than a., {b). 2. The subclasses of the 
sequen~~ of atomic sentences mentioned in the proof of {e) express different 
propositions because no two of them are L-equivalent. Their number is a.

1 

(T4o-3xh). Therefore the number sought for cannot be smaller than a.,. 

T4e and f show that in ~a>, in distinction to ~N (T2), the number of 
propositions expressed by sentences and that of propo~tions expressed 
by classes of sentences are different and are both smaller than p. 

§ 31. The Systems ~11'; the Q-Predicates 

. §§ 31-:38 deal only wit~ properties, not relations. If a system ~ has primi
tive predicates for properties only, we designate the number of these predicates 
by '1r' and ~e s~ste~ by~~ .. '. We de~~ ~he molecular predicates 'Q,', 'Q.', 
etc., by conJunctions m wh1ch every pnm1tive predicate or its negation occurs 

" ·~ 
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(AI). Thus these Q-predicates (DI) designate the strongest factual properties 
expressible in the system. Every factual molecular property expressible in the 
system is expressible by a disjunction of some of the Q-predicates (Tzf). These 
predicates constitute a division (T:2d). Their number is K (Dz), = zr (TI). 

The following part of this chapter (§§ 31-38) deals with that part of 
the deductive logic of attributes which is most important both for de
ductive and for inductive logic, viz., the logic of properties in distinction 
to the logic of relations. Although our procedure here is, of course, based 
upon the customary method used in the logic of attributes (the so-called 

·lower functional logic; see§§ 22-26), many features of our procedure and 
most of the concepts here introduced are new. Some of these concepts 
(especially those of§§ 31, 32, and 34) will be continually used later in our 
theory of inductive logic (in Vol. II); the concepts of this part will not 
be used before §xo7. 

Since in what follows we restrict ourselves to properties, we shall speak 
not of all systems~ but only of those whose primitive predicates are all of 
degree one. We shall designate the (finite) number of these predicates in a 
system of this kind with '1r'. (This use has of course nothing to do with 
the use of the same Greek letter for the number 3.14 ... in analysis.) 
We call these systems the systems~ .... ~N is a finite system of this kind; 
for instance, ~: •• is the system which contains one· hundred in and three 
~r of degree one and no ~r of higher degrees. ~~ is an infinite system of 
this kind, for instance, ~!, is that system which contains the infinite 
sequence of in and five ~r of degree one. 

In our theory of inductive logic to be constructed later, the definitions 
of the fundamental concepts, e.g., the concept of degree of confirmation 
and related ones, and some theorems will be formulated in a general way, 
with respect to any system~. However, most of the theorems, especially 
those which deal with the various kinds of inductive inferences and which 
state methods for the computation of the degree of confirmation for sen
tences of certain forms, will apply to the systems ~ .. only (see § no). 
In other words, the bulk of our inductive logic will deal only with prop
erties of individuals, not with relations between individuals, except for 
those relations which are defined on the basis of properties. At the present 
time this restriction seems natural and well justified, in view of the fact 
that deductive logic took more than two thousand years from its start 
with Aristotle to the first logic of relations (De Morgan, x86o). Inductive 
logic, that is, the theory of probability,, is only a few hundred years old. 
Therefore, it is IJ.Ot surprising to see that so far nobody has made an at
tempt to apply it to relations. (Incidentally, the same holds for the 
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theory of probability., i.e., relative frequency.) The inclusion of rela
tions in deductive logic causes obviously a certain increase in complexity. 
The corresponding increase in complexity for inductive logic is very much 
greater. One of the points where the great and so far unsurmounted diffi
culties in connection with relations in inductive logic arise is the follow
ing one. For the determination of m*, the number r of the @?tr in any 
finite system is required (see (2) in § 1 xoA). A general formula. for r in the 
systems ~; can easily be given (T3s-xd). However, for systems with pr 
of higher degrees, no analogous theorem is known, not even for the 
simplest case of systems ~N with apr of degree two as the only tJr. In other 
words, the deductive logic of relations, although widely developed in 
other respects, is today unable to give us a general formula stating the 
number of structures of one dyadic relation for finite N, let alone the same 
for several relations. 

A solution of the problem just mentioned would be of importance not only 
for deductive and inductive logic but also for certain branches of science. Pre
liminary work for the solution of the simplest case, that of one dyadic relation, 
has been done in that branch of combinatory topology which is known as the 
theory of graphs. For a survey of this theory see Denes Konig, Theorie der end
lichen und unendlichen Graphen: Kombinatorische Topologie der Streckenkom
plexe ("Mathematik und ihre Anwendungen," ed. Artin, Vol. 16 [Leipzig, 
1936]). Konig discusses (in § s) the problem of the numbers of graphs of vari
ous kinds and refers to the original investigations by C. Jordan ("Sur les as
semblages de lignes", Journal f. reine u. angew. Math., 70 [186g], 185-90) and 
A. Cayley ("On the analytical forms called trees, with application to the 
theory of chemical combinations", Report British Assoc. Advanc. Science, 187 5, 
pp. 257-305, reprinted in Mathem. Papers, IX, 427-60). The graphs correspond 
to the structures of symmetric relations (D25-2c). For the solution of the sim
plest case of our problem, the results found by the authors just mentioned must 
be generalized so as to cover also the nonsymmetric relations. 

As primitive predicates pr,, pr., ... , tJr .. in any system ~.,..we take 'P .', 
'P.', ... , 'P .. '. If we consider a sequence of systems ~N with increasing N, 
we shall usually take the tJt and hence their number 1r as unchanged; 
for example, in the sequence ~:. ~:, ... each system contains the same 
three pr .'P.', 'P.', 'P/, and so does the system~~. which is the infinite 
system corresponding to the mentioned sequence of finite systems. 

We shall now explain a procedure for defining, on the basis of the pr in 
a system ~ .... molecular predicates of a particular kind (see the terms ex
plained at the beginning of § 25), the Q-Predicates 'Q.', 'Q.', etc. The 
properties designated by these predicates will be called Q-Properties. Let 
us illustrate the procedure for 1r = 3, hence for a system ~ 3 • The number 
of in is irrelevant for this procedure. Hence the following construction is 
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the same for every system ~3, including ~~. The subsequent. table Ax 
contains three argument columns for 'P.', 'P.', and 'P3'; the hnes show 
the eight possible distributions of two values, affirmation and negatio~, 
designated by'+' and'-', respectively, among the three tJt. Thus th_1s 
table is analogous to the truth-table for three sentences constructed m 
§ 2xB. In analogy to the k-sentences there (T21-7), we have here the 
molecular predicate expressions listed in the second column; we call them 
Q-predicate-expressions. They are conjunctions of basic predicate e:pres
sions that is of pr or their negations. In the third column the Q-pred1cates 
are i~troduc~ as abbreviations for the Q-predicate-expressions. (Ax in
troduces the examples 'Q.', etc., in the object language ~3 ; Dx introduces 
the terms 'Q-predicate-expression', etc., in the metalanguage.) 

+A31-1. Table for the Q-predicates in ~3 

'p/ 'P.' 'P,' Q-predicate-expressions Q-predicates 

+ + + p,.P •• P3 Ql 
+ + p,.P2 •"'Ps Q2 

+ + P,.,....,p,.Ps Qa 

+ - P,. ,....,p. • ,....,ps Q, 
+ + "'P, • P. • Ps Q. 
+ "'P, • P. • ,....,ps Q6 

+ ,....,p, • ,....,p. • Ps & ,....,p,. "'p•. ,....,p3 

D31-1. For any system ~.... . . . . 
a. 2{1 is a Q-predicate-expression = Df 2Ii is either the conJunctive predi

cate expression containing all pr in their alphabetical order (' P r • P • • 
...• p .,..') or is formed from this expression by replacing some of the 
pr with their negations. 

+b. 2{1 is a Q-predicate = Df 2{1 is a predicate defined as abbreviation 
for a Q-predicate-expression. 'Qm' is taken as abbreviation for the 
mth of the Q-predicate-expressions in their lexicographical order. 

C. 9)1i is a Q-matrix = Df 9)l, is a full matrix of a Q-predicate. 
d. i is a Q-sentence = Df i is a full sentence of a Q-predicate. 

+D31-2. For ~ ... K = Df the number of the Q-predicates. 

+T31-1. For any system ~ ... K = :;!"'. (From T4o-3xf.) 

If we take in the table Ax, instead of the three pr, full sentences of them 
with the same in, for example, 'P,a', 'P.a', 'P3a', then the table becomes 
an ordinary truth-table, as in § 21B. For instance1 the k-sentence 'P,a • 
"'P.a. P

3
a' corresponds to the third line. This sentence can be ab-
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breviated by '(Px. ,_p•. P 3)a' (A25-1) and hence now, with the help of 
Ax, by 'Q3a'. 

A look at the table Ax shows that every individual must have one and 
only one of the Q-properties. Hence they form a division (T2d). This 
Q-division is the strongest division possible in~,..; that is to say, no factual 
property stronger than a Q-property can be defined in ~ .. ; in other words, 
a Q-property cannot be subdivided into several factual properties by 
means of the ~t in ~,.. In the terminology of Aristotelian logic,. the Q-prop
erties are the infimae species. 

T31-2. For any system ~ ... 
+a. Any two distinct Q-predicates are L-exclusive. Hence a conjunction 

of two Q-sentences with two distinct Q-predicates and the same in is ' 
L-false. (From T2r-7a, T2s-rd.) 

b. The Q-predicates are L-disjunct. Hence a disjunction of full sen
tences of all Q-predicates with the same in is L-true. (From T2r-7b, 
D2s-re.) 

c. Every Q-predicate is factual. Hence every Q-sentence is factual. 
(From T2o-sg, D2s-rc, T2s-rc.) 

+d. The Q-predicates form a division. (From (a), (b), (c), D25-4.) 
e. Let 'M' be a molecular predicate L-equivalent to a disjunction of n 

Q-predicates (r ~ n ~ K- r). Then the disjunction of the remain
ing K- n Q-predicates is L-equivalent to ',_M'. (From (d), T25-4b.) 

+f. Every molecular predicate expression and hence every molecular 
predicate is either L-empty or L-equivalent to a disjunction of n Q
predicates (r ~ n ~ K). (From T2r-7d.) 

g. Any disjunction of n Q-sentences (n ~ r) is not L-false. (From (c), 
T2o-2q.) 

§ 32. Logical Width 
The concept Gf the logical width of a molecular predicate expression w, is 

defined in the following way (D1). If~. is L-empty, we ascribe to it the width o. 
Otherwise, W; is L-equivalent to a disjunction of Q-predicates; in this case, we 
take the number of these Q-predicates as the width of W;. 

Let P x and P. be two properties which are logically independent of 
each other, for example, Small and Black. Then the property Px. P. 
(Small-and-Black) is in a certain sense stronger or narrower than P xi P xis 
weaker or wider. And Px V P. (Small-or-Black) is in this sense still wider 
than Px. By 'wider' we do not mean here 'having a greater extension'. The 
extension of the property P x V P ., that is, the class of individuals possess
ing this property, may be greater than that of P x or it may be the same. 
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The latter would be the case if all black things in the world happened to 
be small. Whether or not this is the case is a factual question. What we 
mean by 'wider' is not a factual but a logical relation. The property 
P x V P. is wider than P x by admitting more possibilities; for instance, the 
possible, that means, not L-empty, property ,_px. P. is admitted by the 
first but excluded by the second. 

The method just described for comparing the widths of two properties 
is applicable only in the special case where one of the properties L-implies 
the other. If Px, P., P 3, P 4 are four properties all logically independent of 
one another, then this method does not enable us to compare Px V P. 
with P 3 V P 4• If we wish to make possible a comparison of widths in all 
cases, we need additional conventions. Now, any language system~ fur
nishes a natural basis for these conventions with respect to the proper
ties expressible in the system by its selection of primitive properties. For 
the sake of simplicity, we restrict the discussion to molecular properties 
and the predicate expressions or predicates designating them in a sys
tem~,... In a system~"', the Q-properties are the narrowest non-L-empty 
properties. Thus it seems natural to assign to each of them the smallest 
positive width, say, r. To the L-empty property we assign the width o. 
Every non-L-empty property which is not a Q-property is a disjunction 
of two or more Q-properties (T3r-2f); it seems natural to take the num
ber of these Q-properties as its width. Thus we are led to the following 
definition (Dr). 

+D32-1. Let 9)1, be a matrix of degree one in ~ .. , with i; as the only 
free variable. 

a. 9)1, has (the logical width or briefly) the width w = Df 

either (r) 9)1, is L-empty and w = o; 
or (2) 9)1, is L-equivalent to a Q-matrix with i; and w = r; 
or (3) 9)1, is L-equivalent to a disjunction of w distinct Q-ma

trices with i; (w > r). 
b. ID'l; has (the relative logical width or briefly) the relative width q = Df 

ID'l; has the width w, and q = w/ K. 

In analogy to D25-r and 2, we shall use the terms 'width' and 'relative 
width' in the following three ways. Each of these terms is applied (A) to 
a matrix (of degree one), (B) to a corresponding predicate expression, for 
instance, a molecular predicate, (C) to the corresponding property. 

The concept of logical width is very important for inductive logic. One 
of the decisive defects of the classical theory of probability is the failure 
to take into consideration the width of the properties involved. Some of 
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the fundamental principles and theorems of the classical theory lead to 
contradictions because they are formulated in a too general way for all 
properties. One of the modifications by which we shall eliminate these 
contradictions will consist in making the degree of confirmation depend
ent, among other things, upon the widths of the properties involved. 

+T32-1. Let~; be a molecular predicate expression in~"',~; a molecu
lar predicate abbreviating ~;, and IDC; a molecular matrix which is the 
expansion of a full matrix of ~; and hence of ~;. 

a. There is one and only one integer w which is the width of IDC;, and 
hence of ~;and ~;, and o ~ w ~ "· (From T3I-2f.) 

b. There is one and only one (rational) real number q which is the rela
tive width of IDC;, and hence of~; and~;, and o ~ q ~ I. (From (a)~) · 

+T32-2. Let ~; be a molecular predicate expression or a molecular 
predicate in ~,.with the width wand hence the relative width q = w/ "· 

a. ~;is L-empty, and hence every full sentence L-false, if and only if 
w = o and hence q = o. (From T25-Ib.) 

· b. ~; is L-universal, and hence every full sentence L-true, if and only 
if w = "and hence q = r. (From T3I-2b, T25-Ia.) · 

c. ~; is factual, and hence every full sentence factual, if and only if 
o < w < "and hence o < q < r. (From (a), (b).) 

d. "'~; has the width " - w, and hence the relative width I - q. 
(From T3I-2e.) 

T32-3. Let k be a conjunction of 1r basic sentences in ~,.. with distinct 
lJr but the same in;. Hence k may be abbreviated by (~;)in;, where ~;is 
a molecular predicate expression of conjunctive form with 1r components, 
each of them being a pr or its negation, every pr occurring exactly once. 

a. ~; is L-equivalent to a Q-predicate-expression and hence to a Q-
predicate, and thus has the width r. (From D3I-Ia.) · 

b. k is L-equivalent to a Q-sentence with in;. (From (a).) 

;T32-4. Let k be a conjunction of n basic sentences in~,.. (I ~ n < 1r) 

with n dis~inct pr but the same in;. Hence k may be abbreviated by (~;)in;, 
where ~;IS a molecular predicate expression of conjunctive form with n 
components, each of them being a pr or its negation, no pr occurring more 
than once. 

a. (I) k is L-equivalent to a disjunction of 2 .. -n distinct Q-sentences 
with in;; hence 

(2) ~;has the width 2..-". 

Proof. The numberm of those \lt which do not occur ink is1r-n. We construct 
first the conjunction of the atomic sentences with these m pr and with in;, in 
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their lexicographical order, and furthermore all those other conjunctions which 
are formed from the first one by replacing some atomic sentences with their 
negations. The number of all these conjunctions, including the first, is 2m 

(T40-3Ig). Let these conjunctions be h,, h., .... Let h be their disjunction; 
then ~ h (T2I-7b). Therefore, k is L-equivalent to k. h, that is, k. (h, V h. V ... ) , 
hence, by distribution, to (k • h,) V (k • h.) V .... For any p from I to 2m, 
k • h" is a conjunction of 1r basic sentences with 1r distinct pr and the same in; 
and hence is L-equivalent to a Q-sentence with in; (T3b). If h; and h; are any 
two distinct h-sentences, then they are L-exclusive (T21-7a), and hence k. h; 
and k. h; are L-exclusive; therefore the corresponding Q-sentences are distinct. 
Thus the 2m sentences of the form k • h" correspond to 2m distinct Q-sentences 
with in;. I. k is L-equivalent to their disjunction. 2. Therefore, ~. is L-equiv
alent to the disjunction of the 2m distinct Q-predicates, and hence has the 
width 2m. 

b. The relative width of ~;is I/2"; hence it is independent of 11'. 

Proof. The relative width is 2..-"/" (a), = 2..-"/2'" (T3I-I), = I/2". 

c. Corollary. A primitive predicate has the width K/ 2 and the relative 
width I/2. (From (b), for n = r.) 

T32-5. Let p predicates be given which form a division (D25-4) in ~"'. 
a. The sum of the widths of the given predicates is "· 

Proof. Let Wm be the width of the mth predicate (m = I to p). Since the 
predicates are factual (T25-2), o < Wm < " (T2c): The mth predicate is L
equivalent to a disjunction of Wm Q-predicates (Dia(3)). If we form these 
disjunctions for the p predicates, then every Q-predicate occurs in one and only 
.one of them, because the predicates are L-disjunctive and L-exclusive in pairs 
(D25-4a, b). Hence the assertion. 

b. The sum of the relative widths of the given predicates is r. 
(From (a).) 

T32-6. 
a. '(Q, V Q. V Q3). (Q. V Q3 V Q4)' is L-equivalent to 'Q. V Q/, and 

hence has the width 2. 

Proof. By multiple distribution (T2I-5m(3)), the given conjunction is L
equivalent to a disjunction of nine components, every component being a con
junction of one Q-predicate from the first parenthesis and one from the sec
ond. Of these nine conjunctions, seven contain two distinct Q-predicates and 
hence are L-empty (T3I-2a) and hence may be dropped as components of 
the disjunction. What remains is '(Q •• Q.) V (Q3 • Q3)', hence 'Q. V Q/. 

b. '(Q, V Q.). (Q. V Q4)' is L-equivalent to 'Q.', and hence has the 
width r. (Analogous to (a).) 

c. Let~; and~; be molecular predicate expressions or molecular predi
cates, ~; being L-equivalent to a disjunction of m Q-predicates and 
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~J to a disjunction of n Q-predicates (m £::; I, n e;; r). Let p be the 
number of those Q-predicates which occur in both disjunctions. 
(r) If p = o, then W;. W; is L-empty. 
(2) If P = I, then W,. ~i is L-equivalent to the common Q-predicate. 
(3) If P > r, then ~~. W1 is L-equivalent to the disjunction of the 

p common Q-predicates. 
Hence, in any case, the width of W;. ~i is p. (Analogous to (a).) 

The following theorem facilitates the computation of th~ width of a 
molecular predicate expression in which not all pr occur. 

T32-7. Let i be a molecular sentence in ~,.. all of whose ultimate com
ponents are atomic sentences with in;; let the number of different pr oc-· 
curring in i be n, where n < 1r. Let the truth-table for i with respect to 
then occurring atomic sentences have the value Ton exactly m of the 2" 
lines. Obviously, i can be abbreviated by (~;)in,, where W, is a molecular 
predicate expression constructed out of the n j.lr. Let i not be L-false; 
hence m > o, and W; is not L-empty. 

a. Let w = m X 2..--", = ~ K. Then i is L-equivalent to a disjunction 
of w distinct Q-sentences with ln;; hence, W, has the width w. 

Proof. i is L-equivalent to a disjunction of m conjunctions (T21-7d). Each 
of these conjunctions has as components n basic sentences with the n lJt and 
with in;, and is hence L-equivalent to a disjunction of 2.--n distinct Q-sentences 
with in; (T 48-). If k and k' are any two distinct ones of these conjunctions, then 
they are L-exclusive (T21-7a), hence k. k' is L-false. Therefore, no Q-predicate 
can occur in both k and k'; because otherwise k • k' would be L-equivalent to a 
disjunction of p Q-sentences with in; (p ~ I) (T6c) and would hence not be 
L-false (T3I-2g). Thus i is L-equivalent to a disjunction of m X 2..--n Q-sen
tences with in;. 

b. The relative width of !, is m/2"; hence it is independent of 1r. 

(From (a).) 

§ 33. The Q-Normal Form 

It is shown how a given sentence with primitive predicates can be trans
formed into a sentence with Q-predicates and, in particular, into a Q-normal 
form (DI). The latter will be used in inductive logic. 

In this section we shall show how sentences of~"", written in primitive 
notation, can be transformed into L-equivalent sentences with Q-predi
cates, and finally into a particular form, called the Q-normal form, similar 
to the disjunctive normal form. Later, in inductive logic, we shall make 
use c·f the Q-normal form for the computation of the degree of confirmation. 

I 33. THE Q-NORMAL FORM 

T33-1. Let !lf; be any llf in~"'. 
a. j.lf; is L-equivalent to the disjunction of those Q-predicate-expres

sions in which it occurs unnegated, and hence to the disjunction of 
the corresponding Q-predicates. (These Q-predicates correspond to 
those lines in the table of Q-predicates (see A3r-r) where j.lf; has the 
value +.) (From T21-7d.) 

b. j.lf; has the width K/2, and hence the relative width r/2. (From (a).) 
c. "'l>f; is L-equivalent to the disjunction of those Q-predicate-expres

sions in which "'llt; occurs, and hence to the disjunction of the cor
responding Q-predicates. (These Q-predicates correspond to those 
lines in the table of Q-predicates where pr; has the value - .) (From 
(a), T3r-2e.) 

d. "'llf; has the width K/ 2, and hence the relative width r/2. (From (c).) 
e. Every basic sentence with in; is L-equivalent to a disjunction of Q

sentences with in;, whose number is K/ 2. (The transformation of any 
given basic sentence into this disjunction can be carried out accord
ing to either (a) or (c).) 

T33-2. Let k be a conjunction of n basic sentences (n ~ 2) with the 
same in;. Hence, k can be abbreviated by (~;)in,, where W; is a molecular 
predicate expression in the form of a conjunction with n components, 
each being a pr or a negation of a pr. For every conjunctive component in 
k (or in ~;),·let the class of the corresponding Q-predicates be determined 
according to Tra or c; let $t; be the class product of all these classes. Then 
the following holds. 

a. If ,st, is empty, then w, is L-empty and k is L-false. (This is the case 
if and only if a pr occurs both unnegated and negated.) (From 
T32-6c(r).) 

b. If ,st, contains only one Q-predicate, then ~. is L-equivalent to it 
and k is L-equivalent to its full sentence with in;. (From T32-6c(2).) 

c. If St; contains two or more Q-predicates, then w, is L-equivalent to 
their disjunction and k is L-equivalent to the disjunction of their 
full sentences with in;. (From T32-6c(3) .) 

d. The width of ~. is the number of Q-predicates in ~ •. (From (a), 
(b), (c).) 

Examples for the transformation of basic sentences or conjunctions of them 
into formulations with Q-predicates. We take the system ~l; hence we can use 
A3I-I. (I) and (3) follow from Tia, (2) and (4) from Tic, (5) from Tzb (or 
directly from A3I-I), (6), (7), and (8) from Tzc. 
I. 'P,a' is L-equivalent to 'Q,a V Q,a V Q3a V Q4a'. 
2. '"'P,a' is L-equivalent to 'Q~~ V Q6a V Ql~ V Qsa'. 
3· 'P3a' is L-equivalent to 'Q,a V Q3a V Q5a V Q1a'. 
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4· '"'P3a' is L-equivalent to 'Q,a V Q4a V Qoa V Qaa'. 
s. ',.....,P,b •"'P,b. P3b' is L-equivalcnt to 'Q7b'. 
6. ',.....,P,b. P3b' is L-equivalent to 'Q5b V Q7b'. 
7· ',.....,P,a. P,a' is L-equivalent to 'Q5a V Q6a'. . 
8. 'P,a •"'P3a' is L-equivalent to 'Q,a V Qoa'. 

The following definition (Dx) gives the rules for transformation into a 
Q-normal form. Sentences of this form, as referred to in Ox and T4, be
long, strictly speaking, to enlarged systems containing the Q-predicates. . 

Dr and T4 refer to sentences in which· the Q-predicates ('Q,', etc.) actually 
occur, not only to the expansions of such sentences in primitive notation. Thus, 
strictly speaking, these sentences do not belong to our systems ~ .. but to en
larged systems *~ ... For instance, the system *~3 is constructed from ~J by the 
addition of the eight Q-predicates (A3r-r). In this system, a rule is laid 
down to the effect that the range of a Q-sentence is the same as that of the 
corresponding sentence with \lt (e.g., the range of 'Q7b' is the same as that of 
',.....,P,b • .......,P,b. P3b', see example (5) above). In virtue of this additional rule 

of ranges for any system *~ ... there is a close relationship between *~ .. and ~ .. 
of the following kind. If i is any sentence in *~ .. containing one or more Q
predicates andj is the sentence formed from i by the elimination of all Q-predi
cates on the basis of the additional rule of ranges (e.g., in *~3, on the basis of 
the table A3r-r), then i and j are L-equivalent in *~ ... Furthermore, j has the 
same range in *~ .. as in ~ .. ; therefore, it has the same logical properties in both 
systems (e.g., L-truth, L-implying a certain other sentence, etc.). Because of 
this relationship between the enlarged systems *~ .. and the original systems ~ .. 
we may interpret the theorems concerning sentences with Q-predicates (from 
T3r-2 on, and including those we shall state later) in the following three ways. 
Any such theorem holds (i) for the sentence in question with Q-predicates in 
*~ ... (ii) for the corresponding sentence without Q-predicates in *~ ... (iii) for 
this same sentence in ~ ... Our previous explanations concerning references to 
defined signs (§ rsA) admitted only the interpretation (iii). But it seems often 
convenient to read a theorem in the sense (i), that is, to think of sentences actu
ally containing Q-predicates and not merely of their expansions; this is cor-_ 
rect if we place the sentence not in the original system but in the enlarged sys
tem. However, in order to avoid unnecessary complications in the formulation 
of our theorems, definitions, etc., we shall omit references to the enlarged sys
tems and continue to refer simply to the systems~ ... 

D33-1. Let i be any sentence in ~N or any n,ongeneral sentence in ~~. 
j is a sentence of Q-normal form corresponding to i = Df j is formed from i 
by applying the following rules until none of them is applicable any more. 
(See explanations in D21-2.) 

a. As D21-2a. 
b. Every defined expression occurring, except the Q-predicates, is 

eliminated. 
c to p. As D21-2c to p. 
q. Every basic sentence k is replaced by a disjunction h of Q-sentences 
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with the same in as ink; if k is atomic, his constructed according to 
Txa; if k is the negation of an atomic sentence, his constructed ac
cording to Tx c. 

r. A conjunction containing as components two Q-sentences with the 
same in but two distinct Q-predicates is replaced by '"'t'. 

In practice, we can shorten the transformation considerably by pro
ceeding in the following way instead of applying (q) and (r): we rearrange 
a conjunction of basic sentences by grouping together the components 
with the same in; then we replace a subconjunction of basic sentences 
with the same in by a Q-sentence or a disjunction of such according to T2b 
or c. (See examples below.) 

T33-4. Let i be a sentence in ~Nor a nongeneral sentence in~~. Letj 
be a sentence of Q-normal form corresponding to i. 

a. i and j are L-equivalent. (From T21-10a, Txa, Txc, T3 1-2a.) 
b. j does not contain ',...,..,•, unless j is ',.....,f. 

Proof. After the application of the rules Dra top,,,...,..,, occurs only in basic 
sentences, unless the whole sentence is '"'t' (T21-roc). ,,...,..,, in basic sentences 
disappears by Drq. If '"'t' is introduced by Drr, either it disappears by Drj 
and I (i.e., D21-2j and l) or the whole becomes '"'t'. 

c. j has one of the following forms: (x) 't'; (2) '"':""t'; (3) a Q-sentence; 
(4) a conjunction of n Q-sentences (n ~ 2) with n distinct in; (s) a 
disjunction of two or more components of the forms (3) or (4). 
(From T2x-xoc, (b).) 

Example for a transformation in to Q-normal form. Suppose the following sen
tence is given: 

'P.a .,.....,P,b. P3b. [P,a V P,b :::> "'P3a]~. 
Application of rules (b), (m), and (p) in Dr (i.e., in D21-2) yields: 

'[P.a .,.....,P,b. P3b .,.....,P,a .,.....,P,b] V [P.a .,.....,p,b. P3b •"'P~]'. 
This is a disjunctive normal form. According to the shorter procedure men
tioned, we group the basic sentences in subconjunctions with the same in: 

'[(P.a .,.....,P,a). (,.....,P,b. P3b .,.....,P,b)] V [(P,a •"'P3a). (,.....,P,b. P3b)]'. 
Each subconjunction is now replaced according to T2 (see the examples (7), 
(s), (8), (6) following T2): 

'[(Q5a V Q6a). Q7b] V [(Q,a V Q6a) • (Qsb V Q7b)]'. 

Now rule (p) (distribution of a disjunction) is applied three times: 

'[Q5a. Q7b] V [Q6a. Q7b] V [Q,a. Qsb] V [Q.a • Q7b] V [Q6a • Qsb] V [Q6a • Q7b]'. 

According to rule (f), the second component of the disjunction is omitted be-
cause it is the same as the last: 

'[Q5a. Q7b] V [Q,a. Q5b] V [Q.a. Q7b] V [Q6a • Qsb] V [Q6a • Q7b]'. 

This is a Q-normal form. 
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§ 34. The Q-Numbers 

Any .8• in ~~ can be transformed into a conjunction of N full sentences of 
Q-predicates, one for each in. Thus, .8• is L-equivalent to an individual distribu
tion for all in with respect to the Q-division (Tx). The number of full sentences 
of 'Q,.' in the conjunction mentioned, in other words, the number of those indi
viduals which in .8• have the property Q,., is called the mth Q-number in ,8;. 
Thus, .8• determines a sequence of K Q-numbers, whose sum is N. Two .8 are 
isomorphic if and only if they have the same Q-numbers (T3). Therefore, any 
@itr, and the structure described by it, is completely charac~erized by the 
" Q-numbers. Thus, any @itr is L-equivalent to a statistical distribution for all 
in with respect to the Q-division (T6). The Q-numbers will later be used for the 
computation of degrees of confirmation. 

We shall now see how the 8 in \!:N can be transformed into sentences 
with Q-predicates. Any given 8; is a conjunction which contains exactly 
one sentence from every basic pair (DI8-Ia). Let us transform 8; into 
an L-equivalent sentence k by rearranging the conjunctive components 
in the following way. First, we place the components with in,, i.e., 'a,', 
then those with in., and so forth, finally those with inN. For any in;, 
there are 1r basic sentences as components, one for each of the 1r pr; we 
arrange these components according to increasing subscripts of the pr. 
Thus, k has the form k,. k •• ...• kN, where kn (n = I to N) is the sub
conjunction with inn. The first component in kn is either pr,inn or its nega
tion, the second either pr.inn or its negation, and so on. Hence, kn can be 
abbreviated by a Q-sentence with inn (T32-3b). Thus k is transformed into 
a conjunction h of N Q-sentences, one for each of theN in in 2;. We call h 
the Q-form of 8; (Dia). In this form, any in; occurs only once; but a 
Q-predicate may have any number m of occurrences (o ~ m ~ N). 

In L:,, we can transform the 8 in a similar way; but here the Q-form 
is not as important as in \!;. In \!:,, any 8; is not a conjunction but an 
infinite class of basic sentences, one from each basic pair (DI8-Ib). Let 
Si'n be the subclass of 8; containing the basic sentences with inn. Then 
Si'n is finite; it contains 1r sentences, one for each of the 1r pr. It contains 
either pr,inn or its negation, either pr.inn or its negation, etc., finally 
either pr .. inn or its negation. Thus Si'n is L-equivalent to a conjunction 
kn of its elements, arranged in the order of increasing subscripts of the pr. 
Hence, kn can be abbreviated by a Q-sentence with inn. Thus, 8; is L
equivalent to an infinite class of Q-sentences, one for each in of the infinite 
sequence of in in 2:,. We call this class of Q-sentences the Q-form of 8; 
in \!;:, (Dib). 

[The Q-forms of 8 both in finite and in infinite systems belong, strictly 
speaking, to enlarged systems containing the Q-predicates; see the re
marks preceding D33-1.] 

§ 34. THE Q-NUMBERS IJS 

D34-1. 
+a. The Q-form of 8; in \!; = n£ that conjunction of N Q-sentences, one 

for each in in \!;, arranged in the order of increasing subscripts of 
the in, which is L-equivalent to 8;. 

b. The Q-form of 8; in \!:, = n£ that class of Q-sentences, one for each 
in in \!:,, which is L-equivalent to 8;. 

We have seen earlier that the Q-predicates constitute a division 
(T3I-:zd). Any 8; in\!;, as we see from its Q-form, specifies for every in
dividual which of the Q-properties it has. Hence, 8; is L-equivalent to 
an individual distribution for all in (TI); its Q-form differs from an in
dividual distribution at most in the order of components. 

+T34-1. Any 8; in \!; is L-equivalent to an individual distribution for 
all in in\!; with respect to the Q-division. (From Dia, D26-6a, T3I-2d.) 

+ D34-2. The mth Q-number in 8; in \! .. = Df the number of full sen
tences of 'Qm' in the Q-form of 8;. ('Qm' is that Q-predicate which corre
sponds to the mth Q-predicate-expression in their lexicographical order; 
see D3I-Ia and the examples A3I-I for \! 3.) 

In other words, the mth Q-number in 8; is the number of those in
dividuals which in 8; have the property Qm. Since ~here are K. Q-proper
ties, any 8; determines " Q-numbers. In 8; in \!;, these Q-numbers, say, 
N,, N., ... , N., are finite; their sum is N. In 8; in \!:,, a Q-number is 
finite or infinite; their sum is ao (denumerably infinite, D4o-8a); hence 
at least one of them is ao. 

We shall now show that isomorphism of 8 means the same as identity 
of the Q-numbers, both in finite systems (T3) and in the infinite sys
tem (T4). 

+T34-3. Let 8; and 8; be two 8 in \!;. Let the Q-numbers of 8; be 
I I I I I • 

N,, N., ... , N., and those of 8; N" N., ... , N •. 8; and 8; are tso-
morphic if and only if they have the same Q-numbers (i.e., for every m 
from I to K, Nm = N',J. 

Proof. Let i and i' be the Q-forms of .8• and .s:, respectively. I. Let ,8; and .s: 
be isomorphic. Then there is an in-correlation C in ~~such that .s; is constructed 
from .8• by C (D26-3a, D26-4b), and analogously i' from i. For every m from 
I to "• the N m full sentences of 'Q,.' in i contain N m different in, and the full 
sentences of 'Q,.' in i' contain the C-correlates of those in. Their number must 
likewise beN,., since Cis one-one. On the other hand, the number of the latter 
full sentences is N~. Therefore, N,. = N~. 2. For every m from I to "• let N,. = 
N:,.. Now we construct a correlation C in the following way. For every m, we 
correlate the N,. in which occur with 'Q,.' in i in an arbitrary way with the 
N~ in which occur with 'Q,..' in i'. This is possible because N,.. = N~. Since 
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no in occurs with more than one Q-predicatc in i, and likewise in i', Cis one-one. 
Since every in of \l:N occurs in i and likewise in i', Cis an in-correlation for \l:N. 
i' differs from C(i) at most in the order of the components. Hence, .s: is con
structed from .8; by C. Therefore, s: and .8; are isomorphic. 

T34-4. Let B• and B; be two B in\?:,. Let the Q-numbers of B• be u,, u., 
, d h f I I I I d I • h' 'f d ... , u., an t ose o B. u, u., ... , u •. B• an B, are tsomorp tc 1 an 

only if they have the same Q-numbers (i.e., for every m from r to "• 
Um = uj. 

The proof is analogous to that of T3 and even simpler, because here .8• and .s: are classes and hence no analogue of the complication connected with the 
order of conjunctive components occurs. 

D34-4. The Q-form of @;tr; in \?.N = nr the expression formed from @;tr; 
by replacing every B• occurring as a disjunctive component in ~tr; by 
its Q-form. 

We found that the Q-form of a B corresponds to an individual distribu
tion for all in with respect to the Q-division. Therefore, the Q-form of 
any @;tr; corresponds to a statistical distribution (T6); they differ at most 
in the order of conjunctive and disjunctive components. 

+T34-6. Any @;tr; in \?.N is L-equivalent to a statistical distribution for 
all in in \?.N with respect to the Q-division. (From Tr, D27-r, D26-6b, c.) 

Any @;tr; in \?N states those features of the domain of individuals of 
\?N which are common to the isomorphic B belonging to @;tr;. What 
isomorphic B in \?.N have in common is the ordered K-tuple of Q-numbers 
(T3). Hence, any @;tr; in \?_N states no more and no less than a certain set 
of " Q-numbers. Any @;tr; determines uniquely the Q-numbers, as seen 
from its Q-form. And, conversely, any arbitrary ordered K-tuple of num
bers whose sum is N determines, if taken as Q-numbers, uniquely a cer
tain @;tr; in \?_N; we find @;tr; by constructing the disjunction of all those B 
in \?.N (in the lexicographical order) which have the given numbers as Q
numbers. We have earlier talked loosely of the structure described by a 
~tr. We may now give a more precise meaning to the term 'structure'. 
We might say, if we wish to, that, with respect to systems \? .. , the struc
ture of B; is the sequence (ordered K-tuple) of the Q-numbers of B;. 

It is easily seen that the Q-numbers do indeed determine all structural 
features of the lJt. The structure of a llt of degree one or of the property 
designated by it is its cardinal number; all other structural properties 
(for instance, universality or emptiness) are determined by the cardinal 
number. The cardinal number n; of any lJt;, for a given B• or @;tr;, is de
termined by the Q-numbers in the following way. lJt; is L-equivalent to a 
disjunction of certain Q-predicates (T33-ra); since any two Q-predicates 
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are L-exclusive (T3 r-2a)., n; is the sum of the Q-numbers of these Q-predi
cates. Likewise, the cardinal number of any molecular predicate expres
sion and any molecular predicate is determined by the Q-numbers. (This 
follows analogously from T3r-2f.) · 

We have defined the structure-descriptions (@;tr) only for finite systems. 
That a structure is determined by the K Q-numbers holds also for \?:, 
(because of T4). However, in general, a structure in\?:, is not expressible 
by a sentence in this system\?~ itself. As mentioned earlier, we may regard 
classes of isomorphic B as representations of structures in \?~. However, 
they are classes of classes of sentences, and hence much more complex 
than sentences; we shall not use them within our theory. If a structure 
in \?~ fulfils a certain special condition, it is expressible by a sentence. 
This condition can easily be stated with the help of the Q-numbers. 

We can find the condition in the following way. In \loo, as in any finite system, 
we can easily construct a sentence jn which says that a given property, ex
pressed by any matrix of the system in question, has a certain finite cardinal 
number. This may be done either in the customary way with the help of existen
tial quantifiers and '=' (see Hilbert and Bernays [Grundlagen], I, 174) or, 
in \lN, also in the form of a disjunction as in the statistical distributions and 
the <e>tr. However, there is no sentence in \loo which says that the cardinal num
ber of a given factual property is infinite or that it is finite; this can only be ex
pressed by means of attribute variables, which do not occur in our systems \! 
(see- the similar remark concerning the domain of individuals in the paragraph 
in small print at the end of § 20). [There are sentences in our systems from 
which it follows that the cardinal number of a certain property is finite or that 
it is infinite, which, however, say more than this. For instance, there is a sen
tence j which says that at most five individuals have the property M. It ob
viously follows from j that M is finite. And, in ~ oo, it follows from j that"" M 
is infinite, because it can be seen from the semantical rules of ~oo that the num
ber of individuals is infinite, although this cannot be expressed by a sentence 
in ~oo-] As we have seen, any structure in \l~ is determined by the Q-numbers. 
At least one Q-number is infinite; it is ao (D4o-8a), the smallest infinite cardinal 
number, because the number of individuals in ~oo is a •. Now let us consider a 
structure of which all Q-numbers except one are finite. Then there is a sentence i, 
which attributes to the K- I finite Q-properties those finite cardinal numbers 
which they have in that structure. Since in ~~ at least one Q-number is a., it 
follows from i that the one remaining Q-property has the cardinal number ao 
(though this alone is not expressible in~~). Thus, i states, explicitly or implicit
ly, all Q-numbers and hence describes the structure in question. We can easily 
see that this is only possible if all Q-numbers except one are finite. For, consider 
a structure of which two Q-numbers are infinite and the others finite. We can 
again construct a sentencej which attributes to these K- 2 finite Q-properties 
their finite Q-numbers. It follows fromj in~~ that at least one of the other two 
Q-properties is infinite; but it does not follow that both are infinite. The struc
ture in question cannot be described by a sentence in \l~. However, we can of 
course describe this and any other structure in our metalanguage (by means 
of the word 'infinite' or the sign 'ao') and make statements about it. 
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§ 36. Some Numbers Connected with the Systems~ .. 

The numbers of the .8 and of the e;tr in any system ~~ are stated (Tx) in 
terms of N, 1r, and K (§ 31). A table (T2) gives the values of these and other 
numbers for some small systems ~~- For any ,8; in ~N-, the number of those .8 
which are isomorphic to .8• is given as a function of the Q-numbers of ,8; (T4); 
this number will be used in inductive logic. 

We have earlier (in§ 29) introduced some numbers connected with the 
systems~: {3 (the number of the atomic sentences), r (the ..8),·P (them), 
T (in ~N, the ~tr; in ~lXI' the classes of isomorphic ..8). We found that 
r = 2tJ and p = 2t (T29-I). These numbers apply, of course, also to the 
systems ~ .. , since these are merely special cases of systems ~- For the 
systems ~ .. , we have further introduced the numbers 1r (the tJr) and K 

(the Q-predicates), where K = 2"' (TJI-I). 
We shall now state some theorems concerning these numbers with re

spect to the systems ~ ... Important for our system of inductive logic is only 
Tid, stating the number of the ~tr. 

T36-1. The following holds for any system ~;.. 
a. {3 = 1rN. 
b. r = ICN. 

Proof. r = 2fJ (T29-Ia), = 2"'N (a), = (2r)N = ~ (T3I-I). We c~n also 
obtain the theorem directly with the help of T40-31c1 because the Q-forms of 
the .8 are the individual distributions of the N individuals among the K Q
properties. 

c. p = i = 2"N. (From T2g-Ib, (b).) 

+d _ cN+•-I) • (N+•-I)! 
• T - • -. , 1.e., NI(•- .)I · 

(For these mathematical notations see D40-I and 2.) 

Proof. From T40-33b, since the e;tr, as their Q-forms show, correspond to 
the statistical distributions for the N in with respe~t to the Q-division. 

The subsequent table T2 gives the values of {3, T, r, and p for some 
small systems ~N with 1r = I to 3 and N = I to ro (based on Tr; or on 
Tra and d, T2g-ra and b). The exact values are not important for our pur
poses. The table is intended merely to give a general impression of the or
der of magnitude of the values and, in particular, to show that rand, even 
more, p increase at an enormous rate with increasing 1r and N. p is also 
the number of propositions expressible by sentences in ~N (see remark 
following T29-2). This number is finite, but, as the table shows, it takes 
immense values even for these very poor language systems; we see, for 
instance, that to write down the number p for ~~o in the ordinary decimal 
notation would take more than three hundred million digits. 

) 
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T36-2. The numbers of atomic sentences \13), of ~tr (T), of ..8 (r), and 
of m (p) for some small systems ~N· 

a. ~~: 1r = r, K = 2. 

N {j 'T r p 
-------

I I 2 2 4 
2 2 3 4 I6 
3 3 4 8 256 
4 4 5 I6 65 536 
5 5 6 32 4 294 967 296 
6 6 7 64 I. 85X xo•• 
7 7 8 I28 3.42XIoJ8 
8 8 9 256 I. 17X ro77 

'9 9 IO 5I2 1.37X xo•s4 
IO IO II I 024 r. 88XIoJo8 

b. ~~: 7r = 2, K = 4· 

N {j 'T r p 

I 2 4 4 I6 
2 4 IO 16 65 536 
3 6 20 64 1. 8sXxo•• 
4 8 35 256 I. I7XIo77 
5 IO 56 I 024 I . 88 X xoJoS 

.6 I2 84 4096 I.25Xxo~>JJ 

7 I4 I20 I6 384 2.43 X xoi9J2 
8 I6 I65 6s ss6 3·52Xro••729 
9 I8 220 262 I44 I . SS X 1018 ••8 

IO 20 286 I 048 576 5. 52XIoJ'5 672 

C. ~~: 7r = J, K = 8. 

N {j 'T r p 

I 3 8 8 256 
2 6 36 64 1. 85XIo'• 
3 9 I20 5I2 I ·37XIo154 
4 I2 330 4096 I.25XIo"JJ 
5 IS 792 32 768 5 ·92X xo• 864 
6 I8 I 7I6 262 I44 I. 53 xxa7s •• s 
7 2I 3 432 2 097 I52 3. as X I06JI 345 

8 24 6435 I6 777 2I6 6. 5 XIos •s• 763 
9 27 II 440 I34 2I7 728 C. I04·04XIo7 

IO 30 I9 448 I 073 741 824 C. IoJ·:ZlXIol 

T36-3. Let m Q-predicates in ~.N be given (o ~ m < K). Let Tm be the 
number of those ~tr in which these m Q-predicates (but not necessarily 
only these) are empty. Then 
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_ (N+•-m-z) • (N+•-m-z)l 
Tm- •-m-z , I.e., N!(• m-z)l 

Proof. From T40-33a, in analogy to Tid, since the @5tr described correspond 
to the statistically different kinds of distributions of the N individuals among 
the remaining K - m Q-properties. 

T4 will be of importance for inductive logic. It states the number ri of 
those 8 in ~; which are is,omorphic to a given 8i, as a function of the 
Q-numbers. The subsequent analogue for~:, (T7) is less impot;tant. 

+T35-4. Let the Q-numbers for 8i in ~;be Nx, N., ... , N •. Let @5tr; 
be the one 0tr corresponding to 8i (D27-Ia). (Hence, 0tr; is characterized 
by the given Q-numbers.) Let ri be the number of those 8 which belong 
to 0tr;; in other words, those which are isomorphic to ,8;. Then 

Nl r. = N,!N,! ... N.l 

(From T34-I, T34-3, T40-32b.) 
T6 and T7 are the analogues for~:, to Tid and T4, respectively. They 

will not be used in inductive logic (see remark preceding T29-4). 

T35-6. In ~:,, T = ao. 

Proof. Every @5tr corresponds to an assignment of one of the values a., o, 
I, 2, ... to each of the K Q-properties in such a way that the value a~ is as
signed at least once. Therefore, r, the number of the @5tr, is a finite multiple 
of the number of possibilities for assigning one of the values a., o, I, 2, ... to 
each of K - I Q-properties. The number of the values is ao; hence the number 
of the possibilities described is a~-~ (T4o-3Ib), = ao (T4o-26e). Therefore, 
T = ao (T4o-26b). 

T35-7. Let the Q-numbers for 8i in~:, be u,, u., ... , u •. (Each of these 
numbers is finite or a.; at least one is a •. ) Let s• be the number of those .8 
which are isomorphic to 8i· 

a. If one Q-number is ao and all others are O, then r i = I. 
b. If exactly one Q-number is a0 and at least one other Q-number is 

positive, then ri = a •. 
c. If more than one Q-number is ao, then r i = ax. 

Proof for (a), (b), (c). The .8 which are isomorphic to .8• represent those 
individual distributions of the ao individuals among the K Q-properties in 
which the Q-properties have the given cardinal numbers u,, ... , u •. Let 
nz of these K Q-numbers be o, n, of them finite and positive, and n3 of them 
a0 (nz + n, + n3 = Kj I ~ n3 ~ Kj hence, o ~ n, + n, ~ K- I). Suppose 
Um is finite and positive; then the number of possibilities for selecting um from 
the ao individuals for Qm is ao (T4o-32f). After these Um individuals have 
been removed, there remain still ao- Um = ao individuals (T4o-26a). There
fore, the number of possibilities for each of then. finite and positive Q-numbers 
is the same as for Um, hence a •. Thus, the number of possibilities for these n. 
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Q-properties together is a~•. This is also the number of possibilities for t?e 
n, + n, finite Q-properties together, because for the nz empty Q-properbes 
there is obviously only one possibility. 

x. For (a) and (b). Here, n 3 = I. For any distribution of individuals among 
the K - I finite Q-properties, there is just one possibility for the infinite Q-prop
erty; it must contain all remaining individuals. Thus, the number of distribu
tions is here the same as that for then,+ n, finite Q-properties, which we found 
to be a~·. For (a), n. = o; hence, r. = a~ = I (T4o-26d). For (b), n. > o; 
hence r, = a~• = a. (T4o-26e). 

2. For (c). Here n3 > x. We takethe n3 infinite Q-properties in any order. 
~~ For the first of them, say, Qp, the number of possibilities is the number of in

dividual distributions of ao individuals among the two properties QP and "'-'Qp 
in such a way that each of them has a. individuals, hence 2"• (T4o-32g), = 
a, (D4o-8b). The same holds for each of the other infinite Q-properties except 
the last. Hence, the number of possibilities for n3 - I of the n 3 infinite Q-prop
erties is a~J- 1 = a, (T4o-26e). The number of possibilities for the finite Q-prop
erties is as we found earlier, either I or a •. If the distribution among all Q
properti~s except the last infinite Q-property is given, then there is only one 
possibility for the last infinite Q-property; it must contr.in all remaining indi
viduals. Therefore, the number r, in this case (c) is either Ia, or a.a,, hence a, 
(T4o-26c). 

§ 37. Simple Laws 

A sentence consisting of a universal quantifier and a matrix as its scope 
which does not contain a quantifier is called a simple law (DI); if, moreover, 
neither'=' nor any in occurs in it, the sentence is called an unrestricted simple 
law (D2a). Let l be an unrestricted simple law in~ ... Then l asserts that a cer
tain molecular property, say, M,, is empty. If M, is a Q-property, lis called an 
unrestricted Q-law (D4b). Let the width (§ 32) of M, be w > o; then M, is 
L-equivalent to a disjunction of w Q-propertics. Therefore, l says in this case 
that these w Q-properties are empty, and hence can be transformed into a con
junction of w unrestricted Q-laws (T2b). l is then said to have the strength w 
(D6a). 

We use the term 'law' here in the sense of 'natural law' or 'physical law', 
hence for universal sentences and chiefly for factual ones. (The so-called 
laws of logic are here rather called principles or theorems of logic.) In dis
cussions of inductive logic, laws have always had a prominent place, and 
some authors have even gone so far as to define induction as a kind of non
deductive inference leading to laws. We conceive inductive logic in a 
much wider sense so that the hypothesis obtained or judged in induction 
may have any form whatever. We regard the case of a universal hypothesis 
as merely a special kind of induction, called universal induction. However, 
it is indeed a case of great importance. In preparation for the later treat
ment of laws in inductive logic, we shall here explain some of their prop
erties in deductive logic (§§ 3 7 and 38). 

Let l be a universal sentence (h)(WC.). We shall chiefly deal with the 
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simplest case where the scope 9JL is nongeneral, that is, does not contain 
a quantifier. In this case, we shall calll a simple law (Dr). 

Let l be a simple law. We shall define two special kinds; they are mutu
ally exclusive but do not exhaust all possibilities. r. If the scope ffi1; con
tains neither '= ' nor any in, then l speaks in a purely general way about 
the individuals of the system in question without referring to any par
ticular individual. In this case, we shall calll an unrestricted simple law 
(D2a). [The exclusion of'=' in addition to that of the in is inessential; 
for, if no in occurs, his the only individual sign occurring; hence,'=' can 
occur only in the context h = h, which is L-interchangeable with 't' 
(T24-2a, T23-4c).] 2. Sometimes we wish to attribute a certain property 
M, not to all individuals without restriction, but to all individuals with 
the exclusion of some specified individuals, leaving it open whether or not 
these specified individuals have the property M. We can do this by a for
mulation like the following: '(x)(x r5- a. x r5- b ::> Mx)', where a and b 
are the individuals excluded; hence by '(x)(x = a V x = b V Mx)'. 
Simple laws of this kind will be called restricted simple laws (D2b). 

D37-1. l is a simple law in a system ~ = n£ l is a sentence of the form 
(h) (ffi1;), where ffi1; is nongeneral. 

D37-2. Let l be a simple law (h)(ffi1;) in ~. 
a. lis an unrestricted simple law = Df ffi1; contains neither'=' nor any in. 
b. l is a restricted simple law = nf ffi1; is ffi11 V ffi1k, where ffi1; is a dis

junction of n components of the form h = in with n distinct in 
(n ~ r; in ~N, n < N) and ffi1k contains neither'=' nor any in. 

The discussion in this and the next section concerns simple laws in the 
systems~ ... We shall see that here the use of the Q-predicates will make 
the analysis of the deductive properties of laws very simple and effective; 
the same method will later be of great help in inductive logic. 

Let l be an unrestricted simple law in~ .. , say, (h)(ffi1;), where his 'x'. 
Let 'M.' be defined as a molecular predicate in such a way that 'M,x' is 
L-equivalent to rvffi1;, and hence ',....,M,x' is L-equivalent to ffi1;. Then l 
can be transformed into '(x)(rvM,x)' or 'rv(3:x)(M,x)'. This shows that 
every unrestricted simple law says that a certain molecular property, 
hereM,, is empty. 

Example. Suppose that 'Swan' and 'White' are defined in some way or other 
as molecular predicates in ~ ... Then 'all swans are white' can be formulated as 
an unrestricted simple law in ~ .. : '(x) (Swanx ::> Whitex)', that is, '(x) 
("'Swan x V Whitex)'. Now we define 'M,' in the way described, transforming 
the negation of the scope in an obvious way: 'M,x' for 'Swanx .rvWhitex'. 
Thus, 'M,' designates the property Non-White-Swan. Hence, the law says 
that this property is empty, in other words, that there are no non-white swans. 

L 
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Let the logical width (D32-ra) of 'M.' be w. Then 'M.' is L-empty if 
and only if w = o (T32-2a). Otherwise, w ~ r, and 'M.' is L-equivalent 
to a disjunction of w Q-predicates, say, 'Qn,', ... , 'Qn,.'· Then, l is L
equivalent to '(x)[rv(Qn, V ... V Q....,)x]', hence to '(x)[rv(Qn,X V ... 
V Qn,.x)]', hence to '(x)["'Qn,X •...• rvQn,.x]' (T2r-5f(2)), hence to 
'(x)(rvQn,x) •...• (x)("-'Qnwx)' (T22-9k). Thus we have here a con
junction of w components, each of which is a law whose scope is the nega
tiqn of a Q-matrix. We shall call a law that has this form, or is L-equiva
lefit to a sentence of this form, an unrestricted Q-law (D4b). It is a law 
in which the property declared empty is a Q-property. Thus we have ob
tained the result that, if lis not L-false and hence 'M.' has a width w ~ r, 
then there is a unique set of w Q-predicates such that l can be transformed 
into a conjunction of w unrestricted Q-laws with these Q-predicates. Ob
viously, the greater the number w, the more is asserted by the law l. 
Therefore, we shall call w the (logical) strength of l (D6a). The relative 
width of 'M.' is w/K (D32-1b). This we shall call the relative (logical) 
strength of the law l (D6b). Each of thew Q-predicates occurring in the 
above transformation of lis declared empty by one of the Q-laws occur
ring as conjunctive components. Therefore we shall say that these w Q
predicates, and the Q-properties designated by them, are excluded by the 
law l (Ds). Thus w,e lay down the following definitions. 

+D37-4. For~ ... 
a. l is a Q-law = nf lis a simple law, and the subdisjunction of the scope 

which contains those disjunctive components which are free of '=' 
is L-equivalent to the negation of a Q-matrix. 

b. l is an unrestricted Q-law = Df l is an unrestricted simple law and a 
Q-law. 

c. lis a restricted Q-law = nf lis a restricted simple law and a Q-law. 

D37-5. Let l be a simple law in~ ... The Q-predicate ~;(and the Q-prop
erty designated by it) is excluded by l = nf l L-implies a Q-law containing~;. 

D37-6. Let l be a simple law in~ .... 
+a. The (logical) strength of l = nt the number of Q-predicates excluded 

by l. 
b. The relative (logical) strength of l = Df w/ K, where w is the strength 

of l. 
The following theorems hold on the basis of the definitions of this sec

tion and the theorems on logical width (§ 32)_, according to our previous 
explanations. 

T37-1. Let l be a simple law in ~ .. with the strength wand hence the 
relative strength q = w/ K. 
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a. lis L-true if and only if w = o and hence q = o. 
b. lis L-false if and only if w = K and hence q = I. 
c. l is factual if and only .if o < w < K and hence o < q < I. (From 

(a), (b).) 

T37-2. Let l be a simple law in~,.. with the strength w. 
a. lis a Q-law if and only if w = I. 

+b. If w > I, then lis L-equivalent to a conjunction of w Q-laws with 
w distinct Q-predicates. • 

T37-3. Let 'Mx' be a molecular predicate with the width w. 
a. '(x)(,....,M~x)' is an unrestricted simple law with the strength w. 
b. '(x)( ... V "'Mix)', where a disjunction of n =-matrices with 'x' 

and n distinct in (n !:;; I) stands at the place of' ... ',is a restricted 
simple law with the strength w. (From D32-ra, D4, Ds, D6.) 

T37-~. Let land l' be simple laws in ~,..with the strengths wand w', 
respectively. 

a. If ~ l = l' (but not only in this case), w = w'. (From TI, T 2 .) 

b. If~ l :::> l' (but not only in this case), w ;:;;;, w'. (From T:.;, T2.) 
c. If land l' are unrestricted and~ l :::> l' but not ~ l = l', then w > w'. 

(From TI, T2.) 

d. If l and l' are unrestricted and l is a Q-law and ~ l :::> l', then l' is 
either L-equivalent to lor L-true. (From T2a, (c), Tra.) 

T4d says that, if lis an unrestricted Q-law, then there is no factual un
restricted simple law weaker than l. 

§ 38. Simple Laws of Conditional Form 

A law l ofthe form '(x) (Mx :::> M'x)' gives rise to a division of all individuals 
into four kinds (here represented by a diagram). The first of these kinds is 
designated by 'M. ;....,M", abbreviated by 'Mx'; this is the property declared 
~mpt:y by l: We distinguish between those logical properties of l which are 
Invariant With respect to L-equivalent transformations and those which are not. 

Most laws in science have conditional form, for example: 'for every x 
(thing or space-time point or the like), if x fulfils such and such conditions 
then such and such is the case with x'. Laws of this kind may be formu~ 
lated as universal conditional sentences. 

Let l be an unrestricted simple law of this form in ~"", say, (h)(ID?i :::> 

mi~· ~e.can ~bbreviat: ID?; by a full matrix of a molecular predicate, say, 
of M; likewise mh With 'M". Thus, l becomes '(x)(Mx :::> M'x)'. (For 
instance, if 'M' means Swan and 'M" White, we have the example of 
§ 37.) Obviously, l can be transformed into the following L-equivalent 
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forms: '(x)(,....,Mx V M'x)', '(x)[,....,(M. "'M')x]', and, if we define 'Mz' 
as abbreviation for' M. ,....,M", into '(x)(,....,M~x)'. Thus we see, as in our 
discussion in the preceding section, that l says that the property M~, that 
is, the property of being M but not M' (Non-White Swan) is empty. 
And here again, if the width of 'Mz' is w > o, then 'Mz' is L-equivalent 
to a disjunction of w Q-predicates; and these w Q-predicates and no others 
are excluded by l; hence l has the strength w. 

In a law of the form described, the two predicates 'M' and 'M" are 
usually factual and, moreover, logically independent of each other (this 
means that it is not the case that either of them or its negation L-implies 
the other one or its negation). In this case, the two predicates give rise to 
a division of all individuals into four kinds. Let us designate these kinds 
by four molecular predicates, defined in the following way ('M z' is the 
same as above): 

'lJ,fz' for 'M. "'M", 
'M.' for 'M. M", 
'M/ for ',....,M. M", 
'M4' for ',....,M. ,....,M". 

Under the assumptions made concerning 'M' and 'M", we see that the 
four predicates 'M1,' (p = r to 4) are L-disjunct, that any two of them 
are L-exclusive, that each of them is factual, and hence that they form 
a division (in analogy to T3I-2b, a, c, d). 

M 
(Swan) 

-M 
(M,,.) 

(Non-Swan) 

I 

M' 
(White) 

I ' -----1-----t·----: M3 I 

(Wh!te Non-~wan) 

----~-----·-----1 1 
I 1 
I 
I 

-M' 
(Non-White) 

I 

I 

I 
I I I I 

I I I 
- - - - .1. - - - - - + - - - - .,. - - - - T - - - -: ~ M I I 

1 4 I 
1 ) I 
1 (Non.White Non-Swan 1 

----~----~-----~----~----1 I I 
I 1 

I 
I 
I 

This division is represented by the accompanying diagram; references 
to the previous example are added. The whole rectangle represents the 
domain of individuals of the system~,.. in question. It is divided into four 
parts by the four properties M1, M., M3, and M 4• The thirty-two small 
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squares separated by dotted lines represent the Q-properties (we have 
arbitrarily chosen K = 32, and have divided this number into four parts 
in an arbitrary way). Let the widths of 'Mx', 'M.', 'M/, 'M

4
' be wi, w., 

w3, w4, respectively (in the diagram: s, 3, 9, rs); hence, WI+ w. + w3 + 
W 4 = K. The shaded area represents the property MI which is declared 
empty by the law l; hence the wi (five) small squares in this area corre
spond to the wi (five) Q-properties excluded by l.l can be transformed into 
a conjunction of wi Q-laws; each of them declares one of fhe wi small 
shaded squares to be empty. We have called withe strength of l; this seems 
natural, for, the greater the number of Q-laws whose joint assertion is l, 
the more is said by l. 

For many problems concerning the law l, the distinction between M
3 

and M4 is of little or no interest. (For instance, when we intend to test the 
law by the observation of individuals, then it is irrelevant whether a non
swan found is white or non-white.) Therefore, in our later discussion in 
inductive logic of laws of a form like l, we shall sometimes use a simplified 
division of only three kinds designated by 'Mx', 'M.', and' M

3
,
4
', where 

the latter predicate is defined by 'M3 V M 4', hence by ',...,M'; its width 
is w3,4 = w3 + w4. 

At the beginning of this section we have mentioned several L-equiva
lent forms of the law l in terms of the predicates 'M' and 'M". Of L
equivalent forms which use instead some of the four predicates of the 
division,' (x)("'Mix)' has already been mentioned; other simple forms 
of this kind are, for example, '(x)(M.x V M3x V M

4
x)', '(x)(Mix V 

M.x ::> M.x)', and' (x)(Mix V M3x ::> M 3x)'. 
When we carry out a logical analysis of a law, say, l, and, as a result, 

ascribe to it certain logical (that is, L-semantical) properties either in 
deductive or in inductive logic, we must distinguish between those prop
erties which are invariant with respect to L-equivalent transformation 
and those which are not. The invariant properties may, in a certain sense, 
be called properties of the content of l (if by' content' we mean, without 
giving an exact definition, somethingwhichL-equivalent sentences have in 
common; for a possibility of explication see § 73) or properties of the 
proposition expressed by l. On the other hand, the noninvariant prop
erties of l are properties of the formulation rather than the content. Among 
the invariant properties of l are the L-concepts (for example, the proper
ties of being factual, or L-true, or L-false, or L-implying such and such 
other sentences, or being an L-implicate of such and such other sen
tences, and the like); further, in inductive logic, the properties connected 
with the degree of confirmation of lor of a certain instance of l. Now let 

.·,; 
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us examine the properties of l discussed earlier in this section. It is an 
invariant property of l that just the property MI, which is the same as 
the property of being M but not M', is declared to be empty; likewise, 
that certain Q-predicates are excluded, that their number is wi (in the 
diagram: five), and hence that l has the strength wi (five). On the other 
hand, it belongs to the noninvariant properties of l dependent upon the 
formulation that the property referred to in the antecedent of the scope 
is M and that referred to in the consequent is M'; that these properties 
have tertain widths (in the diagram: eight and twelve); that their con
junction is the property M. with the width w. (in the diagram: three)', 
and the like. However, M and M' determine also an invariant property 
of l, viz., that the conjunction of the first and the negation of the second 
is the property MI, To sum it up, all invariances of l are based on this one 
point, the emptiness of MI. 

In our later discussions of inductive logic, we shall find it important 
to distinguish two kinds of problems with respect to the situation just 
explained: (i) problems referring to a given law l; (ii) problems referring 
to a pair of properties M, M'. If the pair of properties is given, the corre
sponding law '(x)(Mx ::> M'x)' is uniquely determined. On the other 
hand, if the content of the law is given, the pair of properties is not unique
ly determined; there are many different pairs of properties yielding the 
same conten·t of the law. Thus, for example, the properties non-M', non-M 
lead to the formulation '(x)("-'M'x ::> "'Mx)', which is L-equivalent to 
the one above (by transposition, T2r-sh(r)). 

Let us calculate the number p of different pairs of properties which yield laws 
L-equivalent to a given factual unrestricted simple law j in~ .. with the strength 
w. (The result will not be used later but is merely intended to give a more pre
cise picture of the situation.) We are referring to pairs of properties, not to 
pairs of matrices; the number of the latter pairs, in other words, of universal 
conditional sentences L-equivalent to j, is obviously infinite. Suppose the sen
tences (ik) (\ill; ::> \ill;) and (h) (m: ::> mj) are both L-equivalent to j. If here 
\ill; is L-equivalent to m: (D2s-rg), then we say that the two matrices express 
the same property; if, in addition, \ill; is L-equivalent to mj, we say that the 
two sentences, though different, correspond to the same pair of properties, 
and hence we count them only as one for the number of pairs of properties. 

j is supposed to be factual. Therefore, o < w < K (T37-rc). Let ~I be the 
class of those w Q-predicates which are excluded by j, and let 'Mx' be defined 
by the disjunction of these Q-predicates. Then 'Mx' has the width w and is 
factual. Now any pair of properties M, M' yields a law L-equivalent to j if 
and only if 'M. rvM" is L-equivalent to 'Mx'. What we are searching for is the 
number of pairs of this kind. We find it as follows. We divide the class of all 
those Q-predicates which are not excluded by j-their number is K - w ~ r
in an arbitrary way into three mutually exclusive subclasses ~., ~3, and ~4 , 
each of which may be empty. We define 'M' by the disjunction of the Q-predi-
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cates of !, v st., and 'M" by the disjunction of those of st. v ! 3 (if this 
class is empty, we define 'M" by any L-empty predicate expression, e.g., 
'P .rvP'). Then 'M .rvM" is L-equivalent to 'M,', and hence the pair of the 
properties M, M' is one of those we are looking for. And, inversely, if any pair 
of properties M, M' is such that 'M •"'M" is L-equivalent to 'M,', then this 
pair can be obtained in the way described from one of the tripartitions of the 
K- w Q-predicates. It is easily seen that two pairs of properties are different 
if and only if they are based on two different tripartitions (regarded as ordered 
triples of subclasses). Therefore, the number p of pairs of properties searched 
for is the same as the number of the tripartitions, i.e., the individual distribu
tions of K- w elements among three classes; hence p = 3.-w (T40-31a). This 
number includes two extreme cases, viz., the pair in which M is L-universal 
(in this case M' is the negation of M,) and the pair in which M' is L-empty (in 
this case M is the same as M,). [If we wish to count only those pairs in which 
both properties are factual (represented by universal conditional sentences in, 
which both the antecedent and the consequent matrices are factual), the num
ber is 3.-w - 2.] Thus we see that pis the greater, the smaller the strength w 
of the law j. 

Examples. In the example of the above diagram we had K = 32, w, = 5· 
Hence p = 327 ,...._, 7.6193 X 1012

• Suppose that in the given law j both com
ponents of the conditional are basic matrices; for instance, letj be '(x)(P,x :::> 
P.x)'. Then M, is a conjunction of two basic properties (in the example, 'M,' 
is L-equivalent to 'P,. rvP.'), and hence w = 2 .. -. (T32-4a(2)) = K/ 4· Hence, 
K - w = 3K/ 4, and p = 3 J</ 4. (For instance, in ~4 we have K = 16; hence, w = 4 
and p = 312 = 531,441.) Here a few examples of pairs of properties for the sen
tence j mentioned above, represented by pairs of molecular predicate expres
sions: 'P,', 'Pi; 'rvP.', 'rvP,'; 'P, v P.', 'Pi; 'P, v P.', 'P. VrvP,'; 'Px', 
'P2 VrvP/; 'P,', 'P• V (rvP,.rvP3)'; 'P3 V (P,.rvP,)', 'P• VrvP,'. 

§ 40. Some Mathematical Definitions and Theorems 

Some mathematical definitions and theorems are listed, for later reference. 
The notations defined are: (A) 'n!' (D1), '(::')' (D2), '[::']' (D3, analogous to 
the preceding), 'cf>(u)' (the normal function, D4a), '<l>(u)' (the probability inte
gral, D4b); (B) 'limj(n)' (D6a); (C) 'a.', 'a,', etc., for infinite cardinal num
bers (DB). D. Some theorems of combinatorics (T29-T33) state the number of 
permutations, of possible distributions, and the like. 

In this section we list some mathematical definitions and theorems for 
the convenience of the reader. They are frequently used throughout this 
book, both in deductive logic, in the earlier sections of this chapter, and 
later in inductive logic. Almost all notations here defined are customary; 
the exceptions are D3 and D8. Almost all the theorems are well known. 
Therefore, we omit proofs in most cases. 

'k', 'm', 'n', and 'p' are used as variables for natural numbers (o, I, 2, 

etc.); 'q' and 'r' (and sometimes 'u') as variables for real numbers. 

t:' 

',~ 
I 
l 
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A. Some Mathematical Functions 
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+D40-1. Recursive definition of the factorial n!. 
a. o! =nr r. 
b. (n +I)! =nr n!(n +I). 
c. If n is a negative integer, n! = 00 • (Seldom used.) 

. 
T40-1. If n if; I, n! = n(p) (i.e., I X 2 X 3 X ... X n). 

T40-2. Table for the Factorial 

,; ,., log (nl) " 
,., log (nl) 

I I 0 II 3·99I7XI07 7 .6on6 
2 2 0.30I03 I2 4·7900XIo8 8.68o34 

3 6 o. 77815 I3 6.2270XIo9 9· 79428 
4 24 I.38o2l I4 8.7I78Xr0'0 l0.9404I 

5 I20 2.07918 IS I. 307 7 X rO'• I2. u6so 
6 720 2.85733 I6 2. 0923 X I0'3 I3.32002 

7 5 040 3·70243 I7 3· 5569Xr0'4 I4. 55!07 
8 40320 4·6o552 I8 6. 4024X Io'5 IS.8o634 

9 362 88o 5·55976 I9 I. 2165XI0'7 I7.08509 
IO 3 628 8oo 6.55976 20 2.4329XI0'8 I8.386I2 

(Here and in the following, 'log' is used for common logarithms, i.e., on 
the base Io.) 

This table and the tables for other functions in this section are not in
tended for serious statistical work in science. For this purpose more ex
tensive tables for these functions-and, moreover, for other functions 
not mentioned here-are given in textbooks on statistical methods and on 
the applications of the calculus of probabilities. Our tables are merely inc 
tended for the convenience of those readers who wish to calculate numeri
cal examples in inductive logic. It is of course advisable in any mathemati
cal discipline to study concrete examples in order to come to a better un
derstanding of the abstract theorems. In inductive logic there is an im
portant additional reason. We shall discuss various definitions for con
cepts of degree of confirmation or requirements for such definitions. We 
shall see that it is often hardly possible to judge the plausibility of defini
tions or requirements, that is, their adequacy for an explication of proba
bility,, by merely inspecting the definitions themselves. The judgment is 
rather to be based on an investigation of the consequences to which the 
definitions or requirements lead. Thus, the plausibility of a definition is 
judged by the plausibility of the theorems derived from it; and this in 
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tum can often be judged in the easiest way by studying concrete numeri
cal examples. We shall often give such examples; and some readers will 
wish to construct and analyze examples of their own. 

The following two theorems give approximations for the factorial; they 
are convenient and frequently used. These approximations and those 
given in later theorems hold in the sense that the relative numerical error 
is the smaller the more the restricting condition is fulfilled (in T 4, the 
larger n is; in Tsa and b, the larger m is in relation to n•, i.e.', the larger 
mjn• is), in such a way that the limit of the relative error is o. That one 
approximation is rougher than another means that the error is larger; in 
other words, the qualifying condition must be fulfilled to a higher degree , 
in order to reduce the relative error to the same amount. ('""' is used as 
a sign of approximative equality.) 

T40-4. Stirling's Theorem. For sufficiently large n, the following 
approximations hold. 

a. n!"" ~ n" e-" (1 + 1/12n). 
(' 1r' has here its usual mathematical meaning, which has, of course, 
nothing to do with our '1r' in § 31. 1r"" 3·I4I59i v27r ~ 2.5o66; 
e"" 2.71828.) 

b. (Rougher approximation.) 
I "" - '-= " -n n. = v 21rn n e . 

Even this approximation is already rather good for small n. 
c. log (n!) ""log vn + (n + I/2) log n- n log e. (From (b).) 

(log vn"" 0.39909j loge""' 0.43429.) 

T40-5. The following approximations hold if m is sufficiently large in 
relation to n•. 

a. (m + n) I "" m! m"(I + "c:! '>). (From T4.) 
b. (Rougher approximation.) 

(m + n) I ""' m! m". (From (a).) 

+ D40-2. The binomial coefficient (!'). 
Let n ~ o. 

a. For m ~ n, (!') = Df n!(m"'~ n)! • 

b. (Seldom used.) For m < n, (!') = o. 

(This function is called binomial coefficient, because the coefficients 
in the binomial theorem T1oa have this form. Other customary notations 
f 't 'mC ' 'Cm' ' C ' ) Or I ; ,. 1 n 1 m n • 

i ,. 
I 
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T40-7. Table for the Binomial Coefficient(:) 

m (~) m (~) (~) (:') (5) (6) (7) (8) (~) (~) 
- ----------------------

0 I 
I I I 
2 I 2 I 
3 I 3 3 I 
4 I 4 6 4 I 
5 I 5 IO IO 5 I 
6 I 6 IS 20 IS 6 I 
7 I 7 2I 35 35 2I 7 I 
8 I 8 28 s6 70 56 28 8 I 
9 I 9 36 84 I26 I26 84 36 9 I 

IO . I IO 45 I20 2IO 252 2IO I20 45 IO I 
II I II 55 I65 330 462 462 330 I6S 55 II 

I2 I I2 66 220 495 792 924 792 495 220 66 
I3 I I3 78 286 7IS I 287 I 7I6 I 7I6 I 287 715 286 
I4 I I4 9I 364 I OOI 2 002 3 003 3 432 3 003 2 002 I OOI 
IS I IS IOS 455 IJ6S 3 003 5 005 6 435 6 435 5 oos 3 003 
I6 I I6 I20 S6o I 820 4 368 8oo8 II 440 I2 870 II 440 8 oo8 
I7 I I7 I36 68o 2 38o 6 I88 I2 376 I9 448 24 3IO 24 3IO I9 448 
I8 I I8 153 8I6 3o60 8 s68 I8 564 3I 824 43 758 48 620 43 758 
I9 I I9 I7I 969 3 876 II 628 27 I32 so 388 75 582 92 378 92 378 
20 I 20 I90 I I40 4 845 IS 504 38 760 77 520 I25 970 I67 960 I84 756 

The value of (!') for Io < m ~ 20, n > 10, is found in the table with 
the help of T8d. For example, G~) = c:) = 8I6. 

T40-8. . 
a. (::') = I. 

b. c:) = 1. 

c. (~) = m. 
d. c:) = c ... ~ .. ). 
e. n(:) = me:::). 
t. ("';;-') + c:::) = <!'). 

T40-9. 

a. :t (:') = 2m. 

• 
b. L ("~"') = e~+~'). 

c. :t [ C!) (,. ~ .,) ] = e ~ k'); (if k < m, it is sufficient to let the sum run 

from n = o to k, because of D2b). 
d. L [ C!) (!')] = (k V'); the sum runs from n = o to k or k'; it is suf-. 

ficient to take the smaller of these two. 

T40-10. Let r, and r. be any real numbers, and n a positive integer. 
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a. The Binomial Theorem (not to be confused with the Binomial Law, 
T95-Ib, which is a theorem on probability based on the Binomial 
Theorem). 

The function defined in D3 will be used very frequently in inductive 
logic. We choose for it a notation similar to that of the binomia,l coefficient, 
because we shall often state two analogous theorems, one (concerning an 
individual distribution) using this function while the other (concerning 
the corresponding statistical distribution) uses the binomial coefficient 
with the same arguments (see remark at the end of § 92). (Other nota-, 
t • , p' 'Pm') wns: m n' ... 

+D40-3. For n ~ o, m ~ n, 

[m] m! 
n =nf(m-n)!" 

T40-11. Table for [:] 

m [:'] [~] [~] [~] [~] [51 lrl [;'] [8] [~] [~] 

- --------------
0 I 
I I I 
2 I' 2 2 
3 I 3 6 6 
4 I 4 I2 24 24 
5 I 5 20 6o I20 I20 
6 I 6 30 I20 360 720 720 
7 I 7 42 210 B40 2 520 5040 5040 
B I B 56 336 I 6Bo 6 720 20 I60 40320 40320 
9 I 9 72 504 3024 IS I20 6o4BO IBI 440 362 BBo 362 BBo 

IO I IO 90 720 5 040 30 240 ISI 200 604 Boo I BI4 400 3 62B Boo 3 62B Boo 

T40-12. [:'] = m(m- I)(m- 2) ... (m- n +I); this is a product 
of n descending factors, beginning with m. 

T40-13. 
a. [~] = I. 

b. [~] = m. 
c. [:;:] = m!. 
d. [m ~ ,] = m!. 
e. [:'] = (:')n!. 

T40-14. For m ~ n, if = [,. ~ ,.]. 

-

t 

I 
I 
t 
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[:''] [!: :..1 
T40-15. For m. ~ mz, [""] = -[ ,.. ] . 

, ·-·· 

I 53 

TI 5 shows a possible transformation for a quotient of two [ ]-expres-
sions with the same lower argument. Quotients of this kind will often 
occur. The transformation is sometimes useful if m.- m, < n. 

TI7 and TI8 give approximations, based on Ts. 

T40-17. If m is sufficiently large in relation to n•, the following approxi

mations hold. 
a. (I) [:']"' (m- n)"(I + n(~!z>). 

(2) (Rougher approximation) [:']::::::::: (m- n)". 
(3) (Still rougher) [:'] ::::::::: m". 

b. (I) [m!"] "'m"(I + n(n.! z>). 
· · )[m+n] n (2) (Rougher approx1mat10n ,. f"V m . 

T40-18. If m is sufficiently large in relation to nz and ton!, the follow
ing approximations hold. 

a. [m~"']:::::::::[;::]. 
b. (Rougher approximation) [m ~ "'] f"V m"'. 

D40-4. 
a. The Normal Function: 

( ) 
I -11'/2 

cP u = Df vh' e 

('1r' and 'e' have here their usual mathematical meanings; see re
mark on T4o-4a.) 

b. The Probability Integral: 

<IJ(u) = nf L:ct>(r)dr. 

<f>(u) is the probability integral in the form of a cumulative distribution fur~c
tion. Sometimes the value of the above integral over 1/> but from -u to u, des~g
nated by 'a(u)', orfrom o to u, which is a(u)/ 2, is gi':en i~ tables. In earlier 
books the following function is used more frequently, likewise under the term 
'probability integral': 

8(u) = Df .}r f." e-r'dr. 

The rel~tion between the three functions is as follows: a(u) = 8(u/v2) = 
2<I>(u)- r; <l>(u) = ~[r + a(u)]. Unfortunate!>:, the letters '8', '1/>', ,and '<I>' 
are used by various authors for different functiOns. We follow Cramer ([Sta
tistics], p. 557) in the use of 'cp' and '<1>'. 

T40-19. 
a. q, is an even function, i.e., ct>( -u) = ct>(u). 
b. q,(u) is always positive. 
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c. lim q,(u) for u --t 0) and u --t - 0) is o. 
d. ~~l = -uq,(u). 
e. lim <I>(u) = o. 

u-;..- oo 

f. lim <I>(u) = 1. 
U~<X> 

g. <I>(o) = I/2. 
h. <1>(-u) =I- <I>(u). 

T40-20. Table for the Normal Function q,(u) and 
the Probability Integral <I>(u) 

u .p(u) ~(u) .. .p(u) ~(u) u .p(u) 

------ ---
0.0 0 ·399 o.soo I. I 0.2I8 0.864 2.4 0.022 4 
0. I ·397 ·540 I.2 .I94 .885 2.6 .OI3 6 
0.2 ·39I ·579 I.3 .I7I ·9032 2.8 .007 92 
0.3 .38I .6I8 1.4 .ISO ·9I92 3·0 .004 43 
0.4 ·368 .6ss I.S , I30 ·9332 3·2 .002 38 
o.s ·352 . 69I I.6 . III ·9452 3·4 . OOI 23 
o.6 ·333 ·726 I.7 ·094I ·9554 3·6 .000 6I 
0.7 ·3I2 ·758 I. 8 .0790 ·964I 3·8 .000 29 
0.8 .290 ·788 1.9 .o6s6 ·97I3 4·0 .000 I3 
0.9 .266 .8I6 2.0 .0540 ·9773 4·5 .OOOOI6 
I .0 0. 242 o.84I 2.2 0.0355 o.986I 5·0 O.OOOOOI 5 

For negative values: q,(-u) = q,(u); <1>(-u) ==I- <I>(u). 

B. Limit 

~(u) 

-----
o.99I So 

·995 34 
·997 44 
·998 65 
·999 3I 
·999 66 
·999 84 
·999 928 
·999 968 
·999 996 6 

0.999 999 7I 

+D40-5. Let an infinite sequence of elements of any kind be given, 
e.g., E,, E., E 3, etc. (so that for every positive integer n there is exactly 
one nth member E,. in the sequence; but the same element may occur at 
different places, e.g., E 3 may be the same as E 5). A subsequence of the 
given sequence is a final segment of it = nt it consists of all members of the 
given sequence from some one member on, in the original order (e.g., 
E5, E6, E 7, etc.). 

+D40-6. Let f be a function from natural numbers to real numbers, 
which is defined either for all natural numbers or at least for an infinite 
subsequence of them, say n,, n., n3 , etc. (Hence, for any natural num
ber n as argument, for which f is defined, its value f(n) is a real number, 
and the valuesj(o),j(I),j(2), etc., orf(nx),J(n.),J(n3), etc., form an in
finite sequence of real numbers, which we call the !-sequence.) 

a. The real number r is the limit of the function f for increasing n, or, 
the limit of the !-sequence (in symbols: 'r = lim J(n) ') = nt for every ,...,.(X) 
positive real number q (however small it may be chosen), there is a 
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final segment of the !-sequence which lies entirely within the inter

val r ± q. 
b. Thej-sequence (or the function f) is convergent (otherwise, divergent) 

= nf there is a real number which is the limit of this sequence. 

In the following theorems Tr and T2, 'lim( .. )' is short for' lim( .. )'. ,._,.(X) 
T40-21. Let fx and j. be convergent functions of the kind described 

in D6. 
a. lirb (j1 (n) + f,(n)) = limfx(n) + limj.(n). 
b. lim (f,(n) - j.(n)) = limfx(n) - limj.(n). 
c. lim (fx(n) Xj.(n)) = limf,(n) X limj.(n). . 
d. If all members of the f 1-sequence or of a final segment of it are equal 

tor, then limfx(n) = r. 
e. If every member of thefx-sequence or of a final segment of it is equal 

to the corresponding member of the f.-sequence or of a final segment 

of it, then limfx(n) = limfin) . 
f. If for every min a final segment of the sequence of natural numbers 

fx(m) ~ j.(m), then limj1(n) ~ limj.(n). 

T40-22. Let r and m be constants, i.e., have the same valu_e for all 
members of the sequence n = r, 2, etc. Let r be an arbitrary positive real 
number, and m an arbitrary positive integer. 

a. lim (r/nY = o. 
b. lim (r/nm) = o. 

C. Infinite Cardinal Numbers 

D40-8. Recursive definition for 'a .. '. (We shall use only 'ao', 'ax', 

and 'a.'.) 
a. ao = nt the cardinal number of the class of natural numbers. A class 

or property with the cardinal number ao is called denumerable. 

b .... 
• an+I =nf 2 • 

[Assuming the general continuum hypothesis, from which it follows 
that 2"" is the cardinal number next higher than a,., our alpha-numbers 

a a etc are the smallest infinite cardinal numbers in order of mag-
o, I' •' 

nitude, and hence are the same as Cantor's aleph-numbers. We prefer 
the letter alpha for typographical convenience.] 

T40-25. 
a. A class or property is denumerable, i.e., it has the cardinal number 

a
0

, if and only if there is a one-one correlation between its elements 
and the natural numbers, in other words, if its elements can be or-
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dered in an infinite ~equence (in the sense of D 5) without repetitions. 
b. Each of the followmg classes has the cardinal number a

1
: ( 1) the 

class of all classes of natural numbers; (2) the class of all real num- • 
hers; (3) the class of the real numbers in any interval (of positive 
len~th); (4). the class of all points on a straight line. (For this reason, 
ar IS sometimes called the cardinal number of the continuum.) 

c. Each of the following classes has the cardinal number a
2

: ( 1) the 
class of all classes of real numbers; (2) the class of all functions of 
real numbers. 

T~0-26. Let JL be an infinite cardinal number, and n a positive finite 
cardmal number (a natural number > o). 

a. JL + n = JL - n = JL. , 

b. nJL = JL. 

c. aoar = al. 
d. JL" = I. 

e. /J.n = JL. 

D. Combinatorics 

T40-29. Permutations. 

+a. The num~er of permutations of n elements (i.e., ways of ordering the 
elem~n.ts In a hnear order, in other words, finite sequences without 
repetitions) is n!. 

Explana!i~~· .There are n.possibilities of choosing an element as the first, then 
n - I possibilities of c~~~s~ng one of the n - I remaining elements as the sec
ond, then n- 2 possibilities for the third, etc.; hence altogether n(n- I) 
(n- 2) •.. = n!. 

b. For a given class of n elements, the number of one-one correlations 
having the given class both as domain and as converse domain is n! 
(From (a).) 

The following theorems T3 r, T32, and T33 refer to the possible ways 
for dist.ributing 11 (or n) elements among JL (or m) mutually exclusive 
~ro?erties. Let u.s call (here only) two such distributions of elements sta
tistically equal, If the one distribution assigns to each of the properties 
t~e. same ~umber of elements as the other distribution; otherwise, sta
tistically difier~nt. If the number of the elements in question is a finite 
number n, an~ If these elements are individuals in one of our systems 2 and 
hence are designated ?Y n in in 2, and if the m properties are designated 
~y the molec~lar. p~edicates of a division in 2 (D25-4), then any distribu
tiOn of the n Individuals can be described by a sentence in 2 of the kind 

-

I 
1 

L 
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which we have called (D26-6a) an individually specified description of a 
distribution or, for short, an individual distribution for the n in. Statisti
cally equal distributions of individuals are described by isomorphic in
dividual distributions (meaning here sentences) for the in. And the com
mon statistical features of statistically equal distributions of individuals 
are described by a sentence which we have called (D26-6c) a statistical 
description of a distribution or, for short, a statistical distribution for the 
in. Now the essential point in the earlier definitions mentioned (D26-6a 
and c) is that they have been framed in such a way that for every distri
bution of the individuals there is exactly one sentence called an individual 
distribution for the in. That is the reason why T3rc states the same num
ber as T3ra, and T3ri the same as T3rd; and, further, T32b the same as 
T32a, and T32e the same as T32c. Similarly, every one of the statistically 
different kinds of statistically equal distributions of individuals is de
scribed by exactly one sentence called a statistical distribution for the in. 
Therefore, T33b states the same number as T33a. 

T40-31. Individual distributions. Let 11 and JL be any finite or infinite 
cardinal numbers, and n and m be finite. 
+a. The number of possible distributions of 11 elements among JL prop

erties is /J.•. 

Explanation. There are p. possibilities of placing the first element, likewise 
JL for the second, etc.; hence altogether JL X p. x· ... = p.•. -

All the following items are simple corollaries of (a). 
b. The number of functions which have one of JL values for each of 11 

arguments is JL•. (From (a).) 
c. The number of individual distributions (sentences, in the sense of 

D26-6a) in 2 for n given in with respect to a given division of m predi
cates is mn. (From (a).) 

d. The number of possible distributions of 11 elements among two classes . . IS 2 • 

e. The number of functions which have one of two values for each of 
11 arguments is 2•. (From (b).) 

f. The number of lines in a table with n arguments and two values 
(e.g., the truth-values in a truth-table (§ 2rB), or the values + 
and - in the table of Q-predica_tes, A3r-r) is 2n. (From (e).) 

g. The number of selections which contain exactly one element from 
each of 11 mutually exclusive pairs of elements is 2·. (From (d).) 

h. The number of subclasses of a given class K with 11 elements (in
cluding the null class and K itself) is 2•. (From (d).) 
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i. The number of individual distributions (sentences) in ~ for n given 
in with respect to the division of 'M' and '"'M' is 2". (From (c).) 

k. The number of possible distributions of n elements among m prop
erties (n ~ m) such that none of the properties is empty is as fol
lows if m ~ 2 (form = I, the number is I): .,_, 
(I) exactly .:E [(-I)k(m- k)"(r)]; 

·-· 
(2) approximation for the case that n is large in relation to m: 

m"[I- m(m;T]. 

1. The number of possible distributions of n elements among m pro~
erties such that p specified properties are empty and the others are 
not (n ~ m- p) is as follows if m- p ~ 2 (for m- p = I, the 
number is I): 

WI-P-I 

(t) exactly .:E [(-I/(m- p- k)"(m;P)]; ._, 

(2) approximation for the case that n is large in relation to m: 

(m- pt[I- (m- p)(m;~; 1)"]. (From (k).) 

m. (I), (2), (3). The number of possible distributions of n elements 
among m properties such that exactly p properties (no matter 
which ones) are empty (n ~ m- p) is equal to the number specified 
under (1), form (I) or (2) or (3), respectively, multiplied by (;). 
(From (l); cf. T32d.) 

T40-32. Individual distributions with given numbers. 
+a. The number of those (statistically equal) distributions of n individu

als among m properties which assign n 1 individuals to the first prop
erty, n. to the second, ... and nm to the mth (where n

1 
+ n. + ... 

+ ) • nl nm = n lS 11, 1, 1 •.. n.,l• 

Exflanation. If ~e n i~dividuals are ordered in a sequence, we may decide 
to assign the first n, 1ndiv1duals to the first property, the next n

2 
to the second, 

etc., and the last n .. to the mth. In this way every ordering of the individuals 
determines uniquely a distribution with the required numbers n,, n,, etc. How
ever, many different orderings determine the same distribution. If a certain 
order o~ t~e n. individuals is given, we obtain another order determining the 
s~me d1stnbubon by rearranging the first n, individuals (the number of pos
Sible arrangements for them is n,!, T2ga); then the next n

2 
individuals, etc.; 

-
, 

L 
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finally the last n .. individuals. Thus each distribution with the given numbers 
is determined by n,!n,! ... n .. ! distinct ways of ordering the n individuals. 
There are altogether n! such ways (T2ga). Therefore the number of distribu
tions with the given numbers is n!/(n,!n,! ... n..!). 

b. The number of (mutually isomorphic) individual distributions (sen
tences) in ~ for n given in with respect to a given division of m predi
cates 'M/, 'M.', ... , 'Mm', with the cardinal numbers n1, n., ... , 
nm, is ,,1,t: ..... 1 • (From (a).) 

c. The number of (statistically equal) distributions of n individuals 
among two properties with the cardinal numbers nx and n. is 

;;jb = (;.) = (:_). (From (a).) 
d. The number of subclasses with n, elements of a given class with n 

elements (often called combinations of n elements taken nx at a time) 
is(;,). (From (c).) 

e. The number of (mutually isomorphic) individual distributions (sen
tences) in ~ for n given in with respect to the division of 'M' and 
'"'M' with the cardinal numbers nx and n. is(~). (From (c).) 

f. Let the class K have the infinite cardinal number 11, and let n be a 
positive finite number. The number of subclasses of K with n ele
ments is 11. 

g. Let 11 be an infinite cardinal number. The number of (statistically 
equal) distributions of 11 individuals among two classes such that 
each class contains 11 individuals is 2". 

h. The .number of ways of choosing nx elements from a given class of n 
elements and ordering them (sometimes called permutations of n ele
ments taken n 1 at a time) is (:_)nx! = <,~1 

... >1 = [:.]. (From (d), 
T29a.) 

i. Let m predicates 'Mx', ... , 'Mm' form a division. Let K be a class 
of n individuals, of which nx have the property Mx, n. M., ... , 
nm M m· Then the number of those subclasses of K which contain s 
individuals, and among them si (i = I, ... , m) with the property 
M i, is G:) (::) ... (:,:). (From (d).) 

T40-33. Statistical distributions. 
a. The number of statistically different kinds of distributions of n in

dividuals among m properties is ("!,'~."; 1
), i.e., 

(n + m- I)!/n!(m- I)!. 

Explanation. The distributions in question may be represented by serial pat
terns consisting of n dots and m - I strokes as follows: the number of individu
als which have the first property is indicated by the number of dots preceding 
the first stroke; that of the second property by the dots between the first and 
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second stroke, etc.; finally, that of the mth property by the dots following the 
last stroke. (For examl?le, t~e pattern' ... // ./' indicates the numbers ,3, o, 
I, ofor.the four prope~ties.) 1 herefore the number sought is equal to the number 
of possible pat~erns ~nth n ~ots and m - I strokes. These patterns may be pro- '' 
duced by startmg With a senes of n + m - I dots and then replacing a subclass 
of m - I of them b~ ~trokes. The number of these subclasses is ("i;.~:; ') 
(T32d); therefore, th1s IS also the number of possible patterns. 

b. The nUI~ber of statistical distributions (sentences, in the sense of 
D26-6c) m 2 for n given in with respect to a given division with m 
predicates is ("! ~; '). (From (a).) 

c. The number of statistically different distributions of n individuals 
a~o~g m properties such that none of the properties is empty is 
(m_,). . , 

. Exflanation .. We first assign to each property one individual. Then the dis
tnbut!Ons descnbed are made by distributing the remaining n - m individuals 
among them properties. There are (Cn-r::_+,m-x) ways of doing this (a). 

d. The number of statistically different distributions of n individuals 
among m properties such that p specified properties are empty and 
the others are not is (m~;.:,). (From (c).) · 

e. The number of statistically different distributions of n individuals 
am?ng m properties such that exactly p properties (no matter 
wh1ch ones) are empty is (;')(m~;.:,). (From (d), T32d.) 

j 

CHAPTER IV 

THE PROBLEM OF INDUCTIVE LOGIC 

This chapter contains some general, preliminary discussions concerning the 
nature of inductive logic and the problems of its possibility and use. These dis

.· cussions are intended to remove some obstacles and prepare the way for the 
construction of a system of inductive logic, which we shall begin in the next 
chapter. 

Inductive logic is here conceived as the theory of an explicatum for proba
bility,. The logical concept of probability, as explicandum is explained by in
terpreting it not only as evidential support but also as a fair betting quotient 
and as an estimate of relative frequency(§ 4I). In this connection the problem 
of the presuppositions of the inductive method is discussed (§ 41F). The anal
ogy between probability, and probability. (relative frequency) is discussed, 
and the change in the meaning of the word 'probability', which originally had 
only the sense of probability, and later acquired the second sense of probability 2 , 

is explained ( § 42). Many philosophers have doubts whether inductive logic, and 
especially quantitative inductive logic, is possible, and some even assert its 
impossibility. Various reasons given for these beliefs are here discussed. They 
are often based on misconceptions of the nature and task of inductive logic. An 
attempt to clarify this nature is made by pointing out the close analogy between 
inductive and deductive logic and the lack of effective procedures for solving 
the chief problems in both these branches of logic (§ 43). A distinction is made 
between logical and methodological problems both-for deduction and for induc
tion; inductive logic has only the task of solving the logical problems. The prin
cipal kinds of inductive inference are explained (§ 44). Against those whose 
opposition to inductive logic is based on their general suspicions against ab
stractions, the usefulness and even indispensability of abstractions is empha
sized, and it is shown that inductive logic, although based upon a simplified 
schema, is nevertheless applicable to problems in the actual world (§ 45). It 
must be admitted that the scientist's choice of a suitable hypothesis for the ex
planation of observed events is determined by factors of many different kinds. 
However, inductive logic has the task of representing the logical factors only, 
not those of a methodological or practical nature. The assertion that even the 
logical factors are in principle inaccessible to measurement can hardly be main
tained (§ 46). On the other hand, even if we succeed in assigning numerical 
values to the logical factors, the task of determining how they should influence 
the degree of confirmation c involves great difficulties. Therefore the doubts 
whether it is possible to solve the task, to give an adequate definition of c, seem 
understandable; however, the attempts so far made to prove the impossibility 
fall short of their aim (§ 47). Incidentally, the question is discussed how the 
concept of probability, is used in practical life and in science; it seems that it is 
used in a quantitative way within a much wider domain than the skeptics real
ize. This psychological fact concerning the use of the explicandum does not, of 
course, solve the logical problem of the possibility of a quantitative explicatum; 
nevertheless, it may encourage us to look for such an explicatum (§ 48). Assum
ing that quantitative inductive logic is possible, could it be usefully applied? 

I6I 
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Its application has some essential limitations and involves certain difficulties 
which are similar to ~ut sti~l grea~er than those connected with deductive logic. 
On the other hand, mduct1ve log1c can be of great help within the theoretical 
domain o~ science, especially in cases where statistical descriptions and infer
~nces ~re mvolved. Its development will also help to clarify the foundations of 
md.uctlOn and thereby of the whole scientific method. Furthermore, inductive 
logic can and must be applied in order to serve, on the basis of our experiences 
as a "guide of life" (§ 49). The problem of how a rule can be laid down forth~ 
?eterm~nation ?f pra~tical decisions with the help of inductive logic is discussed 
m deta1l. The mduct1ve concept of an estimate plays an imporiant part in a 
rule of this kind (§§so, 51). 

In the last part of this chapter some more technical questions concerning c 
are discussed. It is explained why we take as arguments of c sentences rather 
than propositions or events, as is customary(§ 52). Some conventions are laid 
do:nn which state certain fundamental, generally accepted properties of c (§53). 
W1th the help of these conventions, it is shown how our problem of defining an 
ad~qu~te fu~ction c for all language systems ~ can be reduced to the problem of 
ass1gmng smtable numbers to the state-descriptions (8) in the finite systems ~N. 
Further, .some additio~al requirements for care laid down (§54). The results 
of these mf~rmal cons1derat10ns are meant merely as signposts to guide our 
steps when, m the next chapter, we shall begin the systematic construction of a 
quantitative inductive logic. 

§ 41. The Logical Concept of Probability 

Some f~rther explanations ar~ ~iven concerning the meaning of probability, 
as an explican?um .. A. In our ongmal explanation, probability, was taken as a 
measur~ of ev1dent1al support. B. The value of probability, for a hypothesis h 
may be mterpreted as a fair betting quotient for a bet on h. C. Let h be the pre
diction tha~ the individual b has the property M; let b belong to the class K,· 
let t~e relative frequency of M in. K be r. If r is known, then r is the fair betting 
q~otlent. for a be~ on h .. D. If r IS not known, then the estimate r' of r is the 
fau .bettmg ~uot1ent. Smce the probability, of h was interpreted as the fair 
bettm~ quotient, we rna~ in the present case interpret the probability, of has 
the es~1mate of the relative frequency of M in K. In a more general way the 
D:umer1cal value of probability, may be interpreted as the estimate of the rela
t~ve frequency of truth among given equiprobable hypotheses. The logical rela
tiOn between probabil~ty, and_ the gen~ral co1_1cept of the estimate of a magni
tude. (~s exphcanda~ IS explamed; th1s relat10n will later be utilized for the 
d~~mt10n of an exphcatum for the concept of estimate (§ 100A). Since proba
bility. ~e~ns the relat~ve frequency i~ the long run, the probability, of a singu
l~r. pred1ct10n c~ncermng M may be Interpreted as the estimate of the proba
bility. of M. Th1s clos~ relation between the two concepts of probability is the 
reason for a _far-rea~hmg an~logy between ce_rtain theorems concerning these 
concepts. Th1s relat10n also g1ves a psychological explanation for the fact that 
many autho~s. since the classical period seem sometimes to shift inadvertently 
~rom probab1hty, to probability •. This is presumably the case when the authors 
mfer a frequency from a probability or speak about unknown probabilities or 
th~ chance of a certain probability. E. Our conception is in agreement with 
~e.lchenbach's an~lysis of his two explicanda, the frequency concept of proba
bility a~d th~ log1cal c~ncept. of probability or weight. But it is not in agree
ment w1th Reichenbach s explication of the latter concept, because he identifies 

~ 
~: 
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this concept (like the former) with relative frequency instead of the estimate of 
relative frequency. F. What is needed as a presupposition for the validity of the 
inductive method and the justification of its application in determining practical 
decisions is not the principle of the uniformity of the world but only the state
ment that the uniformity is probable on the basis of the available evidence. This 
statement is an analytic statement in inductive logic and hence not in need of 
empirical confirmation. Thus the apparent vicious circle, which many philoso
phers believe to be involved in the validation of the inductive method, dis
appears. 

We have previously (in chap. ii) distinguished two meanings of the word 
'probability': the first ('probability/) means weight of evidence or 
strength of confirmation, the second ('probability,') means relative fre
quency. The chief topic of this book is the problem of an explication of 
prooability,. As explained earlier (§ 8), this problem may be approached 
on three different levels; we may try to define an explicatum for proba
bility, in any one of the following three forms: 

(i) a classificatory concept of confirmation ('the hypothesis h is con
firmed by the evidence e') ; 

(ii) a comparative concept of confirmation ('k is confim1ed bye at least 
as highly as h' by e"); 

(iii) a quantitative concept of confirmation, the concept of degree of con
firmation ('It is confirmed bye to the degree r'). 

If a satisfactory cxplicatum of the kind (iii) could oe found, it would ob
viously be the most desirable solution of our problem. A theory of the con
cept of degree of confirmation, founded upon an explicit definition of this 
concept, would constitute a quantitative inductive logic. If a satisfactory 
quantitative explicatum is not found or-as some authors believe-can 
never be found, then we should have the more modest task of defining a 
comparative explicatum. This would lead to a comparative inductive logic. 

This chapter will contain preliminary discussions clearing the ground 
for the later construction of a quantitative inductive logic. The nature and 
meaning of probability1 as an explicandum will be clarified. Some circum
stances will be examined which seem to make the task of a quantitative 
explication of probability, difficult or, in the opinion of some philosophers, 
even insoluble. The possibility of applying inductive logic for the determi
nation of practical decisions will be examined. And, finally, some steps will 
be outlined for the construction of inductive logic. In later chapters, sys
tems of inductive logic both in a quantitative and in a comparative form 
will be developed. 

For any quantitative explicatum for probability,-not only for the one 
we shall define later-we use the term 'degree of confirmation' or often 
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briefly 'confirmation', when the context makes sufficiently clear that the 
degree of confirmation is meant and not the act of confirming; as symbol, 
likewise in the metalanguage, we use 'c'. Thus, 'c(h,e) = r' is merely a 
shorter formulation for 'the degree of confirmation (or: the confirmation) 
of h on the evidence e is r'; 'c' is often also used within a word sentence as 
abbreviation for '(degree of) confirmation'. 

In the present section we shall explain in greater detail the nature and 
meaning of probability,, the logical concept of probability. These explana
tions are not yet meant as an explication but merely as a clarification of 
the explicandum. Such a clarification is a necessary preparation for the 
later task of explication. In order to judge whether a proposed concept is 
adequate as an explicatum for a given explicandum, we must be sufficient-· 
ly clear as to what we mean by the explicandum. 

The concept of probability, will be explained in this section from three 
different points of view. The probability, of a hypothesis h with respect to 
given evidence e represents 

(A) a measure of the evidential support given to h by e; 
(B) a fair betting quotient; 
(C) an estimate of relative frequency. 

A. Probability, as a Measure of Evidential Support 

The first aspect of probability, is the one explained earlier (§§ 8-10). 
To say that the probability, of h on e is high means that e gives strong 
support to the assumption of h, that h is highly confirmed by e, or, in 
terms of application to a knowledge situation: if an observer X knows e, 
say, on the basis of direct observations, and nothing else, then he has good 
reasons for expecting the unknown facts described by h. 

Although this explanation may be said to outline the primary and sim
plest meaning of probability,, it alone is hardly sufficient for the clarifica
tion of probability, as a quantitative concept. For a comparative use, es
pecially in the simpler cases involving three instead of four arguments 
(§ 8, examples (b) and (c)), the explanation seems fairly clear. Scientists 
use and understand statements to the effect that one assumption h, is 
more highly confirmed by given observations ethan another one h2 • But 
it is not immediately clear what it should mean to say that h, is twice as 
much confirmed bye than h2; and still less clear what it might mean to 
say that the strength of support given to h bye is 3/4 or even that it is 5· 
(Why should this not be a possible value?) 

One might perhaps say that under certain plausible assumptions the 
meanings of numerical values for the strength of support become clear. 
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Let us assume (i) that this strength is to be measured by nonnegative 
numbers ~I, and (ii) that, if two hypotheses h, and h. are L-exclusive, 
then the support given by e to h, V h, is to be measured by the sum of the 
numbers which measure the support given bye to h, and to h. separately. 
If now we know the meaning of the comparative concepts of stronger sup
port and of equal support, we may obtain an interpretation for numerical 
values of the strength of support as follows. Suppose h and "'h are equally 
supported by e. Since h V "'h is L-true, no sentence can be more certain 
on· any evidence. Therefore the strength of support for h V "'h on e must 
have the highest possible value, which is I, according to (i). According to 
(ii), this is the sum of the values for hand for "'h separately. Since these 
two values are equal, each is I/2. Similarly, if we haven hypotheses which 
are such that necessarily one and only one of them must hold (in technical 
terms, they are L-disjunct and L-exclusive in pairs, D2o-Ie and g) and 
which are equally supported by e, then the strength of support by e for 
each of.them is I/n, and that for a disjunctionjm of m of them is m/n. To 
say of any other hypothesis h' that it is supported bye to the degree m/11 
means that h' andjm are equally supported by e. In this way we obtain an 
interpretation for rational numbers of the interval (o, I) as values of the 
strength of support in certain cases and thus of probability, as a quantita
tive concept. 

I think the reasoning just outlined is correct once the assumptions (i) 
and (ii) are accepted. However, with respect to the 'concept of strength of 
evidential support, these two assumptions are entirely arbitrary. True, it 
is customary to make these assumptions in theories of probability,, and 
we shall make them too in our system to be constructed later. But in order 
to show that these assumptions express essential features of probability,, 
we have to go beyond an explanation of this concept as strength of evi
dential support. This will be seen by the following discussions of the sec
ond and the third aspects of probability,. 

B. Probability, as a Fair Betting Quotient 

Since the classical period of the theory of probability, games of chance 
and bets have very frequently served as convenient examples of a~)plica
tion and, moreover, have often been used for the purpose of explaining 
the very meaning of the concept of probability in the sense of probability,. 
Among contemporary authors, Borel and Reichenbach especially have 
made extensive use of betting situations in the clarification of probability. 
. A bet, in the widest sense, may be regarded as a contract between two 

partners X, and X, to the effect that X, promises to confer a certai.'n bene-
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fit upon X. if a certain prediction h is not fulfilled, and x. promises a bene
fit to X, in the case of h. We assume that the benefits promised in any bet 
by X, and X2 are amounts of money, u, and u2, called the stakes. u, and u, , 
are nonnegative; in general, both are positive; but we admit also the two 
ext~e~e cases that either u, or u2 is o, but not both; hence u, + u, is always 
positive. We look at the result from the point of view of X,: in the favor
able case, that is, if his true, he wins the amount u,; if his false, he loses 
u, or, as we shall say for the sake of a more uniform terminology, he wins 
-u,. We call the ratio u, : u, the betting ratio (usually called the odds) 
and u,/(u, + u,) the betting quotient. If the betting quotient q is given 
the betting ratio is obviously q : (I - q); only this ratio, not the amount~ 
u, ~nd u, themselves, is determined by q. We assume that X, and X, pool 
the1r knowledge before they make a bet concerning h; let e express their 
common body of information. The statement 

'The probability, of h with respect to the evidence e has the value q' 

can now be interpreted as saying that a bet on h with a betting quotient q 
for th~ t_wo bettors whose ~nowledge is e is a fair bet. A bet is fair or equi
table If It does not favor either partner. Therefore the probability state
ment means that if a person is permitted to choose either the side of X, 
(i.e., be~tin? on h with q) or the side of X. (i.e., betting on ,...._,h with I - q), 
one choice Is as good as the other. It follows that if a person is offered a 
cheaper bet on h, i.e., with a betting quotient less than the probability, 
value q, it is advisable for him to accept it (with a certain qualification to 
be explained later); if he is offered a higher bet, it is advisable to reject it. 

The interpretation of probability, as a fair betting quotient is in accord 
with its first interpretation as evidential support, because the stronger the 
support given to h by e is, the higher can a bet on h be. But this second 
interpretation is more specific than the first because it leads to numerical 
values. The question as to how a value of probability, as a fair betting 
quotient is to be determined has not yet been answered; we shall soon come 
back to it. Nevertheless, we shall see now that the second interpretation 
leads immediately to two simple results concerning the values. 

The stakes u, and u, may be any nonnegative numbers. Since q = 
u,j(u, + u,), o ~ q ~ I (if u, = o and u, > o, q = o; if u, > o and 
u. = o, q = I). Thus the interpretation of probability, as a fair betting 
quotient leads to this result: 

(I) The values of probability, belong to the interval (o, I) both ;nd 
points included. ' 

This justifies the assumption (i) mentioned above under (A). 
If X, bets against X, on h with q = u,j(u, + u,), then this is for X. a 
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bet on "'h with the betting quotient u./(u, + u.) = I - q. A bet is fair 
if it favors neither partner; therefore a fair bet is fair for both partners. 
It follows that, if q is a fair betting quotient for h on e, then r - q is a 
fair betting quotient for ,...._,hone. Since the probability, of hone is meant 
as a fair betting quotient for h on e, the following holds: 

(2) If the probability, of h on e is q, the probability, of "'h on e is 
I- q. 

C. Probability, and Relative Frequency 

We have said that probability, may be regarded as detern1ining a fair 
betting quotient. But the latter concept is itself in need of further clarifica
tion. We shall now try to throw some light on it, at least for the most im
portant kind of betting situation, namely, the case where the hypothesis h 
is a singular sentence saying that a particular individual, say, b, has a 
certain property, say, M. 

In order to judge the fairness or bias of a bet between X, and X. con
cerning h, we regard it as an element of a whole set of n similar bets con
cerning the n individuals of a class K, one of which is b. e is supposed to be 
such that it does not say for any individual in K whether or not it has the 
property M or any other factual property. We consider the case where X, 
makes n simultaneous bets with X,; for every individual x inK, X, bets 
u, against u,, hence with the betting quotient q = u,j(u, + u,), that x 
has the property M. Suppose that actually rn of the n individuals in K 
are M, whether the two bettors know it or not; hence the relative fre
quency of MinK is r. What will be the final result after all individuals of 
K have been observed and all debts paid? X, wins rn bets; thus he re
ceives the amount of rnu,. He loses (r - r)n bets; thus he has to pay 
(I - r)nu,. Therefore, his total balance is rnu, - (r - r)nu, = 
n(u, + u.)(r - q). Since u, + u, is always positive, X, will come out 
with a gain if q < r; with a loss if q > r; and just even if q = r. 

Let us assume that X, is a rational bettor who is not willing to pay a 
price merely for the fun of the excitement, as a player in a commercial lot
tery does. He makes a bet only if it is not unfavorable in view of his 
chance, and he determines his chance in each case with the help of rational 
inductive methods on the basis of the evidence e available to him. X, is 
likewise supposed to be a rational bettor. How will a bet between the 
two then be made? 

We consider first the case that the common knowledge e contains the 
· information that exactly rn of the n elements of K are M, although it is 
not known which elements are M. It is clear that in this case the two bet-
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tors will not make the set of n bets concerning K with any betting quo
tient q different from r. For if q > r, the bet is unfavorable for X

1
• He will 

not make the set of those bets in this case because, as we have seen, that 
would with certainty lead to a loss in the final balance. If he makes only 
a part of the bets or perhaps only one, then the over-allloss is not certain, 
a gain is possible. Nevertheless, Xx, being a rational bettor, will not even 
conclude one bet with any q greater than the known r because it is un
favorable for him in this sense: it is one case out of a whole class of logically 
similar cases for which the mean result is a loss. Similarly, X

2 
will not 

make a bet with q < r. Thus the only possibility for a bet is one on the 
basis of q = r. There is no point for Xx and X 2 in making the totality of n 
bets with this quotient because the end result is foreseeable with certainty: 
neither will gain or lose anything. But they might conclude one bet or 
a proper part of all the bets with q = r. In this case the result is uncertain, 
as it ought to be in a genuine bet; and the betting quotient is fair, that is, 
not clearly favorable to either side. 

Thus we have obtained the following result. If the relative frequency 
of M in a class to which b belongs is known to be r, then the fair betting 
quotient for the hypothesis that b is M, and hence the probability~ of 
this hypothesis, is r. 

D. Probabiliiyx as an Estimate of Relative Frequency 

Now we shall consider the more frequent and more interesting case that 
the two bettors have no knowledge about the relative frequency r of M 
inK. Xx knows that the final balance for the total class of bets depends 
upon this value r. If he knew this value, he would regard it as a fair bet
ting quotient, as we have seen. Since he does not know the value, he will 
try, if possible, to make an estimate of it on the basis of his knowledge e 
of observations of other things and regard this estimate as a fair betting 
quotient. Since the probabilityx of h on e is intended to represent a fair 
betting quotient, it will not seem implausible to require that the prob
ability~ of h on e determine an estimate of the relative frequency of MinK. 
Thus we shall try to interpret the statement 'The probabilityx of the as
sumption that b isM with respect to the evidence e not mentioning b is q' as 
saying that the estimate with respect to e of the relative frequency of M 
in a class K of individuals not mentioned in e is q. However, before we can 
accept this interpretation, a closer examination will be necessary. In par
ticular, we shall have to clarify the concept of an estimate, and then we 
must show that the interpretation of probability~ just given is in accord 
with the interpretations given earlier. 
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To find an estimate u' of the unknown value u of a magnitude on the 
basis of given evidence e is an inductive procedure, not a deductive one, 
because there is no certainty that the estimate u' is equal or even near to 
the actual value u. The concept of estimate is indeed one of the most im
portant concepts of inductive logic; it will be discussed in detail later 
(chap. ix). At the present moment it may be sufficient to indicate briefly 
the connection between the general concept of the estimate of a magnitude 
and probability1 • Suppose that it is known, either by the definition of the 
magnitude in question or by the information e, that there are n possible 
values of the magnitude, say, u,, u., ... , Un. Then we may take as the 
estimate of u with respect toe the weighted mean of these possible values 
with probability, as weight. This we call the probability,-weighted mean 
or, briefly, the probability,-mean. (The probability,-mean is, in the ter
minology of the classical theory of probability, the expectation value of 
the magnitude.) Hence we define as follows: 

(3) The estimate (more explicitly, the probability,-mean estimate) of 
the unknown value of a magnitude with respect to given evidence 
e = Df the probabilityx-mean, that is, the sum of the products 
formed by multiplying each of the possible values of the magnitude 
with the probabilityx of its occurrence wit~ respect to e. 

Throughout this chapter we shall understand the term 'estimate' always 
in the sense defined by (3). Note that (3) gives merely a clarification of the 
term 'estimate' as an explicandum, not yet an explication, because the 
term 'probability,' is so far not explicated. (Later we shall explicate prob
ability, by the degree of confirmation c (chap. v) and hence the prob
ability,-mean by the c-mean as estimate-function (chap. ix).) As an ex
ample, suppose that the possible gain for Xx in a game or business ven
ture is known to be either gx or g •. The actual gain g is unknown. We as
sume that Xx is able to determine the value of probability, for any 
hypothesis with respect to any possible evidence and, in particular, with 
respect to the evidence actually available to him. If, with respect to the 
available knowledge e, the two possible outcomes have equal probability,, 
the estimate g' of the gain is g,/2 + g2/2 = (gx + g.)/2, hence the arith
metic mean. If, however, the probability, of g, is 3/4 and hence that of g. 
1/4, then g' is 3g,j4 + g./4. g' represents for Xx the money value of his 
share in the game or business. As a rational man he is not willing to buy 
this share for more than g' nor to sell it for less. 

Let us now apply the concept of estimate as defined by (3) to the set of 
n bets described under (C). We found that if Xx makes these bets with the 
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betting quotient q (= ui/(ui + u.)) and the relative frequency of Min 
K is r, then his total gain g (positive or negative) will be n(ui + u.) (r - q). 
There ate n + I possible values of the number m of individuals in K 
which are M (o, I, 2, ... , n) and hence n + I possible values of r = m/n 
and of g = n(ui + u.) (r - q). Each of these n + I possible cases has a 
certain probabilityi with respect to e. Thus XI can determine, according 
to (3), the estimate m' of m, the estimate r' of r, and the estimate g' of g 
with respect to e. It can easily be shown on the basis of the definition (3) 
that, no matter what the particular probabilityi values are, the following 
equations hold: 

(4) r' = m'/n; 
(s) g' = n(ui + u.)(r'- q). 

[The reason is that r is a linear function of m, and g is a linear function of 
r; cf. Tioo-s on the basis of Dioo-r.] Consequently, X 1 will reject any 
offered bet with a betting quotient q > r' because the estimate g' of his 
gain would be negative; he may accept a bet with q ~ r'. Thus the situa
tion here is similar to that discussed earlier in which r was known, but it 
is not quite the same. In the former situation Xx knew that the total set 
of bets with q = r will leave him without gain or loss, and the set with 
q < r will result in a final gain. In the present situation, however, the re
sult of the total set of bets with q = r' cannot be foreseen; the estimate r' 
of the relative frequency may be greater than its actual value r, and in 
this case the total result will be a loss. But there is also the possibility 
of a gain. Thus, in the present situation, not only the outcome of a single 
bet or a few bets is uncertain, but even that of the total set of bets. Since, 
however, uncertainty is of the essence of a bet, this fact alone will not 
deter Xx from betting, provided the conditions of the bet are not un
favorable to him. They are unfavorable to him if q > r', and unfavorable 
to X. if q < r'; they are neither favorable nor unfavorable to either side 
only if q = r'. The bet is fair if and only if the estimate of the gain is zero 
for both partners; and this is the case if and only if the betting quotient 
q for h is equal to r': 

(6) For a bet on the singular prediction that an individual belonging 
to a class K of unknown individuals has the property M on the 
basis of the available knowledge e, the fair betting quotient is the 
estimate of the relative frequency of M in K on the basis of e. 

Here, however, two difficulties seem to appear. Suppose that XI con
siders a bet with X. on the hypothesis that an unknown individual b isM 
on the basis of their common knowledge e. He asks what would be a fair 
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betting quotient for h on e. Let us assume that XI knows how to de
termine values of probabilityi and hence also, according to (3), estimates 
of relative frequency. Our first answer is given by (6): take a class K of n 
unknown individuals containing b and determine the estimate of the 
rt•lative frequency of Min K; this is a fair betting quotient. Here the first 
ditliculty arises: which number n should XI choose, and which class of n 
individuals? What if the estimate has different values for different classes? 
Now it can be shown that the latter case is impossible, because the fol
lowing holds: 

(7) For any given evidence e and any given molecular property M, the 
estimate (probabilityi-mean) of the relative frequency of M in a 
non-empty class K has always the same value no matter how many 
and which individuals belong to K, provided only that e does not 
say anything about these individuals. 

We shall later prove an important theorem (Tio6-Id) to the effect that 
I he independence stated in ( 7) holds generally for a comprehensive class of 
functions (called symmetrical c-functions) containing among others all 
those functions which can be considered as adequate explicata of prob
lthilityi. Thus X 1 will find one value as estimate of the relative frequency 
of M within any class K of unobserved individuals, no matter whether K 
IK :-~mall or consists of the total unobserved part of the universe. 

The second difficulty seems to arise from the fact that we have given 
I wo different rules for the determination of a fair betting quotient for 
II on e: this quotient was equated in (6) to the estimate of the relative 
fn·qucncy but, earlier, to the probabilityi of hone. Now it can be shown 
I hut these two values always coincide: 

(8) Let e be any (non-L-false) evidence, M any molecular property, 
b an individual and K any class of individuals not mentioned in e, 
and h the hypothesis to the effect that b is M, then the estimate 
(probabilityi-mean) of the relative frequency of M in K is equal 
to the probabilityx of h on e. 

This holds likewise generally for the class of functions mentioned above. 

It is easily seen that (8) follows from (7). Let r' be the estimate of the relative 
frequency inK, and r" that in lbl, the class consisting of b alone. Then, ac
cording to (7), r' = r". The relative frequency in lbl has only two possible 
values: I if h is true, o if ,..._,h is true. Therefore, according to (3), r" = I X 
probability, of h on e + o X probability, of ,..._,h on e = probability, of h on e. 
Hence r' = probability, of hone. This is (8). 

The result (8) justifies the earlier interpretation mentioned tentatively: 
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the probabilityr of a singular hypothesis concerning M can be interpreted as 
the estimate of the relative frequency of Min an unknown class K. There
sult (8) is, in fact, a special case of the following: 

(9) Let e be any (non-L-false) evidence and ~i be any non-null class 
of sentences each of which has the same probabilityr-value q with 
respect to e. Then the estimate of the relative frequency of true 
sentences in ~i is equal to q. 

The later theorems corresponding to (8) and (7) (T1o6-1c and d) will 
be derived from a much more general theorem (T1o4-2c) which corre
sponds to (9). While (8) concerns individuals and one given property M, 
in other words, hypotheses which are full sentences of the same predicate 
'M' differing only in the individual constants occurring, (9) refers to a class 
of sentences without restriction; these sentences may have any forms 
whatever, and there may be deductive relations between them (e.g., 
L-implication, L-exclusiveness, or even L-equivalence). The result (9) 
can be used to explain probabilityr as a quantitative concept in terms of 
the following two concepts: (1) probabilityr as a comparative concept 
and, in particular, the relation of one hypothesis hr being equally prob
able to another one h. with respect to the same evidence, and (2) the con
cept of estimation, in particular, the estimate of the frequency of truth 
with respect to a given evidence e. Suppose that X understands these two 
concepts as explicanda; that is to say, he knows roughly what he means by 
them, although he may not be able to explicate them, i.e., to give exact 
rules for their use. T.hen, with the help of (9), we can explain to him 
probabilityr as a quantitative explicandum in the following way: if you 
have a class of s hypotheses which have equal probabilityr one, then take 
as numerical value for the probabilityr of each of them the estimate of the 
relative frequency of truth among them (in other words, the estimate of 
the number of true sentences in the given class, divided by s). Thus the 
common probabilityr value of several hypotheses can be interpreted as the 
estimate of the relative frequency of truth among them. 

In the foregoing discussions we have interpreted the concept of prob
abilityr in terms of an estimate of relative frequency, either of a property 
M among given individuals or of truth among given sentences. These esti
mates are special cases of the general concept of estimate; and this con
cept again was explained in terms of probabilitYr· In a system of defini
tions a circular procedure of this kind would, of course, be inadmissible. 
But our present discussions aim only at a clarification of certain concepts 
as explicanda. In such a clarification it is not only admissible but expedient 
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to go back and forth and in circles, illuminating the network of concepts 
by analyzing the logical relations holding between any two of them. In 
the later construction of a system containing explicata of those explicanda, 
a chain of definitions not involving any circle will be built up. First, the 
regular c-functions (confirmation-functions) will be defined (§ ssA); they 
comprehend possible explicata for probabilityr. With their help, a general 
concept of an estimate7function ('c-mean estimate') will be introduced by 
a definition (D1oo-1) which corresponds to (3) above. The relations be
tween the degree of confirmation and the estimate of relative frequency 
will then be stated by theorems (T104-2c and T106-1c) corresponding to 
(9) and (8). 

If we take a sufficiently large unknown class K, then the relative fre
quency of MinK may be regarded as representing the relative frequency 
"in the long run". But this is the explicandum of probability., the statisti
ml concept of probability. Thus we find an important connection between 
the two probability concepts: in certain cases probabilityr may be regarded 
tiS a~t estimate of probability.. . 

The relation between probability. and probabilityr is hence seen to be 
n :-~pecial instance of the logical relation which holds generally between 
an empirical, e.g., physical, quantitative concept and the corresponding 
Inductive-logical concept of its estimate with respect to given evidence. 
'l'ltis relation explains, on the one hand, the different nature of the two 
probability concepts, but, on the other hand, also the far-reaching anal
o~y between them which we shall repeatedly observe in our further 
cl b-wussions. 

The interpretation of probabilityr as an estimate of relative frequency 
for future observations may help us in clearing up a problem which has 
ht•t•n much discussed since classical times. Consider the following three 
rwu tences: 

(i) 'The available knowledge e contains the information that this die 
has symmetrical shape, and hence in geometrical respects its six 
sides are alike. e does not contain any information concerning other 
respects in which the sides may differ.' 

(ii) 'The probability that any future throw of this die will yield an ace 
is 1/6.' 

(iii) 'If a sufficiently long series of throws of this die is made, the rela
tive frequency of aces will be 1/6.' 

The problem is whether (iii) can be inferred from (ii). Earlier authors 
luwc sometimes made inferences of this kind from probability to relative 

... 
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frequency. They meant the term 'probability' in (ii) in the sense of proba
bility, with respect to the evidence e characterized in (i); this interpreta
tion is clear from their reference to symmetry. On the basis of this inter
pretation, however, no valid inference can lead from (ii) to (iii), because 
the statement (ii) is purely logical while (iii) is factual. Later authors 
have correctly criticized inferences of this kind. This was first done by 
Mises (I9I9), who later said concerning the invalid inference just de
scribed: "I still believe that unearthing the fallacy of the classical argu
ment is the cornerstone of what is called the frequency theory of prob
ability" [Comments 2]. 

On the other hand, let us modify the inference by taking either of the 
following two statements instead of (iii): 

(iv) 'The estimate of the relative frequency of aces in any future series 
of throws of this die is I/6.' 

(v) 'The probability, of the prediction that the relative frequency of 
aces in a future series of throws of this die will be within the small 
interval I/6 ± E is high (and can even be brought as near to I as 
wanted) if the series is made sufficiently long.' 

(iv) does indeed follow from (ii), as is seen from our previous discus
sion. According to classical conceptions, also (v) follows from (ii) in virtue 
of Bernoulli's theorem. (This theorem will be discussed later (§ 96); we 
shall see that it can be applied only under certain restricting conditions, 
which may make its use in the above example questionable; but we may 
leave this problem aside for our present discussion.) Now the inferences 
in question made by earlier authors are usually not formulated in very 
clear and unambiguous terms. The conclusion is seldom formulated in a 
way similar to (iii). Sometimes phrases are used like 'we may anticipa~e' 
or 'it is to be expected' or something similar. In these cases it might not 
be implausible to assume that what the author actually meant is not a 
factual assertion like (iii) but an inductive statement concerning either 
an estimate like (iv) or a high probability, like (v). If so, the author cannot 
be accused of committing the fallacy earlier explained. Those cases in 
which the fallacy of inferring (iii) is actually committed can now be ex
plained psychologically: they arise from a confusion of an estimate of fre
quency with the frequency itself. 

The difference between probability, and probability. may be further 
elucidated by analyzing the sense of the customary references to unknown 
probabilities. The value of a certain probability. may be unknown to us 
at a certain time in the sense that we do not possess sufficient factual 
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information for its calculation. On the other hand, the value of a proba
bility, for two given sentences cannot be unknown in the same sense. (It 
may, of course, be unknown in the sense that a certain logicomathematical 
procedure has not yet been accomplished, that is, in the same sense in 
which we say that the solution of a certain arithmetical problem is at 
present unknown to us.) As we have seen earlier (§ 12B), the classical 
ttuthors on probability deal, on the whole, with probability,. However, 
they sometimes refer to unknown probabilities or to the probability (or 
rhance) of certain probability values, e.g., in formulations of Bayes' theo
rrm. This would not be admissible for probability,. Perhaps the authors 
lwrc inadvertently go over to probability •. Since a probability. value for 
tt ~iven case is a physical fact like a temperature, we may very well inquire 
Into the probability,, on a given evidence, of a certain probability •. How
I'Vl~r, a question about the probability, of a probability, statement has no 
more point than a question about the probability, of the statement that 
3 + 2 = 4 or that 2 + 2 = 5, because a probability, statement is, like 
rut o.rithmetical statement, either L-true or L-false; therefore its proba
bility., with respect to any evidence, is either I oro. 

E. Some Comments on Other Conceptions 

( )n the basis of the preceding discussions it will now be possible to 
dtnify the relation between our conception of probability, and Reichen
htu·h's conception. Since Reichenbach is one of the leading representatives 
of t lte frequency conception, it might at first appear as if our views must 
lu• fllndamentally opposed. However, a closer examination of Reichen-
1 Hirlt ·~ argumentation shows that the two points of view are actually 
q11ill' dose to each other. As long as Reichenbach discusses the two expli
' ltlldn of probability before he proposes his explicatum, our views are in 
ltl-{l't'l'lllent on all basic points. He explains that there are two forms of 
prnlmhility or two kinds of application ([Experience] § 32). The one is 
tht• frequency concept, our probability2. The other is called by him the 
"lo~-ticttl concept of probability" or "weight". When we see that he refers 
111 it ulso as "predictional value" (op. cit., p. 3IS) and says that it is de
lt•l'ltdtw<l not only by the event in question but "also by the state of our 
k 1111wledge", it becomes clear that this explicandum is the satne as, or 
""''wthing similar to, our probability,. Now it is interesting to see that 
l(•·iriii·Hbach's analysis of this concept and its function in determining 
dt•t i~ions, especially in the case of wagers, leads him to the procedure of 
•·~I i 11 Httion ("appraising"); thus he comes very close to our interpretation 
ol probability,. He distinguishes between the actual value and an estimate 
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("appraisal") of a magnitude, e.g., the funds needed for a new factory 
or the spatial distance estimated by an artillery officer (p. 319). This 
analysis is then applied to the case of a wager. "The man who bets on the 
outcome of a boxing match, or a horse race, or a scientific investigation 
... makes use of such instinctive appraisals of the weight; the height of 
his stakes indicates the weight appraised." From his preceding discussions 
it is clear that the magnitude to be estimated in these cases is the rela
tive frequency of events of the kind in question within a reference class 
to which the event referred to in the bet belongs. Therefore, the statement 
quoted may be understood as saying that the bettor's estimate of this 
relative frequency determines the betting quotient at which he is willing 
to make the bet. Thus it seems that Reichenbach is aware of the distinc
tion between the actual relative frequency in the future, which is unknown 
at present, and the estimate of it, and that he recognizes that it is the 
latter, not the former, which determines the bettor's decision concerning 
a betting quotient. Up to this point our views agree. But now Reichenbach 
takes a step which marks the parting of our ways. After identifying prob
ability, in the sense of probability., with relative frequency, he declares 
that weight, that is, probability,, must likewise be explicated by identify
ing it with relative frequency. It seems to me that it would be more in 
accord with Reichenbach's own analysis if his concept of weight were 
identified instead with the estimate of relative frequency. If Reichenbach's 
theory is modified in this one respect, our conceptions would agree in all 
fundamental points. 

Reichenbach criticizes the logical concept of probability, that is, prob
ability,, in the forms in which it has been proposed and systematized by 
Laplace and Keynes. It must be admitted that some of his objections are 
correct. However, Reichenbach cannot reject the concept of probability, 
in our interpretation either because of its alleged apriorism or for any 
other reason, because this concept, at least in certain cases of application, 
coincides with a concept used by Reichenbach himself, namely, the con
cept of an estimate of relative frequency. His own detailed and illuminat
ing discussions of the role of inductive thinking, both in science and in 
everyday life, make it clear how important a systematic theory of estima
tion and, in particular, of the estimation of relative frequency would be. 
In our conception this is one of the tasks of inductive logic. If Reichenbach 
were to add such an inductive theory of estimation to his theory of fre
quency, then, but not otherwise, his system would become complete. This 
follows from a consistent development of his own basic conception. 

Some philosophers believe that the logical concept of probability, super 
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sedes the concept of truth. They regard the latter concept as an illegiti
mate idealization; instead of saying that a given statement is true we 
should say more correctly that it is highly confirmed or highly probable. 
In a similar way Reichenbach ([Experience] §§ 22, 35) believes that the 
values of probability (the logical concept of probability,) ought to take 
the place of the two truth-values, truth and falsity, of ordinary logic, or, 
in other words, that probability logic is a multivalued logic superseding 
the custumary two-valued logic. I think that these views are based on a 
lack of distinction between 'true', on the one hand, and 'known to be true', 
'absolutely certain', 'completely verified', 'confirmed to the maximum de
gree', 'having the probability, r', on the other. The concept expressed by 
I he latter phrases in their strictest sense is indeed an absolutistic concept 
I hat should be replaced by the concept of probability, with its continuous 
t~cu.le of degrees. Both these concepts refer to given evidence; the concept 
of truth, however, does not and thus is seen to be of an entirely different 
nnture, and, hence, values of probability, are fundamentally different from 
I ruth-values. Therefore, inductive logic, although it introduces the con
tinuous scale of probability, values, remains two-valued, like deductive 
logic. While it is true that to the multiplicity of probability, values in in
ductive logic only a dichotomy corresponds in deductive logic, neverthe
h·Hs this dichotomy is not between truth and falsity of a sentence but be
t wl'cn L-implication and non-L-implication for two sentences. If, for ex
runple, the probability, of h on e is 2/3, then h is still either true or false 
lllld docs not have an intermediate truth-value of 2/3. [For more detailed 
diio\cussions on the relations and the distinctions between truth, verifica-
1 ion, and probability, see [Concepts] §VI and [Remarks] § 3.] 

F. Presuppositions of Induction 

The concept of probability, and the concept of estimation based on 
ltrohability, not only are of theoretical interest but are also essential for 
I hose deliberations which are intended to guide our practical decisions. 
W1· have discussed the relevance of probability, and of an estimate of 
1'1·lative frequency for judging whether a proposed bet is fair or not. Later 
WI' shall show in detail how values of probability, or of estimates of vari
otts magnitudes may be used in determining practical decisions (§§ so, sr). 
l.•·aving the technical details of this procedure for the later discussion, we 
11hall at present -examine its validity and presuppositions. Let us assume 
I It at a man X generally decides his actions in accordance with the proba
lti li I it~s of relevant predictions with respect to the observational evidence 
1wailable to him. Is this an arbitrary habit, or can we give a justification 
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for this general way of procedure? Can X be sure that his activities if de
termined in this way will be successful? 

Suppose that X would like to know whether the prediction 

(x) 'It will rain tomorrow' 

is true or false, because this is relevant for a practical decision he has to 
take now. Some reflection will show him that for questions of this kind 
certainty is not attainable but only probability. Thus he will be content 
to take the following statement (2) instead of (x) as a basis of his decision: 

(2) 'With respect to the available evidence, the probabilityx that it 
will rain tomorrow is high'. 

This is all he can know at the present moment. And it is sufficient as a 
basis of his decision. For example, he may decide to take his umbrella 
along; or, if the probability is numerically determined, say as 4/ s, he 
may decide to make a bet with this value as the betting quotient. X is 
aware that he cannot be sure that the action thus determined will be suc
cessful. It may be that the event predicted with high probability will not 
occur. But is he perhaps right in expecting success in the average of a long 
series, though not in each single case? He asks himself whether there are 
good reasons for accepting the following prediction: 

(3) 'If X continues to make decisions with the help of the inductive 
method, that is to say, taking account of the values of probability, 
or estimation with respect to the available evidence, then he will 
be successful in the long run. More specifically, if X makes a suffi
ciently long series of bets, where the betting quotient is never higher 
than the probability, for the prediction in question, then the total 
balance for X will not be a loss.' 

If X could know this, then he would clearly be justified in following the 
inductive method. It is clear that the truth of (3) is not logically necessary 
but depends on the contingency of facts. Statements like (3) which assert 
success in the long run for the inductive method would be true if the world 
as a whole had a certain character of uniformity to the effect, roughly 
speaking, that a kind of events which have occurred in the past very fre
quently under certain conditions will under the same conditions occur 
very frequently in the future. Therefore many philosophers have asserted 
that the assumption of the uniformity of the world is a necessary presup
position for the validity of inductive inferences (probability inferences) 
and hence for the justification of applying the inductive method in the 
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determination of practical decisions. Among the many different formula
tions of this principle of uniformity, which are similar to each other but not 
necessarily logically equivalent, two may be given here: 

(4) 'The degree of uniformity of the world is high.' 
(5) 'If the relative frequency of a property in a long initial segment of 

a series is high (say, r), then it will likewise be high (approximately 
equal tor) in a sufficiently long continuation of the series.' 

We give to the principle of uniformity the form (4) rather than the cus-
1 mnary one: 'The world is uniform', because it is preferable to use the con
rr.pt of uniformity in a quantitative form instead of the usual classifica
tory form, as we shall see later. The questions as to whether the principle 
of uniformity is true and, if so, whether and how we can know it, has been 
neltch discussed by philosophers. There is no doubt that the principle is 
Mynthetic, that it makes a factual assertion about the world; it is con
n·ivable that it is false, that is, that the world is chaotic or at least that 
It has a low degree of uniformity. Many philosophers maintain that the 
principle is fundamentally different from other factual hypotheses about 
tlw world, e.g., physical laws. The latter hYPotheses can be empirically 
lr~ted on the basis of observational evidence and thereby either con
tirnwcl or disconfirmed inductively. But any attempt to confirm inductive
! y I he principle of uniformity would contain a vicious circle, according to 
tlw~e philosophers, because the inductive method presupposes this prin
' it ,I!\ Some of these philosophers conclude that skepticism is the only 
lc'lllthlc position: we have to reject the validity of inductive inference. 
lltlu•r philosophers maintain that we must abandon the principle of em
pil"il'iscn which says that a synthetic statement can be accepted only if it 
I• c·cnpirically confirmed. 

Are these conclusions actually inescapable? Let us examine what kind 
or ~~~~tcrance would justify X's implicit habit or explicit general decision 
In dc•tcrmine all his specific decisions with the help of the inductive meth
nd. W c can easily see that he need not know with certainty that this pro
cc•durc will be successful in the long run; it would be sufficient for him to 
htwc· I he assurance that success in the long run is probable. Just as in the 
• 1uw of the prediction of a single event it was clear that only probability 
J,llf uot certainty can be obtained and that probability gives a sufficient 
I lll~iK ror the specific decision, thus analogously for the question of success 
111 II II' long run it would suffice for X to obtain, instead of the earlier state
ltcc·lll (.~).an inductive statement either in terms of probability1 like (6a) or 
111 trnns of an estimate like (6b): 

,~ I 
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(6a) 'If X makes a long series of bets such that the betting quotient is 
never higher than the probability, for the prediction in question, 
then it is highly probable that the total balance for X will not be 
a loss.' 

(6b) 'If X makes a long series of bets as described, then the estimate of 
his total balance will not be negative.' 

It seems that, indeed, many contemporary philosophers, perhaps the ma
jority, in contradistinction to those of the last century, agree that proba
bility of success in the long run would be sufficient for the validity of in
ductive inference. Accordingly, it is agreed that what is needed as a 
presupposition of the validity of the inductive method is not certainty 
of the uniformity of the world but only probability. Therefore we replace 
now the earlier statements (4) and (s) by corresponding inductive state
ments (7) and (S); we formulate each of them again in two alternative 
ways, in terms of a probability or an estimate: 

(7a) 'On the basis of the available evidence it is very probable that the 
degree of uniformity of the world is high.' 

(7b) 'On the basis of the available evidence, the estimate of the degree 
of uniformity of the world is high.' 

(Sa) 'On the basis of the evidence that the relative frequency of a prop
erty in a long initial segment of a series is high (say, r), it is very 
probable that it will likewise be high (approximately equal tor) in 
a long continuation of the series.' 

(Sb) 'On the basis of the evidence described, the estimate of the relative 
frequency in a continuation of the series is likewise high (has a 
certain value near to r) .' 

These are alternative formulations for the principle which is needed as a 
presupposition for the validity of the inductive method. This means that 
a demonstration or confirmation of this principle would constitute a 
justification for the inductive method. Some of those philosophers who 
agree that the principle need not assert uniformity with certainty but 
merely with probability believe nevertheless that the difficulty earlier de
scribed remains essentially the same. The statement of the probability 
of uniformity is regarded by them as a synthetic, factual statement (usual
ly interpreted in terms of the frequency concept probability2). But it can
not be confirmed empirically because such a procedure would use the 
method of induction which in turn presupposes the statement. Thus, they 
say, at this point empiricism must be sacrificed. This is, for instance, the 
conclusion to which Bertrand Russell comes in a detailed and thorough-
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going analysis of the presuppositions of science ([Knowledge], chaps. v 
and vi). 

Our conception of the nature of inductive inference and inductive prob
ability leads to a different result. It enables us to regard the inductive 
method as valid without abandoning empiricism. According to our con
ception, the theory of induction is inductive logic. Any inductive state
ment (that is, not the hypothesis involved, but the statement of the in
ductive relation between the hypothesis and the evidence) is purely 
logical. Any statement on probability, or estimation is, if true, analytic. 
This holds also for the statements of the probability of uniformity or the 
tstimate of uniformity ((7a) and (7b), and likewise (Sa) and (Sb)). Since 
they are not synthetic, no empirical confirmation is required. Thus the 
t·urlier difficulty disappears. The opponents would perhaps say that the 
t~latement of the probability of uniformity must be taken as a factual 
t~tatement because otherwise X would have no assurance of success in the 
long run. Our reply is: it is not possible to give X an assurance of success 
rven in the long run, but only of the probability of success, as in statement 
(lin.); and this statement is itself analytic. But can X take a practical de
dMion if he has as a basis merely an analytic statement, one that does not 
11n.y anything about the world? In fact, X has as a basis for his decision two 
11tu.tements: first a factual statement of his total observational evidence, 
and second an analytic statement of probability,. The latter does not add 
uuything to the factual content of the first, but it makes explicit an in
ductive-logical relation between the evidence and the hypothesis in ques
t ion. In our earlier example this inductive statement has the form (2) for 
the hypothesis (1). Thus X learns from (2) that his evidence gives more 
11upport to the prediction of rain than to that of non-rain. Therefore it is 
rPnsonable for him to take suitable action; for example, to take his um
l1rclla or to bet on rain rather than on non-rain. For a practiCal decision 
IH reasonable if it is made according to the probabilities with respect to the 
1wnilable evidence, even if it turns out to be not successful. Going back to 
the general problem, it is reasonable for X to take the general decision of 
determining all his specific decisions with the help of the inductive meth
od, because the uniformity of the world is probable and therefore his suc
rcss in the long run is probable on the basis of his evidence, even though he 
may find at the end of his life that he actually was not successful and that 
hi!! competitor who made his decisions in accordance not with proba
bilities but with arbitrary whims was actually successful. 

Later (in Vol. II), after constructing a definition of degree of confirma
tion as an explicatum of probability~ (compare § uoA) and, based upon 
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this, a definition of an estimate-function (compare§ IOoA), we shall show 
that inductive statements on the uniformity of the world of a kind similar 
to (8a) or (8b) are indeed analytic, because deductively provable on the 
basis of the definitions mentioned. We shall also propose definitions as 
tentative explications for the degree of uniformity and its opposite, the 
degree of randomness. This will make it possible to formulate and prove 
also statements similar to (7a) or (7b). The whole problem of the justifica
tion and the presuppositions of the inductive method, and in particular 
of its application in the determination of practical decisions, will then be 
discussed in greater detail and in more exact, technical terms. What has 
been said here should be regarded merely as preliminary remarks in non
exact terms of the explicanda, intended to show in outline the direction 
in which we look for a solution of the problem. 

§ 42. Probability, and Probability. 

A. The word 'probability' had originally only the sense of probability,. It 
is no more than about a hundred years ago that some writers used it in the sense 
of probability •. This shift in sense was made inadvertently. It seems that the 
ambiguity of elliptical formulations of probability statements and a lack of 
distinction between frequency and an estimate of frequency played some part 
in the historical origin of the new sense. B. Many probability statements made 
by scientists, actuaries, and practical statisticians are based on statistical re
sults concerning observed frequencies and lead to expectations of certain fre
quencies in the future. An analysis of these statements shows that they can be 
interpreted not only as statements on probability. but also as statements on 
probability, with respect to statistical evidence (in the traditional terminology, 
probability statements "a posteriori"). 

A. The Shift in Meaning of the Word 'Probability' 

We have seen that the word 'probability' used in contemporary science 
has sometimes the meaning of probability,, that is, degree of confirmation, 
and sometimes that of probability., that is, relative frequency. Thus the 
questions arise: what was the original meaning of the word, and how did 
it acquire a second meaning? 

The first question is easily answered. The etymology of the word 'prob
able' and corresponding words in other languages, e.g., German 'wahr
scheinlich', French 'vraisemblable', Latin 'probabilis' and 'verisimilis', 
shows clearly that these words were used originally in everyday speech 
for something that is not certain but may be expected to happen or pre
sumed to be the case. It is easily seen how this common use led to the 
similar but somewhat more specific use in early books on probability, 
where the term 'probability' was meant in the sense of 'evidential support 
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for an assumption (or event)' or 'rational credibility of an assumption', 
and, more specifically, as 'numerical degree of this support or credibility'. 
In other words, the word 'probability' had the sense of what we have 
mllcd probability,. Its use in the sense of probability. is of relatively re
cent date; it goes back not more than about a hundred years. The develop
ment of this new meaning out of the older one can be made understand
rLI>lc from each of two different points of view, referring to two different 
l'lituations in which the word in its older sense was used. We shall now ana
lyze both of them in turn. 

Let us begin with the assumption that, within a certain group of scien
t ilic writers about the middle of the last century, the word 'probability' 
was commonly used in the sense of probability,. It was more or less clear 
that it was applicable to an unknown event or hypothesis with respect to 
It given body of evidence, although the customary formulations often 
omitted explicit reference to this evidence. Now let us consider the case 
in which the evidence gives statistical information concerning a certain 
population and, in particular, states the relative frequency of a certain 
property M within the population, and the hypothesis is the assumption 
tl111t an individual, whose characteristics are unknown except that he be
longs to the population, has the property M. (This will later be called a 
mst• of the direct inductive inference, § 44B.) As an example, suppose 
tliiLt an observer X has the following knowledge: 

( r) 'The relative frequency of myopia among the inhabitants of Chi
cago is I/ 5', 

Alltl considers the hypothesis: 

(2) 'John Doe is myopic', 

wlrNc 'John Doe' is defined as 'the inhabitant No. II7 of Chicago' so that 
t lu· statement 'John Doe is an inhabitant of Chicago' is analytic. If now 
.\' wanted to make a statement concerning the probability, in the sense of 
probability,, ofthe assumption (2), a complete formulation would have to 
l~t• of the following form: 

Cll 'The probability of (2) with respect to (I) is I/ s'' 
Tlrr numerical value of the probability is in this case equal to the known 
1 l'iltt i vc frequency. This equality was generally assumed on the basis of 
1111' rhLssical conception of probability, and our theory will lead to the 
~ttlllt' result (T94-Ie). However, complete formulations like (3) were sel
d11111 lliicd before Keynes, as mentioned earlier(§ IoA). X, as a man of the 
hHit t't•utury, was apt to use instead the following elliptical formulation: 
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(4) 'The probability that John Doe is myopic is r/5'. 

X was, of course, aware that this probability statement had something to 
do with the frequency statement (r). But he did not clearly recognize that 
the frequency statement ought to be an essential part of the probability 
statement; he regarded it merely as the ground, the given knowledge, 
from which he had derived the latter. Therefore, if he felt instinctively the 
need of referring to the frequency in connection with the probability, he 
might do it in a form like this: 

(5) 'Since the relative frequency of myopia among inhabitants of Chi
cago is r/5, the probability that John Doe is myopic is r/5'. 

He might also assert a generalized statement in conditional form: 

(6) 'If the relative frequency of a property M in a population K is q, 
then the probability of an element of K being M is q', 

and the following as a substitution instance of it: 

(7) 'If the relative frequency of myopia among inhabitants of Chicago 
is r/5, the probability that John Doe is myopic is 1/5.' 

As explained earlier (§ roA), conditional formulations of this kind, al
though not quite correct and sometimes misleading, were quite customary; 
in particular, (6) has the customary form of a general theorem in the tra
ditional theory of probability. Therefore X would regard (6) as analytic, 
and likewise (7), since it is an instance of (6). Furthermore, since in the 
case of a relative frequency different from r/ 5 the probability would like
wise be different from r/5, X might regard the converse of (7) likewise as 
true and analytic. This would naturally lead him to the belief that the 
two components in (7), that is, (r) and (4), were logically equivalent. Thus 
it becomes understandable that X, when he wished to communicate the 
statistical fact (r) concerning the relative frequency of M, would use the 
formulation: 

(8) 'The probability of an inhabitant of Chicago being M is r/ 5', 

which seemed to him to follow from ( 1) and indeed to have the same mean
ing. In this way, the word 'probability' became for him synonymous 
with 'relative frequency (in the whole population)' and hence acquired 
the sense of probability •. 

In the second situation to be considered now the evidence e describes 
an observed sample taken from a population K and the hypothesis h says 
that an unobserved element of K has the property M. (A case of this kind 
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will be called a singular predictive inference, § 44B.) Suppose X finds the 
roll owing result: 

(9) 'The probability, of h with respect to e is r/3.' 

A!! we have seen previously(§ 41D (8)), this statement is logically equiva
lt·nt to the following: 

(1o) 'The estimate of the relative frequency of Min any unobserved 
class, and hence also in the whole unobserved part of K, on the 
evidence e is r /3.' 

Although earlier authors did not state explicitly the equivalence of (9) 
to (to) and presumably were not aware of it with full clarity, it seems that 
I hey, nevertheless, felt this connection more or less instinctively. This is 
t~hown by the fact that they often made a transition from a statement on 
probability to one on an expected relative frequency in a form like this: 
'The probability of an individual's being M is r/3; therefore we may ex-
1 wet to find among future cases one-third who will exhibit the property M.' 
The phrase 'we may expect to find' is rather ambiguous. As explained 
riLrlier (§ 41D), the author is right if the phrase is meant to refer to an 
r!ltimate but wrong if it expresses a prediction. Now it seems that some
times a writer was not quite clear in his own mind whether he meant to 
11latc an estimate or a prediction of the future relative frequency. In a 
mseof this kind it may happen that a statement containing the word 'prob
tthility' is first meant in the traditional sense, that is, probability,, then 
rorrectly interpreted as stating an estimate of relative frequency, and, 
finally, due to a lack of distinction between an estimate and a predicted 
value, acquires a new interpretation as a factual statement on the future 
rdative frequency; in other words, 'probability' is inadvertently shifted 
rrom the old sense of probability, to the new sense of probability,. 

Thus the transition from the old conception of probability to the newer 
one is sometimes concealed by ambiguous formulations, as a picture on a 
!'lrrcen blurs over into a new one so that it is impossible to mark a clear-cut 
point at which the change occurs. It seems to me that this is exemplified 
in certain formulations by Leslie Ellis, which Keynes regards as the first 
lLppearance of the frequency conception of probability ([Probab.], pp. 
«)2 f.). In a paper read in 1842 (hence before the appearance of Cour
not's work to be mentioned soon) and published in 1844 (not, as Keynes 
!'lays, 1843), Ellis says: "If the probability of a given event be correctly 
determined, the event will on a long run of trials tend to recur with fre
quency proportional to their [sic] probability. This is generally proved 
mathematically. It seems to me to be true a priori . ... I have been un-
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able to sever the judgment that one event is more likely to happen than 
another fr~m the belief that in the long run it will occur more frequently" 
([FoundatiOns], pp. I f.). The phrase "the belief that" shows the typical 
ambiguity earlier discussed. It can be interpreted as an unclear reference 
to an estimate, but also as a formulation, unnecessarily psychologistic, of 
a plain prediction of relative frequency. The phrase "will tend to recur 
with frequency ... " in the first sentence quoted is likewise ambiguous. 
Presumably it is not meant in the sense of "will recur ... ", since that 
would obviously be false. More likely is it to be interpreted in the sense 
that the specified frequency has a high probability, hence as a loose for
mulation of Bernoulli's theorem; this interpretation seems confirmed by 

· the subsequent sentence: "This is generally proved mathematically". 
The phrase "true a priori" in the third sentence means probably "imme
diately following from a definition". The whole quotation and later pas
sages of a similar nature (op. cit., p. 3) give the impression that Ellis felt 
that there is some relation between probability and relative frequency 
without being able to make it clear to himself whether a probability value 
q means an estimate q of relative frequency, or a high probability of a 
relative frequency q, or simply a relative frequency q. His reflections are 
perhaps to be regarded as the historically first step in the transition of the 
meaning of the word 'probability' from probability~ to probability., and 
we see that this first step was made in-and was perhaps psychologically 
due to-a foggy state of mind characterized by a lack of distinction be
tween various closely related but nonidentical concepts. 

The next step was made by A. Cournot ([Exposition] [1843]). He like
wise combines the classical definition of probability, hence probability., 
with an interpretation in terms of relative frequency ([Exposition], p. iii, 
quoted by Keynes [Probab.], p. 92 n.) without being aware of their in
compatibility. [It seems to me that George Boole ([Laws] [1854]) cannot 
be regarded as a representative of the frequency conception as is some
times done. It is true that on a few occasions he makes indications toward 
a frequency interpretation. But they are not meant as a general definition 
of probability. The basic concept used throughout most of his systematic 
developments is unmistakably probability1 .] 

John Venn ([Logic] [1866]), more than twenty years after Cournot, was 
the first to advocate the frequency concept of probability. unambiguously 
and systematically as explicandum and also the first to propose as expli
catum for it the concept of the limit of relative frequency in an infinite 
series. Although his conception influenced the views of some other writers, 
among them Charles Sanders Peirce (1878), it was only half a century 
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Inter that comprehensive systematic theories were constructed which 
took probability2 as their basis. This was done, on the one hand, by Hans 
Rt·ichenbach and Richard von Mises and, on the other hand, by R. A. 
l•isher and subsequently by the majority of contemporary mathematical 
11tntisticians. [Reichenbach used the frequency concept first in [Begriff] 
( 1<)15), the limit concept in [Kausalitat] (1930); the systematic construc
tion of the theory was given in [Axiomatik] (1932) and further developed 
in IWahrsch.] (1935). Mises defined probability as the limit of relative 
frl'quency first in [Grundlagen] (1919); the systematic development of his 
whole theory was given in [Wahrsch.] (1931). Fisher constructed the foun
dut ions of his theory in [Foundations] (1922) and developed it in numerous 
further publications.] · 

It is surprising to see that hardly any one of these representatives of 
I lrt· frequency conception, beginning with Venn, seems to be aware of the. 
fundamental change that has taken place in the meaning of the word 'prob
ILhility'. It is true that they criticize Bayes, Laplace, and other classical 
ILJttllater authors. But they seem to believe that their new conception in
VIIIves merely a modification and sometimes a rejection of certain asser
t Ions, theorems or rules, concerning probability made by the earlier writ
Nil, due to the choice of an improved explicatum. They do not seem to 
n·t·ognize that the explicandum itself has been changed and that, conse
qtu·ntly, their theories deal with a subject matter entirely different from 
t I liLt of the earlier writers. This may be due, at least partly, to the fact 
l'~plained above that the first steps in the transition from probability~ to 
wohability. were involved in ambiguities and confusions. It should be 
not iced that the criticism just made is by no means directed against the 
frt·quency theories themselves. These theories are of great importance for 
~liLt is tical work and therefore for the whole of science. Our remarks are 
nrlly intended to point out the historical fact that the basic concept and 
I Itt· problems of the classical theory of probability differ in a more funda
rrtt•ntal sense from these theories than is usually recognized. 

U. On the Interpretation of Given Probability Statements 

The previous discussion on probability~ and, in particular, its explana
tion as an estimate of frequency(§ 41D), and, further, the remarks just 
rniLcle concerning the historical development leading from probability~ to 
prolmhility., also make it clear that the concept of probability~ is closely 
tort~~ccted with the concept of frequency. Therefore, it is often not easy 
to cli11cover whether a given statement on probability is to be interpreted 
lu terms of probability, or probability •. In the following we shall analyze 

.. 
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certain probability statements which involve frequency and therefore 
may appear at first as statements on probability., but we shall find that 
they may be interpreted as dealing with probability~. 

Many writers since the classical period have said of certain probability 
statements that they are 'based on frequencies' or 'derived from fre
quencies'. Nevertheless, these statements often, and practically always if 
made before the time of Venn, speak of probability~, not of probability •. 
In our terminology they are probability~ statements referring to an evi
dence involving frequencies. We have explained earlier (§ IoA) that in 
cases of this kind the frequency statement is not a premise of the proba
bility statement but part of its subject matter, and hence the customary 
phrase 'derived from frequencies' is misleading. It would be more correct 
to say that in these cases the probability is determined with the help of 
a given frequency and its v:alue is either equal or close to that of the fre
quency. The frequency stated in the evidence may either refer to the whole 
population or to an observed sample. (As mentioned above, we speak in 
the first case of a direct probability or a direct inductive inference, in the 
second case of a predictive one.) In the traditional terminology the prob
ability in the second case was often called a 'probability a posteriori', in 
distinction to a 'probability a priori'. The latter term was used in cases 
where the evidence did not state a frequency but was very weak or even 
tautological (a 'statement of ignorance') and the value of the probability 
was determined chiefly by the use of the principle of indifference. Con
sider, for example, a statement to the effect that the probability of throw
ing an ace with a given die is I/6. If the evidence, which was usually not 
referred to explicitly in the probability statement but merely indicated 
by the description of the situation, said only that the die had the shape of 
a regular cube, the statement would be said to give a probability a priori. 
If, on the other hand, the evidence described the results of six thousand 
throws made with the die and stated that one thousand of them were aces, 
the probability was called a posteriori. Thus, even in the latter case, the 
concept of probability involved is probability~, not probability., although 
its value is determined on the basis of a frequency. It is important to 
notice this fact, because some writers have regarded the use of probability 
a posteriori as an indication of the frequency conception. That this use 
is actually still a case of probability~ is clearly seen from the general de
scription of the two methods by Bernoulli, who introduced the terms 
'a priori' and 'a posteriori' for them ([Ars], Part IV, chap. iv). Neverthe
less, the fact that in the course of the last century the use of the principle 
of indifference was more and more regarded with suspicion and, conse-
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qucntly, the use of probability a posteriori was more emphasized, was pre-
1111mably one of the psychological factors which helped in preparing the 
wuy for the frequency conception. 

We have earlier (§ 9) taken the statement 'The probability of throwing 
&lll ace with this die is 1/6' as a typical example of probability •. The pre
l'rding discussion shows, however, that the same statement may also be 
I 111 crpreted as referring to probability~. In order to discover which interpre
tntion the person X who makes the statement has actually in mind, we 
lmve to take into consideration the context of the statement and the 
liMe X makes of it. Let us analyze the situation somewhat more in detail; 
W(' shall find that certain circumstances which frequentists might be in
dined to regard as indicative of probability. do not in fact preclude an 
Interpretation in terms of probabilityz. Let us consider a modified ex-
1\lllple of an irregular or loaded die with a probability different from I/6. 
The frequentists have pointed out, correctly, that in this case the classical 
dl'linition of probability in terms of possible and favorable cases is not 
npplicable, at least not without rather artificial constructions; from this 
t hl'y have inferred the conclusion, which we shall question, that in this 
mi'lc only the concept of probability. is applicable. Suppose X asserts the 
following statement: 

(13) 'The probability of throwing an ace with this die is o.15.' 

We want to determine in which sense this statement is meant by X. Here, 
"'' often, it is not advisable to ask direct questions like 'What do you 
lnl'an?' or 'Which meaning does the word 'probability' have for you?' We 
11.~k instead: 'What is the basis of your assertion? What observations led 
you to the value stated?' The frequentists emphasize the fact that a prob
;Lbility statement in their sense is not obtained by a merely logicoarith
nwthical procedure like counting possible and favorable cases but by sta
t i~tical observations. Therefore, in order to fit our example to this concep
tion, let us assume that X answers as follows: 

(14) 'I have made 1,000 throws with this die,. of which 150 yielded an 
ace; no other results of throws with this die are known to me.' 

The frequentists will be inclined to take this answer as indicating an in
trrpretation of the original statement (13) in the sense of probability •. It 
1~ true that this interpretation is possible, but it is not the only one pos
t~ihlc. We may try to clarify the situation by asking X to state more ex
plicitly the connection between (14) and (13) as he sees it. Suppose he 
replies as follows: 
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(rs) 'Since there were rso aces among the observed r,ooo throws, the 
probability of an ace is o.rs.' 

He may even add: 'This will be obvious for anyone who uses the word 
'probability' in the same sense as I do.' But this sense is still not unam
biguously determined by (rs). It is true, this statement may suggest the 
sense of probability •. However, it is also possible that it is meant by X in 
the traditional sense of a probability a posteriori, that is, in the following 
sense: 

(r6) 'The probability, of the assumption that a future throw with this 
die will yield an ace with respect to the evidence (14) is o.rs.' 

[The use of a formulation like (rs) in the sense of (r6) is customary but 
not quite correct; see the above discussion of (s); the present situation is 
analogous to the earlier one but slightly different because it involves a 
predictive probability, not a direct one.] 

Since probability. means relative frequency in the long run, let us for
mulate a statement concerning the future frequency: 

(17) 'The relative frequency of aces among future throws of this die 
in the long run will be o.rs', 

and then let us ask X for his judgment about this prediction from the 
point of view of his original statement (13) and the observational report 
(14); perhaps his answer will reveal whether his probability statement 
(13) was meant in the sense of probability •. We may assume that his an
swer will be somewhat like this: 

(r8) 'It is not possible, of course, to make predictions with certainty; 
but, in view of the observational report (r4), it seems sensible to 
expect a frequency of about the value o.rs predicted in (17).' 

A frequentist might now argue that by this answer X has accepted the 
statement (r 7) and, since this is a statement of probability., X has hereby 
shown that also his original statement (13) was meant in the sense of 
probability •. Against this argument it must be pointed out that X did 
not in (r8) accept (r7) as an outright prediction but rather as a reasonable 
expectation. It seems more adequate to interpret this as an inductive 
statement. [In Reichenbach's terminology, (r8) would be said to express 
an anticipation of a relative frequency as a "posit" ([Experience], p. 352). 
It seems to me that here again Reichenbach introduces, apparently with
out being aware of it, concepts which belong to inductive logic in our sense 
and hence can be based only on probability1, not on probability •. ] In par-
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ticular, (r8) may be interpreted in either one of the following two senses 
(19) or (2o): 

(19) 'There is a high probability, with respect to the evidence (14) for 
the prediction that the relative frequency of aces in a long series 
of future throws with this die will lie within an interval around 
o.rs.' 

(2o) 'The estimate of the relative frequency of aces in a series of future 
throws with this die with respect to the evidence (14) is o.rs.' 

Both (19) and (2o) are statements of inductive logic. The latter is, ac
cording to our earlier explanations (§ 41D (8)), logically equivalent to 
(r6); therefore, it would suggest an interpretation of the original state
ment (13) in the sense of probability,. 

The result of our analysis of the simple probability statement (13) 
holds, of course, likewise for any other probability statement based on 
statistical evidence and leading to expectations concerning certain future 
relative frequencies. Thus it holds, for example, for the statements of a 
physicist concerning the probability that the velocity of a molecule in a 
given body of gas belongs to a certain value region, or concerning the prob
ability that the number of a-particles emitted by a given radioactive body 
during the next hour lies in a certain interval, or the statement of an actu
ary concerning the probability of death within the next year for a fifty
year-old steel worker in Chicago. Any statement of this kind can be ex
plicated in two different ways; either (i) in the sense that the relative 
frequency in the long run, in other words, probability., is q, or (ii) in the 
sense that the probability, of a single instance of the kind in question with 
respect to given statistical evidence, e.g., an observed relative frequency, 
is q. Both reformulations contain the same numerical value q. Most of 
those scientists who have not made a special study of the problems of 
probability, and hence have not become partisans either of the Keynes
Jeffreys school of probability, or of the frequency school of probability., 
will perhaps refuse to tie themselves down to one of the two interpreta
tions; they will perhaps regard the distinction as of merely academic in
terest. In a certain sense they are right. There is not much difference be
tween the practical consequences drawn from (i) or (ii), since, as we have 
seen earlier, (ii) means the same as the statement that the estimate of 
relative frequency is q. Therefore, the scientist will proceed in either case 
in certain respects as if he knew that the relative frequency will be q. 
There is, however, the following difference. In the case (i) the statement 
in question is complete and has factual content, while in the case (ii) it 
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is elliptical and analytic, expressing a logical relation between two factual 
statements. Consequently, there will be a difference concerning the future 
procedure in the following respect, if further observations exhibit a value 
of the relative frequency deviating considerably from q. The statement in 
sense (i) is rejected as probably false; the statement in sense (ii), however, 
remains valid but becomes irrelevant for practical purposes and is re
placed by a new, likewise analytic, statement referring to the increased 
evidence. 

§ 43. Inductive and Deductive Logic 

A. Can a system of inductive logic as a theory of the degree of confirmation 
contain exact rules? This is sometimes denied for the reason that the procedure 
of induction is not rational but intuitive. Now it must be admitted that there is 
no effective procedure for finding a suitable hypothesis h for the explanation of 
a given observational report e, nor, if a hypothesis h is proposed, for determin
ing c(h,e). However, this is no reason against the possibility of an inductive 
logic because in deductive logic there is likewise no effective procedure for the 
solution of the corresponding problems. On the other hand, there are effective 
procedures for testing whether an alleged proof for a logical theorem is correct, 
e.g., in deductive logic for a theorem of the form 'e L-implies h', and in induc
tive logic for a theorem of the form 'c(h,e) = r'. 

B. Inductive logic is constructed from deductive logic by the adjunction of a 
definition of c. Hence inductive logic presupposes deductive logic. The analogy 
between these two fields of logic is illustrated by examples both for purely logi
cal statements and for those involving the application to knowledge situations. 
However, truth and knowledge of the evidence e, although relevant for these ap
plications, are irrelevant for the validity of the statements in inductive logic, as 
for those in deductive logic. 

A. On the Possibility of Exact Rules of Induction 

The question whether an inductive logic with exact rules is at all pos
sible is still controversial. But in one point the present opinions of most 
philosophers and scientists seem to agree, namely, that the inductive 
procedure is not, so to speak, a mechanical procedure prescribed by fixed 
rules. If, for instance, a report of observational results is given, and we 
want to find a hypothesis which is well confirmed and furnishes a good 
explanation for the events observed, then there is no set of fixed rules 
which would lead us automatically to the best hypothesis or even a good 
one. It is a matter of ingenuity and luck for the scientist to hit upon a 
suitable hypothesis; and, if he finds one, he can never be certain whether 
there might not be another hypothesis which would fit the observed fa.cts 
still better even before any new observations are made. This point, the 
impossibility of an automatic inductive procedure, has been especially 
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emphasized, among others, by Karl Popper ([Logik] §§ 1-3 and else
where), who also quotes a statement by Einstein: "There is no logical 
way leading to these ... laws, but only the intuition based upon a sym
pathetic understanding of experience" (" ... die auf Einftihlung in die 
Erfahrung sich sttitzende Intuition") (M ein Weltbild [1934], p. 168); 
compare also Einstein, On the Method of Theoretical Physics (Oxford, 
1933), pages II-12. The same point has sometimes been formulated by 
saying that it is not possible to construct an inductive machine. The latter 
is presumably meant as a mechanical contrivance which, when fed an 
observational report, would furnish a suitable hypothesis, just as a com
puting machine when supplied with two factors furnishes their product. 
I am completely in agreement that an inductive machine of this kind is 
not possible. However, I think we must be careful not to draw too far
reaching negative consequences from this fact. I do not believe that this 
fact excludes the possibility of a system of inductive logic with exact 
rules or the possibility of an inductive machine with a different, more 
limited, aim. It seems to me that, in this respect, the situation in inductive 
logic is similar to that in deductive logic. This will become clear by a 
comparison of the tasks of these two parts of logic. 

When considering the kinds of problems dealt with in any branch of 
logic, deductive or inductive, one distinction is of fundamental impor
tance. For some problems there is an effective procedure of solution, but 
for others there can be no such procedure. A procedure is called effective 
if it is based on rules which determine uniquely each step of the procedure 
and if in every case of application the procedure leads to the solution in a 
finite number of steps. A procedure of decision ('Entscheidungsverfahren') 
for a class of sentences is an effective procedure either, in semantics, for 
determining for any sentence of that class whether it is true or not (the 
procedure is usually applied to L-determinate sentences and hence the 
question is whether the sentence is L-true or L-false), or, in syntax, for 
determining for any sentence of that class whether it is provable in a given 
calculus (cf. Hilbert and Bernays [Grundlagen], Vol. II, § 3). A concept 
is called effective or definite if there is a procedure of decision for any given 
case of its application (Carnap [Syntax]§ 15; [Formalization] § 29). An 
effective arithmetical function is also called computable (A. M. Turing, 
Proc. London Math. Soc., Vol. 42 [1937]). 

Now let us compare the chief kinds of problems to be solved in deduc
tive logic and in inductive logic. Our aim is to discover whether inductive 
procedures are less regulated by exact rules than deductive procedures, as 
some philosophers believe. 
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In order to simplify the comparison, let us regard deductive logic, in
cluding mathematics, as the theory of L-implication, the explicatum for 
logical entailment (§ 2o), and inductive logic as the theory of degree of 
confirmation, the quantitative explicatum of probabilityr. At this stage in 
our discussions we do not yet know whether it is possible to find an ade
quate quantitative explicatum for probabilitYr· Therefore the following 
explanations are meant at present merely in a hypothetical sense: if there 
is an adequate explicatum c and hence a quantitative inductive logic as its 
theory, what is its nature in comparison with deductive logic? 

In each of the two branches of logic we may distinguish three kinds of 
fundamental problems concerning the application of the fundamental 
concepts, viz., L-implication or c, respectively. 

I. First Problem: To Find a Conclusion 
a. Deductive logic. Given: a sentence e as a premise (it may be a con

junction of a set of premises); wanted: a conclusion h L-implied bye and 
suitable for a certain purpose. For instance, a set of axioms for geometry 
is given; theorems concerning certain configurations are wanted. The es
sential point is the fact that there is no effective procedure for the solution 
of problems of this kind. The work of a logician or a mathematician con
sists to a great extent in attempts to solve problems of this kind. Some 
laymen imagine a mathematician to be chiefly occupied with computa
tion, though of a sort more complicated than computation in elementary 
arithmetic. In fact, however, there is a difference in principle, not only in 
degree of complexity, between the two kinds of activities. To find the 
product of 15 and 17 is a simple task; to compute the square root of 7 to 
five decimals is more complicated; to compute the value of a number de
fined by a definite integral, e.g., e or 1r, to five decimals is still more com
plicated. All these tasks of computation, however, are fundamentally of 
the same nature, irrespective of the degree of complexity; for all of them 
there is an effective procedure; and this is characteristic of corn,putation. 
The mathematician, on the other hand, cannot find fruitful and inter
esting new theorems, say, in geometry, in algebra, in the infinitesimal cal
culus, by computation or by any other effective procedure. He has to find 
them by an activity in which rational and intuitive factors are combined. 
This activity is not guided by fixed rules; it requires a creative ability, 
which is not required in computation. 

b. Inductive logic. Given: a sentence e as evidence; wanted: a hypothesis 
It which is highly confirmed by the evidence e and suitable for a certain pur
po£e. For instance, a report concerning observations of certain phenomena 
on the surface of the sun is given; a hypothesis concerning the physical state 
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of the sun is wanted which, in combination with accepted physical laws, 
furnishes a satisfactory explanation for the observed facts. Or, a historical 
report about some acts of Napoleon is given; a hypothesis concerning his 
cha~acter, his knowledge at the time in question, and his conscious and 
unconscious motives is wanted which would make his acts understandable. 
There is no effective procedure for solving these problems; that is the 
point emphasized by Einstein and Popper, as mentioned above. However, 
we see now that this feature is by no means characteristic of inductive 
thinking; it holds in just the same way for the corresponding deductive 
problems. 

II. Second Problem: To Exa.mine a Result 
a. Deductive logic. Given: two sentences e and h; wanted: an answer to 

the question whether e L-implies h. For instance, on the basis of an axiom 
set e of geometry, a mathematician finds, as a conjecture, an interesting 
sentence h concerning the angles of a triangle; this constitutes a tentative 
solution of a problem of the first kind; now he wants to find out whether h 
is actually deducible from e. Here, again, there is, in general, no effective 
procedure; in other words, L-implication is, in general, not an effective 
concept. Problems of this kind are again an essential part of any work in 
logic and mathematics. They are closely connected with problems of the 
first kind; for when a mathematician has found a theorem, he wants to 
give an exact proof for it so as to compel the assent of others. Finding a 
theorem is largely a matter of extrarational factors, not guided by rules. 
Constructing a proof is often called a rational procedure because here 
fixed rules have to be taken into consideration. Hov..rever, the decisive 
point must not be overlooked: the rules of deduction are not rules of pre
scription, but rules of permission and of prohibition. That is to say, the 
rules do not tell the logician X which step to take at a given point in the 
course of a deduction; in other words, they do not constitute an effective 
procedure. The rules tell X merely which steps are permitted and thereby 
they say implicitly that all other steps are prohibited; they leave it to X 
to choose one of the steps permitted. Thus, here again, it depends upon 
X's ingenuity and luck whether he solves the problem, that is, whether he 
finds a series of steps permitted by the rules, such that they lead from 
e to h. 

More specifically, the situation is this. Only in the most elementary 
part of logic, in propositional logic (see above, § 2r) is there a general 
method of decision, viz., the customary method of truth-tables (see 
§ 2rB). As soon as we enter the next higher field of logic, the so-called 
lower functional logic as represented, for instance, by our language sys-
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tern~ (§§IS ff.), there cannot be a method of decision for all sentences. 
[This has been shown by Alonzo Church; see Amer. Journal of .Math., 58 
(I936), 345, and Journal of Symbolic Logic, I (~936), ~o.] Thls ho~ds a 
fortiori in the higher parts of logic, including anthmet~c.~nd the h1gher 
branches of mathematics. This does not exclude the poss1b1l~ty of methods 
of decision restricted to special kinds of sentence~; and m.deed several 
such methods for certain kinds within lower functional log1c have been 
developed and are used as helpful instruments. . . 

b. Inductive logic. Here, the problems of the second k~nd occur m two 
different forms, because here we are concerned n~t o~ly w1th two sentences 
but, in addition, with a third item, a number. (1) G1ven: two sen.tences e 
and h· wanted: the value of c(h,e), i.e., the degree of confirmatwn of h 
on th~ evidence e. (ii) Given: two sentences e and h and a .number r; 
wanted: an answer to the question whether c(h,e) = r: For ms~ance, a 

hysicist has found, as a conjecture, a hypoth~sis h w~1ch he bel~e~es ~o 
~ ood explanation for the results e of certam expenments; th1s 1s h1s 
s:l:t!n intuitively found, of a problem of the first kind; now he ':ants t.o 
find out,whether his indeed highly confirmed bye and, more precl.sely, (1) 
what is the value of c(h,e); or, if he has made the guess tha~ t~1s value 
is r he wants to find out (ii) whether indeed c(h, e) = r. There 1s~ m. gener
al ~0 effective procedure for these problems; in other words, c 1.s' m gen
er~l, not a computable function. This does not exclude the ex1ste~ce of 
methods of computation for c in restricted classes. We shall later, m our 
system of quantitative inductive logic, give such methods for the ~ollow
. ( ) for all cases where h and e are molecular sentences m any mg cases: I 1 

t m o ( 2 ) for all cases where hand e are sentences of any form, mo ecusys e .-:, . · t ~,.. 
lar or general, in any finite system ~N, (3). fo: ~ertam ~ases m a sys em "' 
(' infinite system containing only pnm1t1ve pred1cates of degree. one, 
§l.e.,)anM thods of this kind could be found for other restncted 3 I . ore me . f · 
classes of cases. However, no general method ~f comput.atwn or c 1s .pos~ 
sible with respect to an infinite system ~"' wh1ch contams also r~l~twns, 
b h method would immediately yield a method of dee1s10n for ecause sue a . · d 
all sentences of this system, which is known to be rmposs1ble, as sta~e 

d ( ) Thus if e and h do not belong to one of the classes for wh1ch un er a . , . · 1 · · X 
~ method of computation exists and is known, the mductlve og1c1an 
who wants to determine the value of c(h,e) cannot simply follow a w_ay 

rescribed by fixed rules, but just has to try to hit upon a ~ay to a solutl.on 
~ his skill and good luck. This, however, is not a pecuh~r feat~re of m
d~ctive logic but holds in just the same way for deductive log1c, as we 
have seen. 

I 
j 
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Thus it is true that an inductive machine is impossible for finding a 
suitable hypothesis (first problem) and also for examining whether a given 
hypothesis is suitable (second problem). But, then, a deductive machine 
is likewise impossible if it is intended to solve the corresponding deductive 
problems of finding a suitable L-implied theorem or of examining whether 
a proposed theorem is indeed L-implied. However, for a restricted domain 
as described above, an inductive machine for the determination of c(h,e) 
is possible, for example, for all cases in which e and h do not contain 
variables with an infinite range of values; just as a deductive machine is 
possible which decides whether or not e L-implies h. 

III. Third Problem: To Examine a Given Proof 
a. Deductive logic. Given: e, h, and an alleged proof that e L-implies h,· 

wanted: an answer to the question whether the alleged proof is actually 
a proof, that is, whether it is in accordance with the rules of deductive 
logic. For instance, a mathematician believes to have not only a solution 
of the first problem, for instance, a geometrical theorem h, but also a 
solution of the second problem, a proof that the axiom set e L-implies the 
theorem h; he wants to make sure that his belief is right, that is, that the 
proof is correct. For the solution of this problem there is an effective 
procedure, provided the proof is given completely. We have to distinguish 
here two different methods which are in customary use for proving that 
e L-implies h. (i) The first method consists in the construction of a se
quence of sentences in the object language, leading from e to h in accord
ance with rules of deduction. (ii) The second method consists in a proof 
in the metalanguage, leading to the semantical statement 'e L-implies h'. 
Strictly speaking, an effective method for testing proofs can only be ap
plied if a set of deductive rules has been laid down and if the proof to be 
tested is formulated in such a detailed form that every step in it consists 
in a single application of one of the rules. This condition is not often ful
filled in method (i) and almost never in method (ii). The method for test
ing proofs, as they are usually formulated, is not effective in the strictest 
sense. However, we may say that it is practically effective in the following 
sense. Suppose a mathematician shows, by either method (i) or method 
(ii), that the theorem h is deducible from the geometrical axioms e; and 
suppose he uses in his proof, as is customary in geometry, the ordinary 
word language without explicit rules of deduction. Then we know what 
we have to do in order to examine the correctness of the proof. We ex
amine for every single step in the proof whether it is an instance of a 
simple deductive procedure which we know to be valid. The mathemati
cian· has made the steps in such a way that he expects us to be able to 

i! 
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carry out this examination for every step and to come to an affirmative 
result. If he has not overestimated our ability to recognize instances of 
L-implication, we shall affirm step for step and thereby recognize the 
whole proof as correct. Otherwise we have to a~k him to split up t~e step 
which we are unable to judge into more and simpler steps, for which we 
are able to decide the question of correctness. Thus, in this examination of 
the proof, we are not entirely left to guessing, to a trial-and-error method 
as in problems of the first and second kind; instead, we know practically 
how to proceed and we expect that, under normal conditions, we shall 
reach a result in a finite number of operations, viz., the examinations of 
the steps of the given proof. In this sense we may say that we ~ave .a 
practically effective method. The result may also be formulated m this 
way: while L-implication is not an effective concept, the concept of proof 
for L-implication is effective, at least practically. 

The situation may be described more in detail as follows. A method of the 
kind (i) is usually applied in syntax with respect to a calculus K,: here the rules 
constitute a definition of 'direct C-implicate (directly derivable) m K' (see, e.g., 
[Semantics] §§ 26-28). Now it is possible, although not customar~, to apply an 
exactly analogous method in semantics, with respect to.a. sema~tt.cal syst~m ~· 
Essentially the same rules are here formulated as defimtwn of d1rec~ L-lmph
cate in S'. [Instead of constructing a chain leading from the prem1s~ e t? h 
(called a derivation in the technical sense) o~e ~ay al?o construct a cham With
out a premise leading to e ::> h (c~lled a denvatto~ w1th the null cla?s of p~em
ises or a proof in the technical sense; see [Sem~ttcs] § 26, formulation B), .the 
difference is merely a technical one, the result IS the. sa~e (for lang~ages w.lth-
0 t free variables in sentences) see T2o-1b.] Even tf th1s method IS used m a 
s;mbolic language for which e~plicit rules of deduction have been laid down, 
the proofs are rarely given in a complete form. They usually proceed by larger 
steps, such that each step consists of s~veral applications of th~ rules a~d hence 
would be divided into several steps m a complete formulatt?n. Th1s abbr~
viated formulation is, of course, convenient and even nece~sary m order to avo~d 
enormous length of the proofs. In many cases, the obJect language used. m 
method (i) is the ordinary word language (supple~ented ~y some techn1cal 
terms and symbols) without explicit rules of dedu.~tton; .a~d m almost all cases 
this holds for the metalanguage used in method (u). Th1s IS customary for the 
formulations of deductions in mathematics and in science. Likewise in this 
book we use method (ii) · the proofs are formulated in the word language as 
our ~etalanguage (as an 'example, see the proof of T19-3). Thus, in all these 
cases the method of examining the proofs has only the weaker and somewhat 
vagu~ practical effectiveness described above. 

b. Inductive logic. Given: e, h, and r, and an alleged proof that c(h,e) = 
r; wanted: an answer to the question whether the alleged proof is correct. 
For instance, a physicist believes he has found a solution of a probl~m of 
the first kind, say, a suitable hypothesis h on the basis of an observ~twnal 
report e, and, moreover, a solution of the problem of the second kmd for 
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this case, viz., what appears to him like a proof that c(h,e) = r; he wants 
to determine whether this is a correct proof. For the solution of this prob
lem, as for the analogous problem in deductive logic, there is a procedure 
which is at least practically effective. However, there is this difference: of 
the two methods (i) and (ii) earlier described, there is an analogue here 
only to the second, that is, a proof in the metalanguage for the semantical 
sentence 'c(h,e) = r'. No analogue to the first method is known; and it 
seems doubtful whether a simple and convenient method of this kind 
could be found. [One might perhaps think of a procedure consistino- in the 
construction of a sequence of sentences, with a real number ex1~ression 
attached to each sentence expressing the c of that sentence on the fixed 
evidence e. The sentence e itself with 'x' attached to it would be the be
ginning of the sequence, and h with an expression for the number r at
tached to it would be the end. The sentences would belong to the object 
language, as in a proof in method (i), but the numerical expressions would 
still be in the metalanguage.] Thus the situation is here the same as de
scribed earlier for method (ii) in deductive logic. A proof is given formu
lated in the word language, which serves as a semantical metala~guage; 
and we :e~t th~ correctnes: of the proof by examining for each step 
whether It IS vahd on the basis of the tacitly presupposed standards. Thus 
the procedure is practically effective in just the same sense as explained 
earlier (although it is not effective in the strictest sense unless deductive 
rules are laid down for the metalanguage). 

B. The Relation between Deduclive and Inductive Logic 

Deductive logic may be regarded as the theory of the L-concepts 
especially L-implication. These concepts can be based on the semanticai 
conce~t of range, as we have seen (§ 20). Thus deductive logic, in this 
sense, IS seen to be a part of semantics, that part which we sometimes call 
L-semantics. Inductive logic, in its quantitative form, may be regarded 
as the theory of c. As we shall see later, cis also based on the concept of 
range. The theorems of inductive logic deal not only with c but also with 
L-implication and the other L-concepts. Thus, inductive logic is likewise 
a part of semantics; it presupposes deductive logic; it may be regarded as 
constructed out of deductive logic by the introduction of the definition 
for c. In a sense, we may say that the definition of L-implication repre
sents the rules of deduction; in the same sense, the definition of c repre
sents. t.he rules of induction. Except for this difference with respect to the 
defimtwns used, the procedures for constructing proofs for theorems are 
the same in inductive logic as in deductive logic. We have earlier spoken 
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of proofs for theorems of the form 'e L-implies h' in deductive logic (see 
Ilia, method (ii)), and later of proofs for theorems of the form 'c(h,e) = r' 
in inductive logic (see IIIb). If we look not at the definitions used but at 
the forms of inference used in these two kinds of proof, we find that they 
are the same in both cases. Not only in proofs of theorems of deductive 
logic but also in those of inductive logic we apply the implicit deductive 
procedures which are customarily applied in the word language. Thus 
any procedure of proof in any field, also in inductive logic, is ultimately a 
deductive procedure. This does not mean, of course, that induction is a 
kind of deduction. We must clearly distinguish between theorems of in
ductive logic, e.g., 'c(h,e) = 3/4', and sentences like e and h about which 
the theorems speak. The fo.rmer belong to the metalanguage; the latter 
belong to the object language and hence are not a part of inductive logic 
but its subject matter. The previous remark concerns only the former; 
it means that these theorems, although belonging to inductive logic, are 
reached by deduction. On the other hand, the relation between e and h, as 
stated by the theorem mentioned, is inductive, not deductive. No deduc
tive procedure leads from e to h; but, if we may say so, an inductive pro
cedure, characterized by the number 3/4, connects e with h. 

The far-reaching analogy which holds between inductive and deductive 
logic in spite of the important differences between these two fields were 
repeatedly emphasized in the preceding discussions. The principal com
mon characteristic of the statements in both fields is their independence 
of the contingency of facts. This characteristic justifies the application 
of the common term 'logic' to both fields. The following representation 
of examples in two parallel columns will perhaps help in further clarifying 
the analogy. 

Deductive Logic 

The subsequent statements in deduc
tive logic refer to these example sen
tences: 

Premise e: 'All men are mortal, and 
Socrates is a man.' 

Conclusion h: 'Socrates is mortal.' 

The following is an example of an ele
mentary statement in deductive logic: 

D1. 'e L-implies h (in E).' 
(E is here either the English language or a 
semantical language system based on 
English.) 

Inductive Logic 

The subsequent statements in induc
tive logic refer to these example sentences: 

Evidence (or premise) e: 'The number 
of inhabitants of Chicago is three million; 
two million of these have black hair; b is 
an inhabitant of Chicago.' 

Hypothesis (or conclusion) h: 'b has 
black hair.' 

The following is an example of an ele
mentary statement in inductive logic: 

I1. 'c(h,e) = 2/3 (in E).' 
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. DEDUCTIVE LOGic-continued 

D •. The statement D, can be established 
by a logical analysis of the meaning~ of 
the sentences e and h, provided the defini
tion of 'L-implication' is given. 

D,. D, is a complete statement. We need 
not add to it any reference to specific de
ductive rules (e.g., the mood Barbara). 
However, the definition of 'L-implication' 
is, of course, presupposed for establish
ing D,. 

The following is a consequence of D 2 • 

D 4• The question whether the premise e 
is known (well established, highly con
firmed, accepted), is irrelevant for D,. 
This question becomes relevant only in 
tbe applicati01t of D1 (see D6 and D 7). 

D 5 follows from D,: 

D5• 'If e is true, then h is true.' 

D6 and D 7 are consequences of D, con
cerning applications to possible knowl
edge situations. D6 represents the theo
retical application (that is, the result re
fers again to the knowledge situation); D

7 
represents the practical application (that 
is, the result refers to a decision). 

D6. 'If e is known (accepted, well estab
lished) by the person X at the timet, then 
h is likewise.' [Here, 'to know' is under
stood in a wide sense, including not only 
items of X's explicit knowledge, that is, 
those which he is able to declare explicit
ly, but also those which are implicitly 
contained in X's explicit knowledge.] 

D7• 'If e is known by X at t, then a de
cision of X at t based on the assumption 
h is rationally justified.' 

,INDUCTIVE LOGIC-continued 

I •. The statement I, can be established by 
a logical analysis of the meanings of the 
sentences e and h, provided the definition 
of 'degree of confirmation' is given. 

I 3• l1 is a complete statement. We need 
not add to it any reference to specific in
,ductive rules (e.g., for L, a rule of the di
rect inductive inference). However, the 
definition of 'degree of confirmation' is, of 
course, presupposed for establishing 11. 

The following is a consequence of 12• 

I 4 • The question whether the premise (evi
dence) e is known (well established, high
ly confirmed, accepted), is irrelevant for 
l1. This question becomes relevant only 
in the application of I, (see 16 and 1

7
). 

There is here no analogue to D 5• From 
l1 and 'e is true' nothing can be inferred 
(see § roA). 

16 and 17 are consequences of I, con
cerning applications to possible knowledge 
situations. 16 represents the theoretical 
application, 17, the practical application. 

I6. 'If e and nothing else is known by X at 
t, then h is confirmed by X at t to the de
gree 2/3.' [Here, the term 'confirmed' 
does not mean the logical (semantical) 
concept of degree of confirmation occur
ring in D1 but a corresponding pragmati
cal concept; the latter is, however, not 
identical with the concept of degree of 
(actual) belief but means rather the de
gree of belief justified by the observa
tional knowledge of X at t.] The phrase 
'and nothing else' in 16 is essential; see 
§ 45B concerning the requirement of total 
evidence. 

I 7• 'If e and nothing else is known by 
X at t, then a decision of X at t based on 
the assumption of the degree of certainty 
2!3 for h is rationally justified (e.g. the 
decision to accept a bet on h with a' bet
ting quotient not higher than 2/3).' 
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It should be noticed that in inductive logic, just as in deductive logic, · 
the reference to the knowledge of X does not occur in the purely logical 
statements (e.g., L) but only in the statements of application (I6 and I 7). 

It is true that statements of inductive logic, like those of deductive logic, 
are usually applied both in everyday life and in science to a premise or 
evidence that is known, i.e., well established by observations. Neverthe
less, it is irrelevant for the validity as distinguished from the practical 
value or applicability, of a statement of inductive logic, just as for one 
of deductive logic, whether the evidence is true or not and, if it is true, 
whether its truth is known or not. 

We shall later(§ ssB) clarify the relation between deductive and induc
tive logic in still another way with the help of the concept of range. We 
shall see that a statement of deductive logic like 'e L-implies h' means that 
the entire range of e is included in that of h, while a statement of induc
tive logic like 'c(h,e) = 3/ 4' means that three-fourths of the range of e is 
included in that of h. This shows again the similarity and at the same time 
the difference between the two fields. 

§ 44. Logical and Methodological Problems 

A. With respect to deductive procedures, we distinguish between the prob
lems of deductive logic proper, including mathematics, and those of the meth
odology of deduction. The latter concern the choice of suitable deductive pro
cedures for given purposes. Analogously we distinguish between inductive logic 
and methodology of induction. The latter gives no exact rules but only advice 
how best to apply inductive proceq)lres for given purposes. Bacon's and Mill's 
theories on induction belong chiefly; not to inductive logic, but to the method
ology of induction. On the other hand, the beginnings of an inductive logic are 
found in the classical theory of probability. 

B. An inductive inference does not, like a deductive inference, lead to the ac
quisition of a new sentence but rather to the determination of a degree of con
firmation. Inductive inferences usually concern a population (of persons or 
things) and samples; in many cases they deal with frequencies (statistical in
ferences). The principal kinds of inductive inference are briefly characterized: 
(1) direct inference, (2) predictive inference, (3) inference by analogy, (4) in
verse inference, (s) universal inference. 

A. Methodological Problems 

In order to clarify the aim of our construction of inductive logic, it 
seems useful to emphasize a certain distinction between two kinds of prob
lems. The problems of the one kind constitute the field which we call induc
tive logic; the problems of the other kind may be called, for lack of a better 
term, methodological problems and, more specifically, problems of the 
methodology of induction. Before explaining this distinction, let us look at 
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· deductive logic, where an analogous distinction can be made which is easier 
~o un~erstand. Here we have first the field of deductive logic proper, 
mcludmg pure mathematics. To this field belong, for instance, the theo
rems stated in §§ 2o--4o above. Then there is a second field, closely con
nected but not identical with deductive logic. In this second field, methods 
are described for practically carrying out the procedures of deductive logic 
and mathematics, and suggestions are made for the use of these methods 
in various situations and for various purposes. Here we learn, for instance, 
how best to look for a proof of a conjectured theorem or for a simplification 
of a given proof; some hints are given as to the conditions under which an 
indirectproof may be useful; devices are explained for proving the inde
pendence of a certain sentence from a given set of postulates, or the con
sistency of the set, or its completeness; other devices are given for finding 
convenient approximating functions for the purpose of numerical calcula
tions (for example, T4o-4 above; this theorem itself and other similar ones 
in § 40A belong to mathematics and hence to deductive logic; but the 
more or less vague general rules which tell us how to find an approximating 
function of this kind when we need it belong to the second field). This sec
ond field may be called methodology of deductive logic and mathematics. 

Analogously, inductive logic (in its quantitative form) contains state
ments which attribute a certain value of c to a certain case, that is, a pair 
of sentences e,h, or speak about relations between values of c in different 
cases. On the other hand, the methodology of induction gives advice how 
best to apply the methods of inductive logic for certain purposes. We may, 
for instance, wish to test a given hypothesis h; methodology tells us which 
kinds of experiments will be useful for this purpose by yielding observa
tional data e. which, if added to our previous knowledge e,, will be induc
tively highly relevant for our hypothesis h, that is, such that c(h,e, • e.) 
is either considerably higher or considerably lower than c(h,e

1
). Sometimes, 

not one hypothesis but a set of competitive hypotheses is given, and we 
wish to come to an inductive decision among them by finding observa
tional material which gives to one of the hypotheses a considerably higher 
c than to the others. In another case, we may have found observational 
results which are not explainable by the hypotheses accepted so far and 
perhaps even incompatible with one of them; here, we wish to find a new 
hypothesis which not only is compatible with the observations but ex
plains them as well as possible. As explained in the preceding section 
(problem I), there is no effective procedure leading to this aim, no more 
than there is in mathematics for finding a theorem suitable for a given 
purpose. Nevertheless, it is possible in both cases to give some useful 
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hints in which direction and by which means to look for a result of the 
kind wanted; these hints are given by methodology. Inductive and deduc
tive logic cannot give them; they are indifferent to our needs and purposes 
both in practical life and in theoretical work. By emphasizing the distinc
tion between logic and methodology, we do not intend to advocate a sepa
ration of the two kinds of problems within scientific inquiry. They are 
usually treated in close connection, and that is very useful. There is hardly 
any book in mathematics-except perhaps a table of logarithms-that 
does not add to the mathematical theorems some indications as to how they 
may usefully be applied either in mathematics itself or in empirical sci
ence. Similarly, to our later theorems in inductive logic, we shall often 
add some remarks about their use. Some of these remarks concern the use 
within inductive logic, for instance, the utilization of a given theorem in 
proofs of later theorems; other remarks concern the use outside ofinduc
tive logic, for instance, the possibility of a practical application. eith~r of 
inductive logic in general or of a given theorem to knowledge situations. 
Remarks of both kinds belong, not to inductive logic itself, but to the 
methodology of induction. [Examples of methodological discussions con
cerning the application of inductive logic in general are our discussions 
of the requirements of logical independence and completeness (above, 
§ r8B), of the requirement of total evidence (below, §.45B), and th: ?e
tailed discussions of the application of inductive logic for determmmg 
practical decisions (below, §§ 49-51); examples of methodological. re
marks concerning the application of particular theorems to possible 
knowledge situations are found at many places in the subsequent chapters, 
e.g., in §§ 6o, 61, and generally whenever in the comments on given theo
rems terms like 'observation', 'known', 'unknown', 'expectation', 'pre
diction', 'decision', 'betting', and similar ones occur.] However, the prin
cipal purpose of this book is the discussion and, if possible, solution of 
problems of inductive logic itself; in other words, the proof of theorems 
on the degree of confirmation. The discussions of problems of the method
ology of induction, on the other hand, are only .incidental,. al~hough for 
practical reasons they may be useful and sometii_U:s even. m.dispensable. 
A theoretical book on geometry need not discuss m detail, If at all, the 
application of geometrical theorems for the calculation of the area of a 
garden or the distance of the moon, because the reader can be expected to 
be familiar with the connection between theoretical geometry and its ap
plication to spatial relations of physical bodies. In. the case of induc~ive 
logic, on the other hand, there is at the present time not yet su~Cient 
clarity and agreement even among the writers in the field concernmg the 
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nature of the theory and the connection between theory and practical 
application. Therefore today a book on inductive logic is compelled to 
devote a considerable part of its space to a discussion of methodological 
problems. 

One of the purposes in emphasizing the distinction between inductive 
logic proper and the methodology of induction is to make it clear thM 
certain books, investigations, and discussions concerning induction do not 
belong to inductive logic although they are often attributed to it. Thi:; 
holds in particular for the works of Francis Bacon and John Stuart Mill; 
their discussions on irrduction; including Mill's methods of agreement, 
difference, etc., belong chiefly to the methodology .of induction and give 
hardly a beginning of inductive logic. On the other hand, the beginnings 
of a systematic inductive logic can be .found in another class of works, 
some of them written a long time before Mill, although in many of these 
works the word 'induction' does not even occur. I am referring to all 
those works which deal with the theory of probability,; as previously ex
plained (§ 12), most of the classical works on the theory of probability 
belong to this class, as do most of those modern books on probability which 
are not based on the frequency conception of probability. In most of 
these theories, probability has numerical values; hence, they are systems 
of quantitative inductive logic. Keynes's theory is an example of a com
parative inductive logic supplemented by a very restricted part of quan
titative inductive logic, since, according to his conception, probability has 
numerical values only in some cases of a special kind, while in general only 
a comparison is possible leading to the result that one hypothesis is more 
probable than another. Jeffreys starts with axioms on the primitive notion 
'given p, q is more probable than r', hence with a comparative inductive 
logic; on its basis, a quantitative inductive logic is constructed by laying 
down conventions for the assignment of numerical values. 

B. Inductive Inferences 

What we call inductive logic is often called the theory of nondemonstra
tive or nondeductive inference. Since we use the term 'inductive' in the 
wide sense of 'nondeductive', we might call it the theory of inductive in
ference. We shall indeed often speak of inductive inferences because the 
term is customary and convenient. However, it should be noticed that the 
term 'inference' must here, in inductive logic, not be understood in the 
same sense as in deductive logic. Deductive and inductive logic are analo
gous in one respect: both investigate logical relations between sentences; 
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the first studies the relation of L-implication, the second that of degree of 
confirmation which may be regarded as a numerical measure for a partial 
L-implication, as we shall see(§ ssB). The term 'inference' in its custom
ary use implies a transition from given sentences to new sentences or an 
acquisition of a new sentence on the basis of sentences already possessed. 
However, only deductive inference is inference in this sense. If an observer 
X has written down a list of sentences stating facts which he knows, then 
he may add to the list any other sentence which he finds to beL-implied 
by sentences of his list. If, on the other hand, he finds that his knowledge 
confirms another sentence to a certain degree, he must not simply add this 
other sentence. The result of his inductive examination cannot be formu
lated by the sentence alone; the value found for the degree of confirma
tion is an essential part of the result. If we want to give a schematized 
(and hence somewhat oversimplified) picture of X's procedure, we may 
imagine that he writes two lists of sentences; for the sake of simplicity 
we assume that the sentences of both lists are molecular. The first list 
contains the sentences which he knows; additions to this list are made in 
two ways: (a) basic sentences formulating the results of new observations 
which he makes and (b) sentences L-implied by those on the list. Only 
the additions of the kind (a) change the logical content of the list. Let us 
assume that the atomic sentences of X's language are logically independent 
of each other (according to the requirement of independence, § 18B). 
Then X need never cross out a sentence once written on the first list. The 
second list contains inductive results. These are formulated by sentences, 
each of them marked with a numerical value, its degree of confirmation 
with respect to the first list. These values, however, hold only for a certain 
time· as soon as a new observation sentence is added to the first list, the 

' numerical values on the second list have to be revised. These values could 
be provided by an inductive machine, into which the observation sen
tences of the first list, kind (a), are fed. (In order to make the procedure 
effective and accessible to a machine, it must be restricted to a finite 
system.) 

This picture makes it clear that an inductive inference does not, like a 
deductive inference, result in the acquisition of a sentence but in the de
termination of its degree of confirmation. It is in this sense, and only in 
this sense, that we sha.ll use the term 'inductive inference' further on. 

The most important kinds of inductive inference or, in other words, of 
general theorems concerning c deal with cases where either or both of the 
sentences e and h give information about frequencies, for instance, in the 
form of an individual or statistical distribution (§ 26B) for some indi-
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viduals with respect to a division. In these cases we might speak of sta-
tistical inductive inferences. . 

Following the usage of statisticians, we call the class of all those indi
viduals to which a given statistical investigation refers the population. 
Any proper subclass of the population, defined by an enumeration of its 
e~ements, not by ~ common property, is called a sample from the popula
twn .. The po~ulatwn need not necessarily consist of human beings; it may 
consist of thmgs or events of any kind, persons, animals, births, deaths, 
molecules, electrons, specimens of grain, products of a factory, etc. The 
population is usually not the whole universe of individuals but only a part 
?f 1t. ~or ~xample, the universe may be the totality of physical things; one 
mvestlgatwn may take as population the present inhabitants of ChicaO'o 
another may take the inhabitants of Boston in 1900, etc.; the fact tha~ 
these and other populations are parts of the same universe of individuals 
makes it possible first to formulate these investigations in the same lan
guage system and also, if desired, to consider later a more comprehensive 
population containing the original ones as parts and studying their rela
tions. 

We shall now briefly characterize some of the most important kinds of 
inductive inference; they are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive. 

I. The direct inference, that is, the inference from the population to a 
sample. (It might also be called internal in_ference or downward inference.) 
e may. state the frequency of a property M in the population, and h the 
same m a sample of the population. 

2. The predictive inference, that is, the inference from one sample to an
other sample not overlapping with the first. (It might also be called exter
nal inference.) This is the most important and fundamental inductive in
ference. From the general theorems concerning this kind we shall later (in 
Vol. II) derive the theorems concerning the subsequent kinds. The special 
case where the second sample consists of only one individual is called 
the singular predictive inference. We have indicated earlier (§ 41D) and 
w_e ~hall. show in detail later (T1o8-1) that the results of the singular pre
dictive mference stand in a close relation to the estimation of relative 
frequency. 

3· The inference by analogy, the inference from one individual to an
other on the basis of their known similarity. 

4· !he inverse inference, the inference from a sample to the population. 
(It m1ght also be called upward inference.) This inference is of greater im
portance in practical statistical work than the direct inference because we 
usually have statistical information only for some samples actually ob-
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served and counted and not for the whole population. Methods for the in
verse inference (often called 'inverse probability') have been much dis
cussed both in the classical period and in modern statistics. One of the 
chief stimulations for the developments of modern statistical methods 
came from the controversies concerning the validity of the classical meth
ods for the inverse inference. 

5· The universal inference, the inference from a sample to a hypothesis 
of universal form. This inference has often been regarded as the most im
portant kind of inductive inference. The term 'induction' was in the past 
often restricted to universal induction. Our later discussion will show that 
actually the predictive inference is more important not only from the 
point of view of practical decisions but also from that of theoretical 
sc1ence .. 

§ 46. Abstraction in Inductive Logic 

A. The application of logic, which is not a task of logic itself but of methodol
ogy, has to do with states of observing, believing, knowing, and the like. On 
the other hand, logic itself, both deductive and inductive, deals not with these 
states but instead with sentences subject to exact rules. Thus logic gains exact-

. ness by abstracting from the vague features of actual situations. B. In the ap
plication of inductive logic still another difficulty is involved, which does not 
concern inductive logic itself. This difficulty consists in the fact that, if an ob
server wants to apply inductive logic to an expectation concerning a hypothesis 
h, he has to take as evidence e a complete report of all his observational knowl
edge. Many authors on probability, have not given sufficient attention to this 
requirement of total evidence. They often leave aside a great part of the available 
information as though it were irrelevant. However, cases of strict irrelevance 
are much more rare than is usually assumed. C. The simple structure of our 
language systems, the earlier requirement of completeness (§ 18B), and now 
the requirement of total evidence compel us to construct all examples of the 

. application of inductive logic in a fictitious simplified form. This fact, however, 
does not prevent the approximative application of inductive logic to actual 
knowledge situations in our actual world, just as certain idealized concepts of 

·physics can be practically applied. D. Abstractions may be very fruitful and 
even necessary for the progress of science, as the example of geometry shows. 
Some students reject all abstractions; others use them excessively and neglect 
certain features of reality. These extremes are harmful. We should rather com
bine both tendencies, that emphasizing the concrete as well as that emphasizing 
the abstract. As to inductive logic, we should overlook neither the fact that its 
ultimate purpose lies .in its application in practical life nor the fact that it cannot 
be efficient without using abstract methods. 

A. Abstraction in Deductive and Inductive Logic 

Our theory of inductive logie will be applied not to the whole language 
of science with its great complexities, its large variety of forms of expres-
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sion, and its variables of higher levels (e.g., for real numbers), but only 
to the simple language systems~ explained in the preceding chapter. This 
involves a certain simplification and schematization of inductive proce
dures in comparison with those actually used in the practice of science. 
Other ~inds of schematization here involved are still more important; 
they will be discussed in this section. The first of them is inherent in any 
logical method; it could not be avoided even if we took the whole language 
of science as our object language, and it is a necessary factor even in de
ductive logic. It consists in the fact that the pure systems of both deduc
tive and inductive logic refer simply to sentences (or to the propositions 
expressed by them) rather than to states of knowing, believing, assuming, 
etc., while any application of logic to an actual situation has to do with 
these states. This application is outside of pure logic itself; it belongs to 
the subject matter of the methodology of logic, as we have seen in the 
preceding section. 

Let us first take an example from deductive logic. One of the simplest 
theorems of deductive logic says that i L-implies i V j. One kind of appli
cation of this theorem consists in the following rule, which is not a logical 
but a methodological rule: if X has good reasons for believing i, then the 
same reasons entitle him to believe i V j. This, however, is a crude for
mulation using 'believing' as a classificatory concept. A more adequate 
formulation would use it as a quantitative or at least as a comparative 
concept: if X at the time t has .reasons for a belief in ito the degree r, then 
he has at the same time reasons for a belief in i V j at least to the degree r. 
For instance, I look at a tree and, on the basis of what I see I am con
vinced that a certain leaf is green; then I have the right to b; convinced 
at least as strongly that this leaf is green or smooth. In this way, some 
rather vague and perhaps even problematic concepts enter the situation . 
Am I actually convinced? How am I to measure the strength of my con
viction or at least to compare two convictions as to their strength? Is the 
color I want to express described accurately by 'green', or should I per
haps rather say 'greenish-blue'? We have here all the vaguenesses and 
other difficulties which arise on the way from an observation to the utter
ance of a corresponding observation sentence and our report about the 
belief in it. Within logic, however, all these difficulties do not appear. Not 
that they have been overcome; we just leave them outside we 'abstract' ' . 
from them. The advantage of this procedure is that in logic we deal only. 
with clear-cut entities without vagueness. We have predicates and they 
are assumed to designate properties, and further we have other signs and 
their designata. The actual vagueness of the boundary line between green 
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and blue is disregarded and likewise the vagueness of the other properties 
and all other designata. Furthermore, logic contains other semantical 
rules determining the meaning of the sentences on the basis of these 
designata (e.g., in the form of rules of ranges, as explained in § 18D). 
With the help of these rules, we determine whether or not the relation of 
L-implication holds between given sentences, and thus we reach one of the 
chief aims of deductive logic. (For instance, we show that i L-implies 
i V j by showing that the range of i is contained in that of i V j.) All these 
procedures within deductive logic deal with neat, clear-cut entities ac
cording to exact rules and thus are not blurred by any vagueness. How
ever1 we must necessarily pay a price for this advantage; by the abstrac
tion which we carry out in order to construct our system of logic, we dis
regard certain features; they remain outside the scope of logic. However, 
we must be careful in the characterization of this situation. Some philoso
phers say that, in consequence of the abstraction leading to logic or, in a 
similar way, to quantitative physics, certain features of reality (for in
stance, the 'genuine qualities' or 'qualia') remain forever outside our 
grasp. I do not agree with this view; although it sounds similar to what I 
said earlier, there is a fundamental difference. This may become clearer by 
the following analogy. Suppose a circular area is given, and we want to 
cover some of it with quadrangles which we draw within the circle and 
which do not overlap. This can be done in many different ways; but, 
whichever way we do it and however far we go with the (finite) procedure, 
we shall never succeed in covering the whole circular area. However, it is 
not true that-in analogy to the philosophical view mentioned-there is 
any point in the area which cannot be covered. On the contrary, for every 
point and even for every finite number of points there is a finite set of 
quadrangles covering all of them. The situation with abstraction is analo
gous. In any construction of a system of logic or, in other words, of alan
guage ~ystem with exact rules, something is sacrificed, is not grasped, be
cause of the abstraction or schematization involved. However, it is not 
true that there is anything that cannot be grasped by a language system 
and hence escapes logic. For any single fact in the world, a language sys
tem can be constructed which is capable of representing that fact while 
others are not covered. For instance, if we find ourselves unable to describe 
a certain subtle difference between two shades of color with simple predi
cates like 'green' and 'blue', we may make our net finer and finer by intro
ducing more and more predicates like 'bluish-green', 'greenish-blue', etc., 
or by introducing quantitative scales (as in the color systems of W. Ost
wald or A. C. Hardy); in this way, our language becomes more and more 
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precise with respect to colors. Perhaps this process of introducing more 
and more precise terms can never come to an end, so that some vagueness 
always remains. On the other hand, there is no difference in color shade, 
however slight, that remains forever inexpressible. 

B. The Requirement of Total Evidence 

Suppose that inductive logic supplies a simple result of the form 
'c(h,e) = r', where h and e are two given sentences and r is a given real 
number. How is this result to be applied to a given knowledge situation? 
This question is answered by the following rule, which is not a rule of in
ductive logic but of the methodology of induction: 

(1) If e expresses the total knowledge of X at the timet, that is to say, 
his total knowledge of the results of his observations, then X is 
justified at this time to believe h to the degree r, and hence to bet 
on h with a betting quotient not higher than r. 

One of the decisive points in this rule is the fact that it lays down the 
following stipulation: 

(2) Requirement of total evidence: in the application of inductive logic to 
a given knowledge situation, the total evidence available must be 
taken as basis for determining the degree of confirmation. 

There is no analogue to this requirement in deductive logic. If deductive 
logic says that e L-im plies hand if X knows e, then he is entitled to assert h 
irrespective of any further knowledge he may possess. On the other hand, 
if inductive logic says that c(h,e) = r, then the mere fact that X knows e 
does not entitle him to believe h to the degree r; obviously it is required 
either that X know nothing beyond e or that the totality of his additional 
knowledge i be irrelevant for h with respect toe, i.e., that it can be shown 
in inductive logic that c(h,e. i) = c(h,e). It cannot even be said that X 
may believe h at least to the degree r; by the addition of i, the c for h may 
as well decrease as increase. The theoretical validity of the requirement of 
total evidence cannot be doubted. If a judge in determining the proba
bility of the defendant's guilt were to disregard some relevant facts 
brought to his knowledge; if a businessman tried to estimate the gain to be 
expected from a certain deal but left out of consideration some risks he 
knows to be involved; or if a scientist pleading for a certain hypothesis 
omitted in his publication some experimental results unfavorable to the 
hypothesis, then everybody would regard such a procedure as wrong. 

The requirement has been recognized since the classical period of the 
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theory of probability. Keynes ([Probab.], p. 313) refers to "Bernoulli's 
maxim, that in reckoning a probability, we must take into account all the 
information which we have". Although in the second axiom referred to 
by Keynes, Bernoulli speaks in somewhat weaker terms ("everything 
that can come to our knowledge" [Ars], p. 214), the formulation of the 
third axiom ("Not only those arguments must be considered which are 
favorable to an affair but also all those which can be advanced against 
it, so that after pondering both it becomes clear which ones outweigh the 
others", p. 215) and the examples given in connection with both axioms 
leave no doubt that the requirement of total evidence is meant. The re
quirement is expressed more clearly by C. S. Peirce: "I cannot make a 
valid probable inference without taking into account whatever knowledge 
I have ... that bears on the question" ([Theory], p. 461). However, many 
writers since the classical period, although presumably acknowledging the 
requirement in theory, did not give sufficient attention to it in questions 
of practical application. Laplace himself, for instance, raised the following 
question: According to the reports of history, the sun has never failed to 
rise every twenty-four hours for five thousand yea.rs or r,826,213 days; 
what is the probability of its rising again tomorrow morning? Using his 
rule of succession, Laplace gave the answer: I - r/I,826,2I5. Since we 
cannot assume that he was unaware of the fact that history reports be
sides sunrises also a number of other events, we must conclude that he 
either regarded all other known events as irrelevant for his problem or 
failed to consider the question of relevance. Many examples of a similar 
nature were constructed. Later writers criticized these examples. Aside 
from criticisms of the methods used for the solutions, for example, the 
rule of succession, the objection was raised that series of events of this 
kind are not a proper subject matter for the theory of probability because 
we have a causal explanation for them and therefore cannot regard them 
as matters of chance. I should prefer to give this objection a different form. 
I agree with Laplace against his critics in the view that the theory of 
probability or inductive logic a,pplies to all kinds of events, including those 
which seem to follow so-called causal laws, that is, general formulas of 
physics, for instance, in the example of the sun, the laws of mechanics ap
plied to the earth and the sun. On the other hand, I agree with the critical 
judgment of the later writers that Laplace's application of the theory in 
cases of this kind is not correct because our knowledge of mechanics is 
disregarded. I would say that the requirement of total evidence is here 
violated be.cause there are many other known facts which are relevant 
for the probability of the sun's rising tomorrow. Among them are all those 
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facts which function as confirming instances for the laws of mechanics. 
They are relevant because the prediction of the sunrise for tomorrow is a 
prediction of an instance of these laws. 

Modern authors on probability are in general more careful in the con
struction of their examples; but I think that even they are often not cau
tious enough in their tacit or explicit assumptions as to irrelevance. The 
cases of strict irrelevance are considerably more rare than is usually be
lieved. Later, in the construction of our system of inductive logic, ex
amples will be found where we might be inclined at the first look to assume 
irrelevance, while a closer investigation shows that it does not hold. 

C. The Applicability of Inductive Logic 

We have seen earlier(§ r8B) that the requirement of completeness com
pels us to imagine for the purpose of the application of inductive logic a 
simplified world, a universe which is not more complex in structure or 
more abundant in variety than the simple language system which we are 
able to manipulate in inductive logic. Now the requirement of total evi
dence compels us in the construction of examples of application to imagine 
in the simplified universe an observer X with a simplified biography. 
While every adult person in our actual world has observed an enormous 
number of events with an immense variety transcending all possibilities 
of complete description, let alone calculatory inductive analysis, we have 
to imagine an observer X whose entire wealth of experience is so limited 
that it can easily be formulated and taken as a basis for inductive pro
cedures. Thus, examples of the application of inductive logic must neces
sarily show certain fictitious features and deviate more from situations 
which can actually occur than is the case in deductive logic. This fact, 
however, does not make inductive logic a fictitious theory without rele
vance for science or practical life. A man who wants to calculate the areas 
of islands and countries begins with studying geometrical theorems illus
trated by examples of simple forms like triangles, rectangles, circles, etc., 
although none of the countries in which he is interested has any of these 
forms. He knows that by beginning with simple forms he will learn a 
method which can be applied also to more and more complex forms ap
proximating more and more the areas in which he is interested. Analo
gously, the method of inductive logic, although first applied only to ficti
tious simple situations, can, if sufficiently developed, be applied to more 
and more complex cases which approximate more and more the situations 
in which we find ourselves in real life. Physics likewise uses certain simpli
fied, idealized conceptions which would hold strictly only in a fictitious 
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universe, for example, those of frictionless movement, an absolutely rigid 
lever, a perfect pendulum, a mass point, an ideal gas, etc. These concepts 
are found to be useful, however, because the simple laws stated for these 
ideal cases hold approximately whenever the ideal conditions are approxi
mately fulfilled. Similarly, there are actual situations which may be re
garded as approximately representing the ideal conditions dealt with in 
our inductive logic referring to the simple systems~-

Suppose, for instance, that spherical balls of equal size are drawn from 
an urn; the surface of these balls is in general white, but some are marked 
with a red point, others not; some (without regard to whether they have a 
red point or not) have a bJue point, others not; and some have a yellow 
point, others not. A simple inspection does not reveal other differences 
between the balls. Then we may apply our system ~ to the balls and their 
observed marks; we take as individuals the balls, or rather the events of 
the appearance of the single balls, abstracting from the fact that the actual 
balls have distinguishable parts and that the very markings by which we 
distinguish them are parts of the balls. And we take the three kinds of 
markings as primitive properties as though they were the only qualitative 
properties of the balls, abstracting from the fact that a careful inspection 
of the actual balls would reveal many more properties in which they differ. 
Suppose we have drawn one hundred balls and found that forty of them 
had the property M of bearing a red point and a blue point. Suppose that 
this is all the knowledge we have concerning the balls and that we are in
terested in the probability of the hypothesis h that the next ball (if and 
when it appears) will have the property M. Then we shall take as our 
evidence e the observation results concerning the hundred balls just de
scribed. This is again an idealization of the actual situation because in 
fact we have, of course, an enormous amount of knowledge concerning 
other things. We leave this other knowledge i aside because we regard it 
as plausible that it is not very relevant for h with respect to e, that is to 
say, that the value of c(h,e), which we can calculate, does not differ much 
from the value of c(h,e • i), which ought to be taken according to the re
quirement of total evidence but which would make the calculation too 
complicated. (Of course, we may be mistaken in the assumption of the 
near-irrelevance of i; that is to say, a closer investigation might show that, 
in order to come to a sufficient approximation, certain other parts of the 
available knowledge must be included in the evidence; just as a physicist 
who assumes that the influence of the friction in a certain case is so small 
that he may neglect it may find by a closer analysis that its influence is 
considerable and therefore must be taken into account.) If the temporal 
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order of the hundred ball drawings is known and seems to be relevant (for 
instance, if the sequence of the colors in their temporal order of appearance 
shows a high degree of regularity), then we shall include in our evidence 
the description of this order according to one of the methods earlier ex
plained (§ rsB). If the temporal order of the hundred drawings is not 
known (for instance, if we counted only the number of each kind without 
paying attention to the order) or if it is known but assumed to be not very 
relevant, then we shall take as evidence the conjunction of three hundred 
sentences, each of which says of one of the hundred balls whether or not it 
has one of the three primitive properties. It will even be sufficient to take 
as evidence a conjunction of one hundred sentences, each of which says of 
one of the hundred balls whether or not it isM. For certain rules of induc
tion or definitions of degree of confirmation, it can be shown that the 
additional knowledge contained in the three hundred sentences is strictly 
irrelevant in this case. 

Let us suppose that we have decided to take the latter conjunction of 
one hundred sentences concerning M and non-Mas our evidence e. Then 
a system of inductive logic, although formulated for a simplified universe, 
may be applied to the actual knowledge situation just described. The ap
plication consists in calculating the value of the degree of confirmation c 
for the hypothesis hand the evidence e specified and taking this value as 
the probability sought. 

It is important to recognize clearly the nature of the difficulties which 
have just been explained. They do not occur in inductive logic itself but 
only in the application of inductive logic to actual situations of knowl
edge; hence they belong to the methodology of induction. Like deductive 
logic, inductive logic has to do only with clear-cut entities without any 
vagueness; it deals with sentences of a constructed language system; it 
ascribes to a pair of sentences h,e a real number r as the degree of con
firmation according to exact rules. Here, as in deductive logic, the exact
ness, the freedom from vagueness, is obtained by abstraction and there
fore at a sacrifice. 

D. Dangers and Usefulness of Abstraction 

Some scientists and philosophers feel a strong disinclination against all· 
abstractions or schematizations. They demand that any methodological 
or even logical analysis of science should never lose sight of the actual be
havior of scientists both in the laboratory and at the desk. They warn 
against neglecting any of the factors which a good scientist takes into con
sideration in inventing and testing his hypotheses; they emphasize that 
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the complex judgment on the acceptability of a hypothesis cannot be 
based on just one number, the degree of confirmation. I think that this 
view contains a correct and important idea. Whenever we make an ab
straction, we certainly ought to be fully aware of what we are doing and 
not to forget that we leave aside certain features of the real processes and 
that these features from which we abstract at the moment must not 
be entirely overlooked but must be given their rightful place at some point 
in the full investigation of science. On the other hand, if some authors 
exaggerate this valid requirement into a wholesale rejection of all ab
stractions and schematizations, an attitude which sometimes develops 
into a veritable abstractophobia, then they deprive science of some of its 
most fruitful methods. 

The history of science is full of examples for the usefulness and immense 
fertility of abstractions. One of the most outstanding examples is geome
try. It was created by an act of abstraction: attention was directed tow~rd 
the spatial properties and relations of bodies, while all other properties, 
color substance, weight, etc., were disregarded. Then another bold step 
was ~aken, leading away from the world of concrete things with their di
rectly observable properties to a schema consisting of constructs: geome
try was transformed into a theory of certain spatial configurations whose 
properties are completely and exactly determined. This geometry no 
lonrrer deals with wooden or iron balls but with spheres, perfect spheres 
of ;hich the balls are only more or less rough approximations. It deals 
with infinite straight lines, of which at best some finite segments are 
approximately represented by certain threads and edges of bodies. Both 
these steps of abstraction were taken in ancient times; we will not 
discuss here some later steps which went even much farther in the same 
direction by transforming geometry into a theory of certain sets of real 
numbers (Descartes), into a fqrmal axiom system (Hilbert), and finally 
into a special branch of the logic of relations (Russell). The important 
point for our discussion appears already in the effect of the first two steps 
of abstraction. Today it is clear that the magnificent development of 
geometry through its history of more than two thousand years would 
have been impossible without those abstractions and that the develop
ment of physics would have been impossible without that of geometry. 
Thus the end result is that, not only from the point of view of the mathe
matician but also from that of the physicist, the abstractions in geometry 
are immensely useful and even practically indispensable. Although the aim 
remains the investigation not of the abstract configurations but of the 
observable spatial properties of concrete things, nevertheless it turns out 
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that abstract geometry supplies the most efficient method for this investi
gation, much more efficient than any method dealing directly with ob
servable spatial properties. Numerous other methods of abstraction or 
schematization have proved fruitful in physics. This shows that, if we 
want to obtain knowledge of the things and events of our environment as 
a help for our decisions in practical life, then the roundabout way which 
leads first away from these things to an abstract schema may in the long 
run be better than the direct way which stays close to the things and their 
observable properties. 

The situation in logic is analogous. Both in deductive and in inductive 
logic we deal with abstract schemata, with sentences which belong to 
constructed language systems and are manipulated according to exact 
rules. This is admittedly a step away from the actual situations of observ
ing, believing, etc., in which we find ourselves in practical life. The choice 
of this procedure is not based on the assumption that the actual situa
tions are unimportant and that the exact schemata are all that matters. 
On the contrary, the final aim of the whole enterprise of logic as of any 
other cognitive endeavor is to supply methods for guiding our decisions 
in practical situations. (This does, of course, not mean that this final aim 
is also the motive in every activity in logic or science.) But here, as in 
physics, the roundabout way through an abstract schema is the best way 
also for the practical aim. Some philosophers who shy away from all 
abstractions have suggested that in the logical analysis of science we 
should not make abstractions but deal with the actual procedures, ob
servations, statements, etc., made by scientists; we should give up the 
concept of truth as defined in pure semantics with respect to a constructed 
language system and use instead the pragmatical concept 'accepted (or 
verified or highly confirmed) by X at the time t'; likewise, instead of the 
semantital concept of L-truth (see § 20), we should use a related prag
matical concept defined in about this way: 'i is a sentence of such a kind 
that, for any sentence j, the utterance of the conjunction i • j by X to Y 
has the same effect on Y as the utterance of j alone'. A theory of prag
matical concepts would certainly be of interest, and a further develop
ment of such a theory from the present modest beginnings is highly de
sirable. However, I think the repudiation of pure radical semantics and 
L-semantics, and thereby both of pure deductive and of inductive logic, 
in favor of a merely pragmatical analysis of the language of science would 
lead to a method of very poor efficiency, analogous to a geometry re
stricted to observable spatial properties. Inductive logic deals with 
schemata; but it is developed not for the sake of these schemata, but 
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finally for the purpose of giving help to the man who wants to know how 
certain he can be that his crop will not be destroyed by a drought, to the 
insurance company which wants to calculate a premium rate for life in
surance that is not too high but still profitable, to the engineer who wants 
to find the degree of certainty that the bridge he constructs will be able to 
carry a certain load, to the physicist who wants to find out which of a set 
of competing theories is best supported by the experimental results known 
to him. The decisive point is that just for these practical applications the 
method which uses abstract schemata is the most efficient one. 

One of the factors contributing to the origin of the controversy about 
abstractions is a psychological one; it is the difference between two con
stitutional types. Persons of the one type (extroverts) are attentive to and 
have a liking for nature with all its complexities and its inexhaustible 
richness of qualities; consequently, they dislike to see any of these quali
ties overlooked or neglected in a description or a scientific theory. Persons 
of the other type (introverts) like the neatness and exactness of formal 
structures more than the richness of qualities; consequently, they are in
clined to replace in their thinking the full picture of reality by a simplified 
schema. In the field of science and of theoretical investigation in general, 
both types do valuable work; their functions complement each other, and 
both are indispensable. Students of the first type are the best observers; 
they call our attention to subtle and easily overlooked features of reality. 
They alone, however, would not be able to reach generalizations of a high 
level, because abstractions are needed for this purpose. Therefore, a science 
developed by them alone would be rich in details but weak in power of 
explanation and prediction. (This is a warning to those who are afraid of 
abstractions, especially in inductive logic.) Students of the second type 
are the best originators and users of abstract methods which, when suffi
ciently developed, may be applied as powerful instruments for the pur
pose of description, explanation, and prediction. Their chief weakness is 
the ever present temptation to overschematize and oversimplify and hence 
to overlook important factors in the actual situation; the result may be a 
theory which is wonderful to look at in its exactness, symmetry, and formal 
elegance, and yet woefully inadequate for the task of application for which 
it is intended. (This is a warning directed at the author of this book by his 
critical super-ego.) 

It seems to me that the contrast between the two types, as long as its 
expression is a controversy between thesis and antithesis, the danger of 
abstractions versus their usefulness, is futile. It may become fruitful if 
expressed as a difference in emphasis rather than in assertion; either type 
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emphasizes one side of the whole method of research and works as a safe
guard against its neglect. History and personal experiences show us that 
either type is tempted to underestimate the value of the work of the 
other type. However, it is clear that science can progress only by the co
operation of both types, by the combination of both directions in the 
working method. 

The foregoing distinction of two types is a customary but obviously 
oversimplified description of the situation. Instead of speaking of two 
types, one directed toward the concrete, the other toward the abstract, 
it would be more correct to apply a continuous scale of comparison: a per
son X tends less toward the concrete and more toward the abstract than 
another person Y. (In other words, a comparative concept is here more 
adequate than the two classificatory concepts; see § 4.) 

§ 46. Is a Quantitative Inductive Logic Impossible? 

Some students regard a quantitative degree of confirmation and hence a 
quantitative inductive logic as impossible because there are very many differ
ent factors determining the choice of the "best" hypothesis, and some of them 
cannot be numerically evaluated. However, the task of inductive logic is not 
to represent all these factors, but only the logical ones; the methodological 
(practical, technological) and other nonlogical factors lie outside its scope. 
Some authors, among them Kries, believe (r) that even the logical factors, for 
example, the extension, precision, and variety of the confirming material, are 
in principle inaccessible to numerical evaluation; and (2) that it is impossible 
to define a quantitative degree of confirmati<>n dependent upon these factors. 
The first of these assertions is easily refuted. 

The different attitude of the two psychological types discussed above 
manifested itself clearly each time in the development of modern sci
ence when attempts were made to introduce quantitative concepts, meas
urement, and mathematical methods into a new field, for instance, psy
chology, social sciences, and biology. Those who made these attempts 
were convinced from the beginning that the application of mathematical 
methods was possible though perhaps difficult. Even if they had to admit 
that the initial steps taken were far from perfect, they were not dis
couraged; they did not believe that these defects were necessary, due to 
an inherent nonquantitative character of the field in question. They ex
pected that the method could and would be improved and that, when 
further developed, it would yield many new results unobtainable by the 
traditional methods alone. The opponents, on the other hand, believed 
either that it was impossible in principle to apply quantitative concepts 
to the special field ("How should it be possible to measure an intensive 
magnitude like a degree of intelligence, the intensity of an emotion, the 
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similarity of two color sensations?") or that the quantitative method 
would only furnish trivial results and could not contribute to the real un
derstanding of the phenomena, or even that the application of this method 
would do harm by giving a one-sided and distorted picture. The develop
ments in quite a number of fields have shown in the meantime that the 
proponents of quantitative methods were right in their basic idea; on the 
other hand, they would themselves admit today that certain features of 
the methods applied at the beginning were not adequate, that the method 
is in need of continuous correction and improvement, and also that it is 
advisable to keep always in mind which features of the events under in
vestigation are adequately represented by the quantitative concepts used 
and which are not. 

The attempt to construct a quantitative inductive logic is not quite 
analogous to the cases just discussed, since here we have to do with a field 
of logic, and there with fields of empirical science. Nevertheless, the psy
chological situation is similar. It is therefore not surprising that also in 
this case objections are raised against the use of the quantitative method. 
And it seems that here the opposition is even stronger than in other cases. 
Many philosophers and scientists who object neither to the abstractions 
generally involved in logic nor to the introduction of the quantitative 
method into other fields are skeptical about its application in inductive 
logic or even declare this application to be impossible. For example, Kries 
believes that numerical values of probability 1 are applicable only in situa
tions similar to those in games of chance, while in other cases at best a 
comparative statement is possible; he says, for instance, that an expecta
tion based upon an inference by analogy "is always only more or less 
probable. The logical relation which holds here has nothing that can be 
represented numerically" ([Prinzipien], p. 26). Likewise, Keynes thinks 
that probability~ is measurable only in cases of a very special kind. More 
recently, Ernest Nagel has expressed serious doubts concerning the possi
bility of a quantitative concept of degree of confirmation ([Principles], 
pp. 68-71). He points out the various factors which a scientist takes into 
consideration in judging and then either accepting or rejecting a proposed 
theory on the basis of given observational evidence. He explains the diffi
culties involved in any attempt to take into acr.ount these factors; some 
of these difficulties will be discussed in the next section. Because of the 
multiplicity of the factors involved, Nagel doubts whether it is possible to 
arrange theories in a linear order of increasing confirmation on a given 
evidence; if this is impossible, a quantitative degree of confirmation is 
obviously impossible. 
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Quantitative inductive logic, when fully developed-as it has not been 
so far and will not ·be in this book-so as to be applicable to the whole 
language of physics, is intended to enable us to determine, for instance, 
which of two hypotheses in physics is more supported by the given set of 
observational results and hence, so to speak, inductively preferable. Those 
who are skeptical with respect to quantitative inductive logic point to 
the fact-and here they are certainly correct-that in the practice of 
science factors of very different kinds influence the choice of a hypotlwsis. 
Some seem to think that to determine this choice by a simple calculatory 
schema would be just as preposterous as to propose rules of calculation 
which are to determine for every man which of the available women is the 
best for him to marry. 

In judging objections of the kind described, it is important to be clearly 
aware of what is and what is not the nature and task of inductive logic 
and especially of its distinction from the methodology of induction 
(§ 44A). Inductive logic alone does not and cannot determine the best 
hypothesis on a given evidence, if the best hypothesis means that which 
good scientists would prefer. This preference is determined by factors of 
many different kinds, among them logical, methodological, and purely 
subjective factors. In the case of deductive logic it is clear that its task is 
not the representation of the actual procedures of thinking and forming 
beliefs by good scientists, still less of the ways in which they make their 
practical decisions. It is directed only toward one particular logical side 
of these procedures. Take, for example, a physicist who is pondering 
about logical consequences of certain premises, say, a set of well-estab
lished physical laws. In which direction his thinking goes, and which par
ticular consequence he finds step for step as he goes along, is determined 
by a great number of factors of very different kinds, for instance, certain 
new observations for which he would like to discover whether or not and 

' if so, how, they can be explained with the help of those laws, the satisfac-
tion he expects to feel if he succeeded in refuting another physicist's as
sumption, the fact that he is more familiar with certain mathematical 
techniques than with other ones, the strength and peculiar character of 
his imagination. All these factors are outside the realm of deductive logic. 
The rules of deductive logic do not in general guide his reflections; they 
can help him only at one point, in proving that a certain sentence con
sidered by him is actually a logical consequence of the premises, that is, 
entailed, logically implied, implicitly given with the premises. He will 
reach this result only if deductive logic is sufficiently developed and if he 
is skilful and lucky enough to find a way leading from the premises to the 
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conclusion in accordance with the rules. The situation with inductive 
logic is analogous. If a physicist deliberates whether or not to accept one 
hypothesis rather than another one on the basis of given observational 
results, then inductive logic can be of use to him only in one respect. It 
tells him whether one hypothesis is more supported than the other one; 
and, if the inductive logic applied is not only comparative but quantita
tive, it tells him to what degree the hypothesis considered is supported by 
the observations; this is, so to speak, the degree of partial entailment or 
partial logical implication. And he can obtain this help only if inductive 
logic is sufficiently developed and if he is able to find a way of applying it 
to his special case. All the other factors influencing his thinking and his 
decision are outside the scope of inductive logic. Thus the task and func
tion of inductive logic is analogous and complementary to that of deduc
tive logic. 

Even if we distinguish clearly the logical factors from the methodologi
cal and other nonlogical factors, the question of the possibility of a quan
titative inductive logic is still far from being settled. There remain still 
two problems: (I) Can the logical factors be measured, that is, given nu
merical values? (2) Is it possible to find a mathematical function of these 
Rumerical values which would represent the degree of confirmation, that 
is, an adequate quantitative explicatum of probabilityr? These problems 
are still controversial. We shall discuss the first problem in this section, 
the second in the next section. 

Some students regard as doubtful or impossible the numerical evalua
tion even of some of those factors which we characterize as logical. Let us 
examine, as examples, the factors mentioned in this connection by Kries. 
After discussing the inference by analogy (see the quotation above), he 
speaks about the universal inductive inference which leads from experi
ence to laws, that is, sentences of a universal content. "Especially if a 
sentence of this kind", he says ([Prinzipien], pp. 29 f.), "possesses a great 
variety of consequences and is applicable in many cases and hence can 
be founded on experiential results of many different kinds, then it cannot 
be denied that a numerical measure of this foundation or empirical con
firmation does not exist. To look for a numerical value of the certainty, 
for example, of the law of inertia or the principle of the conservation of 
energy would be an entirely illusory attempt; and the same holds for other, 
less well-established theorems of the same or other fields. For any sentence 
of this kind, extension and precision of its empirical confirmation, rich
ness and fertility of its applications, and no less the objections against it 
which have to be eliminated by new assumptions, all these are factors 
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which defy in principle any numerical determination." By saying "in 
principle", Kries indicates that he intends to disregard the difficulties 
caused by the fact that the methods of inductive logic may not yet be 
sufficiently developed at the present moment and further by the fact that 
the immense complexity of the situation with respect to his examples may 
practically prevent us from carrying out the numerical evaluation. Of the 
factors he mentions, the following are of a logical nature, and a quantita
tive inductive logic is therefore required to take them into account for the 
calculation of the degree of confirmation: (i) the extension of the confirm
ing observational material, (ii) the variety of the confirming material, 
(iii) the precision of the confirming material, (iv) the extension (and 
likewise the other factors just mentioned) of the disconfirming material 
("the objections", in the original: "die etwa entgegenstehenden Beden
ken"). In the passage quoted, Kries makes two different statements con
cerning these factors, constituting negative answers to the two questions 
earlier mentioned. He says (I) that "all these are factors which defy in 
principle any numerical determination" and (2) that therefore "a numeri
cal measure of this ... empirical confirmation does not exist". Now the 
great difficulty involved in (2) must be admitted; it will be discussed in 
greater detail in the next section. The assertion (I), however, seems rather 
surprising, because the contrary appears nearly obvious and fairly general
ly assumed by scientists. 

Let us subject this assertion to a closer examination. It says that it is 
impossible in principle to give numerical values to the factors mentioned
quite aside from the other question whether we can use these values for 
determining the degree of confirmation. There is first the problem of 
counting the number of confirming and of disconfirming cases for a given 
universal hypothesis h in a given observational report e. It is true, there 
are some serious difficulties involved in this problem, though often over
looked. It is usually assumed that, for all practical purposes, it is suffi
ciently clear what is meant by a confirming case and by a disconfirming 
case for h, and hence what is meant by the number of cases of those kinds 
occurring in e. The difficulties involved in these concepts were first 
pointed out by Carl G. Hempel in his investigations of the concept of con
firmation, which we shall later discuss in detail (§§ 87 f.). Let us briefly 
indicate the chief difficulty. Let h be a simple law: '(x)(Mx :::> M'x)', 
where 'M' and 'M" are molecular predicates; h may say, for instance, 
that all swans are white. Let i be 'Mb. M'b' ('b is a white swan'). Then 
it seems natural to call b a confirming case for the law h. Let j be 'M c. 
"-'M'c' ('cis a non-white swan'). Then it seems natural to call cadis-
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confirming case for h. Now, let i' be ',..,Md. "'M'd' ('d is a non-white 
non-swan'). At first, we might be tempted to regard d as an irrelevant 
case for h, that is, as neither confirming nor disconfirming. However, let 
h' be the law '(x)("-'M'x :::> "'Mx)' ('all non-white things are non-swans'); 
then i' has the same relation to h' as i to h, and hence d is a confirming case 
for h'. Now h and h' are L-equivalent; they express the same law and 
differ merely in their formulations. Therefore any observation must either 
confirm both or neither of them. On the other hand, if somebody who in
tends to test the law that all swans are white finds a non-swan, say, a 
stone, and observes that it is not white but brown, then he would prob
ably hesitate to regard this observation as a confirming case for the law. 
We propose to call this puzzling situation Hempel's paradox because Hem
pel first pointed it out and offered a solution for it; this will be dis
cussed later (in Vol. II). Hempel offers a definition for the concept of con
firming case which is supposed to overcome this and other difficulties in
volved. Even if there are some doubts whether the particular definition 
chosen by Hempel may not be too narrow (see below, § 88), it seems 
plausible to assume that an adequate definition can be found. At any rate, 
nobody has so far given any reasons why it should be impossible in prin
ciple to find an adequate definition. On the contrary, scientists speak fre
quently about the number of confirming cases. A physicist would say, 
for instance, that he made six experiments in order to test a certain 
law and that he found it confirmed in all six cases. A physician would re
port that he tried out a new drug in twenty cases of a certain disease 
and found it successful in twelve cases, not successful in five, while in 
three cases the result was not clear either way; he hereby refers to con
firming, disconfirming, and irrelevant cases for the hypothesis that ·the 
drug has a favorable effect in all cases of the disease in question. In other 
situations, the application of the concept of a confirming case would be 
less clear. This, however, shows merely that the concept is rather vague 
in certain respects; but all explicanda are more or less vague, and this 
fact certainly does not prove the impossibility of an explicatum. 

Thus let us assume, as most scientists seem to do implicitly, that the 
concept of a confirming case can be defined; the concept of a disconfirming 
case is then easily definable. Then we can determine the number of con
firming cases contained in the observational report e. If these cases are of 
different kinds, we can determine the number of confirming cases of each 
kind. Then it is not difficult to define a measure for the degree of variety 
in the distribution of the cases, on the basis of the number of kinds and 
the numbers of cases of each of the kinds. If the differences between the 
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kinds are not only qualitative (for instance, male and female persons; or 
human beings, dogs, and guinea pigs) but quantitative (for instance, per
sons of different age, weight, blood pressure, etc.), then the degree of vari
ety will also depend upon the dispersion of the cases with respect to each 
of the relevant magnitudes (measured, for instance, by the standard de
viation). In this way we obtain numbers characterizing what Kries calls 
the extension and the variety of empirical confirmation. In the same way, 
the extension and the variety of the disconfirming material can be numeri
cally determined. 

That Kries should regard the precision with which the observations 
fulfil the law as a factor inaccessible to numerical evaluation is still more 
surprising. This factor comes into consideration only if the law contains 
quantitative concepts, for instance, physical magnitudes, and the report e 
refers to results of measurement of these magnitudes. Methods for meas
uring the precision in the sense here in question were developed a long 
time ago in the branch of mathematical statistics called the theory 
of errors and are constantly applied in many branches of science; for in
stance, a value inversely proportional to the standard deviation is often 
taken as a measure of precision. [In our theory of inductive logic the prob
lem of the precision with which the observations fulfil a law does not arise 
because quantitative magnitudes do not occur in our object languages ~. 
It may be remarked that, once this factor is measured, it is certainly pos
sible in a more comprehensive system of inductive logic to take it into 
consideration for the determination of the c of the hypothesis; Jeffreys 
has discussed ways of doing this ([Probab.], chap. iii).] 

It is not quite clear what Kries means when he says that a law is "ap
plicable in many cases" and refers to the "richness and fertility of its 
applications". Perhaps he means by "applications" of the law observable 
consequences; then the phrases just quoted do not refer to a new factor 
but are simply a repetition with other words of what he has said before. 
Or else he means by "applications" of the law its practically useful tech
nological applications. In this case the factor referred to is not logical but 
methodological or technological. Hence, for the concept of degree of con
firmation, it is neither required nor possible to take account of this factor. 

Our discussion has shown that the first of the two arguments by which · 
Kries and other authors try to prove the impossibility of a quantitative 
ciegree of confirmation is rather weak and can easily be refuted. The asser
tion is that certain logical factors, of which it is said correctly that the de
gree of confirmation depends upon them, are in principle inaccessible to 
numerical evaluation. We have seen that, on the contrary, it is rather 
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plausible that they can be evaluated numerically. The second argument is 
more serious; it will be discussed in the next section. 

§ 47. Some Difficulties Involved in the Problem of Degree of Confirma
tion 

There remains the problem whether the degree of confirmation can be ade
quately defined if the factors earlier mentioned on which it depends can be 
evaluated numerically. Our discussion tries to show that there is no sufficient 
reason for the assertion that it is impossible. However, there are serious diffi
culties involved. We discuss the following points: (A) the degree of confirma
tion for a singular prediction on the evidence of an observed frequency; fur
ther, the degree of confirmation for a law with respect to different bodies of evi
dence; (B) an evidence which contains only confirming cases; (C) a more com
plex evidence containing cases which might be regarded as partially confirming; 
(D) an evidence which contains confirming and disconfirming cases. E. The 
degree of confirmation for a law should also depend upon the variety of confirm
ing cases. F. In all these situations, the difficulty consists not in the fact that 
there is no adequate function but rather that it is not easy to see how best to 
make a choice among the infinite number of functions-a choice which would not 
seem entirely arbitrary. Whether and how the difficulties can be overcome will 
be seen later. 

After the elimination of the first of the two arguments by which Kries 
and other authors try to prove the impossibility of a quantitative degree 
of confirmation, the second argument may be formulated like this: Even 
if it is true that numerical values can be attributed to each of the factors 
earlier mentioned, on which the degree of confirmation depends, it is still 
impossible to find a definition of a quantitative concept of degree of con
firmation which adequately represents this dependence, because the parts 
played by the various factors differ from one another and vary with the 
situations and therefore cannot be summed up in one number. 

Although this argument does not constitute a cogent proof of the im
possibility asserted, the circumstances to which it refers deserve careful 
consideration, because they involve serious difficulties which any attempt 
toward a quantitative inductive logic has to meet. In this section some 
of these difficulties will be explained without making an attempt to 
solve them. The discussion is chiefly intended to make us realize how hard 
the task is that lies before us. 

A. Singular Prediction 

One of the most important and, in a certain sense, also most elementary 
problems of inductive logic concerns the singular predictive inference 
(§ 44B). If we have observed the frequency of a certain property, what is 
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the probability, that a new object of the kind in question has this prop
erty? Let the evidence e available to X be a report about an observed 
sample of s (say, a hundred) individuals; e says that among them s, (say, 
eighty) have the property M. 

Let the hypothesis h be the singular prediction that a certain individual 
c not belonging to the sample is M. The question is, what is the prob
ability, of h with respect toe; in other words, when we look for a suitable 
definition of degree of confirmation c as an explicatum of probability,, 
what value do we want it to attribute to c(h,e)? We might perhaps first 
think that this value should be the same as the relative frequency ob
served, hence c(h,e) = s./s. This answer seems quite natural at the first 
glance, and it has indeed sometimes been proposed and even made the 
basis of various inductive methods, which we shall later examine in de
tail (in Vol. II). This solution, which we call the Straight Rule, might per
haps be accepted as a simple first approximation, but there are reasons 
which make it doubtful whether a definition of c which leads exactly to 
this result is adequate as an explication of probability,. This is shown by 
certain consequences to which such a definition would lead, especially in 
the cases, = s. In this case, in which all observed things are M, c would 
become 1. Is this an adequate value? Perhaps someone might think that 
the value c = I could be accepted if the number s of individuals in the 
sample is large. Suppose we accept it for s = I,ooo; should we then also 
accept it for s = 20, or 3, or even I? And, if not, where should we draw 
the line? However, it is doubtful whether the value c = I is acceptable 
for any s because it would mean that it would be reasonable for X to bet 
with any betting quotient, however large, on the prediction that cis M. 
It seems clear that this would not be reasonable; I should like to find some
body who is willing in such a case to bet with me one million dollars 
against one. To put it in another way, c = I means that, if X knows e, his 
practically certain for him (and, as we shall see later, h is even logically 
certain, that is, L-implied by e, if the number of individuals involved is 
finite, as in the case under discussion); and this does, of course, not hold in 
the case described. 

Considerations of this kind, of which we can give here only brief indica
tions, show that, if the observed relative frequency r = s,j sis I, we must 
take c < r. This makes it plausible to take c < r also if r is a proper frac
tion sufficiently near to 1. Then, however, the difficulty arises how to 
choose the difference between c and r. If r = I, should we take c = 0.99 or 
0.99999 or what? If r = o.8, as in the example above, which value smaller 
than o.8 should be taken for c? Every possible choice seems unsatisfactory 
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because completely arbitrary. Laplace, in his so-called rule of succession, 
takes c = (sx + I)/(s + 2). This value is I/2 if r = I/2, and otherwise 
always between r and I/ 2; hence it fulfils the above requirement that it 
is smaller than r if r is equal to or near I. Furthermore, this function is 
very simple and may appear to some as less arbitrary. Unfortunately, 
however, the general application of Laplace's rule leads to contradictions, 
as we shall see later. 

Thus the situation is as follows. If e and h are of the kind described, 
c(h,e) should in some way or other depend upon the numbers sand sx (the 
question whether it should, in addition, depend on other numbers may be 
left aside at the moment). Now, it is easy to state functions of s and sx 
which would seem fairly adequate for determining c. Hence the argument 
as originally meant by Kries and others does not hold; it is not at all im
possible to find an adequate function for the case in question. There is 
actually a difficulty here; however, it is of a nature opposite to that as
serted. There is not a lack of suitable functions but an overabundance, in
deed an infinity of them. [For instance, for a given property M, we might 
take c = (sx + m)j(s +2m) with a positive constant m arbitrarily chos
en; m = o is inadequate, as explained above (straight rule); m = I gives 
Laplace's function; contradictions are avoided if for other properties 
other suitable functions are chosen.] The difficulty is that we do not know 
how to make a choice among these functions without an arbitrary and 
hence implausible stipulation. In the other points to be discussed in this 
section we shall find situations involving difficulties of essentially the 
same kind. 

B. Confirming Cases for a Law 

In the preceding section we have seen that the task of defining the con
cepts of confirming case and of disconfirming case involves some diffi
culties but that, nevertheless, a solution seems possible. Let us now as
sume that we have satisfactory definitions for these concepts so that we 
can count the number of confirming and of disconfirming cases contained 
in an observational report e with respect to a hypothesis h, for instance, 
a law. 

Let us first consider situations where e contains no cases disconfirming h 
but n confirming cases. Here it seems natural to determine c(h,e) as a 
function of n (leaving aside, at present, other determining factors). It 
seems plausible that this function should be never decreasing. But which 
of the infinitely many functions of this kind should we choose? It is not 
difficult to lay down some more requirements for the function which seem 
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plausible, for instance, that its relative increase by one additional confirm
ing case should be less for higher n. But even after this condition and 
similar ones have been stated, there is still an infinite number of functions 
left from which to choose. Many authors have regarded the task as un
solvable; they believe that in the situation described, which is often called 
'induction by simple enumeration', it is impossible to express in a quanti
tative way the evidential support given by then confirming cases. I see 
no reason why this should be impossible. It must, however, be admitted 
that this point again shows that it is difficult to define c without making 
quite arbitrary decisions. 

C. More Complex Evidence 

Let us assume again that we have an adequate definition for the con
cept of confirming case. Then it may happen that the evidence e available 
to X does not quite suffice to make the individual b a confirming case. 
For example, let h be the law '(x)(Mx :::> M'x)' ('all swans are white'), 
and let e contain 'Mb. (M'b V Pb)' ('b is a swan and is either white or 
small') and nothing else about b. Here, X does not know whether the 
swan b is white or not; but, still, the information that b is either white or 
small is more than nothing. Should it not count for something in weighing 
the evidence for the law h? But how much? Perhaps as half a confirming 
case? Or should it be left aside as an irrelevant case? Suppose, further
more, that another part of the evidence e says that, of xoo observed small 
things, 90 were white. Then the assumption that b is white becomes much 
more probable. Therefore it seems no longer justified to disregard b en
tirely in determining c(h,e). Although it cannot be counted as a whole 
confirming case, it must be counted in some way. Perhaps as 9/Io of a 
confirming case? Or perhaps as somewhat more than 9/10, according to the 
reasoning under (A)? At any rate, counting of whole cases does not seem 
sufficient. Thus the problem becomes rather complicated, although the 
evidence considered has still a fairly simple form. The difficulties would 
increase immensely if we were to consider more complex molecular sen
tences or even general sentences as the evidence or as conjunctive com
ponents of it. How can we hope to find a definition of degree of confirma- · 
tion that gives plausible values in all these cases? 

D. Disconfirming Cases 

Now let us consider the situation where the evidence e describes a 
sample of s individuals among which sx violate the law (non-white swans), 
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while the remaining s2 do not. As hypothesis h we take here not the un
restricted law but a corresponding restricted law (D37-2b) which says 
that all swans not mentioned in e are white. Let s2 be a fixed number, say, 
100; we consider different values of s~. It seems plausible that c(h,e) is 
considerably less for s~ = I than for s~ = o; but how much less? It seems 
further plausible that, with increasing s1, c decreases monotonically; but 
in which way? Suppose that ro and r1 are the values of c for s~ = o and 
s~ = 1, respectively, that is, just before and just after finding the first 
disconfirming case; then r1 < ro, as above. Suppose that all further ob
servations in an increasing number s~ contain no disconfirming cases. 
How many additional cases are required for outbalancing the one dis-

' confirming case? That is to say, for which number S2 does c come back to 
its original value ro? Suppose somebody defines c in such a way that 5 addi
tional cases balance the one disconfirming case, while somebody else 
offers a definition according to which s,ooo additional cases are required, 
and a third definition is such that no finite number of additional cases 
brings c back to its original value. Which of these definitions-and of an 
infinite number of others-ought to be chosen? Would any decision on 
this point not seem arbitrary? 

E. The Variety of Instances 

One of the principles of the methodology of induction says that in test
ing a law we should vary as much as possible those conditions which are 
not specified in the law. This principle is generally recognized, and scien
tists followed it long before it was formulated explicitly. The theo
retical justification for this methodological principle must lie in a theorem 
of either comparative or quantitative inductive logic to the effect that by 
following the principle, that is, by distributing the test cases among a 
wider variety of different kinds, a higher degree of confirmation is ob
tained. Therefore, a definition for c would not be adequate unless it 
yielded a theorem of this kind; hence c should, in certain situations, de
pend also upon the extent to which the principle of variety is heeded, that 
is to say, upon the number of different kinds from which the test cases are 
taken and the number of cases for each of these kinds. The problem is 
whether it is possible to find a definition of c such that this requirement is 
fulfilled and, moreover, fulfilled without arbitrary stipulations ad hoc. 
Nagel has clearly shown, by a detailed discussion of numerical examples, 
how great the difficulty is in fulfilling the requirement mentioned ([Prin
ciples], pp. 68-71). Although I do not agree with his view that this diffi
culty makes it impossible to find an adequate definition for c, I admit that 
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the difficulty is a very serious one. In a later chapter (in Vol. II) Nagel's 
views on this point will be discussed in detail, and then it will be examined 
with reference to his numerical examples how our system of inductive logic 
fulfils the requirement (cf. below, § uoi). 

F. The Task before Us 

The points (A) to (E) just explained are only a few of the difficulties 
which must be overcome if we are to construct an adequate quantitative 
inductive logic. It cannot be denied that these difficulties exist and that 
they are by no means negligible. However, they are not of the nature of a 
barrier thwarting our path; on the contrary, we see many open paths be
fore us; the difficulty consists rather in the fact that we do not know at 
present which path will be the best for attaining our aim. The task is to 
find a function which is to fulfil certain requirements; it must depend, 
under certain conditions, on certain factors in certain ways which are 
only vaguely characterized. In order to show that a solution of this task 
is impossible, it would be necessary to prove that the various require
ments are logically incompatible. It seems to me that the arguments of 
those who assert the impossibility are very far from proving this point or 
even making it plausible. 

How shall we approach this task? One might perhaps consider the fol
lowing procedure: we take up, one after the other, the points mentioned 
in this section and other ones .in which there is a choice of several possi
bilities; at each point we take a choice which seems suitable for that spe
cific problem; maybe we are sometimes compelled to change an earlier de
cision in order to make possible a suitable decision in a later point; in this 
way we might hope to work out, so to speak, a compromise solution which 
considers the various requirements. To be more specific, we might perhaps 
think of first deciding on ways for attributing numerical values to the 
factors discussed in the preceding section and to others and then to define 
c as a function of these factors, fulfilling the requirements mentioned in 
this section. 

We shall, however, not try to solve the task in this way. A procedure 
of this kind, consisting of a series of decisions only loosely connected and 
all of them more or less arbitrary, would lead to a patchwork solution that 
in the end would not appear satisfactory to. anybody; very likely, a solu
tio~ of this kind would lead to consequences, not immediately recognized, 
which are unplausible or even quite inacceptable. We shall approach the 
task from an entirely different angle. At the end of this chapter we shall 
discuss a way of laying the general foundations of a quantitative inductive 
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logic (§§52-54). Then these foundations will actually be constructed in 
the next chapter. However, they will determine only those features of 
inductive logic which are in no way controversial, that is, those in which 
practically all workers in the field agree. Later (in Vol. II) our own system 
of inductive logic will be constructed, based on a definition of degree of 
confirmation. This definition will be reached on the basis of the common 
foundation, not by a large number of single decisions involving choices of 
particular numerical values, but by only two, so to speak, over-all de
cisions, decisions of a very general nature, not involving references to any 
of the factors earlier mentioned or to any numerical values (see Appendix, 
§ uoA). Afterward we shall develop the consequences of this definition 
and then examine how the particular problems explained in this section 
and many other problems are solved. Then we shall have to judge whether 
these solutions seem adequate. 

How is the adequacy of a function c, proposed as a quantitative explica
tum of probability,, to be judged? The simplest approach is the following. 
We imagine a knowledge situation and describe it in a sentence e, and 
further a hypothesis which we formulate by a sentence h. We choose e 
and h such that (r) they are simple enough so that they can be formulated 
in our systems ~ and the given definition of c can be applied to them, and 
(2) such that we have an intuitive impression of the value of probability, 
of h on e to which customary ways of inductive thinking would lead. In 
constructing these examples of application, we must be careful to make 
sure that the interpretation chosen fulfils the requirements of independ
ence and completeness (§ r8B) and that e fulfils the requirement of total 
evidence(§ 45B). Then we examine whether the value of c(h,e) calculated 
on the basis of the given definition is sufficiently in agreement with the 
intuitive value. Since the intuitive determination of a value is in general 
rather vague, an approximate agreement will be regarded as sufficient. If 
the calculated value differs considerably from the intuitive one, we shall 
regard the definition as inadequate in the case in question. It will seldom 
occur that a proposed definition will generally yield inadequate values. 
More frequently we shall find that it furnishes inadequate values only in 
certain special instances. In this case the definition need not be entirely 
abandoned; it may be that a suitable modification for it can be found. I 
believe that this is the case with several of those inductive methods which 
have been proposed by other authors and which will be examined, to
gether with our own definition, with respect to adequacy (in Vol. II). 

The discussion in this section does not claim to prove that a quantita
tive inductive logic is possible; it indicates merely that the !!.rguments of 
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opponents which are meant to prove its impossibility are insufficient. Thus 
the discussion is intended to remove an obstacle which might discourage 
us from even making an attempt toward the construction of a quantitative 
inductive logic. On the other hand, any overoptimism may be dampened 
by the explanation of the great difficulties involved in the task. Whether 
the attempt can and will be successful remains to be seen. 

§ 48. Is Probabilityx Used as a Quantitative Concept? 

A. Here the question is considered, not what the nature of probability, 
actually is or what an explicatum for it would be, but rather how people use 
the concept of probability,. It appears plausible that many and perhaps most 
P~?ple in practical life and in science, who do not know any theory of proba
b~l~ty, use the concept of probability, in the following way. They use proba
bility, not only as a classificatory concept but also as a comparative concept 
('more probable'). Furthermore, they use probability, in the following cases 
eyen as a quantitative concept: (B) with respect to predictions of results of games 
of chance, (C) with respect to a hypothesis concerning an individual in a field 
where a relevant relative frequency is known. D. In other cases we can deter
mine which numerical value they implicitly attribute to a probability, even 
if they do not state it explicitly, by observing their reactions to bettin~ pro
posals. E. If two people attribute considerably different probability, values to 
tlie same hypothesis on the same evidence, then they are inclined to offer 
theoretical arguments; this shows that they regard probability, as an objective 
concept. All these are merely psychological facts; they do not prove that there 
is an objective quantitative explicatum for probability,. However, they may 
encourage us to make an attempt to find such an explicatum. 

A. Probabilityx Is Used as a Comparative Concept 

Our problem is to define an adequate quantitative concept of confirma
tion or, failing this, at least an adequate comparative concept. At the pres
ent stage of our discussions in this chapter, we do not yet know whether 
this is possible. The consideration of the difficulties explained in the pre
ceding section may make us rather skeptical. Now we shall look at certain 
facts which may revive some hope. These facts do not concern the prob
lem of probability, itself but only what people seem to believe about this 
concept or rather how they are inclined to use this concept. This, of course, 
provides no logical argument; but it may nevertheless be a practical factor 
influencing our expectations with respect to the solubility of the logical 
problem of an explication of probability,. 

Before we raise the more important question concerning the quantita
tive concept, let us examine whether in everyday life and in science, be
fore an explication for probability, and a systematic theory is constructed, 
the concept of probabilityx is used as a comparative concept (for instance, 
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in the form 'his confirmed bye more than h' bye") or only as a classifica
tory concept ('e gives confirming evidence for h'). (These concepts have 
been explained in § 8.) It seems that most authors on probability~ agree 
that the comparative concept is frequently used in cases of the following 
kind. These cases are characterized by having only one body of evidence, 
that is, e is the same as e', while h and h' may be different from each 
other. For example, statements similar to the following ones are often 
made, where it is understood that the common evidence e for both hypoth
eses is the total knowledge of the speaker at the time of speaking: (I) 'It 
is more likely to rain tomorrow than not'; (2) 'Peter will probably come by 
train rather than by bus'. Comparisons of this kind are obviously neces
sary for all our practical decisions. Sometimes, a comparison is made for 
the same hypothesis with respect to two pieces of evidence, for example, 
(J) 'Now, in view of today's weather, the chances for good weather next 
Sunday are better than before'; (4) 'By the results of Koch's experiments 
the assumption that tuberculosis is caused by bacilli gained much in 
weight'. I believe that the customary use of probabilityr as a comparative 
concept covers a much wider field than the two special kinds of cases de
scribed, including many cases where e and e' are different and even inde
pendent of one another (while in the examples mentioned one body of 
evidence L-implies the other) and simultaneously h and h' are different 
and even independent. However, this point is controversial. My view on 
it will become clear from what I shall say about the quantitative concept. 

B. Probabilityr and Games of Chance 

Is the concept of probabilityr customarily used also in a quantitative 
way and, if so, under which conditions? A few authors seem to believe that 
the concept is never used quantitatively by reasonable and careful people. 
However, I think that the majority of authors believe that at least in a 
special kind of case, namely, for predictions of results of games of chance, 
numerical values are attributed customarily-and, they would add, 
rightly so-to probability1 • [Kries ascribes numerical values to probability 
only in cases analogous to those of games of chance; Keynes does it only 
in a very restricted kind of cases to which presumably those of games of 
chance belong; Nagel, as mentioned above (§§ 46 and 47E), doubts in 
general the possibility of assigning numerical values to the degree of con
firmation, in contradistinction to probability2; however, he discusses 
chiefly universal theories and does not mention in this connection games 
of chance.] For example, let us consider a case of the singular predictive 
inference. Let e contain the information that a certain die is symmetrically 
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built, that 6,ooo throws have been made with it under the ordinary con
ditions, and that I,ooo of them have yielded an ace; let h be the predic
tion that the next throw with this die will result in an ace; then there will 
be almost general agreement that the probabilityr of h on e is (exactly or 
approximately) I/6. It is true, there are a few theoreticians who would 
refuse to make any statement in terms of 'probability' with respect to h 
because, according to their conception, a probability statement with re
spect to a single event is meaningless; in our terminology, they recognize 
only the concept of probability2 and believe there is no such concept as 
probabilityr or at least no quantitative concept. However, the man in the 
street and the practical scientist in the laboratory have no such scruples. 
If we give them the information e and ask them what is the probability or 
chance of h, the overwhelming majority will not hesitate to give an answer, 
and the overwhelming majority of the answers will show good agreement 
with one another. And even among those who hesitate to use here a term 
like 'probability' or 'chance', many will answer affirmatively if we ask 
them whether between t~o people who have the information e a bet on h of 
one against five is to be regarded as equitable. This answer shows that 
they attribute the same probability, value as we do and that they merely 
reject our terminology. 

C. Probabilityr and Direct Inference 

The situation is not very different in cases of the direct inference, even 
if they do not concern a game of chance. Here the evidence e contains 
suitable statistical information concerning a class to which the individual 
referred to in h belongs. Suppose that his 'W 2C', that the only information 
which e gives concerning c is 'W,c', and that e, furthermore, says that 
the total number of individuals with the property Wr is I,ooo and that 
8oo of them have the property W2. For instance, e says that the person c 
is one of the I ,ooo inhabitants of the village Norville among whom there 
are 8oo of Norwegian ancestry; h says that cis one of the latter. Certainly 
many people will be prepared to assign here a numerical value to the 
probability~ of h on e, and practically all of them will take the value o.8 
and hence will regard as equitable a bet of four against one on h between 
two bettors who have no other information than e. This is justified by 
our previous discussion in § 4IC. 

D. Probabilityr and Betting Behavior 

Now let us consider predictions which do not concern games of chance 
and where no clearly relevant statistical information is available. Suppose 
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X makes the following statement: 'My friend Peter will probably come 
by train, not by bus', which we interpret a~ an ellipti~al ~tate~ent ?n 
probability,. Perhaps we think first that his expectatiOn IS chiefly m
fluenced by some knowledge about relative frequencies; so we ask him: 
'Do you think so because you know that usually many more passengers 
on this trip take train than bus?' 'Oh, no, I am not thinking of the other 
people; it's just that I know my friend.' 'Is it then that yo~ ,have o~
served that he takes a train much more frequently than a bus? No, he IS 
a thrifty man and often prefers a bus. However, he will probably decide 
that for this long distance a bus trip would be too tiring.' Our question is 
whether people like X, whom we suppose to know neither the mathemati
cal calculus of probability nor any philosophical theories on probability, 
are usually willing to assign a numerical value to the probability, in the 
sense of probability,, in cases like the example just given. Another example 
of this kind: 'Thirty years from now most international conferences will 
probably use an international auxiliary language'. The chief difficult! ~ith 
these examples is not the fact that they refer to ~ single event; that IS like
wise the case with the examples under (B) and (C). The important differ
ence is the fact that here we cannot simply take a known relative frequency 
as the value of the probability, in question. Also in these cases, to be sure, 
there are relative frequencies-either exactly known or vaguely estimated 
-which belong to the relevant facts known to X and influence his prob
ability judgment; but he will presumably not take simply one of these 
frequencies as the probability value. . . 

Some authors seem to think that ordinary people like X do not attnbute 
any numerical value at all to the probability in cases of this ki~~- It may 
indeed very well be that, if we asked people who make probability state
ments of this kind whether the probability asserted has a numerical value 
and whether they could express it in terms of a percentage, many and per
haps even most of them would answer in the negative; perh~ps t~ey wo~d 
even be rather surprised that we expected of them such an obVIously Im
possible" thing as measuring the probabilities in these cases. H?wever, 
this does not prove the point. From the fact that X tells us that his prob
ability concept, as used in cases of the kind here discussed, is a nonqu~ti
tative concept, we cannot infer that his concept is actually nonquantlta
tive. We have earlier (at the beginning of § u) called attention to the 
discrepancy frequently found between what people, even scientists, say 
about the meaning and nature of their statements and terms and the way 
in which they actually use these statements and terms. Although our di
rect question to X does not succeed in eliciting a numerical evaluation of 
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the probability, maybe his response to a certain situation which induces 
him to take a practical decision might show us nevertheless that the 
probability which he ascribes to a certain prediction has a numerical 
value. Since probability, means a fair betting quotient(§ 41B), we might 
offer X bets on the prediction in question with various betting quotients 
and see which of them he accepts. If X refuses to bet because he does not 
like to risk a loss, we may change the situation slightly by offering a re
ward instead of a bet. We can use here a device proposed by Emile Borel 
([Valeur], p. 85) and other authors; it consists in inducing X to reveal to 
us by an act of choice how he compares the probability in question to the 
probability in a simple situation of a game of chance; we assume that he 
evaluates this latter probability in accordance with the general consent. 
This may, for instance, be done in the following way with respect to the 
first example above. We promise to pay X $10 under certain conditions; 
we allow him to choose one of the following conditions (a) or (b): (a) we 
shall wait until Peter comes; if he comes by train, we shall give X $1o, 
otherwise not; (b) X shall cast his die, which he and we know to be normal; 
if the result is not an ace, we shall give him $10. If he chooses (a), he there
by implicitly reveals that he regards the probability of Peter's coming by 
train as not less than s/6; if he chooses (b), he regards the probability 
as not more than s/6. By a series of experiments of this kind, either in the 
form of bets or of rewards, with different values as standards of com
parison, we find narrower and narrower intervals which include the value, 
unknown to us, of the probability, which X attributes to the prediction; 
in other words, we measure this unknown value with greater and greater 
precision. This procedure is not only analogous to the ordinary procedure 
of measuring the value of an empirical magnitude, say, the length or 
weight of a body, but is itself an instance of such a measurement. The 
magnitude measured here is not the semantical, logical concept of prob
ability, or its explicatum, the degree of confirmation (for which we cannot 
speak of 'unknown values', see § 41D), but the corresponding pragmati
cal, psychological concept 'the probability or degree of belief of the pre
diction h at the time t for X'. 

It seems plausible to assume that many people would react to experi
ments of this kind in a consistent way, as long as we do not take too nar
row intervals. If this assumption is right, it means that many people do 
attribute numerical values to the probability, of their predictions, no 

· matter whether or not they are able to state these values directly and 
explicitly on a direct question. In this point I am in agreement with 
Reichenbach. whose concept of weight corresponds to our concept of 
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probability, (see above, § 41E); he says: "There are a great many germs 
of a metrical [ = quantitative] determination of weights contained in the 
habits of business and daily life. The habit of betting on almost every 
thing unknown but interesting to us shows that the man of practical life 
knows more about weights than many philosophers will admit" ([Experi-

ence], pp. 318 f.). 

E. Probability, Is Used as an Objective Concept 

Assuming that our preceding considerations and expectations as to 
many people's reactions are correct, they merely show certain subjective 
habits. The problem whether there is an objective concept of quantitative 
probability, or degree of confirmation is thereby not answere?. This p~ob
lem will not be discussed in this section; but we shall now bnefly consider 
the question, again of a pragmatical, psychological nature, as to what is 
the ordinary people's attitude to this problem. Here again we shall not 
ask them directly: 'What is your answer to this problem?' We shall rather 
try to observe whether the people's habits of behavior reveal an implicit 
belief in an underlying objective concept of probability,. 

First let us look at the other side. How do people behave when they 
regard a certain concept as purely or chiefly subjective? Suppose X ap
preciates Grieg's music much more than that of Chopin, while his friend Y 
shows the opposite preference. We see X playing his Grieg records to Y, 
trying to call his attention to certain features of t~em, praisi~g th~~ in 
words of emotional appeal, etc. We observe Y domg somethmg similar 
with Chopin records to X. Suppose that afterward we find each of them 
expressing his preference unchanged. Still neither of them tries to prove 
by theoretical arguments that the other is wrong; rather the.y agree: 'We 
seem to have different tastes', and there the matter remams. In other 
cases of fundamentally the same nature, more objective, factual factors 
are involved. Suppose X says: 'I should buy this house if I could get it for 
$6,ooo', while Y replies: 'I should not take it for $2,ooo'. !here may first 
be certain facts concerning the house, advantageous or disadvantageous, 
which one of the two friends has discovered and communicates to the 
other. If, however, after they have shared all relevant factual information, 
they still find that their appreciations, expressed by the price either of 
them would be willing to pay, differ considerably, then they agree again 
on their disagreement, and that settles the matter. Either of them may 
be surprised by the other's different appreciation, but neither of them says 
that the other is wrong. We infer from the behavior of X and Yin both 
these cases that they regard a judgment of appreciation or preference in 
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music or in things of everyday life (except for factual components like 
usefulness for a certain purpose, etc.) as subjective. 

Now take a case of the other kind. Suppose X and Y look at the moon 
and discuss its distance. They do not know astronomy, and they do not 
think of any other method of measuring distances than by rods or chains; 
and they agree that here this method is impracticable because of technical 
difficulties. Thus they content themselves with making the best estimate 
they can of the distance, just from the impression they have by looking 
at the moon. X estimates the distance as one hundred miles, Y as one 
million miles. It looks at first as if the situation were similar to that in 
the former cases of appreciation of music or of a house. After each has tried 
to influence the other's opinion by calling his attention to certain features 
which he may have overlooked, they find their estimates are still un
changed. They agree: 'We just have quite different estimates', and they 
give up the hope of coming to an agreement. However, in spite of the 
similarity with the earlier cases up to this point, there is a fundamental 
difference between their attitudes here and there. Both admit that they 
have no very good reasons for their estimates; but each of them says: 'If I 
am right, then you are wrong'. And although they have no hope of actually 
deciding the question, each of them still says: 'Too bad that we cannot 
measure the distance by rods and do not know another method. If only we 
found a way of measuring, then the question would be decided. If the re
sult turned out different from niy estimate, I should, of course, give up 
the estimate. Thus we should come to an agreement.' In this way we see 
that X and Y regard distance as an objective concept. This is not altered 
by the fact that their estimates differ very much, that they feel rather un
certain as to the accuracy of their estimates, and that they do not know 
any feasible procedure for deciding the question. 

Now we come back to the quantitative statements of proba,bility, made 
by X, who is an ordinary man not prejudiced by any knowledge of theo
ries on probability. Does X regard these statements as subjective or as 
objective, as merely an expression of his personal attitude like an appre
ciation of music, or rather as an assertion about something that is inde
pendent of personal taste, such that if X and Y attribute, on the basis of 
their common knowledge e, different values to the probability, of h (con
siderably different values, since they are in most cases merely meant as 
rough estimates) then at least one of them must be wrong? I think that 
many and perhaps most people have the latter attitude. We must, of 
course, be careful not to confuse the relativity of probability, with respect 
to. a body of evidence with subjectivity. As to the relativity, there is now 
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general agreement among authors on probability, (see above, § 10A); 
hence we may suppose that X will agree with us when we explain to him 
that the ordinary probability, statements are often elliptical and that a 
complete statement has the form: 'The probability, of the hypothesis h 
with respect to the evidence e is r'. Thus, if X says: 'The probability that 
it will rain tomorrow is r/2', and Y says: 'The probability that it will 
rain tomorrow is 3/ 4', then it is possible that both are right. This ob
vious fact should not be referred to as subjectivity of probability, as 
earlier authors have often done, but rather as relativity, here concealed 
by the omission of references to the evidence. If the two elliptical state
ments are made complete by the insertion of references to the evidence 
meant, viz., the knowledge of X and the knowledge of Y, respectively, 
then the appearance of a contradiction disappears. The question of sub
jectivity or objectivity must be raised with respect to these complete 
statements. Suppose X andY make two probability, statements not only 
for the same hypothesis h but also with respect to the same evidence e. 
This may happen either if both have the same relevant knowledge, for 
instance, by pooling their information, or if they do not take as evidence 
their own knowledge but something else, say, a fictitious state of knowl
edge. Thus, for instance, X may say to Y: 'If we did not know of the per
son c, as we actually do know, that he is not of Norwegian ancestry, but 
knew only that he is an inhabitant of Norville, and if, in addition, we had 
our present knowledge that among the I ,ooo inhabitants of Norville there 
are 8oo of Norwegian descent, which value r should we attribute to the 
probability of the assumption that c is of Norwegian descent? In other 
words, which betting quotient r would be equitable between us?' Suppose 
that X himself answers this question with 'r = 4/ s' and Y with 'r = r/ 2'. 

The decisive point now is the reaction of X to this divergence. If he says: 
'Well, we seem to differ here, just as we do in our tastes in music; and 
that;s all there is to it', then this shows that he regards probability, as a 
subjective concept. If; on the other hand, he offers theoretical arguments 
with the professed intention of refuting the value stated by Y, then this 
shows that he regards probability, as objective. And the same holds even 
if X reacts only in the following much weaker way: 'Well, I feel I am right 
but I am not quite sure. And I am not clever enough to find arguments 
which might convince you. Hence our disagreement remains unsolved, 
just as our disagreement concerning the distance of the moon. One thing 
is sure though, here as there; if I am right, then you are wrong.' I think 
that most people, including practically working scientists, would react in 
this latter way, and hence regard probability, as objective. 

§ 49. THE USEFULNESS OF INDUCTIVE LOGIC 

Even if this assumption is right, it is no more than a certain historical, 
psychological fact: many people show certain behavior habits which re
veal an implicit, underlying belief in the objectivity of probability,. From 
this fact it does, of course, by no means follow that probability, is actually 
an objective concept or that it is possible to find an objective concept 
which is an adequate explicatum for probability,. On the other hand, the 
fact that many reasonable persons think and act successfully on the basis 
of an implicit belief in an objective concept of probability,, although they 
are not able to give a definition of it, may give us some hope of finding an 
objective quantitative explicatum in spite of the difficulties explained in 
the preceding section. 

§ 49. The Question of the Usefulness of Inductive Logic 

A. Theoretical usefulness. If a quantitative inductive logic can be constructed 
either for simple language systems, as will be done in this book, or for the whole 
language of science, what help would it give to work in empirical science? The 
use of inductive logic in science is similar to that of deductive logic. In many 
cases, the situation is too complicated for an application of inductive logic. In 
other cases, however, application is practically possible. This holds especially 
for the cases of inductive inference in which the evidence or the hypothesis or 
both are of a statistical nature. Inductive logic, if sufficiently developed will 
serve as a logical foundation for the methods of mathematical statistics: We 
see ~oday the first steps in this direction, which, if continued, will lead to greater 
clanty and exactness of the basic concepts of statistics. The development of 
inductive logic will furthermore help i'n clarifying the problems of the nature 
and validity of inductive reasoning. 

B. Practical usefuln_ess. The value of an empirical magnitude, for example, 
the length of a rod, will often be an important factor in determining the deci
~ions of a person X, provided X knows this value. If he does not know it, he has 
mstead to take an estimate as the basis of his decision. It is often said that prob
ability is a guide of life. For which of the two probability concepts does this 
hold? The statements concerning probability., the relative frequency in the 
long run, are empirical like those about length. Such a statement can serve as a 
basis for a practical decision only if it is known. However, it can never be 
know'n directly if probability., according to the customary conceptions refers 
to an infinite population and is explicated as a limit. Therefore X mu~t base 
his dedsion on an estimate of probability., hence a value of probability;. It 
becomes clear that neither empirical science alone nor inductive logic alone 
can serve as a guide of life, but only both in co-operation. 

Although we do not yet know whether our aim, a system of inductive 
logic, can be reached, it is worth while to consider the question whether 
and how such a system would be useful if it could be constructed. Some 
philosophers and scientists are skeptical in this respect. If their doubts 
were right, it would be a waste of time to try to construct a system of in
ductive logic. But there are good reasons against their doubts. These will 
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now be discussed. Let us assume hypothetically, for the sake of this dis
cussion, that it is possible to construct a system of quantitative inductive 
logic, based on a concept of degree of confirmation as a quantitative ex
plicatum for probability., first for simple languages like our systems ~. 
and then extended to languages containing quantitative concepts, for 
example, a systematized language of physics with real numbers as space
time coordinates and with signs for mathematical and physical functions. 
We shall now discuss the question of the usefulness of this system in two 
respects: (A) What assistance will this system give in the field of theoreti
cal work, especially in empirical science? (B) How could the system be 
used in making practical decisions? 

A. Theoretical Usefulness of Inductive Logic in Science 

The possibility of applying inductive logic in science and also the limita
tions to this application, some of them essential but others merely techni
cal, can best be clarified by the analogy with deductive logic. Scientists 
carry out their deductive inferences in most cases, especially where mathe
matical transformations are not yet involved, in an intuitive, instinctive 
way, that is, without the use of explicitly formulated rules of logic; and 
they are in general quite successful in doing so. Therefore we cannot ex
pect that the development and systematization of deductive logic should 
have the effect of immediately increasing the correctness or efficiency of 
the inferential procedures of the scientist. Many cases with which he has 
to deal in his work are so simple that the use of explicit logical rules is un
necessary. In other cases, the premises with which he works are so com
plex that he is either not able or not willing to take the trouble of formu
lating them explicitly and exhaustively; this may sometimes not prevent 
him from recognizing-with more or less clarity and more or less certainty 
-that a given conclusion follows from the premises; but it prevents the 
application of explicit rules. On the other hand, there are certain cases 
where deductive logic has proved to be very useful for the scientist, es
pecially since its very extensive development in these last hundred years; 
and we may expect the number of these cases to increase with the further 
development. For instance, the axiomatic method in its more exact mod
ern form has been possible only on the basis of modern logic; and this 
method becomes more and more important in mathematics and its ap
plications, and also in physics and other fields of science. Furthermore, I 
think we rrtay assume that certain errors in deductive procedure which 
have earlier been made in science would have been avoided if the methods 
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of modern logic had been available at that time. Prominent examples are 
the alleged deductions of Euclid's parallel axiom from the other axioms; 
if one of the most fertile fields of modern logic, the logic of relations, had 
been known at that time, it would have prevented those errors because it 
makes it possible to represent the derivation of a conclusion from the 
axioms in an exact, formal way, avoiding the earlier pitfalls of a nonformal 
method, especially the inadvertent use· of an additional, nonformulated 
premise on the basis of intuition. 

The situation with inductive logic is similar. There is first its essential 
limitation to logical factors, to the exclusion of methodological factors 
(§ 44A). This limitation does by no means make inductive logic useless, 
for, if it gives to a scientist a numerical value of the degree of confirmation 
which embodies all logical factors, it thereby does not prevent him from 
taking into consideration for his decision also as many nonlogical factors 
as he wants to; on the contrary, it facilitates this task. However, there are 
many situations in science which by their complexity make the applica
tion of inductive logic practically impossible. For instance, we cannot ex
pect to apply inductive logic to Einstein's general theory of relativity, to 
find a numerical value for the degree of confirmation of this theory (or, 
rather, of an instance of it, § IIoG) on the basis of the whole observa
tional material known to physicists at the time when the theory was first 
stated, or for the increase in the degree in consequence of the observations 
of the solar eclipse of 1919. The same holds for the other steps in the revo
lutionary transformation of modern physics, especially those in connec
tion with quantum theory. In all these cases the relevant observational 
material is immensely extensive; it is not at all restricted to those crucial 
experiments which we usually associate with the origin of the new theories. 
Furthermore, the structure of the new physical theory in each of these 
cases is so comprehensive and complicated that no physicist at any stage 
in the development has given a complete and exact formulation of it (ac
cording to the rigorous standards of modern logic), let alone a complete 
and exact formulation of the observational evidence. Therefore an appli
cation of inductive logic in these cases is out of the question. 

On the other hand, there are also cases in which there are good reasons 
for the expectation that the application of inductive logic will become use
ful for the scientist, or in which the useful application is already possible 
today. This holds especially for those fields of science where statistical 
methods are used for the description of distributions of certain properties. 
As we shall see later, the inductive inferences (§ 44B) are of special im
portance in the form of statistical inferences, that is, in cases where the 
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hypothesis or the evidence or both give statistical information, for in
stance, by stating relative frequencies. Suppose a scientist knows the sta
tistical distribution of certain properties within a given population (of 
persons or bacteria or atoms or whatever else) and, on this basis, wants to 
find out the probability, of a certain assumption as to their distribution 
in an as yet unobserved sample (direct inference); or, conversely, the dis
tribution in a sample is known and a hypothesis is made concerning the 
distribution either in the whole population (inverse inference) or in another 
sample (predictive inference); for these and similar cases of statistical in
ferences, inductive logic can be of immediate help. 

Many of the methods of mathematical statistics are essentially induc
tive methods, especially those which have been developed during the last 
decades and have found very fruitful application in agriculture, medicine, 
industrial production, insurance, and many other fields, among them 
methods of estimation, curve-fitting, significance tests, etc. These meth
ods, as applied today by most statisticians, are usually not based on a 
system of inductive logic, but developed independently. Similarly, de
ductive mathematics (arithmetic, analysis, theory of functions, infinitesi
mal calculus, etc.) was first developed independently of logic for more than 
two thousand years. Finally, Frege, Russell, and Whitehead succeeded 
in basing the concepts and principles of mathematics on those of deductive 
logic and thereby making mathematics a part of logic itself. Although this 
achievement changed hardly anything in the content of mathematics, it 
was very important because it established mathematics for the first time 
on a solid foundation and contributed greatly to the clarity and exactness 
of the basic concepts of mathematics. It is obvious that this achievement 
was possible only through the utilization of symbolic logic. In my view, 
the situation with inductive statistics is quite analogous. If it is possible 
to construct quantitative inductive logic to the extent indicated at the 
beginning of this section, again, of course, with the help of symbolic logic, 
then it will be possible to base statistics upon it and thereby make it a part 
of inductive logic. (Obviously, this holds only for the inductive part of 
statistics, the theory of statistical inference, as distinguished from the 
deductive part, usually called descriptive statistics, which belongs to (de
ductive) mathematics and hence is part of deductive logic.) It may be 
expected that mathematical statistics will thereby gain for the first time 
a solid foundation, a systematic unity of its various methods, and a clarity 
and exactness of its basic concepts. In spite of the great wealth in methods 
and results achieved in modem mathematical statistics, and especially its 
great fruitfulness in practical application, it is clearly in need of the theo-
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retical virtues just mentioned, more urgently than deductive mathematics 
was before Frege. 

The system of inductive logic which will be developed in this book has 
by far not yet the extension indicated above. But even in this limited do
main it will be possible to introduce a general concept of estimation and 
to find with its help some simple but new and important results concern
ing the predictive and inverse estimates of relative frequency (chap. ix). 
And in the same limited domain the founding of statistical methods on the 
basis of inductive logic will in certain cases even lead to corrections in 
some general theorems and, consequently, in numerical results. It will be 
shown (in Vol. II) that certain numerical values obtained by some meth
ods widely used today in mathematical statistics are not quite adequate 
and that the values supplied by the methods of our inductive logic are 
more adequate. This holds, for example, for predictive and inverse esti
mates of relative frequency based on small samples. From a practical 
point of view, these corrections are of minor importance because the 
numerical difference is small for samples of those sizes with which statis
ticians usually work. But from a theoretical and fundamental point of 
view, the fact of this correction is interesting because it means a change, 
though only a slight one, in content. [One would have an analogue in the 
reduction of deductive mathematics to deductive logic if, for example, 
Frege in the course of his logical work had found that certain results ob
tained by earlier uncritical uses of divergent series had to be corrected, 
a discovery which actually was made already by A. L. Cauchy (1823).] 

Jeffreys was the first, and is so far the only one, to attempt a solution 
of the difficult problem of founding mathematical statistics on a system 
of inductive logic comprehensive enough to be applied to the quantitative 
language of physics. He came to this problem not from logic but from 
empirical science. His work in fields of science where statistical methods 
are frequently applied, above all in his special field of geophysics, showed 
him the necessity of a theory of probability, sufficiently developed to serve 
as a logical foundation for the use of statistical methods (see his [Probab.], 
Preface). Throughout his work he emphasizes the requirement that a sys
tem of inductive logic must be applicable in the actual work of scientists, 
and he himself gives numerous examples for the application of his methods 
to special problems in geophysics and other branches of physics. It seems 
to me that Jeffreys' examples provide ample illustration for the usefulness 

. and even indispensability of inductive logic for the practical work in em
pirical science. Irrespective of whether or not we agree with all details of 
his method, there can be no doubt that he has done valuable pioneer work 
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in bridging the gap between inductive logic and the domain of statistical 
methods dealing with quantitative physical magnitudes. [We may leave 
aside here the objections which we shall raise in a later chapter against cer
tain features which Jeffreys' theory has in common with the classical the
ory of probability; we shall show in the construction of our theory how 
the difficulties here involved can be overcome; the present discussion con
cerns not the correctness of a particular theory but the usefulness of in
ductive logic in general, provided a good theory can be found.] 

It seems to me that there is still another direction in which the develop
ment both of deductive and of inductive logic becomes important for sci
entific thinking in general. The development of deductive logic not only 
has made possible the application in numerous concrete cases but has, in 
addition, thrown light on certain fundamental problems of a more general 
nature. Seen from a historical and psychological angle, it has been a side 
effect of the development of modern deductive logic-though, from a phil
osophical point of view, it may be regarded as an achievement of out
standing importance-that today we have a better understanding of the 
foundations of deductive inference, of the reasons for its validity, and of 
the nature of the sentences which state purely logical connections. There
by also remarkable progress has been made in the clarification of the na
ture of mathematics and especially of the relation between mathematics 
and empirical science. I believe that, in a similar way, the development of 
inductive logic will, over and above the applications in concrete cases, 
yield results of a more general, we might say, a philosophical character: a 
clarification of the foundations of induction (in the wide sense in which 
we use this term), of the presuppositions of induction, which are hardly 
ever made explicit, and the meaning and conditions of its validity. This 
includes the old, much-debated but still controversial question concerning 
the justification of induction or of special kinds of inductive inference, for 
example, those mentioned earlier. It belongs to the aims of this book not 
only to construct a system of inductive logic but also to contribute to the 
clarification of these more general problems. In both respects, this book 
cannot do more than take a few steps. I am convinced that the future de
velopment will soon not only improve the technical methods of inductive 
logic and widely extend their scope, but simultaneously also increase our 
insight, today still clouded in many points, into the nature and validity 
of inductive reasoning. 

B. Practical Usefulness of Inductive Logic: Probability as a Guide of Life 

Since the earliest beginnings of the development of the calculus of prob
ability the mathematicians and philosophers who worked on it empha-
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sized its applicability to practical problems. At first the field of applica
tion was chiefly that of games of chance; the calculus claimed to provide 
methods by which a gambler could calculate the chances in a game and 
thereby determine under what conditions it would be advisable to accept 
an offered game or a bet, and to judge whether the rules of the game were 
fair, that is, not favoring any of the players. Soon it was recognized that 
the decisions made in more serious affairs, individual decisions in private 
life or political decisions in the life of a community, are not different in 
principle from those made in a game; the situations here are more com
plicated and cannot be analyzed as easily into their determining factors, 
and the number of relevant factors is often much greater. But this differ
ence in complexity seems to be merely a difference in degree. Therefore, 
it was hoped that, as soon as science would furnish a more thoroughgoing 
analysis of the laws of nature and society, the calculus of probability 
would become one of the most efficient instruments of the human mind, 
helping one to find in any given situation the most reasonable decision, 
that is, the decision giving the best hope of success. The authors during 
the period of the Enlightenment were most optimistic in this respect. 
Contemporary authors agree in principle but are usually more moderate 
in their expectations concerning the benefits to be obtained by the appli
cation of probability. On the other hand, they are able, within certain 
limited fields, to speak not only of hopes but of accomplished results. 
They can point out the many fruitful applications of probability consid
erations and statistical methods based upon probability in such various 
fields as insurance, public health, genetics, theoretical physics, astronomy, 
the design of agricultural experiments, quality control in industrial mass 
production, the analysis of economic trends and of personality factors, 
and many more. These applications lead not only to theoretical results 
but also to practical decisions concerning insurance rates, public health 
measures, the choice of special breeds of wheat, changes in methods of 
mass production and inspection, etc. 

The basic fact that makes inductive logic useful and even necessary for 
obtaining rational decisions is the impossibility of knowing the future 
with certainty. Any man X has to base his decisions on expectations con
cerning events which are independent of his actions and also concerning 
events which might happen in consequence of certain acts which he might 
decide to carry out. For expectations of both kinds, X has no certainties 
but only probabilities. And if his decision is to be rational, it must be 
determined by these probabilities. "To us probability is the very guide 
of life", as Bishop Joseph Butler said (in the Preface of The analogy of 
religion [1736], quoted from Keynes [Probab.], p. 309). 
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Since we have found two concepts of probability fundamentally differ
ent in nature, the question arises as to what part each of them plays in 
determining practical decisions. Those who want to restrict the theory of 
probability to probability., the frequency concept, believe that only this 
concept can be of help in practical life. Their principal argument for this 
belief is the fact that only a statement on probability. says something 
about the facts of nature, while a statement on probabilityr, being purely 
logical, has no factual content. This characterization of the two concepts 
is certainly correct, but it remains to examine the question whether the 
conclusion follows that the logical concept of probabilityr is not appli
cable for practical purposes. 

According to our previous discussion(§ 41D), the distinction between 
a probability2 statement for a property Manda probabilityr statement 
for a singular hypothesis concerning M may be regarded as a special case 
of the general distinction between the following two kinds of statements: 
(r) a statement about the actual value of a physical magnitude in a given 
case a value which is either unknown to the observer or at least not 

' known exactly, and (2) a statement about the estimate of this value with 
respect to given evidence. Let us consider an example of a familiar kind 
for this distinction; this may help us in clarifying the situation with re
spect to the two probability concepts. Let us suppose that the evidence e 
available to the observer X contains the information that the length of a 
given rod has been measured three times, with the results, say, 8o.o, 8o.r, 
8o.s. 'Let us assume that the measurements were made under the same 
conditions. Then there is no reason for regarding any one of the three 
results as more reliable than any other. Therefore X will take as the 
estimate of the length of the rod the arithmetic mean of the three values, 
that is, 8o.2. He cannot assert with certainty that the actual length is 8o.2 
(not even if this figure is understood as an abbreviated expression for the 
interval 8o.rs-8o.25). The value 8o.2 is merely an estimate; that means, 
it is a guess; not an arbitrary guess but a reasonable guess. It is indeed 
the best guess the observer can make in the present situation, as long as 
no results of further measurements are available to him. Now let us com
pare the following two sentences which occur in this example; the first 
belongs, not to our language systems ~' but to the more comprehensive, 
quantitative language of physics: 

(r) 'The actual length of the rod is 8o.2.' 
(2) 'The estimate of the length of the rod with respect to the given evi

dence e is 8o.2.' 

The sentence (r) is an empirical sentence; it has factual content. (We 
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need not discuss in detail the problem of its exact interpretation in terms 
of observations; it may be interpreted, for example, as saying that the 
arithmetic mean of the results of the first n measurements would with 

' increasing n, converge toward 80.2.) The second sentence, on the other 
hand, is analytic. It is based upon a definition of the concept of estimate. 
(This definition may be similar to, but more complicated than, the one 
indicated in § 41D (3) because of the occurrence of a magnitude with a 
continuous scale of values.) Let us assume that this definition is con
structed in such a manner that it implies that, for simple cases like the 
one under discussion, the estimate is the mean of the observed values. 
The sentence (2) cannot be either confirmed or disconfirmed by any future 
observations. Even if the results of future measurements tend toward a 
value considerably different from 8o.2, it still remains true that 8o.2 is 
the estimate with respect to the evidence e containing the three values stated 
earlier. 

Let us suppose that X has to make a practical decision concerning the 
use of the given rod, a decision which depends upon the length of the rod. 
Then he may act in certain respects as though he knew that the length 
was 8o.2. Now let us analyze the theoretical basis of this behavior. This 
is not meant as a psychological question concerning the actual process by 
which X arrives at his decision, but rather as a rational reconstruction 
of this process. How does X utilize the sentences (r) and (2)? We might 
perhaps be tempted to say that he must make use of (r) rather than (2), 
because only the sentence (r) can tell him what the actual length is. 
X would certainly make use of (r) if this sentence were known to him. 
However, in the situation assumed in our example, X does not know the · 
actual length but only the results of the three measurements. Sentence (r) 
is at the present moment for X neither certain nor even probable, that is 
to say, it does not follow from the observational results expressed by e 
and is not even highly confirmed by e. [Under certain plausible assump
tions concerning a concept of degree of confirmation cas an explicatum 
for probabilityr it can be shown that, for the hypothesis that the actual 
length is exactly 8o.2, c on e is o; and for the hypothesis that the actual 
length is between 8o.rs and 80.25, con e is considerably less than rj2.] 
With respect to sentence (r), X can do nothing else but wait and see in 
which direction future observations will point; they may highly confirm 
it and hence suggest its acceptance or highly disconfirm it and hence sug
gest its rejection. Therefore X cannot find a theoretical basis for his de
cision in sentence (r). But he finds it in sentence (2), because this sen
tence is analytic and hence both true and known to him; and, added to 
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his evidence e containing the results of the three measurements, it states 
the estimated value 8o.2 which determines his decision. 

Generally speaking, situations of this kind may be characterized as 
follows. Practical decisions of a man are often dependent upon values of 
certain magnitudes for the things in his environment. If he does not know 
the exact value, he has to base his decision on an estimate. This estimate 
is given in a statement of the form: 'The estimate for the magnitude in 
question with respect to such and such observational results is so and so.' 
This statement is purely analytic. Nevertheless it may serve as a basis for 
the decision. It cannot, of course, do so by itself, since it has no factual 
content; but it may do so in combination with the observational results 
to which it refers. 

Now let us return to the problem of the concept of probability,. The 
situation here is to some extent analogous to that in the example just dis
cussed. Suppose that X has taken a sample of eighty persons from the 
population of Chicago and has found that sixty of these persons possess 
a property M. This constitutes his present evidence e. Let h be a singular 
hypothesis, namely, the prediction that the person b taken at random 
from the nonobserved part of the population will be found to have the 
property M. For the present discussion the exact value of the prob
ability, of h one does not matter. It seems plausible that this value does 
not differ much, if at all, from the relative frequency of Min the observed 
sample, which is 3/ 4· To make the example more concrete, let us arbi
trarily assume that the probability, of hone is 0.73· [The reason for choos
ing here a value not equal to but slightly different from the observed rela
tive frequency is merely the intention of stressing the fact that the esti
mate to be discussed is equal to the value of the probability,, here 0.73, 
and not necessarily equal to the observed relative frequency, here 3/ 4.] 
Now let us compare the following sentences concerning the present ex
ample; we shall see that they are analogous to the earlier sentences con
cerning the actual length of a rod and the estimate of its length. 

(3) 'The actual relative frequency of M in the population of Chicago 
is 0.73.' 

(4) 'The probability, of the singular hypothesis h with respect to the 
evidence e concerning the observed sample is 0.73.' 

According to our earlier discussion (§ 41D(8)), the estimate (in the sense 
of the probability,-mean) of the relative frequency of M in the whole 
population of Chicago with respect to the evidence e is equal to the prob
ability, of hone, hence likewise 0.73. Therefore (4) is logically equivalent 
to the following: 
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(s) 'The estimate of the relative frequency of Min the whole popula
tion with respect to the evidence e is 0.73.' 

Suppose that X has to make a practical decision, perhaps of an adminis
trative or legislative nature, a decision depending upon his knowledge 
concerning the relative frequency of M in the population of Chicago. It 
is clear what he will do; he will act in certain respects as though he knew 
that the relative frequency was o.73. But it is perhaps not immediately 
clear what the theoretical basis for his action is-in other words, which 
rational procedure would lead to his action. Should he take (3) or (5) as 
a basis for his decision? The proponents of the frequency conception of 
probability will perhaps say that only (3) can serve as a basis because this 
is a statement about the relative frequency in the whole and hence a 
probability statement in their sense. They are right to this extent: if X 
knew (3), he would take it as a basis. However, (3) is not known to X as 
long as his knowledge is restricted to the evidence e concerning the eighty 
observed individuals; (3) is not even highly confirmed on the basis of the 
evidence e. It is rather the other statement that may serve as a basis for 
the decision. This statement is known to X because it is in either of the 

' ' 
two equivalent formulations (4) and (5), analytic; (4) follows from the 
presupposed definition of probability,, and (5) from the definition of the 
estimate of a function. The statement (s) is quite analogous to the earlier 
statement (2) concerning the estimate of the length of a rod. Here, again, 
the statement about the estimate cannot be either confirmed or dis
confirmed by any future observations. Even if a complete census of the 
population of Chicago showed that the actual relative frequency were 
quite different from 0.73, this would by no means refute the statement 
that the estimate with respect to the evidence e is 0.73· Here, as in the earlier 
case, the decision can be based on the given observational evidence e and 
the analytic statement which gives the estimate with respect to this evi- . 
dence e. It is the value of this estimate or, in other words, the value of 
probability, that justifies the decision. 

We obtain the same result if we consider the following situation. Sup
pose that X wants to make a bet on the prediction that an arbitrarily 
chosen individual has the property M. This prediction is the hypothesis 
h, to which the statement (4) ascribes the probability, o.73 with respect 
to the available evidence e. Thus on the basis of this statement (4) X will 
decide to accept no bet on h with a betting quotient higher than o.73. 
The same decision could also, of course, be based on the statement (5) 
concerning the estimate of the relative frequency. 

These considerations show the following. In a sense it is correct to say 
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that empirical statements concerning the values of physical magnitudes 
are important for determining our practical decisions. This holds, in par
ticular, for the relative frequency in the long run of a property M, in 
other words, the probability. of M, because the final balance of the 
totality of future bets on singular predictions concerning M is determined 
by the probability. of M (§ 41C). Thus empirical statements and, in par
ticular, statements on probability., may indeed serve as a guide of life. 
However, they can do so only if they are known. But the exact value of 
an empirical magnitude is in general not known; and if the value of a 
magnitude is defined as the limit of an infinite sequence of observed values, 
as is the case, for example, with length as interpreted above and with prob
ability. as explicated by Mises and Reichenbach, then the exact value 
cannot possibly ever be known. This fact does not make concepts of this 
kind either meaningless or unsuitable for practically useful application. 
But it has the consequence that inductive logic is needed for utilizing these 
concepts. The hypothesis that the actual value of a certain magnitude lies 
within a given small interval may be highly probable, although it is not 
certain; that is to say, it may not follow from the available observational 
knowledge e but its probabilityr with respect toe may be high. And even 
if this is not the case for any small interval, as in the examples discussed 
above, we may still calculate the estimate of the value of the magnitude 
with respect to e. In these cases the magnitudes remain practically im
portant; but they can be utilized only by way either of a high probabilityr 
or of an estimate, defined with the help of probabilityr; without the use 
of these concepts of inductive logic those magnitudes would become use
less. Thus we see that neither empirical sCience (which includes prob
ability.) nor inductive logic (which is based upon probabilityr) can serve 
alone as a guide of life but only both in co-operation. Science makes ob
servations and constructs theories. Inductive logic is necessary in order to 
obtain judgments concerning the credibility of theories or singular pre
dictions on the basis of given observational results. And these judgments 
concerning expected events serve as a basis for our practical decisions. In 
analogy to a well-known dictum of Kant, we might say that inductive 
logic without observations is empty; observations without inductive 
logic are blind. 

§ 50. The Problem of a Rule for Determining Decisions 

A. Our problem is to find a rule which tells a man X, with the help of induc
tive logic, which decisions it would be reasonable for him to make in view of his 
past experiences. Such a rule does not belong to inductive logic itself but in-
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volves the methodology of induction and of psychology. In this section four 
tentative forms of the rule are discussed, each more adequate than the pre
ceding ones. The final rule will be explained in the next section. B. Rule Rr: 
'Act on the expectation that events with a high probabilityr will happen'. 
C. RuleR.: 'Among several possibilities, act on the expectation of the one with 
the highest probabilityr.' D. Rule R3 : 'If your decision depends upon a mag
nitude whose value u is unknown, determine its estimate u' on the available 
evidence and then act in certain respects as though you knew with certainty 
that u were equal or near to u'.' E. Rule R4 : 'Choose that action for which the 
estimate of the resulting gain has its maximum.' From this is derived a special
ized rule R!: 'If an offer is favorable (i.e., the estimated gain in case of ac
cepting is greater than in case of rejecting), accept it; if it is unfavorable, reject 
it.' Even this apparently obvious rule leads in certain exceptional cases to un
reasonable decisions and hence is in need of further modification. 

A. The Problem 

The discussions in the preceding section have thrown some light on the 
question as to how considerations of probabilityr influence expectations 
of future events and thereby practical decisions. We shall now investigate 
this question in greater detail. We presuppose that the observer X is in 
possession of a system of inductive logic as a theory of probabilityr. This 
theory applies to the sentences of X's language (which may be more com
prehensive than our systems~), in which X can formulate the results of 
his observations and his predictions of future events. X formulates the re
sults of all observations which he has made up to the present time in 
one comprehensive report e. We assume that he is able to calculate the 
value of probabilityr on the evidence e for any hypothesis h in which he 
is interested. We disregard here the question of how X calculates these 
values; we are at present interested only in the question of how he utilizes 
them. In other words, we wish to formulate a rule which tells X how he is 
to make his decisions with the help of the values of probabilityr, if he 
wants his decisions to be rational. For X to act rationally means to learn 
from experience and hence to take as evidence what he has observed. It 
means further that he should avoid considering only a biased selection 
from his experiences and disregarding any available information that 
might be relevant; therefore, we assume that he takes as basis the total 
evidence e available. 

The problem now to be investigated concerning the determination of 
decisions with the help of probabilityr goes beyond the boundaries of in
ductive logic itself. Inductive logic has only the task of finding statements 
concerning probabilityr; these statements may give the values of prob
abilityr for particular cases or state general properties or relations of such 
values. Inductive logic itself is not concerned with the practical applica-
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tions of its theorems, any more than pure arithmetic is concerned with the 
application of arithmetical theorems for the purposes of planning a family 
budget, or pure geometry is concerned with the application of geometrical 
theorems for the purposes of navigation. In the later construction of a 
system of inductive logic we shall not deal with the problems of applica
tion. But in the present preliminary discussions it seems advisable to do 
so. While nobody doubts the theoretical validity and the practical appli
cability of arithmetic and geometry, the same does not hold for inductive 
logic; not only its usefulness but even its theoretical possibility is still 
controversial. Therefore, a clarification at least of the general features 
of an application of inductive logic for practical purposes may be helpful 
in contributing to a clarification of its nature and purpose. The distinc
tion between the system of pure inductive logic and the procedures and 
rules of its application for practical decisions is emphasized chiefly for 
the following reason. The analysis of the application involves, as we shall 
soon see, in addition to considerations of the general methodology of in
duction (§ 44A) also certain assumptions and concepts of a psychological 
nature (for instance, concerning the measurement of preference and 
valuation). Now it is important to see clearly that the problems and diffi
culties here involved belong to the methodology of a special branch of em
pirical science, the psychology of valuations as a part of the theory of 
human behavior, and that therefore they should not be regarded as diffi
culties of inductive logic. 

The following discussion will lead, step for step, from customary crude 
formulations of a rule for the determination of practical decisions with 
the help of inductive logic to more adequate formulations. Four versions 
of the rule will be discussed in this section, the fifth and final one in the 
next section. 

B. The Rule of High Probability 

Many writers on the calculus of probability and its application have 
declared that it is reasonable to expect that those events will happen which 
are highly probable. This suggests the following rule directed toward X 
and referring to the total evidence e available to X. 

RuleR,. Assume that those events will occur which have a high value 
of probability, on evidence e, and act as though you knew that these 
events were certain. 

This is a crude rule-of-thumb which is often useful. As we shall see, 
however, it would in many cases lead to a wrong decision, that is, one 
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which would not be regarded as reasonable by s.ensible people. Further
more, it has the disadvantage of being applicable only if one of the pos
sible cases has a high probability,. 

C. The Rule of Maximum Probability 

In order to avoid the disadvantage just mentioned of rule R,, some 
writers have said that the most probable among the possible events should 
be expected, even if its probability is not high. This suggests the follow
ing rule. 

Rule R2. With respect to an exhaustive set of mutually exclusive events 
(that is, in semantical terms, a set of hypotheses which are L-dis
junct and L-exclusive in pairs with respect to e) expect that event 
which has the highest probability,, and act as though you knew that 
this event is certain. 

This rule works satisfactorily in a case of the following kind. 
Example of the bookshop. X has a bookshop and wants to order copies 

of a certain book that is in steady use in order to have them on hand for 
the beginning of the academic year. He has experience with the past sale 
of this book over a number of years. On the basis of this and perhaps other 
relevant information, he finds that the assumption of a sale of So copies 
has a probability which, although small, is higher than that of any other 
case; the probability for the number 79 is somewhat less, for 78 still less, 
and so it goes down for smaller numbers, first slowly, then steeply; simi
larly, the probability decreases for higher numbers, first slowly, then more 
steeply, in such a way that the curve showing the probability as a func
tion of the number of copies has a bell-shaped form, which has its maxi
mum for 8o and declines symmetrically from this maximum toward both 
sides. If X follows the rule R2, he assumes that there will be a demand of 
8o copies, and therefore he provides for this number. This decision would 
not be unreasonable (although, as we shall see later, a slightly different 
decision might be still better). This example shows also that the rule R 2 is 
better than R,; the latter rule is not applicable to the cases of the various 
numbers of copies, because none of them has a high probability. 

In other cases, however, rule R2 does not work so well. This is seen by 
the following example' which at first might appear as quite analogous to 
the one just given. 

Example of the restaurant. X runs a dining place and decides how much 
of every dish is to be prepared today. He knows from previous experience 
concerning one particular dish that the number of people who order it on 
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one day varies between o and 5; and, in particular, the probability that 
the number of people who will order it today will be o, r, 2, ... , 6, is 0.20, 
0.19, o.r8, 0.17, o.r6, o.ro, o, respectively. The dish must be prepared in 
advance. Thus the problem for X is: for how many people should he have 
it prepared? Rule R1 is again inapplicable, since none of the cases has a 
high probability. What would be the effect of ruleR.? The most probable 
assumption is that nobody will order this dish. If X follows rule R., he 
will act on this assumption and not prepare this dish. But this decision 
does not seem to be the best in view of the fact that the assumption that 
nobody will order the dish has only the probability r/ 5; thus, it is prob
able to the degree 4/5 that at least one person will order it. 

In each of the following two examples only two possible cases need be 
considered, one of which has a very high probability. Thus in these ex
amples, both rules R1 and R. are applicable. Both these rules advise X to 
act on the assumption of the event which has the high probability; but 
this advice is wrong in both examples. 

Example of the lottery. The lottery consists of one hundred tickets; it is 
known (that is, it follows from e) that exactly one ticket will win; the 
prize is $roo; the information concerning the lottery mechanism is such 
that all hundred tickets have an equal chance of winning. X has one ticket. 
Thus the probability of his winning is o.or, that of his not winning is 0.99. 
If now X were to take either rule R1 or R.literally, he would act as if he 
knew for certain that his ticket will not win. This would lead, for example, 
to the unreasonable decision of selling his ticket to somebody who offers 
ro cents for it. 

Example of the fire insurance. X owns a house whose .value is $ro,ooo. 
His knowledge e contains statistical information concerning a large num
ber of houses which were under similar conditions and of which a certain 
fraction burned down during a certain period. X finds that with respect 
to this information the probability of the assumption h that his house will 
burn down during the next year is o.oor; thus the probability of "'h is 
0.999. Should X take out fire insurance if the premium for one year were 
$5.00? This would be a very cheap insurance, and it would certainly be 
advisable to take it. However, if X were again to follow either rule R1 orR. 
literally, he would act as though he knew with certainty that his house 
was not going to burn down within the next year and therefore he would 
decide against insurance. 

Thus we have found that ruleR., though better than R1, nevertheless 
leads to wrong decisions in certain situations. Therefore, we have to look 
for a better rule. 
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D. The Rule of the Use of Estimates 
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Let us examine, in the example of the lottery, why ruleR. went wrong 
and how it should be changed. It is clear that $r .oo would be a fair 
price for a ticket, because, if all tickets are sold at this price, the man who 
arranges the lottery comes out even, and so do the buyers of tickets taken 
together. Therefore X should not buy a ticket for more than $1 .oo nor 
sell it for less (with a certain qualification to be explained later). This 
shows that the amount which should determine X's decision is neither 
the most probable gain (as rules R1 and R. would have it) because this is 
zero, nor the one possible positive gain, which is $1oo, but rather the 
estimate of his gain with respect to the available evidence e. (Here again 
we use the term 'estimate' in the sense of 'probabilitycmean estimate' as 
defined by (3) in § 41D.) This estimate is $r.oo, as is easily seen from the 
definition mentioned. Therefore X, as a rational agent, will regard $r.oo 
as the money value of his ticket. We assume that X is able to calculate 
not only the values of probability~ on evidence e but also, on their basis, 
the values of estimates on e. 

These considerations suggest the following rule: 

Rule R3 • Suppose that your decision depends upon a certain magnitude 
u unknown to you, in the sense that, if you knew u, then this would 
determine your decision (that is, there is a function F such that a 
certain feature of your decision would take the value F(u)). Then 
calculate the estimate u' of u with respect to the available evidence e 
and act in certain respects as though you knew with certainty that 
the value of u were either equal to u' (that is, let the feature in ques
tion take the value F(u')) or near to u'. 

It is easily seen that this rule is much better than the two previous ones; 
but we shall find that it still has some weak points. In the example of the 
bookshop the estimate of the number of books demanded is equal to the 
number with the highest probability, that is, 8o, because of the sym
metry of the probability curve (this follows from the definition of the 
probabilitycmean estimate). Therefore, rule R3 leads, just as R., to the 
decision of keeping 8o copies in stock. This decision seems fairly rea
sonable. 

In the example of the restaurant the estimate of the number of persons 
ordering the dish is found to be 2.2. Therefore, according to rule R

3
, X ex

pects that two persons will order and hence prepares for two orders. Now 
it becomes clear why the previous rule R. worked well in the case of the 
bookshop but not in that of the restaurant, although the situations seem 
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similar. The reason is that in the case of the bookshop, but not in that of 
the restaurant, the estimated value is equal to the most probable value. 
This holds in many cases but by far not in all. Only in those cases where 
it holds is the frequently used formulation R. adequate. 

In the example of the lottery, the estimate of X's gain is $r.oo. There
fore, according to rule R 3, X is not willing to pay for a ticket more than 
this amount or to sell it for less. In the example of the fire insurance, the 
estimate of X's loss from fire within the next year is $10.00. Thus rule R3 

leads X to the decision of taking out insurance ifthe premium is not more 
than this amount. 

In all four cases the decisions determined by rule R3 seem quite rea
sonable. In one case (bookshop) the decision is the same as that de
termined by rule R.; in the other three cases the decisions by R3 are much 
more reasonable than those by R •. 

However, the same rule R 3, if applied without qualification to other 
aspects of the four examples, would lead to quite unreasonable decisions. 
This is the reason for the qualifying phrase 'in certain respects' in the 
fonnulation of the rule. The weakness of the rule is the vagueness of this 
phrase; the rule does not specify in which respects X may act as if he 
knew that the estimate were the actual value and in which respects he 
may not. That there are certain respects in which the described way of 
acting would not be reasonable is easily seen as follows. If, in the example 
of the bookshop, X were to act in every respect as though he knew with 
certainty that exactly 8o copies will be demanded, then he would be will
ing to bet a thousand against one on the prediction that the numberof 
copies demanded will be exactly So-obviously an unreasonable decision. 
For this reason the rule was formulated in such a manner as to admit the 
weaker expectation that the actual value is, if not equal, then near to the 
estimate. But if X acted in every respect as though he knew that the num
ber of copies demanded will be between, say, 6o and 100, then he would 
be willing to bet one thousand against one on this prediction, which would 
again be unreasonable. We might perhaps consider modifying the rule 
somehow to the effect of advising X not to regard as certain even the 
weaker prediction that the actual value is near the estimate and hence to 
bet upon this prediction only at moderate odds. But a modified rule of this 
kind, although working all right in the case just discussed, would in other 
cases still lead to wrong decisions. In the example of the lottery it would 
make X willing to bet at moderate odds on the prediction that his gain 
will be near to $r.oo, say, between so cents and $2.00, although X knows 
from the available information e that such an outcome is impossible. 
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Many cases are similar to this example in so far as the estimate is not even 
near to any of the possible values. 

The difficulty which we have discussed consists in the fact that rule R3 

does not specify in which respects it should be applied and in which not. 
But there is another, more serious, difficulty which would remain even 
if we found a way of overcoming the first. Let us assume that we had suc
ceeded in making the required specification in an adequate way, although 
it is not easy to see how this could be done in a general way. In particular, 
let us assume that the modified rule were such that X could apply it in 
our examples only in the following respects: in the example of the lottery, 
only for the determination of the price at which he is willing to buy or 
sell a ticket; in the example of the fire insurance, only for the determina
tion of the premium he is willing to pay; in the example of the book shop, 
only for the determination of the number of copies to be provided; in the 
example of the restaurant, only for the determination of the number of 
servings to be prepared. Even then the decisions determined by the rule 
in these and similar cases are not always the best that could be taken in 
the situation in question. If a bookseller estimates the number of copies 
that will be demanded at 8o, he will actually order not this number, but 
a somewhat larger number. For if he has fewer books than will be de
manded, he misses a profitable business, while if he has more books, he 
incurs merely the minor disadvantage of having to store the unsold copies 
for a later occasion or to return them to the publisher. 

Let us try to describe the essential features of this situation in general 
terms. X's decision depends upon an unknown value u. Suppose he 
chooses, no matter by what means, rational or irrational, a value ze" and 
acts so as to be prepared for this value. If then the actual value of u hap
pens to be u", X is properly prepared and hence in a favorable situation. 
If, however, the actual value u turns out to be either higher or lower than 
u", the case is unfavorable for X. If it is a financial matter, for instance, a 
business affair or a game or a bet, X suffers a loss in this case. Now the 
decisive point is that in certain situations the losses to be expected are not 
symmetrically distributed but are higher on one side. If X has to expect a 
higher loss in case he is underprepared (i.e., u" < u) than in case he is 
overprepared (i.e., u" > u), then he should guard more against under
preparedness than against overpreparedness. This means that he should 
choose as the value u" for which he prepares not the estimate u' of u, but 
a somewhat higher value in order to make the unfavorable result of un
derpreparedness less probable. In his choice of the value u" he must take 
into consideration not only the possible values of u but also, and essen-
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tially, his gains (including losses as negative gains) in all the possible 
cases and their probabilities. The choice of a particular decision is ulti
mately to be determined by the estimates of his gains for the various 
possible decisions rather than by estimates of the other magnitudes in
volved. 

E. The Rule of Maximizing the Estimated Gain 

The preceding considerations suggest a new rule involving only esti
mates of one magnitude, the gain of X, and saying roughly that X should 
choose that course of action for which the estimate of his gain has the high
est possible value. We consider at the present moment only gains or 
losses of money or of such other things as can be bought for money, for 
example, a book, a meal, a concert, the advice of a lawyer, a trip to the 
mountains. The problem of the so-called imponderables, that is, advan
tages that cannot be bought and disadvantages that cannot be bought off, 
will be discussed in the next section, because the solution of this problem 
is closely connected with the concept of utility involved in the next rule. 

There is a set of actions which are possible for X at the present moment 
out of which he has to choose one. Let these possible actions be described 
by the sentences j,, j., ... , ji, .... Let the possible events which might 
result from any of these actions, together with other factors in the situa
tion not influenced by X, be described by the sentences h,, h., ... , hk, 
.... If X carries out a particular action ji, then some of these events 
may become impossible; others, which remain possible, may change their 
probabilities. [For the sake of simplicity we assume in the present informal 
discussion that both the number of possible actions and the number of 
possible resulting events are finite. The analysis for infinite sets of possi
bilities would merely be somewhat more complicated mathematically, 
but the basic features would remain the same. Note that the j-sentences 
are L-exclusive in pairs and L-disjunct with respect to e; and the same 
holds for the h-sentences.] We assume that X is able to assess in terms of 
money units the value of his wealth in any possible situation. Let us call 
this value his fortune in the situation in question. Letfo be the fortune of 
X at the present moment, and fik the fortune he would have in case he 
carried out the actionji and the event hk occurred. By his gain g;k in this 
case we mean the increase of his fortune in consequence of his action ji 
and the event hk; hence gu, = fik- fo· A loss is here taken as a negative 
gain. Suppose X considers one of the possible actions, say, j;, at the pres
ent moment, before he actually chooses and carries out any of the actions. 
He does not know what will be the actual gain gi in case of his actionji, be-
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cause this gain depends also upon the unknown h-events. Nevertheless, 
X can make an estimation of this gain. He is able to calculate the prob
ability which any of the possible events, say, hk, would have if he were to 
carry out the considered action ji, that is, the probability, of lzk on the 
evidence e. ji; let the value which he finds for this probability be qik· 
With the help of the probabilities qi,, qi., ... , qik, ... for the events 
h,, h., ... , hk, ... , he can now calculate the estimate gi of the gain gi in 
case of the action ji. According to our definition of an estimate (in the 

sense ofthe probability.-mean, § 41D(3)), g~ = L[gik X q;k]. In this way 
k 

X can calculate for each of the possible actions the estimate of his gain 
resulting from this action. Then the reasonable thing for him to do is to 
decide upon that action for which this estimate has its maximum. Thus 
the general rule must say in effect: 'Maximize your estimated gain!' It may 
be formulated as follows: 

Rule R4• Among the possible actions choose that one for which the esti
mate of your gain, determined with the help of the probabilities of 
the possible outcomes, is not lower than for any other possible ac
tion. If several actions lead to the maximum value of the estimate , 
you may choose any one of them, it does not matter which one. 

This rule is essentially better than R3• It eliminates both difficulties 
which we discussed in connection with R 3• The first difficulty resulted 
from the fact that rule R 3 advised X to act in certain respects as if he 
knew that the actual value was equal to the estimate. To act as if one 
knew what in fact one does not know is a risky procedure. Rule R 4 does 
not contain any such as-if clause; the procedure prescribed does not in
volve any pretension to knowledge not actually available. The second 
difficulty consisted in the fact that in certain cases the reasonable action 
conforms, not to the estimate itself of a certain magnitude, but to a value 
differing slightly from the estimate in one direction, provided the ex
pected losses are less in this direction. In cases of this kind, rule R 4, in 
distinction to R 3, leads to the action for which the least loss is to be ex
pected. (For instance, a closer examination would easily show that in the 
example of the bookshop rule R 4 would lead X to the decision of ordering 
a certain number of books somewhat greater than eighty, if certain plau
sible assumptions concerning the losses in the various cases are made.) 

In certain simple cases rule R 4 leads to the same decision as R 3 ; for 
instance, if the decision concerns the acceptance of a bet or the buying or 
selling of a lottery ticket. In many other cases rule R3 leads to a decision 
which is, if not the best, at least near to the best decision. Therefore. rule 
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R3 need not be entirely discarded; it may be regarded as a cruder form 
whose use is often convenient because of its greater simplicity. Thus, al
though the more refined rule R 4 applies the procedure of estimation to 
values of only one magnitude, the gain resulting for a person, nevertheless 
the estimates of many other magnitudes are still useful under certain con
ditions. This holds especially for the estimates of absolute and relative 
frequency. 

The situation in which X finds himself is often of such a kind that he 
has to choose between two alternatives only. For instance, he may either 
do a certain thing or refrain from doing it. For example, somebody offers 
X a bet or a business deal under specified conditions which X is not al
lowed to change; he has merely the choice of either accepting or declining 
the offer. Let the two actions be described by ir and j •. Let the fortune 
of X which would actually result in the case of the action ir be fr· fr is 
unknown. Let the estimate of fr with respect to e • ir be K Then the 
gain g1 in this case is fr - fo, and its estimate g~ is f~ - fo· Let f., f;, g., 
and g; be the analogous values for the action j •. Iff~ > f; (and hence 
g~ > g;), we call the first action favorable for X and the second unfavor
able. Iff~ = f; (and hence g~ = g;), we call both actions neutral for X; 
the deal or game or bet offered will likewise be called neutral in this case. 
In other words, an action is favorable or unfavorable or neutral if the 
difference between the estimates of fortune (or of gain) is positive, nega
tive, or zero, respectively. (Sometimes the situation is such that in the 
case of one of the two decisions, the fortune of X is expected to remain 
unchanged; in other words, the estimate of the gain is zero. In this case 
the other decision is favorable, unfavorable, or neutral if the estimate of 
gain for this decision is positive, negative, or zero, respectively.) 

If rule R 4 is applied to the case of an offer made to X in the form of an 
alternative, it leads to the following specialized rule: 

RuleR:: If the offer is favorable for you, accept it; if it is unfavorable, 
reject it; if it is neutral, you may accept or reject it. 

This special rule seems in accord with common sense. It may even ap
pear as too obvious and trivial to deserve explicit statement. This appear
ance, however, is deceptive. Rule R4 and likewise the specialized form R: 
lead indeed to reasonable decisions in the great majority of cases. But 
there are certain cases where the resulting decisions are not the best ones. 
We shall now consider such exceptional cases; their examination will lead 
to a further refinement of the rule. 

Example of the bet on a coin. The present fortune of X is ro,ooo (with 

L 
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the dollar as value unit). Somebody offers X a bet on the outcome of a 
throw of a coin. The coin is known to both bettors to be symmetrical; 
hence the probability of either result is r/2. (i) Suppose the bet is offered 
at even odds; then it is neutral for X, and hence ruleR: permits him to 
accept. (ii) Suppose that X's stake is smaller than the other; then the bet 
is favorable for X and hence the rule commands acceptance. The rule 
determines these decisions irrespective of the absolute amount of X's 
stake in the bet. Suppose, however, that X's stake is 8,ooo and his part
ner's stake either (i) 8,ooo or (ii) 8,oor; then all sensible people would 
regard X's acceptance of the bet as very unreasonable. Some would tell 
him that under no condition should a reasonable man risk a considerable 
part of his fortune on the flip of a coin. Others might perhaps be less 
severe; they would permit such a risk if the offer were extremely favor
able, say, at odds of eight thousand to a million. 

How should we then modify rule R;? Should we make it more re
strictive in such a manner that it requires for acceptance not only that 
the deal be favorable but that it be favorable to a sufficient degree de
pendent upon the ratio between X's stake and his fortune? But a modifi
cation of this kind would not do. We shall see that there are other cases 
which suggest, not a restriction, but a liberalizing of the rule; cases in 
which it is reasonable to accept an offer although it is unfavorable. 

A simple case of this kind is provided by the example of the fire insur
ance. Suppose that X's present possessions consist of a house valued at 
ro,ooo and roo in cash; hence his present fortune isfo = ro,roo. He has 
to choose between two actions:jr consists in taking out fire insurance for 
one year for his house at the full value of ro,ooo, for which he pays a pre
mium in the amount of r; j. consists in not taking insurance. There are 
two possible events relevant for the outcome; hr: the house will burn 
down during the year of insurance, and h., which is "'hr: the house will 
not burn down. According to our previous assumption for this example, 
X's knowledge e contains information of previous experiences concerning 
similar houses of such a kind that the probability of h

1 
with respect to e 

is o.oor. Let us assume that insuring or not-insuring does not influence 
the chance of a conflagration; this means that the probability of h

1 
is 

likewise o.oor with respect toe •ir and toe .j •. Then on each of the evi
dences e, e .jr, and e .j., the probability of h. is 0.999. We assume for 
the sake of simplicity that X has no gains or losses during the year except 
those connected with the insurance and a possible conflagration. Let us 
first assume that X takes out the insurance. Hence he pays the premium r. 
If now the house burns down .(hr), he has a loss of ro,ooo but is reim-
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bursed for it; thus his gain is gu = -r. If the house does not burn down, 
his gain gr. is likewise -r. Thus, in the case of insurance (jr), his gain gr is 
certainly -r, irrespective of the probability of a conflagration; hence the 
estimate g~ is here, in a trivial way, =gr = -r. Now suppose that X 
does not insure (j.). If then the house burns down (hr), his gain is g21= 
- 1o,ooo; the probability for this is P21 = o.oox. If the house does not 
burn down (h.), his gain is g., = o; hence the probability for this case is 
irrelevant. Thus the estimate of gain in the case of noninsurance (j.) is 
g~ = (-1o,ooo) X o.oo1 = -10. Therefore insurance is favorable, un
favorable, or neutral for X, if the premium r is < 10, > 10, or = 10, re
spectively. Suppose that the insurance company has the same informa
tion as X concerning the statistics of past conflagrations. Then it will 
certainly demand a premium r > 10, because the premiums received will 
not only have to balance the payments for damage by fire but must cover 
also the administrative expenses and maybe yield a profit. Let us there
fore assume that the premium is 12. Then the insurance is unfavorable for 
X, and hence rule R: would prohibit it. On the other hand, to take out 
insurance under the circumstances described would be regarded by every
body as reasonable, and not to do it would be regarded by most as un-

reasonable. 
We have found that rule R:, demanding the acceptance of favorable 

offers and the rejection of unfavorable ones, works satisfactorily in most 
cases but not in certain exceptional cases. There are cases in which it 
would be reasonable to reject a favorable offer and other cases in which 
it would be reasonable to accept an unfavorable offer. Thus a furtherre
finement of rule R: and thereby of rule R 4, from which R: was derived, 

seems necessary. 
Such a refined version of the rule will be developed in the next section. 

§ 51. The Rule of Maximizing the Estimated Utility 
A. The decisive factor for X's choice of an action is not the physical gain, 

i.e., the monetary value of the goods acquired, but rather the moral gain 
or utility, i.e., the measure of the satisfaction derived by X from the 
goods. Therefore, the last of the rules for determining decisions discussed in the 
preceding section (R4) must be replaced by the following rule R5: 'Choose that 
action for which the estimate of the resulting utility has its maximum'. The 
use of this rule presupposes that utility can be measured and that there is a 
quantitative law stating the utility as a function of the gain. 

B. Daniel Bernoulli has stated two laws which are relevant here, a general 
law in comparative terms and a more specific law in quantitative terms. The 
first says that the utility of a fixed physical gain added to an initial fortune is 
the smaller the larger the initial fortune (x); the second says that it is inversely 
proportional to the initial fortune (:z). These are psychological hypotheses. 
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C. If we assume these laws, or at least the first, we obtain the following re
sults. Eve~ a fair bet or game of chance is morally unfavorable for both part
ners, that 1s to say, the estimate of the utility is negative. Further, it is morally 
favorable to take out fire insurance even at a premium somewhat higher than 
the fair premium (i.e., the estimate of loss by fire). Thus the new rule R5 leads 
to reasonable decisions even in those exceptional cases where rule R4 did not. 

A. The Rule of Maximizing the Estimated Utility . 

In the preceding section we have examined the rule R 4, which prescribes 
that action for which the estimate of gain is a maximum and the special * , 
rule R4, which says that a favorable offer must be accepted and an un-
favorable rejected. These rules lead to reasonable decisions in most cases 
but not in all. We found, in particular, two examples of exceptional cases. 
(1) The offer of a bet on heads at 8,ooo against 8,001 is favorable; however, 
if X's fortune is 1o,ooo, it would not be reasonable for him to accept it. 
(2) The offer of fire insurance at a premium of 12 is unfavorable under the 
conditions described; however, it would be reasonable for X to insure. 

These two cases are alike in the following respect. There is a possi
bility of a loss for X which is not small in relation to his fortune; there
fore, as a cautious man, he ought to choose the decision which avoids the 
large loss, although this decision is slightly unfavorable for him. This 
might suggest a restriction of rule R: to the effect that X should choose 
a favorable action only if none of the losses which are possible on the basis 
of this decision is large in relation to his fortune. Ap.d it has indeed often 
been said that in the case of a bet the probability may be regarded as 
representing a betting quotient for a fair bet, neither favorable nor un
favorable for either side, only if the stake of each partner is small in rela
tion to his fortune. Restricting the rule in this way seems well in accord 
with common conceptions of reasonable decisions. However, this pro
cedure would merely limit the field of application of the old rule. The new 
rule would not tell us what to do in the excluded cases, those involving . 
the possibility of large losses. Our problem is to state a general rule appli
cable in any case no matter whether the risks involved are small or large. 
It would not do to stipulate that large risks must be avoided at any price. 
There are certainly situations in which each of the possible decisions in
volves a large risk. And even in a situation where one of two possible de
cisions involves a large risk while the other does not, it may be advisable 
not to take the latter decision if the price is too high. In the example of the 
fire insurance it seems reasonable for X to insure even if the premium is 
more than 10 and hence the insurance is unfavorable, provided it is not 
too unfavorable. If the only opportunity of fire insurance for X involves 

I 

II 
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a premium of 300, it seems questionable whether it would not be wiser for 
X to leave the house uninsured. What is needed is a general rule that says 
in a case like this exactly where the boundary line of the too unfavorable 
decision is. 

A way to a solution might be found if we could answer the question why 
it is that those possible cases which involve a large loss for X ought to be 
given special consideration; in other words, why X, in choosing his de
cision, ought to assign to such a case not only a weight proportional to 
the amount of the loss involved-as is done by rule R 4-but a still higher 
weight. The answer is: the weight of a large loss should be more than 
proportional because X would suffer from a large loss disproportionately. 
If X has a fortune of ro,ooo, then he would suffer from a loss of 8,ooo not 
only eight times as much as from a loss of r,ooo, but much more because 
it would mean his near ruin. If X were to lose by ten successive accidents 
r ,ooo each time, then every loss would hurt him more than the preceding 
ones, and the last would be the worst. Inversely, if X, 'Yith an initial for
tune of zero, were to make ten or any other number of successive gains of 
r,ooo each, the satisfaction derived from the first gain would be the great
est, and those derived from the subsequent gains would be smaller and 
smaller. 

Following the terminology of economists, we shall call the capacity 
of a certain amount of money or goods for satisfying the needs of a cer
tain person the utility of that amount for this person. [Other terms used 
for this concept are 'moral gain' (Laplace) and 'subjective value'.] It seems 
that the following law holds generally within a wide field. 

(r) Law of diminishing marginal utility. If a certain gain (a certain 
amount of goods or money) is added to an initial fortune fo, then the 
utility of this gain is the smaller, the higher fo· 

This is, of course, not a law of inductive logic but an empirical law 
concerning the reactions of human beings, hence a law of psychology; but 
it is of importance for the application of inductive logic in determining 
practical decisions. This law was first pronounced by Daniel Bernoulli. 
It is well known in economics. 

The aim of X in all his actions is the satisfaction of his needs and the 
avoidance of suffering, which we may regard as negative satisfaction. Gains 
in money or goods are appreciated as means of obtaining satisfaction; 
thus what counts is their utility. Therefore X's decisions must be guided 
by the principle of maximizing the utility of his gains rather than the gains 
themselves. Since, however, he cannot foresee future events, gains, and 
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utilities with certainty but only with probability, he must apply the 
maximizing principle to the estimate of utility rather than to the unknown 
utility itself. This, however, presupposes that certain problems are solved 
which involve serious difficulties: first, utility must be measurable, and, 
further, a law must be known determining the utility of gains. 

The first problem is to find a method for measuring the (positive or nega
tive) utility of a gain (or a loss as a negative gain) for a certain person at a 
certain time; the (positive or negative) gain may consist in the acquisi
tion (or loss) of money, goods, or other advantages. In other words, a 
quantitative explicatum must be found for the inexact concept of utility 
as an explicandum, which is perhaps not quantitative but merely com
parative. The basic problem consists in measuring the utility of money. If 
this is possible, then it might be possible to measure the utility of other 
goods and advantages (or disadvantages) by establishing utility equiva
lences between them and amounts of money. This seems possible at least 
for those goods which can be exchanged, bought, and sold. But it might 
not be impossible even for the so-called imponderables, for example, a 
disease or the recovery from it, the positive or negative prestige gained 
by composing a good or a bad symphony, the gaining or losing of the love 
of a woman. It may be possible, at least theoretically, to determine the 
utility of events of this kind for X by determining his preferential reac
tions. Even if neither X nor the medical authorities accessible to him 
know how to cure a certain disease (which he has, or if he had it), never
theless he can imagine a fairy confronting him with the alternative of 
either curing the disease or giving him a certain amount of money. Al
though the situation is imaginary, X can ask himself what he would pre
fer, and his answer measures his actual valuation. There are amounts of 
money which he will value less than the cure, and perhaps others which 
he will value more; and there will be intermediate amounts with respect 
to which he has no clear preference either way and which thus will repre: 
sent a money equivalent for the utility of the advantage or disadvantage 
in question. It must be admitted that there are some serious problems in
volved in this assumption of the possibility of measuring the utility of all 
advantages and disadvantages for a given person at a given time on the 
basis of one common, one-dimensional scale. But something like this as
sumption is usually taken as a basis of an analysis of what is called 
'rational behavior' in many parts of social science, especially in economics 
and ethics; and it is indeed hard to see how such an analysis could be 
made without this assumption. For our present purpose, we need not enter 
into a critical examination of the assumption. That belongs to the task of 
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the methodology of the fields mentioned. We presuppose here the general 
methodological assumptions underlying an analysis of rational behavior. 
Our present task is merely to clarify the functions which the inductive 
concepts of probability. and estimate have in determining rational be
havior. 

The problem of the measurability of utility is much discuss~d in ma~emat!~al 
economics. See, e.g., Ragnar Frisch, New met~ods of measunng '"!c:'gmal u.td~!~ 
(Tubingen, I932); Oscar Lange, "The determmateness of the ut!hty function , 
Review of Economic Studies, I (I933-34), 2I8-25; Harold T. Davrs, The theory of 
econometrics (Bloomington, Ind., I94I), chap. iii; Paul A. Samuels~n, Founda
tions of economic analysis (Cambridge, Mass., I947), pp. 90 ff. and I73 ff)ohn 
von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern ([Games], pp. IS-31, 6I7-32). discus!: 
the problem of a quantitative concept of utility and construct an axrom ~:rs
tem for it. Against those economists who propose to use .the concept of ~tihty 
merely in a comparative form (e.g., in the method of indrfference curves mtro
duced by Pareto), they advance the following argument. Let us. assume that 
the system of preferences of the person X is comp~ete not ~nly wrth respect. to 
alternative events which when chosen, occur wrth certamty but also wrth 
respect to uncertain events with given numerical '?robabilities; thi~ means that 
X is able to say, for example, which of the followmg two alternat1:ve events ~e 
prefers or whether they are equally desirable to him: (I) he rece1ves $1.?". m 
cash, or (2) he receives a lottery ticket which represents~ chance of obtammg 
$Ioo with the probability o.oi. The auth~rs ~ow that thrs coi?plete syst~m of 
the preferences of X determines a quantitative concept of ut1h~y for X m a~l 
its essential features, leaving open only the choice of a zero pomt and. a umt 
of the utility scale. The resulting numerical utility is "that thing for whrch the 
calculus of mathematical exi;>ectations is legitimate" (p. 28). 

Many investigations by economists concerning decisions made by a 
person X (including the discussion of utility by Neumann and Morgen
stern just mentioned) are restricted to cases in which X knows the values 
of probability for certain events, especially for anticipated conse~uence.s of 
possible actions. The term 'probability' is understood in these 1·nvest1ga
tions in the sense of probability., i.e., relative frequency. Accordmg to our 
conception, however, the determination of a practical decision ca~. be 
based on the values of probability.; knowledge of the values of probab1hty, 
is not necessary. Now it is true that, if a value of probability. is known 
to X that is, contained in the evidence available to X, then the corre
sponding value of probability. with respect to t?is evidence is eq~al to 
the value of probability,, that is, the known relat1ve frequency. (Th1s fol
lows from our considerations in § 41C. It will be shown in more exact 
terms later; see the remarks on T94-1e.) Therefore the numerical values 
obtained for probability or mathematical expectation in those investiga
tions can be accepted from the point of view of our theory, because these 
values may be reinterpreted as values of the corresponding inductive 
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concepts. But the approach described has a serious disadvantage: its 
domain of application has very narrow limits. Although the relevant 
values of probability, are known in certain cases, e.g., in many of those 
concerning games of chance, they are unknown in the great majority of 
cases concerning ordinary economic decisions, e.g., buying, selling, in
vesting, and the like. Thus the method described excludes most of the 
problems relevant for economics. Now the decisive point is that the limi
tation mentioned is entirely unnecessary, if inductive logic is accepted. If 
the investigations in question were to use the concept of probability, in
stead of probability., the limitations would disappear, because the values 
of probability. cannot be unknown in the same sense as those of prob
ability. (see § 41D, the last paragraph). If X knows the frequency of a 
relevant property M only for a sample which he has observed, then the 
probability., i.e., the relative frequency of Min the whole population, is 
unknown to him. But he can calculate the probability~ of a hypothesis 
which ascribes M to an unobserved individual. This value of probability. 
is simultaneously the estimate of the unknown value of probability, in 
question (§ 41D). This value is sufficient as a basis for X's decision. 

When a method for measuring utility is found, a law must be established 
which states a functional relation between a gain, either in money or in 
goods having a money equivalent, and the utility of this gain (in other 
terms: between a physical gain and the corresponding moral gain, an ob
jective value and the corresponding subjective value). The law of dimin
ishing marginal utility is a law of this kind. But, although of great impor
tance, it is not sufficient because it states a relation merely in compara
tive terms. What is needed is a quantitative law which enables X to de
termine beforehand the utility of an expected gain in money or goods. 
This is necessary for him in order to calculate the estimate of the resulting 
utility for each of his possible actions. And this again is required in order 
to enable him to choose the most promising course of action. The problem 
of a quantitative law will soon be discussed further. At the moment let us 
assume that it were solved. Then the maximizing principle could be stated 
in the form of the following rule: 

Rule R5• Among the possible actions choose that one for which the esti-
mate of the resulting utility is a maximum. 

This rule is analogous to the previous rule R4 (§ soE). The difference is 
merely that R5 refers to the utility instead of the money amount of the 
gain. Within those limits where the utility is proportional to the gain, the 
old rule arrives at the same results as the new one. This holds for those 

.I 
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situations in which the absolute amount of any possible gain of X is small 
in relation to his initial fortune. 

If the fortune changes from j. to fx and hence the gain is g = fx - j., 
we designate the corresponding utility by 'g'. We shall also speak of the 
total utilities f. andfx corresponding to the fortunes f. and1x, respectively. 
However these terms will occur in our calculations merely as auxiliary 

' terms; the result will always be expressed, not as a value of the total utility 
itself, but as a difference between two values of total utility, that is, as a 
utility gain. Thus 'f.' and 'fx' are not interpreted separately, but only a 
term like 'f, - j.'; the latter is to be understood as the utility, positive 
or negative, which would result for X if his fortune were to change from 
j. to fx· 

B. Daniel Bernoulli's Law of Utility 

That the distinction between the amount of money gained and its 
utility value is of great importance in practical applications of probability 
was recognized very early in the development of the theory of probability. 
Daniel Bernoulli, a nephew of the great Jacob Bernoulli, was the first to 
investigate this distinction clearly and systematically in his work [Speci
men] published in I738. He even proposed a particular quantitative law 
connecting the two magnitudes; see (2) below. This law enabled him to 
solve a number of problems, among them the so-called Petersburg Para
dox. His theory was later reproduced and further developed by Laplace 
in a chapter of his chief work called "De !'esperance morale'' ([Theorie], 
pp. 432-45). In Laplace's terminology the distinction is made between the 
'physical fortune' measured in monetary units and the 'moral fortune', 
and hence between the 'physical gain' and the 'moral gain', that is, the 
satisfaction or utility. The estimate of the physical gain was usually called 
'mathematical expectation'; Laplace contrasts to it the 'moral expecta
tion' or 'moral hope' ('esperance morale'), i.e., the probability-mean esti
mate of the moral gain. 

(2) Daniel Bernoulli's law of marginal utility. Suppose that X's for
tune changes from j. to j. + t:.j, where the gain t:.j (positive or 
negative) is small in comparison with f •. Then the marginal utility 
t:.j (positive or negative) of this change for X is 

(a) proportional to the gain tl.j, 
(b) inversely proportional to the initial fortune f •. 
Hence: t:.j = ko/., where k is a constant which is characteristic 
of the person X at the time in question. 
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The stipulation (a) seems rather obvious. If X's fortune is large, say, 
Io,ooo, then he will derive from a positive gain of 2 twice as much satis
faction as from one of I; and he will suffer from a loss of 2 twice as much 
as from one of I. The decisive point in the law is (b). This is in accord 
with the law of diminishing utility (I) but is more specific. (I) says merely 
that, for the same gain t:.j, the marginal utility t:.j decreases with increas
ing j.; (2) states quantitatively how it decreases. It says that the utility 
for X of a positive gain of I is twice as high if his fortune is s,ooo than if 
it is Io,ooo. 

The following theorem (3) refers to any change in fortune, whether 
small in relation to the initial fortune or not. It is mathematically deduced 
from (2) by dividing a large change (say, from Io,ooo to II,ooo) into many 
small changes (say, a thousand additions of I each), to which (2) can be 
applied; it is assumed that the utility of the large change is equal to the 
sum of the utilities of the small changes. (Exactly speaking, (3) is deduced 
by integration from the differential form of Bernoulli's law; see below.) 

(3) Corollary to Daniel Bernoulli's law. Two changes (positive or nega
tive, small or large) in fortune, say, from j. to fx and from j. to j

3
, 

have equal utilities (positive or negative) if and only if the ratios 
of increase are equal: 

fx- fo = ! 3 - J. if and only iffx/f. = j3/j •. 

Thus, in order to cause equal increases in utility (the total utility 
growing in an arithmetic progression), the fortune must increase 
by equal ratios, hence in a geometric progression (e.g., Ioo, 2oo, 
400, 8oo, etc.). 

There is a striking analogy between Daniel Bernoulli's law and the 
Weber-Fechner psychophysical law, which says that the intensity of a 
sensation, e.g., the pressure sensation in the skin, grows by equal amounts. 
if the physical intensity of the stimulus, e.g., the physical force of a body 
pressing the skin, grows by equal ratios. The fortune corresponds to the 
stimulus, the (total) utility to the sensation. 

Bernoulli's law and some consequences of it, which are explained in the text 
in a less technical form, will here be stated briefly in their exact technical form. 
For the sake of simplicity, we have formulated (2) in terms of a small increase 
tl.f. The actual form of Bernoulli's law states the same relation for the limiting 
case, that is, it has the differential form 

df = kdf/f. 

Suppose that the fortune changes from fo to fx, and hence the gain is g = 
j, - fo. Then the utility corresponding to this change is g = f, - j. = k J:.• df/j. 
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Hence: 

(5) g = k (log j, - log fo) = k log f,ffo . 

The corollary (3) follows immediately from this. 
Let X have the fortune j •. Let g,, g., ... , be the possible gains resulting 

from a certain action, and q,, q., ... , their probabilities. Then the utility in 
the case of g, is, according to (5), g, = k[log (f.+ g,) - logj.]. g., etc., are anal
ogous. Therefore, the estimate of the utility is (§ 4ID(3)) 

(6) g' = k[q, log (f. + g,) + q. log (f. + g.) ... - (q, + q, ... ) log fo] 
= k[log [(Jo + g,)q•(Jo + g,)q• ... ] - log fo]. 

We shall now determine that gain which, if it occurred on the basis offo, would 
cause the utility g' (which does not actually occur but has just been determined 
as an estimate); let us call it '*g". According to (5), g' = k{log (f.+ *g') -
logj.]. This, together with (6), yields: 

(7) *g' = (Jo + g,)q•(Jo + g.)q• • • • - fo • 

This is Daniel Bernoulli's main theorem, from which he draws important con
sequences for various problems. We shall illustrate in the text some of his theo
rems with the help of our examples; for the sake of easier understanding, we 
shall not make use of (5) or (7) but derive the results by elementary means, 
using only the corollary (3). 

For a givenfo, *g' increases with increasing g'. Therefore our rule R5, refer
ring to the maximum value of g', could as well refer to that of *g'. 

The content of Daniel Bernoulli's treatise is summarized by Todhunter 
([History], pp. 213-22). His conception and its consequences are discussed in 
many books on probability; see, e.g., Czuber [Wahrsch.], I, 235-45, Keynes 
[Probab.], pp. 3I7 f. (the formula at the top of p. 3I8, corresponding to our (7), 
is misprinted), Fry [Probab.], pp. I95 f. Bernoulli's law, chiefly in its com
parative form (I), the law of diminishing marginal utility, has become the foun
dation of the modern theory of value in economics, which was founded by 
Stanley Jevons (I87I), Carl Menger (father) (I87I), and Uon Walras (I874), 
and is based on the concept of marginal utility. 

On the other hand, the quantitative form of Bernoulli's law is usually re
garded by modern authors as an oversimplification. It is pointed out that dif
ferent kinds of commodities may require different forms of a quantitative law 
and that the simultaneous consideration of several commodities ought to take 
into account their relationships (Vilfredo Pareto: 'complementary goods' and 
'competitive goods'). Furthermore, doubts have been expressed concerning the 
adequacy of the particular form of the law chosen by Bernoulli, and other forms 
have been proposed. Compare: Ludwig Frick [Einleitung], H. E. Timerding 
[Bernoulli], Ch. Jordan [Bernoulli], Harold T. Davis, The theory of econometrics 
(Bloomington, Ind., I94I). Gerhard Tintner introduces the concept of a risk 
preference functional: with its help he explains economic behavior, e.g., in 
betting or business, as dependent upon the entire probability function rather 
than merely upon its mean or other parameters ([Choice], [Contribution]; fur
ther: "The theory of production under non-static conditions", Journal of Politi
cal Economy, so [!942], 645 ff.). Karl Menger (son) [Wertlehre] has made a 
careful analysis of the whole problem. (This analysis leads to a clarification of 
the so-called Petersburg Paradox, which seems more satisfactory than the 
various earlier attempts of a solution.) After a critical examination of the laws 
proposed by Daniel Bernoulli and others he shows that the law, in order to 
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represent the actual behavior of most people, would have to possess the fol
lowing features among others, in addition to satisfying the principle of diminish
ing marginal utility. The utility of a gain approaches zero as the initial fortune 
grows. Thereis a certain saturation value which the curve of the total utility 
does not exceed but approaches asymptotically. Further, X does not simply 
try to maximize the probability,-mean, in other words, the effect of an expected 
gain on the decision of X is not measured by the product of its utility and its 
probability; instead, very small probabilities are "underestimated", that is to 
say, their effect is smaller than the product mentioned and becomes even o for 
sufficiently small, though still positive, probabilities. Probabilities near to I are 
likewise "underestimated", while certain intermediate probabilities are "over
estimated". Then there is a certain fraction qx, usually <I, such that X, 
possessing the fortune fo, is not willing to risk more than the amount qxfo even 
for the best of chances; qx depends upon the person X and to some extent also 
on the situation. Menger does not propose any particular law either for the 
utility or for the determination of X's decision. He believes that the form of 
such a law changes from person to person and would therefore have to contain 
many parameters characteristic of person or situation. Although the law would 
have a quantitative form, it could not be used for the actual determination of 
quantitative values with respect to a given person X without first measuring 
the values for X of all the parameters involved. Menger regards as the essential 
features of such a law not so much its quantitative form and the values of the 
parameters involved, but rather certain comparative characteristics, some of 
which are stated by him in a general, comparative form. 

In the case of an alternative, we called one of the two possible actions 
favorable, unfavorable, or neutral, respectively, if g; (the estimate of the 
gain in the case of this action) is greater, less, or equal, respectively, tog;. 
On the basis of the distinction between the gain g and its utility (or sub
jective value) g, we should use now the more explicit terms 'objectively 
favorable', etc., and contrast them with 'subjectively favorable', etc. If 
the estimate of the utility is higher for one action than for the other, the 
first may be called subjectively favorable, the second subjectively un
favorable; if the estimates are equal, the actions and the offer are called 
subjectively neutral. 

C. Consequences of Bernoulli's Law 

We shall now explain two important conclusions which Daniel Bernoulli 
has derived from his law. They will be illustrated by application to those 
of our previous examples in which the earlier rule R 4 (§ soE) led to un
reasonable decisions. Then the application of the new rule R5 to these 
cases will be discussed. We shall find that this rule leads to reasonable 
decisions also in these cases; thus it overcomes the difficulties previously 
explained (§ soE). 

For the more general, comparative, form of the results, we shall use 
only the comparative law of diminishing utility (I). For the more specific 
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quantitative results, we shall assume Bernoulli's law; it will, however, be 
sufficient to use its corollary (3). We do not mean to adopt the law. To 
decide whether and to what extent the law holds is the task of psychology, 
not of inductive logic; therefore, we abstain from a judgment on this 
question. 

If we wanted to calculate actual numerical values of the utility of gains, 
we should have to specify the numerical value of the parameter k occur
ring in Bernoulli's law. If, furthermore, we wanted to calculate numerical 
values of total utilities themselves and not only of their differences, we 
should have to specify the numerical value of another parameter (the 
constant of integration appearing when (4) is integrated). However, this 
can be avoided by a device which was used by Bernoulli and Laplace: in
stead of characterizing a utility g (with respect tb an initial fortune fo) by 
its numerical value on the psychological scale of utility, which actually has 
not been established, it is characterized by the equivalent money gain, 
which we designate by '*g'. This is meant as that gain in money which 
(on the basis of fo) would have the utility g. Analogously, fo + *g is 
designated by '* f'. If we start from a gain g and then consider its utility g, 
there is, of course, no point in using the concept and symbol just intro
duced, because *g is simply g. However, if the utility g has not been de
termined as that of a given money gain but in some other way, for in
stance, as an estimate, then the use of '*g' will be convenient, as we shall 
see. 

The first important result is that even a game or bet which is fair, that 
is, objectively neutral for either partner, is subjectively unfavorable for 
both. Let us take our example of a bet at even odds on a throw of a sym
metrical coin. Let X's initial fortune be fo and the stake u. Then the re
sulting fortune is either fx = fo + u or j. = fo - u. The estimate f' of the 
resulting fortune is the arithmetic mean of the two possible and equi
probable results, that is, fo· Hence the estimate of the gain is g' = o. 
However, with respect to the utility the situation is quite different. Let 
fo, fx, and f, be the total utilities corresponding to fo, j,, and j., respec
tively. Since the two results fx and j. are equiprobable, the estimate f' of 
the resulting total utility is their arithmetic mean; hence (i) fx - f' = 
f' - j •. According to the law of diminishing marginal utility (r), the utility 
corresponding to a change in fortune from fo to fx = fo + u is less than 
that which would correspond to a change from j. = fo - u to fo, because 
fo > j •. In other words, (ii) fx- fo < fo- f •. Hence with (i): (iii) f' < fo· 
The estimateg' ofthe utilityg isf' - fo; according to (iii), this is negative. 
Therefore, accepting the bet is subjectively unfavorable, although ob
jectively neutral. 

r 
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Now let us examine the same situation quantitatively, with the help 
of the corollary (3) to Bernoulli's law. Let *f' be the fortune correspond
ing tof'; that is to say, if a change in fortune fromfo to *f' were to occur, 
it would cause a change in total utility from fo to f' and hence the addi
tional utility would bef' - fo· Applying (3) to the equality of differences 
in total utility (i), we obtain an equality of ratios of the corresponding 
fortunes: (iv) f, : *f' = *f' : j.; in other words, *f' is the geometric 
mean between fx and j •. Since the geometric mean of two positive num
bers is always less than their arithmetic mean, we have: (v) *f' < fo· 
This is a merely comparative result, essentially the same as the earlier 
result (iii). But (iv) is a quantitative result allowing numerical calcula
tions. In our previous example, the initial fortune was fo = ro,ooo, the 
stake u = 8,ooo; hence fx = r8,ooo and j. = 2,ooo. *f' is the geometric 
mean of the latter two values, hence 6,ooo. Therefore the monetary 
equivalent *g' of the estimate g' of the utility has the negative value of 
- 4,ooo. This means that if X accepts the bet with the stake of 8,ooo, 
the estimate of his resulting total utility corresponds to a fortune of only 
6,ooo; in other words, acceptance of the bet is equivalent in utility to 
throwing 4,ooo out of the window; hence it is rather disadvantageous. 
Rule R5 prescribes maximization of the estimate of the utility. Therefore 
it prohibits the acceptance of the bet, in agreement with common sense. 
Thus rule R5 overcomes the first of the difficulties we found in connec
tion with rules R4 and R:. 

In the case just considered, the negative utility, measured by the 
equivalent monetary loss of 4,000, is enormous. This is due to the large 
stake. The accompanying table shows also the results for smaller values 

Money Equivalent of 
Stake *f' the Estimate of the 

u Re•ulting Utility 
*g' 

8,ooo 6,ooo -4,000 
I ,ooo 9.949-88 so. 12 

100 9.999·50 o.so 
IO 9.999·995 0.005 

9.999·99995 o.oooos 

of the stake u, the initial fortune being always fo = ro,ooo. The calcu
lation is as follows: *f' is the geometric mean between ro,ooo + u and 
ro,ooo- u; *g' = *f'- ro,ooo. We see from the last column of the table 
that the absolute amount of the monetary equivalent of the estimate of 
the utility decreases rapidly with decreasing stake. 

So far the decisions resulting from rule R5 seem to be in accord with 
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common sense. But now the question arises whether this rule is not too 
rigorous by declaring all fair bets as disadvantageous even if the stake 
of X is small in relation to his fortune. We feel that a reasonable friend, 
although he would warn X against a bet of a thousand dollars, would not 
try to dissuade him from a bet of one dollar, and perhaps not even from 
one of ten dollars. The estimate of the utility is found to be equivalent 
to a loss of one two-hundredth of a cent in the first case and one-half of 
a cent in the second. One might say that these amounts, though practical
ly negligible, are anyway negative amounts and hence indicate that even 
bets for these moderate stakes are, strictly speaking, disadvantageous; one 
might think that if the rule prohibits these bets, it seems questionable 
whether it is in accord with sound common sense. However, the rule does 
not unconditionally prohibit these bets. It says merely that the bet is dis
advantageous if the positive utility from winning and the negative utility 
from losing are all the utility factors involved. If there are other factors 
in the situation, they must be introduced into the calculation, and then 
the result may be different. It may be, for example, that X derives some 
pleasure from the excitement of the bet or from pleasing his friend who 
wishes to bet. Even if this pleasure is small, it may easily be sufficient to 
outweigh the displeasure equivalent to the loss of a fraction of one cent. 
If so, the rule leads to the decision of accepting the bet of ten dollars. If 
the stake is one hundred dollars, the estimate of the utility is equivalent to 
the loss of fifty cents. If the additional pleasures are not worth to X half 
a dollar, the rule will result in X's decision to decline the bet. 

It is important to recognize clearly that rule R5 does not tell X in any 
way how to valuate things; whether he should prefer the excitement of 
gambling or the peace of mind caused by abstaining from gambling; 
whether to help Y in his business affairs, or to defeat him by honest but 
ruthless operations, or to cheat him. The rule is not a moral rule but a 
rule of applied logic. (Therefore Laplace's terms 'moral fortune', 'moral 
gain', and 'moral expectation' are somewhat misleading.) This means that 
the rule does not lay down value standards by which to judge, to approve 
or to disapprove our desires. It presupposes that X has a fixed set of in
terests or needs; the rule has merely the task of helping X in finding out 
which actions are consistent with his needs and which are not. It does so, 
not a priori, but on the basis of the empirical knowledge which X has col
lected by his previous experiences. 

Now let us examine the second difficulty which we found in connection 
with the previous rule R4• This rule prohibits taking out fire insurance if 
it is unfavorable, that is, if the premium, as is usually the case, is higher 

• 
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than the fair premium, i.e., the estimate of loss by fire. Common sense, on 
the other hand, advises one to insure provided the premium is not exorbi
tant. In our example, X has the opportunity to insure his house, valued 
at IO,ooo, for one year against fire at a premium of r > 10. The proba
bilityr that the house will bum down during the year is 1/I ,ooo. The prob
lem is whether from the point of view of utility it is advisable for him to 
buy the insurance. The answer depends not only upon the amount r of 
the premium but also upon the present fortune fo of X. If fo is not much 
larger than IO,ooo, in other words, if X does not own much besides the 
house, then the destruction of the house, if not insured, would reduce X's 
fortune to a small fraction of its present value. This reduction would cause 
a very great negative satisfaction, not only a thousand times as great as 
the expense of 10 but much more. Therefore, in this case, X would do well 
to pay the premium r, even though it is more than 10, provided it is not 
too high. 

In order to obtain quantitative values, let us assume again Bernoulli's 
law. Suppose that X has, in addition to the house, only 100 in cash; hence 
fo = 10,1oo. If he buys the insurance, his loss is r. If he does not, there are 
two possible cases: the house may bum down or not. In the first case the 
resulting fortune is f, = 10o; in the second case, j. = 10,100. The prob
ability of the first case is q, = o.oo1; that of the second, q. = 0.999. Let 
the total utilities corresponding to the fortunesj0,j,, and f. bef0 ,j,, andj,, 
respectively. Then the estimate f' of the resulting total utility is, accord
ing to the definition of estimate(§ 41D(3)), qrf, + q.j., that is, o.oo1 f, + 
0.999 f. = f, + 0.999 (!.- f,). In other words, if we divide the distance 
between f, and/. on the /-scale in one thousand equal parts, f' is the last 
dividing point preceding f •. Now, according to the corollary (3), to equal 
differences on thef-scale correspond equal ratios on thef-scale. Therefore, 
in order to find the value *!'on the !-scale corresponding to j', we have 
to divide the segment of the !-scale between f, and j. in one thousand 
parts, not parts of equal length but parts for which the quotient of one 
value divided by the preceding one is always the same, say, q. Thus the 
successive points on the f-scale have the values j,,j,q,j,q" ,j,qJ, ... , J,q999, 
f,q'' 000 = j •. Hence q is to be calculated as the thousandth root of j./ j,. 
For f, = 10,1oo and f, = 100, we find q = 1.004626. Then *!' is found 
as the last value preceding j., 'hence f,q999 or j./q = I0,053·50. This 
amount is less by 46.50 than the initial fortune fo = 10,100. This result 
means that, if X does not insure the house, the estimate of his resulting 
total utility corresponds to afortune of I0,053·5o; hence the estimate of 
the resulting increase in utility is negative. It is measured by the corre-

I 
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sponding gain *g' = * f' - fo, which we found to be -46.50. Therefore, 
if the premium r is less than 46.50, rule R5 advises X to buy the insurance, 
because in this case the estimate of the utility (corresponding to a gain 
of -r) is higher than in the case of noninsurance (where it corresponds 

to -46.5o). 
In this example the premium which is subjectively neutral (46.5o) is 

rather large in comparison with the premium which is fair, i.e., objectively 
neutral (IO). This is due to the fact that in this example the value of the 
house constitutes a large part of the initial fortune (Io,Ioo), indeed nearly 
all of it. The accompanying table shows the results for other values of the 

Initial Subjectively 

Fortune j./h q Neutral Premium 

f· 
- *g' 

IO,IOO I.OI I.004 626 46.so 

IS ,ooo x.s I. OOI IOO x6.so 

20,000 2 I.OOO 693 13.86 

40,000 4 I.OOO 288 II. 52 

100,000 IO I .000 IOS 4 10.54 

initial fortunefo, but always for the same value of the house (h = Io,ooo). 
The calculation is as follows: 

q = [jo/Uo- IO,ooo)]o.oox; 

*f' = fo/q; - *g' = fo- *f' = fo(I- I/q) • 

The table shows that, the higher the initial fortune fo, the lower the 
subjectively neutral premium. Hfo is ten times the value of the house, the 
subjectively neutral premium is only 10.54, hence not much higher than 
the fair, that is, objectively neutral premium (1o). Since the premium 
demanded by an insurance company will usually be higher than 10.54, 
this result means that, in the last case, insurance at available rates is not 
only objectively but even subjectively unfavorable. This result is in ac
cord with what is regarded as sound thinking in business. Even people of 
cautious character often prefer to leave a certain item, a house, a car, or 
the like, uninsured in view of prevailing insurance rates if the value of this 
item is only a small part of their whole fortune. 

Thus we see that the present rule R5, making the estimate of the utility 
rather than that of the money gain decisive in the choice of actions, over
comes the difficulties involved in the previous rule R4• It may be assumed 
that the present rule or a similar one using likewise inductive concepts 
like probability~, estimate, etc., would be adequate as a "guide of life," 
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that is, as an explicatum for the vague concept of a reasonable decision as 
explicandum if the following two requirements were fulfilled. (i) A quanti
tative law must be found which states either the value of the total utility 
as a function of the fortune or (like (2)) the value of the increase in utility 
as a function of the gain and the initial fortune. This law will contain cer
tain parameters whose values depend upon person and time. As mentioned 
earlier, it seems today plausible to assume that this law cannot have the 
simple form stated by Daniel Bernoulli but must have a more general and 
more complicated form. This is a problem to be solved by psychological 
investigation. (ii) The rule uses the concept of estimate. Therefore an 
adequate explicatum of this concept is required. If an adequate quantita
tive explicatum for probability~ can be found, a concept of estimate can 
be defined as the probability~-mean (§ 41D(3)). An alternative procedure 
would consist in constructing an independent definition of estimate (i.e., 
one not based on probability~) or various methods of estimation for vari
ous magnitudes. Some contemporary statisticians investigate methods of 
estimation which are independent in this sense, because they do not be
lieve in the possibility of an adequate quantitative explicatum for proba
bility~ (see § 98). In any case the development of methods of estima
tion, whether based on probability~ or independent, is a task of quantita
tive inductive logic. 

§ 62. On the Arguments of Degree of Confirmation 

We may choose between two logical types for the arguments of degree of 
confirmation. In method (I) the arguments are entities expressed by sentences . . ' e.g., propositiOns, events, or the like. In method (2) the arguments are sen-
tences, and hence names of sentences are written as argument expressions. In 
method (I) the sentences about degree of confirmation belong to the object 
language, in (2) to the semantical metalanguage. (I) is more customary; we 
shall however use (2), because here the language can be extensional (truth
functional) and we do not need a modal logic as basis. At any rate, the differ- · 
ence is only a technical one; all our theorems of inductive logic can easily be 
translated into form (I). Incidentally, the analogous problem for probability. 
(relative frequency) is discussed; here, the customary formulation (I) in the 
object language seems preferable. The degree of confirmation is relative not 
only with respect to the evidence, but, like all semantical concepts, also with 
respect to the language system. 

In the rest of this chapter (§§ 52-54), some preliminary considerations 
will be made which will help us to find a way for solving our task, the con
struction of a quantitative inductive logic for our systems 2. This con
struction will then be begun in the following chapter. 

We aim at finding, as a basis for inductive logic, a definition for the 
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degree of confirmation c as a quantitative explicatum for probability,. It 
is essential that c is a function of two arguments, because, as explained 
earlier (§ IOA), probability, is a relative concept which is dependent not 
only upon the hypothesis in question but also upon the evidence. 

Whether propositions or sentences expressing the propositions are taken 
as arguments of the degree of confirmation is merely a technical question, 
not a question of the conception of the nature of probability,. We shall 
now discuss both alternatives; thereby the reason why we prefer the 
second will become clear. 

r. Both in the classical theory and in more recent theories of prob
ability,, nearly all authors have taken as arguments (or, in the older period 
when the relativity of probability, was not yet clearly recognized, as the 
one argument) not sentences but something expressed or described by 
sentences, variously designated as events, possible cases, occurrences, or, 
by more modern authors, for example, Keynes and Jeffreys, as proposi
tions. For our present problem we need not discuss here the controversial 
question whether or not events, facts, etc., belong to the same type as 
propositions; we need not even pay attention to the particular terms used 
by the authors for the arguments. The essential point is that the authors 
of this group write sentences (or variables of the type of sentences) as ar
gument expressions. In words, this is done in the customary formulation: 

(a) 'the probability that ... (on the evidence that---) is I/6'. 

Using a language of symbolic logic, Keynes writes, for example, 
'P(a/h) = I/6' or briefly 'a/h = r/6', and similarly Jeffreys 'P(q\p) = 
I/6'; 'a', 'h', 'p', 'q' are variables for which sentences may be substituted. 
This way of formulation has an important consequence; probability, be
comes here a function of the kind known as intensional (non-extensional, 
non-truth-functional). Therefore the theory of probability, in this form 
must be based not on the form of logical system ordinarily used in sym
bolic logic but on an intensional, modal system. Not even the authors 
mentioned above, although they use symbolic logic, seem to be aware of 
this fact. That probability, is here not a truth-function is obvious. [For 
instance, from the schema (a) we can first form a true sentence (a,) by 
writing a suitable sentence in the place of the three dashes and another 
sentence which happens to be true in the place of the three dots; and then 
we can form another sentence (a.) which is false by putting for the dashes 
the same as before but for the dots another true sentence.] How modal 
logic comes in may be seen from the following example. In our theory, 
which belongs to the second kind, there is the following theorem (Tsg-rb): 
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(b) 'For any sentences e and h, if e is not L-false and the sentence 
e ::> his L-true (in other words, e L-implies h), then c(h,e) = r.' 

In order to transfer this theorem to the present form of theory, we need 
first, instead of 'c', a corresponding symbol, say, 'c' (or Keynes's and 
Jeffreys' 'P'), which takes sentences as argument expressions, and further 
a modal sign, say, 'N' for logical necessity, which corresponds to 'L-true' 
(or '~') b.ut takes a sentence as argument expression. Then the theorem 
corresponding to (b) can be formulated in the following way either in 
words (c) or in symbols (c'): 

(c) 'For any p and q, if pis not impossible and if it is necessary that 
p ::> q (in other words, if p strictly implies q), then c(q,p) = r.' 

(c') '(p)(q)['"'-'N "'p. N(p ::> q) ::> c(q,p) = I]'. 

If one wants to be more explicit, he may write in (c) after 'any' a suitable 
noun, say, 'propositions' or 'cases' or 'events' or whichever term of this 
kind he prefers; this is, however, not necessary; it is sufficient to stipulate 
the typ~ of the variables 'p' and 'q', for instance, by the customary rule 
that sentences may be substituted for them. In contradistinction to (b), 
which belongs to the metalanguage, (c) and (c') belong to the object lan
guage. This becomes still clearer when we take a substitution instance of 
(c'), e.g., with 'Pa' for 'p' and 'Pa V Pb' for 'q': 

(d) ',...,N"' (Pa). N(Pa ::> Pa V Pb) ::> c(Pa V Pb, Pa) = I'. 

If a suitable system of modal logic is used, then the two conjunctive com
ponents of the antecedent can be proved, and hence we obtain: 

(e) 'c(Pa V Pb, Pa) = I'. 

2. The second method of formulation takes sentences as arguments. 
Therefore here, not sentences, but names of sentences (or, in general theo
rems, variables for names of sentences, like our 'h', 'i', etc.), are written · 
as argument expressions. Thus here, the sentences about probability, or 
degree of confirmation bel<;mg to the metalanguage and, in particular, to 
its semantical part, not to the same language as the sentences to which 
they refer. This method has only recently been used by a few authors, for 
instance, Mazurkiewicz and Hosiasson; and we shall use it too. Instead 
of (c) or (c'), we have here the form (b). Here, again, we may form a sub
stitution instance corresponding to (d). Taking '®/ as a name (not an 
abbreviation!) for 'Pa' and'®,' for: 'Pb', we have: 

(f) 'If Ei, is not L-false a._nd ®, ::> e;, V ®. is L-true, then c(®, V ®., 
®,)=I'. 

I 
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Since the two conditions are fulfilled, we may omit the conditional clause; 
thus we obtain, corresponding to (e): 

(g) 'c(~. V @:i., @:i.) = I'. 

This second method has the advantage that here the language to which 
the sentences about probability. or c belong may be extensional. Thus 
here a simpler structure can be taken for the underlying deductive logic 
than in the first method. The fact that here we cannot stay within the 
object language but have to use a metalanguage does not seem too high 
a price for the advantage mentioned. 

The choice between the two methods (I) and (2) here discussed for the 
formulation of inductive logic is analogous to the much-discussed choice 
between two well-known methods for the formulation of deductive logic. 
The latter can take the form either (I) of a modal logic in an intensional 
object language, like Lewis' system of strict implication, or (2) of a theory 
of L-concepts within semantics, as here in the earlier chapter on deduc
tive logic (§§ 2o-24). (Concerning modal logic and its relation to seman
tics cf. [Modalities] § I and [Meaning] § 39.) The concepts of L-truth, 
L-falsity, and L-implication in method (2) correspond to the modal con
cepts of necessity, impossibility, and strict implication, respectively, in 
(I). There is so far no agreement as to which of these two methods for de
ductive logic is preferable. Those who prefer here the semantical method 
(2) will presumably also prefer our semantical method (2) for inductive 
logic. However, as said before, the difference is only a technical one; all 
theorems of our inductive logic stated in later chapters can easily be 
translated into formulations according to method (I), as shown by the 
examples (b) and (c) (or (c')) above. 

Some remarks may be made incidentally on the analogous problem for 
probability., that is, relative frequency. As explained earlier (§ roB), we 
have here likewise two arguments. Method (r) takes properties as argu
ments; method (2) predicates designating those properties. In method (r), 
a probability. sentence is formulated in the object language; but here, in 
distinction to probability., the language need not be intensional. Since 
coextensive properties have obviously the same cardinal number, and 
probability. is definable as a function of cardinal numbers (in the simplest 
form, as a relative frequency, hence a quotient of two cardinal numbers), 
the value of probability. does not change if one argument property is re
placed by another one of the same extension. Therefore here, in distinc
tion to probability., there is no advantage in taking method (2) and there
by going to the metalanguage. The formulation of probability. sentences 
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in the object language has the great advantage that these sentences, which 
are not, like the probability. sentences, purely logical but have a factual 
content, can be dealt with on a par with other factual sentences of science. 
Thus we can, for example, in physics, combine laws of a deterministic 
form with probability. laws without any difficulties. Therefore it is un
derstandable that, as far as I am aware, all authors on probability. have 
used method (r). 

In most applications of probability., the first argument, which we call 
the hypothesis, is an assumption about facts not known or insufficiently 
known; it may be a prediction of a single event or a physical law or an 
existential assumption or a complex theory consisting of general and non
general sentences. In order not to restrict the applicability unduly, we 
shall admit as first argument for c any sentence of our systems ~ of what
ever form; a theory consisting of various statements will then be formu
lated as a conjunction. The second argument of probability., which we call 
the evidence, is often a report on observations, which may be formulated 
as a conjunction of basic sentences (Dr6-6b). However, we shall notre
strict the second argument of c to this form but again admit sentences of 
all forms, including general ones, with the sole exception of L-false sen
tences (the term 'L-false' is explained and defined in§ 20). To make this 
exception is customary and convenient. [We shall see later that c(h,e) may 
be represented as a quotient of two numbers (§ 54B). If e is L-false, both 
these numbers are o. In arithmetic the function of quotient is not defined 
for the case that both arguments are zero; this restriction is found con
venient because otherwise (that is, if we were to make an ad hoc stipula
tion for the value of 'o/ o') some general arithmetical theorems would not 
hold in their customary simple form. For the same reasons it is convenient 
to exclude the case of an L-false second argument (evidence) from the 
domain of definition of the function c.] 

We have earlier (§ 10A) emphasized the relativity of probability. or 
degree of confirmation c with respect to the evidence. But it is relative in 
still another way, viz., with respect to the language system. cis, as we 
shall see, closely related to the semantical L-concepts and may even be 
regarded as a quantitative semantical L-concept. Therefore, like all se
mantical concepts, cis dependent upon a language system; any c-sentence 
must, in complete formulation, contain a reference to a language system, 
for instance: 'c(h,e) = r in the system~·. For 'c in the system ~N' we shall 
sometimes write 'Nc' and for 'c in the system ~oo' 'ooc'. More frequently, we 
shall omit for the sake of brevity the reference to the language system if 
either it is not essential for the point under discussion or the context 

•, 
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makes sufficiently clear which system or systems are meant; this formula
tion is in line with the customary elliptic formulations of other semantical 
concepts (e.g., 'true' instead of 'true in 53'). The relativity with respect to 
language has generally been overlooked, even by those modern authors 
who use symbolic logic. Leaving aside language systems of a more com
plex structure and with other kinds of variables and considering only 
our language systems 53, there are especially two features of a system which 
may influence c. (i) The number of in in the language system, and hence 
the number of individuals in the domain of individuals of the system, is 
obviously of influence upon c if general sentences are involved; for, as we 
have seen earlier(§ ISA), the meaning and hence the L-semantical prop
erties of a general sentence change with the number of in. (ii) The influence 
of the )lr in 53 upon c in 53 is not so obvious; we shall see later that in certain 
cases the value of f.(h,e) in 53 depends upon what other )lr besides those 
occurring in h and e belong to 53. [One reason for this dependence is the 
fact that sometimes c(h,e) in 53 .. (§ JI) is influenced by the logical width 
(D32-Ia) of a molecular predicate expression occurring in h ore and that 
this width is dependent upon the total number 1r of )lr including those not 
occurring in h or e.] 

§ 63. Some Conventions on Degree of Confirmation 

Some conventions concerning c are laid down. They are not part of our sys
tem of inductive logic but serve merely for heuristic purposes; they will be used 
only in the preliminary considerations in the next section. The conventions, 
among them the customary principles of multiplication and addition, are 
plausible and fulfilled by all adequate quantitative explicata of probability,. 

Since the task of defining a quantitative concept of confirmation seems 
rather complicated in view of the difficulties some of which have been 
discussed in this chapter, we shall make an attempt in the next section 
of reducing this task to simpler tasks. In order to do so, we shall have to 
make use of some simple, fundamental properties of degree of confirma
tion. In this section we shall lay down some of these properties by way of 
conventions. The first convention CI states only properties which it 
seems clear any adequate quantitative explicatum must have. And it 
seems that indeed practically all authors who use probability, as a quanti
tative concept, even if only within a restricted field, have accepted these 
properties. Some authors have laid down these conditions, or similar ones 
from which these follow, as axioms. We shall not do so; our system of 
inductive logic will not be based on axioms but only on explicit definitions. 
The conventions here made will be used only for heuristic purposes, for 
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the preliminary considerations in this and the next section; they will not 
be used later on. CI is not a definition of adequacy; the conditions (a) to 
(d) are necessary, but they together do not form a sufficient condition 
for adequacy. That is to say, a concept fulfilling these conditions may still 
be inadequate; but no concept which violates one of these conditions can 
be regarded as adequate. 

C63-1. Convention on adequacy. A quantitative function c defined for 
some pairs of sentences of a system 53 is not adequate as a quantitative ex
plicatum for probability, unless it fulfils the following conditions (a) to 
(d) with respect to any sentences in 53 for which it is defined. 

a. L-equivalent evidences. If e and e' are L-equivalent, then c(h,e) = 
c(h,e'). 

b. L-equivalent hypotheses. If h and h' are L-equivalent, then c(h,e) = 
c(h',e). 

c. General Multiplication Principle. c(h .j,e) = c(h,e) X c(j,e. h). 
d. Special Addition Principle. If e. h .j is L-false, then c(h V j,e) = 

c(h,e) + c(j,e). 

It seems plausible to require the four conditions Cia to d for any 
explicatum c for probability,. (a) says that the value of c does not change 
if one evidence is replaced by another L-equivalent one; (b) says the same 
for hypotheses. These requirements seem natural, since L-equivalent 
sentences have the same content, give the same information about the 
facts, and differ at most in their formulations. It seems obvious that the 
value of probability, depends not upon the formulation but merely upon 
the content. Those theories of probability, which take as arguments, not 
sentences as our theory does, but propositions (§52, method (I)), do not 
need principles corresponding to (a) and (b), since L-equivalent sentences 
express the same proposition. (c) and (d) are generally accepted in prac- . 
tically all modern theories of probabilityr (and, incidentally, their ana
logues occur in all theories of probability,). Earlier authors have usually 
given simpler forms instead of (c) and (d), but later it was recognized 
that those simpler forms hold only under certain restricting conditions. 
(c) and (d) are in accordance with what reasonable people think in terms 
of probability, and, in particular, what they are willing to bet on certain 
assumptions. 

Examples. (I) for (c). Suppose X has the knowledge e concerning the pres
ent political situation in the United States and is willing to bet with the betting 
quotient r, (§ 41B) on the hypothesis h that a certain candidate Y will be 
nominated by one of the parties as presidential candidate for the next election; 
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suppose further that he makes up his mind that, if he knew h in addition toe, 
then he would be willing to bet with the quotient r, on the second hypothesisj, 
that Y will be elected president; then X will be willing, on the basis of his actual 
present knowledge e, to bet with the quotient rxr. on the combined hypothesis 
h .j that Y will be first nominated and then elected. (2) for (d). Suppose again 
that X, on the basis of his knowledge e, is willing to bet with the quotient r1 on 
the hypothesis h of Y's nomination as candidate of one of the parties, and 
further with the quotient r3 on the hypothesis h' of the nomination of another 
candidate Y' by the same party; suppose, moreover, that it follows from e that 
only one person can be nominated by the same party, so that h • h' is incom
patible withe and hence e. h. h' is L-false; then X will be willing, on the basis 
of e, to bet with the quotient r, + r3 on the disjunction h V h', that is, the hy
pothesis that either Y or Y' will be nominated. 

The convention CI does not imply that there actually is an adequate 
quantitative explicatum but merely that, if there is any such explicatum, 
then it will fulfil the four conditions (a) to (d). 

Which interval of numbers is chosen for the values of cis a matter of 
an inessential convention as long as c is interpreted only as evidential 
support. But in view of the fact that we interpret c more specifically as 
value of a fair betting quotient (§ 4IB), and, in certain cases, as an esti
mate of relative frequency(§ 4ID), we take the real numbers of the inter
val o to I, both end points included. This is in accordance with the cus
tomary use since the beginning of the classical theory. Since the tautologi
cal sentence 't' (§ ISA) is necessarily true in all possible cases, its prob
ability, has the maximum value on any (not L-false) evidence, hence the 
value 1. Therefore we lay down the following convention C2. 

C63-2. Convention concerning the maximum value. For any not L-false 
e, c(t,e) = I. 

The following theorem states some simple consequences of the con
ventions CI and C2. They are not part of our system of inductive logic 
but will be used only in the preliminary considerations in the next section. 

T63-1. Let c be a quantitative function which (i) fulfils the conditions 
Cia to d, (ii) is defined for every pair of sentences in~ the second of which 
is not L-false, and (iii) fulfils C2. Then the following holds, provided e is 
not L-false. 

a. c(e. h,t) = c(e,t) X c(h,e). 

Proof. From Cic by substitutions. In the last factor, we replace the evi
dence t. e bye (Cia), which is L-equivalent (T2I-SS(I)). 

b. If c(e,t) "¢ o, c(h,e) = ct~~ifl. (From (a).) 
c. Addition principle for multiple disjunction. Let e • h • h' be L-false 
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for any pair h,h' of different sentences taken from the sentences . 
h,, h., ... , h,.. Then c(h, V h, V ... V h,.,e) = L c(hm,e). (From 

Cid, by mathematical induction.) 
d. c(h,e) + c("'h,e) =· r. 

Proof. c(h,e) + c( ....,h,e) = c(h V "'h,e) (Cid), = c(t,e) (Cib), = I (C2). 

e. c( "'t,e) = o. 

Proof. c("-'t,e) = I - c(t,e) (d), = I - I (C2), = o. 

f. If h is L-false, c(h,e) = o. (From (e), Cib.) 

Let 3; be an arbitrary 3 (state-description, DI8-ra) in a finite system 
~N. 3; is a ce~tain conjunction of basic sentences which is factual (T2o-5b), 
not L-false; 1t represents one of a finite number of possible cases. Before 
an observer makes any observations concerning the individuals of ~N, he 
cannot know whether the possible case represented by 3; is the actual 
one or not. To attribute to 3; the probability, o on the basis of the tauto
logical evidence t, that is, without any knowledge of facts, would be an 
a priori decision not to reckon with the occurrence of this possible case. 
This seems entirely unjustified. Therefore we lay down the convention C3 
to the effect that in this case c should be positive. This convention applies 
only to finite systems ~N; the situation in ~CX> is different because the num
ber of 3 is infinite. 

C63-3. For any 3; in ~N, c(3;,t) > o. 

This convention C3, in distinction to the earlier ones does not seem to be 
generally recognized. We shall later (in Vol. II) examin~ a number of induc
tiv.e. methods w~ch ~ave been proposed in the form of a theory either of prob
a~Ihty, or of estimation. We shall find that some of these methods are in conflict 
with C3, but on.l~ implicitly, in th~ following sense. They do not assign any 
value. to. probability, on a tautological evidence, nor do they speak of state
descnpti?ns. However, the values which they assign to probability, or to esti
ma~es with respect to a fa~~ual evidence correspond, in a certain sense, to the · 
assignment of the probabilityx o on the tautological evidence to some state
descriptions. It will be shown that some of the values which these methods 
actually yield wi~ respect to factual evidence are not adequate. It seems that 
all adequate exphcata of probability, are in accord with the convention c3. 

§ 64. Reduction of the Problem of Degree of Confirmation 

. Some co~s~derations are made which will help us in finding a way toward our 
aim, a definition of cas an explicatum of probability,. (A) to (C) show how this 
pr~blem can be reduced to simpler problems; (D) and (E) concern further re
quu;e~ents for an adequate c. A. c(h,e) in the infinite system may be defined 
as hm1t o~ the sequence of values c(h,e) in ~N with increasing N, provided this 
sequence IS convergent (I), B. c.(j) is defined as the confirmation on the tauto-
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logical evidence, c(j,t), .called the null confirmation (2). Then it follows from 
the conventions in §53 that in ~N c(h,e) = Co(e. h)/c.(e) (3). C. c.(j) in ~N is 
the sum of the c.-values for those state-descriptions (.8) in ~N in which j holds 
(4). Thus our problem is reduced to the problem of finding, for every system 
~N, a suitable function Co for the .8 in ~N. D. A function Co for the .8 in ~N must 
be such that (a) it is positive for every .8, and (b) the sum of the Co-values for 
all.B in ~N is r. E. A further requirement (6) is laid down in order to make sure 
that Co-functions chosen for different systems ~N fit together. The results here 
found will guide us in the construction of the system of inductive logic in the 
following chapters. 

In this section we shall carry out some preliminary considerations; in 
particular, we shall try to reduce the problem of finding a definition for de
gree of confirmation for the language systems ~ step by step to simpler 
problems without, however, restricting the general scope of our task. 
These considerations are informal, without any claim to exactness; they 
are merely intended to find a way, or a first part of a way, which may lead 
to our aim. In the next chapter we shall begin the systematic construction 
of inductive logic, guided by what we find here. 

A. Degree of Confirmation in the Infinite System 

Our aim is to find a function c for the system ~"' and for every one of 
the systems ~N such that (i) c has a numerical value in any of the systems 
~N for every pair h,e of sentences where e is not L-false and in ~"' for as 
many of these pairs as seems feasible; (ii) cis adequate as a quantitative 
explicatum for probabilityx; (iii) hence c fulfils the conditions of adequacy 
C53-ra to d; (iv) c fulfils furthermore the conventions C53-2 and 3. For 
the considerations in this section we shall not consider the requirement (ii) 
but only the weaker requirement (iii), which follows from the former. In 
later chapters, when we go beyond the partial solution to be here dis
cussed, we shall of course have to take into consideration the stronger 
requirement (ii). From (iii) and (iv) it follows that c must have the 
properties stated in T53-1. 

If tentative steps are made toward a solution of the problem indicated, 
it soon becomes clear that one of the chief difficulties involved consists in 
the infinity of~"'· The task seems less difficult for the finite systems ~N· 
Now the latter systems become, with growing N, practically more and 
more similar to ~"' so that, for instance, a system with a billion billion in
dividuals is practically not much different from ~"',although theoretically 
there is, of course, always a fundamental difference between the infinite 
system and any finite system however large. For any pair of sentences 
h,e in ~"' there is an n (viz., the largest subscript of an in occurring in 
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h or e, or r if no in occurs) such that h and e occur likewise in every ~N 
with N ~ n. If now we had a definition of c for all systems ~N and it did 
turn out that the sequence of the values Nc(h,e) converges with increas
ing N toward a limit r (D4o-6), then it would not appear unplausible to 
take r as the value of "'c(h,e). The condition of convergence will later be 
examined for the function c* which we shall define (in Vol. II); it will be 
seen that it is fulfilled for nongeneral sentences throughout and for gen
eral sentences at least in a comprehensive class of cases. Thus the follow
ing definition is suggested: 

(r) "'c(h,e) =nt lim Nc(h,e). 
N~"' 

Hereby our problem is reduced to the problem of a definition of c for all 
systems ~N· 

B. The Null Confirmation 

For the next step in the reduction we make use of T53-rb. This theorem 
shows that c(h,e) is the quotient of the c-values of certain sentences with 
respect to the tautological evidence 't'. Since 't' does not give any factual 
information-we say sometimes that it has the null content (T7J-rb)
c(j,t) is the extreme case of c before any factual knowledge is available; 
we call it the null confirmation of j. Since this concept is often used in in
ductive logic, we introduce a simple notation for it: 

(2) c.(j) = Df c(j,t) . 

Now we use T53-rb, but restricted to the systems ~N· There is first the 
condition that c.(e) ;t. o. We shall see later that for all c-functions which 
come into consideration as explicata for probability1 , Nc.(e) = o only if 
e is L-false. (This holds only for ~N, not for ~"'; that is the reason why we 
make the present step of reduction after the first.) Thus we obtain from 
Ts3-rb: 

(3) In any system ~N, if e is not L-false, 

c(h ) = c.(e.h) 
,e c.(e) · 

Hereby, the task of finding a suitable function c for the pairs of sentences 
in ~N is reduced to the task of finding a suitable function c. for the sen
tences in ~N. 

C. Reduction to State-Descriptions 

For the next step, we make use of the theorem (T2r-8c) that any 
non-L-false sentence j in ~N is L-equivalent to a disjunction j' whose n 
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components (n ~ I) are those n .8 (state-descriptions, DI8-Ia) in which 
j holds, in other words, the .8 belonging to ~~(the range of j, DI8-6a). 
Therefore, c.(j) = c.(j') (C53-Ib, with the evidence 't'). If h and h' are 
any two different .8 in ~N, then h. h' is L-false (T2I-8a) and hence also 
t. h. h'. Therefore, according to the addition principle (T53-Ic) the fol
lowing (4a) holds for c.(j'), and hence likewise for c.(j). 

(4) a. If j is not L-false, c.(j) is the sum of the c.-values for all .8 in ~;. 

b. If j is L-false, co(}) = o (T53-rf). 

Thus the task of finding a suitable function Co for all sentences in ~N is 
reduced to the task of finding a suitable function Co for all .8 in ~N, hence 
for a very restricted, special kind of sentences in ~N· This ends the reduc
tion of our problem. 

D. Null Confirmation for the State-Descriptions 

We shall now consider requirements which a function Co for the .8 in ~N 
should fulfil. If a function Co for the .8 is chosen, then it determines unique
ly a function Co for the sentences according to (4), and a function c for the 
pairs of sentences according to (3). 

First let us see which restricting conditions are imposed upon the 
choice of a function c. for the .8 in ~N by the requirement that c fulfil also 
the conventions C53-2 and 3· 

Since 't' holds in every .8 (DI8-4c), c.(t) is the sum of the c.-values for 
all.B in ~N· On the other hand, c.(t) = I (C53-2). This leads to the second 
one of the following requirements; the first is given by C53-3· 

(5) Requirements for c.-junctions for the .8 in ~N· 
a. For any .8• in ~N, c.(,8,) > o. 
b. The sum of the c,-values for all .8 in ~N is I. 

Suppose we start with some c.-function for the .8 which fulfils these two 
requirements; it determines a c.-function for the sentences according to 
(4) ; and this, in turn, determines a c-function according to (3). Then the 
latter will be called a regular c-function. 

E. The Requirement of Fitting Together 

There is still another point to be considered in choosing a suitable Co
function for the finite language systems. For a given system ~N, there are 
many c-functions adequate as explicata for probabilityr, and indeed an 
infinite number of them. This is analogous to the situation with the tem
perature concept (§ 5); there is an infinite number of quantitative ex-
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plicata for the comparative explicandum Warmer, that is to say, an in
finite number of possible scale forms for temperature, several of which 
have actually been used in physics (among them several scales based on 
various thermometrical substances, as mercury, alcohol, hydrogen, etc., 
and the thermodynamic scale). This does not mean that all these con
cepts, either in the case of temperature or in the case of c, are equally good 
as explicata; one concept may have certain advantages and another con
cept may have advantages in other respects, and some concepts may be 
clearly inferior to certain others. It means merely that every one of these 
concepts is not entirely inadequate as explicatum, although there is, of 
course, no sharp boundary line. Now suppose that we choose a sequence 
of c.-functions, one for each system ~N, say, zCo for~~, 2C0 for~., etc. Then 
it may very well happen that each one of these c.-functions is adequate for 
its system, that is to say, it leads to a c-function adequate as an explicatum 
for probabilityz, and that nevertheless the different c.-functions of the 
sequence do not fit together. In other words, the choices of one c.-func
tion for each of the systems ~N should not be made independently of one 
another. As we have seen earlier (§ ISA), any nongeneral sentence has 
the same meaning in all systems ~N in which it occurs. Therefore it is to 
be required that, for any nongeneral sentences h and e, c(h,e) have the 
same value in all systems ~N in which both sentences occur; and hence 
it is to be required th~t, for any nongeneral sentence j, c.(j) have the same 
value in all systems ~N in which j occurs. However, we choose a function 
Co for the ,8, not for the sentences in general; the corresponding function 
Co for the sentences is determined by the function c. for the ,8. Therefore 
we have now to examine what the requirement just stated means for the 
latter function. 

Let i be any .8 in ~N· Then i is a nongeneral sentence in ~Nand hence 
also in ~N+zi but it is not a .8 in ~N+r· ~~in ~N is { i} (Tig-6). ~~in ~N+z is 
the class of those .8 in ~N+< of which iis a subconjunction (Tig-sb). There- · 
fore (see (4a) above), N+rCo(i) is the sum of the c.-values for all those .8 in 
~N+z of which i is a subconjunction. This suggests the following require
ment. 

(6) Requirement of fitting together: for every Nand for every ,81 in ~N, 
NCo(,8,) must be equal to the sum of the N+1C0-values for all those 
.8 in ~N+r of which ,8; is a subconjunction. 

If we fulfil this requirement in our choices of C0-functions, one for each 
system ~N, then these choices are dependent upon one another in the fol
lowing way. Suppose we have chosen a c.-function for ~N+zi then a certain 
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c.-function for >!N is thereby uniquely determined, and the choice of a 
c.-function for >!N+• is, although not determined uniquely, restricted 
within rather narrow limits. In the next chapter we shall deal with those 
sequences of functions ,c., .c., ... , NCo, ••• for the systems 5!,, 5!., ... , 
>!N, ..• , which fulfil the requirement (6), and with the sequences of fur~c
tions ,c, 

2
c, ... , NC, ••• based upon the c.-functions in the manner 

earlier explained; the latter sequences will be called fitting sequences of 
c-functions. When we shall speak in inductive logic about c with re
spect to different systems >!N, we shall usually presuppose that the c-func
tions for the different systems >!N fit together in the sense of forming a 
sequence of the kind just described. 

In the next chapter we shall not yet choose a particular function c. 
Instead we shall study the common properties of all regular c-functions. 
This will be a general inductive logic. Only much later (in Vol. II) shall 
we choose a particular one among the regular c-functions, designated by 
'c*' (see Appendix,§ uo). Then we shall base our special theory of induc
tive logic on this function c*. 

CHAPTER V 

THE FOUNDATION OF QUANTITATIVE IN
DUCTIVE LOGIC: THE REGULAR 

c-FUNCTIONS 

According to the plan previously outlined (in § 54), we lay down the follow
ing definitions. We start with a measure function for the .8 (state-descriptions) 
in a finite system ~N; this is any distribution of positive real numbers, whose 
sum is r, among the .8 (D55-r). Then we define m(j) for a sentencej as the sum 
of the m(.B) for those .8 in which j holds (D55-2), and c(h,c) as m(e. h)/m(e) 
(D 55-3 and 4). All m-functions and c-functions constructed in this way are 
called regular. Thus c (i.e., any regular c-function), which is the fundamental 
concept of inductive logic, measures the extent to which one range is partially 
included in another; on the other hand, L-implication, which is the funda
mental concept of deductive logic, corresponds to total inclusion of one range 
in another (see diagrams in § 55B). The values of m- and of c-functions for 
the infinite system ~co are defined as limits of the values for finite systems 
(§ s6). The task of this chapter is to construct, on the basis of the definitions 
mentioned, the theory of the regular c-functions as the fundamental part of 
quantitative inductive logic. The null confirmation Co( h) is defined as the c of h 
on the tautological evidence 't', hence as the confirmation of h before any 
factual knowledge is available (D57-r). It turns out that Co coincides with m 
(T57-3). For any L-true sentence j, m(j) (and hence co(j)) = r; but it hap
pens sometimes (however, only among general sentences in ~co) that also a 
factual sentence i has the m-value r; in this case, i is said to be almost L-true 
(Ds8-ra). Among the theorems concernitfg regular c-ju11ctions (§§ 59, 6o, 6r), 
we find the fundamental theorems of the classical theory, e.g., the general and 
the special addition theorem (T59-1k and 1), and the general multiplication 
theorem (T59-m); furthermore, among the theorems dealing with the con
firmation of a hypothesis on the basis of relevant observations (§§ 6o and 6r), 
we find the general division theorem (T6o-rc) and the much-debated Bayes's 
theorem (T6o-6). 

An examination of some modern axiom systems for probability, shows that 
they are all rather weak (§ 62); they are contained in what we call the theory 
of regular c-functions. In our view, this theory is only a small part of inductive 
logic. We shall construct the remaining parts in later chapters. 

§ 66. Regular m- and c-Functions for Finite Systems 

A. Following the plan outlined in§ 54, we lay down the following definitions. 
A function m (corresponding to Co in § 54B) is called a regular m-function under 
the following conditions; first, m is applied to the .8 in ~Nand assigns to them 
positive real numbers whose sum is r (Dr); then m is extended to all sentences 
in ~N by taking as m(j) the sum of them-values for all.B in 9l; (Dz). If m is 
regular and c(h,e) is defined as m(e. h)/m(e), c is called a reg1tlar c-function 
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(D3, D4). The regular c-functions a.r_e just t:hose ~hich fulfil the conventions 
in§ 53; they seem to include all functions wh1ch m1ght be regarded as adequate 
explicata for probability,. 

B. By these definitions, the difference ~etwee~ d~duc.tive anq in~uctive 
logic becomes clear. Deductive logic deals w1th L-1mph~atwn, .hence WI~ the 
case of total inclusion of one range in another. Inductive log1c deals With c, 
which is the ratio of partial inclusion of one range in another, measured by m; 
hence, cis, so to speak, partial L-implication (see the diagrams). 

C. Incidentally, probability2, i.e., relative frequency, is likewise the ratio of 
partial inclusion of one class in another. This explains the anal~gy b~tween 
the theories of probability, and probability2. ~o":ever, .the~e remams this fun
damental difference: for probability2, the part1al mcluswn 1s a factual matter, 
and hence the value of probability2 is established empiric~lly;. on the other 
hand, probability, concerns partial inclusion of ranges, which 1s of a purely 
logical nature. 

A. Regular m- and c-Functions 

In this chapter we begin the construction of quantitative inductive 
logic. However, here we shall not yet select one function c but rather deal 
with a very comprehensive class of functions, which we call the regular 
c-functions. All functions which I would regard as adequate quantitative 
explicata for probability, belong to this class. . . 

The fundamental conception which leads us to the defimtwn of the 
regular c-functions is very simple. Briefly speaking, they are those func
tions which fulfill the conventions laid down in § 53· Therefore, our con
struction here will follow the plan outlined in § 54· 

We call a numerical function m for the ..8 in t?N a regular measure 
junction or regular m-function (Dr) if it fulfils the two requirements for 
Co stated in § 54D: the values are positive, and their sum is r. [At this 
step, we do not use the symbol 'co', but a neutral symbol 'm'. Lat7r, 'to' 
will be defined as confirmation on the basis 't' (D57-1); and then 1t can 
easily be shown that Co and m coincide (T57-3).] Then, according to 
§ 54C, we extend a function m for the ..8 in t?N so as to apply to all. sen
tences in t?N, by defining m(j) as the sum of the m-values for all ..8 m ffi; 
(D2). [If m is a function for the ..8, then, strictly speaking, we should have 
to use another symbol, say, 'm", for the corresponding function for the 
sentences. However, the definition would easily show (with T19-6) that, 
for any sentence j which is a ..8, m'(j) = m(j); in other words, m' is merely 
an extension of the function m. Therefore it is convenient to use the same 
symbol for both functions.] Then, in accordance with§ 54B, on any func
tion m we may base a function c by defining c(h,e) as m(e. h)/m(e) (D3). 
If c is based in this way on a regular m-function, we call it a regular c
junction (D4). 
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+D55-1. m is a regular measure junction (or, briefly, a regular m-func
tion, or a regular m) for the ..8 in t?N = nf m fulfils the following two 
conditions. 

a. For every ..8• in t?N} m(..8,) is a positive real number. 
b. The sum of the values of m for all ..8 in t?N is r. 

T55-1. Let m be a regular m-function for the ..8 in ~N· Then, for every ..8
1 

in ~N, o < m(..8,) < r. (From D1.) 

+D55-2. Let m be a regular m-function for the ..8 in t?N. We extend m 
to a regular m-function for the sentences in t?N in the following way. 

a. For any L-false sentence j in ~N, m(j) = Df o. 
b. For any non-L-false sentence j in ~N, m(j) = Df the sum of the 

values of m for the ..8 in ffi1• 

D3 introduces merely an auxiliary term for D4. 

D55-3. Let m be a numerical function for the sentences in ~N, and c be 
a numerical function for pairs of sentences in ~N· c is based upon m = Df 

for any sentences e and h in ~N, where m(e) ~ o, c(h,e) = ~<:;l; for 
any e, where m(e) = o, c(h,e) has no value. 

+D55-4. c is a regular confirmation function (or, briefly, a regular 
c-function, or a regular c) for t?N = Df c is based (D3) upon a regular m
function for the sentences in ~N· 

Instead of 'm for ~N' and 'c for t?N', we shall sometimes write 'Nm' and 
'NC', respectively. 

T2 is an immediate consequence of the given definitions; it serves as 
lemma for later theorems. 

T55-2. Let c be a regular c-function for ~N. Then there is a regular m for 
the sentences of ~N (namely, that upon which c is based) such that the 
following holds. 

a. For any pair of sentences h,e in t?N, where m(e) ~ o, c(h,e) = 
mce.hl (F D D ) ----nt(e). rom 4, 3. 

b. c has a value for a pair of sentences h,e in ~N if and only if m(e) ~ o, 
hence if and only if e is not L-false in ~N· (From D4, D3, D2.) 

Remarks on the exclusion of an L1alse evidence. Let c be regular and based 
upon m. According to our definitions, if e is L-false and hence m(e) = o, c(h,e) 
has no value (T2b). This is not the only possible procedure. As an alternative, 
let us consider a definition D3' which is like D3 except for stating that, if m(e) = 
o, c(h,e) = I; D4 remains unchanged. Here, c has a value for every pair of sen
tences in ~N. If we want at all to assign a value to c in the case mentioned, the 
value I seems the most natural. For our original definitions have the effect that, 
except forL-false e, if~ e :::> h (i.e., e L-implies h), c(h,e) = I (see below, Tsg-Ib); 
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now, if e is L-false, then, for every h, ~ e ::> h (T2o-2h); hence D3' yields the 
result that, without exception, if ~ e ::> h, c(h,e) = I. In a similar way, most of 
the theorems to be stated later are valid on the basis of the alternative defini
tion D3' in a more general way, with omission of the restricting condition 'if the 
evidence is not L-falsc'. On the other hand, there arc some theorems which must 
retain this restricting condition even on the basis of D3'. For instance, this holds 
obviously for the theorem (Tsg-If) that, if his L-falsc, c(h,e) = o; for, if e is 
also L-falsc, D3' would yield here c = I. The same holds for the special addi
tion theorem (Tsg-Il); for, if e is L-falsc, on the basis oj D3' c(h,e) = I and 
likewise c( ~ lt,c) = I; however, c(h V ~h,c) cannot be the sum of these two 
values, i.e., 2, because no c-value exceeds 1. These and similar consequences 
of D3' cannot be regarded as disadvantages in comparison with D3, because 
they mean merely that on the basis of D3' some theorems must contain a 
certain restricting condition, which on the basis of D3 many more theorems 

must contain. 
The disadvantages of D3' appear when we come to ~co. Here, m and c will 

be defined (in § 56) as limits of their values for the finite systems ~N, in ac
cordance with § 54A. In 'i!.N the chief difference between D3 and D3' consists 
in the fact that in certain cases D3' gives a value to c where D3 docs not. In ~co 
we find the opposite; in some special cases, D3' gives no value where D3 does. 
This happens when the additional values of c in the finite systems on the basis 
of D3' destroy the existence of a limit. [For exemplification, let us refer to 
those functions m and c which we shall later select as basis for inductive logic 
(they will then be designated by 'm*' and 'c*', § uoA). Let e be a purely gen
eral sentence containing the primitive predicates 'P' and 'R' of degree one and 
two, respectively, and saying that the relation R constitutes a one-one corre
spondence between those individuals which have the property P and thos.c 
which have not. Obviously, if e is true, P and non-P must have the same cardi
nal number which is impossible if N is an odd number. Therefore, in every ~N 
with an odd N e is L-false and hence m(e) = o; but in every ~N with an 
even N e is factual and hence m(e) > o. We shall find later that these positive 
m-valu~s converge toward the limit o with increasing N. Let h be any factual, 
molecular sentence such that c(h,e) = c(h,t) (hence e is initially irrelevant for h, 
D65-2d) = m(h) (T57-3) = r, where r is constant, i.e., independent of N and 

0 
< r < 1. On the basis of D3, c(h,e) has no value in the odd systems, but in 

all even systems its value is always r. Thus, for the even systems we have an 
infinite sequence with the constant value r; hence its limit is r; therefore, 
in~"'' c(h,e) = r. On the other hand, the situation is quite different with D3'. 
Here, in every odd system, c(h,e) = I, while in every even system, as before, 
c(h,e) = r < 1. Thus, here, c(h,e) oscillates betw~cn two constant values and 
hence has no limit; therefore, c(h,e) has no value m ~co.] 

The convention that no value is assigned to the function c in the case of an 
L-false evidence seems generally accepted, if the point is at all discussed. We 
find it, for instance, in Keynes's theory of probability ([Probab.], p. I I6) and in 
Hosiasson's theory of degree of confirmation ([Confirmation], p. I33). Some au
thors even of more exactly formulated modern systems fail to make a conven
tion either way; this, however, leads to contradictions (see § 62). 

B. Deductive and Inductive Logic 

D 3 may help us to see clearly both the similarity and the difference 
between deductive and inductive logic. The fundamental concept of de-
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ductive logic is L-implication. Hence an elementary sentence of deductive 
logic has the form 'e L-implies h'. This sentence holds if and only if jR, (the 
range of e) is entirely contained in jRh· On the other hand, the fundamental 
concept of inductive logic is degree of confirmation. Hence an elementary 
sentence of inductive logic has the form 'c(h,e) = r'. This sentence says 

d. t D th m(• •'"> ' accor mg o 3, at --mw- = r. We may regard m(e) as the measure 
assigned to ffi •. Then m(e. h) is the measure assigned to jR(e. h); this class 
is m(e) "ffi(h), in other words, that part of m(e) which is contained in 
mh. Thus, for example, 'c(h,e) = 3/ 4' says that not the whole of jR. is con
tained in ffih but only a part of it which, measured by m, is three-fourths 
of jR •. This is shown in the accompanying diagram, where the areas rep
resent the ranges of the sentences. 

e 

Deductive Logic 
'e L-implies h' means that the 

range of e is entirely contained in 
that of h. 

Inductive Logic 

'c(h,e) = 3/ 4' means that three-fourths of 
the range of e is contained in that of h. 

Thus both deductive and inductive logic concern relations between the 
ranges of sentences. The range of a sentence is independent of any facts, 
depend~nt merely upon the meaning of the sentence as determined by the 
semantical rules of the language system in question. If these rules are 
given, then both the relations studied in deductive logic and those studied 
in inductive logic can be established; no knowledge of facts (that is extra: 
linguistic, contingent facts) is required. This characterizes both ;heories 
as branches of logic. Deductive logic deals with the relation of total in
~lusio~ between ranges. Inductive logic deals with the relation of partial 
mcluswn between ranges, so to speak, partial L-implication. Therefore 
inductive logic (here always meant as quantitative inductive logic) re~ 
quires the introduction of a new concept, a numerical, additive measure 
function for the ranges. This may be illustrated by an analogy. with geome
try. A sentence like 'The whole of Illinois is contained in the United 
States' expresses a purely topological relation and hence does not require 
a measure function. On the other hand, a sentence of the form 'Three-
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fourths of Illinois lies north of 39° lat.' presupposes a measure function 
for geographical areas. 

We can now see more clearly what the definition of c by D3 amounts 
to if we remember what the range of a sentence is. m. was defined as the 
class of those .8 (state-descriptions) in which the sentence e holds (Dr8-
6a). The ,8 describe the possible states of the domain of individuals 
(§ r8A). Suppose the whole knowledge which an observer X has gained 
by observations of the individuals is expressed by the sentence e. Then 
all he knows is that the actual state of the domain of individuals is one 
of those described by the .8 in m.; but he does not know which one of these 
it is. Suppose now that X is interested in a certain hypothesis lz; he wants 
to obtain a judgment about h on the basis of his knowledge. For this 
purpose, he examines the relation between the range of e and that of h. If 
he finds that m. C m,. (in other words, e L-implies h), then the one .8 
which describes the actual state belongs also to m,. and hence h must like
wise be true. If he finds that m.lies entirely outside of m,., then the one .8 
which describes the actual state cannot belong tom,. and hence h must be 
false. In these two cases, X has used deductive logic and has thereby ob
tained a definitive judgment about h. [The certainty of X's judgment 
about h, either positive or negative, is of course not absolute but only 
relative to e; that is to say, he knows either h or ,.._,h with at least the 
same degree of certainty as he knows e.] If, however, he finds that only 
a part of the range of e is contained in that of h, then he must use induc
tive logic. In this case, as long as he does not make new observations 
beyond those expressed in e, he cannot find certainty concerning h; he 
can only determine a probability, a degree of confirmation of h on the 
evidence e. He knows that the actual state is described by one of the .8 in 
m. (and is hence represented by one of the points in the area e in the 
right-hand diagram above). If now the actual state were described"by 
one of those .8 which belong to the part of m. contained in m,. (and hence 
were represented by a point in the shaded area of the diagram), then h 
would be true; otherwise, h would be false. Therefore, the larger the part 
of m. overlapping with m,. is in relation to the whole of m., in other 
words, the more of those possibilities which are still left open by e are 
such that h would hold in them, the more reason has X, who knows e, for 
expecting h to be true. Thus the definition of c by the quotie~t in D3 ~e
comes plausible. [One might perhaps think at first that the mtroductlon 
of a special measure function m for the ranges was not necessary, that we 
could simply take the quotient of the number of .8 in m(e. h) by the num
ber of ,8 in m •. There is such a quotient because here, where we speak of 
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the finite systems 5!N, the number of .8 is finite. However, this definition 
would not yield an adequate explicatum for probability1 • This definition 
would amount to taking that regular m-function which has the same 
value for all ,8. We shall later discuss this m-function mt and the c-func
tion ct based upon it; then we shall find that the latter is inadequate (see 
§ r roA). Therefore, in order to obtain an adequate explicatum, we must 
not simply count the .8 but, so to speak, weight them; in other words, we 
must find a distribution of m-values among the .8 which does not assign 
equal values but is nevertheless not arbitrary. This constitutes one of the 
main problems we shall have to solve.] 

On the basis of an idea of Wittgenstein ([Tractatus] *5.15), Friedrich Wais
mann ([Wahrsch.], pp. 236 f.) gives a definition of probability as a quotient of 
measures of ranges, like our D3. (For the requirements which Waismann lays 
down concerning the measure function see below,§ 62.) Our explanation above 
of L-implication as inclusion of ranges and cas partial inclusion of ranges is in its 
essential features suggested by Waismann's discussion. Thus the foundations of 
our inductive logic are in complete agreement with his conception. However, our 
further construction of inductive logic seems to differ in the following point from 
Waismann's plan, which is only indicated but not carried out. He says that the 
choice of the measure function is to be made in such a manner that "we obtain 
accordance with statistical experience" (op. cit., p. 242). In our theory, on the 
o_ther hand, the choice of an m-function is regarded as a purely logical ques
tion; we shall later define a certain m-function m* as basis for inductive logic. 
According to our conception, the empirical knowledge of facts enters inductive 
logic only at one point, viz., as formulated in the evidence e; but it cannot de
termine the definition of c. (Compare, however, the following discussion.) 

Some philosophers seem to have feelings against choosing a measure 
function m once for all, independently of our experiences, so to sptak, 
a priori. They believe that it would be more in accord with the scientific 
method or with the principle of empiricism if the measure function were 
to change with the accumulating experiences (compare the above refer
ence to Waismann). I think our method is in perfect accord with em
piricism and, in particular, with the requirement that inductive procedure 
should be based on our empirical knowledge e. This requirement is ful
filled because in our theory the value of c is dependent upon e. If someone 
wishes c to be based upon a measure function for the ranges which changes 
with the changing experiences, his wish can be fulfilled within our theory 
in the following way. Suppose that a regular m-function m is chosen; how
ever, it is now regarded not as the basic measure function but merely as 
a calculatory convenience. As the basic measure function we take now a 
new function m, which is defined with the help of m as follows, first for 
the .8 in 5!N with respect to any non-L-false e: 
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(x) a. If e does not hold in B;, m.(B;) = o. 
. ( o ) m(.8;) 

b. If e holds m B•, m. ,v; = m(e) • 

Thus m. is dependent upon e and hence fulfils the requirement that its 
value change with the changing experiences. Then m.(j) for any other 
sentence j in 'i.!N is defined (in analogy to D2) as the su~ of ~~e ~alues 
of m. for the ~'3 in mj or as 0 if j is L-false. Then the functiOn c IS simply 

defined as follows: 
( 2) For any pair of sentences e,h in 'i.!N, where e is not L-false, c'(h,e) = Df 

m.(h). 
It is easily seen that this function c' coincides with the function c based 
upon m according to our method (D3); hence the me.thod j~st outlined 
is essentially the same as our method and differs from It only m the form 

of representation. 
Proof. c'(h,e) = m,(h) = 2":[m(.8,)l/m(e), where the sum extends ?ver those 

.8 in ffi
11 

in which e holds, hence the .8 in IR(e. h). Therefore the sum 1s m(e • h). 
Hence the quotient is m(e. h)/m(e) = c(h,e). 

C. Probabilityr and Probability2 

We have earlier (§ 41D) analyzed the relation between probabilityr 
and probability 2 by showing that, under ce~t~in con~itions, .probabili~y r 
may be regarded as an estimate of probability •. This relatiOn expl~ms 
the striking analogy between theorems of the two fields. We are now m a 
position to throw some light on this analogy from a different .angle, l~ok
ing at the logical forms of the two concepts rather than at their meamng.s. 
Both concepts may be represented as quotients of me~sures of certam 
classes. This was shown for probabilityr by the above diagrams. We can 
now use the same diagrams for representing probability., if we give. them 
a new interpretation. For the sake of simplicity, let us here conside~ a 
finite domain of individuals. The largest rectangle in each of the two dia
grams is now taken as representing, not the class of the B in 'i.!N, b~t the 
class of all N individuals dealt with in 'i.!N. Let 'Mr' and 'M.' designate 
two factual properties, say, Swan and White, respectively. Le~ the rec
tangle marked by 'e' in each diagram now represent the extension of M r 
(the class of swans), and that marked by 'h' the extension o.f M •. (the class 
of white things). Then the left-hand diagram shows the situatw? wh~re 
all swans are white, and the right-hand diagram shows th·e· situatiOn 
where three-fourths of the swans are white. Now, the probability. of M. 
with respect to Mr (the probability. of a swan being white) is the rela
tive frequency nc(Mr • M.)/nc(M1), where 'nc( ... )' stands for 'the 
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cardinal number of .. .'; in the diagram this probability. is 3/4. We see 
a perfect analogy between this definition for probability2 and that given 
in D3 for c or probability 1 • Consequently, the theory of probability. 
contains theorems analogous to those for probability, (c) which we shall 
base on D3 (among them also theorems of multiplication, addition, and 
division analogous to those we shall state in the following sections). How
ever, there are the following important differences between the two con
cepts of probability. x. In the case of probability,, there is an infinite 
number of regular c-functions based on an infinite number of regular m
functions; in order to obtain numerical c-values, we have to choose one 
of these functions. On the other hand, in the case of probability,, we take 
simply the cardinal numbers in order to find the relative frequency (or its 
limit, if the domain of individuals is infinite). [It is only in cases of a 
special kind that also for probability. a measure function must be chosen. 
This becomes necessary if not only properties like M, and M 2 are in
volved but physical magnitudes with a continuous realm of values; this 
occurs only in languages essentially richer than our systems tl. The tradi
tional term for this case is 'geometrical probability', because in the earliest 
examples of this kind the magnitudes involved were spatial extensions.] 
2. If a factual property M, is given, then the questions as to which things 
have this property and what is their number are factual questions; the 
answers are to be found empirically, by observations of the things in
volved. Therefore, the statement of a probability. value for two given 
properties is a factual statement. On the other hand, the question as to 
which B belong to the range of a given sentence e is a logical, not an em
pirical, question; because, in order to answer it, it is sufficient to under
stand the meaning of e, technically speaking, to know the semantical 
rules fore; we need not know the facts referred to by e. And further, if a 
function m is defined, then, on the basis of its definition, we can determine 
the value of m(e), again without knowledge of facts. Thus, according to 
D3, we find the value of c(h,e) in a purely logical way. Hence statements 
of probability,, in contradistinction to statements of probability,, are not 
factual but purely logical. This difference has been indicated earlier (in 
§ xo); now we have a clearer understanding of the situation, since we 
know now how the ranges are determined by the semantical rules and the 
values of probability, are determined with the help of the measures 
ascribed to the ranges. The comparison of probability, and probability. 
may be summed up as follows. Both concepts may be regarded as express
ing a numerical ratio for the partial inclusion of one class in another. For 
probability. the two classes are, in general, determined by factual prop-

\ i 
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erties; therefore the value is found empirically. For probability, the two 
classes are ranges of sentences and hence determined logically; therefore, 

the value is found in a purely logical way. 

§ 56. Regular Functions for the Infinite System 
In accordance with an earlier consideration (in § 54A), we define now m(J) 

for ~"' as the limit of its values in the finite systems (Dx), and analogously 
c(h,e) for ~oo as the limit of its values in the finite systems (Dz). 

We have so far applied the concepts of regular m- and c-functions only 
to the finite systems ~N· Now we shall apply them to the infinite system 
~oo. In accordance with our previous considerations (in § 54-A), we define 
the values of those functions in ~oo as limits of the values in finite systems 
(D1 and D2). In what follows, 'lim( .. )'is always meant, unless otherwise 
indicated, as short for 'lim( .. )'. (For the definition of this concept, see 

N~oo 

D4o-6a.) 

+D56-1. Let ,m, .m, etc., be a sequence of regular m-functions for 
the sentences in ~,, ~., etc. m is the regular m-junction for the sentences in 
~oo corresponding to this sequence = Df for every sentence j in ~oo for 
which the limit exists, m(j) = lim Nm(j); if the limit does not exist, m has 

no value for j. 
+D56-2. Let ,c, .c, etc., be a sequence of regular c-functions for~,, ~ .. 

etc. c is the regular c-function for ~"' corresponding to this sequence = Df 

for any pair of sentences h,e in ~oo for which the limit exists, c(h,e) = 

lim NC(h,e); if the limit does not exist, c has no value for h,e. 

Instead of 'm for ~"'' and 'c for ~oo' we shall sometimes write 'oo m' and 

'ooc', respectively. . . 
Now let us see what is stated by DI and D2. Suppose a sentenceJ m ~oo 

is given. Thenj occurs also in finite systems; suppose it occurs in ~m, then 
it occurs likewise in every ~ .. where n > m. To j as a sentence in ~m, a 
certain real number rm is assigned as its mm-value; likewise, to j as a 
sentence in ~m+'• a real number rm+' (not necessarily different from rm) 
as its m+,m-value, etc. Now, DI says this: if the sequence of the num-

bers r r r + etc possesses a limit r, then this number r is taken 
m, m+I' m 2, ., 

as oom(j), i.e., as the value of the function oom ascribed toj as a sentence 
in ~oo. The situation with D 2 is analogous. Suppose the sentences hand e 
in ~co are given. Then h and e occur also in a finite system, say, ~m; and 
hence also in ~m+I> ~m+•• etc. Then mC(h,e) has a value in all those systems 
of this sequence in which e is not L-false (T55-2b). Now D2 says this: if 

.·: 
,[ 
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the sequence of these c-values possesses a limit q, then q is taken as 
occ(h,e), i.e., as the value of the function ooC for hand e as sentences in ~oo. 

We shall briefly indicate the reason for our decision to base oo m on the se
quence of the functions Nm (i.e., ,m, .m, etc.) and analogously ooC on the se
quence of the functions NC. Without closer examination, one might perhaps 
think that oo m could be directly introduced as a function for the .8 in ~oo in 
analogy to D 55-x and then extended to the sentences in ~oo in analogy to D 55-2, 
i.e., by defining oo m(J) as the sum of oo m(.8;) for all .8 in in;. However, this 
procedure is not possible for the following reasons. First, the number of .8 in ~oo 
is not only infinite but nondenumerable; it is a, (T29-4c), hence equal to the 
cardinal number of the continuum (T40-25b). Second, for many sentencesj in 
~oo, the number of .8 in in; is infinite; in many cases, for instance if j is any 
non-L-false molecular sentence, the number is again a,. It would be possible 
to introduce the m-functions as additive measure functions (in the sense of 
point-set theory) for those classes of .8 in ~co which are ranges of sentences in 
~oo (see the remark following D58-x). In accordance with the intended mean
ing of universal sentences, these functions should fulfil the following condition, 
Let i be a universal sentence (e.g., '(x)(M x)'); let in be the instance of its 
scope with 'a,.' ('Ma,.'); let k,. be the conjunctionj, .j ••...• j,.; then m(i) = 
lim m(k,.) (for n-> m ). This, however, is not essentially different from our 
present procedure using the systems ~N, as can be seen in the following way. 
In our procedure we define oo m(i) as lim Nm(i) (Dx). Now, i is L-equivalent 
in ~N to kN. Therefore, Nm(i) = Nm(kN). Hence, ~m(i) =lim Nm(kN). Fur
thermore, the procedure indicated would involve certain additional complica
tions, because if we were to define (directly in ~oo) c(h,e) simply as m(e. h)/m(e), 
which seems the most natural way, then this procedure would have the serious 
disadvantage explained below for W' (see: Discussion of an alternative pro-
cedure). , 

Let Nm, oom, NC, and ooC be regular. Although Nm has a value for every 
sentence in ~N (D55-2), we see from DI that oom does not necessarily 
have a value for every sentence in ~oo. NC has a value for sentences hand e 
in ~N only under a certain condition (T55-2b). A still stronger condition 
must be fulfilled for ooC to have a value. The following theorems state the 
domains of the functions oo m and ooC, i.e., the conditions which the argu
ments must fulfil in order to assure values for the functions. 

T5.6-1. Let Nm (N = I, 2, etc.) be a sequence of regular m-functions 
for sentences and oo m the regular m-function for sentences in ~oo corre
sponding to the sequence. Then, for a sentence j in ~oo, oo m has a value 
if and only if the sequence of the numbers Nm(j) is convergent (D4o-6b). 

T56-2. Let NC (N = I, 2, etc.) be a sequence of regular c-functions 
based on the functions Nm, and oo c the regular c-function for ~co corre
sponding to the sequence. Then, for a pair of sentences h,e in ~oo, coC has 
a value if and only if the following two conditions are fulfilled. 
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a. Those N for which Nm(e) ..= o (and hence e is not L-false in ~N) 
form an infinite sequence. 

b. For these N, the sequence of the numbers NC(h,e) is convergent. 

(From Tss-2b, D2.) 

Liscussion of an alternative procedure. On the basis of a function Nm for the 
sentences in ~N, NC is defined (D55-3 and 4). On the same basis, c:cm is defined 
(DI). Then there are two possible ways for defining ooC. The way W, which 
we have chosen, is expressed by D2; here, ooC is defined as the limit of NC, in 
analogy to DI. The alternative way W' would consist in defining ooC not on the 
basis of NC but on the basis of "'m; in analogy to Dss-3 and 4, c:cc(h,e) would 
be defined as "'m(e. h)/"' m(e). In all cases where W' assigns a value to ooC, our 
way W yields the same value (see below, T4a). On the other hand, W' does not 
assign a value in certain cases where W does. For W' to assign a value to c:cc(h,e), 
it is required that oom(e) ~ o, in analogy to Tss-2b. The requirement in the 
case of W, which has been stated in T2, is weaker. For there may be sentences e 
of the following kind (for our function m*, any sentence of the form '(x)(Mx)' 
would be an example, see the remark following (5) in § uoA). e is factual 
both in the systems ~N and in ~"'; nevertheless, oom(e) = o because the se
quence Nm(e), although consisting of positive numbers, converges toward the 
limit o (as, e.g., in T40-22). (In this case we shall later call e almost L-false, 
Ds8-Ib.) If e is of this kind, the procedure W' assigns no value to ooc(h,e). 
On the other hand, for every N, NC(h,e) has a value; and if the sequence of 
these values has a limit, say, r, then, on the basis of W, i.e., D2, c:cc(h,e) has 
the valuer. For instance, for every N, NC(t,e) = I (T59-1d), and hence ooc(t,e) = 
I. This feature of W' is a serious disadvantage. 

T5G-4. Let Nm (N = r, 2, etc.) be any sequence of regular m-functions 

for the B. Let the following functions be defined on this basis: the se

quence of functions Nm for sentences (Dss-2), the function c:cm (Dr), the 

sequence of functions NC (Dss-3 and 4), and the function c:cc (D2). 

a. For any sentences h and e in ~"', if "'m has values for e • h and for e 
and the latter value is not o, then 

(h ) c:cm(eoh) 
"'c ,e = oom(e) . 

Proof. Let the conditions be fulfilled. Then there is an m (TI) such that, 
for every N > m, Nm(e) > o and NC(h,e) = Nm(e. h)/Nm(e) (DsS-4 and 3), 
hence NC(h,e) X Nm(e) = Nm(e. h). Therefore lim (Nc(h,e)) X lim (Nm(e)) = 
lim (Nm(e. h)) (T4o-21c), and hence ooc(h,e) X oom(e) = c:cm(e. h) (D2, DI). 
Since the second factor is assumed to be positive, the theorem follows. 

b. If e is L-false in ~"', then "'c(h,e) has no value. 

Proof. If the condition is fulfilled, there is an m such that, for every N > m, 
e is L-false in ~N (T2o-ub) and hence NC(h,e) has no value (T55-2b). Hence 
the theorem (Tn). 

In connection with T4a, it is to be noted that, as mentioned earlier, 

ooc(h,e) has sometimes a value even in cases where ... m(e) = o; here, also, 
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oom(e. h) = o, and hence the ooc-value cannot be represented as a 

quotient of the two"' m-values. (See the discussion preceding T 4.) 

For the sake of simplicity, the definitions and theorems concerning m

aud c-functions are formulated in this book only for sentences as argu

ments. They can, however, easily be extended so as to apply also to 
classes of sentences. The definitions of 'range' (D18-6b) and of the L-con

cepts (D2o-1) are applicable to classes of sentences. In a finite system ~N, 
the m- and c-functions can be applied in a simple way to classes of sen

tences. For every such class there is a sentence representing it in the sense 

of being L-equivalent to it (T21-8e); hence we can define the values of 

those functions for any given classes by their values for the representing 

sentences. In the infinite system ~"', this simple procedure cannot be 
used; but the same aim can be achieved by other means. 

A procedure for ~"' may briefly be indicated. If a class of sentences sr, in 
~"' is given, we define the corresponding class NSt, in ~N as the class of those 
sentences of se, which occur in ~N. Then we define "'m( se,) as the limit of 
Nm(N.lf;), and analogously for ooC. Let se, be the class of all full sentences of 'M' 
in ~oo. Then the corresponding class NR; contains the full sentences of 'M' with 
'a,' through 'aN'. In this case, there is a sentence in ~"' L-equivalent to se, 
viz., '(x)(Mx)'; let this be i. This same sentence i in ~N is L-equivalent to th~ 
corresponding class NSt; in ~N. Thus in a case of this kind the new definition 
for m(St,) is in accord with the old definition in this sense: m has for se, the same 
value as for the sentence i representing R,. Therefore it seems plausible to ac
cept the same definition also for any class for which there is no L-equivalent 
sentence. 

§57. Null Confirmation; Fitting Sequences 

A. Some fundamental theorems concerning regular m-functions are stated 
(TI). 

B. The confirmation of a hypothesis j on the tautological evidence 't', in 
other words, the confirmation of j before any factual knowledge is available, is 
called the null confirmation (or initial confirmation) of j, in symbols: 'co(J)'. 
(D1). It turns out that Co coincides with m (T3). 

C. Suppose we have a sequence of regular m-functions 1m, .m, etc., one for 
each finite system. If these functions fit together in a certain sense, the se
quence is called a fitting m-sequence (D3, D4). And the sequence of regular 
c-functions based upon those m-functions is called a fitting c-sequence (Ds). 
That the functions of a fitting sequence actually fit together is shown by the 
following results: for a nongeneral sentence, all m-functions of the sequence have 
the same value (Ts); and for a pair of nongeneral sentences, all c-functions 
of the sequence have the same value (T6). 

A. Theorems on Regular m-Functions 

The theorems in Tr concern regular m-functions for finite or infinite 

systems. These theorems serve chiefly for two purposes: (i) as lemmas for 
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later theorems concerning regular c-functions, and (ii) as theorems con
cerning the null confirmation Co, since this function coincides with m (T3). 

T57-1. Let Nm (N = r, 2, etc.) be a sequence of regular m-functions, 
and "'m the corresponding regular m-function for ~"'. Then the follow
ing assertions (a) to (x) hold both (I) if rit is any Nm (with respect to any 
sentences in ~N), and (2) if m isoom (with respect to any sentences in~"' 
for which oom has a value, compare Ts6-I). The proofs or references in
dicating proofs concern Nm under (I), and oom under (2). (Concerning the 
use ofT, see the remark preceding T2o-r.) 
+a. If ~ i = j, then m(i) = m(j). (r. From D2o-Id, Dss-2. 2. From 

T2o-n, T40-2Ie.) 
+b. If i is L-false, m(i) = o. (r. From Dss-2a. 2. From T2o-nb, T4o-

2Ie.) (For a restricted converse of this theorem, applying to all sen
tences in ~Nand to the nongeneral sentences in ~"'• see Ts8-Ia.) 

c. m( "'t) = o. (From (b).) 
+d. If i is L-true, m(i) = r. (r. From D2o-ra, Dss-2b, Dss-Ib. 2. From 

T2o-na, T40-2Ie.) (For a restricted converse see Ts8-Ic.) 
e. m(t) = r. (From (d).) 
f. If o < m(i) < I, then i is factual. (From (b), (d).) (For a re

stricted converse see Ts8-Ie.) 
+g. o ~ m(i) ~ r. (r. From Dss-2 and r. 2. From Ds6-r.) 
+h. If ~ i :::> j, then m(i) ~ m(j). (I. From D2o-Ic, Dss-2, Dss-Ia. 2. 

From T2o-u, T4o-2rf.) 
i. m(i .j) ~ m(i). (From (h).) 
j. m(i) ~ m(i V j). (From (h).) 

+k. m(i V j) = m(i) + m(i)- m(i .j). 

Proof. 1. IR(i V j) is m, \J 9l; (TIS-If). Therefore, Nttt(i V j) = ~Nm(.B) for 
the .3 in \R; \J 9l; = ~Nm(.,S) for the .3 in \R; plus ~Nlll{.3) for the .3 in \R; 
minus ~Nm(.,S) for the .3 in l}l, ,-.... \R; (the latter sum must be subtracted be
cause these .3 belong both to m, and to In; and hence their Nm-values are counted 
twice in the first two terms). Hence theorem (with TI8-Ig). 2. From T4o-21a 
and b. 

1. m(i .j) = m(i) + m(j) - m(i V j). (From (k).) 
+m. If m(i .j) = o, hence in particular (from (b)) if i andj are L-exclu

sive (in other words, i .j is L-false, ~ i :::> "'j), then m(i V j) = 
m(i) + m(j). (From (k), (b).) 

n. See v. 
+P· m("'i) = I - m(i). (r. From TI8-Ie, Dss-2, Dss-I. 2. From (r), 

T40-2Ib.) 
q. If m(i .j) = r, then m(i) = m(j) = r. (From (i), (g).) 
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r. m(i) = m(i .j) + m(i. "'j). (From T2I-5j(2), (a), (m).) 
s. If m(i) = o, m(i .j) = o. (From (i).) 
t. If m(i V j) = I, hence in particular (from (d)) if i andj are L-dis

junct (i.e., ~ i V j), then m(i .j) = m(i) + m(j) - r. (From (1).) 
u. If m(i • "'j) = o, hence (from (p)) m( "'i V j) = I, then 

(I) m(i) = m(i .j) (from (r)); 
(2) m(i) ~ m(j). (From (I), (i).) 

v. Letj bejx V j. V ... V in (n ~ 2). For any two different components 
im andjp, let m(im .jP) = o. (This is the case in particular ifj

1
, ••• , 

in are L-exclusi_ve in pairs .(D2o-Ig).) Then . 
m(j) = :Lm(jp). 

Proof. 1. The assertion holds for n = 2 (m). 2. For n > 2 let us assume 
that the assertion holds for n - I; we shall show that then it holds likewise 
for n. L:t/ b~jx V j. V ... V j,._x. j' .j,. is L-equivalent to Vx .j,.) V {j2 .j,.) V 
· · · V (j,._x •J,.) (T21-sm{2)). For every component of the latter disjunction 
m = ~· .henc~ also for the conjunction of any two of these components {s). 
The disJunction has n - I components. Therefore, according to our assump
tion, m{j' .j,.) is the sum of the m of the components hence o. Therefore 
since j is j' V j,., m{j) = m(j') + m(j,.) {m). Again acc;rding to our assump~ 

tion, m{j) = f m{jp). Hence m(J) = t m{j,). The assertion for every n $:; 2 

follows from (;}' and (2) by mathemati~~l induction. 

w. If m(i) = m(j) = o, then m(i V j) = o. 

Proof. m(i •JJ = o (i). Hence the assertion with (k). 

x. If m(i) = m(j) = r, then m(i .j) = r. 

Proof. m(i V J) = x (j). Hence the assertion with (l). 

B. Null Confirmation 

In accordance with an earlier preliminary explanation (in § 54B), we· 
shall now introduce the symbol 'co' for the null confirmation or initial 
confirmation, i.e., the confirmation on the tautological basis 't' (Dr). 
Then it can easily be shown that Co coincides with m (T3); hence TI ap
plies also to Co. 

+ D57-1. Let c be a regular c-function for a finite or infinite system ~. 
For every sentence j in ~. 

Co(j) = Df c(j,t) . 

+T57-3. Let m be a regular m-function for the sentences of a finite or 
infinite system~. Let c be the corresponding regular c-function for~. and 
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Co the corresponding null confirmation (D1). Then, for every sentence j 
in ~ (in ~(X), provided m has a value for j) 

co(j) = m(j) . 
Proof. c.(j) = c(j,t) (D1), = m(t •J)/m(t) (T55-2a for ~N, T56-4a for ~o:>), 

= m(J) (T21-SS(I), T1a, Tie). 

The concept of null confirmation is very important for inductive logic. 
co(h) is the degree of confirmation of the hypothesis h on the evidence 't' 
and hence on any L-true evidence, in other words, the degree of confirma
tion of h before any factual information is available. This concept may 
look suspicious at the first glance; one might perhaps think that, as long 
as we have no factual knowledge, we have no right to say anything about 
h. An objection of this kind, however, is based on a misconception of the 
nature of c and of its explicandum, probability,. As earlier explained 
(§ IoA), a statement of probability, is, if true, L-true, not factual; hence 
the same holds for a sentence of the form 'c(h,e) = r'. This sentence is 
a semantical and, more specifically, an L-semantical sentence which 
states a logical relation between the sentences h and e of the object lan
guage but does not say anything about facts. In this respect it has the 
same nature as an L-semantical sentence of the form 'e L-implies h'. Con
sequently, a sentence of the form 'co(h) = q' states a certain logical prop
erty of the sentence h without saying anything about facts. More specifi
cally, it states a numerical value of a purely logical function for the argu
ment h; this value is dependent only upon what is usually called the mean
ing of h or, in more technical terms, the range of has determined by the 
semantical rules of the language system ~ to which h belongs; it is not 
dependent in any way upon the contingency of facts, e.g., upon the ques
tion whether his true or false. We shall later come back to the question 
of the legitimacy of the concept of null confirmation (§ 107, A and B). 

Earlier authors in the theory of probability, have sometimes used the 
term 'probability a priori' for the concept under discussion. Later authors 
have preferred to avoid this term because of its ambiguity and to use in
stead other terms, e.g., 'initial probability' ('Anfangswahrscheinlichkeit'). 
The term 'probability a priori' and its counterpart 'probability a posteri
ori' have been used in at least three different meanings. 1. 'Probability 
a priori' for confirmation by L-true evidence, 'probability a posteriori' for 
confirmation by a factual evidence. 2. In theories of probability based on 
the principle of indifference, the term 'probability a priori' is often used 
in cases where the probability is calculated chiefly with the help of that 
principle, even if factual knowledge is used, provided this knowledge is 
not of a statistical nature. On the other hand, a probability is called 'a pos-
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teriori' if it is calculated chiefly on the basis of statistical information 
(reports of experiments, social statistics, and the like). In particular, with 
respect to results of games of chance, 'probability a priori' is used if the 
evidence gives information only about the general conditions of the game 
(e.g., symmetry of a die or roulette, physical similarity of cards, and the 
like), while 'probability a posteriori' refers to evidence including statisti
cal results of earlier games. 3· Let h be a law or another hYPothesis, and 
i a prediction concerning the result of a new experiment which we plan 
to make in order to test h; let e express the knowledge we have before we 
observe the result of the new experiment; e may include the results of any 
number of previous observations relevant to h. Then 'probability a priori' 
is sometimes used for c(h,e), and 'probability a posteriori' for c(h,e. i). 
(We shall later use the terms 'prior confirmation' and 'posterior confirma
tion' instead; see§ 6o.) It seems to me that, if the two terms are to be used 
at all, (1) is the only appropriate use, because the only one in accordance 
with the customary, Kantian meanings of the terms 'a priori' and 'a pos
teriori'. The usages (2) and (3) should be avoided; the use of 'probability 
a priori' in these cases, when the evidence is factual and empirical, is 
quite misleading. 

It must be admitted that some earlier authors have violated the prin
ciple of empiricism by certain statements concerning probability a priori. 
Other authors were right in criticizing these statements (cf. §§ 41D and 
42B). The decisive point for our present discussion is the fact that the 
violation is to be blamed not on the concept Co itself but on its misuse. 
This misuse was chiefly due to a lack of distinction between probability, 
and probability •. There is no analogue to Co for probability 2 , since rela
tive frequency has no value within the null class. 

C. Fitting Sequences 

The remainder of this section deals with a technical problem which has, 
however, no fundamental significance. We have found earlier that m
functions (or c.-functions) for different finite systems must fulfil a certain 
requirement in order to fit together (§ 54E(6)). We now call a sequence 
of regular m-functions for 3 for all finite systems a fitting m-sequence if 
they fulfil this requirement (D3). The concept of a fitting m-sequence for 
sentences is then defined on this basis (D4), in analogy to our earlier ex
tension of m-functions for 3 tom-functions for sentences (D55-2). Final
ly, the concept of a fitting c-sequence is defined on this basis in an obvious · 
way (Ds), in analogy to Ds~-4· (In what follows, the 3 in ~N are desig
nated by 'N3', and the ranges in ~N by' N~'.) 
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D57-3. A sequence of functions .m, .m, 3m, etc., is a regular fitting se
quence of m-functions for .8 or, briefly, a fitting m-sequence for .8 = n£ 

the following two conditions are fulfilled. 
a. For every N ( = I, 2, etc.), Nm is a regular m-function for the 

.8 in ~N· 
b. For every Nand every N.8; (i.e., ,8; in ~N), ~(N.B;) is equal to the 

sum of the N+xm-values for all those N+x.B of which N.8; is a sub
conjunction. 

D57-4. A sequence of functions .m, .m, 3m, etc., is a regular fitting se
quence of m-functions for sentences or, briefly, a .fitting m-sequence for sen
tences = Df there is a fitting m-sequence for .8, .m', .m', etc., and, for every 
N, Nm is a regular m-function for the sentences in ~N such that, for every 
non-L-false sentence j in ~N, Nm(j) is the sum of the Nm'-values for the 
,8 in~;. 

D57-5. A sequence of functions .c, .c, 3c, etc., is a regular fitting se
quence of confirmation functions or, briefly, a fitting c-sequence = nf 

there is a fitting m-sequence for sentences .m, .m, etc., such that, for every 
N, NC is the regular c-function based upon Nm (Dss-3). 

The following theorem Ts says that, with respect to a fitting m-se
quence, any nongeneral sentence j has the same m in all systems ~. This 
is as it should be, since a nongeneral sentence has the same meaning in all 
systems (§ ISA). Thus, Ts shows that D3 and D4 are adequate, i.e., 
that these definitions define indeed the "fitting together" of m-functions 
for different systems in the sense intended. It is then easily seen that Ds 
is likewise adequate, i.e., that it effects the "fitting together" of c-func
tions; this is stated in T6. 

T57-5. Let xm, .m, etc., be a fitting m-sequence for sentences, and com 
the corresponding regular m-function for ~co. Let j be a non general sen
tence in ~N, and hence also in ~N+•• in ~N+m for any m, and in ~co. 

a. Nm(j) = N+xm(i). 

Proof. I. Letj beL-false in ~N. Then it is likewise L-false in ~N+r (Tzo-8b). 
Therefore, in both systems, m = o (Dss-za). 2. Let j be not L-false in ~N. 
Then it is not L-false in ~N+• {T2o-8b). Therefore, neither N~; {i.e., the range 
of j in ~N) nor N+•~i is null. N+•~i is the class of those N+•.8 of which the 
sentences in N~; are subconjunctions (Txg-8); and for every N+•.8 in N+x~;, 
there is just one N.8 inN~; which is a subconjunction of it. Let N.8; be any .8 in 
N~;. Then ~N+xm(.8) for those N+x.8 which contain N.8; as a subconjunction 
equals Nm(N.8;) (D3b). Therefore, ~Nm(.8) for the N.8 inN~; equals ~N+xm(.8) 
for the N+•.8 in N+•~i· Nm(j) is the first of these two sums (Dss-zb), N+xm{j) 
is the second. Hence these two m-values are equal. 
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b. Nm(j) = N+mm(j) for any m. (From (a), by mathematical induc
tion.) 

c. oom(j) = ~(j). (From (b), T40-2Id.) 

T57-6. Let .c, .c, etc., be a fitting c-sequence, and ooC the corresponding 
regular c-function for ~co. Let e and h be nongeneral sentences in ~N (and 
hence in ~N+•• in ~N+m for any m, and in ~co), and e be not L-false in ~N· 

a. e is not L-false in ~N+x; and NC(h,e) = N+xc(h,e). (From T2o-8b; 
Tss-2a, Tsa.) 

b. For any m, e is not L-false in ~N+mi and NC(h,e) = N+mc(h,e). (From 
Tsb.) 

c. e is not L-false in ~co; and ooc(h,e) = NC(h,e). (From T2o-Iob; (b), 
T40-2Id.) 

§ 58. Almost L-true Sentences 

If i is not L-true but, as for L-true sentences, m(i) = x, then we call i an 
almost L-true sentence (Dxa). i is called almost L-false if i is not L-false but 
m(i) = o (Dxb, T3a). Sentences of this kind can occur only among general 
sentences in ~co (T3d, e). The terms 'almost L-implies' and 'almost L-equiva
lent' are defined analogously (Dxc, d). 

General sentences (i.e., sentences containing variables) in ~N can al
ways be transformed into L-equivalent nongeneral sentences (T22-3). 
In ~co, however, this does in general not hold. Therefore, certain theorems 
in inductive logic are stated for all sentences in finite systems but only 
for nongeneral sentences in ~0). The following theorem TI concerning 
m-functions belongs to this kind, and later T59-5 concerning c-functions. 

T-68-1. The subsequent assertions (a) to (I) hold under each of the fol
lowing two assumptions: (i) Let m be a regular m-function for the sen
tences in ~Nand m' (in (h) to (k)) any other such function; let i andj be 
any sentences in ~N. (ii) Let m be a regular m-function for the sentences 
in ~co (D 56-I) corresponding to any fitting m-sequence for sentences 
(D57-4), and m' (in (h) to (k)) any other such function corresponding to 
any other such sequence; let i and j be any nongeneral sentences in ~co. 
(The proofs and references given below are for the assertions in case (i) ; 
the assertions in case (ii) follow with the help of T2o-Io and T57-5c.) 

a. If i is not L-false, m(i) > o. (From D2o-Ib, Dss-2b, Dss-Ia.J 
+b. m(i) = o if and only if i is L-false. (From Dss-2a; (a).) 

c. If i is not L-true, m(i) < I. (From D2o-Ia, Dss-2, Dss-I.) 
+d. m(i) = I if and only if i is L-true. (From T57-Id; (c).) 

e. If i is factual, o < mU) < I. (From (a), (c).) 
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+f. o < m(i) < I if and only if i is factual. (From T57-xf; (e).) 
g. If~ i :> j but not~ j :> i, then m(~) < m(;). 

Proof. Let the conditions be fulfilled. Then m, C IR; but not the converse 
(D2o-rc). Thus, all 8 of IR; belong to IR;, but there is a 8k in IR; which does 
not belong tom,. m(8k) > o (Dss-xa); hence the theorem (with D55-2). 

h. If m(~) = o, m'(~) = o. (From (b).) 
i. If m(i) > o, m'(~) > o. (From (h).) 
j. If m(i) = I, m'(i) = 1. (From (d).) 
k. If m(z) < I, m'(i) < 1. (From (j).) 
1. Let i be a factual sentence in~; hence o < m(~) < I (e). Let r be 

an arbitrary real number such that o < r < I. Then there is a regu
lar m-function m" for the sentences in~ such that m"m = r. 

Proof (for ~N). IR; is neither empty nor does it contain all8 (in ~N). We con
struct m" as a function for the 8 (Dss-x) by distributing r in an arbitrary way, 
e.g., in equal amounts, among the 8 in IR;, and I - r in an arbitrary way, 
e.g., in equal amounts, among the remaining 8. Then we extend m" to a func
tion for the sentences (Dss-2). Then m"(i) = r. 

Some of the theorems in TI are restricted converses of theorems which 
hold without restriction for all sentences in ~co. In this way, Tia, c, e 
correspond to T57-Ib, d, f, respectively. We shall now explain why the 
restriction to nongeneral sentences in ~co is necessary. This will give oc
casion for the introduction of new terms, the 'almost-L'-terms. 

As mentioned earlier (in § 56, Discussion of an alternative procedure), 
for a given sequence Nnt of regular m-functions and the corresponding 
function com the following may happen. (For our function m*, '(x)(Mx)' 
was mentioned as an example.) There is a sentence e of the following kind. 
e is factual both in ~co and in the systems ~N; hence, Nm(e) > o for every 
N; and, in particular, these positive values are such that they converge 
with increasing N toward o; hence com(e) = o (Ds6-I). e has the latter 
property in common with L-false sentences (T57-Ib), although e is not 
L-false but factual. We shall call sentences of this kind almost L-false 
(Dib). Because of the existence of almost L-false sentences, Tia and 
hence Tib cannot be asserted without restriction. Since we have proved 
Tia for all sentences in finite systems and for all nongeneral sentences 
in ~co, almost L-false sentences can only occur among the general sen
tences in ~co (T3e). If e has the properties mentioned, then "'e is not L
true; nevertheless, "'e has the com-value I (Ts7-IP) like L-true sen
tences (T57-Id). We shall call sentences of this kind almost L-true (Dia). 
Because of their existence, Tic and hence Tid cannot be asserted with
out restriction. The concepts of almost L-true and almost L-false sen-
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tences will prove useful in our system of inductive logic; that is the reason 
why we introduce special terms for them .. Other 'almost-L' -terms will 
be defined analogously (Dic and d), but they are less important. 

D68-1. Let m be a regular m-function for the sentences in ~co, and i 
and j be sentences in ~co. 
+a. i is almost L-true (in ~co, with respect to m) = Df i is not L-true 

(in ~co) but m(~) =I. 

+b. i is almost L-jalse (in ~co, with respect to m) = Df "'i is almost 
L-true. 

c. i almost L-implies j (in ~co, with respect to m) = Df i :> j is almost 
L-true. 

d. i is almost £-equivalent to j (in ~co, with respect to m) = Df i = j is 
almost L-true. 

A remark on the choice of the term 'almost L-true'. Let m be a regular m-func
tion for the sentences in ~co. For every sentence i in ~co for which m(i) has a 
value (Ts6-x), let us assign this value to the class IR; as its measure. Thereby, 
in the domain whose elements are the 8 in ~co, we have defined an additive 
measure junction for some classes of elements. A measure function j is called 
additive if the following holds: for any two mutually exclusive classes R; and 
~~for which j has values, j(~; \J ~;) = j(~;) + f(R;). This condition is ful
filled for the function described. [Proof. Let i andj be any sentences in ~co for 
which m has values, and let IR; and IR; be exclusive classes, i.e., IR; r- IR;, and 
hence IR(i .j), is empty. Then i .j is L-false in ~oo. Therefore f(IR; \J IR;) = 
m(i V j) = m(i) + m(j) (T57-rm), = j(IR,) + f(IR;).] Now, in the terminology 
of mathematics (theory of measure functions, based on set theory), with re
spect to the elements of a domain within which an additive measure function 
for certain classes is defined, one says that almost all elements have a certain 
property if all elements have this property with the exception of some whose 
class has the measure zero. According to this usage, if a sentence i in ~co is 
not L-true but such that m(i) = x, we should say that i holds in almost all 8. 
[This is seen as follows. The 8 in which i does not hold are those belonging to 
IR(----i) (Tx8-xe). The measure of IR(----i) is m(----i) = 1 - m(i) (TS7-IP), =o.] 
Since now a sentence which holds in all8 is called L-true (D2o-ra), it seems not 
unnatural to call i, which holds in almost all 8, almost L-true. Analogously, 
"'i fails to hold in all8 except those of IR(----i), which is a class of measure zero; 
hence, "'i fails to hold in almost all 8. Thus it seems natural to call ----i almost 
L-false. [The phrase 'almost all' is sometimes used in mathematical terminology 
in a somewhat different sense, meaning 'all elements (of an infinite domain) 
except a finite number of them'. It may be noted that in this.sense the phrase 
does not apply to our case. The class of those 8 in which an almost L-true sen
tence i does not hold, namely, IR(----i), is in general infinite; the essential point 
is that its measure is nevertheless zero.] 

T68-3. Let m be a regular m-function for the sentences in ~co, and i andj 
be sentences in ~co. Then the following holds (with respect tom, in ~co). 
+a. i is almost L-false if and only if i is not L-false but m(i} = o. (From 

Dib, T57-Ip.) 
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b. ialmostL-impliesjifandonlyifidoesnotL-implyjbutm(i :::> j) = 
I (hence, m(i. rvj) = o). (From Dic.) 

c. i is almost L-equivalent to j if and only if i is not L-equivalent to j 
but m(i :::> J) = m(j :::> t) = I. (From Did, T57-Iq.) 

+d. If i is almost L-true, then i is general (i.e., contains a variable). 
(From Tic(ii).) 

+e. If i is almost L-false, then i is general. (From Dxb, (d).) 
f. If i is almost L-true and~ i :::> j, then m(j) = I, and hence j is either 

L-true or almost L-true. (From Ts7-Ih.) 
g. If j is almost L-false and~ i :::> j, then m(t) = o, and hence i is either 

L-false or almost L-false. (From T57-Ih.) 
h. If i is almost L-true, then i is factual in ~ex>. 

Proof. I. i is not L-true (D1a). 2. i is not L-false, because otherwise m(i) = o 
(T57-1b). 

i. If i is almost L-false, then i is factual in ~ex>. (From D I b, (h), 
T2o-6.) 

Let us go back to the question why the restriction of TI (ii) to nongen
eral sentences in ~ex> is necessary. Let i be almost L-true and hence rvi 
almost L-false. Tia to d have been explained earlier. Txe and f hold 
neither for i nor for rvi. The following is a counterexample for Tig as 
applied to general sentences. 'rvt' L-implies rvi, like every sentence (T2o-
2h); but the converse does not hold because rvi is not L-false; neverthe
less, for both 'rvt' and rvi, m = o. This yields also examples for Dxc 
and d. From what has just been said, it follows that rvi :::> rvt is not L
true; but it is almost L-true, because m( rvi :::> rvt) = m(i V rvt) = 
m(i) = I. Therefore, rvi almost L-implies 'rvt'; and 't' almost L-implies i. 
Furthermore, since ~ rvt :::> rvi, m( rvt :::> rvi) = I. Therefore, rvi and 
'rvt' are almost L-equivalent (T3c); likewise, i and 't'. 

The following theorems T4a, band Tsa, b are chiefly of interest if ~ 
is ~ex> andj is almost L-false, because otherwise j is L-false (Txb) and then 
the assertions are obvious. Analogously, Tsc, d are chiefly of interest if 
~ is ~ex> and j is almost L-true. 

T58-4. Let m be a regular m-function for the sentences of a system ~ 
(finite or infinite), and let m(J) = o. 

a. m(j. i) = o. (From Ts7-xi.) 
b. m(j Vi) = m(i). (From T57-xk, (a).) 

T68-6. Let m be a regular m-function for the sentences of~; let i, i', j, 
and j' be s~ntences in ~ such that i' is formed from i by replacing one 
or several (not necessarily all) occurrences of j in i with j'. 

I 

I 
I 
! 
,f 
l 
i 

I 
! 
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a. If m(J) = o and j' is 'rvt', then m(i) = m(i'). 
Proof. m(i) = m(j Vi) (T4b), = m(j Vi') (T23-6b, T57-1a), = m(i') (T4b). 

b. If m(J) = m(j') = o, then m(t) = m(i'). (From (a).) 
c. If m(J) = I and j' is 't', then m(i) = m(i'). 

Proof. m(i) remains unchanged if i is transformed as follows. First we re
place the occurrences in question ofj by ............ j (T23-1b, T57-1a); then, at these 
places, we replace "-1, whose m-value is o {T57-rp), by ',.....t' (a). Thus, the 
original j is replaced by '....._....._f; for this, we put 't' (T23-1b, T57-ra). 

d. If m(J) = m(j') = I, then m(i) = m(i'). (From (c).) 

Tsb and d are inductive theorems of replacement, analogous to the 
deductive theorem T23-Ib. They say that m(t) remains unchanged if 
any subsentence in i is replaced by any other sentence such that either 
both have the m-value o or both have the m-value I. While m(i) may 
have any value whatever, for the sentences exchanged it is not sufficient 
that they have equal m, but itis required that their m has one of the two 
extreme values. [The necessity of this restriction is shown by the follow
ing counterexample. Letj be a factual sentence such that m(J) = m("""JJ, 
and hence both values are I/2. (For the function m* to be introduced 
later, this holds, e.g., for every atomic sentence.) Then, m(j V """JJ = 1 
(T57-Id); on the other hand, m(j V j) = m(J) (T57-Ia), = I/2.] 

§ 69. Theorems on Regular c-Functions 
Some theorems concerning regular c-functions are stated, among them fun

damental theorems of the classical theory, e.g., the general and the special 
addition theorems (Trk and I) and the general multiplication theorem (Trn). 
One important result is as follows. In general, if, for a given pair of sentences 
h,e, we choose arbitrarily a real number r between o and 1 1 then we can find a 
regular c such that c(h,e) = r (Tsf). This shows that the class of regular c-func
tions contains not only concepts which may be regarded as adequate explicata 
for probability, but also concepts which are entirely inadequate. Therefore, all . 
those theories of probability, which contain only theorems valid for all regular 
c-functions are very weak. 

In this and the two subsequent sections, theorems are stated which hold 
for all regular c-functions. Among them are the most fundamental theo
rems of inductive logic. Many of these theorems are well known, either 
to be found in modern theories on probability, (e.g., the systems of 
Keynes, Jeffreys, Hosiasson, and others; see§ 62), or already in the classi
cal theory. The present section contains theorems of a very general na
ture. The next two sections will deal with the complex of problems tra
ditionally associated with the name of Bayes. 

All theorems of §§59, 6o, and 61, with the sole exception of T59-5, 
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hold for all finite and infinite systems (that is to say, they hold both if c 
is any regular c-function NC for ~N, and also if cis any regular c-function 
co c for ~co corresponding to any sequence of regular c-functions for the 
finite systems), provided the following conditions (A), (B), and (C) are 
fulfilled. 

A. For ~N- The sentences occurring belong to ~N; and no sentence oc
curring as evidence (i.e., as second argument of c) is L-false in ~N· 

B. For ~co. The sentences occurring belong to ~co; and the arguments 
of c are such that every c-expression occurring has a value (in other 
words, the arguments fulfil the conditions stated in Ts6-2). 

C. The value of every c-expression occurring as a denominator is posi
tive. 

Some of the proofs or references indicating proofs are divided into (I) 
and (II); in these cases, (I) concerns NC, (II) co C. 

T69-1. 
a. o ~ c(h,e) ~ r. (I. From Tss-2a, Ts7-Ig and i. II. From D56-2.) 

+b. If ~ e ::> h, c(h,e) = r. (I. From Tss-2a, T2o-2l, Ts7-Ia. II. From 
T2o-u, T4o-2Id.) (The converse of (b) holds only in a restricted 
way, see Tsb.) 

c. If his L-true, c(h,e) = r. (From (b).) 
d. c(t,e) = I. (From (c).) 

+e. If ~ e ::> '"""'h (in other words, e • h is L-false, e and h are L-exclu
sive), then c(h,e) = o. (I. From Tss-2a, Dss-2a. II. From T2o-u, 
T40-2Id.) 

f. If his L-false, c(h,e) = o. (From (e).) 
g. c('""-'t,e) = o. (From (f).) 

+h. L-equivalent evidences. If ~ e, = e. (e, and e. are L-equivalent), 
c(h,e,) = c(h,e.). (I. From T57-Ia. II. From T4o-21e.) 

+i. L-equivalent hypotheses. If ~ h, = h. (h, and h. are L-equivalent), 
c(h,,e) = c(h.,e). (I. From Ts7-Ia. II. From T4o-2Ie.) 

+k. General addition theorem. c(h V i,e) = c(h,e) + c(i,e) - c(h. i,e). 
(I. From Tss-2a, Ts7-Ik. II. From T4o-2Ia and b.) 

+I. Special addition theorem. Let c(h. i,e) = o. (This condition is ful
filled in particular if e. h. i is L-false (e), hence also if h. i is L
false.) Then c(h Vi,~) = c(h,e) + c(i,e). (From (k).) 

+m. Special addition theorem for multiple disjunction. If the sentences h,, 
h., ... , h,. (n E; 2) are L-exclusive in pairs with respect toe (hence 
always if these sentences are L-exclusive in pairs), then c(h, V h2 V . 
, .. V h,.,e) = L c(hp,e). (From (1), by mathematical induction.) 
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+n. General multiplication theorem. 
(I) c(h. i,e) = c(h,e) X c(i,e. h). 
(2) = c(i,e) X c(h,e. i). 

Proof. I. Since e • h is not L-false (A), m(e • h) > o {Ts8-Ia). Therefore, 
m(e." oi) m(e. h) m(e. hoi) ( ) ( • ) • • 

m(e) = me•> X mce.h) • Hence I w1th T55-2a . (2) from (I) w1th (1). 
II. From T4o-2IC. 

+p. c( '"""'h,e) = I - c(h;e). 

Proof. c(h,e) + c('""-'h,e) = c(h V "'h,e) (1), = I (c). Hence the theorem. 

q. c(i .j,e) = c(i,e) + c(j,e) - c(i V j,e). (From (k).) 
r. If~ e ::> i V j (hence, in particular, if i andj are L-disjunct), c(i .j,e) 

= c(i,e) + c(j,e) - I. (From (q), (b).) 
s. c(i V j,e) = c(i,e) + c(j. '"""'i,e). (From (i), T2I-5p(3), (1).) 
t. Let the sentences h,, h., ... , h,. (n :E; 2) be L-exclusive in pairs 

with respect to e (this is the case, in particular, if they are L-exclu
sive in pairs) and L-disjunct with respect to e (this is the case, in . 
particular, if they are L-disjunct), then L c(hp,e) = I. (From (m), 

,_, 
(b).) 

u. c(h,e) = c(h V '"""'e,e). (From (k), (e).) 
v. Let h be the conjunction h,. h •• ...• h,. (n :E; 2). Let c(h,,e) = 

c(h.,e • h,) = c(h3,e • h, • h.) = ... = c(h,.,e • h, • h • •...• h,._,). 
Then c(h,e) = [c(h,,e)]". 

Proof. By repeated application of (n) (I), c(h,e} = c(h,,e} X c(h.,e. h,) X 
c(h3,e • h, • h.) X ... X c(h,,e. h, • h • •..•• h,_,). 

w. Let h. i beL-false. Then c(h,h Vi) + c(i,h Vi) = r. (From (l), (b).) 

T69-2. 
a. c(i,e) = c(h. i,e) + c('""-'h. i,e). 

Proof. i is L-equivalent to (h. i) V ( "'h • s") (T21-sj(2)). Hence the theorem 
with Tii and 1. 

b. c(i,e) = c(h,e) X c(i,e. h)+ c('""-'h,e) X c(i,e. '"'-'h). (From (a), Trn.) 
d. If ~ h, ::> h. or ~ e. h, ::> h., then c(h,,e) ~ c(h.,e). 

Proof. I. ~ e • h, ::> e • h •. Hence, for every regular m, m(e • h,) ~ m(e • h.) 
(TS7-Ih). Hence the theorem (with Tss-2a). II. From T2o-u, T4o-2If. 

e. c(h. i,•e) ~ c(h,e). (From (d).) 
f. c(h,e) ~ c(h V i,e). (From (d).) 
g. c(h V i,e) ~ c(h,e) + c(i,e). (From Tik.) 
h. If ~e. h ::> j, then c(h .j,e) = c(h,e). 
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Proof. I. ~e. h .j "'" e. h (T2o-2l). Therefore, m(e • h •JJ = m(e • h) 
(T57-xa). Hence the theorem (with T55-2a). II. From T2o-n, T4o-21e. 

i. c(h. e,e) = c(h,e). (From (h).) 
j. If ~ e • h, :::> h. and ~ e • h. :::> h, (in other words, if ~ e :::> (h, = h.), 

h, is L-equivalent to h. with respect to e), then c(h,,e) = c(h.,e). 

Proof. I, m(e. h,) = m(e. h.) (T57-1a). Hence the theorem (with Tss-2a). 
II. From T2o-u, T4o-2Ie. 

k. Let m be the regular m-function corresponding to c (for ~N or ~""; 
for ~""• let m have a value for h). If ~ h :::> e and m(e) > o, then 
(h ) _ m(h) 

c ,e - m(e)· 

Proof. Since ~ h :::> e, ~e. h = h {T2o-2l). Therefore, m(e. h) = m{h) 
(T57-xa). Hence {I) from T55-2a; (II) from Ts6-4a. 

1. Let m be the regular m-function corresponding to c (for ~Nor ~oo); 
for ~""• let m have a value fore. h and~a positive value for e. Then 
c(h,e) = m(~oh~~~~·""">· (From T57-u, (I) Tss-2a; (II) T56-4a.) 

m. c(h,e, V e.) = c(h • eue, V e.) + c(h • e.,e, V e.) - c(h • e, • e.,e, V e.)· 
(From (i), Tii, Tik.) 

n. If e, • e. is not L-false, c(h,e, V e.) = c(h,e,) X c(euex V e.) + c(h,e.) 
X c(e.,e, V e.) - c(h,e,. e.) X c(e,. e.,e, V e.). (From (m), Tm(2), 
T2I-sp(2).) 

o. If h • e, • e. is L-false, then c(h,e, V e.) = c(h,e,) X c(eue, V e.) + 
c(h,e.) X c(e.,e, V e.). (From (m), Tif.) 

p. If e, • e. is L-false, than c(h,e, V e.) = c(h,e,) X c(euex V e.) + c(h,e.) 
X (I- c(e,,e, V e.)). (From (o), Tiw.) 

q. Let e, • e. be L-false. Let r be the maximum and r' the minimum 
of the values c(h,e,) and c(h,e.). (In the case of~"', it is assumed that 
the values c(e,,e, Ve.) and c(e.,e, Ve.) exist.) Then r' ~ c(h,e, Ve.) ~ r. 

Proof. I. Let c(h,eJ = c(h,eJ, Then c(h,e, V e.) =, c(h,e.) (p), = r = r'. 
2 Let c(h e.) > c(h e.)· hence the first is r, the second r . Let c(e,, e, V eJ = q . 

• ,. I I ' ( ')~'S'ill Then c{h, e, V e.) = rq + r'{x - q) (p), = r + ~ r- r - r. 1m ar Y we 
obtain: c(h,e, V e.) ~ r {from {p), with e, and e. Interchanged). 3· Let c{h,e,) 
< c(h,eJ. The proof is analogous to (2). 

The following theorem deals with 'IJlultiple disjunctions; it makes use 
of the special addition theorem for multiple disjunction (Tim). 

T69-3. Letj bej, V j. V ... V j,. (n ~ 2). 
a. Let ~e. h :::> j. (This condition is always ·fulfilled if ~ j, in other 

words, if j,, j., ... , j,. are L-disjunct.) Let the sentences e. h .j,, 
... , e. h .j,. beL-exclusive in pairs. (This condition is always ful
filled if j., j., •.. , j,. are L-exclusive in pairs.) Then 

I 
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. 
(I) c(h,e) = L c(h .jp,e) ; 

·-· . 
(2) = L [c(jp,e) X c(hie .jp)] . 

Proof. (I). e • his L-equivalent toe. h. j {T2o-2l). c(h,e) = c(e. h,e) (T2i), 
= c(e. h .j,e) (Tii), = c(h. j,e) (Tzi), = c(h • (j, V ... V j,.), e) = c((h • j,) 
V ... V (h .j,.), e) (by distribution). Hence (I) by Tim. (2) from {x) by Tm(z). 

b. Let h have the same con each of the sentences e .j,, ... , e .j,. as 
evidence. Let these sentences e .j,, ... , e .j,. be L-exclusive in 
pairs. Let c(j,e) > o. Then c(h,e •J) = c(h,e .jm) for any m (from I 
ton). 

Proof. h .j is L-equivalent {by distribution) to (h .j,) V (h .j.) V ... 
V (h .j,.). Therefore (Tim), c(h .j,e) = t c(h .j,,e) = t [c(j,,e) X c(h,e .j,)) 

(Tm {z)). For any m {from I ton), the"~~cond factor i~-~ach term of the last

mentioned sum equals c(h,e .jm). Therefore, c(h .j,e) = c(h,e .jm) X t c{j,,e). 
·-· 

The latter sum equals c{j,e) {Tim). Thus, c(h .j,e) = c(h,e .jm) X c{j,e). On 
the other hand {Tm {z)), c(h .j,e) = c(j,e) X c(h,e •JJ. By forming an equa
tion of the two right-hand sides and dropping the factor c{j,e), since it is as
sumed to be positive, we obtain the theorem. 

c. (Corollary to (b).) Let h have the same con each of the sentences 
j,, ... , j,. as evidence. Let the sentences j,, ... , j,. be L-exclusive 
in pairs. Let c.(J) > o. Then c(h,J} = c(hJm) for any m (from I ton). 
(From (b), wi.th 't' as e. It follows also from (d).) 

d. Let the sentences ju ... , j,. be L-exclusive in pairs. Let r be the 
maximum and r' the minimum of the values c(hJi) (i = I, ... , n). 
(In the case of~""' it is assumed that the values c(j;j) exist.) Then 
r' ~ c(h,j) ~ r. (From T2q, by mathematical induction with re
spect ton.) 

It is clear that a chain of inferences is valid in deductive logic in this 
sense: if we can deduce each, except the first, in a series of sentences from 
the preceding one, then the last one is deducible from the first. This holds 
because of the transitivity of the relation of L-im plication: if i L-implies 
j and j L-implies k, then i L-implies k (T2o-2b); the theorem concerning 
a series of any length follows from this by mathematical induction. Let us 
now examine the problem whether an analogous procedure is valid in in
ductive logic. To a superficial inspection it might appear as if inferences 
of the following kind were not only frequently used in everyday life but 
also valid: suppose that on the basis of given evidence e, the hypothesis 
h. is highly probable and that h1 gives high probability to h.; then h. is 
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highly probable on e. But in this form the chain of inference is not gen
erally valid. Although the relation of a high degree of confirmation is in 
certain respects similar to L-implication, it is not transitive. There are 
cases in which c(hi,e) and c(h.,hi) are both very high and, nevertheless, 
c(h.,e) is very low or even zero. This holds if the ranges of the sentences 
involved, measured by any given m, fulfil the following conditions: 
~(e. hi) is a large part of ~(e) but only a small part of ~(hi); that makes 
it possible for ~(h.) to cover a large part of ~(hi) without overlapping 
with ~(e). [Example. Let m(e. hi. h.) = o; m(e. hi. ,....,h.) = o.ooo,o49,-
95; m(e. "'hi. h.) = o; m(e. "'hi. ,....,h.) = o.ooo,ooo,o5; m("'e. hi. h.) 
= 0.0999; m( "'e. hi • ,....,h.) = o.ooo,o5o,o5. The six sentences men
tioned are L-exclusive in pairs (D2o-Ig); hence their ranges are mutually 
exclusive. Since e. "'hi is L-equivalent to e. "'hi • h. V e. "'hi • "'h• 
(T2I-sm(I), T2I-5S(I)), m(e. "'hi) is the sum of the m-values of the 
disjunctive components (T57-Im), hence o.ooo,ooo,o5. In a similar way 
it is found that m(e. hi) = o.ooo,049,95; m(e) = o.ooo,os; hence c("'hi,e) 
= o.ooi (D55-3), and c(hi,e) = 0.999 (Tip). Further, m(hi. h.) = 
0.0999; m(hi. ,....,h.) = o.oooi; m(hi) = o.I; hence c(h.,hi) = 0.999. On 
the other hand, m(e. h.) = o; hence c(h.,e) = o.] Are then the chains 
of inductive reasoning customarily made in everyday life, in law courts, 
and in science invalid? I think that many of them can be defended as 
valid. They are valid if they do not have the simple form mentioned above 
but rather the following cumulative form: The evidence e available to X 
gives strong confirmation to hi; therefore X believes hi together with e; 
h. is highly probable with respect to e • hi (but not necessarily with 
respect to hi alone); therefore X regards h. as highly confirmed also by 
his actual evidence e. This is a valid procedure. The chain may even be 
longer: X believes now in e. hi. h.; if this gives a high probability to h3, 

then he adds h3 to his belief, etc. Generally speaking, if the values c(hi,e), 
c(h.,e. hi), c(h3,e. hi. h.), etc., are all very high, then the c of the last 
hypothesis h,. on e is also high or at least fairly high, provided the chain 
is not too long. This follows from the subsequent theorem T 4b, which says 
that c(h,.,e) is at least as high as the product of the afore-mentioned values. 

+T59-4. A cumulative confirmation chain 

a. For any n ~ 2, c(hi • h • •...• h,.,e) = c(hi,f:) X c(h.,e. hi) X c(h3,e. 
h1. h.) X ... X c(h,.,e. hi. h ••. ..• h,._I). 

Proof. I. The assertion holds for n = 2 (Tm(I)). 2. Let k,. be the conjunc
tion of then h-sentences, and k_, that of the first n - I of them; hence k,. is 
k- • h.. Let n. be the n-term product in the theorem, and II-, the product 
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of its first n - I terms; hence II,. = II,_, X c(h,.,e. k,._,). Let us assume that 
the assertion holds for n- I, that is to say, c(k,._,,e) = II,_,; we shall show that 
it holds then likewise for n. From Tm(x): c(k,.,e) = c(k,_,,e) X c(h,.,e. k,._,) = 
II,._, X c(h,.,e • k,_,) (according to our assumption) = II,.. 3· The assertion 
for every n ;;;; 2 follows from (I) and (2) by mathematical induction. 

b. For any n ~ 2, c(h,.,e) ~ c(hi,e) X c(h.,e. hi) X c(h3,e. hi. h.) X 
... X c(h,.,e. hi • h • •...• h,._I). (From (a), T2e.) 

The following theorem Ts is, like Ts8-I, on which it is based, re
stricted so as not to apply to general sentences in ~oo. 

T59-5. The subsequent assertions (a) to (f) hold under each of the fol
lowing two assumptions: 

(i) Let c be a regular c-function for ~N, and let e and h be any sen
tences in ~N such that e is not L-false in ~N· 

(ii) Let c be a regular c-function for ~oo (D56-2) corresponding to any 
fitting c-sequence (D 57-5), and let e and h be any nongeneral sen
tences in ~oo such that e is not L-false in ~oo. (Hence, e is not L
false in ~N (T2o-Iob), and c(h,e) has a value in ~oo which is the 
same as that in ~N (T57-6c).) 

The proofs refer to (i); then (ii) follows with Ts7-6c. 
a. If not ~ e ::> h, then c(h,e) < I. 

Proof. If not ~ e ::> h, then not ~ e ::> e • h. However, ~ e • h ::> e; therefore 
m(e. h) < m(e) (Ts8-Ig). Hence theorem (with Tss-2a). 

b. If c(h,e) = I, then ~ e ::> h. (From (a).) 
c. If c(h,e) = o, then ~ e ::> "'h, in other words, e. his L-false, e and h 

are L-exclusive. (From Tip, (b).) 
d. If e. h is not L-false (in other words, not ~ e ::> "'h), c(h,e) > o. 

(From (c), Tia.) 
ei. If c(h,e) = o, then c(e,h) = o. (From (c), Tie.) 
e •. If c(h,e) > o, then c(e,h) > o. (From (ei).) 
e3• If c(h,e) = I, then c(,....,e, _,h) = I and c(e, _,h) = o. (From (b), 

Tib, Tip.) 
+f. Let h be not L-dependent upon e (i.e., neither~ e ::> h nor~ e ::> "'h); 

let r be an arbitrary real number such that o < r < I. Then there 
is a regular c (and, moreover, in general, an infinite number of 
them) such that c(h,e) = r. 

Proof. Let ji be "'e, j. be e. h, j 3 be e. "'h. These three sentences are 
L-disjunct (i.e., ~ ji V j. V j 3, D2o-Ie) and L-exclusive in pairs (D2o-Ig); hence 
every .8 belongs to exactly one of the three ranges. Under the conditions stated 
j. a~dj3 are not L-false. Let m be any regular m-function. Then m(j,) + m(j.) + 
m(j,) = I (T57-xn and d). e is L-equivalent to j 1 V j 3, hence m(e) = m(jJ + 
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m(j) (T57-Ia and m). Therefore (T55-2a) c(h,e) = m(j.)/m~e) = m(j.)/ 
m(j:) + m(j3). Now we distinguish two cases, I and II. I. Let Jx be L-false. 
Then~ e, hence m(e) = I. In this case, we choose any regular m such that 
m(j.) = r. (This is possible according to Ts8-Il.) Then c(h,e) = r. II. Let 
j, be not L-false. Then we choose any q such that o. < q < I and any 
regular m such that m(j,) = q, m(j.) = (I - q)r, and m(13) = (I - q)(I --: r): 
(An m of this kind can easily be constructed; the sum of the th~ee value~ Just 
stated is I; all we have to do is to divide each of the three values man a:b1trary 
way, e.g., in equal amounts, among the .8 of the range of the sentence m ques
tion.) Then c(h,e) = (I - q)r/((I - q)r + (I - q)(I - r)) = r. 

Tsb (part (ii), for ~Q)) is a restricted converse of Tib, likewi.se Tsc of 
Tie. The reason for the restrictions is here, as in Ts8-I, the ex1stence of 
almost L-true and almost L-false sentences. Let Q)m correspond to a>C 

(i.e., be defined on the basis of the same m-sequence), and let i be ~~ost 
L-true (with respect to Q)m). Then i is general (T58-3d), and "'"' 1s al
most L-false. As we found earlier (in connection with Ts8-I), 't' almost 
L-implies i but not ~ t ::> i. Nevertheless, Q)c(i,t) = I (T56-4a), because 
Q)m(t) =I and Q)m(t. i) = Q)m(i) = 1. Hence, Tsa and b ~o not hold 
without restriction. Furthermore, since Q)m( "'i) = o, a>C( "'t,t) = o, but 
not~ t ::> "'"'i. Thus, Tsc and d must be restricted. In general (provided 
the m- and c-values involved exist), the following holds. If c(h,e) = I, 
then e either L-implies or almost L-implies h; if c(h,e) = o, then e either 
L-implies or almost L-implies "'h. . . . 

The following example shows the necessity of the restnctwn not m 
terms of our technical concepts (regular m- and c-functions) but instead 
in terms of usual conceptions concerning the explicandum, viz., prob
ability,. Let e say that all individuals except two of a given infinite do
main have the property M; and let h say that a certain individual b of 
which nothing is known except that it belongs to the given domain has 
the property M. [In our system ~Q). e is '(3:x)(3:y) [x ¢ Y • "'Mx • ""My • 
(z)'(z ¢ x. z ¢ y ::> Mz)]', and h is 'Mb'.] Then I think that mo~t 
scientists who use a quantitative concept of probability, in cases of this 
kind would ascribe to h on the evidence e the probability, I and, conse
quently, to "'h the probability, o. However, his obviously not a lo~ical 
consequence of e, since the individual b may be one of t.he two exceptw~s; 
and hence "'h is not logically incompatible with e. Th1s shows that, w1th 
respect to an infinite domain of individuals, probability, 1 is not the same 
as certainty or necessity (in the sense of relative necessity with respect 
to evidence e, in other words, logical entailment by e), as has sometimes 
been assumed by earlier authors. Likewise, probability, o is not the same 
as impossibility (in the sense of relative impossibility, i.e., logical incom-
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patibility). In both cases the inductive relation is wider than the deduc
tive one. Most modern authors recognize this difference. 

Tsf corresponds to Ts8-Il. It shows that the class of regular c-functions 
does by no means comprehend only those functions which may be re
garded as fairly adequate explicata for probability,. On the contrary, 
this class comprehends also functions which, in any given case, deviate 
from a value which may appear as plausible to any extent in either direc
tion. As an example, let e be a conjunction of one thousand different 
atomic sentences with the same predicate 'P', and h be another atomic 
sentence with 'P'. Thus, e reports that a thousand things have been ob
served and that all of them had the property P; and h predicts that a new 
thing will likewise be P. Now it is one of the characteristic features of 
inductive thinking that, on the evidence of a high relative frequency of a 
certain kind among a sufficient number of observed things, the prob
ability, that the next thing will belong to the same kind is high. (This has 
earlier been discussed; see§ 47A.) Thus a value of c(h,e) equal or close to I 
would appear as plausible to most scientists, while a considerably lower 
value, e.g., I/2, would hardly seem acceptable to anyone. Now, at the 
present moment, we do not assert that c must be close to I in this case. 
We merely call attention to the fact that there are regular c-functions 
which have in this case any value however small (but still positive), e.g., 
one-millionth. 

We shall see later (in § 62) that those modern theories of probability, 
which, in distinction to the classical theory, do not contain something 
Rimilar to the principle of indifference state only such axioms and hence 
such theorems as hold for all regular c-functions. T sf shows that these 
systems do not effect a narrow selection of c-functions but admit, in addi
tion to adequate concepts, also concepts which are entirely inadequate as 
cxplicata for probability,. In a certain sense, we might even say that . 
these systems hardly make any selection at all, inasmuch as they admit 
as basic m-function any distribution of arbitrary positive values with the 
total amount I among the B. This is no objection against these theories; 
they are certainly correct as far as they go, because they state only those 
properties of c which any adequate explicatum of probability, must cer
tainly have. Our result shows merely that these theories are very weak. 
And thus it shows too how far from our aim we still are in the present 
Mtage of our construction of a quantitative inductive logic; in other words, 
how much remains to be done in order to restrict the very comprehensive 
class of regular c-functions and finally to select one c-function as explica
tum. Anticipating later discussions, it may be remarked that we shall 
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reach the aim not by many small steps but by two big steps. The first step 
will consist in selecting a special kind of regular c-functions to be called the 
symmetrical c-functions (chap. viii). The second step will lead, by way of 
one additional requirement, to the function c* which will be proposed as 
explicatum (§ uoA). 

The following theorems T6 deal with c-values o and I. They are listed 
here for reference purposes only. They are chiefly of interest with respect 
to ~co, especially for general sentences. For any sentences in finite systems 
and for nongeneral sentences in ~co, the c-values o and I coincide with cer
tain L-concepts, as we have seen (Tsa, b, c, d); hence in this case the fol
lowing theorems follow directly from simple theorems in deductive logic, 
e.g., T6a from the theorem 'If e. his L-false, e. h. i is L-false'. In ~co, 
however, c(h,e) may be o while e. his not L-false but only almost L-false; 
thus in this case the theorems are of interest. [Most of the theorems in T6 
have been stated by Keynes ([Probab.], pp. I4o-46); his proofs, however, 
are of little value because they hold only for finite systems, since heiden
tifies probabilities o and I with the corresponding deductive concepts (see 
below, § 62).] 

T59-6. 
a. If c(h,e) = o, c(h. i,e) = o. (From T2e.) 
b. If c(h,e) = o and c(i,e) > o, then c(h,e • i) = o. 

Proof. c(h. i,e) = o (from (a)), == c(i,e) X c(h,e. i) (from Tm (2)). Since 
the first factor is not o, the second must be o. 

c. If c(h,e) = I and c(i,e) > o, then c(h,e. i) = I. 

Proof. c(,....,h,e) = o (Tip). Hence c(""h,e .i) = o (from (b)). Hence the 
assertion (Tip). 

d. If c(h,e) = I, then c(h. i,e) = c(i,e. h) = c(i,e). 

Proof. (I) Let c(i,e) > o. c(h, i,e) = c(i,e) >< c(h,e. i) = c(h,e) X c(i,e. h) 
(Tm). Since c(h,e) = I, c(h,e. i) = I (c); hence the assertion. (2) Let c(i,e) = o. 
Then assertion from (a) and (b). 

e. If c(h. i,e) = I, then c(h,e) = I and c(i,e) = I. (From T2e.) 
f. If c(h, ::> h.,e) = I, c(h,,e) ;;i c(h.,e). 

Proof. I = c(hr ::> h,,e) = c( ""hx V h.,e) ~ c( -h,,e) + c(h.,e) (from T2g), 
= I - c(hx,e) + c(h.,e) (Tip). Hence o ~ -c(hx,e) + c(h.,e). Hence the as
sertion. 

g. If c(h, = h.,e) = I, c(h,,e) = c(h.,e). 

Proof. h, = h. is L-equivalent to (hx ::> h.) • (h. ::> hx). Therefore 
c(hx ::> h.,e) = I and c(ha ::> hr,e) = I (e). Hence assertion by (f). 
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h. If c(h,e) = I, then (I) c(i V h,e) = I. (From T2f.) 
(2) c(i ::> h,e) = I. (From (I).) 

i. If c(i = j,e) = I, c(i,e) > o, and c(j,e) > o, then c(h,e. i) = 
c(h,e .j). 

Proof. Tm(2) yields these two equations: (I) c(h. i,e) == c(i,e) X c(h1e. i), 
(2) c(h .j,e) = c(j,e) X c(h,e .j). c(h ::> (i = j),e) = I (from (hz)). Hence 
c(h. i = h .j,e) = I (T2I-5 o). Hence the left-hand sides in (r) and (2) are 
equal (g). Therefore the right-hand sides are equal. Since the first factors are 
equal (g) and positive, the second factors are equal. 

j. If c(i = j, e) = I, c(i, e) > o, c(j, e) > o, and c(k, e) > o, then 
c(i, e • k) = c(j, e • k). 

Proof. Txn yields these two equations: (r) c(k,e) X c(i,e. k) = c(i,e) X 
c(k,e .i), (2) c(k,e) X c(j,e. k) = c(j,e) X c(k,e .j). On the right-hand sides 
the first factors are equal (g), and likewise the second factors (i). Therefore 
the right-hand sides are equal, and hence the left-hand sides. Hence the asser
tion, since c(k,e) is positive. 

k. If c(h,e) = o and c(i,e) > o, then c(h. e,i) = o. 

Proof. c(h,e. i) = o (b). From Tm(2): c(h. e,i) = c(e,i) X c(h,e. i) = o. 

1. If c(h. i,e) = o and c(i,e) > o, then c(h,e. i) = o. (From Tm(2).) 
m. If c(h,e) = I and c(i,e) > o, then c(e ::> h,i) = I. 

Proof. c(,....,h,e) = o (Tip). Hence c(""h. e,i) = o (k). Hence c(""("'h. e),i) 
= I (Tip). Hence the assertion (Tn-sg(I)). 

n. If c(i ::> h,e) ~ I and c(i,e) > o, then c(h,e. i) = I. 
Proof. c(i. ,....,h,e) = o (Tn-sg(2), Tip). Therefore c(,....,h,e. i) = o (1). 

Hence the assertion by Tip. 

o. If c(i ::> (h, = h.),e) = I and c(i,e) > o, then c(h.,e. i) = c(h.,e. i). 
(From (n), (g).) 

p. Let c(h,i) = I and c(h,j) = o. Then 
(1) either c(i,j) or c(j,i) i~ o; 
(2) if c(e,i) > o and c(eJ) > o, c(i .j,e) = o. 

Proof. (r). From Tm: c(iJ) X c(hJ. i) = c(h,J) X c(i,j. h). Since c(h,j) = o, 
the left-hand product is o and hence at least one of its factors is o. Again from 
Tm: c(j,i) X c( "'h,i .j) = c( ,....,.h,i) X c(j,,....,.h • i). c( "'h,i) = o (Trp ). There
fore the left-hand product is o and hence at least one of its factors is o. Thus 
(I) holds, because otherwise c(h,i .j) = o and simultaneously c( "'h,i .j) = o, 
hence c(h,i .j) = I (Trp), which is impossible. (2). From (1) by (k). 

q. If c(h,e) = o, c(e,i) = I, and c(i,e) > o, then c(h,i) = o. 

Proof. c(h. e,i) = o (k), Therefore c(h,i) X c(e,i. h) = o (Tm(I)). Hence 
c(h,i) = o, because otherwise c(e,i • h) would be I (c), which leads again to 
c(h,i) ... o. 
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r. If c(h,e) = o, c(h,,....,e) = o, c(i,e) > o, and c(i,,.,e) > o, then 
c(h,i) = o. 

Proof. c(h. e,i) = o (k), and c(h • .....,e,i) = o (k). c(h,i) is the sum of these 
two c-values (T2a) and hence is o. 

s. If c(h V i,e) = o, then c(h,e) = o. (From T2f.) 
t. If c(h,e) = o and c(i,e) = o, then c(h V i,e) = o. (From (a), Tik.) 
u. If c(h,e) = o, then c(h ::> i,e) = I. (From (h(I)), with ,....,h for h, 

and Tip.) 
v. If c(h,ex V e.) = o and c(ex,ex V e.) > o, then c(h,e.) = o. 

Proof. c(h. (e1 V e,),e,) = o (k). Hence c(h. e,,e,) = o (s). Hence the as
sertion by T 2i. 

w. If c(h,e1 V e.) = I and c(ex,ex V e.) > o, then c(h,e,) = I. (From (v) 
with ,.,h for h, and Tip.) 

x. If c(h,ex) = o and c(h,e.) = o, then c(h,ex V e.) = o. 
Proof. c(h. e,,e, V e,) = o (k), since c(e, V e.,e,) = I (Trb), > o. Analo

gously, c(h. e.,e, V e.) = o. Therefore c(h. (e, V e.),ex V e.) = o (from (t), 
T2r-sm(r)). Hence assertion by T2i. 

y. If c(h,ex) = I and c(h,e.) = I, then c(h,e. V e.) = I. (From (x) with 
,.,h for h, and Tip.) 

§ 60. Confirmation of Hypotheses by Observations: Bayes's Theorem 

This section deals with the following situation. e formulates our present 
knowledge, say, a report on results of earlier observations. h is a hypothesis. 
i is a prediction of a future obserVation, which, if we hypothetically assume h, 
has a certain probability, (i.e., c(i,e. h)), which we call the likelihood of i. 
c(h e) is called the prior confirmation of h, c(h,e. i) its posterior confirmation. 
Th'e question is raised: how much is the confirmation of h increased when the 
observation predicted by i actually occurs? The answer is given by the general 
division theorem (Trc and d): the ratio of increase of the confirmation of h (i.e., 
the posterior confirmation divided by the prior confirmation) is equal to the 
likelihood of i divided by c(i,e). Bayes's theorem (T6) applies this result to the 
case of n competing hypotheses of which it is known that one and only one of 
them holds. Bayes's theorem has often been criticized, and it must be admitted 
that some formulations of it and many applications of it (using the principle of 
indifference) are objectionable. However, there can hardly be any doubts as to 
its validity (if formulated correctly), since it is founded on assumptions which 
seem accepted by all quantitative theories of probabilitYx· The question whether 
and how the theorem can be applied for the actual computation of a posterior 
confirmation will be dealt with in a later chapter. 

The theorems of this section are formulated in a general way, with re
spect to any sentences. However, they are especially important for practical 
application in situations of the following kind. Let e be a formulation of 
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the evidence available to the observer X at the present moment, say, are
port about the observations made by X. his a hypothesis concerning things 
not known to X; in other words, neither h nor ,....,h follows from e. More
over, h is not simply a prediction of some future directly observable 
events. Thus X does not expect to acquire complete knowledge about h in 
the future; all he hopes for is to find some evidence which might give in
direct and partial confirmation for h. And, in particular, there is a sen
tence i formulating a future observable event which is connected with h 
in such a manner that either it follows from e • h or at least seems prob
able to a certain degree if h is assumed together with e. We call c(h,e), 
i.e., the confirmation of h before the new observation formulated by i is 
made, the prior confirmation of h; and its confirmation after the observa
tion i, i.e., c(h,e. i), the posterior confirmation of h. [Note that 'prior 
confirmation' does not mean a priori confirmation or null confirmation, 
i.e., c(h,t); in general, e is factual and may contain information relevant 
for h, e.g., the results of earlier observations similar to i; 'prior' means 
merely 'prior to the new observation in question'.] We are chiefly in
terested in determining the posterior confirmation of h and its relation 
to the prior confirmation, in particular, whether the confirmation of his 
increased when the observation i is made. If it is increased, we shall say 
later that i is positiveliy relevant to h on the evidence e (D65-1a); the prob~ 
lems of positive and negative relevance and irrelevance will be studied in 
detail in the next chapter. As mentioned above, we suppose that i has a 
certain connection with h such that if X assumes h hypothetically to
gether withe, then he is in a position to predict i with a certain probability 
or even with certainty. We call this probability, i.e., c(i,e. h), the likeli
hood of the observation i (with respect to the hypothesis h and the 
evidence e). c(i,e), the probability of ion e alone, without regard to the 
hypothesis h, will be called the expectedness of the observation i. In. 
this section the problem is discussed in a general way for any value of the 
likelihood. The next section will deal with the special case that the likeli
hood is I, that is, where the observation i can be predicted with certainty 
(or almost certainty) with the help of h. 

The terms 'prior confirmation' and 'posterior confirmation' are adaptations 
of Jeffreys' terms 'prior probability' and 'posterior probability'. The term 'like
lihood' is likewise taken from Jeffreys, who uses it in the sense explained 
above; it was earlier introduced by R. A. Fisher in a related but somewhat dif
ferent sense (in [Foundations]). The term 'expectedness' was suggested to me 
by Herbert Bohnert. 

Examples. I. Let the evidence e of the observer X include the state
ment that the weather today is of the kind M. i is a forecast of the 
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weather situation M' for tomorrow. his a meteorological law saying that 
a weather situation M is in 70 per cent of the cases followed by one of 
the kind M' on the next day. Suppose that, for a given c-function, the 
likelihood of i is 0.7. (This value would result, e.g., for all symmetrical 
c-functions, as we shall find later; see T94-1e.) The problem is: How will 
the confirmation of h increase if X observes tomorrow that the expected 
weather M' actually occurs? If li is not a merely statistical law but a de
terministic law saying that M is always followed by M', then we have the 
special case of the likelihood 1. 2. his the assumption, so far not sufficient
ly tested by X, that a person Y has a certain disease D. e contains reports 
about earlier occurrences of this disease and its correlation with certain 
symptoms and, in addition, a report about a few, inconclusive symptoms 
observed by X in Y's case. X intends to make a blood test; i formulates 
the positive result of this test, i.e., the one which would be expected as 
probable if Y were known to have the disease D. The probability of this 
expected result is what we call the likelihood of i. 

The theorems of this section hold both for finite and for infinite systems 
under the conditions (A), (B), and (C) stated at the beginning of §59· 
In these theorems, c-expressions occur frequently as denominators or as 
factors in a denominator; it is to be noted that, according to (C), the 
theorems in question presuppose that those c-expressions have positive 
values. 

Our question as to the posterior confirmation and its relation to the 
prior confirmation is answered by the general division theorem Trc, which 
was already known in the classical theory of 'probability; it leads to 
Bayes's Theorem to be stated later (T6). We see from this theorem Trc 
that the posterior confirmation of the hypothesis his (i) proportional to 
the prior confirmation of h, (ii) proportional to the likelihood of the ob
servation i, (iii) inversely proportional to the expectedness of the ob
servation i; this means that, the more surprising the new observation i is, 
in other words, the less X could expect it on the basis of his prior evidence 
e, the more does its occurrence increase the confirmation of the hy
pothesis h. In the example (2) above, this means that, if the result i of 
the blood test is known to X to occur very seldom in the population in 
general and hence its occurrence in the case of Y has a low expectedness, 
then its actual occurrence in this case strengthens the c of h considerably. 

From Trc, Trd follows immediately. It concerns the quotient of the 
posterior and the prior confirmation; in other words, the ratio of increase 
of the confirmation of h because of the addition of the new observation i 
to X's knowledge. This will later be called the relevance quotient of i for 
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h o~ e (§ ~6). Trd sa~s .that ~his relevance quotient is equal to that of h 
fort on e, I:e:, the ratio m which the confirmation of i would be increased 
by the additiOn of h to the knowledge e. 

TG0-1. 

a. c(i,e. h) = c~~;.!·t (From Ts9-rn (r).) 
b. c(h,e) X c(i,e. h) = c(i,e) X c(h,e. i). (From Ts9-m.) 

+c. General Division Theorem 
c(h e i) _ C(h,e) X c(i.e. h) (F (b) ) 

• . • - c(i,e) • rom . 
+d C(h,e • •) C(i,e • h) ( 

• c\Ji;e} = C(i,e) • From (c).) 
e. c(i,e. h)= c(h.;,.~<~·;(~>•"'i,e)· (From (a), T59-2a.) 

The following theorem T2 deals with the comparison of t·wo hypotheses 
hr and h,, both of which make the expected observation i probable s· 
th t d ( · ) . . mce 

e expec. e. ~ess c t,e IS the same, independently of the hypotheses, the 
general dlVlswn theorem (Trc) leads here to the result (T2b) th t · 
order to find a comparison of the posterior confirmations of the tw~ hi~ 
potheses, we need only compare the first two of the three fact y 
t' d r . (') ors men-
lOne. e~r Ier, VIZ:, I the prior confirmation of the hypotheses, and (ii) 

the likelihood of t f?r each of the hypotheses. Consequently, if the hy
potheses had approximately the same prior confirmation but th b 
f · · 'd ' e o serva-
wn t IS consi erably. more probable on the assumption of h

1 
than on that 

of h,, then the postenor confirmation of h1 will be considerably higher than 
that o! h •. [In the example (2) above, suppose that, before the blood test 
two. diseases Dr and D. come into consideration with about e 1 · ' 
confi t' d h h qua pnor 

r~a 10n; an t. at t e.likelihood of the result i, if it is assumed that 
the patient has Dr, Is five times as strong as if D. is assumed· then aft · 
. b d h fi . ' ' er t IS o serve , t e con rmatwn of Dr is about five tun' h' h h 
of D,.] es as Ig as t at 

TG0-2. 

a. (~emma.) c(hr,e) X c(i,e. h1 ) X c(h.,e. i) = c(h
1
,e. i) X c(h,.,e) X 

c(t,e. h,). (From Trb.) 
b .. C(h,,e • ~) = C(h,,e) X C(i,e • h,) ( 

C(h.,e.o) c(/i.,e) X C(i,e oh.)· From (a).) 

In the following theorem T3, the effects of two observations i d · 
th fi · f h r an t 2 on 
. e con rm~twn o t e same hypothesis h are compared. Since c(h e) 
~s t;e same

1
. m both. cases,. on~y the influence of the last two of the th;ee 

ac ors ear Ier mentwned IS different: (ii) the likelihood f · · 
· 1 d (' ") o t, or t,, respec-

tive y, an m the expectedness of i, or i., respectively. (TJa is essential-
ly t~e sa~e as !2a, ?nly with different letters.) [In the example of the 
medical diagnosis, th1s theorem is applicable if X has to h b t . c oose e ween 
two different tests T, and T3; in the first test the result i

1 
would confirm 
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the assumption that the patient has the disease D; in the second test, the 
result i. would confirm the same assumption. Before X makes the tests, 
he wants to know which of the two results would lead to a higher posterior 
confirmation of his assumption; perhaps he prefers that test whose posi
tive result would give him more certainty. T3b gives the answer. This 
theorem would lead X to the following decisions. (I) If the two test re
sults have about equal expectedness (i.e., probability before the tests), 
then X chooses the test whose positive result has higher likelihood, i.e., 
is known to occur more frequently in cases of the disease D. (2) If the 
two test results have about equal likelihood, then X chooses the test 
whose positive result has a lower expectedness, i.e., is known to him to 
occur less frequently in the population in general. Incidentally, in our dis
cussion of these examples, we have assumed that, the higher the observed 
relative frequency of a property, the higher is the confirmation of a future 
instance of this property. This is a customary feature of inductive think
ing (cf. § 48B). In our inductive· logic this result will appear much later, 
in the theory of the predictive inference (§ uoC).] 

T60-3. 
a. (Lemma.) c(ir,e) X c(h,e. ir) X c(i.,e. h) = c(ir,e. h) X c(i.,e) X 

c(h,e. i.). (From T2a.) 
b c(h,e • i,) - c(i.,e • h) X c(i.,e) (From (a) ) 

• C(h,eoio) - C(i,,e,h) C(i,,e)· • 

The following theorems Ts and T6 apply the general division theorem 
(Tic) to the case of several competing hypotheses. Ts deals with the case of 
two competitive hypotheses, for instance, two contradictory hypotheses h 
and ,_._,h; T6 concerns the general case of n hypotheses of which it is known 
(either logically, or by the evidence e, or at least after the observation i, 
i.e., bye. i) that one and only one of them holds; but it is not known 
which one holds. T6, together with other related theorems, sometimes 
also Ts, bears traditionally the name of Bayes's Theorem. The theorem 
which Thomas Bayes [Essay] actually stated and proved may be in
terpreted as a special case of T6b concerning the inverse inductive in
ference; this will be discussed later (in Vol. II). 

T00-5. Let c(i,e) ¢ o. Let c(h.,e • i) + c(h.,e • i) = I. (This condition 

is fulfiiled if h. is ,-..,h •. ) 
( 

") C(h,,e) X C(i,e • h,) 
a. C h.,e.t = C(h,,<)XC(i,e.h,)+C(lb,e)XC(i,eolb)· 

Proof. We replace in T2a 'c(h.,e. i)' by '1 - c(h.,e. i)' and multiply out. 

b. Let c(h.,e) = c(h.,e). 
Then c(hr,e. i) = c(l ... ~~·~~~t .. il.)· (From (a).) 
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+T00-6. Bayes's Theorem. Let c(i,e) > o. Let h1 , h., ... , hn (n ~ 2) be 
such that (I) ~e. i :::> hr V h. V ... V hn, and (2) the sentences e. i. h,, 
e. i. h., ... , e. i. hn are L-exclusive in pairs (D2o-Ig). Let h be any 
one of the n h-sentences. 

a. (I) c(h,e. i) = n C(i oh,e) • (From Tic, Ts9-3a(I).) 
~ C(ioh,,e) 

C(h,e) X C(i,e • h) (F ( ) T ( ) ) = . . rom I , 59-In 2 . 
~ [C(h,,e) X C(i,e • h.)) 

P-• 

b. Let c(hp,e) have the same value for every p (from I ton). Then 
c(h,e. i) = n C(i,eoh) • (From (a)(2).) 

~ C(i,eoh•) 

T6 refers ton hypotheses h., ... , hn. The evidence e. i shows (I) that 
at least one of them holds (they may, e.g., beL-disjunct), and (2) that 
at most one of them holds (they may, e.g., be L-exclusive in pairs,· 
D2o-Ig). For hp (p = I ton), let c(hp,e) X c(i,e. hp), i.e., the product of 
the prior confirmation of hp and the likelihood of i, have the value rp. 

. Then we know from the general division theorem (Tic) that the posterior 
confirmation of hp is proportional to rp; now, Bayes's theorem T6a says 
that the posterior confirmation is r pj"J;r P· 

T6b concerns the special case where the prior confirmations for all n 
hypotheses are equal. Thus here, of the three factors influencing the 
posterior confirmation of a hypothesis, only the likelihood is different for 
the various hypotheses; and T6b says that the posterior confirmation of 
hp is simply the likelihood of i with respect to hp divided by the sum of 
the likelihoods of i with respect to all n hypotheses. 

Objections have frequently been raised against Bayes's theorem and 
many applications of it. It must be admitted, I think, that the custom::~.ry 
formulations in the classical period, beginning with Bayes's own formu
lation, contain an obscure point (e.g., phrases like 'the chance that the 
probability of the event lies in a certain interval'). It seems to me that 
this obscurity is chiefly due to a confusion of probability~ with prob
ability •. Further, the theorem has sometimes (not by Bayes himself) been 
applied to cases where it led to strange or even absurd results. This was 
mostly due to an uncritical use of the principle of indifference. These 
mistakes give no reasons for objections against a formulation like our 
T6a. This theorem is provable on the basis of our definition of regular 
c-functions, and hence likewise on the basis of those weak assumptions 
which practically all theories of probability~ seem to have in common. 
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Therefore for anybody who accepts at all any of these theories, there can 
be no doubt concerning the validity of Bayes's theorem in the form T6a. 
The question as to its usefulness is not so easy to answer. First, this theo
rem-like all theorems in this chapter except those which state a c-value o 
or 1-does not enable us actually to compute the c for any given pair of 
sentences but says merely how some c-values are connected with other 
c-values. In order to apply any of the theorems, we must already know 
some c-values. How do we find the first ones? In the classical theory this 
was done with the help of the principle of indifference. However, since 
this principle leads to contradictions, we have to give it up. Those modern 
axiom systems for probability, which dispense with this principle give 
no means to compute any c-value (except o or I). Our later construction 
of inductive logic will have the task to furnish other, consistent rules by 
which to compute c-values. At the present stage of our discussion, the 
situation with respect to Bayes's theorem is not worse than for the other 
theorems; it is just as valid as the other ones, and the other ones are just 
as inapplicable as this one. 

It has often been said that Bayes's theorem is essentially different from 
the other theorems (those given by us in §59), that it is of little use or 
even of no use because its application by an observer X requires that he 
knows, for each one of the n hypotheses, not only the likelihood of i but 
also the prior confirmation of h; to find the latter is regarded as more diffi
cult or even as impossible in many or in all cases. If we take the theorem 
in the general form given above, there is no essential difference between 
the two c-values. However, with respect to the problem of the inverse in
ductive inference, for which the theorem has mostly been used since 
Bayes, there is a certain core of truth in the view mentioned. Let e say 
that a certain population (e.g., the inhabitants of a certain town or the 
balls in a certain urn) consists of I ,ooo individuals; let i say that in a cer
tain sample of Io individuals of this population 8 have the property M 
(black-haired persons, black balls); let hp (p = 8 to 998) say that the 
whole population contains p individuals with the property M. The task of 
finding c(i,e. h) would be a case of the direct inductive inference; the 
determination of c(h,e. i) would be an inverse inductive inference(§ 44B). 

Bayes's theorem is usually applied for the second purpose. We see from 
T6a that the solution of this second task requires (I) the knowledge of 
c(i,e. h) and hence the solution of the first task, and (2) the knowledge 
of c(h,e), that is, the prior confirmation for all possible frequencies in the 
population before we observe the sample. Both tasks require new rules 
in addition to those available in this chapter and in the consistent theories 

r 
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of probability, known today. We shall see later that the solution of the 
first problem requires only a rather weak and very plausible additional 
rule, which has been used implicitly by many authors, to the effect that c 
is symmetrical (chap. viii). For the second problem, on the other hand, 
a much stronger additional rule is needed. The latter rule is so strong that 
it makes our system of quantitative inductive logic complete; it leads to 
the definition of c* (§ IIoA). 

§ 61. Confirmation of a Hypothesis by a Predictable Observation 

This section deals with a special case of the situation discussed in the pre
ceding section, the case where the likelihood c(i,e. h) is I, in other words, e. h 
L-implies (or almost L-implies) i. We express this condition also by saying that 
the observation i is predictable under the hypothetical assumption of h, or that 
h is a suitable hypothesis for the explanation of i. The most important of the 
theorems holding for this case is the special division theorem (T3b and c) which 
says that the ratio of increase of the c of h in consequence of the observation 
i is the reciprocal of the expectedness of i (i.e., I/c(i,e)). Thus, for different hy
potheses explaining i, the ratio of the increase of cis the same (T6f). 

This section deals with an important special case of the situation dis
cussed in the preceding section, viz., the case that c(i,e. h), the likelihood 
of the observation i, is I. 

In order to clarify the meaning of this condition, let us use two custom
ary phrases of the word language (not in our technical terminology, but 
only in the informal discussion in this section and in similar discussions 
later). A certain relation between a hypothesis h and an observation i (on 
the basis of given evidence e) may be expressed by saying: 'i is predictable 
under the hypothetical assumption of h (together with e)' or 'h is a hy
pothesis capable of explaining i (on the evidence e)'. The first phrase 
seems more natural at a time before the observation i is made, the second 
seems more natural afterward; however, the logical relation between t4e 
three sentences which the phrases describe is of course independent of the 
time point from which we look at the situation; therefore we may take 
the two phrases as synonymous. Strictly speaking, however, each of the 
phrases may be understood either in a strong sense or in a slightly weaker 
sense. They may either be taken as describing the deductive relation that 
e. h L-implies i, or as describing the inductive relation that c(i,e. h) = I. 

For ~N, the two relations coincide (Ts9-1b, T59-5b). For~"'' however, 
the latter relation is slightly weaker, because it holds not only if e. h 
L-implies i but also if e • h almost L-implies i. Thus we have to dis
tinguish between predictability (or explanation) in the strong deductive 
sense and in the weaker inductive sense. The latter sense is meant in the 
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condition assumed in this section. If i is predictable in the stronger de
ductive sense, the theorems of this section hold likewise~ 

For the examples (I) and (2), this special case has already been ex
plained in § 6o. If the meteorological law h in example (I) is determinis
tic, the likelihood of i becomes r. In example (2), the likelihood of i is I, 

if the assumption h of the diseaseD makes the result .i of the blood test 
certain or almost certain. 

Many theorems in this section (but in a weaker version, with the 
stronger deductive condition that~ e. h :> t') have been stated by Janina' 
Hosiasson (see below, § 62). 

T61-1. Let c(i,e. h) = r. Then the following holds. 
a. c(h. i,e) = c(h,e). (From Ts9-m.) 
b. c(i,e) = c(h,e) + c(i. "'h,e). (From T59-2a.) 
c. c(i,e) = c(h,e) + c( "'h,e) X c(i,e. "'h). (From (b), T59-m.) 
d. Let the sentences h, h,, h., ... , h.,. fulfil the following two conditions: 

(I) ~e. i :> h V h, V h. V ... V h,. (this condition is always fulfilled 
if the h-sentences are L-disjunct); (2) the sentences e. i. h, e • i • h., 
e. i. h,, ... , e. i. h,. are L-exclusive in pairs (this condition is 
always fulfilled if the h-sentences are L-exclusive in pairs). Then . 
c(i,e) = c(h,e) + ~ [c(hp,e) X c(i,e. hp)]. 

Proof. From (r): ~e. i. ,...,h :> h, V h. V ... V hn (T21-sh(7 )) . From (2): 
for every p (from r to n), e • i • hp. h is L-false, hence ~ hp • e • i :> "'h, hence 
~ hp :> (e. i :> "'h) (T21-5k(r)); therefore, ~ h, V ... V hn :> (e • i :> "'h) 
(T21-sn(4)), hence ~e. i. (h, V ... V hn) :> ,...,h (T2I-Sk(r)). T~er~for~, e • i. 
"'h is L-equivalent to e • i • (h, V ... V hn) and hence, by distnbutiOn, to 
e. [(i. h,) V ... V (i. hn)]. Therefore c(i. "'h,e) = c((i. h,) V ... V (i • hn),e) 

(T59-2j), = :t c(i • hp,e) (Tsg-rm), = :t [c(hp,e) X c(i,e. hp)] (Tsg-m (2).) 

Hence theor;~ with (b). 
1)-1 

e. e • h either L-implies or almost L-implies i. 
Proof. If in Tsg-6m 'i' is taken for 'h', 'e. h' for 'e', and 't' for 'i', the con

ditions in the theorem are fulfilled. Hence c(e • h :> i,t) = r, = m(e • h :> i) 
(T57-3). Therefore e. h :> i is either L-true or almost L-true (Ds8-ra). Hence 
the assertion (Ds8-rc). 

T61-2. Let c(h.,e • h,) = c(h,,e • h.) = r. 
a. e. hr and e. h. are either L-equivalent or almost L-equivalent. 

Proof. m has the value 1 for the following sentences: e. h, :> h. (see proof 
of Tre), e. h, :>e. h., e. h. :>e. h, (analogously). Hence the assertion 
(T58-3c). 

b. c(h"e) = c(h.,e). (From Tra, T59-ri.) 
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In the following theorem T3, especially the items (b) and (c) are im
portant. Since we assume now that the likelihood of the observation i is r, 
only the first and third of the three factors influencing the posterior con
firmat;ion of h remain. Thus, the general division theorem (T6o-Ic) leads 
here to the special division theorem T3b, and further to T3c. The latter 
says that the ratio of the increase of the c of h by the observation i is sim
ply the reciprocal of the expectedness of this observation. This means the 
following. Before X makes the observation i, he can compute its expected
ness, i.e., its c with respect to the available evidence, without regard to 
any hypothesis. As an example, let us assume that the expectedness of i 
is I/Io. Suppose now that X actually makes the observation i so that his 
evidence increases from e toe. i. Then T3c says this: if his any hypothesis 
which would explain the observation i-in the sense that e • h L-implies 
or almost L-implies i-then the c of h grows by the observation ito ten 
times its prior value. There are of course many different hypotheses each 
of which is capable of explaining i in the sense indicated; some of them 
are strong, others weak; for some the prior c is very low, for others not 
quite so low (it cannot be higher than o.I); irrespective of these differ
ences, the c of each of these hypotheses grows, when X makes the new 
observation i, to ten times its prior value (cf. T6f below) . 

T61-3. Let c(i,e. h) = r. Then the following holds. 
a. c(h,e) = c(i,e) X c(h,e. i). (From T6o-Ib.) 

+b. Special Division Theorem. 
c(h,e. t') = ~l7.~1. (From (a).) 

+c. c~'h,;l'l = c<~.•l· (From (b).) 
d. (Lemma for T7.) c(h,e. i) - c(h,e) = c(h,e)(crl:eJ - I). (From (b).) 
e. c(h,e. t') ~ c(h,e). (From (a), T59-Ia.) 
f. If c(i,e) = I, then c(h,e. i) = c(h,e). (From (a).) 
g. If c(h,e. i) = c(h,e) > o, then c(i,e) = r. (From (a).) (This is a ~:e

stricted converse of (£).) 
h. If c(h,e. i) > c(h,e), then c(i,e) < r. (From (a).) 
i. Let c(h,e. t') > o. If c(i,e) < I, then c(h,e. t') > c(h,e). (From (a).) 

(This is a restricted converse of (h).) 
k. If c(h,e) = I, then likewise c(h,e. t') = r. (From (e), T59-Ia.) 
1. (For ~""' let c(i,e) > o.) If c(h,e) = o, then likewise c(h,e. t') = o. 

(From (a).) (For ~N, the restricting condition need not be stated, 
because, according to assumption (A), e. i is not L-false, and hence 
the condition is fulfilled (T59-3d).] 

T3e says that the confirmation of h cannot decrease by the observation i 
but either remains the same or increases. T3f to i deal with the latter two 
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cases separately. They say roughly this: the confirmation of h remains the 
same if and only if the expectedness of the observation i is I, i.e., if this 
observation was certain or almost certain beforehand; the confirmation 
of h increases if and only if the expectedness of i is <I; i.e., if i was not 
certain beforehand but represents a new fact. T3k and I say that, if the 
prior confirmation of h has one of the extreme values I or o, then it re
mains unchanged by i. 

The following theorem deals with the comparison of two observations 
i, and i., which are predictable by the same hypothesis h. 

T61-5. Let c(i,,e. h) = c(i.,e. h) =·I: (For 53N, this means that e. h 
L-implies both i1 and i •. ) 

a. (Lemma.) c(i1,e) X c(h,e. it) = c(i.,e) X c(h,e. i.). (From T6o-3a.) 
b C(h,e • i,) C(i,,e) (F ( ) ) 

• C(h,e .;,) = C(i,,e) · rom a . 
c. Let c(i,,e) > o. If c(h,e. it) < c(h,e. i.), then c(i1,e) > c(i.,e). 

Proof. If the two conditions are fulfilled, the two denominators in (b) are 
positive. Hence theorem from (b). 

d. Let c(h,e. i.) > o. If c(ir,e) > c(i.,e), then c(h,e. i 1 ) < c(h,e. i.). 
(From (b), like (c).) 

e. If c(h,e. ir) = c(h,e. i.) > o, then c(i 1,e) = c(i.,e). (From (a).) 
f. If c(i,,e) = c(i.,e) > o, then c(h,e. it) = c(h,e. i.). (From (a).) · 

The following theorems T6 and T7 concern two hypotheses h1 and h., 
each of which explains the observation i in the sense of giving to it, to
gether with the evidence e, the confirmation I. 

T61-6. Let c(i,e. hr) = c(i,e. h.) = I. (For 53N, this means that both 
e. h, and e. h. L-imply i.) 

a. (Lemma.) c(h,,e) X c(h.,e. t) = c(h,,e. i) X c(h.,e). (From T6o-2a.) 
b C(h,,e • i) C(h,,e) (F ( ) ) 

• C(h,,e • i) = C(h.,e) · rom a , 
c. Let c(h.,e) > o. (Hence, likewise c(h.,e. i) > o, T3e.) c(h1,e. t) < 

c(h.,e. i) if and only if c(h 1,e) < c(h.,e). (From (b), like Tsc.) 
d. If c(ht,e. t) = c(h.,e. t) > o, then c(h,,e) = c(h.,e). (From (a).) 
e. If c(hue) = c(h.,e) > o, then c(h 1,e. i) = c(h.,e. i). (From (a).) 
f C(h,,e ._i) _ C(h.,e. i) (F ( ) ) 
· c(h,,~) - c<h.,•> . rom a . 

T7 differs from T6 by the additional assumption that the expectedness 
of i is neither o nor I. For 53N, this means that i is not L-dependent upon 
e, i.e., that e L-implies neither i nor ""i. In the situation earlier discussed, 
it was assumed that i describes a possible new observation; in this case, 
the condition mentioned is obviously fulfilled. 
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T61-7. Let c(i,e.hi) = c(i,e.h.) =I, and o < c(i,e) <I. Wewrite 
'D/ as short for 'c(ht,e. i) - c(h1,e)' and 'D.' for 'c(h.,e. i) - c(h.,e)'. 

a. c(ht,e), c(h~,e. i), and D1 are either all three positive or all three o. 
Likewise with c(h.,e), c(h.,e. i), and D •. 

b. If c(h.,e) ~ c(h~,e), then D. ~ D1. 
c. If c(h.,e) > c(hue), then D. > D 1. 
d. If c(h.,e) = c(ht,e), then D.= D1. 

Proof for (a), (h), (c), (d). Since c(i,e) > o, T3d can be applied. Accordingly, 
D, = c(h,,e)(c<: .• > - I); D. is analogous. Since c(i,e) < I, cc:.•> - I is positive; 
it has the same value for h, and for h •. Hence (a) (with T3a), (b), (c), (d). 

Let us now clarify the content of the theorems T6 and T7. h1 and h. are 
two hypotheses each of which, together with the prior evidence e, explains 
the new observation i. Let us assume that the prior and posterior confir
mations of both hypotheses are positive. Then the ratio of the posterior 
confirmations of the two hypotheses is the same as that of their prior con
firmations (T6b); hence the c of h. is higher than that of h1 after the ob
servation if and only if the same holds before (T6c) ; and the two c are 
equal afterward if and only if they are equal before (T6d,e). The ratio of 
the increase of c, which will later be called the relevance quotient ( § 66), 
is the same for both hypotheses (T6f). In T7, we make the additional as
sumption that i is a possible new fact (o < c(i,e) < I). T7 speaks about 
the absolute increase of c (D, and D., respectively). T7a says that, in this 
situation, there are only two possible cases for a hypothesis; either its 
prior confirmation is o, then its posterior confirmation is likewise o, and 
hence the absolute increase is o; or the prior confirmation is positive, then 
the posterior confirmation is likewise positive and greater than the prior 
confirmation. T7c says this: if the prior confirmation is higher for h. than 
for h1, then the absolute increase is likewise higher for h •. T7d says that 
if the prior confirmations for the two hypotheses are equal, then the abso
lute increases of care equal too. · 

§ 62. On Some Axiom Systems by Other Authors 
Some modern axiom systems for probability, (by Keynes, W aismann, Ma

zurkiewicz, Hosiasson, Jeffreys, Koopman, and Wright) are examined. It is 
found that their axioms, and hence also their theorems, hold for all regular 
c-functions. (Other theories, which contain the principle of indifference, are 
inconsistent; if this principle is omitted, then the remainder holds likewise for 
all c-functions.) A theory which holds for all regular c-functions and thus, in 
other words, admits all possible measure functions, is very weak; it comprises 
only a small part of inductive logic. Our task will be to construct the rest of 
inductive logic by narrowing the class of c-functions and finally selecting one 
of them. This will be done in later chapters. 
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In this section we examine some theories of probability[, especially 
modern axiom systems, from the point of view of our inductive logic. Our 
chief aim is to find out whether these theories contain parts which go be
yond the theory of regular c-functions as represented in the earlier sec
tions of this chapter. 

The great merit of John Maynard Keynes's work [Probab.] (1921), to 
which we have repeatedly referred, lies in his careful critical analysis of 
earlier conceptions and theories; the most important point is his criticism 
and rejection of the principle of indifference in its classical form. Further
more, his positive analyses and discussions contain valuable constructive 
contributions to the development of inductive logic. He has also made the 
first attempt to construct an axiom system for probability[ ([Probab.], 
chap. xii); however, this formal part of his work is less satisfactory. Al
though symbolic logic is used, some points are not quite clear. As I under
stand the axioms and those of the so-called definitions which must be re
garded as axioms, they hold, as far as they apply to numerical values, for 
all regular c-functions with respect to a finite domain of individuals. 

Keynes's inductive logic.is chiefly of a comparative form; only in cases of a 
special kind are numeric.al values attributed to probabilities. Since we want to 
examine here only the quantitative part of his theory, we take his axioms and 
definitions as referring to numbers. Then some of the axioms and definitions 
become purely arithmetical (e.g., the commutative principle of multiplication, 
and the like) and may therefore be left aside for the purpose of our comparison; 
these are Definitions XI, XII, and Axioms (iv), (v), and (vi). We may likewise 
leave aside the genuine, explicit definitions, i.e., those introducing a term in 
such a manner that it can be eliminated; this holds for Definitions I, VI, VII, 
VIII, XIII, XIV. (However, we have of course to make use of these definitions 
when their terms occur in axioms.) The remaining so-called Definitions are no 
definitions at all in the sense indicated; they must rather be regarded as axioms; 
this holds for Definitions II, III, IV, V, IX, and X. 

We shall now compare the latter Definitions and the remaining Axioms with 
theorems which have been stated in this chapter, chiefly in §59· We add the 
mark '(F)' to those of our theorems which hold without restriction only for a 
finite domain of individuals. The result is as follows. Keynes's Definition II 
corresponds to our theorems Tsg-Ib and Tsg-sb (F); likewise, III to Tsg-Ie 
and Tsg-sc (F); IV to Tsg-sa (F); V to Tsg-sd (F); IX to T59-2a; X to Tsg-m. 
Further, Keynes's Axiom (i) corresponds to our T55-2b (we state this for ~N 
only, but it could, in another system, be made valid for ~co too); Axiom (ii) fol
lows from Tsg-Ih; Axiom (iii) consists of five parts, the first four of which are 
special cases of Tsg-Ic. The fifth part of Axiom (iii) is somewhat obscure be
cause the term 'equivalent' occurs here in an absolute way, although it has been 
introduced by Definition VIII only as a term relative to a premise (evidence). 
Perhaps the term 'equivalent' is here meant in the sense of our 'L-equivalent'; 
if so, the :fifth part corresponds to our T59-5b (F) (in view of T2o-2l). 

We see that a number of Keynes's principles hold only for a finite domain of 
individuals. This is the case especially for his identification of certainty with 

r 

1 
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probability I and of impossibility with probability o (Definitions II and III, 
see also op. cit., p. 128); compare the discussion above, following Tsg-s. It is 
not clear whether he had the intention to restrict his theory to finite domains 
or whether he believed that his principles held also in an infinite domain; the 
latter seems more likely because, when he speaks about the assumption that 
the number of independent qualities is not infinite (p. 256), he remarks that 
this assumption does not limit the number of entities or objects. In consequence 
of this restriction, whether intentional or not, many theorems and their proofs 
are considerably simpler than would otherwise be the case. 

Thus the result of the comparison is this: Keynes's definitions and axioms, 
and therefore likewise his theorems, hold for all regular c-functions with respect 
to a finite domain of individuals. 

As earlier mentioned (see § ssB), Friedrich Waismann ([Wahrsch.] 
1931) defines probability with the help of measures assigned to sentences 
(or propositions, "Aussagen"). For the measure of sentences, Waismann 
lays down three requirements (op. cit., p. 236); they correspond to our 
T57-1g (first part: the measure is a nonnegative real number), D55-2b 
(or T57-1b), T57-1m. He then defines the probability of one sentence 
with respect to another as in our Dss-3; here, the requirement should be 
added that the measure of the evidence is not o, because otherwise the 
quotient has no value. Waismann says that, on the basis described, 
Keynes's axioms can be proved and hence all theorems of "the Calculus 
of Probability" (op. cit., p. 239). However, this obviously does not hold 
for all theorems of the classical theory of probability and, in particular, 
not for those which are proved with the help of the principle of indif
fere?ce, but only for those which hold for all regular c-functions. It seems 
that Waismann regards only this part of what we call inductive logic as 
belonging to logic; the determination of the measure function is, in his 
view, not the task of logic but is to be made on the basis of statistical ex
perience (op. cit., p. 242). 

Stefan Mazurkiewicz ([Axiomatik] 1932) constructs an axiom system 
for probability. Janina Hosiasson ([Confirmation] 1940, [Induction] 1941)' 
adopts Mazurkiewicz' four axioms but formulates them in terms of degree 
of confirmation. She leaves open the question whether degree of confirma
tion is the same as probability ([Induction], p. 354). However, it seems 
clear that both authors have in mind the same concept of probability1 • 

The four axioms I, II, III, and IV of these two authors correspond to our 
theorems T59-1b, 1, n, and h, respectively. Therefore all theorems deriv
able from their axioms hold likewise in our theory of regular c-functions. 
In the two articles mentioned, Hosiasson derives a number of theorems 
and uses them for interesting discussions concerning the degree of confir~ 
mation. They include those corresponding to our theorems T59-3a, T61-1c 
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and d, T6I-3f, i, k, and l, T6I-5d, T6I-7c. Most of them concern the 
confirmation of a hypothesis by the observation of an event which is 
predictable with the help of the hypothesis (the condition of predictabil
ity is taken in the narrower, deductive sense). 

Harold Jeffreys' work ([Probab.], I939) is especially valuable in his 
extensive application of the theory of probabilityr or inductive logic to 
mathematical problems in statistics. But it contains also more general 
discussions which (if we leave aside some negative remarks concerning 
the frequency conception of probability, see above, § 9) contribute posi
tively to the clarification of the nature of inductive logic and its role 
within the method of science. It is to be desired that these discussions 
find as much attention among logicians and authors on scientific method 
as they deserve. The axiom system for probability which Jeffreys con
structs (op. cit., chap. i) begins with a comparative concept of proba
bility[: "given p, q is more probable than r", where p, q, and rare proposi
tions. Later, real numbers are assigned to the probabilities by certain 
rules, which are called "conventions" in order to emphasize their nature 
as inessential, logically arbitrary stipulations in distinction to the axioms 
proper. In this way, a quantitative inductive logic is constructed on the 
basis of the original comparative one. The advantage of this procedure lies 
in the fact that it shows clearly which of the theorems are based merely 
on the original, purely comparative assumptions; this is analogous to con
structing an axiom system of geometry by first laying down a system of 
topology and then strengthening it by additional axioms to a system of 
metrical geometry. Now let us compare Jeffreys' system with the theory 
of regular c-functions. His system contains certain parts which are due to 
the particular procedure just described and which would become super
fluous if the system were constructed from the beginning as a system of 
quantitative probabilityr; these items are Axioms I, 2, 4, and 5, and Con
vention I (Axiom 4 becomes superfluous because of Convention 2). 
There are no analogues to these items in the theory of regular c-functions. 
The other items in Jeffreys' system correspond to certain theorems in our 
theory in this way: his Convention 2 corresponds to our T59-Il; his Axiom 
3 yields, together with Convention 2, our T59-Ie, and, together with 
Convention 3, our T59-Ib; Axiom 6 corresponds to T59-2h. A number of 
the theorems which we have stated in the earlier sections of this chapter 
have been proved by Jeffreys on the basis of his axioms and conventions; 
among them especially T59-2a, e, g, T59-3b, T6I-2. 

There are two points in Jeffreys' axiom system where, it seems to me, 
corrections are necessary; the first is inessential, the second essential. 
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I. Jeffreys' axioms and conventions do not contain any restricting con
dition for the statements of evidence (although Keynes had already ex
cluded impossible (logically self-contradictory) propositions (correspond
ing to L-false sentences) as evidence). Consequently, a contradiction is 
derivable from Axiom 3 and Conventions 2 and 3 as follows. p • "'P en
tails both P and '"'-'P· [This holds certainly if 'entailment' is used either 
in the sense of Lewis' 'strict implication' or in the sense of our 'L-impli
cation'. And it seems that it holds likewise in Jeffreys' sense, because I 
understand the footnote on page I7 (op. cit.) as indicating that Jeffreys 
intends to use the term in such a way that a conjunction entails each of 
its components.] Therefore, Convention 3 ("If p entails q, then P(ql p) = 

I", p. 2I) and Theorem 2 ("If p entails "'q, then P(q!p) = o", p. 20), 
which is based on Axiom 3 and Convention 2, lead to the results that the 
probability of p' on basis P • '"'-'P is both I and o. This defect is of course 
inessential; it can easily be removed without diminishing the intended 
power of the system; all that is needed is the exclusion of self-contradic
tory propositions as evidence. Perhaps the author tacitly intended this 
restriction to be imposed. 

2. The second point is more important. Convention I says: "We assign 
the larger number on given data to the more probable proposition (and 
therefore equal numbers to equally probable propositions)" (op. cit., 
p. I9). Let us examine the second part, the one included in parentheses. 
It says obviously no more than this: "If p and q are equally probable on 
evidence r (in the sense of the comparative, not yet numerical concept of 
equality of probability), then equal numbers are to be assigned top and q 
as their probability values on evidence r". In particular, it does not say 
anything at all as to the conditions for p, q, and r under which we are to 
regard p and q as equally probable on· evidence r (in the comparative 
sense); nor are these conditions stated anywhere else in the system. 
Therefore the rule mentioned can never be applied to any particular in: 
stances in the system. However, later in the book (p. 34), the author in
terprets Convention I surprisingly in such a way that the principle of 
indifference (Laplace's principle of insufficient reason) is "an immediate 
application" of it; and, moreover, this principle is taken in a rather strong 
sense: "If there is no reason to believe one hypothesis rather than another, 
the probabilities are equal". And the principle in this strong sense, al
legedly derived from Convention I, is then used in proofs of theorems 
(e.g., p. I04 for (2); p. III, in 3.23 for (I); p. I93 for (I)). We shall see 
later (in Vol. II) that the principle of indifference in the general fo~ 
leads to contradictions. Thus Convention r, not in the sense expressed in 
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its clear and simple wording, but in the sense in which it is interpreted 
and used by the author, makes the system inconsistent. This contradic
tion is essential to the system; if we remove its source, the principle of 
indifference, we deprive the system of some important results. If we take 
the system without the principle of indifference, then all its axioms and 
theorems hold for all regular c-functions, as our earlier comparison shows. 

B. 0. Koopman has constructed an axiom system for a comparative 
concept of probabilityr ([Axioms], 1940). It seems that his primitive con
cept "h on the presumption that e is true is equally or less probable than 
h' on the presumption that e' is true", if interpreted in quantitative terms, 
corresponds to 'c(h,e) ~ c(h',e')'. Interpreted in this way, his axioms hold 
for all regular c-functions. This will be shown later by a comparison with 
our system of comparative inductive logic (§ 83B). 

Georg Henrik von Wright lays down six axioms for probability ([In
duction], 1941, pp. 106 f.). The axioms Ar, A., A3, A5, and A6 correspond 
to our theorems T59-ra, b, e, n, and k, respectively. A4 says: "For a given 
h and a given a the expression P(a/ h) has one and only one value". 
Here, however, the restricting condition should be inserted that his not 
L-false; otherwise A. and A3 lead to a contradiction in the same way as 
explained above in connection with Jeffreys' Axiom 3· In a later work 
([Wahrsch.], 1945), Wright constructs an axiom system which, according 
to his intention, should be interpretable in terms of both probability. 
("relative frequency") and probability r ("inductive probability", "re
liability of predictions"). His Axiom I states the uniqueness of the prob
ability value (as A4 in the former system). Axioms II, III, IV, V corre
spond to the following of our theorems, respectively: part of T59-1a 
(c G: o), T59-rb, p, n. Axioms VI and VII correspond to special cases of 
T59-1i and h, respectively. 

We have examined only modem axiom systems of probabilityz. The 
question may be raised as to the relation between these systems and the 
classical theory of probability. Is the classical theory not essentially 
stronger than the modem systems? It is hardly possible to describe the 
structure and strength of the classical theory in precise terms, because its 
formulations fall far short of the standards of exactness of modem logic. 
Furthermore, the formulations by different authors vary to some extent. 
However, it seems that an examination of the principles and the procedure 
of the classical theory would yield, on the whole, the following result. 

At the first look, the classical theory seems to be much stronger than 
the modem axiom systems; in other words, stronger than a mere theory 
of regular c-functions. And we find indeed many stronger theorems stated 
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by classical authors. However, a closer examination shows that the proofs 
for these stronger theorems make use, explicitly or implicitly, of the prin
ciple of indifference. The classical theory claims to give a definition for 
probability, based on the concept of equipossible cases. The only rule 
given for the application of the latter concept is the principle of indiffer
ence; since we know today that this principle leads to a contradiction, 
there is in fact no definition for the concept of equipossibility. In order to 
base the classical theory on a consistent foundation, we may proceed in 
the following way. We regard it, not as an interpreted theory as it was in
tended, but as an uninterpreted axiom system with 'equipossible cases' as 
undefined, primitive term without interpretation. Then we take the 
classical definition of 'probability' based on 'equipossible.' Thus this defi
nition is here an uninterpreted axiomatic definition. If we do so (and in 

' ' addition, make some other necessary modifications, e.g., by inserting refer-
ences to evidence, which are often omitted in classical formulations), then 
we obtain a consistent axiom system. This axiom system, however, is as 
weak as the modem systems described above; it holds likewise for all 
regular c-functions. 

Our discussion in this section leaves aside those axiom systems for 
probability which are intended to be interpreted in terms of the frequency 
concept of probability •. These systems are different from those for prob
ability~ not only in the interpretations intended but also in their logical 
form aside from all interpretations. The chief difference lies in the logical 
type of the arguments. The arguments of probability. are properties 
(classes); those of probabilityr are propositions or sentences. The primi
tive term in an axiom system for probability., say, 'probability' or 'P', 
can, of course, be interpreted in many different ways, not only by the con
cept of probability •. However, this term cannot be interpreted directly by 
probability r because of the type distinction mentioned. This holds as 
long as we take either sentences or propositions as arguments of proba- · 
bilityr; if we took as arguments the ranges of the sentences, hence classes 
of a certain kind, then this modified concept of probability 1 could be taken 
as interpretation for 'P'. All axiom systems for probability., if thus inter
preted in terms of probabilityr, are as weak as the systems for probability. 
discussed above; their axioms and theorems hold for all regular c-func
tions. Axiom systems for probability. have been given, among others, by 
the following authors: S. Bernstein (1917, in Russian, see Kolmogoroff 
[Wahrsch.]), Reichenbach ([Axiomatik], [Wahrsch.] §§ 12-14), Kolmo-. 
goroff [Wahrsch.], Dorge [Axiomatisierung], Evans and Kleene [Probab.], 
Cramer ([Statistics], pp. 145 ff.). The system by Copeland [Postulates] 
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presumably belongs here too, but the formulation is not quite clear in 
this respect; that the system is intended for probability. seems likely be
cause the author maintains the frequency conception of probability (see 
[Fundamental]). Mises' theory of probability is not an uninterpreted 
axiom system but an interpreted theory based on an explicit definition of 
probability.; what he calls axioms are actually parts of this definition. 

Let us sum up the result of our discussion. We have examined the axiom 
systems for probabilityr constructed by Keynes, Waismann, Mazur
kiewicz, Hosiasson, Jeffreys, Koopman, and Wright. We have found that 
the axioms of these systems correspond to or are immediate consequences 
of theorems on regular c-functions stated in this chapter. Therefore, these 
axioms, and hence likewise all theorems provable in these axiom systems, 
hold for all regular c-function~. Other theories (e.g., the classical theory 
and Jeffreys' system not as formulated but as used by its author) contain 
the principle of indifference; if we omit this principle, because it leads to 
contradictions, then the remainder holds likewise for all regular c-func
tions. 

What follows from this result? If the axioms of a system hold for all 
regular c-functions, then that system represents only a very small part 
of the theory of probability r· This part, it is true, is of great importance 
because it contains the fundamental relations between c-values. But its 
weakness becomes apparent from the following facts. Let e and h be 
factual sentences in 5.1N such that e L-implies neither h nor --h. Then a 
theory of the kind mentioned does not determine the value of c(h,e). 
Moreover, it does not even impose any restricting conditions upon this 
value; the assignment of any arbitrarily chosen real number between o 
and r is compatible with the theory. We have seen this earlier, in connec
tion with T59-5f. A theory of this kind states merely relations between 
c-values; thus, if some c-values are given, others can be computed with 
the help of the theorems. There is an analogous restriction in the theory 
of probability.; however, here the restriction is necessary. The statement 
of a particular value of probability. for two given properties is, in general, 
a factual statement (§roB). Therefore, a logicomathematical theory of 
probability. cannot yield statements of this kind but must restrict itself to 
stating-relations between probability. values. On the other hand, in the 
case of a theory of probabilityr, there is no reason for this restriction. A 
sentence of the form 'c(h,e) = r' is not factual but L-determinate. There
fore, a logicomathematical theory of probabilityr, in other words, a sys
tem of inductive logic, can state sentences of this form. The fact that the 
axiom systems for probabilityx restrict themselves to statements which 
hold for all regular c-functions makes these systems unnecessarily weak. 

~----
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Thus it becomes clear what our task is to be if we want to construct a 
system of inductive logic that can furnish the answer to inductive prob
lems and enables us, among other things, to compute the value of c for 
given sentences. The theory of regular c-functions dealt with in this chap
ter is no more than the first step. We have to lay down further require
ments in addition to regularity, and thereby finally come to the selection 
of one particular c-function. The additional requirements are to achieve 
what the classical theory intended to achieve by the principle of indiffer
ence; they must, however, avoid the absurd results which have been de
rived with the help of this principle and the contradictions which can be 
derived. More,over-and this involves a more serious problem-the c-func
tion to which the requirements lead must be an adequate explicatum for 
probability r· 



CHAPTER VI 

RELEVANCE AND IRRELEVANCE 

The theory of relevance and irrelevance deals chiefly with the following situ
ation, which has been briefly discussed earlier(§ 6o). On the basis of prior evi
dence e, a hypothesis his considered, and the change in the confirmation of h due 
to an additional evidence i is examined. If the c of h is increased by the addition 
of i to e, i is said to be positively relevant or positive to h on the evidence e; if c 
is decreased, i is said to be negative (to hone). In these cases i is called relevant 
(to h on e), otherwise irrelevant (§ 65). 

These relevance concepts can be represented in various ways by numerical 
functions of triples of sentences i, h, e. One of these functions is the relevance 
quotient c(h,e. i)/c(h,e). It is clear that i is positive, negative, or irrelevant to 
hone, if the relevance quotient is >x, <x, or x, respectively. Theorems on 
this quotient, developed by W. E. Johnson and Keynes are briefly reported 
here (§ 66); but this concept is not used further on. 

A new numerical function, the relevance measure r, is introduced (§ 67) and 
then applied as the fu,ndamental concept of the theory of relevance developed 
in this chapter. r(i,h,e) is defined on the basis of m-values. It is shown that i is 
positive, negative, or irrelevant to h on e, if r(i,h,e) is positive, negative, or o, 
respectively. If i is replaced by ~or h by "'h, r changes to the opposite value. 
Some of the chief problems here discussed and solved concern the relations be
tween the relevance of two new observations i and j {to h on e) and the rele
vance of their connections, especially i .j and i V j (§§ 68, 69); further, the 
relations between the relevance of ito two hypotheses hand k (on e) and the 
relevance of ito their connections, especially to h. k and h V k (§§ 70, 71). It 
is found that r is additive in two respects(§ 68): (x) the r of a disjunction with 
L-exclusive components (to h on e) is the sum of the r-values for the com
ponents; (2) the r of a conjunction with L-disjunct components is the sum of 
the r-values for the components. {x) can be applied, in particular, to the ulti
mate disjunctive components of i; these are the state-descriptions .8 in the 
range lR(i). Thus, the r of i (to h on e) is the sum of the r-values for these .8 
(§ 72). If (is positive to h on e and none of these .8 is negative, i is said to be 
extremely positive to hone (§ 74). The second additivity (2) can be applied 
especially to the ultimate conjunctive components of i; these are the negations 
of the .8 in lR( ~); we call them the content-elements of i. Thus the r of i (to h 
on e) is the sum of the r-values for the content-elements of i (§ 73). If i is posi
tive to h on e and none of the content-elements of i is negative, i is said to be 
completely positive to hone(§ 75). 

§ 65. The Concepts of Relevance and Irrelevance 

Suppose the new evidence i is added to the prior evidence e for a hypothesis h. 
If the posterior confirmation c(h,e • i) is higher than the prior confirmation 
c(h,e), iissaid to be positivetohon theevidencee (Dxa). If it islower,iissaid to be 
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negative (Dxb). In both cases, i is called relevant (Dxc). If the c-values are equal 
or if e. i is L-false (in which case c(h,e. i) has no value), i is called irrelevant. 
The most interesting among the theorems answer the questions how relevance 
and irrelevance are influenced by exchanging i and h and by negating either or 
both of them. Among the answers are the theorems of symmetry: if i is positive 
to h on e, then h is positive to i on e {T6a); similarly for negative relevance 
(T6b) and irrelevance {T6d). If i is positive to h on e, then ~ is negative to 
h on e (T6e) and i is negative to "'h on e {T6h{x), {6)). If i is irrelevant to 
h on e, then likewise "'i to h on e {T6g) and i to "'h on e {T6k). The special 
multiplication theorem {T6l) says that, if i is irrelevant to h on e, then the 
c-value for h. i (on e) is the product of those for hand fori. Initial relevance is 
defined as relevance on the tautological evidence (D2). 

The situation which we shall study in this section, and indeed through
out this chapter, is essentially the same as that discussed in § 6o: an ob
server X is interested in a hypothesis h; he possesses some prior evidence e 
and obtains now additional evidence i or considers the possibility of ob
taining it. The chief question to be investigated is, how the c of h is in
fluenced by the addition of i to e. If the posterior confirmation c(h,e • t') 
is higher than the prior confirmation c(h,e), we shall say that the addi
tional evidence i is positively relevant or, simply, positive to the hy
pothesis h on the evidence e (Dia). If it is lower, we shall say that i is nega
tively relevant or negative to h on e (D1b). If the c of h remains un
changed, and also in another case, where c cannot be applied, we shall say 
that i is irrelevant to hone (D1d). Here, as in § 6o, the definitions and 
theorems are formulated in a general way for any sentences i, h, and e; but 
they are especially of interest when applied to situations of the kind de
scribed. 

These simple, nonnumerical relevance concepts will be discussed in 
this section. The subsequent sections of this chapter will investigate the 
same situation with the help of relevance functions which ascribe a 
numerical v:alue to a triple of sentences i, h, e. This will be done in the 
next section by using the relevance quotient, which has been introduced 
and studied by W. E. Johnson and Keynes, and in the remainder of this 
chapter with the help of a new function, which we shall call the relevance 
measurer. 

The investigation of the problems of relevance and irrelevance in this 
chapter form a part of the general theory of regular c-functions, which was 
begun in the preceding chapter. Only later shall we restrict the considera
tion to a special subclass of the regular c-functions (chap. viii), and still 
later to one particular c-function (§no). Thus the results to be found in 
the present chapter hold generally, no matter which particular c-function · 
anybody may prefer as an explicatum for the concept of degree of con
firmation. 
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+ D65-1. Let ~ be any finite or infinite system, c be a regular c-function 
in~. and h, e, and i be sentences in~-

a. i is positively relevant or, briefly, positive to h on evidence e (with 
respect to c in ~) = Df c(h,e. i) > c(h,e). 

b. i is negatively relevant or, briefly, negative to h. on evidence e (with 
respect to c in ~) = Df c(h,e • i) < c(h,e). 

c. i is relevant to h on evidence e (with respect to c in ~) = Df i is either 
positively relevant or negatively relevant to h on evidence e. 

d. i is irrelevant to h on evidence e (with respect to c in ~) = nf either 
(I) c(h,e. i) = c(h,e), or (2) e. i is L-false. 

These concepts (with the term 'favourably relevant' instead of'positively 
relevant') and some of the subsequent theorems (T6a, d, g) are due to 
Keynes ([Probab.], pp. 55, I46 f.). For the definition of irrelevance, he 
uses only the condition (d) (I). He suggests also another, stronger defini
tion for irrelevance, which we shall discuss later (at the end of § 75). We 
add the condition (2) in (d), because it turns out that hereby the theorems 
on irrelevance become simpler. If e. i is L-false, c(h,e. z") has no value; 
if e. i is not L-false, then in ~N both c(h,e. i) and c(h,e) have values. 
Thus the addition of (2) has the effect that in ~N any sentence i is either 
relevant or irrelevant to h on e (T 4g). 

Let us briefly indicate some other consequences of the addition of the condi
tion (2), anticipating later explanations and discussions. The criterion for irrele
vance in terms of m-values becomes simpler; it holds in ~N without exceptions 
(T4f). Further, due to (2), the theorem of the symmetry of irrelevance holds in 
~N without exceptions (T6d). Take the following example in ~N: let e. h be 
L-false; then c(h,e. i) = c(h,e) = o; thus i is irrelevant to h on e, and (by 
Did(2)) his irrelevant to ion e. On the other hand, since c(i,e. h) has no value, 
i is not irrelevant in the narrower sense (d)(I) to hone; if (2) were omitted, i 
would be said to be neither relevant nor irrelevant to h on e. 

Another simplification effected by (2) is the strict parallelism in ~N between 
the relevance concepts defined by DI and the relevance measure r (D67-I, 
T67-I0). If (2) were omitted, we should have to say: 'r(i,h,e) = o if and only 
if i is irrelevant to h on e ore. i is L-false.' We shall find that the numerical 
concept r is more fruitful, leads to more simple and interesting theorems, than 
the simple relevance concepts. Therefore it seems preferable to adjust the lat
ter concepts to r rather than vice versa. 

It is to be noticed that for general sentences in ~"' and, in particular, for 
almost L-false sentences, a gap between relevance and irrelevance and hence a 
discrepancy between the relevance concepts and r remains. Let e • i be almost 
L-false (Ds8-Ib); then e. i is not L-false but m(e. i) = o (T58-3a) and hence 
m(e. i. h) = o. We shall see that in this case r = o but that nevertheless the 
following may happen: c(h,e. i) has a value and is greater than c(h,e) (see the 
example following T67-9), hence i positive to h on e. This shows also that the 
condition (2) cannot be replaced by the condition that m(e. i) = o. 

An alternative explication for the relevance concepts will here be indicated 
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briefly. Consider the case in ~"' that ~ e • i :::> h, hence c(h,e • i) = I; further, 
not ~ e :::> h, but, for a given c, nevertheless c(h,e) = I. ~n othe! words, e almost 
L-implies h, e. "'h is almost L-false (Ds8-I). Thus c Is not mcreased by the 
addition of ito e. Therefore, according to DI, i is called irrelevant to hone. On 
the other hand, the addition of i changes our knowledge concerning h; before 
this addition h was only almost certain (i.e., almost L-implied by the evidence 
e available);' after the addition, h is certain (i.e., L-implied by the available 
evidence e. i). [Example. Let h be '(3:x)Px' and i be 'Pb' in~"'· As prior evi
dence ewe take the tautology 't'. With respect to many adequate c-functions, 
among them our function c* to be introduced later, h is almost L-true; hence 
c(h,t) = c(h,t. i) = I. On the evidence 't', h is not certain, although almost 
certain; that is to say, X cannot know whether h holds or not. However, as soon 
as X makes the observation that b is P, h follows. Thus his knowledge concern~ 
ing h has clearly changed in a favorable way, .although this ~ange ~s not repre: 
sented by an increase in the value of c.] It might not seem Implausible to call' 
in this case positively relevant instead of irrelevant. This suggests the following 
alternative to Dia: 
(D') i is positive to h on e =m either (I) c(h,e. i) > c(h,e) or (2) ~e. i :::> h 

and not ~ e :::> h and c(h,e) = c(h,e. i) = I. 

Analogously, the definition of negative relevance would be modified so as to in
clude the case in which c(h,e. i) = c(h,e) = o, ~ e .• i :::> "'h but not ~ e :::> """ 
(hence e. h is almost L-false). And the defini~ion of irr~levance. ~ould .be 
made narrower by excluding the two cases. This alternative definition com
cides with DI as far as any sentences in ~N and nongeneral sentences in ~"' 
are concerned; it differs from DI only in some special cases of general sentenc~ 
in ~"' (where either e. "'h ore. his almost L-false). Most of the theorems m 
this chapter exclude this special case and thus would remain unchanged if DI 
were replaced by the alternative definitions. In a few theorems, slight ~anges · 
would have to be made. For instance, T67-8 and T67-IO would remain un
changed. T67-9 contains the condition that e. i is not almost L-false; here we 
would have to insert in (a) the additional condition that e • "'h is not almost 
L-false, in (b) that e. his not almost L-false, and in (c) and (d) both. Similar 
additions would be made in T65-4 and some other theorems. 

In the following theorems it is always presupposed that m is any regu
lar m-function in the system ~ in question, that c is the regular c-function 
corresponding to m, and that the relevance concepts are meant with 
respect to this c. 

We shall use throughout this chapter the following abbreviations 'k.', 
etc., for certain conjunctions, and 'mx', etc., for their m-values: 

" .... m,.-m(k,.J 

k,: e. i. h m, 
2 k,: e. i • ""h m. 
3 k3: e • "-'i • h mJ 
4 k4: e • "-'i • ""h m4 

The m-values for other sentences which we need can then easily be 
represented as sums of these m-values: 
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T65-1. Lemma. 
a. m( e • ~') = m. + m •. 
b. m(e. "'i) = m3 + m4• 

c. m(e. h) = .m. + m3• 

d. m(e. rvh) = m. + m4. 
e. m(e) = m~ + m. + mJ + m4• 

(From Ts7-1r.) 
T65-2. Let e' beL-equivalent toe; let i' beL-equivalent (or L-equiva

lent with respect to e) to i, and likewise h' to h. If i is positive (or nega
tive, or relevant, or irrelevant, respectively) to h on e, then so is i' to h' 
on e'. (From T59-Ih and i, T59-2j.) 

T65-3. If i is relevant to h on e, then e. i and e are not L-false. (From 
Die, b, a, T55-2b, T56-4b.) 

In the following theorem T4, the items (c), (d), (e), and (f) give suffi
cient and necessary conditions for the four concepts defined in D1. Con
cerning condition (B) in T4 and T6: to say of a sentence which has an 
m-value that it is not almost L-false means that either it is L-false or its 
m-value is > o (Ts8-3a). 

+TG5-4. Let e, h, and i be either (i) any sentences in ~N, or (ii) any 
nongeneral sentences in ~oo, or (iii) any sentences in ~oo fulfilling the follow
ing two conditions: (A) m has values for k1, k., k3, and k4 (and hence for 
e, e. h, e. i, and e. i. h, TI) and (B) neither e nor e. i is almost L-false. 
Then the following holds. 

a. Lemma. Either e is L-false or 

c(h,e) = m(e. h)/m(e). 

Proof. If e is not L-false, m(e) > o (for f.!N, from T58-Ia; for f.!oo, from 
(B), T58-3a). Hence the assertion (for f.!N, from D55-3; for f.!oo, from T56-4a). 

b. Lemma. Either e • i is L-false or 
c(h,e. i) = m(e. i. h)/m(e. i). (Analogous to (a).) 

c. i is positive to h on e 
(I) if and only if m(e. i. h) X m(e) > m(e. h) X m(e. i); 
(2) if and only if m~ X m4 > m. X m3• 

Proof. 1. I. Let e • i beL-false. Then c(h,e. i) has no value and hence i is not 
positive. m(e. i) = o, and hence m(e. i. h) = o (T57-Is); thus the condition 
in (I) is not fulfilled. II. Let e • i not be L-false. Then e is not L-false, and 
m(e. i) and m(e) are >o. Hence the assertion (I) by (a) and (b). 2. From 
(I), TI. 

d. i is negative to h on e 
(I) if and only if m(e. i. h) X m(e) < m(e. h) X m(e. i); 
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(2) if and only if m. X m4 < m. X m3• 

(Analogous to (c).) 
e. i is relevant to h on e 

(I) if and only if m(e. i. h) X m(e) ¢ m(e. h) X m(e. i); 
(2) if and ohly if m. X m4 ¢ m. X m3• 

(FroiD. (c), (d).) 
f. i is irrelevant to h on e 

(I) if and only if m(e.i.h) X m(e) = m(e.h) X m(e.i); 
(2) if and only if m. X m4 = m. X m3 • 
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Proof. 1. I. Let e. i beL-false. Then i is irrelevant (Did(2)). m(e. i) = o, 
and hence m(e. i. h) = o (T57-Is). Therefore the condition in (I) is fulfilled. 
II. Let e. i not beL-false. Then e is not L-false, and m(e. i) and m(e) are >o. 
Hence the assertion (I) by Did(I), (a), (b). 2. From (I), TI. 

g. i is either relevant or irrelevant to hone. (From (e), (f).) 

T65-5. Let e, h, and i be either (i) any sentences in ~N, or (ii) any non
general sentences in ~oo. 

a. Let m' and m" be regular m-functions, c' be based upon m' and c" 
upon m" such that i is positive to hone with respect to c' but nega
tive with respect to c". Then, for every regular m-function m, m~, 
m., m3, and m4 are >o, and all four k -sentences are non-L-false. 

Proof. m: X m~ > m~ X m~ (T4c(2)). Hence m: and m; are >o. Therefore 
k1 and k4 are non-L-false (T57-Ib). Hence, for every regular m, m1 and m4 · 

> (T ) II II II II ( d( )) H II d II are o 58-Ia . m1 X m4 < m2 X m3 T4 2 . ence m2 an m3 are >o. 
Therefore k. and k3 are non-L-false. Hence, for every regular m, m. and m3 

are >o. 

b. Let the conditions in (a) be fulfilled. Then there is a regular c-func
tion c such that i is irrelevant to h on e ~th respect to c. 

Proof. The four k-sentences are L-exclusive in pairs and non-L-false (a). 
Their disjunction is L-equivalent to e. Therefore we can construct a regular 
m-function m such that m1 = m, = m3 = m4 = m(e)/ 4· Let c be based upon m. 
Then i is irrelevant to h on e with respect to c (T4f). 

c. Let i be relevant to h on e with respect to every regular c-function. 
Then i is either positive with respect to every regular c-function or 
negative with respect to every regular c-function. (From (b).) 

The following theorem shows how relevance and irrelevance are in
fluenced by exchanging i and h and by negating either or both of them. 

+T65-6. Let e, h, and i be either (i) any sentences in \?N, or (ii) any 
nongeneral sentences in \?oo, or (iii) any sentences in ~oo fulfilling the fol
lowing two conditions: (A) m ha~ values for k1, k., k3, and k4 (and hence 
for e, e. i, e. "'i, e. h, e. "'h, Tx); (B) none of the sentences e, e. i, 
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e • "-'i, e • h, and e • "'It is almost L-false (hence each of them either 
is L-false or its m-value is >o). Then the following holds. 

a. Symmetry of positive relevance. If i is positive to h on e, then his posi
tive to i on e. 

Proof. The condition T4c(I) remains the same if i and h are exchanged, 
since m(e. h. i) = m(e. i. h). 

Keynes remarks here: "This constitutes a formal demonstration of the 
generally accepted principle that, if a hypothesis helps to explain a phe
nomenon, the fact of the phenomenon supports the reality of the hypoth
esis" ([Probab.], p. 147). 

b. Symmetry of negative relevance. If i is negative to h on e, then h is 
negative to ion e. (From T4d(r).) 

c. Symmetry of relevance. If i is relevant to h on e, then h is relevant to 
ion e. (From (a), (b).) 

d. Symmetry of irrelevance. If i is irrelevant to h on e, then h is irrele
vant to ion e. (From T4(r).) 

e. If i is positive to h on e, then "-'i is negative to h on e. 

Proof. m(e. i. h) X m(e. ,...,j • rvh) > m(e. i. rvh) X m(e. ,...,j. h) (T4c 
(2)). Hence m(e. ,...,j. h) X m(e. i. rvh) < m(e. ,...,j. rvh) X m(e. i .h). 
Hence the assertion (T4d(2) with 'rvi' for 'i'). 

f. If i is negative to hone, then "'i is positive to hone. (From T 4d(2) 
. and T4c(2), in analogy to (e).) 

g. If i is irrelevant to hone, then so is "'i. (From T4f(2), in analogy 
to (e).) 

h. The following eight conditions are logically equivalent to one an
other, that is to say, if any one of them holds, all others hold too. 
(r) i is positive to hone. 
(2) his positive to i on e. 
(3) "'i is negative to h on e. 
(4) "'h is negative to i on e. 
(5) h is negative to "'i on e. 
( 6) i is negative to "'h on e. 
( 7) "'h is positive to "'i on e. 
(8) "'i is positive to "-'h on e. 

Proof. (I) is logically equivalent to (2) (from (a)); likewise (I) to (3) (from 
(e), (f), and T2); (2) to (4) (from (e) and (f)); (3) to (5) (from (b)); (4) to (6) 
(from (b)); (5) to (7) (from (e) and (f)); (6) to (8) (from (e) and (f)). 

i. The following eight conditions are logically equivalent to one an
other. 

I 
ai 
t 
i 
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(r) "-'i is positive to h on e. 
(2) his positive to "-'ion e. 
(3) i is negative to h on e. 
(4) "'h is negative to "'i on e. 
(5) h is negative to i on e. 
(6) "'i is negative to "'h on e. 
(7) "'his positive to ion e. 
(8) i is positive to "'h on e. 
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Proof. We change in (h) 'i' into ',...,j'. Thereby 'rvi! is changed into ',..,,.._,j', 
which may then be changed into 'i' (T2). 

j. If any sentence in one of the two classes { i, "-'i l and { h, "-'h l is 
relevant on e to some sentence in the other class, then each sentence 
in either class is relevant on e to each sentence in the other class. 
(From (h) and (i).) 

k. If any sentence in one of the two classes { i, "'i l and { h, "'h l is 
irrelevant on e to some sentence in the other class, then each sen
tence in either class is irrelevant on e to each sentence in the other 
class. (From (d) and (g).) 

1. Special multiplication theorem. If i is irrelevant to hone (and hence h 
irrelevant to i on e, (d)) and e is not L-false, then c(h. i,e) = 
c(i,e) X c(h,e). 

Proof. m(e) > o; hence the three c-values exist (as in T4a). If e. i is L-false, 
e. i. h is L-false; hence the first two c-values are o and the equation is ful
filled. If e. i is not L-false, c(h,e. i) = c(h,e) (Did); hence the assertion by 
Ts9-m(2). 

From T6h and i we see the following. Suppose a true statement is given 
saying that one sentence is positive (or negative) to another sentence on e. 
Then this statement remains true if we exchange the first and the second 
sentence; and likewise if we carry out any two of the following three 
changes: 
(r) in the first sentence we add or drop the sign of negation; 
(2) in the second sentence we add or drop the sign of negation; 
(3) we change 'positive' to 'negative' (or vice versa). 

The condition (B) in T6 requires for ~oo that certain sentences be not almost 
L-false. In order to show the necessity of this restriction, let us consider the fol
lowing counterexample in ~oo with an almost L-false sentence e • h. Let h be 
the law '(x)Mx', where 'M' is a factual molecular predicate. Let e be 'Ma1 • 

Ma ••. ..• Ma,'; hence e describes a sample of s cases fulfilling the law h. 
~ h :::> e; hence e. his L-equivalent to h. Let j be 'Me', where 'c' is an in not 
occurring in e. Then ~ h :::> j, hence c(j,e • h) = I and c( rvj,e • h) = o. c(j,e) < 1 

(T59-5a); hence c(-j,e) > o (T59-Ip). Therefore his positive toj one, and 
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negative to rvj on e. On the other hand, the following holds for the function 
c* to be introduced later (§ uoF (12)) and likewise for many other regular c
functions. c*(h,e) and c*(h,e .j) are o. Since ~ rvj :::> rvh, c(h,e • rvj) = o. There
fore j and rvj are irrelevant to h on e. Thus here positive relevance, negative 
relevance, relevance, and irrelevance are not symmetric. The example would 
violate T6a, b, c, and d, if these theorems were formulated without restrictions. 
However, in this example m*(e. h) = m*(h) = o. Therefore h, since it is fac
tual, is almost L-false (Ts8-3a); and the same holds fore. h. 

The following two theorems deal with two special cases of irrelevance. 

T65-7. Let e. h beL-false in 2; in other words, ~ e :::> "'h. (This holds 
in 2N, if, but not only if, c(h,e) = o.) Then the following holds. 

a. Lemma. If e is not L-false, c(h,e) = o. (From T59-Ie.) 
b. Lemma. For any i such that e. i is not L-false, c(h,e. z') = o. (From 

Ts9-Ie.) 
c. Every sentence is irrelevant to hone. (From Did, (a), (b).) 

T7 says for 2N that if we once have the confirmation o for h, then this 
remains so no matter what additional evidence we may find. In this form 
the statement is restricted to 2N; it does not hold generally in 2oo. It may 
happen in 2oo that c(h,e) = o and still e. his not L-false but only almost 
L-false. It may then be that, to take a trivial example, c(h,e. h) has a 
value (which is, of course, impossible if e. h is L-false); if so, this value 
is I (T59-Ib), and hence h itself is positive to hone. There are also non
trivial cases of a relevant sentence i, that is to say, cases in which i is not 
so strong that ~ e • i :::> h. 

In order to construct a nontrivial example of this kind in ~oo, we use again 
the sentences h, e, and j of the example to T6 and our function c*. Let i be 
'(x)[x ¢ c :::> Mx]'; it says that M holds for all individuals distinct from c. We 
see easily that~ i :::> e; further~ h == i .j, and hence~ h :::> i, but not~ e. i :::> j 
and hence not ~e. i :::>h. NC*(h,e) is >o but converges with increasing N 
toward o; therefore in ~oo c*(h,e) = o. On the other hand, c*(h,e. i) = c*(h,i) 
(Tsg-Ih, because~ i :::>e), = c*(i .j,i) (because~ h == i .j), = c*(j,i) (T59-2i). 
Since not ~ i :::> j, NC*(j,i) < I; but it converges toward I, and therefore in 
~oo c*(h,e. i) = c*(j,i) = I. Thus i is positive to hone, although c*(h,e) = o. 

The following theorem T8 is analogous to T7. 

T65-8. Let e • ,.._,h be L-false in 2; in other words, ~ e :::> h. (This holds 
in 2N if c(h,e) = r.) Then the following holds. 

a. Lemma. If e is not L-false, c(h,e) = r. (From T59-Ib.) 
b. Lemma. For any i such that e • i is not L-false, c(h,e • i) = I. 

(From T59-Ib.) 
c. Every sentence is irrelevant to h on e. (From Did, (a), (b).) 
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T8 says for 2N that, once his confirmed to the maximum degree I, then 
this will not be changed by any additional evidence. This does not hold 
generally for 2oo. 

To give a counterexample in ~oo, we take again the function c* and the 
sentences h, j, and i of the former example. Then c*(h,i) = 1. Nevertheless, 
rvj is negative to h on i because~ h :::> j, hence~ "'j :::> rvh, hence c*(h,i. rvj) 
= o. 

T65-9. Let e • ,.._,i be L-false in 2; in other words, ~ e :::> i. Let h be any 
sentence. For 2oo, let either e be L-false or c(h,e) ha,ve a value. Then i is 
irrelevant to h on e. 

Proof. e. i is L-equivalent to e (T21-5i(I)). If e. i is L-false, i is irrelevant 
(Did(2)). If e. i is not L-false, then e is not L-false, and c(h,e. i) = c(h,e); 
hence again i is irrelevant (Did(I)). 

Relevance of a state-description ,8; in 2N: 

T65-11. Let e be a sentence in 2N which holds in ,8;. (Hence e is not L
false.) Let h be any sentence not L-implied bye and likewise holding in ,8;. 

a. ,8; is positive to h on e. 

Proof. Since not ~ e :::> h, c(h,e) < I (T59-5a). ~ .8• :::> h and ~ .8• :::> e (T2o-
2t); hence e • .8• is L-equivalent to .8• (T2I-5i(I)). Therefore c(h,e • .g,) = 
c(h,.g,), = I (T59-Ib). Hence the assertion. 

b. "'.8; is negative to h on e. (From (a), T6e.) 

Later, after the introduction of the relevance measurer, we shall make 
a more detailed investigation of the relevance of state-descriptions and 
their negations (§§ 72, 73). 

We shall now introduce concepts of relevance and irrelevance which 
are analogous to those defined above but apply to the special case where 
the evidence e is tautological. This means that we judge the relevance of i 
to h before any factual knowledge is available. If i is relevant to h on the. 
tautological evidence 't', we shall say that i is initially relevant to h. 
For the probability, on the evidence 't', classical authors used the term
'probability a priori' and later authors 'initial probability'. We have used 
the terms 'null confirmation' and 'initial confirmation' (and the symbol 
'co', D57-r). For the present concept, the term 'relevance a priori' might 
be taken, but the term 'initial relevance' is probably less in danger of 
being misinterpreted. The concepts here defined will seldom be used in 
the following. 

D65-2. Let c be a regular c-function in 21 and let h and i be sentences' 
in~. ' 
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a. i is initially positive to h (with respect to c in~) = Df i is positive to h 
on evidence 't'. 

b. i is initially negative to h (with respect to c in~) = Df i is negative to 
h on evidence 't'. 

c. i is initially relevant to h (with respect to c in~) = Df i is relevant to h 
on evidence 't'. 

d. i is initially irrelevant to h (with respect to c in~) = Df i is irrelevant 
to h on evidence 't'. 

The following theorem Tr3 is analogous to T4. The items (a) to (d) 
give convenient other forms of sufficient and necessary conditions for the 
four concepts introduced by D2. 

T65-13. Let h and i be either (i) any sentences in ~N, or (ii) any non
general sentences in ~oo, or (iii) any sentences in ~oo fulfilling the follow
ing two conditions: (A) m has values fori. h, i. "'h, "'i. h, and "'i. "'h 
(and hence also fori and h), and (B) i is not almost L-false (hence either i 
is L-false or m(i) > o). Then the following holds. 

a. i is initially positive to h 
(r) if and only if c(h,i) > c,(h); (from D2a, Dra, D57-1); 
(2) if and only if m(i. h) > m(i) X m(h). (From T4c(r).) 

b. i is initially negative to h 
(r) if and only if c(h,i) < c,(h); 
(2) if and only if m(i. h) < m(i) X m(h). (Analogous to (a).) 

c. i is initially relevant to h 
(r) if and only if c(h,z') -¢ c,(h); 
(2) if arid only if m(i. h) -F m(i) X m(h). (From (a), (b).) 

d. i is initially irrelevant to h 
(r) if and only if c(h,i) = c,(h) or i is L-false; 
(2) if and only if m(i. h) = m(i) X m(h). (Analogous to (a).) 

e. i is initially either relevant or irrelevant to h. (From T4g.) 

T65-14. Let h beL-false or L-true in ~. Then every sentence is initially 
irrelevant to h. (From T7c, T8c.) 

Tr4 is analogous to T7 and T8. Analogues to the other previous theo
rems on relevance and irrelevance hold obviously here too; they are simply 
special cases with 't' taking the place of e. 

§ 66. The Relevance Quotient 

The simple relevance quotient, symbolized by '{i,,i.).', is defined as 
c(i.,e. i.)/c(i.,e), hence as the quotient of the posterior and prior confirmations 
of i, (Dia). A related function for more arguments is defined analogously 
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(Dib). Among the theorems are the following. It is clear that i is positive 
negative, or irrelevant to hone if {h,i}. is >I, <I, or =I, respectively (T2): 
The c of a conjunction is the product of the c-values for the conjunctive com
ponents and the corresponding relevance quotient (T3). The relevance quo
tient is commutative (T4). The definition and the theorems of this section are 
due toW. E. Johnson and Keynes. They will not be used further on in this book. 

In this and the subsequent sections we shall deal with numerical func
tions of three sentences. They belong to the kind of functions which might 
be called relevance functions, since for each of them the value for a triple 
of sentences i, h, e is characteristic for i being positive or negative or 
irrelevant to h on e. In the present section we shall briefly explain a func
tion which W. E. Johnson and Keynes have discussed, but which will not 
be used further on in this book. In the next section we shall introduce a 
new relevance function. 

The relevance concepts defined in the preceding section have to do with 
the change in the confirmation of h when a new evidence i is added to the 
prior evidence e, that is, with the change from c(h,e) to c(h,e. i). i was 
called positive if the latter value was greater than the former. Now let us 
look for means which will make it possible not only to say that i is posi
tively relevant but, so to speak, to measure the positive relevance of i. 
There are obviously two simple ways for doing so; we may either take the 
quotient c(h,e. i)/c(h,e) or the difference c(h,e. i) - c(h,e). i is positively 
relevant if the quotient is > r, and also if the difference is >o. Thus both 
functions are relevance functions. The first of them, which we call the 
relevance quotient, will be dealt with in this section, following Keynes. 
Another function which is closely related to the difference will be intro
duced in the next section and used throughout the remainder of this 
chapter. 

Keynes ([Probab.], pp. rso-ss) gives a definition of the relevance quo
tient, which he calls the coefficient of influence, and a series of theorems . 
on this concept, based upon unpublished notes by W. E. Johnson. The 
following exposition follows Keynes in the main lines; we use, however, a · 
slightly modified symbol and transfer the whole into our terminology and 
symbolism. 

D66-1. Let c be a regular c-function in the finite or infinite system ~. 
Let e, i,, i., etc., be sentences in ~ whose conjunction is not L-false, and 
h any sentence in ~. We define recursively (with respect to c in ~): 

a. Simple relevance quotient. { i,,i,}. = Df c<~·(: •. :;·> . 
·b. Multiple relevance quotient (n ~ 2). {i,,i., ... ,i,.+zl• =nf{i,,i., ... , · 

i,._,,i,. • i,.+,}. X { i,.,i,.+I} •. 
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Keynes writes instead of (b) ' { ix"i."i3" ••• "i.,.H} '.Since all superscripts in 
any expression of this form are alike, it seems simpler to indicate the evidence 
only once. 

Thus we have, for instance, for three arguments: 

{h • "} _ {h • "} X { • "} _ C(h,e oi oj) X C(i,e oj) (t,J e - ,1- • J • 1-,J • - c(/i,e) C(i,e) • 

In the following theorems we omit for brevity the reference 'with respect 
to c in~·. However, the relativity with respect to c must be kept in mind. 
We cannot determine the numerical value of a relevance quotient unless 
we choose a specific c-function. 

T66-1. Let e' be L-equivalent to e, and for every p = I ton (n ~- 2), 
let i~ be L-equivalent to ip with respect to e. Then {i;,i~, ... ,i~)., = 
{i,,i., ... ,i,.) •. (From DI, T59-Ih, T59-2j.) · 

+T66-2. 
a. i is positive to h on evidence e if and only if {h,i}. > I. (From 

Dia, D6s-Ia.) 
b. i is negative to hone if and only if {h,i}, < 1. (From Dia, D6s-Ib.) 
c. iisrelevanttohoneifandonlyif {h,i}. ¢I. (FromD6S-IC, (a), (b).) 
d. i is irrelevant to hone if and only if either (I) {h,i}. = I, or 

(2) c(h,e. i) = c(h,e) = o, or 
(3) e • i is L-false. 
(From D6s-Id, Dia.) (In case (2) the relevance quotient has no 
value; in case (3), c(h,e • i), and hence the relevance quotient too, 
has no value.) 

For the following theorems it is presupposed that e, h, i, i,, i., etc., are 
sentences in ~ such that the { }-expressions and c-expressions occurring 
have values. 

T3 shows how the relevance quotient makes it possible to express the 
confirmation of a conjunction in terms of the confirmations of the com
ponents separately. 

+TGG-3. 
a. c(h. i,e) = {h,i}. X c(h,e) X c(i,e). (From T59-m(2), Dia.) 
b. c(h. i .j,e) = {h,i,j}. X c(h,e) X c(i,e) X c(j,e). 

Proof. c(h. i .j,e) = { h,i. j), X c(h,e) X c(i. j,e) (from (a)). c(i .j,e) = 
{i,.f), X c(i,e) X c(.i,e) (from (a)). Hence assertion by Dr b. 

. 
c. c(i,. i ••. ..• i,.,e) = {i,,i., ... ,i,.). X TI c(ip,e). 

Proof analogous to (b), by mathematical induction. 
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T4 states the commutativity of the relevance quotient. T4a is simply the 
general division theorem (T6o-Id) rewritten in the present notation. 

+T66-4. 
a. {h,i}. = {i,h} •. (From T6o-Id.) 
b. { i,,i., ... ,i,.}. = { ip

1
,ip,, ... ,ip,.} ., where the right-hand expression 

contains the same terms as the left-hand expression but in an arbi
trary different order. 

Proof. From T3c, because of the commutativity of multiple conjunction and 
multiplication. 

Note that T4a holds only if both { }-expressions have values. In ~N, 
either both have values (this is the case if and only if e. i and e. h are 
not L-false) or both have not. In ~co, however, this does not hold. [It may 
occur in ~co that c(h,e) ;., o and hence the first { } -expression has no value; 
but nevertheless e. h is not L-false, c(i,e. h) has a value, and c(i,e) > o, 
and hence the second { }-expression has a value.] 

T66-5. { ... , i.j, .. . }. X {ij}. = { ... , i,j, .. . )., where the last 
{ } -expression is like the first except for containing in the place of the 
term 'i .j' the two terms 'i' and 'j' separately. (From Die, T4b.) 

T7 is W. E. Johnson's "Cumulative Formula". 

· T66-7. Let i be the conjunction i,. i ••. ... i,.. i,.+, (n ~ I). 
•+• 

[ (L )J" <L .> [i,,i,, ... ,i • .,} ••• xii c<h.., .;,) 
C n,e X C n.e • t P-t 

(C(h',e)}" X c(/J',e .i) = {i.,ia, ... ,ia+&}: .. "'X IT C(h',e. i,) . 

Proof. With respect to a variation of h, the following proportionalities hold. 
c(h,e. i) prop. c(h,e) X c(i,e. h) (T6o-2b). ~ence 

[c(h,e)]" X c(h,e. i) prop. [c(h,e)]"+' X c(i,e. h) . (r) 

From T3c: 

[c(h,e)]"+' X c(i,e. h) = [c(h,e)]"+'x {i,,i., ... , in+,}•.,. X IT c(i,,e. h). (2). 

If we apply T6o-2b to each of i,,i., ... , in+x instead of i and then equate. 
the product of the left sides to the product of the right sides and finally ex
change the two sides, we obtain: 

[c(h,e)]"+~ X IT c(i,,e. h) prop. TI c(h,e. i,) . 

The assertion follows from (r), (2), and (3). 

As Keynes remarks (p. I52, in different terminology), the accumulative 
formula is to be applied in the following situation. X has accumulated the 
items of evidence i,, i., ... , in+x in addition to his prior evidence e; he' 
desires to know the ratio oi the c-values of h and h' and maybe other 
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hypotheses under consideration, while he knows already the confirmation 
of these hypotheses on the evidence of each of the items i,, i., etc., 
separately, together with e. Besides the confirmations just mentioned, 
viz., c(h,e. ip) and c(h',e. iP) for every p, the knowledge of two other 
sets of values is required: ( r) the prior confirmation of the hypotheses 
(i.e., c(h,e) and c(h',e)), and (2) the relevance quotients {i,,i., . .. , in+xl 
both on e • h and on e • h'. Keynes remarks that the latter two values for 
e. h and e. h' are not related in any way, even when h' is L-equivalent 

to "-'h. 
I omit some further theorems stated by Keynes. The concept explained 

will hardly be used in the remainder of this book. It has been represented 
in this section in order to call attention to an interesting concept which 
deserves further investigation. It seems useful for problems of accumula
tive evidence, especially within a theory which (like Keynes's, in distinc
tion to the theory which will later be based on the function c*) deals only 
with c-functions in general without choosing a specific one. In the follow
ing sections we shall study problems of relevance with the help of another 
relevance function to be introduced, which turns out to be useful for our 
purposes. We shall see that this new function is additive in certain re
spects; that makes it helpful for finding the relevance of connections like 
i. j and i V j, etc., on the basis of the relevances of i and j. 

§ 67. The Relevance Measure 

The numerical function r(i,h,e) is defined as follows: r(i,h,e) = Dl m(e • i • h) X 
m(e) - m(e. h) X m(e. i) (D1). We call it the relevance measure of i (to h 
on e) because. (in l!N always and in l!oo under a certain condition) r(i,h,e) is 
>o <o oro if and only if i is (to hone) positive, negative, or irrelevant, re
spe~tively (TS, T9, Tio). r is commutative, that is, r(i,h!e) = r(h,i,e) (T3). If 
i or his replaced by its negation, r changes to the opposite value (Ts). These 
properties of r correspond to those of the relevance concepts. r turns out to be 
a suitable means for characterizing relevance situations and will therefore be 
used continuallv in the following sections. The chief advantages of r, its addi
tivity in two r;spects, will be explained later(§§ 72, 73). 

We have earlier seen that the regular m-functions may be regarded as 
measure functions for the ranges, because the m-value for the class-sum 
(union) of two mutually exclusive ranges is the sum of them-values for 
the two ranges. In terms of sentences, this means that, if i andj are L-ex
elusive, m(i V j) = m(i) + m(j) (T57-rm). Analogously, the c-functions 
may be regarded as measure-functions for the ranges because they fulfil 
an analogous condition as stated in the special addition theorem (T59-rl). 
In this section we shall introduce a relevance function r which possesses 

' 

' '• 
i 
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the same additivity with respect to exclusive ranges. This is the reason 
why we call this relevance function, in distinction .to that discussed in the 
preceding section, the relevance measure. [r is, however, different from 
ordinary measure functions like length, area, volume, etc., by admitting 
also negative values.] It will turn out further, that this function r, in con
tradistinction to m- and c-functions, is simultaneously a measure function 
for the contents of sentences (§ 73). 

It is the purpose of relevance functions in general to represent the 
change in the confirmation of h on e by the addition of a new evidence i. 
The relevance quotient did this by way of the quotient of the posterior 
confirmation c(h,e. i) and the prior confirmation c(h,e). Another rele
vance function is the difference c(h,e. i) - c(h,e); let us call it D, for the 
moment. D, is the amount of the increase of the c of h by the addition of 
ito e. It can easily be shown that D, has the additivity mentioned above 
for r. Therefore it could be taken as a relevance measure. The disad
vantage of D, is that it is not commutative with respect to h and i. If we 
exchange h and i, we obtain the different function c(i,e. h) - c(i,e); let 
us call it D •. D, measures the increase of the c of i by the addition of h to e. 
It is likewise additive. Each of the two functions D, and D. has the 
property that its value is > o if i is positive to h on e and hence also h is 
positive to i on e. Positive relevance on a given e is a symmetrical relation 
between i and h (T6s-6a). Therefore, instead of using two different func~ 
tions D, and D,, it will be more convenient to represent the mutual rele
vance of i and h on e by one function which is commutative with respect 
to i and h, that is, which has the same valu~ for i,h,e as for h,i,e. That is 
the chief reason for introducing the function r instead of the two functions 
D, and D •. r is closely related to both of them; it is proportional to D, in 
one respect (T4b) and proportional to D. in another (T4e). r also charac
terizes mutual positive relevance of i and h by positive values and nega-. 
tive relevance by negative values (T8, T9, Tro). It is true that the func-. 
tions D, and D. have the advantage that it is easier to understand the 
meaning of their values as characteristics of the knowledge situations to 
which they are applied. It turns out, however, that the function r, al
though less intuitive, is a more convenient theoretical tool for the analysis 
of problems of relevance. We shall make extensive use of this function 
throughout the remainder of this chapter. 

We shall find in the next section that r is additive in two respects. 
First, the r-value for a disjunction with L-exclusive components is the, 
sum of the values for the components (T68-r). This is especially useful in 
view of the fact that every sentence can be transformed into the disjune-
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tion of the Bin its range; and these Bare L-exclusive (§ 72). Second, the 
r-value for a conjunction with L-disjunct components is the sum of the 
values for the components (T68-2); this will later be used for an analysis 
of the relevance of a sentence based on the relevances of its content
elements, i.e., its ultimate conjunctive components(§ 73). 

+D67-1. Let~ be any finite or infinite system, m be a regular m-func
tion in ~' and i, h, and e be any sentences in ~-The relevance measure 
(with respect to m in ~) r(i,h,e) = nr m(e. i. h) X m(e) - m(e. h) X 
m(e. i). 

This function is suggested in an obvious way by one form of our pre
vious criteria for relevance and irre1evance (T65-4c( I), d( I), e( I), and f(I)). 
The other form (T65-4c(2), d(2), e(2), and f(2)) corresponds to the sub
sequent theorem T1. 

+T67-1. r(i,h, e)= m(e • i. h) X m(e • "'i. "'h)- m(e. i. "'h) X 
m(e. "'i. h); hence (in the notation of § 65) = mr X m4 - m. X m3.' 

(From DI, T65-1.) 

T67-2. The domain of definition of r. 
a. In ~N, r has a value for every triple of sentences i,h,e. 

, b. In ~"", r (with respect to a given m) has a value for i,h,e 
(I) if and only if m has values for the four sentences e, e. h, e. i, 

and e. i. h (from DI); 
(2) if and only if m has values for the four sentences e. i. h, 

e. i. "'h, e. "'i. h, and e. "'i. "'h. (These are the sentences 
kr, k,, k3 , and k4 in the notation of § 65.) (From TI.) 

Thus for the existence of r-values there are no restrictions in a finite 
system and only weak restricting conditions in the infinite system; the 
latter conditions require only that certain m-values exist, not that they are 
positive. For some m-functions, this condition is fulfilled for all sentences. 
[For example, we shall find later that our function m* has a value for 
every sentence in ~~ (§ IIoA).] For the subsequent theorems here and 
throughout this chapter, the following is tacitly presupposed if not other
wise indicated. ~is any finite or infinite system; m is any regular m-func
tion for ~; c is the regular c-function for ~ corresponding to m; r is the 
relevance measure with respect to m in ~; the concepts of positive and 
negative relevance and irrelevance are meant with respect to c in ~- It is 
further presupposed that the sentences occurring as arguments of one of 
the functions m, c, or r are such that this function has a value for them. 

+T67-3. Commutativity. r(h,i,e) = r(i,h,e). (From DI, T57-Ia.) 
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The following theorem connects r with the two differences of c-values 
discussed above and with the relevance quotient discussed in the pre
ceding section. 

T67-4. 
a. r(i,h,e) = [c(h,e. i) - c(h,e)] X m(e) X m(e. i). 

Proof. 1. ~et m(e. i) = o. Then m(e. i. h) = o (Ts7-1s). Hence both sides 
of the. equatiOn ~re o. 2. L~t m(e. i) > o. Then m(e) > o (Ts7-1s). Then 
c(h,e • ~) = m(e •. ~. h)/m(e. ~), and c(h,e) = m(e. h)/m(e) (for ~co, Ts6-4a). 
Hence the assertion. 

b. With respect to a variation of h, r(i,h,e) is proportional to 
c(h,e. i) - c(h,e). (From (a).) 

c. If m(e • i) > o (and hence m(e) > o, T57-Is), then c(h,e. "'J
c(h,e) = r(i,h,e)/m(e) X m(e. i). (From (a).) 

d. r(i,h,e) = [c(i,e. h) - c(i,e)] X m(e) X m(e. h). 

Proof, by exchanging in (a) 'i' and 'h', and then applying T3. 

e. With respect to a variation of i, r(i,h,e) is proportional to c(i,e. h) -
c(i,e). (From (d).) · 

f. If m(e. h) > o (and hence m(e) > o), then c(i,e. h)- c(i e)= 
r(i,h,e)/m(e) X m(e. h). (From (d).) ' 

h. r(i,h,e) = [{h,i).- I] X m(e.h) X m(e.i). 

Pro_of. 1. Let at least one of the two values m(e. h) and m(e. i) be o. Theil 
both sides of the equation are o (as in the proof of (a)(I)). 2. Let both m(e. h) 
~ o .and m(e • i) > o. Then ~(e) > o (Ts7-1s). If we transform the expres
s~on Ill ~quare brackets according to D66-1a1 and then the c-expressions occur
nng as Ill the proof of (a)(2), we obtain the assertion. 

i. If both m(e. h) > o and m(e. i) > o, then 

{h,i). = I + mc .. ~V~;h(e.i) . (From (h).) 

If r(i,h,e) is known, then (c) shows how to determine the increase in 
the c of h caused by the addition of ito e, and (f) shows how to determine. 
the increase in the c of i caused by the addition of h to e. The amounts of 
these two increases are in general different. The value of r, however, is the 
same for both cases (T3). 

Ts determines the relevance measure for the cases that i or h or both 
are negated. 

+T67-5. 
a. r("'i,h,e) = -r(i,h,e). 

Pr~oj. t(~,h,e) = m(e." ~.h) X m(e. i. rvh) - m(e. ~. rvh) X 
m(e • ~ • h) (T1), = m(e. t. rvh) X m(e. rvi. h) - m(e. i. h) X 
m(e. rvi. "'h) = -t(i,h,e) (TI) 
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b. r(i, "'h,e) = -r(i,h,e). (From T3, (a).) 
c. r( "-i, "'h,e) = r( i,h,e). (From (a), (b).) 

Ts says that r changes its sign if either i is replaced by its negation 
(a) or h is replaced by its negation (b). Hence r remains unchanged if 
both replacements are made simultaneously (c). Since, as we shall soon 
see, a positive value of r is characteristic of positive relevance and a nega
tive value of negative relevance, these results are in accord with earlier 
theorems on positive and negative relevance (T6s-6h). However, the 
present theorems are stronger inasmuch as they not only assert the change 
from positive to negative relevance but specify the numerical value of the 
relevance measure. The fact that this value does not change its absolute 
amount but simply its sign, both for the change of i and for that of h, 
makes the function r appear as an especially simple means for charac
terizing relevance situations. 

The following theorem T6 says that in certain extreme cases r becomes 
o. This holds in particular if e is L-false (b) ore L-implies either h (c) or 
"'h (a) or i (e) or "-i (d). [In ~""' the theorem applies also to nontrivial 
cases, where one of the sentences e, e. h, e. "-h, e. i, and e. "-i is al
most L-false.] 

T67-6. 
a. Let m(e. h) = o. (This is in particular the case if ~ e :::> "-h, in 

other words, e. h is L-false, e and h are L-exclusive.) Then, for 
every i, r(i,h,e) = o. 

Proof. m(e. h. i) = o (Ts7-1s). Hence the assertion by D1. 

b. Let m(e) = o." (This is the case if e is L-false.) Then for every i and 
h, r(i,h,e) = o. (From T57-1s, (a).) 

c. Let m(e. "-h) = o. (This is the case if ~ e :::> h.) Then, for every 
i, r(i,h,e) = o. 

Proof, from (a) with ',...,h' for 'h', and Tsb. 

d. Let m(e. i) = o. (This is the case if ~ e :::> "'i, in other words, e. i 
is L-false, e and i are L-exclusive; and in particular if i is L-false.) 
Then, for every h, r(i,h,e) = o. (Analogous to (a).) 

e. Let m(e. "'i) = o. (This is the case if ~ e :::> i; and in particular 
if i is L-true.) Then, for every h, r(i,h,e) = o. (From (d), Tsa.) 

The following theorems T8 to T10 show that r fulfils its purpose of 
serving as a relevance function; under certain conditions, positive rele
vance is characterized by a positive value of r, negative relevance by a 
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negative value, and irrelevance by the value o. There are certain excep
tions in ~""' which will soon be explained. 

+T67-8. 
a. If r(i,h,e) > o, then i is positive to h on e. 

Proof. m has values fore, e. h, e. i, and e. i. h (Tzb(I)). m(e) and m(e. i) 
are >o (T6b, d). Hence c(h,e. i) and c(h,e) exist (T56-4a), and their differ
ence is >o (T4c). Hence the assertion by D65-1a. 

b. If r(i,h,e) < o, then i is negative to h on e. (Analogous to (a).) 
c. If r(i,h,e) ~ o, then i is relevant to h on e. (From (a), (b).) 
d. If i is irrelevant to h on e, then r(i,h,e) = o. (From (c).) 

The statements in Tg are restricted converses to those in T8. 

+T67-9. Let e. i not be almost L-false; in other words, either e. i is 
L-false or m(e. i) > o. Then the following holds. 

a. If i is positive to h on e, then r(i,h,e) > o. 
Proof. e.i is not L-false (T65-3); hence m(e.i) > o; hence m(e) > o 

(Ts7-1s). c(h,e. i) - c(h,e) > o (D65-1a). Hence the assertion by T4a. 

b. If i is negative to h on e, then r(i,h,e) < o. (Analogous to (a).) 
c. If i is relevant to hone, then r(i,h,e) ~ o. (From (a), (b).) 
d. If r(i,h,e) = o, then i is irrelevant to h on e. 

Proof. Let e. i not be L-false (otherwise the assertion follows from D65. 
Id(z)). Then m(e. i) > o, and hence m(e) > o. Therefore c(h,e. i) = 
m(e. i. h)/m(e. i), and c(h,e) = m(e. h)/m(e) (T56-4a). [This, the existence 
of the two c-values, is the decisive point in this proof; because of this point, we 
cannot derive (d) directly from (c).] The difference of the two c-values is o 
(T4c). Hence the assertion by D6s-1d(1). 

The restricting condition in Tg requiring that e • i not be almost L-false 
applies, of course, only to ~ oo. It must be required for ~ oo because here the 
following can happen: c(h,e. i) and c(lz,e) have values, hence e. i is not L-false; 
the first of the two values is greater, hence i is positive to h on e; however, 
m(e. i) = o (e. i is almost L-false) and hence m(e. i. h) = o; therefore. 
r(i,h,e) = o. As an example, take the sentences e, h, and i mentioned in the 
discussions following T6s-6 and T6S-7· Then the following holds in ~oo forcer
tain m and c (among them our functions m* and c*): i and h and hence e. i 
and e. hare almost L-false; c(h,e) = o, c(h,e. i) = 1, hence i is positive to h on 
e; on the other hand, m(i) = o, hence m(e. i) = m(e. i. h) = o, hence 
r(i,h,e) = o. 

T1o says that the parallelism between the relevance concepts and r 
holds in ~N without any restriction. The same holds for ~oo, if e and i are 
nongeneral, since in this case e. i cannot be almost L-false (T58-3e). 

+T67-10. For ~N. 
a. The following four conditions are logically equivalent, that is to say, 

if any of them holds, all others hold too: 
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(I) r(i,h,e) > o; 
(2) i is positive to h on e; 
(3) r(h,i,e) > o; 
(4) h is positive to i on e. 
(From T8a, T9a; T3.) 

b. The following four conditions are logically equivalent: 
(I) r(i,h,e) < o; 
(2) i is negative to h on e; 
(3) r(h,i,e) < o; 
(4) h is negative to i on e. 
(From T8b, T9b; T3.) 

c. The following four conditions are logically equivalent: 
(I) r(i,h,e) ;eo; 
(2) i is relevant to h on e; 
(3) r(h,i,e) ;e o; 
(4) h is relevant to i on e. 
(From T8c, T9c; T3.) 

d. The following four conditions are logically equivalent: 
(I) r(i,h,e) = o; 
(2) i is irrelevant to h on e; 
(3) r(h,i,e) = o; 
(4) h is irrelevant to i on e. 
(From T8d, T9d; T3.) 

Tio will be used frequently in the following sections, often without ex
plicit reference. 

§ 68. Relevance Measures for Two Observations and Their Connections 

The problems discussed in this section and the next one concern the rela
tions between the relevance measures r of i and of j (to h on e), on the one 
hand, and those of certain connections of i and j, especially i V j and i .j, on 
the other. Two theorems of additivity are found: (1) if i and j are L-exclusive 
with respect toe, then the r-value fori V j (to hone) is the sum of the values 
fori and for j (T1b); (2) if i and j are L-disjunct with respect to e, then the 
r-value fori .j (to hone) is the sum of the values fori and for j (T2b). The 
first result is analogous to the special addition theorems for m and for c; the 
second result marks an essential difference between r and those two func
tions. The twofold additivity of r is important for our further analysis of 
relevance. 

If the r-values (to h on e) for i .j, i. rvj, rvi .j, and rvi. rvj are given, 
the r-values for i, j, and i V j can be obtained as sums of one, two, or three of 
those four r-values. This is done first generally (T3) and then for all possible 
cases of deductive relations between i andj on the evidence e (T4). 

§ 68. RELEVANCE MEASURES FOR TWO OBSERVATIONS 

In this section we shall develop theorems which tell us whether and how 
the relevance measures of two sentences i andj (to hone) determine the 
relevance measures of their connections, especially of i .j and i V j. These 
theorems will enable us to deal with problems like this: suppose we know 
that i is positive to hone (or negative, or irrelevant) and further thatj is 
positive to hone (or negative, or irrelevant), what can we infer concern
ing the relevance of i • j, or of i V j? Problems of this kind occur frequently 
in science and in everyday life. For example, some scientists are jointly 
interested in a certain hypothesis h, which may be a general theory or a 
singular prediction; they pool their prior evidence e; then they start sepa
rately to look for further observational material relevant to h. Suppose 
now one of these scientists reports to the group that he has made ob
servations (i) which are positive to h (on e); then another one reports 
that he has found evidence (})which is positive (or negative or irrelevant) 
to h. Thereupon the group wishes to know what is the relevance to h of 
the two reports i and j taken together, that is, of the conjunction i .j. 
In other situations, the problem concerns the relevance of the disjune- . 
tion i V j. Suppose, for example, X is interested in a hypothesis concern
ing the influence of certain rarely occurring conditions on pneumonia. 
Since he knows so far of only a small number of relevant cases, he is in
terested in every new report on a case where those particular conditions 
occurred, even if the report is not as specific as he might wish. Now he 
receives a new report: the particular conditions did occur, and many other 
details are reported; however, it has not been examined whether it was a 
case of virus pneumonia or of bacillus pneumonia. After careful delibera
tion, X comes to the conclusion that, if the report had stated the first, it , 
would have positive relevance to his hypothesis; if the second, it would be 
positive too (or negative, or irrelevant). And now he wishes to answer 
the question, what is the relevance of the actual report from which he . 
learns merely that either the one or the other was the case? 

There are analogous problems concerning two hypotheses. If we know 
the relevance of i to h on e, and also that of i to k on e, what is the rele
vance of i to h • k or to h V k? These problems will be discussed in a later 
section (§ 70). 

Even in a complete system of inductive logic, that is to say, a theory 
based upon a specific c-function, it is useful to have general theorems say
ing under what conditions the c increases or decreases, because these 
theorems might often save us the trouble of computing the prior and , 
posterior confirmations and thus determining the increase or decrease. 
The importance of general theorems of this kind is still greater in the 
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theory dealt with in this and the preceding chapters, the general theory of 
regular c-functions. As long as we do not go beyond this theory and choose 
a specific c-function as our concept of degree of confirmation, we cannot 
determine any c-values (except the extreme values o and I), and thus 
there is no other way of determining positive or negative relevance than 
with the help of general theorems. It is true that we shall later take the 
further step to a complete inductive logic. However, we cannot expect to 
find general agreement with our specific choice of a function, while there 
is a practically general agreement with respect to those assumptions 
which underlie the theory of regular c-functions (see § 62). Therefore it is 
important to establish as many results as possible on this basis common 
to all theories. Thus, for example, it would be of great interest to discover 
whether the following statement holds generally: if i is positive to hone 
andj is irrelevant, then i V j is positive; or, if this does not hold generally, 
whether at least the weaker statement holds that under those conditions 
i V j is not negative to h on e. 

One might perhaps think that questions of this kind could be answered 
without elaborate technical analyses; that, for example, statements of the 
following kind could be established simply by common sense: (i) if i is posi
tive to h on e and j is negative, then for i • j three cases are possible de
pending upon the particular nature of the sentences involved: i .j may 
be positive (if i has, so to speak, a stronger influence thanj), or negative 
(in the inverse case), or it may be irrelevant (if i and j cancel out each 
other); (ii) if both i andj are positive to hone, then i .j is positive too. 
To this it should be remarked first that it is always at least of theoretical 
interest to reconstruct plausible and even indubitable relationships within 
a systematic theory, for example, to prove in the propositional calculus 
that from i • j we can derive j • i. Furthermore, the superficial appearance 
of plausibility in inductive logic is very often entirely misleading. Thus, 
for example, of the two statements mentioned (i) is right, but (ii) is 
wrong; the conjunction of two sentences which are positive to hone may 
indeed be positive too, but it may also be irrelevant ~nd even ~egative. In 
other words, it is possible that each of two reports i and j, if added to our 
prior evidence, increases the probability of a certain future event, and 
nevertheless the simultaneous addition of both reports makes the event 
less probable. This is the first of four possible cases listed below which 
may appear rather surprising at first glance. The possibilities are meant 
in this way: for any c-function that comes at all into consideration as an 
explicatum, we can easily find sentences e, h, i, and j which exhibit these 
relationships. 

§68. RELEVANCE MEASURES FOR TWO OBSERVATIONS 

The following cases are possible: 

I. Both i and j are positive to h on e, but i • j is nevertheless negative 
____ to hone. 

2. Both i andj are positive to hone, but i V j is negative. 
3· i is positive both to h and to k one, but it is negative to h. k. 
4· i is positive both to h and to k on e, but it is negative to h V k. 

These possibilities will not only be proved technically but also made 
plausible, intuitively understandable, with the help of simple examples. 
The cases (3) and (4) will be dealt with in the later discussion concerning 
connections of two hypotheses(§ 7I). 

In the following discussions we shall often make use of the relative 
L-terms 'with respect to (the given evidence) e' (see D2o-2). 

In the following two theorems, the parts Tib and T2b are of especial 
importance. They state the additivity of r for disjunctions and conjunc
tions under certain conditions and are fundamental for a great part of our 
further discussions in this chapter. 

T68-1. Additivity for disjunctions. 
a. r(i V j,h,e) = r(i,h,e) + r(j,h,e)- r(i .j,h,e). 

Proof. r(i V j,h,e) = m(e • h • (i V j)) X m(e) - m(e • h) X m(e. (i V j)) 
(D67-1), . 
= m[(e. h. i) V (e. h •JJ] X m(e) - m(e. h) X m[(e. i) V (e •JJ] (T2r-sm(r)), 
= [m(e. h. i) + m(e. h •JJ - m(e. h. i •JJ] X m(e) - m(e. h) X [m(e. i) 
+ m(e .j) - m(e. i •J)] (Ts7-1k), 

= [m(e. h. i) X m(e) - m(e. h) X m(e. i)] + [m(e. h .j) X m(e) - m(e. h) 
X m(e •J)] - [m(e. h. i •JJ X m(e) - m(e. h) X m(e. i .j)]. 

Hence the assertion by D67-1. 

+b. Let m(e. i .j) = o. (This is the case in particular if e. i .j is L
false, in other words, i and j are £-exclusive with respect to e.) Then 
r(i V j,h,e) = r(i,h,e) + r(j,h,e). 

Proof. r(i .j,h,e) = o (T67-6d). Hence the assertion by (a). 

c. Let i be a disjunction with n (~ 2) components: i, Vi. V . .. Vi,.. 
For any two distinct components im and i:p, let m(e .• im. i:P) = o. 
(This is the case if i., ... , i,. are L-exclusive in pairs with respect . 
to e.) Then r(i,h,e) = ~ r(i:p,h,e). 

Proof. Let i' be i, V i. V ... V i,_,. Then e • i' • i,. is L-equivalent to 
(e. i,. i,.) V (e. i •• i,.) V . .. V (e. i,._,. i,.) (T2r-sm(2)). For any component 
in the latter disjunction and hence (Ts7-1s) also for any conjunction of two 
or more of them, m - o. Hence m(e • i' • i,.) = o (T57-rv). Therefore, since i is 
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i' Vi,., r(i,h,e) = r(i',h,e) + r(i,.,h,e) (b). If the assertion of the theorem holds 

for n- I, then r(i',h,e) = fr(ip,h,e); hence, with the result just ~ound, the 

assertion for n follows. The :S~ertion holds for n = 2 (b). Therefore, by mathe
matical induction, it holds for every n ~ 2. 

One of the characteristics of those numerical functions of classes which 
are called measure functions is the following property: for any such func
tion its value for the class-sum of two classes is always the sum of its 
val~es for the two classes minus its value for the class-product; it is clear 
that the latter value must be subtracted, because by summing the meas
ures of the two classes their common part has been counted twice. This 
is the reason for the general addition theorem concerning m (T 57-tk); this 
theorem was the basis for the general addition theorem concerning c 
(T59-1k) and is here the basis for the general addition theorem concern
ing r (Tta). We shall see later that the necessity of the subtraction of the 
last term in Tta brings about the possibility of the case (2) mentioned 
earlier: even if both i and j are positive to h on e, i V j may be negative. 
We see from Tta that this would happen if the r-values fori, j, and i .j 
are positive and the last one greater than the sum of the first and second. 
The question whether and under what conditions this can occur will be 
examined later. 

In the case of mutually exclusive classes, the measure functions have 
simple additivity: the value for the class-sum is the sum of the valu~s of 
the two classes; this is the chief characteristic of measure functions. 
Therefore we had, under the condition of L-exclusivity of the sentences, 
which corresponds to the exclusivity of the ranges, the special addition 
theorem for m (Ts7-1m). Based on it are the special addition theorem 
for c (T59-Il) and now that for r (Ttb). In addition to these theorems for 
simple disjunction, we have the special addition theorems for multiple 
disjunction concerning m (Ts7-1v), c (T59-1m), and r (Ttc). 

T68-2. Additivity for conjunctions. 
a. r(i .j,h,e) = r(i,h,e) + r(j,h,e) - r(i V j,h,e). (From Tta.) 

+b. Let m(e. "'i. "'j) = o. (This is the case in particular if ~ e ::> i V j, 
in other words, if i and j are L-disjunct with respect to e.) Then 
r(i .j,h,e) = r(i,h,e) + r(j,h,e). 

Proof. m(e. -(i V j)) = o. Therefore r(i V j,h,e) = o (T67-6e). Hence the 
assertion by (a). 

c. Let i be a conjunction with n (~ 2) components: i,. i •• ...• i,.. 
For any two distinct components im and i 20 , let m(e. "'im. "'ip) = o. 

r 
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(This is the case if im and i20 are L-disjunct with respect to e, i.e., . 
~ e ::> im V i20.) Then r(i,h,e) = ~ r(i20,h,e). 

Proof, from Tic by substituting '-i' for 'i' and '-ip' (for every p = I 
ton) for 'ip', and T67-5a. 

T2a is still analogous to theorems on m (T57-Il) and c (T59-tq). How
ever, the analogy does not go farther. For r we have here a special addition 
theorem for conjunction (T2b), while the corresponding theorem for 
m (T57-1t) has not this simple form; the reason for this difference is that 
if i and j are L-disjunct, i V j is L-true, and hence r(i V j,h,e) = o while 
m(i V j) is not o but I. The corresponding theorem for c (T59-u) is analo
gous to that for m, hence likewise not as simple as that for r. Thus the re
sult is that, under suitable conditions, r is additive with respect to dis
junctions, like m and c, but further also additive with respect to conjunc
tions, in distinction to m and c. 

Suppose two sentences i and j are given. Let us consider the four sen
tences i . j, i • "'j, "'i . j, and "'i . "'j. They correspond to the four 
lines of the truth-table fori andj (see the explanation preceding T21-7). 
Let l be any non-L-false sentence constructed out of i and j with the 
help of any connectives. Then l can be transformed into a disjunction of 
n of the four sentences (t ~ n ~ 4) (T21-7d); for example, i V j is L
equivalent to the disjunction of the first three of them. Since the four sen-· 
tences are L-exclusive in pairs (T21-7a), r(l,h,e) can be represented as a 
sum of some of the r-values for the four se~tences. Thus these four r
values are a convenient basis for studying the relations between the 
r-values of i, j, and their connections. This method will be applied in T3. 

We shall use in this section and the next one the following abbrevia-
tions for the four r-values: 

r, = r(i .j,h,e), 
r. = r(i. ,....,j,h,e), 
r3 = r( "'i. j,h,e), 
r4 = r( "'i • ,....,j,h,e). 

TGS-3. Let e, h, i, j be sentences in 2. 
a. r, + r. + t 3 + r4 = o. 

Proof. Let k be (i .j) V (i. ,.. • .,_;) V (-i .,j) V (-i. "'JJ. The components of 
this disjunction are I.-exclusive in pairs (T2I-7a), hence also L-exclusive in 
pairs with respect to e. Therefore (Tic) r(k,h,e) is the sum of the four r-values 
as stated above. On the other hand, k is L-true (T21-7b), hence ~ e ::> k. 
Therefore r(k,h,e) "" o (T67-6e). 

b. r(i,h,e) == r, + rJ. 
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Proof. i is L-equivalent to (i .j) V (i. ""'JJ (T21-5j(2)). Hence the asser
tion by Tib. 

c. r(j,h,e) = rx + r3• (Analogous to (b).) 
d. (x) r(i V j,h,e) = rx + r. + r3 ; 

(2) = -r4. 
Proof. I. i V j is L-equivalent to (i .j) V (i. ""'JJ V (--i •JJ (T2I-7d). Hence 

the assertion by Tic. 2. From (I) and (a). 

If any deductive relations (L-concepts) hold between i andj, then one 
or two or three of the four sentences i .j, i. "'j, "'i .j, and "'i. "'j are 
L-false (for example, if ~ i ::> "'j, i .j is L-false; if ~ i = j, then i. "'j 
and "'i .j are L-false); then for these L-false sentences r = o (T67-6d). 
This provides a simple method for studying how deductive relations be
tween i andj, and also e, affect the r-values of i,j, and their connections. 
This method will be applied in T 4· There we shall use not the strong 
deductive condition that a certain sentence is L-false but rather the con
dition that its m-value is o; the latter condition is weaker in~""· 

T68-4. 
a. Let m(e. i .j) = o. (This is the case in particular if e. i .j is 

L-false, in other words, ~e. i ::> "'j, i andj are L-exclusive with re
spect to e.) Then the following holds. 
(x) rx = o. (From T67-6d.) 
(2) r. + r3 + r4 = o. (From T3a, (x).) 
(3) r(i,h,e) = r •. (From T3b, (x).) 
(4) r(j,h,e) = r3• (From T3c, (x).) 
(5) r(i V j,h,e) = r. + r3 = -r4• (From T3d, (x).) 

b. Let m( e • i • "'j) = o. (This is the case if e • i • "'j is L-false, hence 
~ e • i ::> j.) 
(x) r. = o. (From T67-6d.) 
(2) rx + r3 + r4 = o. (From T3a, (x)). 
(3) r(i,h,e) = rx. (From T3b, (x).) 
(4) r(j,h,e) = r(i V j,h,e) = rx + r3 = -r4• (From T3c, T3d, (x).) 

c. Let m(e. "'i .j) = o. (This is the case if e. "'i .j is L-false, hence 
~ e .j ::> i.) 
tx) r3 = o. (From T67-6d.) 
(2) rx + r. + r4 = o. (From T3a, (x).) 
(3) r(j,h,e) = tr. (From T3c, (x).) 
(4) r(i,h,e) = r(i V j,h,e) = rx + r. = -r4• (From T3b, T3d, (x).) 

d. Let m(e. "'i. "'j) = o. (This is the case if e. "'i. "'j is L-false, 
in other words,~ e ::> i V j, i andj are L-disjunct with respect to e.) 
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(x) r4 = o. (From T67-6d.) 
(2) rx + r. + r3 = o. (From T3a, (x).) 
(3) r(i,h,e) = rx + r. = -r3. (From T3b, (2).) 
(4) r(j,h,e) = rx + r3 = -r •. (From T3c, (2).) 
(s) r(i V j,h,e) = o. (From T3d(x), (2).) 

e. Let m(e. i .j) = m(e. i. "'j) = o; in other words, m(e. i) = o. 
(This is the case if e. i is L-false, hence ~ e ::> ~.) 
(x) rx = r. = o. (From (a)(x), (b)(x.)) 
(2) r3 + r4 = o. (From T3a, (x).) 
(3) r(i,h,e) = o. (From (a)(3), (x).) 
(4) r(j,h,e) = r(i V j,h,e) = r3 = -r4• (From (b)(4), (x).) 

f. Let m(e. i .j) = m(e. "'i .j) = o; in other words, m(e .j) = o. 
(This is the case if e .j is L-false, hence ~ e ::> "'j.) 
(x) rx = r3 = o. (From (a)(x), (c)(x).) 
(2) r. + r 4 = o. (From T3a, (x).) 
(3) r(j,h,e) = o. (From (c)(3), (x).) 
(4) r(i,h,e) = r(i V j,h,e) = r. = -r4• (From (c)(4), (x).) 

g. Let m(e. i .j) = m(e. "'i. "'j) = o; in other words, m(e. (i = j)) 
= o. (This is the case if e. (i = j) is L-false, hence~ e ::> (i = "'j).) 
(x) rx = r 4 = o. (From (a)(x), (d)(x).) 
(z) r. + r3 = o. (From T3a, (x).) 
(3) r(i,h,e) = r. = -r3• (From (d)(3), (x).) 
(4) r(j,h,e) = r3 = -r. = -r(i,h,e). (From (d)(4), (x).) 
(s) r(i V j,h,e) = o. (From (d)(s).) 

h. Let m(e. i. "'j) = m(e. "'i.j) = 0
1

j in other words, m(e. 
"'-'(i = j)) = o. (This is the case if e. "'-'(i = JJ is L-false, hence 
~ e ::> ( i = j), i and j are L-equivalent with respect to e.) 
(x) r. = r3 = o. (From (b)(x), (c)(x).) 
(2) t 1 + r4 = o. (From T3a, (x).) 
(3) r(i,h,e) = r(j,h,e) = r(i V j,h,e) = rx = -r4• (From (b)(3)", 

(b)(4), (x).) 
i. Let m(e. i. "'JJ = m(e. "'i. "'j) = o; in other words, m(e. "'JJ = 

o. (This is the case if!!. "'j is L-false, hence ~ e ::> j.) 
(x) r. = r4 = o. (From (b)(x), (d)(x).) 
(2) rx + r3 = o. (From T3a, (x).) 
(3) r(i,h,e) = rx = -r3. (From (b)(3), (2).) 
(4) r(j,h,e) = r(i V j,h,e) = o. (From (b)(4), (2).) 

j. Let m(e. "'i .j) = m(e. "'i. "'j) = o; in other words, m(e. "'i) 
= o. (This is the case if e • "'i is L-false, hence ~ e ::> i.) 
(x) r3 = r4 - o. (From (c)(x), (d)(x).) 
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(2) r. + r. = o. (From T3a, (r).) 
(3) r(i,h,e) = r(i V j,h,e) = o. (From (c)(4), (2).) 
(4) r(j,h,e) = r. = -r •. (From (c)(3), (2).) 

k. Let any three of the four sentences i .j, i. "'j, "'i .j, and ~. "'j 
be selected. Let m = o for the three conjunctions of e with each of 
the selected sentences. (This is the case if these three conjunctions 
are L-false, and hence e L-implies the one sentence among the four 
which has not been selected.) 
(r) r. = r. = r3 = r4 = o. 

Proof. For each of the three selected sentences, r = o (T67-6d). Therefore 
the same holds for the one remaining sentence (T3a). 

(2) For i, j, i V j, and i .j (to h on e), r = o. (From T3b, c, d, 
and (r).) 

1. Let m(e. i .j) = m(e. i. "'JJ = m(e. "'i •JJ = m(e. "'i. "'JJ = o; 
in other words, m(e) = o. (This is the case if e is L-false.) 
(r) r. = r. = r3 = r4 = o. 
(2) For i,j, i V j, and i .j (to hone), r = o. (From (k); or directly 

from T67-6b.) 

T4 has dealt with all those cases where one, two, three, or all four of 
the sentences e. i .j, e. i. "'j, e. "'i .j, and e. "'i. "'j have the 
m-value o, which includes the cases where these sentences are L..:false. 
Thereby all possibilities of deductive relations (L-concepts) between i and 
jon the basis e are dealt with, in other words, all nonquantitative relations 
(like inclusion, exclusion, emptiness, etc.) between those parts of m, and 
ffl; which are within ffl •. The purpose of T3 and T 4 is this. If the relevance 
measures of the four L-exclusive sentences i .j, i. "'j, "'i .j, and 
,..,i. "'j are given, then the theorems determine the relevance measures 
for i, j, and i V j, and enable us to find easily those for any other connec
tions of i andj. T3 does this in general, and T4 for all cases of deductive 
relations. 

§ 69. The Possible Relevance Situations for Two Observations and Their 
Connections 

Suppose that the relevance situation for four sentences e, h, i, and j is de
scribed in the following way: for each of the sentences i .j, i. rvj, rvi .j, 
rvi. rvj, i, j, and i V j, not the numerical value of r (to h on e) is given, but 
merely the sign of r, that is to say, it is stated whether r > o, <o, or = o. 
(These indications for the seven sentences are, of course, not independent of 
each other.) A table (Tia) is given which contains a complete list of all seventy
five possible relevance situations thus described in terms of signs of r. With the 
help of this table, general theorems about possible relevance situations are 
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derived, first in terms of signs of r (T2), and then in terms of the relevance 
concepts (T3). Four kinds of relevance situations, whose possibility seems sur
prising at first glance, are studied more in detail; among them are the follow
ing: (1a) i andj are both positive (to hone) but i .j is negative; (2a) i andj 
are both positive but i V j is negative. These situations are illustrated and 
made plausible by examples with numerical values. Finally, the following is 
shown by a general theorem (Ts) and by examples: if it is known thatj is L
implied either by i alone or by e. i, then from the relevance of i (to h on e) 
nothing can be inferred concerning the relevance of j, or vice versa. 

The problems which we have discussed in the preceding section and 
shall further discuss here concern the following situation. The prior evi
dence e is given; the hypothesis his considered; i andj are pieces of addi
tional evidence, for example, reports of new observations. The questions 
to be answered concern the relevance to h on e of i and j and their con
nections. We had two theorems (T68-3 and T68-4) which state the rela
tions between the relevance measures of the four sentences i .j, i. "'j, 
"'i .j, and "'i. "'j, on the one hand, and those of i, j, and i V j, on the 
other. We shall now turn to nonnumerical questions of relevance; that is 
to say, we ask for each sentence l among those mentioned, not what is 
its relevance measure to h on e, but merely whether lis positive, negative, 
or irrelevant to hone. Or, more exactly, we ask not about the numerical 
value of r for l (to h on e) but merely for what we shall call the sign of r, 
that is, whether r for lis >o, <o, oro. These three cases correspond in 
general to positive relevance, negative relevance, and irrelevance. [How
ever, as we have seen earlier, this correspondence holds without restric
tions only in ~N and for nongeneral sentences in ~Q). If e • l is an almost 
L-false sentence in ~Q) (and hence contains a variable, Ts8-3e), then 
m(e .{) = o and hence m(e .l. h) = o and hence r(l,h,e) = o (D67-r); 
nevertheless, l is in this case not necessarily irrelevant to h on e but may 
be positive or negative.] 

We shall now consider the possible relevance situations to h on e for 
the sentences mentioned above (viz., i .j, i. "'j, "'i .j, "'i. "'j; i, j, 
and i V j), characterized in a nonnumerical way by the signs of r for these 
sentences. With the help of the theorems in the preceding section it will 
now be possible to state a complete list of all possible relevance situations in 
this sense for the sentences mentioned; their number is 75· This list will 
be given in the subsequent table Tra. The table contains, aside from the 
enumeration at the left-hand side, seven columns for the seven sentences 
mentioned above. (At present, we pay attention only to those headings 
of the columns which are given on the line a; the line b refers to another 
interpretation Txb of the same table, to be discussed later (§ 71).) The 
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table is constructed in such a manner that every case listed is possible 
and that no possible case is omitted. It will later provide the basis for 
general theorems on possible relevance situations in terms of relevance 
concepts (T3). 

The procedure for constructing the table Tra is as follows. We begin by filling 
the columns (I) to (4) only. '+', '-',and 'o' mean that r > o, r < o, and 
r = o, respectively, for the sentence indicated at the head of the column, al
ways to hone. We list all those distributions of'+','-', and 'o' among the 
four sentences which are possible; these distributions are those which satisfy 
the following rule: 

Rr. If'+' occurs in one of the columns (I) to (4), then'-' must occur in 
another of these columns; if '-' occurs in one, '+' must occur in 
another. 

This follows from T68-3a. r,, r., r3, and r4 in this theorem are the r-values for 
the four sentences to which the columns refer. T68-3a says that the sum of 
these four values is o; therefore, if one value is >o, another is <o, and vice 
versa. Therefore, there are fourteen distributions without 'o' (Nos. I to I4); 
because there are all together sixteen distributions of two values among four 
items (T4o-3Ie), and two of them are here excluded by RI, viz.,'++++' 
and '- -- - '. Now we come to the cases where r = o for just one of the four 
sentences. If r = o for (I) only, we have six cases for (2), (3), and (4) (Nos. 
IS-2o), because there are eight distributions of '+' and '-' (T4o-3Ie) and 
again two of them are excluded by RI, viz.,'+++' and'---'. There are 
likewise six cases each if r = o for (2) only, or for (3) only, or for (4) only 
(Nos. 2I to 38). Then we have the cases where r = o for two sentences (Nos. 
39-50); here, according to RI, one of the two remaining se~tences must have 
'+'and the other '- '. That exactly three sentences have 'o' IS excluded by Rr. 
Hence there remains only the last case (No. SI), where all four sentences 
have 'o'. 

Now we turn to column (S) fori. Here we have to determine the sign of r 
for i on the basis of the earlier columns. T68-3 b says that the r-value fori is the 
sum of the r-values for the sentences (I) and (2). Thus we have the following 
rules for filling in column (S) (Rs will presently be explained): 

R2. If in columns (I) and (2) we find '++' or '+o' or 'o+', we write in 
column (s) '+'. 

R3. If we find'--' or '-o' or 'o-', we write'-'. 
R4. If we find 'oo', we write 'o'. 
Rs. Suppose we find in columns (I) and (2) one '+'and one '-'. 

a. If there is still another'+' (in column (3) or (4)) but no other'-', 
we write in column (s) '-'. 

b. If there is still another'-' but no other'+', we write'+'· 
c. If we find 'o' in both (3) and (4), we write 'o' in (s). 
d. If we find in (3) and (4) one'+' and one'-', then there are for (s) 

all three possibilities,'+','-', and 'o'. This occurs in Nos. 5, 6, 9, 
and IO. 

R2, RJ, and R4 are obvious, in view of T68-3b. Rsa applies if there is one 
'-' but two or three '+' (and hence one or no 'o'). Consider the case where 
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r, is negative, say, -r,, r. and r3 are positive, say, r. and r 3, and r4 is either 
positive, say, r4, or o. Then (T68-3a) r, = r. + r3 or r. + r3 + r4, hence 
r, > r.; therefore r for i, which is r, + r. (T68-3b) = -r, + r., is negative. 
Rsb is analogous to Rsa. In the case of Rsc, r, + r. = o (T68-3a). In the case 
of Rsd, we see easily that r fori may be >o or <o or = o. As an example, 
take case No. S· If the r-values for the sentences (I) to (4) are, say, 2r, -r, r, 
and - zr, respectively, where r is any positive real number, then r fori, which 
is the sum of the first two values, is r, hence> o; if the four values are r,- 2r, 2r, 
-r, then r fori is -r, hence <o; if those values are r, -r, 2r, -2r, then r 
fori is o. 

Now we come to column (6) for j. According to T68-3c, the r-value for j is 
the sum of the values for the sentences (I) and (3). Thus the procedure is here 
analogous to that for column (s). Here likewise, we have sometimes all three 
possibilities: r forj may be >o, <o, oro; this occurs in cases Nos. 3, 6, 9, 
and I 2. In two of these cases, Nos. 6 and 9, we had already three possibilities 
for i in (s). In these cases the three possibilities for j in (6) are independent 
of the three possibilities for i in (s); that is to say, all nine combinations are 
possible. This is shown for the nine combinations A to I in No. 6 by the follow
ing nine examples; they are to be understood in the same manner as the above 
examples for the application of Rsd to No. s; examples for No. 9 can easily be 
constructed analogously. 

(I) (2) (3) (4) <s> (6) 

+ - - + -<•>+<•> -<•H(3) 

6A 3r -2r -2r r r r 
B 2r -r -3r 2r r -r 
c 2r -r -2r r r 0 
D 2r. _3, -r 2r -r r 
E r -2r -2r 3' -r -r 
F r -2r -r 2r -r 0 
G 2r -2r -r 'r 0 r 
H r -r -2r 2r 0 -r 
I r -r -r r 0 0 

Finally we fill in column (7) fori V j according to the following rule: 

R6. If in column (4) we find'+', '-', or 'o', then we write in column (7). 
'-','+',or 'o', respectively. 

This follows from the fact that r for i V j is -r4 (T68-3d(2)). R6 determines 
every item in column (7) uniquely. 

T69-1. The possible relevance situations. 

a. Signs of r for i, j, and their connections, to h on e. 
b. Signs of r for i to h, k, and their connections, on e. 

'+','-',and 'o' indicate that r > o, r < o, and r = o, respective
ly. 



(I) <•i (3) (4) <s> (6) (7) 
Tia. i.j i. "-'i "-'i .j ,-.,.Ji .~j ; j iVJ 

Tib. h." ". "'" "'". k 
~h.,-.,.Jk " k hVII 

No. I + + + - + + + 
2 + + - + + - -

3{~} + + - - + {~} + 

:{~} 
+ - + + - + -
+ - + - {~} + + 

r~ + + + -

·(; 

+ 0 - + + - - + - - -
- 0 

0 + 
0 -
0 0 

7 + - - - + + + 
8 - + + + - - -

A + +I 
B + -c + 0 
D - + 

9 E - + + - - - + F - 0 
G 0 + H 0 -
I 0 0 

Io{~} - + - + {~} - -
II - + - - + - + 
I2{~} - - + + - {~} -
I3 - - + - - + + 
I4 - - - + - - -
IS 0 + + - + + + 
I6 0 + - + + - -
I7 0 + - - + - + 
I8 0 - + + - + -
I9 0 - + - - + + 
20 0 - - + - - -
21 + 0 + - + + + 
22 + 0 - + + - -
23 + 0 - - + + + 
24 - 0 + + - - -
2S - 0 + - - + + 
26 - 0 - + - - -
27 + + 0 - + + + 
28 + - 0 + - + -
29 + - 0 - + + + 
30 - + 0 + - - -
31 - + 0 - + - + 
32 - - 0 + - - -
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(I) (2) (3) I ,....,}:>,....,j (s) (6) (7) 
Tia, i.j i • "-'i "-'i ·i ; j iVj 

Tib. ". k h. "-'k "'"." ""h • ........, .. " k hVII 
--

33 + + - 0 + - 0 

34 + - + 0 - + 0 

3S + - - 0 + + 0 
36 - + + 0 - - 0 

37 - + - 0 + - 0 
38 - - + 0 - + 0 

39 0 0 + - 0 + + 
40 0 0 - + 0 - -
41 0 + 0 - + 0 + 
42. 0 - 0 + - 0 -
43 0 + - 0 + - 0 
44 0 - + 0 - + 0 

4S + 0 0 - + + + 
46 - 0 0 + - - -
47 + 0 - 0 + 0 0 
48 - 0 + 0 - 0 0 

49 + - 0 0 0 + 0 
so - + 0 0 0 - 0 

S1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

We can read from the table T1a which combinations of signs of rare 
possible for i, j, i .j, and i V j. Thus we find the results stated in the 
following theorem T2; it serves chiefly as a lemma for T3, which deals 
with the possible combinations of relevance properties for those sentences~ 

T69-2. Let four sentences e, h, i, andj in~ be given. (a), (b), (c), and (d) 
deal with four cases concerning the signs of r for i and for j; they are al
ways meant to hone. It is easily seen that for any four sentences exactly 
one of these cases (a) to (d) applies. 

a. Let r either be >o for both i andj, or >o for one of them and o for 
the other. Then the following holds. 
(1) For at least one of the sentences i .j and i V j r > o. 
(2) If fori .j r > o, then fori V j r may be >o, <o, oro. 
(3) If fori V j r > o, then fori .j r may be >o, <o, oro. 
(4) Let m(e. i .j) = o. (This is the case in particular if e. i .j is 

L-false, in other words, i and j are L-exclusive with respect 
to e.) Then fori .j r = o, and fori V j r > o. (From T67-6d; 
T68-Ib.) 

(5) Let m(e • "'i. "-'j) = o. (This is the case if e. "-'i. "'j is L
false, hence ~ e :::> i V j.) Then for i V j r = o, and for i .j 
r > o. (From T67-6e; T68-2b.) 

b. Let r either be <o for both i andj, or <o for one of them and o for 
the other. Then the following holds. 
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(I) For at least one of the sentences i .j and i V j r < o. 
(2) If fori .j r < o, then fori V j r may be >o, <o, oro. 
(3) If fori V j r < o, then fori .j r may be >o, <o, oro. 
(4) Let m(e. i .j) = o. Then for i .j r = o, and for i V j r < o. 

(From T67-6d; T68-Ib.) 
(5) Let m(e. "'i. "'j) = o. Then for i V j r = o, and for i .j 

r < o. (From T67-6e; T68-2b.) 
c. Let r be >o for one of the sentences i and j and <o for the other. 

Then fori .j r may be >o, <o, oro and the same holds fori V j, 
independently of i .j; that is to say, all nine combinations are 
possible. 

d. Let r = o for both i and j. Then either r = o for both i .j and 
i V j, orr > o for one and r < o for the other; in the latter case, the 
one r-value is the opposite of the other. (From T68-Ia.) 
(All items for which no references to other theorems are given can 
easily be established by scanning the list Tia; exact proofs are based 
on T68-3.) 

From T2 we derive the analogous theorem T3. While the former deals 
with the three signs of r, the latter deals with the three corresponding rele
vance properties, viz., positive relevance, negative relevance, and irrele
vance. From the point of view of application, the latter concepts and hence 
the theorem T3 dealing with them may perhaps be more interesting. How
ever, T3 cannot be as simple as T2 but must contain restricting condi
tions at certain points, because the relevance properties do not always 
correspond to the sign of r. We require in T3 that (A) e. i is not almost 
L-false, and (B) e .j is not almost L-false. (A) means that either e. i is 
L-false or m(e. i) > o; (B) means that either e .j is L-false or 
m(e .j) > o. It follows from (A) and (B) that e. (i V j) is either L-false 
or its m > o; in other words that (C) e. (i V j) is not almost L-false. 

Proof. Let e. (i V j) be not L-false. It is L-equivalent to (e. i) V (e.[). 
Hence at least one of the sentences e • i and e .j is not L-false (T2o-2q). There
fore at least one of their m-values is >o. (From (A), (B).) Hence m > o for 
their disjunction (T57-1j) and hence fore. (i V j). 

The conditions (A), (B), and (C) are needed for the use of T67-9 in 
the proofs (in particular, (C) for the application of T67-9d to i V j in the 
proof of T3a(3)). 

+T69-3. Let e, h, i, and j be sentences in ~- For ~oo it is assumed that 
none of the following sentences is almost L-false: (A) e. i, (B) e .j, and 
hence (C) e. (i V j). Relevance and irrelevance are here always meant 
to hone. 

1 

I 
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a. Let i and j be either both positive, or one of them positive and the 
other irrelevant. Then the following holds. 
(I) Lemma. Either both r(i,h,e) and r(j,h,e) are >o, or one of them 

is >o and the other o. (From T67-9a, T67-8d.) 
(2) At least one of the sentences i .j and i V j is positive. (From (I), 

T2a(I), T67-8a.) 
(3) If i .j is positive and m(e. i .j) > o, then for i V j all three 

cases are possible, that is to say, it may be positive, negative, 
or irrelevant. 

Proof. Fori .j r > o (T67-9a, since m(e. i .j) > o). Hence fori V j r may 
be >o, <o, oro ((1), T23.(2)). Hence the assertion by T67-8a and b, T67-9d. 

(4) If i V j is positive and m(e. i •JJ > o, then for i .j all three 
cases are possible. (From T67-9a, (I), T2a(3), T67-8a and b, 
T67-9d; in analogy to (3).) 

(s) Let m(e. i .j) = o. [This holds in particular if e. i .j is L-false, 
hence~ e ::> "'(i .j); in this case, i .j is irrelevant.] Then i V j is 
positive. (From (I), T2a(4), T67-8a.) 

(6) Let m(e. "'i. "'j) = o. [This holds in particular if e. "'i. "'j 
and hence e. "'(i V j) is L-false, hence ~ e ::> i V j; in this case, 
i V j is irrelevant.] Then i .j is positive. (From (I), T2a(5), 
T67-8a.) 

b. Let i and j be either both negative, or one of them negative and the 
other irrelevant. Then the following holds. 
(I) Lemma. Either both r(i,h,e) and r(j,h,e) are <o, or one is <o 

and the other o. (From T67-9b, T67-8d.) 
(2) At least one of the sentences i .j and i V j is negative. (From (I), 

T2b(I), T67-8b.) 
(3) If i .j is negative and m(e. i .j) > o, then for i V j all three 

cases are possible. (From T67-9b, (I), T2b(2), T67-8a and b,. 
T67-9d; in analogy to (a)(3).) 

(4) If i V j is negative and m(e. i •JJ > o, then for i .j all three 
cases are possible. (From T67-9b, (I), T2b(3), T67-8a, b, 
T67-9d.) 

(5) Let m(e. i •JJ = o. [See remark in (a)(s).] Then i V j is nega
tive. (From (I), T2b(4), T67-8b.) 

(6) Let m(e. "'i. "'j) = o. [See remark in (a)(6).] Then i .j is 
negative. (From (I), T2b(5), T67-8b.) 

c. Let one of the sentences i and j be positive and the other negative. 
Then for i .j all three cases are possible, and the same holds for 
i V j independently of i .j; that is to say, all nine combinations are 
possible. (From T67-8a and b, T2c, T67-9d.) 
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d. Let both i and j be irrelevant and m(e. i .j) > o. Then i .j and 
i V j are either both irrelevant or one is positive and the other nega
tive. (From T67-8d, T2d, T67-9d, T67-8a and b.) 

T3 gives account of all possible relevance situations described in terms 
of the relevance concepts: positive and negative relevance and irrelevance. 
We shall now study four cases whose possibility seems surprising at first. 
The cases Ia and 2a here are the cases I and 2 mentioned earlier (see the 
discussion preceding T68- I). We shall explain under what conditions they 
occur and illustrate them by simple examples with numerical values. Rele
vance and irrelevance is always meant to h on e. 

la. It is possible that each of two sentences is positive and nevertheless 
their conjunction is negative. For i and j, this occurs only in the case 
No. 9A in table Tia. The following is an example of r-values for this 
case: the values for (I) to (4) are - r, 2r, 2r, - 3r, respectively; hence 
(5) and (6), that is, i and j, have both the value r. (This is like the ex
ample given above for No. 6E, but with opposite signs.) Generally speak
ing, any case constructed in the following way is of this kind. For given 
e and h, we take any three sentences (I), (2), and (3) satisfying the fol
lowing conditions: they are L-exclusive in pairs with respect to e; (I) is 
negative (to hone), its r-value being -r; both (2) and (3) are positive 
such that the r-value of each is greater than r. When we have found any 
three sentences of this kind, we take as i the disjunction of (I) and (2), 
and as j that of (I) and (3). Then for both i and j r > o, and hence they 
are positive; but i .j, which is (I), is negative. 

lb. It is possible that each of two sentences is negative while their con
junction is positive. This occurs only in No. 6E. Cases of this kind can 
be constructed like those for (Ia) but with opposite r-values. 

Example for ra. Let the prior evidence e contain the following information. 
Ten chess players participate in a chess tournament in New York City; some 
of them are local people, some from out of town; some are junior players, some 
seniors; some are men (M), some women (W). Their distribution is known to 
be as follows (see diagram); among the local juniors there is I M, 2 W; among 

i i' 
Local Players Strangers 

j Juniors M,W,W M,M 

j' Seniors M,M w,w,w 

the local seniors 2 M, no W; among the stranger juniors 2 M, no W; among 
the stranger seniors noM, 3 W. It is known that one and only one of the ten 
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players will be the winner. Furthermore, the evidence e is supposed to be such 
that on its basis each of the ten players has an equal chance of becoming the 
winner, hence I/xo. (For this assumption we do not presuppose the principle 
of indifference; it may be that e contains reports about previous achievements 
of the players; all that is assumed is that, for the chosen c, each of the ten pos
sibilities has the c-value I/Io on e. Any additional evidence considered in this 
and the subsequent examples supplies the information that some of the ten 
players cannot win. It is assumed that in each case, on the basis of the in
creased evidence, the remaining players have equal chances of winning.) An 
observer X, who has this prior evidence e, considers the hypothesis h: 'A man 
wins'. (We take this neutral, tenseless formulation instead of the customary 
'a man will win' because the same sentence will later be considered at other 
time points. The same holds for the formulations of i andj.) Consider the five 
sentences each of which predicts the winning of one of the five men. These sen
tences are L-exclusive in pairs with respect toe; and for each of them c = I/Io. 
h is the disjunction of these five sentences. Therefore c(h,e) = 5/Io = I/2 
(T59-Im). Now suppose that X receives during the course of the tournament 
the following report i: 'A local player wins'. The man who reports this to X 
may have seen on the scoreboard that, on the basis of the games finished so far, 
all strangers are out, th~t is, can no longer become the winner; in other words, 
only local people are st1ll in. (The sentences (I) to (4) in our previous discus
sion and in the table Tia are here as follows: (x): 'a local junior wins'; (2): 'a 
local senior wins'; (3): 'a stranger junior wins'; and (4): 'a stranger senior 
wins'; i is L-equivalent (with respect to e) to the disjunction of (x) and (2).) 
On the basis of the increased evidence e • i, the chance of winning is the same 
for each of the five local players, hence I/S· There are 3M among the five local 
players. Therefore, c(h,e • i) = 3/ 5· Thus the c of the prediction h has been in
creased by the addition of the new information i from I/2 to 3/5. Hence i is 
positive to h on e. Suppose now that X receives instead of i the following 
report j: 'A junior wins'. There are 3 M among the five juniors. Therefore 
c(h,e .j) = 3/5. Thus the addition of j to e leads likewise to an increase in 
the c of h from I/2 to 3/5. Hencej too is positive. However, if X receives both 
reports i and j, then he learns from them that a local junior wins. There are 
three local juniors, among them one man. Therefore c(h,e • i .j) = I/3. Thus 
by the addition of i .j toe the c of h has been decreased from I/ 2 to I/3. Hence 
i .j is negative to h on e. 

Example for rb. Let e, i, and j be as in the previous example. We take here 
the prediction h': 'A woman wins'. Thus~ e :::> (h' = "'h). Therefore c(h',e) = . 
I - c(h,e), and the same holds for the other evidences containing e. Thus we 
find that c(h',e) = I/2; c(h',e. i) = c(h',e .j) = 2j5. Hence both i and j are 
negative to h' on e. On the other hand, c(h',e. i .j) = 2/3. Hence i .j is posi
tive to h' on e. 

Results in the Examples Ia and Ib 

Evidence C for h Example ra C for h' Example rb 

e o.s o.s 
e • o.6 i is positive 0.4 i is negative 
e • 0.6 j is positive 0.4 j is negative 
e • .j O.JJ i .j is negative 0.67 i .j is positive 
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2a. It is possible that each of two sentences is positive and nevertheless 
their disjunction is negative. For i and j, this occurs only in case No. 
6A in the table Tia. For this case we have given earlier (in the explana
tions preceding Tia) the following example of r-values: if the values for 
(I) to (4) are 3r, - 2r, - 2r, and r, respectively, then (5) and (6), that is, 
i andj, have both the valuer. Generally speaking, any case constructed 
in the following way is of this kind. For given e and h, we take any three 
sentences (I), (2), and (3) satisfying the following conditions: they are 
L-exclusive in pairs with respect toe; (2) and (3) are negative (to hone), 
their r-values being -r. and -r3 , respectively; (I) is positive such that 
its r-value is greater than r. and greater than r3 but less than r. + r3 ; 

the latter condition is required in order to assure that for (4) r > o and 
hence for (7) r < o. We take again as i the disjunction of (I) and (2), and 
as j that of (I) and (3). Then for both i and j r > o, hence they are 
positive; but i V j, which is (7), is negative. 

2b. It is possible that each of two sentences is negative while their dis
junction is positive. This occurs only in No. 9E. Cases of this kind can be 
constructed like those for (2a) but with opposite r-values. 

Example for 2a. We take e as before, and h' as in the example for xb: 'A wom
an wins'. Hence c(h',e) = x/2. Let i' be: 'A stranger wins'; this is L-equivalent 
to ,-,.,i with respect to e. Among the five strangers are 3 W. Hence c(h',e. i') = 
3/5 > x/2. Thus i' is positive to h' on e. Letj' be: 'A senior wins'; this is L
equivalent to "'j with respect to e. Among the five seniors there are again 3 W. 
Hence c(h',e .j') = 3/ 5· Thus j' too is positive. i' V j' says that a stranger 
or a senior wins. Among the seven players who are strangers or seniors (includ
ing stranger seniors) there are 3 W. Hence c(h',e. (i' V j')) = 3/7 < 1/2. Thus 
i' V j' is negative to h' on e. 

Example for 2b. We take e, i'' andj' as in 2a, but h as in I a. h is L-equivalent 
to ,...,h' with respect to e; therefore the c-values here are the complements of 
those in 2a with respect to 1. c(h,e) = x/ 2. c(h,e. i') = c(h,e .j') = 2/5 < x/2. 
Hence both i' and j' are negative to h on e. c(h,e. (i' V j')) = 4/7 > x/2. 
Hence i' V j' is positive to h on e. 

Results in the Examples 2a and 2b 

Evidence C for h' Example •a C for h Example 2b 

e o.s o.s 
e. i' o.6 i' is positive 0.4 i' is negative 
e .j' o.6 j' is positive 0.4 j' is negative 
e .(i'V j') 0.43 i' V j' is negative o. 57 i' V j' is positive 

Let us now investigate the case where j follows either from i alone or 
from i together with e. Our problem is whether in this case we can infer 

I 

' ' 
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from the relevance of i (to h on e) something about the relevance of j, 
and vice versa. The following theorem Ts dealing with this situation is 
based on the earlier theorem on r-values in cases of deductive rela
tions (T68-4). 

T69-6. Let ~ e • i :::> j, hence e • i • "'j is L-false. (This holds too if 
~ i :::> j, hence i. "'j is L-false.) 

a. r(j,h,e) = r(i,h,e) + r(~ .j,h,e). (From T68-4b(3) and (4).) 
b. (I) r(i,h,e) = r(j,h,e) - t("-'i .j,h,e). (From (a).) 

(2) = r(j,h,e) + r(i V "'j,h,e). (From (I), T67-5a, T2I-
5f(3) .) 

We see from Ts that neither r for j is determined by r fori nor vice 
versa; in each case another sentence is also to be taken into considera
tion, and its influence may change the sign of r. Thus, if r fori is >o, r for 
j may be >o, <o, oro; and likewise if r fori is <o, or is o; and con
versely, if r for j has any sign, for i all three cases are still possible. In 
other words, in spite of the ,deductive relation holding, there are still all 
nine combinations possible fori andj. This is shown by the following table. 

The Nine Combinations in the Case that e. i L-implies j 

Signs of r Examples of Values for r 
Case No. 

~ (1), <s> (2) (J) (4) (6) 
For T69-s: i j in Tta i j 

For T71-s: h • in Ttb II " ' 

rr 
r 0 r -2r 2r 

+ + 23 2Y 0 -r -r r 
45 r 0 0 -r r 

+ - 22 r 0 -2r r -r 
+ 0 47 r· 0 -r 0 0 - + {~~ 

-r 0 2r -r r 
-2r 0 r r -r - - 26 -r 0 -r 2Y -2r 

46 -r 0 0 r -r - 0 48 -r 0 r 0 0 
0 + 39 0 0 r -r r 
0 - 40 0 0 -r r -r 
0 0 sr 0 0 0 0 0 

-
In the first two columns fori andj the nine combinations are listed. The 
next column cites for each combination at least one case from the list 
Tra. The following columns (I) to (4) and (6) correspond to the columns 
in Tia for the cases in question. Here, however, we give not only the 
Kigns of r as in Tia but examples of r-values in accord with those signs; 
, is here some positive real number. Since ~e. i :::> j, the r-value for (2) is 
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always o (T68-4b( I)); the cases here listed are all those from Tia where 
this holds. The r-value for (5), that is, i, is always the sum of the values 
for (I) and ( 2) (T68-3b), hence here it is the same as that for (I); the 
value for (6), that is, j, is the sum of those for (I) and (3) (T68-3c). 

Simple cases where L-implication holds between two sentences and 
nevertheless the one is positive and the other negative can easily be found 
in the following way as special cases of the kinds Ia, Ib, 2a, and 2b earlier 
discussed. 

la. It is possible that i is positive (to h on e) but i .j, although it 
L-implies i, is negative. See the former case Ia and the example for it. 

lb. It is possible that i is negative but i .j is positive. See the former 
case I b and the example for it. 

2a. It is possible that i is positive but i V j, although L-implied by i, 
is negative. See the former case 2a and the example for it. 

2b. It is possible that i is negative but i V j is positive. See the former 
case 2b and the example for it. 

These results are important because they. show that certain opinions 
which seem to have been held sometimes are untenable. One is the view 
that, if i is positive (to h on e), then every sentence L-implied by i is 
likewise positive. The other is the view that, if i is positive, then every 
sentence L-implying i is likewise positive. 

§ 70. Relevance Measures for Two Hypotheses and Their Connections 

In this and the next section we investigate the case of two hypotheses h and 
k, and in particular the relations between the r-values of ito hand to k (on e), 
on the one hand, and the r-values of i to certain connections of h and k, es
pecially h V k and h • k, on the other. Thus this section is analogous to § 68, 
which dealt with two evidences i andj. And, indeed, every theorem of§ 68 can 
be transformed into an analogous one here concerning two hypotheses, because 
of the commutativity of r. Thus we find here two new theorems of additivity 
for r: (1) if hand k are L-exclusive with respect to e, then the r-value fori to 
h V k (on e) is the sum of the r-values fori to hand to k (Trb); (2) if hand k 
are L-disjunct with respect toe, then the r-value fori to h. k (on e) is the sum 
of the r-values fori to hand to k (T2b). 

If the r-values for i to each of the hypotheses h • k, h • rvk, rvh • k, and 
rvh. rvk (on e) are given, then the r-values fori to h, k, and h V k (on e) can 
be obtained as sums of one, two, or three of those four r-values. This is done first 
generally (T3) and then for all possible cases of deductive relations between 
hand k on the evidence e (T4). 

We have discussed in § 68 the relation between the relevance measures 
of two evidences i and j, for instance, observation sentences, to a certain 
hypothesis h on the basis of a prior evidence e and the relevance measures 
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of certain connections, especially i V j and i • j, to h on e. Because of the 
commutativity of r, every result we have found there can likewise be 
applied to the case of two hypotheses, say, h and k, and their connec
tions. Suppose, for example, that we have found that under certain con
ditions for i and j r(i V j,h,e) > o and hence i V j is positive to h on e. 
Then, by commutation (T67-3), we obtain the result that under the same 
conditions r(h,i V j,e) > o. Here, simultaneous substitution of 'i', 'h', 
and 'k' for 'h', 'i', and 'j', respectively, yields this: if hand k satisfy cer
tain conditions, namely, those stipulated in the first case for i and j, then 
r(i,h V k,e) > o, hence i is positive to h V k on e. In this way we reach 
theorems concerning the relevance of a given new evidence ito disjunc
tions or conjunctions of two hypotheses. 

From a merely theoretical point of view there would not be much pur
pose in stating the new theorems, since they derive from the former ones 
merely by commutation and substitution. However, the practical situations 
to which the new theorems are applicable are quite different from those 
for the earlier theorems. There we had the case of an observer X who con
siders the relevance of two possible observations he might make and of 
their connections, while all the time it is only one hypothesis, say, a law 
or a singular prediction, for which the relevance is meant. Here, on the 
other hand, X considers the relevance of one observation, actually made 
or expected as possible, to two different hypotheses, for example, two 
predictions concerning different features of tomorrow's weather, and to 
their connections, especially their disjunction and their conjunction. For 
this reason, which concerns more the methodology of application than 
the system of inductive logic itself, it seems convenient to have the 
theorems which will be stated here in addition to the previous ones. 

In most cases it will be unnecessary to give proofs. It will be sufficient 
to indicate for each theorem here that earlier theorem to which it is 
analogous and from which it is derivable in the way indicated above or 
in a similar simple manner. 

The following two theorems of additivity are the analogues to T68-I 
and 2, respectively. 

T70-1. Additivity for disjunctions of hypotheses. 
a. r(i,h V k,e) = r(i,h,e) + r(i,k,e) - r(i,h. k,e). (From T68-Ia, T67-3.) 

+b. Let m(e. h. k) = o. (This is the case in particular if e. h. k is 
L-false, in other words, if h and k are L-exclusive with respect to e.) 
Then r(i,h V k,e) = r(i,h,e) + r(i,k,e). (From T68-Ib.) 

c. Let h be a disjunction with n (~ 2) components: h, V h. V ... V h.,.. 
For any two distinct components hm and hz>, let m(e. hm. hp) = o. 
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(This is the case if h1 , ••• , h .. are L-exclusive in pairs with respect . 
to e.) Then r(i,h,e) = ~ r(i,hp,e). (From T68-rc.) 

T70-2. Additivity for conjunctions of hypotheses. 
a. r(i,h. k,e) = r(i,h,e) + r(i,k,e) - r(i,h V k,e). (From T68-2a.) 
b. Let m(e. "'h. "'k) = o. (This is the case if ~ e :J h V k, in other 

words, if hand k are L-disjunct with respect to e.) Then r(i,h • k,e) = 
r(i,h,e) + r(i,k,e). (From T68-2b.) 

c. Let h be a conjunction with n (~ 2) components: hx. h •• ...• h,.. 
For any two distinct components hm and hp, let m(e • "'h... • "'hP) = 
o. (This is the case if hm and hp are L-disjunct with respect to e, . 
i.e., ~ e :J hm V hp.) Then r(i,h,e) = ~ r(i,hp,e). (From T68-2c.) 

Suppose two hypotheses hand k are given. We consider the four sen
tences h • k, h • "'k, "'h • k, and "'h • "'k. These sentences form a con
venient basis for studying the r-values for any connections of h and k, be
cause any such value can be determined as sum of the r-values of some 
of those four sentences. This leads to T3 as an analogue to T68-3. 

In this section and the next one, we shall use the symbols 'rr', etc., for 
four r-values as follows. (Note that these symbols will no longer have 
the meanings they had in the two preceding sections; the r-values here 
denoted by them are analogous to but not identical with the earlier ones.) 

tr = r(i,h. k,e), 
r. = r(i,h. "'k,e), 
r3 = r(i, "'h. k,e), 
r4 = r(i, "'h. "'k,e). 

T70-3. Let e, h, k, and i be sentences in ~. 
a. r, + r. + r3 + r4 = o. (From T68-3a.) 
b. r(i,h,e) = tr + r •. (From T68-3b.) 
c. r(i,k,e) = r, + r3• (From T68-3c.) 
d. (r) r(i,h V k,e) = r, + r. + r3 ; 

(2) = -r4. 
(From T68-3d.) 

If any deductive relations hold between h and k, then one or two or 
three of the four sentences are L-false and hence have the r-value o. 
These and related cases are dealt with in T 4, which is analogous to T68-4. 

T70-4. 
a. Let m( e • h • k) = o. (This is the case in particular if e • h • k is 
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L-false, in other words, ~ e • h :J "'k, h and k are L-exclusive with 
respect to e.) Then the following holds. 
(r) r, = o. 
(2) r. + r3 + r4 = o. 
(3) r(i,h,e) = r •. 
(4) r(i,k,e) = t 3• 

(s) r(i,h V k,e) = r. + r3 = - r4• 

(From T68-4a.) 
b. Let m(e. h. "'k) = o. (This is the case if e. h. "'k is L-false; hence 

~e. h :J k.) 
(r) r. = o . 
(2) tr + r3 + t 4 = o. 
(3) r(i,h,e) = r,. 
(4) r(i,k,e) = r(i,h V k,e) = tr + r3 = - r 4• 

(From T68-4b.) 
c. Let m(e • "'h • k) = o. (This is the case if e. "'h • k is L-false; hence 

~e. k :J h.) 
(r) t 3 = o. 
(2) tr + r. + r4 = o. 
(3) r(i,k,e) = r,. 
(4) r(i,h,e) = r(i,h V k,e) = tr + r. = - r4• 

(From T68-4c.) 
d. Let m(e. "'h. "'k) = o. (This is the case if e. "'h. "'k is L-false· 

' in other words, ~ e :J h V k, hand k are 1;.-disjunct with respect to e.) 
(r) r4 = o. 
(2) r, + r. + r3 = o. 
(3) r(i,h,e) = r, + r. = - r3 • 

(4) r(i,k,e) = tr + r 3 = - r •. 
(s) r(i,h V k,e) = o. 
(From T68-4d.) 

e. Let m(e. h. k) = m(e. h. "'k) = o; in other words, m(e. h) = o. 
(This is the case if e. h is L-false; hence ~ e :J "'h.) 
(r) r, = r. = o. 
(2) r3 + t 4 = o. 
(3) r(i,h,e) = o. 
(4) r(i,k,e) = r(i,h V k,e) = r3 = - r4 • 

(From T68-4e.) 
f. Let m(e. h. k) = m(e. "'h. k) = o; in other words, m(e. k) = o. 

(This is the case if e. k is L-false; hence ~ e :J "'k.) 
(r) r, = r3 = o. 
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(2) r. + r4 = o. 
(3) r(i,k,e) = o. 
(4) r(i,h,e) = r(i,h V k,e) = r. = -r4• 

(From T68-4f.) 
g. Let m(e. h. k) = m(e. I"Vh. I"Vk) = o; in other words, m(e. 

(h = k)) = o. (This is the case if e. (h = k) is L-false; hence 
~ e ::> (h = I"Vk) .) 
(I) r, = r4 = o. 
(2) r 2 + r3 = o. 
(3) r(i,h,e) = r. = -rJ. 
(4) r(i,k,e) = r3 = -r. = -r(i,h,e). 
(s) r(i,h V k,e) = o. 
(From T68-4g.) 

h. Let m(e. 'h. I"Vk) = m(e. I"Vh. k) = o; in other words, m(e. 
I"V (h = k)) = o. (This is the ~ase if e. I"V (h = k) is L-false; 
hence ~ e ::> (h = k), h and k are L-equivalent with respect to e.) 
(I) r. = r3 = o. 
(2) r, + r4 = o. 
(3) r(i,h;e) = r(i,k,e) = r(i,h V k,e) = r, = -r4. 
(From T68-4h.) 

i. Let m(e. h. I"Vk) = m(e. I"Vh. I"Vk) = o; in other words, m(e. I"Vk) 
= o. (This is the case if e. I"Vk is L-false; hence ~ e ::> k.) 
(I) r. = r4 = o. 
(2) r, + r3 = o. 
(3) r(i,h,e) = r, = -r3• 

(4) r(i,k,e) = r(i,h V k,e) = o. 
(From T68-4i.) 

j. Let m(e. I"Vh. k) = m(e. I"Vh. I"Vk) = o; in other words, m(e. I"Vh) 
= o. (This is the case if e • I"Vh is L-false; hence ~ e ::> h.) 
(I) r3 = r4 = o. 
(2) r, + r. = o. 
(3) r(i,h,e) = r(i,h V k,e) = o. 
(4) r(i,k,e) = r, = -r •. 
(From T68-4j .) 

k. Let any three of the four sentences h • k, h • I"Vk, I"Vh • k, and 
I"Vh • I"Vk be selected. Let m = o for the three conjunctions of e 
with each of the selected sentences. (This is the case if these three 
conjunctions are L-false, and hence e L-implies the one sentence 
among the four which has not been selected.) 
(I) r, = r. = r3 = r4 = o. 

\ 

j 
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(2) r fori isoto each of the sentences h, k, h V k, and h. k (on e). 
(From T68-4k.) 

1. Let m(e • h • k) = m(e. h. I"Vk) = m(e • I"Vh • k) = m(e • I"Vh • I"Vk) 
= o; in other words, m(e) = o. (This holds if e is L-false.) 
(I) r, = r. = r3 = r4 = o. 
(2) r fori isoto each of the sentences h, k, h V k, h. k (on e). 
(From T68-4l.) 

T 4 deals with all possible cases of deductive relations between h and k 
on the evidence e. If the r-value of i is given for each of the four L-exclu
sive hypotheses h. k, h. I"Vk, I"Vh. k, and I"Vh. I"Vk, then T3 and T4 state 
the values for h, k, and h V k, and enable us to determine easily the values 
for any other connections of hand k. T3 does this in general, and T4 for 
all cases of deductive relations. 

§ 71. The Possible Relevance Situations for Two Hypotheses and Their 
Connections 

The possible relevance situations for i to two hypotheses h and k and their 
connections are investigated, as characterized by the signs of r. Thus this sec
tion is analogous to § 69. A complete list of the possible relevance situations 
is gi':en by another interpretation of the earlier table (T69-rb). With the help 
of th1s table, general theorems about possible relevance situations are derived 
first in ~erms of signs of r (T 2), and then in terms of the relevance concepts (T3): 
Four kmds of relevance situations, whose possibility seems surprising at first 
gla~~e, are studied more in detail; among them are the following: (3a) i is 
pos1t1ve (on e) to both h ~nd k, but negative to h • k; (4a) i is positive (on e) to 
both h and k, but negative to h V k. These possibilities are illustrated by ex
amples with numerical values. Finally, a general theorem and examples show 
the following: if it is known that k is L-implied either by h alone or bye. h, 
then from the relevance of i to h (on e) nothing can be inferred concerning the 
relevance of i to k, or vice versa. · 

We have earlier constructed, on the basis of T68-4, the table T69-Ia · 
which lists all possible relevance situations with respect to i, j, and their 
<'<>nnections. Each relevance situation is here characterized, not by the 
numerical values of r for the sentences involved, but merely by what we 
have called the sign of r, thafis to say, a statement saying whether r is 
>o, <o, oro. Now on the basis of T7o-4, we can construct a completely 
tmalogous table. This table represents another but analogous class of pos
Mihle relevance situations, namely, those for the sentence i, which remains 
the same throughout, but with respect to several hypotheses, viz., (I) 
h. k, (2) h. I"Vk, (3) I"Vh. k, (4) I"Vh. "'k, (s) h, (6) k, and (7) h V k. 
As previously, the relevance situations are characterized by the signs of r. 
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It is however not necessary to write an entirely new table; we take now 
as Table T69-1b simply the earlier table but with the seven sentences 
just mentioned at the heads of the seven columns, as indicated there on 
the line b. This simple procedure is possible because of the perfect analogy 
between T70-4 and T68-4; but we can also derive T69-Ib directly from 
T69-Ia, without the use of T7o-4, by commutation and substitution, as 
explained in the preceding section. 

As the table T69-Ia led us to T69-2, so now the table T69-Ib may lead 
us to the following analogous theorem T2; the latter can, however, be 
derived more simply from T69-2 directly by commutation. T2 states in 
general terms which combinations of signs of r are possible fori to h, k, 
h • k, and h V k. 

T71-2. Let four sentences e, h, k, and i in~ be given. (a), (b), (c), and 
(d) deal with four cases concerning the signs of r for i to the hypotheses h 
and k on e. It is easily seen that for any four sentences exactly one of 
these cases (a) to (d) applies. r is here always meant fori one; thus only 
the hypothesis (i.e., the second argument of t) is explicitly referred to in 
each case. 

a. Let r either be >o to both h and k (i.e., t(i,h,e) and t(i,k,e) > o), 
or >o to one of them and o to the other. Then the following holds. 
(I) r > o to at least one of the hypotheses h. k and h V k. 
(2) If r > o to h. k, then it may be >o, <o, oro to h V k. 
(3) If r > o to h V k, then it may be >o, <o, oro to h. k. 
(4) Let m(e. h. k) = o. (This is the case in particular if e. h. k is 

L-false; in other words, h and k are L-exclusive with respect to 
e.) Then r = o to h • k, and r > o to h V k. 

(5) Let m(e. ,...,h. ,...,k) = o. (This is the case if e. ,...,h. ,.._,k is 
L-false; hence ~ e ::> h V k.) Then r = o to h V k, and r > o 
to h. k. 

(From T69-2a.) 
b. Let r either be <o to both hand k, or <o to one of them and o to 

the other. Then the following holds. 
(I) r < o to at least one of the hypotheses h. k and h V k. 
(2) If r < o to h. k, then r may be >o, <o, oro to h V k. 
(3) If r < o to h V k, then r may be > o, < o, or o to h • k. 
(4) Let m(e. h • k) = o. Then r = o to h • k, and r < o to h V k. 
(s) Let m(e • ,...,h • "-'k) = o. Then r = o to h V k, and r < o to h • k. 
(From T69-2b.) 

c. Let r be >o to one of the hypotheses hand k, and <o to the other. 
Then rmaybe >o, <o, oro to h. k, and it may also be >o, <o, oro 

r 
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to h V k, independently of h. k; that is to say, all nine combinations 
are possible. (From T69-2c.) 

d. Lett = o to both h and k. Then either r = o to both h • k and h V k 
' or t > o to the one and r < o to the other; in the latter case, the 

one r-value is the opposite of the other. (From T69-2d.) 
While T2 is in terms of the three signs of r, the similar theorem T3 uses 

instead the three corresponding relevance concepts, viz., positive rele
vance, negative relevance, and irrelevance. We require in T3 that e • i is 
not almost L-false. This assures that the correspondence between the 
three r-signs and the three relevance concepts holds here throughout (as 
seen from T67-8 and T67-9). [With respect to this restricting condition, 
the analogy between T69-3 and T3 does not hold. In T69-3 it was neces
sary to require that neither e. i nor e .j is almost L-false. The analogous 
condition here would be that neither e • h nor e • k is almost L-false. How
ever, it is here sufficient to require instead that e. i is not almost L-false. 
We do not prove T3 simply with the help of T69-3 by commutation, be
cause the symmetry of the relevance concepts (T6s-6) has earlier been 
proved only on the basis of assumptions which were stronger than the con
dition just mentioned. We shall instead base the proof on the theorem T2 
concerning r-signs and the earlier theorems (T67-8 and T67-9) stating the 
correspondence between r-signs and relevance concepts.] 

+Til-3. Let e, h, k, and i be sentences in ~. For ~IX) it is assumed th~t 
e. i is not almost L-false. Relevance and irrelevance are here always 
meant on evidence e. 

a. Let i be either positive to both hand k, or positive to one of them 
and irrelevant to the other. Then the following holds. 
(I) i is positive to at least one of the hypotheses h. k and h V k. 
(2) If i is positive to h. k, then for h V k all three cases are possible, 

that is to say, i may be positive, negative, or irrelevant to h V k. 
(3) If i is positive to h V k, then for h • k all three cases are possible. 
(4) Let m(e. h. k) = o. (This is the case if e. h • k is L-false.) 

Then i is irrelevant to h. k and positive to h V k. 
(s) Let m(e. "-'h. "-'14 = o. (This is the case if e • ,.._,h • ,.._,k is 

L-false; hence ~ e ::> h V k.) Then i is irrelevant to h V k and 
' positive to h • k. 

b. Let i either be negative to both h and k, or negative to one of them 
and irrelevant to the other. 
(I) i is negative to at least one of the hypotheses h. k and h V k. 
(2) If i is negative to h. k, then all three cases are possible for h V k. 
(3) If i is negative to h V k, then all three cases are possible for h • k. 
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(4) Let m(e. h. k) = o. Then i is irrelevant to h. k, and negative 
to h V k. 

(s) Let m(e. ""h. ""k) = o. Then i is irrelevant to h V k, and nega-
tive to h. k. 

c. Let i be positive to one of the hypotheses hand k, and negative to 
to the other. Then i may have any of the three relevance relations 
to h • k, and, independently, any of the three to h V k,· that is to 
say, all nine combinations are possible. 

d. Let i be irrelevant to both hand k. Then i is either irrelevant to both 
h. k and h V k, or it is positive to the one and negative to the other. 

(From_ T2, T67-8, T67-9.) 

T3 states which relevance situations are possible in terms of the rele
vance concepts. Among these relevance situations there are some whose 
possibility seems surprising at first glance. We shall now describe and 
analyze four kinds of such cases, and then illustrate them by examples. 
The cases 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b here are analogous to the cases ra, rb, 2a, 
and 2b, respectively, in § 69. 

3a. It is possible that i is positive to each of two hypotheses hand k (on e) 
and nevertheless negative to their conjunction. This occurs only in the case 
No. 9A in table T69-rb. Example of t-values: for (r) to (4), -r, 2r, 2r, 
and - 3r, respectively, hence r for (5) and for (6). In general, any case 
constructed by a procedure analogous to that described under (ra) in 
§ 69 is of this kind (with h, k, and i fori, j, and h, respectively). 

3b. It is possible that i is negative to each of two hypotheses h and k 
(on e) and nevertheless positive to their conjunction. This occurs only in 

No. 6E. 
Example for Ja. This example is based on the previous example of the chess 

tournament given under (1a) in § 69. We take as prior evidence e the same as 
there. Here, however, the observer X is interested in two hypotheses hand k, 
which are predictions concerning the result of the tournament. h is: 'A local 
player wins'; and k: 'A junior wins'. Among the ten pl~ye_rs fi~e are local 
people; therefore c(h,e) = 5/10 = I/2. The number of JUniors 1~ a~so ~ve; 
hence likewise c(k,e) = I/2. The conjunction h. k says that a local JUmorwms. 
There are three local juniors; hence c(h. k,e) = 3/Io. Now X receives the re
port i: 'A man wins'; it may be based on the result that all women are out. 
(The sentences h, k, and i here are the same as i, j, and h, respectively, in the 
example for (~a).) For the problems in inductive logic as to what is the c of 
h k and their connections on the evidence e • i and, consequently, what is the 
r;le~ance of ito those hypotheses, it does not matter, of course, at which time 
point the report i is given to X, and what are the motives for the speaker to say 
no more than i· all that matters is that X acquires, in addition toe, the knowl
edge of i and ~othing else. It may be, for instance, that the speaker himself 
knows only i; or, again, it may be that he knows that not only all women are 
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out but also some of the men and that he does not care to specify the class of 
those who are still in beyond saying that all of them are men; finally, as an ex
treme case, it may be that the tournament is already finished and that the 
speaker knows who is the winner but says to X merely that he is a man. Among 
the five male players three are local; hence c(h,e. i) = 3/5. Thus the addition 
of ito e increases the c of h from I/2 to 3/5. Hence i is positive to h (always on 
e). Among the five male players there are three juniors; hence c(k,e. i) = 3/5. 
Thus the c of k is likewise increased from I/ 2 to 3/ 5· Hence i is positive also to k. 
On the other hand, there is only one local junior among the five men· hence 
c(h. k,e. i) = I/5· Thus the c of h. k is decreased from 3/Io to I/5. H;nce i is 
negative to h • k. 

Example for Jb. Let e, h, and k be as in the example just given for (3a). 
Hence the c-values one are the same as there. However, instead of i we take 
~ere i': 'A woman wins'. (This is the same ash' in the earlier example for (Ib) 
m § 69.) Among the five women, the number of local players is two, that of 
juniors is two, and that of local juniors is also two. (These are always the same 
two persons.) Hence c(h,e. i') = c(k,e. i') = c(h. k,e. i') = 2/5. Thus by the 
addition Of i' tOe, the C Of his decreased from I/ 2 tO 2/ 5i and likewise the C of k,• 
but the c of h. k is increased from 3/Io to 2/5· Hence i' is negative to hand to k 
(on e) but positive to h • k. 

Results in the Examples 3a and 3b 

c c 
HYPOTHESIS EXAKPLE 3& EXAKPLE 3b 

one one • i one one • i' 

h o.s o.6 i is positive o.s 0.4 i' is negative 
k o.s o.6 i is positive o.s 0.4 i' is negative 
h.k O.J 0.2 i is negative O.J 0.4 i' is positive 

4a. It is possible that i is positive to each of two hypotheses hand k (on e) 
and nevertheless negative to their disjunction. This occurs only in case 
No. 6A in the table T69-rb. Examples can be constructed as described 
under (2a) in§ 69, but here with h, k, and i in the place of i,j, and h. 

4b. It is possible that i is negative to each of two hypotheses h and k (on e) 
and nevertheless positive to their disjunction. This occurs only in No. 9E. 

Example for 4a. (This example is analogous to that for (2a) in § 69· h' k' 
d '/ h h •/ •t d I J J I an t ere are t e same as t , J , an h there, respectively.) e is the same as 

in the previous examples. ht-is: 'A stranger wins'; k': 'A senior wins'. Among the 
ten players the number of strangers is five, and that of seniors also five. Hence 
c(h',e) = c(k',e) = 5/Io = I/2. h' V k' says that the winner is a stranger or a 
senior (possibly a stranger senior). The number of those players who are strangers 
or seniors (not excluding stranger seniors) is seven. Hence c(h' V k',e) = 7 jio .. 
Let i' be: 'A woman wins'. The number of strangers among the five women is 
thr~e, and likewise that of seniors, and likewise that of those who are strangers or 
semors. (These are always the same three persons.) Hence c(h',e. i') = c(k',e. i') 
= c(h' V k',e • i') • 3/5· Thus by the addition of i' toe the c of h' is increased, 
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and likewise the c of k'. On the other hand, the c of h' V k' is decreased. Hence i' 
is positive to h' and to k' (on e), but negative to h' V k'. 

Example for 4b. We take e, h', and k' as in (43-). Therefore the c-values on e 
are the same as in (4a). But instead of i' we take here i as in (3a): 'A man wins'. 
Among the five men the number of strangers is two, and likewise that of seniors; 
but the number of those who are strangers or seniors is 4· Hence c(h',e. i) = 
c(k' ,e • i) = 2/5; but c(h' V k' ,e • i) = 4/ 5· Thus i is negative to h' and to k' 
(on e), but positive to h' V k'. 

Results in the Examples 4a and 4b 

c c 
HYPOTBESIS ExAKPLE 4& ExAIO'LE 4b 

on • on e • i' on • one • i 

h' o.s 0.6 i' is positive o.s 0.4 i is negative 
k' o.s 0.6 i' is positive o.s 0.4 i is negative 
h'Vk' 0.7 o.6 i' is negative 0.7 o.S i is positive 

The following theorem Ts, which is analogous to T69-5, deals with the 
case where one hypothesis, either alone or together with e, L-implies the 
other. The theorem answers the question whether from the relevance of i 
to the one hypothesis something can be inferred about its relevance to the 
other. The answer is in the negative. Ts is based on the earlier theorem on 
r-values in cases of deductive relations (T7o-4). 

T71-5. Let ~e. h :) k; hence e. h. "'k is L-false. (This holds too if 
~ h :) k; hence h • "'k is L-false.) 

a. r(i,k,e) = r(i,h,~) + r(i,"'h. k,e). (From T7o-4b(3) and (4).) 
b. (I) r(i,h,e) = r(i,k,e)- r(i,"'h. k,e). (From (a).) 

(2) = r(i,k,e) + r(i,h V "'k,e). (From (I), T67-5b, T2I-
. sf(J).) 

Ts shows that neither the relevance of ito k is determined by that of i 
to h nor vice versa. In spite of the deductive relation holding between h 
and k, there are still all nine combinations of r-signs possible. This is shown 
by the table following T69-5, here interpreted as giving examples of r
values fori to h, k, and their connections, the numbers (x) to (6) referring 
to the table T69-1b. 

Simple cases where L-implication holds between two hypotheses and 
nevertheless i is positive to the one and negative to the other can easily 
be found in the following way as special cases of the kinds 3a, 3b, 4a, and 
4b discussed above. 

r 
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3a. It is possible that i is positive to h (on e) but nevertheless negative 
to h. k, although the latter L-implies the former. See the previous case 
3a and the example for it. 

3b. It is possible that i is negative to h but positive to h • k. See the 
previous case 3b and the example for it. 

4a. It is possible that i is positive to h but negative to h V k, although 
the latter is L-implied by the former. See the previous case 4a and the 
example for it. 

4b. It is possible that i is negative to h but positive to h V k. See the 
previous case 4b and the example for it. · 

In our later discussion oh the classificatory concept of confirmation (£ 

we shall mention and examine certain principles stated by other authors 
( § 87). One of these principles (called the Special Consequence Condi
tion) says that, if i confirms h and ~ h :) k, then i confirms k. If we as
sume that the relatibn of confirming in this principle is meant in the sense 
of what we, following Keynes, have called positive relevance (either on a 
given evidence e or on the tautological evidence 't'), then the principle 
is refuted by the case (4a) just explained. Another principle (called th~ 
Converse Consequence Condition) that has been stated, though not to
gether with the first, says that, if i confirms k and ~ h :) k, then i confirms 
h. If we interpret 'confirming' again as above, then this principle· is re~ 
futed by the case (3a) just explained. Thus it seems important to become 
clearly aware of this result of our preceding discussions: if we know merely 
that i is positive to hone (for example, if somebody tells us just this with
out, however, specifying the three sentences), then it is not possible for 
us to infer whether i is positi:ve, negative, or irrelevant to a sentence L-im
plied by h or to a sentence L-implying h. 

§ 72. Relevance Measures of State-Descriptions; First Method: Dis
junctive A,nalysis 

The first method for the relevance analysis of a sentence i in ~N consists in 
analyzing i into its ultimate- disjunctive components; these are the state-de
scriptions .8 in its range \R;. It is found that the relevance measure T for {(to 
hone) is the sum of the r-values for these .8 (T7b). Since for any .8 outside of 
lR. r = o (T3c), the r fori is the sum of the r-values for the ,8 in \R(e • i) (T7d). 
This range consists of two parts, \R(e. i. h) and lR(e. i. "'h), which we call 
\R, and lR2, respectively. For every .8 in \R, r ~ o, for every .8 in \R, r ~ o 
(T7c). A table is given (T8) which states, for all possible cases of deductive 
relations between e, h, and i, the sign and value of r fori (to h on e) and the 
sign of r for any .8 in \R, and in \R,, and thereby the relevance of these sen
tences (to h on e). 
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We have seen that the relevance measurer is additive with respect to a 
disjunction i with L-exclusive components (T68-Ic), that is to say, the 
r-value of ito a given hone is the sum of the values for the components. 
There are, of course, in general many ways of dividing a given i into L
exclusive disjunctive components. If one such disjunctive representation 
of i is known, then it will in general be possible to split its components 
again into further L-exclusive disjunctive components. Let us restrict the 
following discussion to sentences in a finite system ~N· Analyzing a sen
tence i into L-exclusive disjunctive components is the same as dividing its 
range mi into exclusive (i.e., nonoverlapping) parts. Thus it is clear that 
this procedure of further and further disjunctive analysis comes to an end 
when we have reached the smallest nonnull ranges, in other words, when 
we have reached state-descriptions .8 as disjunctive components. The 
range of Bi contains just 3; itself and nothing else. Therefore, we cannot 
divide m(,Bi) into two nonempty parts. Hence it is not possible to trans
form .Bi into a disjunction of two L-exclusive, non-L-false sentences in ~N· 
If this ultimate disjunctive analysis of i into certain .8 is carried out, then 
the r-value fori (to hone) can be determined as the sum of the values for 
these ,8. These latter values provide a more detailed characterization of 
the relevance situation fori than the mere r-value of i itself. They reveal 
how the latter value is, so to speak, built up out of its smallest parts. For 
example, the r-value o fori may emerge in two quite different situations: 
if r = o for every .8 in question, then r must be o fori too; but r fori is o 
also in the case where some of the .8 in question have positive r-values and 
others have negative ones, provided these values balance each other. 
Therefore, the r-values of the .8 involved furnish a good basis for a closer 
investigation of the relevance situation fori. This is what we call the first 
method; it will be developed in this section. 

Since r is additive also with respect to a conjunction with L-disjunctive 
components, there is another method for the investigation of the rele
vance situation. Here, i is analyzed into its smallest conjunctive parts.This 
second method, which uses likewise certain .8 but not the same as the first 
method, will be dealt with in the next section. 

The basic ideas of the first method now to be developed are quite simple. 
Any non-L-false sentence i in ~N is L-equivalent to the disjunction of the 
.8 in m, (T2I-8c). These .8 are L-exclusive in pairs (T21-8a). Hence, ac
cording to the theorem of additivity for disjunctions (T68-Ic), the r
value fori (always meant to a given hone) is the sum of the r-values for 
the .8 in mi. Now mi can be divided into two parts (one of which may be 
empty), m(e. i) and m("' e.~). If .8· is any .8 in the latter part, then e 

r 
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does not hold in Bi and hence r for .8i is o, as we shall see. Thus the .8 in 
m(,....., e • i) contribute nothing to the r of i; hence the r of i is the sum of 
the r-values for the .8 in m(e. i). Now m(e. i) can again be divided into 
two parts (possibly empty), m(e. i. h) and m(e. i. ,....,h), which we shall 
call mr and m •. We shall find that in general for all .8 in mr r > o; if, 
however, e and h fulfil a certain special condition, then for all of those .8 
r = o; r < o cannot occur. On the other hand, for all .8 in m. in most 
cases r < o; if e and h fulfil another special condition, then for all .8 in 
m. r = o; r > o is not possible. We shall find theorems which state, for 
the different possibilities of deductive relations between the three sen
tences e, h, and i, the r-values for the .8 in the two ranges mentioned and 
the r-value for i based upon them. 

It will be convenient for our discussions in the remainder of this chapter 
to use some abbreviations. We construct the truth-table for e, i, and h; 
then we use 'kr', ... , 'ks' for the eight conjunctions representing the 
eight lines of the truth-table, as indicated in the following table. (For the 

Truth-Table 

"" m .. m,. " i " • 
I T T T k,: e. i. h ~:}~<··;) ) m, 
2 T T F k.: e. i. "'h m. 

lR(e) 
3 T F T k3 : e • "'i • h ~:}m(e.~) m3 
4 T F F k4: e. "'i. "'h m4 

5 F T T k5 : "'e. i. h 
"'· \ >Ji( .) ) 

ms 
6 F T F ko: "'e • i. "'h ' lllof "'e .1 mo 

lR(,....,e) 
7 F F T k7: "'e. "'i. h ~;}m<"'e. "'i) 

m7 
8 F F F ka: "'e • "'i • "'h ma 

logical properties of these eight conjunctions see § 2IB.) For 'm(k,.)' 
(n = I to 8), we write simply'm,.'; for 'm(k,.)' 'm,.'. (k. to k4 and m. to m4 

are here the same as in § 65.) 
For every n from I to 8, m,. = o if and only if k,. is L-false, hence if and 

only if m .. is null. The eight ~-sentences are L-exclusive in pairs (T21-7a). 
If j is any non-L-false molecular sentence constructed out of e, i, and h, 
thenj is L-equivalent to a disjunction of some of the k-sentences (namely, 
those corresponding to the lines of the truth-table for which j has the 
truth-value T, T21-7d); hence mi is the class-sum of the ranges of these 
k-sentences, and m(j) is the sum of the m-values for these k-sentences. 
(For example, e. i is L-equivalent to k. V k.; m(e. i) consists of m. and 
m.; m(e. i) = m, + m •. ) 
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The following theorem states the r-values for i, "-'i, and some of the 
k-sentences in terms of m-values. 

T72-1. Let e, h, and i be any sentences in a finite or infinite system~ 
such that m has values for the arguments involved (k,, etc.). 

a. r(i,h,e) = m, X m4 - m. X m3. (This is T67-I .) 
b. r(k,,h,e) = m, X (m. + m4). 

Proof. According to D67-x, r(k,,h,e) = m(e. h. e. i. h) X m(e) - m(e. h) 
X m(e • e. i • h) = m, X m(e) - m(e • h) X m, = m, X (m. + mJ (T6s-xe 
and c). · 

c. r(k.,h,e) = -m. X (m, + m3). (Analogous to (b).) 
d. r(i,h,e) = r(k,,h,e) + r(k.,h,e). (From (a), (b), (c).) 
e. r(k3,h,e) = m3 X (m. + m4). (Analogous to (b).) 

·f. r(k 4,h,e) = -m4 X (m, + m3). (Analogous to (b).) 
g. r("-' i,h,e) = m. X m3 - m, X m4. (From T67-5a, (a).) 
h. r("' i,h,e) = rtk 3,h,e) + r(k 4,h,e). (From (e), (f), (g).) 

We shall now apply r to B. T 2 is a lemma with whose help we determine 
the r-value of a 3; in each of the eight partial ranges (T3, T4, Ts). The 
r-values for "-'3; are stated also, because we shall need them later for the 
second method. These theorems and most of the subsequent ones are 
restricted to a finite system ~N because only here do we have B as sen
tences. (In ~oo, the Bare infinite classes of sentences; nt, c, the relevance 
concepts, and r have been defined for sentences only.) Hence we can here 
use the theorem of the strict correspondence between .relevance concepts 
and r-values (T67-10). 

T72-2. Lemma. Let e, h, and i _be any sentences in 2N, and 3; any 
B in 2N. Then r(B;,h,e) =· m(e. h. 3;) X m(e) - m(e. h) X m(e. 3;). 
(From D67-1.) 

. T72-3. Let 3; be any B (in ~;v) in ms, m6, m7, or ms, hence in m("' e); 
in other words, any B in which e does not hold. Then the following is the 
case. 

a. (I) m("-'e)isnotnull. 
(2) "-'e is not L-false. (From (I).) 
(3) e is not L-true. (From (2).) 

b. e. 3; is L-false; ~ e ::> ,....., 3;. 
Proof. "'e holds in ,8; (Tx9-2); hence ~ .B• ::> "'e (T2o-2t); hence the asser

tion. 

c. r(B;,h,e) = o. (From (b), T67-6d.) 
. d. r("' B;,h,e) = o. (From (c), T67-5a.) 

e. ,8; and "-'3; are irrelevant to hone. (From (c), (d), T67-1od.) 
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T72-4. Let Bi be any B (in 2N) in m. or m3, hence in m(e. h); in other 
words, any B in which e and h hold. 

a. (I) m, \.J m3, that is, m(e • h), is not null. 
(2) e. his not L-false. (From (I).) 
(3) m, + m3 > o. (From (I).) 

b. (I) r(B;,h,e) = m(e. "'h) X m(B;). 
(2) = (m. + m4) X m(B,). 

Pr;of. x. .B• L-implies e. h and e (T2o-2t). Therefore m(.B;. e. h) = 
m(.B,. e) = m(.B;) (T2x-5i(x)). m(e) - m(e. h) = m(e. "'h) (T57-xr). Hence 
(x) by T2. 2. From (x), T65-1d. 

c. (I) r("-' B;,h,e) = -m(e. "-'h) X m(B;). 
(2) = - (m. + m4) X m(B;). 
(From (b), T67-5a.) 

d. Let e • "'h be L-false. Then the following holds. 
(I) m. and m4 are null. 
(2) m. = m4 = o. (From (I).) 
(3) r(B;,h,e) = o. (From (d)(2), (b)(2).) 
(4) r("-' 3;,/z,e) = o. (From (3), T67-5a.) 
(s) 3; and "'3; are irrelevant to hone. (From (3), (4), T67-10d.) 

e. Let e • "'h not be L-false. 
(I) m. \.J m4 is not null. 
(2) m. + m4 > o. (From (I).) 
(3) r(B;,h,e) > o. (From (e)(2), (b)(2).) 
(4) 3; is positive to h on e. (From (3), T67-Ioa.) 
(s) r("' B;,h,e) < o. (From (3), T67-'5a.) · 
(6) "-'3; is negative to hone. (From (sJ, T67-10b.) 

T72-5. Let 3; be any B (in 2N) in m. or m4, hence in m(e. "-'h); in 
other words, any B in which e and "'h hold. 

a, (I) m. \.J ~4 , that is, m(e • "-'h), is not null. 
(2) e. "'his not L-false. (From (I).) 
(3) m. + m4 > o. (From (I),.) 

b. (I) r(B;,h,e) = -m(e. h) X m(B;J. 
(2) = -(m, t m3) X mB;). 

Proof. x. ~ .B• ::> "'h (T:2o-2t), hence .B•. h is L-false, hence m(e. h • .B•) = 
o. Thus (x) by T2. 2. From (x), T6s-xc. 

c. (I) r("-' B;,h,e) = m(e. h) X m(B;). 
(2) = (m, + m3) X m(B;). 
(From (b), T67-5a.) 

d. Let e. h beL-false. Then the following holds . 
(I) m, and ffi 3 are null. 
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(2) m. = m3 = o. (From (I).) 
(3) r(.B.:,h,e) = o. (From (d)(2), (b)(2).) 
(4) r("' .B.:,h,e) = o. (From (3), T67-5a.) 
(s) .8.: and "-'.8.: are irrelevant to hone. (From (3), (4), T67-Iod.) 

e. Let e • h not be L-false. 
(I) ~~ v ~3 is not null. 
(2) m. + m3 > o. (From (I).) 
(3) r(.B.:,h,e) < o. (From (e)(2), (b)(2).) 
(4) .8.: is negative to h on e. (From (3), T67-Iob.) 
(s) r("' .B.:,h,e) > o. (From (3), T67-sa.) 
(6) "-'.8.: is positive to hone. (From (s), T67-Ioa.) 

We shall now see how the r-value fori can be determined as the sum of 
the r-values for certain .8. T7 states this is general; T8 deals with cases 
where deductive relations hold. These two theorems give the chief results 
of what we have called the first method. 

+T72-7. Let e, h, and i be any sentences in ~N· 
a. Lemma. If i is not L-false, then i is L-equivalent to the disjunction 

of the .8 in ~ •• hence in ~., ~., ~5, and ~6- (From T2I-8c.) 
b. r(i,h,e) = ~r(.B.:,h,e) for all .8 in ~ •. (This and similar formulations 

later are always to be understood in the sense that, if the range in 
question, here ~.:, is null, then r(i,h,e) = o.) 

Proof. 1. Let i be not L-false. Then 9l.: is not null. The .8 are L-exclusive in 
pairs (T21-8a). Hence the assertion by (a), T68-1c. 2. Let i be L-false. Then 
e. i is L-false; hence r = o (T67-6d). 

c. Every .8.: in ~.: belongs to ~~ or ~. or ~5 or ~6· 
(I) If it belongs to ~., r(.B.:,h,e) ~ o. (From T4d(3) and e(3).) 
(2) If it belongs to ~ •• r(.B.:,h,e) ~ o. (From Tsd(3) and e(3).) 
(3) If it belongs to ~5 or ~6, r(.B.:,h,e) = o. (From T3c.) 

d. r(i,h,e) = ~r(.B.:,h,e) for all .8 in ~~ and ~. (herice in ~(e. i)). 
(From (b), (c)(3).) 

On the basis of the preceding theorems we can now determine the sign 
and value of r fori (to hone) and for those .8 which influence the rele
vance of i for all cases. The results are shown in the following table TB. 
The possible cases are characterized by indicating (in columns (I) to (4)) 
which of the values m., m., m3, and m4 are o and which >o; this means 
here in ~N the same as stating which of the four sentences k., k., k

3
, and k

4 
are L-false and which not. [The cases are in general listed in an order 
which is, so to speak, lexicographical with respect to the first four col
umns; only for Nos. Io and I I the inverse order is used because this simpli-

oooooo 1 

.... -{~I 0+0+++++ 0 0 +++++ + 

§: ~ :I o o++o o +++++++++ + 
, ·;I o o o o+++++++++++ + 

~100000000+++++++ + 
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fies the later columns.] It will be seen that in all cases except the last 
(No. r6),, these indications concerning the m-values determine uniquely 
all indications in the other columns, among them the sign and value of 
r for i and for the .8 in ~I and ~. and for the negations of the B in ~3 
and ~4 (which will be used in the next section), and hence the relevance of 
all these sentences. No. r6, however, must be subdivided into three cases 
(A), (B), and (C), according to whether mi X m4 is greater, less, or equal 
tom. X m3• The last column (r4) will be explained later(§§ 74-76). 

The table T8 can be used in the following way. Suppose a statement is 
given saying that certain deductive relations hold between certain unspec
ified sentences e, i, and h, and that other deductive relations do not hold be
tween them. Then this statement says, in other terms, that some of the 
sentences ki, k., ... , ks are L-false and that some others are not; for 
still others it may be left open whether they are L-false or not. We need 
pay attention only to what is said about ki, ... , k4, because the status 
of the other four k-sentences does not influence the r of i. k,. is L-false if 
and only if m,. = o. Thus, on the basis of the given information concerning 
deductive relations, we can apply suitable lines of the table to the case 
in question, and thereby obtain results concerning the relevance of i and 
the r-value of i in terms of them-values. More important, the table, since 
it gives an exhaustive list of all possible cases, serves to establish general 
theorems, e.g., T9 and some theorems in the following sections. 

The following theorem can simply be read off from the table T8. It con
cerns the two parts of ~(e • t}, viz., ~I and ~ •• whose B are used in the 
first method. 

T72-9. Let e, h, and i be any sentences in ~N· 
a. If both ~1 and~. are nonnull, then for every Bin ~1 r > o (to h on 

e), and for every .8 in~. r < o. 
b. If _for any (and hence for every) .8 in ~1 r = o to h on e, then ~. 

is null. 
c. If for any (and hence for every) .8 in ~. r = o to hone, then ~~ 

is null. 
(From T8, columns (ro) and (rr).) 

§ 73. Second Method: Conjunctive Analysis 

The second method for the relevance analysis of a sentence i in ~N consists 
in analyzing i into its weakest conjunctive components. These are the nega
tions of the .8 in 9l("' i); we call these negations the content-elements of i and 
t~eir class the content. of i (Dr). (It is explained, incidentally, that an alt~rna
bve to the method whrch we have used earlier for the construction of deductive 
logic is possible; while our earlier method based deductive logic on the concept 
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of range, the alternative method would use the concept of content instead.) It 
is found here, in analogy to the results of the first method, that the r-value fori 
(to h on e) is the sum of the values for the content-elements of i (T3b). Since 
for the negation of any .8 outside of 9l, r = o, the r for i is the sum of the r
values for the negations of the .8 in 9l(e. "'i) (T3d). This range consists of two 
parts, 9l(e. "'i. h) and 9l(e. "'i. "'h), which we call 9l3 and 9l4, respectively. 
For the negation of a .8 in 9l3 r ;;! o, in 9l 4 r ~ o. The signs of r for these 
content-elements of i for all possible cases of deductive relations between i and h 
on the evidence e are again listed in the earlier table (T72-8, columns (12) 
and (r3)). 

The first method of relevance analysis consisted in analyzing i into its 
ultimate disjunctive components, which are the .8 in ~;. Since these 
components are L-exclusive in pairs, the r-value of i (to hone) is the sum 
of the values for the components. 

Now we shall develop a second method for the same purpose of splitting 
up i into smallest parts in such a manner that the r-value fori is the sum 
of the values for the parts. Here, we represent i not as a disjunction but as 
a conjunction. The conjunctive analysis comes to an end when we come 
down to the weakest factual sentences in ~N· These are the negations of 
the state-descriptions in ~N· Let i be any non-L-true sentence. Let the .8 
in which i does not hold, in other words, the .8 in ~(,....., i) be .Bu ,8., ..• , 
,8,.. Then i is L-equivalent to "".BI • "".8• •...• ,.....,,8,.. [This is T2r-8f. 
It is easily seen as follows. ,.....,i is L-equivalent to the disjunction of the .8 
in its range, hence to ,8, V .B. V ... V ,8,.. Therefore, i is L-equivalent to 
the negation of this disjunction, hence to the conjunction with negated 
components. This result is also immediately plausible, because what i says 
is this: the universe is not in the state described by .81, nor in that de
scribed by ,8., nor ... , nor in that described by ,8,..] The range of "".8; 
is the class of all .8 distinct from ,8;; thus it is a largest nonuniversal range. 
Therefore "".8; is a weakest sentence which is not yet L-true but still 
factual. In other words, "".8; cannot be divided into different (i.e., non-L
t~quivalent) factual conjunctive components. If ,8; and .Bi are any two · 
distinct .8, then ,8; • .Bi is L-false; hence ~ ,....., ,8; V,....., Bi· Thus any two 
of the sentences "".8 1 , ••• , ,.....,.8,. are L-disjunct. Therefore the simpler 
additivity theorem of r for conjunctions (T68-2c) can be applied to 
the conjunction of these sentences: r(i,h,e) = r(,....., ,8,,h,e) + ... + 
r(,....., ,8,.,h,e). 

This situation makes it appear convenient to introduce a term for the 
class { ,.....,,8,, ,.....,.8., ... , "".8,.}, that is, the class of the weakest con
junctive components into which i can be analyzed. We shall call it the 
L-content or, briefly, the content of i, and its elements the content-ele
ments of i. 
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+D73-1. Letj be any sentence in ~N· 
a. lis a content-element (in ~N) = nr lis the negation of a 3 (in ~N). 
b. lis a content-element of j (in ~N) = nr lis the negation of a 3 in whichj 

does not hold (in other words, the negation of a 3 in me""" j)). 
c. The content ofj (in ~N) = nr the class of the content-elements ofj. 

The following theorem follows simply from these definitions. It states 
the relations between content and the L-concepts. 

+T73-1. Let j and k be any sentences in ~N· 
a. The content of j is universal, that is, it contains all content-elements 

in ~N, if and only if mi is null, hence if and only if j is L-false. 
b. The content of j is null if and only if mi is universal, hence if and 

only if j is L-true. 
c. The content of j is included in (or, a subclass of) the content of k 

if and only if mk is included in mil hence if and only if k L-implies j. 
d. j and k have the same content if and only if they have the same 

range, hence if and only if they are L-equivalent. 

We see from this theorem that the class we call 'content of j' is the 
more comprehensive the stronger j is, or the more is asserted by j. Thus 
this class serves well to represent the assertive strength ofj. This becomes 
still more clear when we remember that the assertive power of a sentence 
consists in its excluding certain possible cases; this has been pointed out 
by Karl Popper ([Logik], p. 67). Therefore the use of the term 'content' 
seems justified. 

Remark for readers of [Semantics]. The definition for 'content' given here in 
Die differs from the various tentative definitions for 'L-eon tent' in [Semantics] 
(D23-BI, D23-FI, and D23-GI), which were meant as explications for the 
same explicandum. However, the present definition fulfils the earlier two Postu
lates for L-eon tent ([Semantics] P23-I and 2), which, if restricted to sentences, 
state that the L-eon tent of j is included in that of i if and only if ~ i :::> j; this 
is. the present theorem Tic. Therefore, the new concept fulfils likewise the 
theorems which were based on those two postulates, among them especially the 
following two: (I) the L-content of j is included in that of i if and only if the 
L-range of i is included in that of j ([Semantics] T23-2o; now Tic); (2) the L
eon tents of i andj are identical if and only if their ranges are identical ([Seman
tics] T23-2I; now Tid). 

My previous reference to Wittgenstein in this context ([Semantics], p. ISI) 
was due to an error of memory; it should have been instead to Popper, as above. 

Seeing the connection, expressed in Tr, between content and L-con
cepts, we can easily imagine a method for the construction of deductive 
logic alternative to the method previously used (in chap. iii). While the 
earlier method used the concept of range, the alternative would use the 
concept of content. Instead of beginning with state-descriptions, this 

...--
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method would begin with the content-elements. (Instead of giving them 
the form of negations of conjunctions of basic sentences, as in Dra, the 
simpler form of disjunctions of basic sentences might then be taken.) In
stead of the rules of ranges (Dr8-4), which determine for every sentence 
in which of the 3 it holds, we should here lay down analogous rules of 
contents determining for every sentence its content-elements. The con
tent of a sentence would then be defined as the class of its content
elements. Then the definitions for the L-concepts would be laid down in 
terms of contents, in analogy to their definitions in terms of ranges in the 
earlier method (D2o-r); the sufficient and necessary conditions for some 
L-concepts in terms of contents which we have stated in Tr would be 
taken as the defining conditions in this alternative method. 

It would, of course, be possible to use both the concepts of range and 
of content in the system of deductive logic. In order not to complicate 
our construction of the system (in chap. iii) too much, we have decided 
to use only one of the two concepts. If it were only a question of construct
ing deductive logic, I think there would not be any difference between the 
two procedures from the point of view of simplicity and convenience. 
However, for inductive logic, the theory of degree of confirmation, it 
seems to me to be more convenient to take the concept of range as funda
mental. The m- and c-functions are, as we have seen, additive with respect 
to disjunction but not with respect to conjunction (see the explanations· 
in § 68). Therefore the concept of range, which is based on disjunctive 
analysis, is more suitable for the theory of those functions than the con
cept of content, which is based on conjunctiv~ analysis. This is the reason 
why we have chosen the concept of range and not that of content also 
for our system of deductive logic, since this system was to be used as a 
foundation for inductive logic. 

In the present special branch of inductive logic, the theory of the rele
vance measure r, the situation is again different. Since r is additive with 
respect to both conjunction and disjunction (under certain conditions), 
the concept of content is here just as useful as the concept of range, and in 
the second method of relevance analysis it is even the more useful of the 
two concepts since this method -is based on conjunctive analysis. That is 
the reason why we have introduced here the concept of content. However, 
we shall use this concept here chiefly in an auxiliary function, for the pur
pose of facilitating the understanding of the general nature of the second 
method. For the technical work, we shall still have to use the concept of 
range too, because the whole of the preceding theory, which we have to 
use for the proofs of our theorems here, is framed in terms of ranges. 
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The result of our previous discussion of the second method (in the be
ginning of this section) can now be formulated in terms of content as 
follows: the r-value fori (to h on e) is the sum of the values for the content
elements of i. 

In the preceding section we have determined the r-values (always to a 
given h on e) for all content-elements in 2N, that is, for all sentences of 
the form "-'.8;, where ,8; belongs to any of the ranges ffiz to ffis (for ffis, ffi6, 
ffi7, and ffis, this was done in T72-3d; for ffiz and m3, in T72-4c, d(4), 
and e(s); for m2 and 9l4 , in T72-5c, d(4), and e(s)). The range of "'icon
sists of m3, 9l4, 9l7, and ffis. Therefore, the content of i consists of the nega
tions of the B in 9l3, 9l4, 9l7, and ms. The r-value of i is the sum of the 
values for these negations. However, we may omit here ffi1 and ffis, be
cause we have found that, for any ,8; in these ranges, r("' ,B;,h,e) = o 
(T72-3d); thus it is sufficient to consider the B in 9l3 and 9l4. In other 
words, in studying ffi( "'i), we may omit its part ffi( "'e • "-'i); we need 
only consider the remainder, that is 9l(e. "-'i). 

In accordance with the basic ideas of the second method so far ex
plained informally, we shall now develop this method technically in the 
following theorems. T3 is analogous to T72-7; it is the fundamental 
theorem of the second method. 

+T73-3. Let e, h, and i be any sentences in 2N· 
11· Lemma. If i is not L-true, then i is L-equivalent to the conjunction 
· of the content-elements of i, i.e., the conjunction of the negations 

of the Bin m("-'i), hence in 9l3, m4, 9l7, and ffis. (From T21-8f.) 
b. r(i,h,e) = ~r( "-',8;,h,e) for all content-elements of i, that is, for the 

negations of all Bin m("-'i). (If ffi("-'i) is null, r = o.) 

Proof. 1. Let !R("' i) be not null. Negations of distinct .8 are L-disjunct 
(T21-8g). Hence the assertion by (a), T68-2c. 2. Let !R("' i) be null. Then 
m(e. "'i) = o; hence r = o (T67-6e). 

c. Every ,8; in m( "-'i) belongs to 9l3 or 9l4 or 9l7 or ffis. 
(1) If ,8; belongs to m3, r( "',B;,h,e) ~ o. (From T72-4d(4) and e(s).) 
(2) If ,8; belongs to 9l4, r( "-'B;,h,e) ~ o. (From T72-5d(4) and e(s).) 
(3) If ,8; belongs to 9l7 or ms, t("-',B;,h,e) = o. (From T72-3d.) 

d. r(i,h,e) = ~r( "-'B;,h,e) for the negations of all B in 9l3 and 9l4 
(hence in 9l(e. "-'i)). (From (b), (c)(3).) 

We have earlier stated the signs of r for the content-elements of i men
tioned in T3d, viz., the negations of the B in 9l3 and m4 , for all the possible 
cases of deductive relations between i and h with respect to e (see col
umns (12) and (13) of table T72-8). The following theorem follows from 
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these columns; it is the analogue to T72-9. More important consequences 
will be drawn from these columns later ( § 7 s). 

T73-4. Let e, h, and i be any sentences in 2N. 
a. If both m3 and ln4 are nonnull, then for the negation of every B in 

.9l3 r < o (to hone); and for the negation of every Bin 9l4 r > o. 
b. If for the negation of any (and hence of every) B in 9l 3 r = o (to 

h on e), then ln4 is null. 
c. If for the negation of any (and hence of every) Bin m4 r = o (to h 

on e), then 9l3 is null. (From T72-8, columns (12) and (13).) 

On the basis of the second method, the r-value of i (to hone) and the 
relevance of i are, of course, the same as before, as stated in columns (8) 
and (9) of the table T72-8; because the second method is merely a differ
ent way to the same aim. What is different here is only the relevance
elements, so to speak, out of which the relevance of i is composed. In the ' 

. first method we split up the r of i into the values for the 3 in the range of i, 
and, more particularly, in 9lr and ffi2, as stated in columns (10) and (n). 
Here, in the second method, we split up the same r-value of i in a different 
manner, into the values for the content-elements of i, and, more particu
larly, for the negations of the 3 in 9l3 and 9l4, as-stated in columns (12) 
and (13).. 

§ 74. Extreme Relevance 

We calli extremely positive (to hone) if i is positive and no stronger sen
tencej (i.e., such that~ c .j ::> i) is negative (Dra). In this case, in ).IN, by the 
addition of ito e, the c of his increased to the maximum valuer (Tri). Extreme 
negative relevance is defined analogously (Drb); here, cis diminished to the 
minimum value o (T2i). i is called extremely irrelevant if i is irrelevant and 
no stronger sentence is relevant (Drd). This concept occurs only in certain 
trivial cases (T3d). These concepts are here studied with the help of fhe first 
method (§ 72), the analysis of i as disjunction of the .8 in its range. 

In this and the next sections we shall discuss some special cases of rele
vance. If i is positive to !z on e, then the situation is in general such that 
among the disjunctive parts into which we divide i by what we have called 
the first method some are positive and others are negative and maybe 
still others irrelevant. However, it may occur that none of the parts is 
negative. This case is of special interest, and we shall introduce a new con
cept for it. Likewise, it may occur that none of the conjunctive parts into 
which we analyze i by the second method is negative; this leads to another 
new concept which will be introduced in the next section. Both concepts 
may hold simultaneously~ but this is not always the case. 
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We begin with the first method as explained in § 72. Here i is analyzed 
into its ultimate disjunctive parts, namely, the 8 in its range. As we have 
seen (T72-7), ~i consists of~., ~., ~5, and ~6; however, for every 8 in 
the latter two ranges r = o, while for those in ~. r ~ o, and for those in 
~. r ~ o. The special case in which we are now interested is the case 
where for i r > o and for no disjunctive part of it r < o; this means 
that for at least one, and hence for every, 8 in ~. r > o and for no 8 in ~. 
r < o. The table T72-8 will help us to study this and similar other cases; 
we see easily from the columns (Io) and (II) that the situation just de
scribed holds in the cases Nos. II and I2 and in no others. If the condi
tions described are fulfilled, we shall say that i is extremely positively 
relevant or, briefly, extremely positive to hone. We shall however not 
use for the definition the condition as just formulated because this anal
ysis of relevance in terms of 8 applies only to t?N. In order to make the 
definition applicable to all finite and infinite systems, we have to refer not 
to the 8 but generally to any disjunctive part of i, in other words, to any f 
sentence j L-imp lying i (if i is L-equivalent to j V k, then j L-imp lies i). 
We shall even go one step further and require that any sentence j which 
either alone or together withe L-implies i is not negative (Dia)_; in fact, 
it makes no difference whether we add "either alone or together with e" 
or not. The term 'extremely negative' will then be defined in an analo-
gous way (D1b). We shall see that at least in t?N the following holds: i is 
extremely positive to h on e if and only if the addition of i to e increases 
the c of h to the maximum value I; and i is extremely negative to h on e if 
and only if the addition of i to e decreases the c of h to the minimum 
value o. This is the reason for the choice of the term 'extremely'. Finally 
we shall say that i is extremely irrelevant to h on e if i is irrelevant and 
no disjunctive part of it or, more exactly, no sentence which either alone 
or together with e L-implies i, is relevant (Dic). (In this case the term 
'extremely' is used only for the sake of analogy with the two other con
cepts.) This concept of extreme irrelevance is not very important because 
it holds only in certain trivial cases. 

D74-1. Let e, h, and i be any sentences in a finite or infinite system 2. 
Let c be a regular c-function in 2; the relevance concepts ('positive', etc.) 
are meant with respect to c in t?. 
+a. i is extremely positive to h on e (with respect to c in t?) = nr (I) i 

is positive to h on e, and (2) for every sentence j in t?, if ~ e .j ::> i 
then j is not negative to h on e. 
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+b. i is extremely negative to h on e (with respect to c in t?) = nr (I) i is 
negative to hone, and (2) for every j, if~ e .j ::> i thenj is not posi
tive to h on e. 

c. i is extremely relevant to h on e (with respect to c in t?) = nr i is 
either extremely positive or extremely negative to h on e. 

d. i is extremely irrelevant to hone (with respect to c in t?) = nr (I) i is 
irrelevant to h on e, and (2) for every j, if ~ e .j ::> i then j is not 
relevant to h on e. 

One might perhaps think of replacing the condition D1a(2) by a stronger 
one requiring thatj be positive. This would lead, however, to undesirable con
sequences; see the later remark concerning an analogous change in D75-1. 

For the sake of simplicity, the following theorems refer again to finite 
systems t?N only. Here the relations stated hold without exceptions; and 
they can easily be proved with the help of the theorems of § 72 concern
ing 8, and especially the table T72-8. The theorems of the present section, 
-as far as they do not refer to 8, hold likewise for nongeneral sentences 
in 2""; but for general sentences in t?co they hold only under certain re
stricting conditions. 

TI gives various conditions which are logically equivalent to extreme 
positive relevance; T2 does the same for extreme negative relevance, and 
T3 for extreme irrelevance. 

T74-1. Let e, h, and i be sentences in t?N. Each of the following condi
tions (a) to (i) is sufficient and necessary for i to be extremely positive 
to hone. 
+a. i is positive to h on e, and for no 8 in ~i r < o. 

Proof. I. Let i be extremely positive. If .8· is in m., then ~ .8· ::> i. There
fore ,8; is not negative (D1a(2)), hence its r is not <o {T67-1ob). 2. Let i 
be positive and let r for no .8 in IR; be <o. Let j be any sentence such that 
~ e .j ::> i. Then IR{e .j) C m,. Hence for no .8 in 9l(e .j) r < o. Therefore r 
for j is not <o (T72-7d); hence j is not negative {T67-1ob). Since this holds 
for every j i is extremely positive. 

b. Of the cases in the table T72-8 either No. II or No. I2 holds fore, 
h, and i. (From (a), with T72-8, columns (9), (Io), and (II).) 

+c. m. = o, mx > o, and m4 > o. (From (b), T72-8, columns (I), (2), (4).) 
d. e. i. "'his L-false (hence~ e. i ::> h); e. i and e. "'hare not L-false 

(hence not~ e ::> "'i and not~ e ::> h). (From (c).) 
e. m. = o, and r(i,h,e) = mx X m4• (From (b), T72-8, column (8).) 
f. m. = o, and r(i,h,e) > o. (From (b), T72-8, column (8).) 

+g. i is positive, and e. i. "'h is L-false (hence ~e. i ::> h). (From (b), 
T72-8, columns (9) and (2).) 
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+h. i is positive, and c(h,e. i) = I. (From (g), T59-Ib, T59-5b.) 
+i. c(h,e. i) = I, and c(h,e) < I. (From (h), D6s-Ia.) 

T74:-2. Let e, h, and i be sentences in ~N· Each of the following condi
tions (a) to (i) is sufficient and necessary for i to be extremely negative 
to hone. 
+a. i is negative to hone, and for no .8 in m; t > o. (From Dib, T6't-

Ioa, T72-7d, in analogy to Tia.) 
b. Of the cases in the table T72-8 either No. 7 or No. 8 holds fore, h, 

and i. (From (a), with T72-8, columns (9), (Io), and (n).) 
+c. m

1 
= o, m. > o, and m3 > o. (From (b), T72-8(I), (2), (3).~ . 

d. e • i • h is L-false (hence ~ e • i ::> "'h, i and h are L-exclus1veWith 
respect to e); e. i and e • h are not L-false (hence not ~ e ::> "'i and 
not~ e ::> rvh). (From (c).) 

e. m, = o, and t(i,h,e) = -m. X m3. (From (b), T72-8(8).) 
f. m, = o, and t(i,h,e) < o. (From (b), T72-8(8).) 

+g. i is negative, and e. i. his L-false (hence ~e. i ::> "'h). (From (b), 
T72-8(9) and (r).) 

+h. i is negative, and c(h,e. i) = o. (From (g), T59-re, T59-5c.) 
+i. c(h,e. i) = o, and c(h,e) > o. (From (h), D65-Ib.) 

T74:-3. Let e, h, and i be sentences in ~N· Each of the following condi
tions (a) to (h) is sufficient and necessary for i to be extremely irrelevant 

to hone. 
+a. i is irrelevant to hone, and for every .8 in m; t = o. 

Proof. 1. Let i be extremely irrelevant. If .8• is in m,, then ~ .8• ~ i. ~here
fore .8• is not relevant (Drc(2)), hence its r is o (T67-roc). 2. Let~ be I~rel~
vant, and let r = o for every .8 in m,. Letj be any sentence such that~ e •J .? ~. 
Then IR(e .j) C m,. Hence for every .8 in IR(e .j)_ r = ~· Therefore r for~ I~ .o 
(T72-7d), and hencej is not relevant (T67-roc). Smce this holds for every J, ~IS 
extremely irrelevant. 

b. O.ne of the cases Nos. I to 6, 9, and IO in the table T72-8 holds fore, 
h, and i. (From (a), T72-8(9), (Io), and (n).) 

c. Either all four values m,, m., m3, and m4 are o, or any three of them 
are o, or m, and m. are o, or m, and m3 are o, or m. and m4 are o. 
(From (b), T72-8(I) to (4).) 

+d. At least one of the sentences e. i, e • h, and e. "'h is L-false. (From 
(b), T72-8(s), (6), (7).) 

e. i is irrelevant to h one, and either m, = o or m. = o. (From (b), 
T72-8(9), (r), and (2).) 

f. Either e. i is L-false, or c(h,e) is either o or I. (From (d), T59-Ib 

and e, T59-5b and c.) 

-· 
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+g. Either· e • i is L-false, or c(h,e) and c(h,e. i) are both o or both I. 
(From (d), T59-Ib and e, T59-5b and c.) 

The results of Tib, T2b, and T3b, based on columns (9), (Io), and (n) 
of Table T72-8, are now entered in column (I4). 

T3d shows that extreme irrelevance is not a very useful concept since 
it holds, at least in ~N, only in the following two trivial cases for i to h 
one: (r) e L-implies h or "'h; (2) e. i is L-false. In the case (I), the prior 
evidence e decides already completely about the hypothesis h either 
affirmatively or negatively; in this case every sentence is irrelevant and, 
moreover, extremely irrelevant to hone. In the case (2), the sentence i 
describes an event which on the evidence e is no longer possible; hence i 
cannot occur as additional evidence to e. Nevertheless it is interesting to 
see that the defining condition in Did does not hold in any other cases 
but the trivial ones described in T3d. 

The following theorem shows that for any .8, relevance or irrelevance is 
·always extreme. 

T74:-4. Let e and h be sentences in ~N, and ,8; be any .8 in ~N· 
a. If ,8; is positive to h on e, then it is extremeJy positive. 

Proof. .8• is the only .8 in IR(.8;) (Tr9-6). For .8• r > o (T67-roa). Hence the 
assertion by Tra. 

b. If ,8; is negative to hone, then it is extremely negative. (From T2a, 
in analogy to (a).) 

c. If ,8; is irrelevant to h on e, then it is extremely irrelevant. (From 
T3a, in analogy to (a).) 

d. ,8; is either extremely positive to h on e, or extremely negative, or 
extremely irrelevant. (From T65-4g, (a), (b), (c).) 

+T74-6. Let e, h, i, and j be sentences in ~N such that ~ e .j ::> i. 
Then the following holds. 

a. If i is extremely positive to h on e and e .j is J;l.Ot L-false, then j is 
likewise extremely positive. 

Proof. ~e. i ::> h (Trd). ~ e .j ::>e. i, hence ~ e .j ::> h. Hence the asser
tion with Trd. 

b. If i is extremely negative to hone, and e .j is not L-false, then j is 
likewise extremely negative. (From T2d, in analogy to (a).) 

c. If i is extremely irrelevant to hone, then j is likewise. 

Proof. I. Let e. i be I.-false. Since ~ e .j ::>e. i, e .j is also I.-false. Hence 
the assertion by T3d. 2. Let e. i be not I.-false. Then either e. h or e. "'h 
is I.-false (T3d). Then every sentence is extremely irrelevant (T3d), hence 
alsoj. 
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T6 shows that extreme positive or negative relevance or irrelevance are 
transmitted from i to any stronger sentence j not excluded by e. 

The simple relevance concepts are dependent upon the particular c
function chosen and hence upon the underlying m-function. For instance, 
i may be positive to h on e with respect to one regular c-function and 
negative with respect to another. On the other hand, the extreme rele
vance concepts are independent of the particular c-function chosen. For in
stance, if i is extremely positive to h on e with respect to any one regular 
c-function, then it is likewise with respect to every other one. This is stated 
by the following theorem. 

T74-7. Let c and c' be any regular c-functions for ~N, and h, e, and i any 
sentences in ~N· 

a. If i is extremely positive to h on e with respect to c, then likewise 
with respect to c'. (From Trd.) 

b. If i is extremely negative to hone with respect to c, then likewise 
with respect to c'. (From T2d.) 

c. If i is extremely relevant to h on e with respect to c, then likewise 
with respect to c'. (From (a), (b).) 

d. If i is extremely irrelevant to h on e with respect to c, then likewise 
with respect to c'. (From T3d.) 

§ 75. Complete Relevance 

We calli completely positive to hone i£ i is positive and no weaker sentence 
(or, more exactly, no sentence L-implied bye. i) is negative (Dia). This holds, 
in 5.1N, if i is positive and no content-element of i is negative (Tia). Thus this 
concept is the counterpart to that of extreme positive relevance; while the lat
ter is based on the first method, the present concept is based on the second. 
Analogous definitions are laid down for complete negative relevance and com
plete irrelevance. The latter concept occurs only in certain trivial cases. The 
same holds for Keynes's concept of irrelevance in the strict sense, which is 
similar to complete irrelevance. 

The concepts to be introduced here are analogous to those in the pre
ceding section. There we considered the special case of the positive rele
vance of i, where no disjunctive part of i is negative. Here we shall con
sider the case where no conjunctive part of i is negative. 

Thus we apply here the second method of relevance analysis as ex
plained in § 73· It consists in analyzing i into its ultimate conjunctive 
parts, the content-elements of i. These content-elements are the nega
tions of the .8 in ffi( ....... i) (D73-rb), hence in ffi3, ffi4, ffi7, and ffis. However, 
as we have seen (T73-3c), for the negations of the .8 in ffi7 and ffis r = o, 
while for those in ffi3 r ;;:;;; o, and for those in ffi4 r ~ o. The special case 
to be here considered is the case where for i r > o and for no content-

.,.,..,..,.-
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element of i r < o; it obviously holds if and only if for the negation of 
at least one, and hence of every, .8 in ffi4 r > o and for none in ffi

3 
r < o. 

In the table T72-8 we find easily that this situation holds in the cases Nos. 
II and 14 and in no others. If the situation described holds, we shall say 
that i is completely positively relevant or, briefly, completely positive 
to h on e. However, here again we shall formulate the definition not in 
terms of .8 but in a manner applicable to ~oo too. We shall require in the 
definition that i is positive and that none of those sentences j is negative 
whose content is included in that of i or even in that of e • i, in other 
words, those which are L-implied either by i alone or by i together with 
e (Dra). (It makes no difference in the resulting concept whether we add 
'either alone or together withe' or not.) The terms 'completely negative' 
and 'completely irrelevant' will be defined analogously (Drb and d). The 
latter concept is again not very important. 

D75-1. Let e, h, and i be any sentences in a finite or infinite system ~. 
"Let c be a regular c-function in~; the relevance concepts ('positive' etc.) 
are meant with respect to c in ~. ' 

+a. i is .c~mpletely Positive to h on e (with respect to c in~) = nr (r) i is 
pos1tive to h on e, and (2) for every sentence j in ~. if ~e. i ::> j 
then j is not negative to h on e. 

+b. i is co~pletely negative to hone (with respect to c in ~) = Df (r) i is 
~egabve to hone, and (2) for every j, if~ e. i ::> j thenj is not posi
tive to hone. 

c. i is completely relevant to h on e (with respect to c in~) =nr i is 
either completely positive or completely negative to h on e. 

d. i is completely irrelevant to h on e = nr ( r) i is irrelevant to h on e, 
and (2) for every j, if ~ e • i ::> j then j is not relevant to h on e. 

One might perhaps consider an alternative definition D' formed from Dia 
~y r~placing the condition (2) by the stronger condition that every sentence L
tmphed by e • i be positive. This change, however, would not lead to a suitable 
conce~t. It is certainly convenient to define all concepts of relevance or irrele
vance m such a manner that they make no difference between two sentences i 
and i' which are L-equivalent with respect to e. This requirement is fulfilled 
by all concepts defined in this chapter, but it would not be fulfilled by D'. In 
orde~ to show this, let i be completely positive to h on e in the stronger sense 
of~, and l:t e be factual. Now we take as i' the conjunction i. "-'8;, where 
.8; lS any .8 m ffi("-' e). (There must be such .B because e is not L-true.) Then it 
can be shown that (I) i and i' are L-equivalent with respect toe and (2) never
theless, i' does not satisfy the definition D'. [Proof. I. ~ ,8; ~ "'e (T2o-2t), 
?enc~ ~ e.? "'8;. Therefore e • i L-implies "".g,, and also i, hence their con
J~nctlon ~ . On the other hand, i' and hence e • i' L-implies i. Hence the asser
tion (x~ .. 2. "-'.8; is L-im~lied by i' and hence by e. i'. Nevertheless, "-'.8; is 
not pos1t1ve to hone but melevant (T72-3e). Hence the assertion (2).] 
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The following theorems are restricted to 'i.!N for the same reason as those 
in the preceding section. TI gives various conditions which are logically 
equivalent to complete positive relevance; T2 does the same for com
plete negative relevance, and T3 for complete irrelevance. 

T75-1. Let e, h, and i be sentences in 'i.!N. Each of the following condi
tions (a) to (h) is sufficient and necessary for i to be completely positive 
to hone. 
+a. i is positive to h on e, and for no content-element of i r < o. 

Proof. I. Let i be completely positive. Let "'.8• be a content-element of i, 
in other words, let .8• be in IR("' i). Then~ .8• ::> "'i, hence~ i ::> "'.8•· There
fore "-'.8; is not negative (D1a(2)), hence its r is not <o (T67-1ob). 2. Let i be 
positive, and let r for no content-element of i be <o. Letj be any sentence such 
that ~e.i ::>j. Then~ "'j ::> "'(e.i); and hence IR("-'j) C IR("-'(e.i)). If 
j is L-true, its r is o and hencej is not negative. Now suppose thatj is not L
true; then "'j is not L-false, and hence IR("-'j) is not null. Let "-'.8; be a con
tent-element of j; in other words, let .8; be in IR("' j). Then .8; is in IR( "-'(e. i)), 
hence i1:1 one of the ranges IR3, IR4, ••• , IRs. If .8; is in one of the ranges IR5, ••• , 

IRs, then for "-'.8; r = o (T72-3d). If .8; is in IR3 or in IR4, then it is in IR("' i); 
therefore "-'.8; is a content-element of i and hence, according to our assump
tion, its r is not <o. Thus for no content-element of j r > o. Therefore r for 
j is not <o (T73-3b); hence j is not negative (T67-1.ob). Since this holds for 
every j, i is completely positive. 

b. Of the cases in the table T72-8 either No. II or No. I4 holds fore, h, 
and i. (From (a), T72-8(9), (12), and (I3).) 

+c. m3 = o, m, > o, and m4 > o. (From (b), T72-8(I), (3), (4).) 
d. e. ""i • h is L-false (hence ~ e • h ::> i); e. ""i and e. h are not 

L-false (hence not~ e ::> i and not~ e ::> "'h). (From (c).) 
e. m3 = o, and r(i,h,e) = m, X m4. (From (b), T72-8(8).) 
f. m3 = o, and r(i,h,e) > o. (From (b), T72-8(8).) 

+g:. i is positive, and e. "'i. h is L-false (hence ~e. h ::> i). (From (b), 
T72-8(9) and (3).) 

+h. 'iis positive, and c(i,e. h) = I. (From (g), T59-Ib, Ts9-5b.) 

The condition which (g) and (h) add to the positive relevance of i may 
be formulated as follows in terms previously used (§ 6I): the likelihood 
of i is I, hence i is predictable by h on e. 

T75-2. Let e, h, and i be sentences in 'i.!N. Each of the following condi
tions (a) to (g) is sufficient and ·necessary for ito be completely negative 
to hone. 
+a. i is negative to hone, and for no content-element of i r > o. (Analo

gous to Tia.) 
b. Of the cases in the table T72-8 either No.7 or No. IS holds fore, h, 

and i. (From (a), T72-8(9), (12), and (I3).) 

i 
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+c. m4 = o; m. > o, and m3 > o. (From (b), T72-8 (2), (3), (4).) 
d. e • "'i • "'h is L-false (hence ~ e • "'h ::> i; ~ e ::> i V h,· i and h are 

L-disjunct with respect to e); e • "'i and e • "'h are not L-false 
(hence not~ e ::> i and not~ e ::> h). (From (c).) 

e. m4 = o, and r(i,h,e) = -m. X m3• (From (b), T72-8(8).) 
f. m4 = o, and r(i,h,e) < o. (From (b), T72-8(8).) 

+g. i is negative, and e. "'i. "'h is L-false. (From (b), T72-8(9) and 
(4).) 

T75-3. Let e, h, and i be sentences in 'i.!N. Each of the following condi
tions (a) to (f) is sufficient and necessary fori to be completely irrelevant 
to hone. 

+a. i is irrelevant to h on e, and for every content-element of i r = o. 
Proof. I. Let i be completely irrelevant. Let "-'.8; be a content-element of i. 

Then ~ i ::> "'.8•· Therefore "-'.8; is not relevant (Dic(2)); hence its r is o 
(T67-Ioc). 2. Let i be irrelevant, and let r = o for every content-element of i. 
Let j be any sentence such that ~ e • i ::> j. Then r for j is o (in analogy to the 
proof of Tia(2)). Hencej is not relevant (T67-Ioc). Since this holds for every 
j, i is completely irrelevant. 

b. One of the cases Nos. I, 2, 3, s, 6, 9, IO, and I3 in the table T72-8 
holds fore, h, and i. (From (a), T72-8(9), (12), and (I3).) 

c. Either all four values m,, m., m3, and m4 are o, or any three of them 
are o, or m, and m3 are o, or m. and m4 are o, or m3 and m4 are o. 
(From (b), T72-8(I) to (4).) 

+d. At least one of the sentences e. "'i, e. h, and e. "'h is L-false. 
Proof. e. "'i is L-false if and only if m3 = m4 = o (T6s-Ib). This is the 

case in Nos. I, 5, g, and I3 in T72-8. e. h ore. "'h or both are L-false in Nos. I, 
2, 3, 5, 6, 9, and IO (T72-8(6) and (7)). Hence the assertion by (b). · 

e. i is irrelevant to h on e, and either m3 = o or m4 = o. (From (b), 
T72-8(9), (3), and (4).) 

f. Either e. "'i is L-false (hence ~ e ::> i), or c(h,e) is either o or I. 
(From (d), T59-Ib and e, T59-5b and c.) 

The results of Tib, T2b, and T3b, based on columns (9), (I2), and 
(I3) of Table T72-8, are listed in column (I4). 

The following theorem shows that for any content-element, relevance 
and irrelevance is always complete. 

T75-4. Let e and h be sentences in 'i.!N, and .8• be any .8 in ~N· 
a. If "'.8• is positive to hone, then it is completely positive. 

Proof. The c?ntent-elements of "-'.8; are the negations of the .8 in t"R("-'"-'.8;) 
(D73-Ib), that Is, IR(.8;) . .8• is the only .8 in IR(.8;) (Tig-6). Hence the only con
tent-element of "-'.8• is "-'.8• itself. For "-'.8; r > o (T67-Ioa). Hence the as
sertion by Tia. 

I 
' 
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b. If "'.Bi is negative to h on e, then it is completely negative. (From 
T2a, in analogy to (a).) 

c. If "'.Bi is irrelevant to hone, then it is completely irrelevant. (From 
T3a, in analogy to (a).) 

d. "'.Bi is either completely positive to h on e, or completely negative, 
or completely irrelevant. (From T65-4g, (a), (b), (c).) 

+T75-6. Let e, h, i, and j be sentences in ~N such that ~ e • i :::> j. 
Then the following holds. 

a. If i is completely positive to h on e, and not ~ e :::> j, then j is like
wise completely positive. 

Proof. ~ e. h :::> i (Tid). Hence ~ e. h :::> e. i hence ~ e • h :::> j. Hence the 
assertion with Tid. 

b. If i is completely negative to h on e and not ~ e :::> j, then j is like
wise completely negative. (From T2d, in analogy to (a).) 

c. If i is completely irrelevant to h on e, then j is likewise. 

Proof. I. Let e. -i beL-false. Since~ e. i :::> j, ~e. "'j :::> """'i (T2I-5h(~)), 
hence ~e. """'j :::>e. """'i; therefore e. -j is L-false too. Hence the assertion 
by T3d. 2. Let e. ,.,_,j be not L-false. Then either e. h or e. """'h is L-false 
(T3d). Therefore every sentence is completely irrelevant (T3d), hence alsoj. 

T6 shows that complete positive or negative relevance and complete 
irrelevance are transmitted from i to any weaker sentence j not L-im
plied by e. 

The complete relevance concepts are, like the extreme relevance con
cepts (T74-7), independent of the particular c-function chosen. This is 
stated b;y the following theorem. 

T75-7. Let c and c' be any regular c-functions for ~N, ail.d h, e, and i 
any sentences in ~N· 

a. If i is completely positive to h on e with respect to c, then likewise 
with respect to c'. (From Trd.) 

b. If i is completely negative to h on e with respect to c, then likewise 
with respect to c'. (From T2d.) 

c. If i is completely relevant to h on e with respect to c, then likewise 
with respect to c'. (From (a), (b).) 

d. If i is completely irrelevant to hone with respect to c, then likewise 
with respect to c'. (From T3d.) 

Complete irrelevance is, like extreme irrelevance, not a very useful con
cept. At least in ~N, it occurs only in the following two trivial cases, as 
we see from T3d: (r) e L-implies h or "'hi (2) e L-implies i. In the case (r), 

-' ··-
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the prior evidence e decides already entirely about the hypothesis h by 
either L-implying or excluding it; thus no additional evidence can have any 
relevance; in this case every sentence is irrelevant to h on e and, more
over, extremely and completely irrelevant. In the case (2), i does not add 
any new evidence to e. Nevertheless, in analogy to the situation with 
extreme irrelevance, it is of interest to notice that the defining condition 
in Drd does only hold in the trivial cases just described. 

Keynes has given definitions for the concepts of irrelevance and rele
vance which we have adopted (except for the somewhat wider sense which 
we have given to 'irrelevance' in D6s-rd). He believes, however, that 
another, stronger concept of irrelevance would be theoretically preferable 
([Probab.], p. 55). His definition for it, expressed in our terminology, is 
as follows: i is irrelevant in the strict sense to h on evidence e = nr there 
is no j such that c(j,e. i) = r, c(j,e) ~ r, and c(h,e .j) ~ c(h,e). For the 
sake of simplicity, let us restrict the following discussion to a finite system 

. 5!N (Keynes's axioms and definitions hold only for a finite system, since 
he identifies logical implication with probability_ r; see above, § 62). Then 
the defmiens just given can be formulated in this way: (r) e. i is not 
L-false, and (2) there is noj such that~ e. i :::> j but not~ e :::> j and thatj 
is relevant to~ one (in the simple sense of D6s-rc). (The condition (r) is 
implicitly contained in the statement of a probability value with the 
evidence e. i.) Keynes points out, correctly, that "it would sometimes · 
occur that a part of evidence would be relevant, which taken as a whole 
was irrelevant" (p. ss). He believes that "we must regard evidence as 
relevant, part of which is favourable [i.e., positive] and part unfavourable 
[i.e., negative], even if, taken as a whole, it leaves the probability un
changed" (p. 72). These considerations may seem quite plausible at first. 
As an example, let us take a case of the singular predictive inference. Let h 
be 'Pc', where 'P' is a primitive predicate. Let e describe a sample of s = 
2n individuals, to which c does not belong, to the effect that n of these 
individuals are P and the other n are not-P. Then for many c-functions 
(among them our function c* to be introduced later) c(h,e) = I/2, in
dependently of s. Let i be 'Pa. "'Pb', where 'a' and 'b' do not occur in e. 
Then the sample described in e • i does again contain equal numbers of P 
and not-P; thus again c(h,e. i) = rj2. Therefore i is irrelevant (in the 
simple sense) to hone. Letj. be 'Pa',j. '"'Pb'; hence i isj • • j •. Now in 
e .j. the number of P is larger than that of not-P, while in e .j. the in
verse holds. Therefore, for many c-functions (among them c* and pre
sumably all adequate explicata) the following is the case: c(h,e .j.) > r/2, 
c(h,e .j.) < r/2. Thusj, is positive to hone, andj. negative. i is irrele-
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vant as a whole but consists of positive and negative parts. Keynes pre
sumably intended to exclude cases of this kind when he suggested the 
stronger concept of irrelevance. In the example just given, i is irrelevant 
to h on e in the simple sense but not in the strict sense. The problem is 
whether under normal conditions any cases can be found where the latter 
concept applies. Keynes himself has not given any example for his con
cept. If we analyze his concept for a finite system ~N with the help of our 
second method, we find that it is essentially the same as our concept of 
complete irrelevance with the condition added that e • i not be L-false. 

Proof. Condition (2) in the above formulation of Keynes's definition can be 
transformed as follows. It says that no j such that ~ e • i ::> j but not ~ e ::> j 
is relevant to h on e. ~ e • i ::> j if and only if ~ ,...., j ::> ,...., (e • i), hence if and 
only if me,...., j) is included in me,...., (e • i)), hence in the class-sum of mJ, m4, ... ' 
ms. ~ e ::> j if and only if ~ ,...., j ::> ,...., e, hence if and only if me,...., j) is included 
in m(,...., e), hence in the class-sum of m5, ... , ms. Thus (2) means the follow
ing: no j is relevant if it is such that every content-element of it is the negation 
of a .8 in one of the ranges m3, ... , ms, and at least one is the negation of a .8 
in m3 or m4• In other words, (2) means that no negation of any .8 in one of the 
ranges m3, ... , ms is relevant. (This shows, incidentally, that the condition 
'not ~ e ::> j' in Keynes's definition can be omitted without changing the re
sult.) Thus (2) means that no content-element of i is relevant. And this is in
deed what Keynes intended; because he required that no part of i be relevant, 
and by 'part' he meant content-part, i.e., conjunctive part. Now we see that 
this is the same as complete irrelevance of i (T3a). Thus, i is irrelevant to hone 
(in ~N) in Keynes's strict sense if and only if (I) e. i is not L-false, and (2) i is 
completely irrelevant to hone. Among the cases in the table T72-8, (2) holds 
in Nos. I, 2, 3 5, 6, g, Io, and I3 (T3b); (I) holds in Nos. 5 to I6 (T72-8(5)); 
thus Keynes's concept holds in Nos. 5, 6, 9, Io, and I3. 

We see that i is irrelevant in the strict sense to hone (in ~N) if and only 
if (1) e. i is not L-false, and (2) at least one of the sentences e. ""i, 
e. h, and e. ""his L-false (T3d). This shows that for any e and h (in ~N) 
such that neither h nor ,...,_.h follows from e, there cannot be any sentence i 
which 'says anything new in comparison withe (i.e., which is not L-implied 
by e) and which is irrelevant to h on e in the strict sense as defined by 
Keynes. [Suppose that not ~ e ::> i. Then e • ""i is not L-false, and hence 
its range is not null. If Bi is any Bin this range, hence in \R3 or \R4, then 
,...,_.Bi is a counterexample to Keynes's definition; it is L-implied by e. i 
but not bye, and it is relevant to hone (T72-4e(6), T72-5e(6)).] In other 
words, under ordinary conditions there are always content-elements of i 
which are relevant to h on e. Therefore, the concept of irrelevance in the 
strict sense, like that of complete irrelevance, is not preferable to the 
simple concept of irrelevance; it cannot take its place but is useful, if at 
all, only as a special or, so to speak, degenerate case of the latter concept. 

§ 76. EXTREME AND COMPLETE RELEVANCE 

§ 76. Relations between Extreme and Complete Relevance 
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Theorems are stated which deal with extreme and complete relevance and 
irrelevance. Four kinds of positive relevance are distinguished (neither extreme 
nor complete, extreme but not complete, complete but not extreme, extreme 
and complete); and for each of them a sufficient and necessary condition is 
given (TI). The same is done for negative relevance (T2) and for irrelevance 
(T3). Finally it is examined how each of the concepts of extreme or complete, 
positive or negative, relevance or irrelevance is transformed by negating i or h 
or both or by exchanging i and h (T5). Thus it is found, for example, that the 
following conditions are logically equivalent (T5a): (I) i is extremely positive 
to h on e; (2) ,....,i is completely negative to h on e,· (3) i is extremely negative 
to ,....,h on e,· (4) h is completely positive to i on e. 

The theorems of this section make use of the concepts of extreme rele- c 

vance and of complete relevance. TI deals with the four possible cases of 
positive relevance for a finite system ~N; T2 does the same for negative 
relevance, and T3 for irrelevance. The results in these theorems are easily 

. found with the help of the table T72-8, which gives a complete survey of 
all possible cases. 

T76-1. Let i -be positive to h on e in ~N. Then the following holds. (It is 
easily seen that for any given sentences e, h, and i exactly one of the four 
conditions is fulfilled.) 

a. i is neither extremely nor completely positive if and only if the case 
No. 16A in the table T72-8 holds; hence if and only if k,, k,, k3 , and 
k4 are not L-false (hence there are no deductive relations between i 
and h with respect to e) and mz X m4 > m. X m3 (where all four 
m-values are >o). 

b. i is extremely but not completely positive if and only if No. 12 holds; 
hence if and only if k. is L-false (hence~ e. i ::> h) but kz, k 3, and k 4 

are not. 
c. i is completely but not extremely positive if and only if No. 14 holds; 

hence if and only if k3 is L-false (hence ~ e. h ::> i) but kz, k., and k 4 

are not. 
d. i is extremely and completely positive if and only if No. n holds; 

hence if and only if k. and k3 are L-false (in other words, 
~ e ::> (i =h), i and h are L-equivalent with respect to e) but kz 
and k4 are not L-false (in other words, i and h are neither L-exclu
sive nor L-disjunct with respect to e; it follows from this that e 
L-implies none of the sentences i, ,...,_.i, h, and ,..,_.h). 
(From T72-8.) 

I 
'I 
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T76-2. Let i be negative to hone in ~N· Then the following hol~s: (It ~s 
easily seen that for any e, h, and i exactly one of the four conditions Is 
fulfilled.) 

a. i is neither extremely nor completely negative if and only if the case 
No. I6B in the table T72-8 holds; hence if and only if k,, k., k3, an~ 
k4 are not L-false (hence there are no deductive relations between ~ 
and h with respect to e) and m, X m4 < m. X mJ twhere all four 
m-values are >o). 

b. i is extremely but not completely negative if and only if No: 8 
holds; hence if and only if k, is L-false (hence i and hare L-exclusive 
with respect to e) but k,, k3, and k4 are not. 

c. i is completely but not extremely negative if and only if No. IS hol~s; 
hence if and only if k4 is L-false (hence ~ e :::> i V h, i and hare L-dis
junct with respect to e) but k,, k,, a?d k.3 are not. . 

d. i is extremely and completely negative If and only If No. 7 holds; 
hence if and only if k, and k4 are L-false (in other words, 
~ e :::> (i = "-Jh), i and h are L-exclusive and L-disjunct with re
spect to e, i is L-equivalent to ""h with respect to e) but k, an~ ~J 
are not L-false (in other words, neither ~e. i :::> h nor ~e. h :::> ~; It 
follows from this that e L-implies none of the sentences i, ""i, h, 
and ""h). 
(From T72-8.) 

T76-3. Let i be irrelevant to hone in ~N· Then the following holds. (It is 
easily seen that for any e, h, and i exactly one of the four conditions is 
fulfilled.) 

a. i is neither extremely nor completely irrelevant if and only if the case 
No. I6C in the table T72-8 holds; hence, if and only if ku k,, k3, and 
k4 are not L-false (hence there are no deductive relations between i 
and h with respect to e) and m, X m4 = m. X mJ (where all four 
m-values are >o). 

b. i is extremely but not completely irrelevant if and only if No.4 hol~~; 
hence if and only if k, and k, are L-false (in other words,. e.~ IS 
L-false) but k3 and k4 are not L-false (in other words, e. ""~ L-Im-
plies neither h nor --h). . . 

c. i is completely but not extremely irrelevant If and only if No. IJ 
holds· hence if and only if k3 and k4 are L-false (in other words, 
e • ""i is L-false, ~ e :::> i) but k, and k. are not L-false (in other 
words e. i L-implies neither h nor "-Jh). 

d. i is e;tremely and completely irrelevant if and only if one of the 
cases Nos. I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10 holds; hence if and only if one, two, or 
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three of the sentences e • i, e • h, and e • ""h are L-false but not e • i 
alone. Here we may distinguish two kinds of cases: 
(I) One of the cases Nos. I, 2, 3 holds if and only if k,, k,, and at 

least one of the sentences k3 and k4 are L-false (in other words, 
e. i and at least one of the sentences e. h and e. ""h are 
L-false). 

(2) One of the cases Nos. 5, 6, 9, Io holds if and only if either k, and 
k3 are L-false but not k,, or k. and k4 are L-false but not k, (in 
other words, exactly one of the sentences e. h and e. ""h is 
L-false but e. i is not). 
(From T72-8.) 

It is interesting to notice that in each of the three theorems TI, T2, 
and T3, only part (a) is dependent upon the choice of a particular m-func
tion. These are the cases No. I6A, B, and C, where no deductive relations 
hold between i and h with respect to e. All other parts of these theorems 
hold alike for all regular m-functions; they depend merely upon deductive 
relations or, more specifically, upon the L-falsity of some of the sentences 
k,, ... , k4. Thus, as we found earlier (T74-7, T75-7), all the concepts 
of extreme or complete relevance or irrelevance with respect to finite 
systems ~N are independent Of the m-functions. 

In general the transition from one c-function to another changes the· 
relevance situation. However, there are special cases where one and the 
same of the four relevance concepts holds with respect to every regular 
c-function. The following theorem says that in any case of this kind either 
the extreme or the complete concept holds. 

T76-4. Let h, e, and i be sentences in ~N· 
a. i is positive to hone with respect to every regular c-function in ~N if 

and only if i is either extremely positive to h on e with respect to . 
every regular cor completely positive to hone with respect to every 
regular c, or both. 

Proof. Let i be positive to h on e with respect to every regular c. Then, for 
every regular m, (r) m, X m4 > m. X m3 (T65-4c(z).) Therefore, for every 
regular m, (z) m, > o and m4 > o, and (3) m. X m3 = o. [(3) is seen as fol
lows. If for some m (3) did not hold, m. and m3 and hence all four m-values 
would be > o. Since the four k-sentences are L-exclusive in pairs and their dis
junction is L-equivalent to e, we could in this case choose another m-function 
m' such that m: = m; = m~ = m; = m'(e)/4; hence (r) would not hold form'.] 
From (3): for any m, either m. or m3 or both are o. Hence either i is extremely 
positive with respect to the given c ((z), T74-rc) and hence with respect to every • 
c (T74-7a), or i is completely positive with respect to every c ((z), T75-rc, 
T75-7a) or both. The converse follows from D74-ra(r) and D75-ra(r). 

I I 
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b. i is negative to h on e with respect to every regular c-function in ~N if 
and only if i is either extremely negative to h on e with respect to 
every regular cor completely negative to h on e with respect to every 
regular c, or both. (From T65-4d(2), T74-2c, T74-7b, T75-2c, T75-
7b, D74·1b(1), D75·Ib(1), in analogy to (a).) 

c. i is relevant to h on e with respect to every regular c-function in ~N if 
and only if at least one of the following four conditions is fullilled: 
(i) i is extremely positive to h on e with respect to every regular c; 
(ii) i is completely positive to h on e with respect to every regular c; 
(iii) i is extremely negative to h on e with respect to every regu
lar c; (iv) i is completely negative to h on e with respect to every 
regular c. (From T6s-sc, (a,) (b).) 

d. i is relevant to h on e with respect to every regular c-function in ~N if 
and only if i is either extremely relevant to h on e with respect to 
every regular c or completely relevant to h on e with respect to every 
regular c, or both. (From (c), D74-1c, D75-Ic.) 

e. If i is irrelevant to h on e with respect to every regular c-function in 
~N, then i is either extremely irrelevant to hone with respect to every 
regular c or completely irrelevant to h on e with respect to every 
regular c, or both. 

Proof. Let the condition be fulfilled. Then, for every regular m, (x) m, X m4 
= m, X m3 (T65-4f(2)). Therefore, for every regular m, (2) m, X m4 = 
m, X m3 = o. [This is seen as follows. If for some m (2) were not fulfilled, then 
both products and hence all four m-values would be >o. Then, however, we 
could easily construct another function m' which would not satisfy (x) (for in
stance, by taking m: = m; = m(e)/3 and m~ = m~ = m(e)/6).] From (2): for 
any m, in each of the two products at least one factor must be o. Hence, for 
any m, at least one of the following four conditions is fulfilled: (i) m, = m, = o; 
(ii) m, = m3 = o; (iii) m, = m4 = o; (iv) m3 = m4 = o. If one of the first 
three conditions is fulfilled, i is extremely irrelevant with respect to the c in 
question (T74-3c) and hence with respect to every c (T74-7d). If one of the 
last three conditions is fulfilled, i is completely irrelevant with respect to every 
c (T75-3c, T75-7d). 

We have earlier seen(§ 65) how positive or negative relevance or irrele
vance is changed or remains unchanged when i or h are negated or when 
i and h exchange their places. Now we shall investigate what happens to 
extreme or complete relevance or irrelevance under such conditions. Ts 
gives the answers to these questions. 

T76-5. Let e, h, and i be any sentences in ~N· On each of the lines (a) 
to (f) in the following table, the condition in column ( 1) is logically equiva-

... 
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{r) {2) {3) {4) (S) 
ito hone ""'ito hone i to "'-'h one "'-'ito ~none h to i one 

a. extr. pos. compl. neg. extr. neg. compl. pos. compl. pos. b. extr. neg. compl. pos. extr. pos. compl. neg. extr. neg. c. extr. irrel. compl. irrel. extr. irrel. compl. irrel. (extr. or compl. 

d. compl. pos. extr. neg. compl. neg. 
irrel.) 

extr. pos. extr. pos. e. compl. neg. extr. pos. compl. pos. extr. neg. compl. neg. f. compl. irrel. extr. irrel. compl. irrel. extr. irrel. (extr. or compl. 
irrel.) 

lent to each of the conditions in columns (2) to (s) (except for (c)(s) and 
(f)(s)); hence any two of the latter conditions are likewise logically 
equivalent. (Thus, for instance, (a)(1)(2) says this: i is extremely positive 
to h on e if and only if "'-'i is completely negative to h on e.) We write 
I t > 

1 1 > 
1 

' 
1 

' d I' 1 ' h f ex r. , comp . , pos. , neg. , an Irre . as s ort or 'extremely', 'com-
pletely', 'positive', 'negative', and 'irrelevant', respectively. 

Proof. If i or h are negated or i and h are exchanged, then each of the sen
tences k,, k,, kJ, and k4 (as explained in § 72) is transformed into another one 
as follows.-

/(I) i, h, e k, k, kJ k. 
(2) ~i, h, e kJ k4 k, k, 
(3) i, ~h, e k, k, k. kJ 
(4) ~i, "'h, e k4 kJ k, k, 
(s) h, i, e k, kl k, k. 

Thus each of the cases Nos. I to x6 in the table T72-8 is transformed into another 
of these cases as indicated in the following table: 

No. (r) {2) (3) (4) (sl 
i, h, e "'-'i, h, e i, ~h,e ~;, "'-'h, e 11, i, e 

I 
}extr. and compl. irrel. 

I I I I 
2 s 3 9 2 
3 9 2 s s 4 extr. irrel. I3 4 I3 6 s }extr. and compl. irrel. 2 9 3 3 6 6 Io Io 4 
7 extr. and compl. neg. II II 7 7 8 extr. neg. I4 I2 IS 8 
9 }extr. and compl. irrel. 3 5 2 9 Io Io 6 6 I3 II extr. and compl. pos. 7 7 II II I2 extr. pos. IS 8 I4 I4 

I3 compl. irrel. 4 I3 4 IO 
I4 coinpl. pos. 8 IS I2 I2 
IS compl. neg. I2 I4 8 IS I6 I6 I6 I6 I6 
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For example, the table says that No. 2 for i,h,e is transformed for "'i,h,e into 
No. s. This is seen as follows. No. 2 is the case where m, = m. = m3 = o, 
m4 > o (T72-8, columns (1) to (4)), hence where k,, .k., and k3 are L-false but 
k4 not. Now, according to line (2) of the previous table in this proof, k,, k., k3 , 

and k4 are transformed for "'i,h,e into k3, k4, k,, and k., respectively. Therefore, 
case No. 2 is transformed into the case where k3, k4, and k, are L-false but k. is 
not, hence where m3, m4, and m, are o but m. > o; and this is No. s. 

In column {1) of the last table, indications of extreme and complete rele
vance or irrelevance are given for each case, taken from column (14) of T72-8. 
This makes it easy to prove each item of Ts. It will be sufficient to explain here 
one instance, say the item (a){1)(2). It says that i is extr. pos. to hone if and 
only if "'i is compl. neg. to h on e. This is proved by the above table as follows. 
We see in column ( 1) that i is extr. pos. to h on e in the cases Nos. 11 and 12 and 
no others. We see in column (2) that for "'ito hone these two cases are trans
formed into the cases Nos. 7 and 15. And then we find (by going back to col
umn (1)) that Nos. 7 and 15 are the only cases in which compl. neg. holds. This 
and the other items can also be proved directly (i.e., without the use of the last 
table) with the help of T74-1c, T74-2c, T74-3c, T75-1c, T75-2c, T75-3c, and 
the first table. 

The procedure for all other items in Ts is analogous, except for {c){S) and 
(f)(s). In these two points there is no sufficient and necessary condition. For 
example, (c)(I){S) says merely that, if (but not only if) i is extr. irrel. to hone, 
then h is either extr. irrel. or compl. irrel. (or both) to i on e. This is seen as 
follows. We find in the last table that i is extr. irrel. to hone in Nos. 1 to 6, 9, 
and 10, and in no others. We see in column (5) that these cases are transformed 
for h,i,e into Nos. 1, 2, 5, 6, 3, 4, 9, and 13. These cases, however, do not repre
sent just one kind of irrel.; some are extr. irrel., but No. 13 is not; some are 
compl. irrel., but No.4 is not; and No. 10 is not among them although it is extr. 
and compl. irrel. Thus here only the weak statement given above can be made. 

Now let us see what is stated by Ts. Firstlet us look only whether pos., 
neg., or irrel. holds in a given case, leaving aside the questions of extr. 
and compl. We find that negating i alone or h alone turns pos. into neg. 
and vice versa; that negating both i and h or exchanging i and h leaves 
pos. and neg. unchanged; and that irrel. remains unchanged under any 
of these transformations. All this was already known (T65-3). 

The new results in Ts concern the transformation of extr. and compl. 
We see that by negating h alone extr. becomes again extr., and compl. 
again compl. Negating i (no matter whether i alone or both i and h, 
since negating h has no effect in this point, as we have just seen) turns 
extr. into compl., and vice versa. Now let us inspect the relation between 
columns (1) and (5), the effect of exchanging i and h. For irrel., we have 
here only weak statements as explained previously (see the end of the 
proof). The results for pos. and neg. may seem surprising at first: for pos., 
extr. is turned into compl. and vice versa; for neg., however, extr. and 
compl. remain unchanged. The following considerations may make these 
results plausible. Extr. neg. means that i and h are L-exclusive with re-

,. 
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spect to e H e ::> "-'(i • h), T74-2d); this relation remains, of course, un
changed when i and h are exchanged. The same holds for compl. neg., 
because this means that i and h are L-disjunct with respect to e 
n e ::> i V h, T75-2d). On the other hand, extr. pos. involves an implica
tive relation between i and h n e ::> (i ::> h), T74-Id) while compl. pos. 
involves the converse implicative relation n e ::> (h ::> i), T7s-Id). There
fore, the exchange of i and h cannot leave these relations unchanged but 
transforms each into the other. 

This concludes the theory of relevance dealt with in this chapter, and 
also the general theory of regular c-functions discussed in the last two 
chapters, which constitutes the first and fundamental part of quantitative 
inductive logic. The next chapter (vii) does not belong to quantitative in
ductive logic but gives an outline of the foundations of comparative in
ductive logic. The construction of quantitative inductive logic will be con
tinued in the chapters after the next. 



CHAPTER VII 

COMPARATIVE INDUCTIVE LOGIC 

In this chapter a system of comparative _inductiv~ logic is ~o~~t;u~ted. Its 
basis is a comparative concept of confirmatiOn ffn[. ffn[(h,e,~ ,e ) ts mtended 
as explicatum for 'the hypothesis h is confirmed ~Y the e~tdence e equa~Y 
strongly or more strongly than h1 bye" (§ 79). Thus tts meanmg corresponds m 
some sense to the quantitative statement 'c(e,h) !?; c(e

1
,h

1
)' (_§ 8~). However, 

the definition of ffn(£ (D8r-r) uses only L-concepts, no quantitative concepts. 
Nevertheless, it is shown that the required correspondence between ffn(£ and 
the quantitative c-functions holds (§ 8r). , 

1 
, , 1 1 , 

In the same way, '~r(h,e,h1 ,e 1)' corresponds to 'c(~,h) > ,c<e. ,h) , ,(5_q(~,e,h ,e ~ 
to 'c(e,h) = c(e1,h1)' (§ 82), 'ffnar(h,e)' to 'c(h,e) = r , ~nd_ ffntn(h,e) to c(h,e! -
o' (§ 8

4
). All these concepts are defined, directly or mdtre~tly, on the baSis of 

L-concepts without use of quantitative concep~s li~e c-functwns. Therefore they 
are called purely comparative (i.e., nonq~anttt~tlve) concepts. . 

Some of the theorems of this chapter mvolv~ng these c?mparatlve ~oncepts 
(§ 8s) correspond to certain theorems concernmg c-functwns stated m a pre-

ceding chapter. · · f 
Although we shall try in later chapters to construct a quantitative sy~tem o 

inductive logic, at the present time the qu~stio? w~ether a com?rehen71ve an~ 
adequate quantitative system is at all posstble ts s~tll controvers~al. T~ts fact.ts 
the chief reason for the importance of a comparative. s~ste~ ~f mduc~tve logtc. 
However even if a quantitative system is possible, tt ts still mterestmg to see 
which re~ults can be obtained with more restrict_ed means. 

In the last three sections (§§ 86-88) the classtficatory conc~pt of confirm~
tion is investigated: 'i is confirming evidence for the hy~othests h (on the_e:'t
dence e)', in symbols '[(h,i,e)'. It is.related ~o ~ur earlier concept of postttve 
relevance (§ 6s), which was defined m quantltatlv~ terms. Th~ pr?blem of a? 
explicatum for the classificatory concept defined m n_onquantttattve ~erms ts 
discussed but remains unsolved. Several explicata of thts kmd are exammed but 
are found to be too narrow. 

§ 79. The Problem of a Comparative Concept of Confirmation 

Our problem is to find an adequate definition f~r a comparative con~ept of 

fi t . <m~'<' 'm""(h e h1 e')' is to be an exphcatum for the followmg ex-
con rma wn "'"'"· "''... '·, , . all 1 

l. d m · 'The hypothesis h is confirmed by the evtdence e equ Y strong Y 
p tcan u . · · · · t t b 
or more strongly than h1 by e". The task of this explicatiOn ts tmpor a~ ~cause 
some authors believe that only a comparative concept of confirmatiOn ts pos-
sible, not a quantitative one. 

In this chapter the basis of a comparative ind~ctive logic will be con
structed by laying down a definition of a comparative concept of c?~firma
tion and stating some theorems based on this and some other defimtwns. 
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We explained earlier the nature of comparative concepts in general, in 
contradistinction to classificatory and quantitative concepts(§ 4), and the 
role of comparative concepts as explicata (§ s). Then we discussed the 
comparative concept of confirmation as an explicandum ( § 8). For reasons 
explained earlier, we use the following form for this concept (see end of § 4, 
there called the second kind of comparative concept): 'the hypothesis h 
is confirmed by the evidence e equally strongly or more strongly than 
h' by e". Our task will now be to find an adequate explicatum for this 
concept. We shall use the symbol 'IDe~' for the explicatum to be defined; 
hence we shall write 'IDC~(h,e,h',e')' as explicatum for the sentence men
tioned. It is to be noticed that 'IDe~' is not a symbol of our symbolic object
languages~. but belongs to the metalanguage like the other German let
ters used (§ q). While a quantitative concept of confirmation, i.e., any 
one of the c-functions which have been discussed in the two preceding 
chapters, assigns a number to a pair of sentences, the comparative con
cept IDe~ is a relation between four sentences (h, e, h', e' in the above ex
ample); we shall sometimes regard it as a dyadic relation between two 
pairs of sentences (the pair h,e and the pair h',e').\ 

An investigation of the possibilities for defining a comparative concept 
of confirmation, in other words, a comparative explicatum for proba
bility r, is the more important, since some authors believe that no ade-. 
quate, entirely quantitative explicatum for probability r can be found and 
that therefore any explicatum must be at least partly comparative. Thus 
Kries, Keynes, and Koopman in their theories of probability r restrict the 
possibility for numerical values to a narrow class of special cases; and 
Nagel likewise expresses serious doubts in this direction. 

We have mentioned Kries's arguments against the possibility of numeri..c 
cal values ( § 46). Let us now briefly look at the reasons given by Keynes. 
He admits that the generally accepted opinion is that the assignment of · 
numerical values for probabilityr is at least theoretically possible, no mat
ter whether the actual determination of the values in given cases is prac
tically possible or not ([Probab.], p. 20); and he quotes W. F. Donkin 
and De Morgan to this effect. But as an argument for his own, more skep
tical view he points out the fact that probabilityr is often based on simi
larity. Thus the probabilityr of the hypothesis that a certain picture was 
made by a certain painter may depend upon its similarity to other known 
paintings by the same artist. "We can say that one thing is more like a 
second object than it is like a third; but there will very seldom be any 
meaning in saying that it is twice as like. Probability is, so far as measure
ment is concerned, closely analogous to similarity" (p. 28). 
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Keynes goes even further and argues that the task of arranging proba
bilities~ without numerical values in a mere order of magnitude-so that 
we might say that one probability I is greater than another without saying 
how much greater-is often unsolvable (p. 29). Consider a general hy
pothesis h judged on the basis of different reports e and e' concerning the 
results of different sets of experiments. "If we have more grounds than be
fore," that is, if e' L-implies e without being L-equivalent to it, "compari
son is possible; but if the grounds in the two cases are quite different" 
(which presumably means that e and e' are L-independent, i.e., L-impli
cation does not hold between either of them and the other or its negation) 
"even a comparison of more and less, let alone numerical measurement, 
may be impossible" (p. 30). 

Similarly, Nagel says: "It does not seem possible to assign a quantita
tive value to the degree of confirmation of a theory" ([Principles], p. 68). 
One of his arguments is based on the principle of the variety of instances 
(see above, § 47E, and below, § 110 I). Nagel believes that in some cases 
a nonnumerical comparison in terms of more or less is possible, while in 
general not even this is possible so that two degrees are in this case in
comparable. 

The comparative concept ID'H£ which we shall define will be in agree
ment with the conceptions of Kries, Keynes, Nagel, and Koopman in 
the following respect. It does not give a comparison in all cases of four 
sentences. Not even with respect to a given fixed evidence e does it ar
range all hypotheses in a linear order; in general, two hypotheses hand h' 
will turn out to be incomparable on the evidence e. Likewise, with respect 
to a given hypothesis h, comparison will be possible only in certain cases 
while in general two evidences e and e' are incomparable with respect to h. 
Moreover we shall find that me£ fulfils all the axioms in Koopman's 
axiom system (§ 83]3). 

§ 80. Requirements of Adequacy 

In view of the explicandum mentioned in § 79, a relation between sentences 
h, e, h', e' may be said to be in accord with a given regular c-function c if for all 
of its instances the following holds: c(h,e) ~ c(h',e'). We lay down two require
ments which a relation must fulfil in order to be an adequate explicatum for our 
explicandum: (r) it must be in accord with all regular c-functions (Rr); (2) it 
must be the most comprehensive relation of this kind (R2). The task is to con
struct a purely comparative, i.e., nonquantitative definition such that those 
two quantitative requirements are fulfilled. In preparation for this task, the 
relations between the ranges of the sentences involved are analyzed. 

In order to prepare the way for the later construction of a definition of 
the comparative concept of confirmation me£, we shall discuss here the 
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question which requirements a concept must fulfil in order to be ac
ceptable as an adequate explicatum for our explicandum. We remember 
that the explicandum was as follows: 

(r) his confirmed bye equally strongly or more strongly than h' bye'. 

Although our aim is to construct a purely comparative definition of 
me£, that is, one not containing any quantitative concepts, it will, never
theless, be helpful to study, merely for heuristic purposes, the relation 
between me£ and the quantitative concepts of confirmation, in other 
words, the regular c-functions defined earlier (D55-4). The following anal
ysis refers to the finite language systems 2N. 

Suppose somebody has chosen a certain regular c-function c as his con
cept of degree of confirmation. Then, to the comparative explicandum 
(r) mentioned above, the following quantitative formulation (2) corre
sponds in some sense: 

(2) c(h,e) ~ c(h',e') . 

If he now wants to choose a comparative relation of confirmation, say T, 
he would make sure that Tis in accord with his concept c in this sense: any 
sentences h, e, h', e' for which T holds fulfil the condition (2). 

Which way of finding an adequate concept me£ is suggested by these 
considerations? It would not do, first to select a suitable c-function and 
then to look for a relation me£ which is in accord with it. The task of · 
selecting an adequate concept among the infinitely many c-functions in
volves very serious problems and difficulties. On the other hand, the gen
eral concept of regular c-functions is simple and relatively unproblematic. 
As we have seen earlier (§§ 52 f.), this concept is based on conventions 
which seem very plausible and widely accepted. The properties which the 
regular c-functions have in common are those which nearly all authors 
who have worked on probability~ have attributed to this concept (§ 62). 
Our aim is to find a comparative relation me£ which grasps those logical 
relations between sentences which are, so to speak, prior to the introduc
tion of any particular m-function for the ranges and any particular c-func
tion; in other words, those logical relations with respect to which all the 
various c-functions agree. This suggests the stipulation that the relation 
9JlC£ be defined in such a way that it is in accord with all regular c-functions. 
This is formulated in the following requirement, to which we shall later 
add a second one. 

RS0-1. First Requirement for me£ (with respect to 2N). For any sen
tences h, e, h', e', if mC£(h,e,h',e') then, for every regular c-function c, 
c(h,e) e:; c(h',e'). 
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It is quite easy to find relations which, taken as ID1G:, fulfil this re
quirement. It is clear that these relations can hold only in cases where 
e and e' are not L-false, because otherwise the c-functions are not ap
plicable (T55-2b). We shall presuppose for all examples of the following 
discussion that this condition is fulfilled, without mentioning it explicitly 
in the definiens of Tr, etc. 

First let us see whether we can find quadruples of sentences h, e, h', e' 
which satisfy the following condition (3) occurring in RI: 

(3) For every regular c-function c, c(h,e) ~ c(h',e') . 

This condition (3) is, among other cases, always satisfied if ~ e ::> h, be
cause then c(h,e) = I (T59-Ib); likewise if ~ e' ::> "'h', because then 
c(h',e') = o (T59-Ie). (Here the fact is used that any c-value is ~I and 
~o (T59-Ia).) Thus, if we define 'Tr(h,e,h'e') =Df ~ e ::> h', then Tr, 
taken as ID1G:, fulfils the first requirement RI. The same holds for the 
relation T. defined by ·~ e' ::> "'h"; and also for the disjunction of T. 
and T •. However, it is obvious that these relations are not adequate for 
our purpose, although they fulfil RI. They are too narrow because they 
are restricted to two rather trivial kinds of cases. As an example of a non
trivial case in which condition (3) is satisfied, consider the following, 
where 'M' is any molecular predicate: h and h' are '(x)(Mx)'; e is 
'Ma .Mb'; e' is 'Ma'. hand h' are here the same sentence, a simple uni
versal law. e' gives just one confirming instance for the law; e gives two, 
among them the one of e'. It seems plausible that the law is confirmed 
by the two instances at least as strongly as by the one, in other words, that 
the example satisfies condition (3). And this can indeed easily be proved 
(with the help of T6I-3e). More generally, let T3 be defined as follows: 
'T3(h,e,h',e') =Df h' is the same ash, and there is a sentence i such that 
e is e' • i, and ~ e' • h ::> i'. The example just discussed represents a special 
case of T 3• It can then be shown (again with the help of T6I-3e) that T3 

satisfies the first requirement. Further, let T 4 be defined by the following 
conditions: e' is the same as e, and ~ h' ::> h. Here, the evidences in the 
two pairs are the same, and the second hypothesis L-implies the first and 
hence is at least as strong as the first. Therefore it seems plausible that 
the second hypothesis is confirmed by the common evidence at most as 
strongly as the first, and hence that T 4 satisfies the first requirement. 
And this can indeed be proved (with the help of T59-2d). Every case, i.e., 
quadruple of sentences, in which one of the relations Tr, T., T 3, T4 holds, 
satisfies condition (3). Therefore, also, the disjunction Ts of these four 
relations fulfils the first requirement. Shall we then take T5 as ID1~? The 

.... 
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objection of triviality mentioned earlier against the disjunction of Tr and 
T. would not hold here because the cases of T3 and T

4 
are not trivial. The 

reason why we would hesitate to take T5 is rather the fact that it seems 
arbitrary to stop here. There might be still other cases likewise satisfying 
condition (3). If somebody then defines a relation including, in addition to 
our ~ases, some new cases of this kind, then his concept is more compre
hensiVe than T5 and therefore a more satisfactory explicatum for the 
comparative concept of confirmation. And a further relation may be still 
more comprehensive and hence still more satisfactory. Thus the problem is: 
how can we know when we have exhausted all possible cases? If we can, 
then a relation comprehending all these cases would be the most satisfac
tory solution. Therefore we shall lay down as the second requirement 
that the relation should have the maximum extension among all relations 
fulfilling the first requirement; in other words, it should hold in all cases 
satisfying condition (3). This leads to the following formulation: 

RB0-2. Second Requirement for ID1G: (with respect to ~N). For any sen
tences h, e, h', e', if c(h,e) ~ c(h',e') for every regular c, then ID1G:(h,e,h',e'). 

The two requirements RI and R2 together stipulate that ID1G: is to be 
defined in such a manner that the following condition (4) is fulfilled: 

(4) For any sentences h, e, h', e' (in ~N), ID1G:(h,e,h',e') 
if and only if, for every regular c, c(h,e) ~ c(h',e') . 

It is clear that this condition (4) determines uniquely a relation ID1G:. 
(4) says in effect that this relation is the most comprehensive relation 
which is in accord with all regular c-functions. 

We could take (4) itself as definition for ID1G:. But this is not the form 
of definition we are looking for. We intend to give a purely comparative 
definition, that is to say, one not referring to any quantitative concepts. 
(4) however refers to the quantitative c-functions and thereby implicitly 
to the measure functions m for the ranges of the sentences involved. A 
purely comparative definition may only refer to those relations between 
ranges which are independent of any particular m-function for the 
ranges, hence to the inclusion relations between ranges. Inclusion between 
the ranges of two sentences means the same as L-implication between the 
sentences (D2o-Ic). Therefore, we aim at a definition of ID1G: in terms of 
L-implication (or other L-concepts related to L-implication, like L-truth 
and L-falsity). A definition of this kind will be given later (D8I-I). Then 
it will be shown that the concept ID1G:, although defined in a purely com
parative way, satisfies the requirements RI and R2, which are formu- ' 
lated in quantitative terms. 
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Statement (4) says that (3) is a sufficient and necessary condition for 
IDl~. In order to construct a purely comparative definition, we have to 
find a sufficient and necessary condition for IDl~ in comparative terms. To 
prepare the way to this goal, we shall now investigate what the condition 
(3) means in terms of m-functions and ranges. c-values (for ~N) are de
fined as certain quotients of m-values (Dss-4 and 3). (3) means, accord
ingly, that for every regular m-function m (with respect to ~N) the follow
ing condition is fulfilled: 

(s) 
m(e. h) > m(e'. h') 

m(e) = m(e') ' 

where m(e) > o and m(e') > o, and hence e and e' are not L-false. Since 
m(e) and m(e') are positive, (s) can be transformed into 

(6) m(e. h) X m(e') !;; m(e'. h') X m(e) . 

e' is L-equivalent to (e'. h') V (e'. ,.....,h') (T21-5j(2)); therefore m(e') = 
m(e'. h') + m(e'. ,.....,h') (T57-rm). Analogously, m(e) = m(e ·h).+ 
m(e. ,....,h). By substituting these values in (6) and simplifying, we obtam: 

(7) m(e. h) X m(e'. ,.....,h') !;; m(e'. h') X m(e. "'h). 

This is obviously satisfied if at least one of the two m-values on the right 
side is o. m(e. ,....,h) is o if and only if 

(8) ~ e :::> h ; 

m(e' • h') is o if and only if 

(according to Ts8-rb). These are the two trivial kinds of cases mentioned 
earlier as T

1 
and T., respectively. Now let us suppose that both m-values 

on the right side of (7) are positive. Which relations must then hold be
tween the ranges of the sentences involved in order to assure that (7) 

holds for every regular m? 
Them-value for any sentence j has been defined (D55-2) as the sum 

of the m-values for those .8 (state-descriptions) which belong to m(j) (the 
range of j). m-values for all .8 may be chosen arbitrarily as any positive 
numbers whose sum is r (Dss-r). Now we shall see that (7) holds for 
every regular m only if the ranges of the following three sentences are null: 
e' • h' • ,.....,e, e' • h' • e • --h, e • --h • --e'; let us call them m., m., and ~3, 
respectively. ml is included in m(e'. h'), while it has no elements m 
common with the following three ranges: m(e. h), m(e'. ,.....,h'), and 
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m(e. ,....,h). Therefore, if m, is not null, we can find a regular m-function 
whose value for m, and thereby for e' • h' is arbitrarily high, that is, 
as close to I as we want, while the other three values in (7) are small 
and equal to one another; hence (7) is in this case not satisfied. m. is 
included in m(e'. h') and in m(e. ,....,h), while it has no elements in 
common with m(e. h) and with m(e'. ,.....,h'). Therefore, if m. is not 
null, we can choose an m-function such that its two values on the 
right side of (7) are close to r, while the two values on the left side 
are very small, and hence (7) is violated. Finally, m3 is included in 
m(e. "'h), while it has no element in common with the ranges of the 
other three sentences in (7). Here, a consideration analogous to that 
concerning m. shows that, if m3 is not null, there is an m-function violat
ing (7). Thus it is a necessary condition for the general validity of (7) that 
m,, m,, and m3 are null. Let us now formulate this condition in L-terms. 
That m. is null means that m(e'. h') C m(e), hence that~ e'. h' :::> e. That 
m, is null means that m(e'. h'. e) C m(h), hence that~ e'. h'. e :::> h. The 
two results combined say that ~ e'. h' :::> e. h. m3 is m(e. --(h v e')); 
that this range is null means that ~ e :::> h V e'. Thus the following is a 
necessary condition for the general validity of (7): 

(ro) ~ e'. h' :::> e. hand simultaneously ~ e :::> h V e'. 

It can easily be shown that T 3 and T 4 as earlier discussed are special cases 
of (ro) and that (ro) is much more general. However, we have not shown 
that it is general enough. Let us tentatively assume that it is; in other 
words, that the disjunction of (8), (9), and (1o) is a sufficient and neces
sary condition for the general validity of (7), and hence for (s), and hence 
for (3). That is to say, we shall choose this disjunction for constructing 
a tentative definition of IDl~ in the next section (D8r-r). Then we shall 
prove that the assumption just made is correct, in other words, that the 
relation thus defined fulfils the two requirements of adequacy earlier 
stated. 

§ 81. Definition of the Comparative Concept of Confirmation rol<t 

Suggested by the considerations in the preceding section, a definition for IDl~ 
based on L-concepts is laid down (DI). Then it is shown that IDl~ fulfils the 
two requirements stated earlier, for any finite system ~N (TI). For ~oo, a similar 
but somewhat restricted result is found (T2). 

We shall now lay down a definition (Dr) for IDl~, the comparative con- . 
cept of confirmation. This definition is suggested by the considerations in 
the preceding section. The conditions (a) and (b) in Dr have been men-
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tioned at the beginning of §So; they are obviously required because we 
apply the concept of confirmation only to non-L-false evidences. (c,) and 
(c.) in Dr correspond to (S) and (9) in§ So; these are the two trivial cases 
where c(h,e) = r or c(h',e') = o, respectively. (c3) corresponds to (ro) 
in § So; this condition applies to the nontrivial cases. The preliminary 
considerations in §So were restricted to finite systems ~N, but the defi
nition Dr is laid down in a general form for any finite or infinite system~. 

+D81-1. ~C£(h,e,h',e') (with respect to a system~) = Df the following 
three conditions are fulfilled (in ~) : 

a. e is not L-false. 
b. e' is not L-false. 
c. Either (c,) ~ e :::> h, 

or (c.) ~ e' :::> ""h', 
or (c3) ~ e'. h' :::> e. hand simultaneously ~ e :::> h V e'. 

(The three conditions under (c) are meant in a nonexclusive sense: two 
or all three of them may be fulfilled.) 

Now we have to show that the relation~(£ defined by the purely com
parative definition Dr nevertheless fulfils the quantitative requirements 
of adequacy discussed earlier and hence is an adequate explicatum for the 
comparative explicandum (as formulated, e.g., by (r) in §So). The first 
requirement (R8o-r) demands that~(£ be in accord with every regular 
c-function. The second requirement (RSo-2) demands that ~(£ be the 
most comprehensive relation fulfilling the first requirement. The follow
ing considerations-which, although somewhat lengthy, are quite ele
mentary-prove that both requirements are fulfilled. This result will be 
formulated in Tr. The following considerations and Tr apply to any finite 
system ~N· The question of ~oo will be dealt with later, in T2. 

Let h, e, h', and e' be any sentences in ~N such that e and e' are not L
false. Our aim is to show that if these sentences satisfy the following con
dition ( 1) then they satisfy also ( 2), and vice versa: 

(r) ~C£(h,e,h',e'), 
(2) For every regular c-function c, c(h,e) ~ c(h',e') . 

In what follows we shall transform condition (2) step for step into other 
forms. Each step here made is a reversible logical transformation, that is 
to say, the conditions which will be stated are not only logical conse
quences of (2) but logically equivalent to (2), in other words, each is a 
sufficient and necessary condition for (2). In this way, (2) will be trans
formed in turn into (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (S), (9), (ro), (II), and thereby 
into (r). Thus the aim will be reached. 
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We form certain conjunctions out of the given four sentences and their 
negations and denote them by 'j/, ... , 'j,' as follows: 

j, is e • e' • h • h', 
j. is e • e' • h • ,_,h', 
j 3 is e • e'. "-'h. h', 
j 4 is e. e'. "-'h. ,_,h', 
is is e • ""e' • h, 
j6 is e • "-'e' • ""h, 
i 7 is "-'e. e'. h', 
is is "-'e • e' • ""h', 
i 9 is "-'e • ,_,e'. 

These nine i-sentences are L-exclusive in pairs and L-disjunct. [This can 
be shown as follows. The i-sentences may be regarded as formed in the 
following way. Consider the truth-table for the four sentences e e' h 

' ' ' and h' as explained in § 2rB, and let k,, ... , k,6 be the sixteen conjunc-
tions corresponding to the lines of the truth-table. Then each of the sen
tencesi,,i.,i3, andj4 is one of these k-sentences; each ofi5,i6,i7, andis is 
L-equivalent to a disjunction of two k-sentences; and i

9 
is L-equivalent 

to a disjunction of four k-sentences. Each k-sentence occurs here in exactly 
onei-sentence. Hence the assertion (from T2r-7a,b).] Therefore the ranges 
of the i-sentences constitute an exhaustive and nonoverlapping division 
for the state-descriptions .8 in ~N· [Incidentally, the i-sentences are to 
some extent analogous to the .8 themselves, which are conjunctions of 
atomic sentences and their negations. However, there is one important 
difference. The atomic sentences are assumed to be logically independent 
of one another, and therefore all.8 are factual. On the other hand, among 
the sentences h, e, h', and e', some L-relations (e.g., L-implication) may 
hold; then some of the j-sentences will beL-false. We shall soon discuss 
cases of this kind.] We can easily see that the following L-equivalences· 
hold (in analogy to T2r-7d): 

~ e = ix V j. V j 3 V i4 Vis V i6, 
~ e' = ix V i• V i 3 V j 4 V i 7 Vis, 
~ e • h = j, V i• Vis, 
~ e' • h' = ix V j 3 V i 7• 

For any regular m-function m, its value for each of these disjunctions is 
the sum of the values for the components, since these are L-exclusive in 
pairs (T57-m). Writing 'm,.' for 'm(j,.)' (n = r, ... , 9), we obtain: 

m(e) = m, + m. + m3 + m4 + m5 + ~. 
m(e') = m, + m. + m3 + m4 + m7 + ms, 
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m(e. h) = m, + m. + m5, 

m(e' • h') = m, + m3 + m7• 

Condition (2) can be expressed in terms of m-functions (see (s) and (6) 
in § 8o) as follows : 

(3) For every regular m-function m, 
m(e. h) X m(e') iE;; m(e'. h') X m(e) . 

Substituting here the m-values just found and multiplying out, we obtain 
on either side a sum whose terms are products of two mn-values each. If 
equal terms on both sides are omitted, the remaining terms can be com
bined as follows: 
(4) For every regular m, 

(m, + m. + ms) X (m. + ms) + (m. + ms) X m4 ~ 
(m, + m3 + m1) X (m3 + m6) + (m3 + m1) X m4 • 

Let us write '9?n' as short for '9?(jn)' (n = I, ... , 9). These nine ranges 
form, as mentioned above, a complete division for the .8. Therefore, if we 
choose an arbitrary sequence of nine nonnegative real numbers r., r., 
... , r9 such that (a) rn = o if and only ifjn is L-false, and (b) r, + r. + 
... + r 9 = I, then we can find a regular m such that, for every n from 
I to 9, m(jn) = rn. (This follows for any L-falsejn from (a) and Dss-2a; 
for any other jn from (b) and Ts8-d.) 

Now we shall show that (4) holds if and only if the right-hand side in 
(4) equals o, that is: 

(s) For every regular m, 
(m, + m3 + m1) X (m3 + ltt(;) + (m3·t m1) X m4 = o. 

Proof. (a) If the sentences h, e, h', e' are such that (5) is satisfied, then ob
viously (4) is also satisfied, because m-values are always nonnegative. (b) Now 
the converse must be shown. Suppose that (s) is not satisfied. This means that 
there is an m-function, say m', such that the left side of the equation in (s) is> o, 
hence also the right side in (4). Now we take another m-function m" which has 
the following values. For n = 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7, ~1 = ~; m~' = !m~; m~' = 
!m;; m~' = !m~. Let us abbreviate (4) form" by 'q, + q, iE;; q3 + q4', where the 
q-symbols stand for the four products occurring. Then we easily see from the 
defined values of m" that q, ~ q3 and q. ~ q4 ; moreover, since q3 + q4 > o, 
either q3 or q4 (or both) > o, and hence either q, < q3 or q. < q4 (or both). 
Hence, q, + q. < q3 + q4• Thus m" does not satisfy (4).Therefore, if (4) is satis
fied then so is (s). 

Since m-values are nonnegative, the sum in (s) is o if and only if both 
terms of the sum are o. A product is o if and only if at least one factor is o. 
A sum of certain m-values is o if and only if all these m-values are o. 
Therefore (5) holds if and only if (6) holds: 
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(6) For every regular m, 
(a) either m, = m3 = m7 = o or m3 = ltt(; = o ; 

and (b) either m3 = m7 = o or m4 = o . 
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('Either-or' is here always understood in the nonexclusive sense.) Com
bining each of the two cases in (a) with each in (b), we obtain: 
(7) For every regular m, 

either (a) m, = m3 = m7 = o , 
or (b) m, = m3 = m7 = m4 = o , 
or (c) ml- = ltt(; = m7 = o , 
or (d) m3 = m4 = ltt(; = o . 

Here we may omit (b) because (a) follows from it. ('A or (A and B)' 
means the same as 'A', T2I-SP(I)). Them-values here are those of the 
j-sentences with the same subscripts. m(jn) = o if and only if jn is L-false 
(Ts8-Ib, see also Ts8-Ih). Several sentences are L-false if and only if their 
disjunction is L-false (T2o-2q). Hence we obtain (in the order (7)(d), 
(a), (c)): 

(8) Either (a) j 3 V j 4 V j6 is L-false, 
or (b) j, V j 3 V j 7 is L-false, 
or (c) j 7 V j 3 is L-false, and j6 is L-false . 

Now we eliminate the j-abbreviations. (For (b), we use the last of the . 
four L-equivalences mentioned earlier.) 

(9) Either (a) (e. e'. "'h. h') V (e. e'. "'h. ,_h') V (e. ,_e'. ,_h) 
is L-false, 

or (b) e' • h' is L-false , 
or (c) ("'e. e' • h') V (e. e' • "'h • h') is L-false and e. ,_e' • "'h 

is L-false. 

We transform this as follows (for (a): T2I-5j(2); for (c): T2I-5f(I)): 

(Io) Either (a) e. "-'his L-false, 
or (b) e'. h' is L-false, 
or (c) e'. h'. ["-'e V (e. "'h)] is L-false and e. "-'(e' V h) is 

L-false. 

""e V (e. "-'h) is L-equivalent to "-'e V "-'h (T21-5m(4), T2I-3c, 
T2I-s.s(I)), and hence to "-'(e. h) (T2I-5f(3)). Now we transform in 
terms of L-truth (T2o-Ia, T2I-5g(I)): 

(II) Either (a) ~ e ::> h , 
or (b) ~ e' ::> ,....,h' , 
or (c) ~ e' • h' ::> e • h and ~ e ::> ( e' V h) . 
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Since we have presupposed that e and e' are not L-false, we see from 
Dr that (n) holds if and only if 

(12) ff!lf£(h,e,h',e') . 

Thus we have shown that (2) holds if and only if (12) holds. This result 
is stated in the following theorem. 

+TSl-1. Let h, e, h', e' be any sentences in ~N· Let e and e' be non
L-false in ~N· 

a. If ff!lf£(h,e,h',e') (in ~N), then for every regular c (with respect to ~N), 
c(h,e) ~ c(h',e'). 

b. (The converse of (a)). If for every regular c (with respect to ~N) 
c(h,e) ~ c(h',e'), then ff!lf£(h,e,h',e'). 

Tr shows that ff!l(£, as defined by Dr, fulfils the requirements R8o-r 
and 2 which we have laid down for an adequate comparative concept of 
confirmation. Moreover, ff!l(£ is the only relation fulfilling both require
ments, because, as we have seen earlier, these requirements determine 
uniquely one relation; nevertheless, definitions for ff]l(£ differing from Dr 
considerably in their formulations while stating logically equivalent con
ditions are of course possible. In the terminology of § 8o, Tra says that 
ff!l(£ is in accord with every regular c-function, and it, together with Trb, 
says that ff!l(£ is the most comprehensive relation for which this holds. 

The definition Dr of ff!l(£ has been formulated in a general way for any 
finite or infinite system~. Tr, however, refers only to the finite systems 
~N· Now we shall see how the results can be transferred to ~oo. In the fol
lowing theorem T2, (a) corresponds to Tra, and (b) to Trb. However, 
we restrict T2b to nongeneral sentences. The reason for this is the fact, 
which we found earlier, that in ~oo the relations between m- and c-values, 
on the one hand, and L-concepts, on the other hand, are simple only for 
nongeneral sentences but rather complicated for general sentences (see 
the discussion in §58, and T59-5). 

+TSl-2. Let h, e, h', and e' be sentences in ~oo. Let e and e' be non
L-false in every system~ in which they occur. 

a. If ff!lf£(h,e,h',e') in ~oo and ooc is any regular c-function for ~oo posses
sing values for the pairs h,e and h',e', then ooc(h,e) ~ ooc(h',e'). 

Proof. Let the conditions be fulfilled. Then Drc is fulfilled in ~oo and hence 
likewise in every system ~N of a final segment of the sequence of finite systems 
(T2o-u). It follows from the assumptions stated that Dra and bare fulfilled in 
every system ~ in which e and e' occur. Thus in every system of a final segment 
all conditions in Dr are fulfilled and hence 'iiJH£(h,e,h',e'). Let NC be the c-se
quence on which the given ooC is based. Then in the final segment NC(h,e) ~ 
NC(h',e') (Tra). Therefore (T4o-2If) ooc(h,e) ~ ooC(h',e'). 
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b. Let h, e, h', and e' be nongeneral (hence every regular ooC has values 
for the pairs h,e and h',e'). If for every regular ooC in ~oo ooc(h,e) ~ 
ooc(h',e'), then fffl(£(h,e,h',e') in ~a>. 

Proof. Let the conditions be fulfilled. Let ~N be any of those finite systems 
in which all four sentences occur. These systems form a final segment. Then 
for every regular c-function NC for ~N NC(h,e) ~ NC(h',e') (T57-6c). Therefore 
!!Jl~(h,e,h',e') in ~N (Trb) and hence also in ~oo (T2o-1o). 

Examples. !!Jl~ holds in the following three examples. They belong to the 
nontrivial kind Drc3• ' 

First example. e and e' are 'P,a'; his 'P.a V P 3a'; h' is 'P.a'. We see easily 
that ~ e' :::> e, ~ h' :::> h, ~ e :::> e'; hence Drc3 is fulfilled. In this simple case it 
is also rather obvious that the explicandum holds, that is to say, that his con
firmed by the common evidence at least as strongly as h1, because h is weaker 
than h' (i.e., ~ h' :::> h but not ~ h :::> h'). 

Second example. e is '(P,b V P.b). (P.b V P 3b)'; e' is 'P,b'; h and h1 are 
'P.b'. We see easily that ~ e'. h' :::> e, ~ h' :::> h, and ~ e :::> h V e1

• Thus Drc3 is 
fulfilled. This case is not quite as simple as (r), although the hypotheses are 
the same; there is no simple logical relation between e and e'. Therefore we can
not see immediately that the explicandum holds. However, the following meth
od can be used for an examination of this example; it is analogous to the method 
which led above to Tr but much more simple because of the simplicity of the 
example. We regard the sentences e, h, e', and h1 as sentences of ~i (§ 31), and 
hence transform them into disjunctions of Q-sentences (D31-1d) with 'Q,', ... , 
'Qs'. These Q-sentences are the .8 in this system because N = 1 (D34-1a). 
Then we can easily show that for any regular m and c, the conditions (6), and 
hence (5), and hence (2) in § 8o are fulfilled. 

Third example. We combine the sentences of the preceding examples by· 
taking as e here the conjunction of the sentences e in the first and the second 
examples, and likewise with h, e', and h'. Thus e is here 'P,a. (P,b V P.b). 
(P.b V P3b)'; his '(P.a V P 3a) .P.b'; e' is 'P,a .P,b'; h' is 'P.a. P.b'. Here, 
neither the evidences are L-equivalent nor the hypotheses. But we see easily 
that~ e'. h' :::> e, ~ h' :::> h, ~ e :::> h V e', and hence Drc3 is fulfilled. 

§ 82. Some Concepts Based on [ll(t 

On the basis of !Ul~, three other comparative concepts are defined. As !Ul15: 
corresponds to the relation ~ between c-values, ~q is defined (Dr) in such a 
way that it corresponds to the relation = (Tra), and ®r (D2) corresponds to 
> (Trb). Finally, two pairs of sentences are called comparable if the relation 
!!Jl~ holds between the first and the second or between the second and the 
first (Ds). Some theorems are given which state sufficient and necessary condi
tions for the concepts defined in terms of L-concepts. 

We shall define here four concepts on the basis of the comparative con
cept of confirmation ff!l(£. These four concepts are, like ff!l(£, tetradic rela
tions between sentences in any system ~. Here, as in the case of ff!l(£, it 
is convenient to regard the concepts as relations between two pairs of 
sentences. In this sense, we use the term 'the converse of ff!l(£' (without 
a special symbol) for that relation which holds between two pairs h',e' 
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and h,e if and only if IDe~ holds between the pairs h,e and h',e', that is, 
between the same pairs in the opposite direction. 

The relation ~q will be defined in such a way that it holds between two 
pairs of sentences if and only if both IDe~ and its converse hold between 
them (Dr). The symbol '~q' is intended to suggest 'equal'; this is justified 
by Tra. The relation @r is to hold if IDe~ holds but not the converse of 
IDe~ (D2). The symbol '@r' is to suggest 'greater than'; it is, however, to 
be noticed that, if @r holds between two pairs of sentences, the first pair 
does not necessarily have a greater c-value than the second for every 
regular c; in general, only a somewhat weaker statement holds (Trb). We 
shall say that two pairs of sentences h,e and h',e' are comparable if the 
relation IDe~ holds between these pairs in at least one direction (D3). 
Otherwise the pairs are said to be incomparable. In the latter case, no 
purely comparative relation holds between the pairs in the sense that no 
general relation between their c-values holds for all regular c-functions; 
some c-functions rate the one pair higher and other c-functions the other 
pair (Trd). 

+D82-1. ~q(h,e,h',e') (in a finite orinfinite system~) = nt IDC~(h,e,h',e') 
and IDC~(h',e',h,e). 

+ D82-2. @r(h,e,h',e') (in~) = Df IDC~(h,e,h',e') and not IDC~(h',e',h,e). 

+D82-3. The pairs of sentences h,e and h',e' are comparable (in~) = Df 

IDC~(h,e,h',e') or IDC~(h',e',h,e) (or both). 

The following theorem Tr states relations between the comparative 
concepts just defined and the quantitative concepts, that is, the regular 
c-functions. This theorem is restricted to finite systems ~N for the reasons 
mentioned earlier in connection with T8r-r. However, if the four sentences 
involved are nongeneral and e and e' are non-L-false in every system in 
which they occur, then the assertions of this theorem hold likewise for 
~"" (see T8r-2). 

+T82-1. Let h, e, h', and e' be sentences in ~N· Let e and e' be non-L
false in ~N· 

a. ~q(h,e,h',e') if and only if, for every regular c with respect to ~N, 
c(h,e) = c(h',e'). (From Dr, T8r-r.) 

b. @r(h,e,h',e') if and only if, for every regular c with respect to ~N, 
c(h,e) "?;.c(h',e') and, for at least one such c, .c(h,e) >c(h',e'). (From 
D2, TSr-r.) 

c. The pairs h,e and h',vl are comparable if and only if either, for every 
regular c with respect to ~N, c(h,e) "?;. c(h',e') or, for every such c, 
c(h',e') "?;. c(h,e). (From D3, TSr-r.) 
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d. The pairs h,e and h',e' are incomparable if and only if there are two 
regular c-functions c and c' with respect to ~N, such that c(h,e) > 
c(h',e') and c'(h',e') > c'(h,e). (From (c).) 

The remaining theorems of this section and the next one do not involve 
quantitative concepts, that is, c-functions, but state relations between the 
defined comparative concepts and the original L-concepts. All these theo
rems hold for any finite or infinite system 2 which contains the sentences 
in question. 

The following theorem T3, which follows immediately from D8r-r, 
states a sufficient and necessary condition for the converse of IDe~. It 
serves merely as a lemma for some later theorems. 

T82-3. Lemma. IDC~(h',e',h,e) if and only if the following three condi-
tions are fulfilled: 

a. e' is not L-false. 
b. e is not L-false. 
c. Either (c,) ~ e' ::> h', 

or (c.) ~ e ::> ""h, 
or (c3) ~ e. h ::> e' • h' and ~ e' ::> h' V e. 

The following theorems T4 to T7 state sufficient and necessary condi
tions for the concepts introduced in this section. They refer not to IDe~ 
but directly to the original L-concepts. (They could be taken as altema~ 
tive definitions for the new concepts on the basis of L-concepts.) 

+T82-4. ~q(h,e,h',e') if and only if e and e' are non-L-false and, in 
addition, at least one of the following three conditions is fulfilled: 

Either a. ~ e ::> h and ~ e' ::> h'; 
or b. ~ e ::> ""hand~ e' ::> ""h'; 
or c. ~ e = e' and ~ e • h = e' • h'. 

Proof. I. Suppose that ~q(h,e,h',e'). Then (DI) both ID'I(£ and its converse . 
hold; hence the conditions both in D8I-I and in T3 are fulfilled. According to 
D8I-Ia and b, which are the same as T3b and a, e and e' are non-L-false. 
Further, the conditions under (c) in D81-1 and in T3 are fulfilled. Let us de
note the three items under (c) in D81-1 by 'c,', 'c.', and 'c3', and those in T3 by 
'ci', 'c~', and 'c~'. Thus the following holds: (c, or c. or c3) and (ci or c~ or c~). 
This can be transformed by distribution (T21-5m(3)) as follows: (c, and ci) or 
(c, and c~) or (c, and c~) or (c. and ci) or (c. and c~) or (c. and c~) or (c3 and c;) 
or (c3 and c~) or (c3 and c~). Now we shall examine each of these nine disjunc
tive components. We must show for each of them either that one of the three 
conditions in our theorem follows from it, or that the component cannot hold 
under the assumption here made. (c, and c;) is the condition (a) in this theorem. 
(c, and c~) says that ~ e ::> h • "'h (T21-5m(8)); hence e would beL-false, which · 
is impossible on our assumption. (c, and c~) says that~ e ::> hand ~ e. h ::> e' • h' 
and ~ e' ::> h' V e,· from this it follows that ~ e' ::> h' V (e. h) (T21-5i(I)), 
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hence ~ e' :::> h' V h', hence ~ e' :::> h', hence (a). (c. and c~) says that ~ e' :::> 
,...,h' • h'; thus e' would beL-false, which is not possible. (c. and c~) is (b) in this 
theorem. (c. and c~) says that (I) ~ e' :::> ,...,h' and (2) ~e. h :::> e'. h' and a 
third item· it follows from (I) that ~ "-'(e'. h') (T2I-5f(3)); from this and 
(2) that ~ :._,(e. h) (T2I-4h), hence ~ e :::> "'h; thus (b) in this theorem fol
lows. (c3 and c;) says that ~ e'. h' :::> e. h and ~ e :::> h V e' and ~ e' :::> h'; hence 
it follows that ~ e :::> h V (e'. h') (T2I-Si(I)); hence~ e :::> h V h, hence~ e :::> h; 
thus (a) follows. (c3 and c~) says that ~ e' • h' :::> e. h and ~ e :::> h V e' and 
~ e :::> "'h · hence ~ e' • h' :::> "'h • h, hence e' • h' is L-false, hence ~ e' :::> ,...,h'; 
thus (b)' follows. Finally, (c3 and c~) says that (I) ~ e'. h' :::>e. h, (2) 
~ e :::> h V e', (3) ~e. h :::> e'. h', and (4) ~ e' :::> h' V e; from 

1
(2) it follows that 

~ e :::> (e. h) V e', hence with (3) ~ e :::> e' Ve', hence~ e :::> e; and analogously 
from (4) and (I) that ~ e' :::> e; therefore ~ e == e'; from this and (3) and (I), 
(c) in this theorem follows. 2. The converse says that, if the conditions stated 
in the theorem are fulfilled, ~q holds, that is, that the conditions in both 
D8I-I and T3 are fulfilled. The conditions D8I-Ia and b and T3a and b, name
ly that e and e' are non-L-false, are stated explicitly in the present theorem. 
Thus it remains to be shown that the conditions under (c) in D8I-I and T3 
are fulfilled. They may be abbreviated as above. If (a) in this theorem holds, 
then c, and c~ hold, hence D8I-IC and T3c hold. If (b) here holds, then c. 
and c~ hold, hence again D8I-IC and T3c hold. If (c) in this theorem holds, then 
c3 and c~ hold, thus again D8I-IC and T3c hold. 

+T82-5. ®r(h,e,h',e') if and only if the following four conditions are 
simultaneously fulfilled: 

a. Not ~ e :::> "'h. (Hence e is not L-false.) 
b. Not ~ e' :::> h'. (Hence e' is not L-false.) 
c. Either (c,) ~ e :::> h, 

or (c.) ~ e' :::> "'h', 
or (c3) ~ e'. h' :::> e. hand~ e :::> h V e'. 

d. Either (d,) not ~e. h :::> e'. h', 
or (d.) not ~ e' :::> h' V e. 

Proof. 1. Suppose that ®r(h,e,h',e'). Then (D2) IDH£ holds but not the con
verse of ID((£. Therefore the conditions of D8I-I are fulfilled but not those of T3. 
We have to show that the above conditions (a) to (d) are fulfilled. a. ~ e :::> "'h 
cannot hold because otherwise it would follow with D8I-IC, that~ e :::> "'h. h; 
hence e would beL-false contrary to D8I-Ia. b. Analogously,~ e' :::> h' cannot 
hold because of D8I-IC2 ~nd D8I-Ib. c. From D8I-IC. d. Suppose that (d) did 
not hold. Then its negation would hold, which is the same as T3c3; hence T3c 
would hold. From (a) and (b), which we have just derived, it follows that e and 
e' are not L-false; hence T3a and b hold. Thus the conditions of T3 would be 
fulfilled, contrary to our assumption. Therefore (d) must hold. 2. Suppose that 
the four conditions (a) to (d) are fulfilled. We have to show that \In(£ holds but 
not its converse, in other words, that all conditions of D8I-I are fulfilled but n~t 
all conditions of T3. D8I-Ia and b follow from (a) and (b) here. D8I-Ic 1s 

the same as (c) here. Now we shall show that T3c is not fulfilled. This means 
that the three conditions (c,), (c.), and (c3) in T3 are all violated. For (c,), 
this follows from (b) here; for (c.), from (a) here; for (c3), from (d) here. 
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Examples for T 5· ®r holds in the three examples given at the end of § 8I. 
There we have seen that D8I-IC3 iS" fulfilled, and this is the same as Tsc3 here. 
We can further easily see that Tsa, b, and d, are fulfilled in these examples. In 
the first example, ~ e :::> e', but not ~ e • h :::> h'. In the second example, ~ h :::> h', 
but not ~e. h :::> e'. In the third example, neither ~e. h :::> e' nor ~e. h :::> h'. 
Thus d, is always fulfilled. 

T82-6. The pairs h,e and h',e' are comparable if and only if e and e' are 
not-L-false and, in addition, at least one of the following six conditions 
is fulfilled: 

Either a. ~ e :::> h; 
or b. ~ e' :::> "'h'; 
or c. ~ e' • h' :::> e • h and ~ e :::> h V e'; 
or d. ~ e' :::> h'; 
or e. ~ e :::> "'h; 
or f. ~ e • h :::> e' • h' and ~ e' :::> h' V e. 

(From D3, D8r-r, T3.) 

+T82-7. The pairs h,e and h',e' are incomparable if either e is L-false 
ore' is L-false or the following six conditions are fulfilled simultaneously: 

a. Not~ e :::> h. 
b. Not ~ e' :::> "'h'. 
c. Either not ~ e'. h' :::> e. h, or not ~ e :::> h V e'. 
d. Not ~ e' :::> h'. 
e. Not~ e :::> "'h. 
f. Either not ~e. h :::> e'. h', or not ~ e' :::> h' V e. 

(From T6.) 

§ 83. Further Theorems on Comparative Concepts 

A. Some further theorems are given concerning the concepts \In<£, ~q, ®r, 
and comparability, defined in the two preceding sections. B. It is shown that all 
axioms of B. 0. Koopman's axiom system for "intuitive probability" are here 
provable as theorems on \ln!i£. 

A. Theorems 

This section contains some further theorems concerning 9Jl(£ and the 
three other comparative concepts introduced in the preceding section. 
Most of these theorems, like those in the preceding section, connect these 
concepts with L-concepts; thus they build a bridge between comparative 
inductive logic and deductive logic. Other theorems attribute to the com
parative concepts (as relations between pairs of sentences) relational 
characteristics like reflexivity or transitivity. All theorems of this section 
hold for any finite or infinite system ~. 
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T83-1. Let ~ e :> e'. SJJlC£(h,e,h',e') if and only if e is non-L-false and 
either ~ e :> h or ~ e' • h' :> e • h. 

Proof. From D81-1. Of the conditions in this definition, only (a), (c,), and 
the first part of (c3) are here stated explicitly. (b) and the second part of (c3) 

are here omitted (T21-5p(2)) because they follow from the assumption that 
~ e :> e'·and (a). (c.) is omitted (T2I-SP(I)) because the stated first part of (c3) 

follows from it (T2I-5g(1)). 

The following theorem states the invariance of SJ]l(£ with respect to re
placements of arguments by any L-equivalent ones. The same holds ob
viously for ~q ~nd @r since they are defined in terms of SJJl(£ (D82-1 and 2). 

T83-2. Let h, be L-equivalent to h., likewise e, to e., h~ to h~, and e~ to 
e~. Then SJJlC£(h 11e,,h~,~) if and only if SJJlC£(h.,e.,h;,e;). (From D8r-r.) 

T83-3. Let h beL-equivalent to h', and likewise e toe', and e be non-L-
false. 

a. SJJlC£(h,e,h' #'). (From D8r-r, since (c3) is fulfilled.) 
b. ~q(h,e,h',e'). (From (a).) 

The following theorem says that SJ]l(£ and ~q are reflexive relations 
(between pairs of sentences). 

T83-4. Let e be non-L-false, and h be any sentence. 
a. SJJlC£(h,e,h,e). (From T3.) 
b. ~q(h,e,h,e). (From (a).) 

It seems that scientists use comparative concepts of confirmation most
ly in cases of two special kinds: (r) two hypotheses are compared on the 
same evidence, or (2) two evidences are compared with respect to the 
same hypothesis. Therefore we shall now state some theorems (T6 to 
Tr3) for the case that the same evidence occurs in both pairs. Because of 
T2, analogous theorems hold, of course, when different but L-equivalent 
evidences e and e' occur. Later theorc:ms will deal with the case that the 
same hypothesis occurs in both pairs. 

+TBS-6. SJJlC£(h,e,h',e) if and only if the following two conditions are 
fulfilled. 

a. e is not L-false. 
b. ~ e • h' :> h. 

Proof. I. Suppose that IDHf.(h,e,h',e). Then (a) follows from D8I-Ia, and (b) 
from D8I-IC3• 2. Let (a) and (b) be fulfilled. We have to show that the condi
tions in D81-1 are fulfilled with 'e' for 'e". D81-1a and b correspond to (a) here. 
(b) here yields ~e. h' :>e. h; further ~ e :> h V e (T2I-4&); thus D8I-IC3 fol
lows, hence D81-1C. 

'Ill'' 
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The following theorem T7 is analogous to T6 but deals with the con
verse of SJJl(£. It is merely a lemma for subsequent theorems. 

T83-7. Lemma. SJJlC£(h',e,h,e) if and only if the following two conditions 
are fulfilled. 

a. e is not L-false. 
b. ~e. h :> h'. 

(From T6.) 

The following is a corollary to T6. 

T83-8. Let e be non-L-false, h and i arbitrary. 
a. SJJlC£(h,e,h. i,e). 
b. SJJlC£(h V i,e,h,e). 

(From T6.) 

(a) says that if we join a conjunctive component to a given hypothesis, 
then the confirmation is at most as high as before. (b) says that if we join 
a disjunctive component to a hypothesis, the confirmation is at least as 
high as before. 

+TB3-9. ~q(h,e,h',e) if and only if the following three conditions are 
fulfilled. 

a. e is not L-false. 
b. ~ e • h' :> h. 

c. ~e. h :> h'. ((b) and (c) may be combined as follows:~ e :> (h = h')). 
(From T6, T7 .) 

The following is a corollary to T9. 

T83-10. If e is non-L-false and ~e. h :> i, then ~q(h. i,e,h,e). 
(From T9.) 

+T83-11 ®r(h,e,h',e) if and only if the following two conditions are · 
fulfilled. 

a. ~ e • h' :> h. 
b. Not~ e. h :> h'. (Hence e. hand e are not L-false.) (From T6, T7.) 

Example (previously mentioned in § 81). e is 'P,a'; his 'P.a V P
3
a'· h' is 

'P.a'. According to T8b, IDICf.(h,e,h',e). According to Tn, ®t(h,e,h',e). ' 

T83-12. The pairs h,e and h',e are comparable if and only if the follow
ing two conditions are fulfilled. 

a. e is not L-false. 
b. Either ~e. h' :> h or ~e. h :> h'. 

(From T6, T7.) 
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T83-13. The pairs h,e and h',e are incomparable if and only if either e 
is L-false or the following two conditions are fulfilled simultaneously: 

a. Not ~ e • h' :::> h. 
b. Not ~ e • h :::> h'. 

(From T12.) 

T12 and Tr3 say in effect that on the basis of a given (non-L-false) evi
dence, two hypotheses can be compared only if one of them follows from 
the other together with the evidence. This seems quite plausible; because 
otherwise the ranges of e. hand of e. h' have nonoverlapping parts, and 
therefore we can, by the choice of suitable measure functions, give at will 
a greater measure either to the one or to the other. 

The following theorems Trs to Tr8 deal with the case that the same 
hypothesis occurs in both pairs. Analogous theorems hold, of course, when 
different but L-equivalent hypotheses h and h' occur. 

+T83-16. SJRC£(h,e,h,e') if and only if e and e' are non-L-false and, in 
addition, at least one of the following three conditions is fulfilled: 

Either a. ~ e :::> h; 
or b. ~ e' :::> "'hi 
or c. ~ e' • h :::> e and ~ e :::> h V e'. 

(From D8r-r.) 

The condition (c) says the following about the three sentences h, e', 
and "'e: both their disjunction and the disjunction of their negations are 
L-true; in other words, it is logically necessary that at least one of the 
three sentences is true and at least one is false. 

We found earlier (T7) that, on the basis of the same evidence, a stronger 
hypothesis is confirmed at most as much as a weaker one, e.g., h. i in 
comparison to h (T8a) or h in comparison to h Vi (T8b). There are no 
simple analogues for the comparison of two evidences with respect to the 
same hypothesis. e. i may give either more or less support to h thane, 
depending on whether the additional evidence i is positively or negatively 
relevant to h. 

T83-16. ~q(h,e,h,e') if and only if e and e' are non-L-false and, in addi
tion, at least one of the following three conditions is fulfilled: 

Either a. ~ e :::> h and ~ e' :::> h; 
or b. ~ e :::> "'h and ~ e' :::> "'h; 
or c. ~ e = e'. 

(From T82-4.) 

T83-17. ®r(h,e,h,e') if and only if the following four conditions are 
ful:filled simultaneous! y. 

''II"" 
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a. Not ~ e :::> "'h. (Hence e is not L-false.) 
b. Not ~ e' :::> h. (Hence e' is not L-false.) 
c. Either (c,) ~ e :::> h, 

or (c.) ~ e' :::> "'h, 
or (c3) ~ e'. h :::> e and ~ e :::> h V e'. 

d. Either (d,) not ~e. h :::> e', 
or (d.) not ~ e' :::> h V e. 

(From T82-5.) 
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(The condition (c3) here is the same as Trsc; see the remark made 
there.) 

As an example for Tx7, see the second of the three examples given at the end 
of § 81. 

T83-18. The pairs h,e and h,e' are comparable if and only if e and e' are 
non-L-false and, in addition, at least one of the following six conditions is 
fulfilled: 

Either a. ~ e :::> h; 
or b. ~ e' :::> "'h,· 
or c. ~ e' • h :::> e and ~ e :::> h V e'; 
or d. ~ e' :::> h; 
or e. ~ e :::> "'h; 
or f. ~ e • h :::> e' and ~ e' :::> h V e. 

(From T82-6.) 

The customary concepts of the logic of relations usually applied to 
dyadic relations (see D25-2) may be applied to our present comparative 
concepts if we regard the latter as dyadic relations between pairs of sen
tences, as earlier explained. In this sense, SJRC£ is reflexive (T4a) and transi
tive (T22). This seems plausible since SJR(£ is analogous to the relation ~. 

T83-22. If SJRC£(h,e,h',e') and SJRC£(h',e',h",e"), then SJRC£(h,e,h",e"). 

Proof. This theorem can easily be proved by two applications of T8x-xa and 
one of T8I-Ib, referring to c-functions. However, we shall give here a proof 
which is based directly on D8x-I and does not involve any quantitative con
cept but stays within the boundaries of comparative inductive logic. Let the 
two conditions be fulfilled; we call them (x) and (2). Then e and e" are not L
false (D81-1a and b). We have moreover to prove that the condition D8x-xc is 
fulfilled for the assertion, that is, that either (c,) ~ e :::> h, or (c.) ~ e'' :::> "'h", 
or (c3) ~ e". h" :::>e. h and ~ e :::> h V e". Suppose that (c,) and (c.) are not 
fulfilled; we have to show that then (c3) is fulfilled. It follows from condition (1), 
according to D8I-IC, that either (xA) ~ e :::> h or (xB) ~ e' :::> "'h' or (1C) both 
(xC,) ~ e'. h' :::>e. hand (xC.) ~ e :::> h V e'. Likewise, it follows from (2) that 
either (2A) ~ e' :::> h' or (2B) ~ e" :::> ,....,h" or (2C) both (2C,) ~ e'' • h" :::> e' • h' 
and (2C.) ~ e' :::> h' V e". (xA) is the same as (c,) and hence is not fulfilled, ac-
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cording to our assumption; likewise (2B) since it is the same as (c.). Therefore 
the following holds: (I') either (IB) or (IC); and (2') either (2A) or (2C); 
hence also (3') either (2A) or (2C,). Now it can be shown that (IB) is ~ot 
fulfilled. For if it were, it would hold, according to (3'), either together w1th 
(2A) or together with (2C,). However, in the first case, e' would be L-false, 
which it is not. And in the second case, ~ ,...,(e'. h') (T2I-5f(3}), hence with 
(2C,) ~ ,...,(e". h") (T:n-sh(I)}, hence~ e" ::> ,...,h", which is not the case since, 
according to our assumption, (c.) is not fulfilled. Thus from (I') we obtain (IC), 
i.e., both (IC,) and (IC,). It can further be shown that (2A) is not fulfilled. 
For, from this together with (IC,) it would follow that ~ e' ::> h (T21-Si(I}), 
and hence with (ICz) ~ e ::> h, which is not the case since (c,) is not fulfilled. 
Thus from (2') we obtain (2C), i.e., both (2C,) and (2C,). Hence our result is: 
(IC,) and (IC,) and (2C,) and (2C,). It follows from (2C,) and (IC,) that 
~ e". h" ::>e. h; this is the first part of the condition (c3) mentioned above. 
From (IC,) it follows that ~ h'. e' ::> h; from (2C,) that ~ e' ::> (h' • e'} V e". 
From these two results we see that~ e' ::> h V e". From this and (IC,) we find 
that ~ e ::> h V (h V e"), hence ~ e ::> h V e". This is the second part of ( cJ. Thus 
it has been proved that (cJ) is fulfilled. 

~q, again with respect to pairs of sentences as members, is reflexive 
(T4b), symmetrical (T23), and transitive (T24). Thus it has the structural 
properties of an equality relation. This seems plausible since ~q corre
sponds in a certain sense to equality of confirmation, as we have seen 
earlier (T82-xa). 

TSS-23. If ~q(h,e,h',e'), then ~q(h',e',h,e). (From D82-1.) 

T83-24. If Ciq(h,e,h',e') and Ciq(h',e',h",e"), then ~q(h,e,h",e"). (From 
D82-I, T22.) 

The relation ®tis asymmetrical (T26), i"eflexive (T27), and transitive 
(T29). This is plausible since ®t is in a certain sense analogous to the 
relation >. 

T83-26. If ®t(h,e,h',e'), then not ®t(h',e',h,e). (From D82-2.) 

T83-27. Not ®t(h,e,h,e). (From T26.) 

T83-28. 
a. If ®tlh,e,h',e') and rrRCE.(h',e',h",e"), then ®t(h,e,h",e"). 
b. If rrRCE.(h,e,h',e') and @t(h',e',h",e"), then ®t(h,e,h",e"). 

(From D82-2, T22.) 

T83-29. If ®t(h,e,h',e') and ®t(h',e',h",e"), then ®t(h,e,h",e"). (From 
D82-2, T28a.) 

B. Koopman's Axiom System 

B. 0. Koopman [Axioms] has constructed an axiom system with one 
primitive concept, which is explained as follows: "a on the presumption 
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that h is true is equally or less probable than b on the presumption that k 
is true". This relation is obviously the converse of that which we have 
taken as explicandum (see (1) in § 8o) and for which we have proposed 
the concept IDCCE. as an explicatum. Therefore it is interesting to examine 
whether the converse of IDe~ fulfils Koopman's axioms. The following 
theorems together with two earlier ones show that this is indeed the case. 
Koopman's axiom V, if reformulated by taking instead of his primitive 
relation the converse of IDe~, is our subsequent theorem T31; likewise, his 
axi.om I is T32; axiom R is T4a; Tis T22; A is T33; C, is T34; c. is TJs; 
D IS T36; Pis T37b; axiom S is a special case of T38c for special argu
ments h and e. 

T83-31. Let e and e' be non-L-false. Then for any h' IDCCi(e,e,h',e'). 
(From D8I-Ia, b, c,.) 

T83-32. If IDCCS..(h,e,e',e'), then ~ e ::> h. 

Pro~f- Let ,the condition be fulfilled. Then (D8I-I) either (c,) ~ e ::> h, or 
(c,) t e. ::>"'~,or (c3}: (I)~' e' ::> e • hand (2) ~ e ::> h Ve'. (c,) is the assertion. 
(c,) ts 1mposs1ble because e would be L-false, in contradiction to D8I-Ib. In 
the case (c3), ~ e' ::> h (I) and hence ~ e' = e'. h (T2o-2l) · therefore~ e ::> h V 
(e'. h) (2); hence ~ e ::> h (T21-SP(I}). ' 

T83-33. If IDCCS..(h,e,h',e'), then IDCC£(--h',e',"'h,e). 

Proof. Let the condition be fulfilled. Then (D8I-rc) either (c) ~ e ::> h or · 
(c,) ~ ~' ::> ,...,h', or (cJ): (I) J e' •. h'? e. h (2) ~ e ::> h Ve'. In the

1

case (c,) 'the 
assertion holds (D8I-Ic,); hkew1se 10 the case (c.) (D8I-IC,). In the case (c) 
the following assertions (3), (4), (5), and (6} hold. (3) ~e. ,...,h ::> e' (from (;)• 
Tn-5h(7)). From (I): ~ e • h' ::> h; hence (4) ~e. ,...,h ::> ,...,h' (T21-5h(6}) 1 

From (3) and (4): (s) ~e. "'h ::> e'. ,...,h' (Tn-sm(8}}. From (I):~ e'. h' ::>e. 
hence (6} ~ e' ::> ,...,h' V e (Tn-sh(8)). Therefore the assertion holds (from (s)' 
(6), D8I-IC3). ' 

T83-34. Let e. h .j and e'. h' .j' be non-L-false. If (x) IDH£(h,e,h',e') 
and (2) IDCCS..(j,e. h,j',e'. h'), then IDCCS..(h .j,e,h' .j',e'). 

Proof. Let the conditions be fulfilled. Condition (I) says (D8I-IC} that either 
(Ia) ~ e ::> ~· or (I.b~ ~ e' ::> ,...,h', or (Ic) both (Ic,) ~ e'. h' ::> e. h and (Ic,) 
~ e ::> h V e . Cond1t1on (2) says that either (2a) ~ e • h ::> j or (2b) ~ e' h' ::> 
,...,j', or (2c) both (2c,} ~ e' • h' .j' ::> e • h .j and (2c,) ~ ~. h ::> j V (e~ h') 
(~b~ is impossi~le. beca~se e' • h' would be L-false, and hence e'. h' .j' "too; 
s1m1larly, (2b) IS 1mposs1ble. Thus there remain four combinations of a case 
(I) with a case (2). The assertion says that either (AI) ~ e ::> h .j or (A2) 
~ e' ::> ,...,(h' .j') (which is impossible), or (A3) both (A3a) ~ e'. h' .j' S e. h .j 
a~d (A3b) ~ e ::> (h .j) V e'. We have to show that in each of the four cases 
e1ther (AI) or (A3) holds. I: From (Ia} and (2a), (AI) follows. II: (ra) and (2c) 
(2c,) is (A3a). (A3b) follows from (2c,) and (Ia). III: (rc) and (2a). (A

3
a) fol~ 

lows ~rom (Ic,) and (2a}. (A3b) follows from (Ic,) and (2a}. IV: (Ic} and (2c). 
(2c,) 1s (A3a). (AJb) follows from (rc,) and (2c,). Thus the assertion is proved. 
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T83-35. Let e. h .j and e'. h' .j' be non-L-false.lf (I) rol~(j,e • h,h',e') 
and (2) rolfJ..(h,e,j',e'. h'), then rol~(h .j,e,h' .j',e'). . 0 

p if · ilar to the preceding theorem. (I) says that either (I a) ~ e • ~ ::> J, 
( ~0~' ~1~ h' or{ I c) both (Ic,H e'. h' ::>e. h .j and (Ic.H e • h ::> J V e'. 

{~), Isf,s ;t,h~ :i~~nd2(;c~)e ~~ ~ ~V{;). ~~-· (:'b? a;~\2~~ <;~ i=~~\~~~-
~~~s fo~r combinations remain. The assertion is the same as m T34; see there 
f AI) etc I· From (Ia) and (2a), (AI) follows. II: (Ia) and {2a). Here (A3a) 
f~~~ws from. (;c,) and (I a); (A3b) follows from {2c.) and (I a). III: {I c)_ and 
(2a). Here (A3a) follows from {Ic,); (A3b) follows from (2a) a(nd ,(I c.~ I(V. ,(I c) 
and (2c). Here (A3a) follows from {Ic,); (A3b) follows from zc., an Ic.,. 

T83-36. Let e. h .j and e'. h' .j' be non-L-false, and let 
anfr'(h · h' ., e') Consider the following two pairs of sentences: 
:ul~ .J,e, ·J, . 

(') h' . '. ., ' h' . 1 ,e, J ,e • , 
(ii) h,e; j,e. h. 

If roll£ holds between either pair in (i) ~n~ ei~?er pair in (ii), .t~en rol~ 
holds likewise between the remaining pair m (n) and the remainmg pair 

in (i). hall . th 
p if This theorem is a combination of four statements. We s g1ve _e ;o: · . the proofs for the three others are similar. The one statement 1s 

i~~ 'I~r (~)e~JI(£(h' ,e' ,h,e), then (A) 9JI([{j,e • hJ' ,e' • h')': Let (I) be _the 9)1([

condition mentioned in the first sentence of the theorem j lt s~ys :~a~,e;her za)_ 
~ ::> h · or (I b) ~ e' ::> "'(h' .j'), or (I c) both (Ic,) ~ e • • J e • •J 

e d ( )1~ e ::> (h .j) V e'. (2) says that either (2a) ~ e' ::> h', or (2b) ~ e ::> ~h, 
: (2;)cboth {2c,) ~e. h ::> e'. h' and (2c.) ~ e' ::> h' V e. (I?) and (2b) ~re :m-
possible. The assertion (A) says that eith(eAr (A)~) t eh.,h ?,S or 1A2J l:d •(!3~ 

., {which is impossible), or (A3) both 3a r e • •J e • • . 
~. h ::> j V {e'. h'). I: From (Ia), (AI) follows. II: (I c) and (za). (A3a) ~s the 
same as (Ic,); (A3b) follows from (Ic.) and (2a); hence (A3) follows. III. (Ic) 
and (2c). (A3a) is (Ic,); (A3b) follows from (2c,). 

T83-37. Let rol~(h,e,h',e' • i). 
a. If rolfJ..(h,e,h',e' .j), then rol~(h,e,h',e'. (i v j)). 

Proof Let the initial assumption be (I), the condition in (a) be ~2)! and th; 
assertio~ in (a) be (A). (I) says that either (Ia) ~ e ::> h, or ~I~) ~ e • $ ::> "'h' 
or {Ic) both (Ic,) ~ e'. h' .i ::>e. hand (Ic.) ~ e ::> h V {e .$); (2~ s~ys that 
either (za) ~ e ::> h, or (2b) ~ e' .j ::> ,....,h', or (2c) both (2c,) ~ e • ~ •J. ::> e • h 

d 2c ~ e ::> h V (e' .j). (A) says that (AI) ~ e ::> h, or (A2) ~ e •, ($ Y J). ::> 
~h' ~r rA3) both (A3a) ~ e'. h'. (i V j) ::> e • hand (A3?) t e ::> h y (e • ($ ~J~~
(Az) says that both (A2a) ~ e' • i ::> "'h' and (A2b) ~ e(;/ ~ ~~ 1~ 2j"j; j, 
(A a) says that both (A3a,) ~ e' • h' • i ::> e • h an 3a., r e • ~ • ) 
(/ ( )) ( ) (2a) and (AI) are the same. Thus four cases remam. I: (Ib 

~I-S~ 3The~aa~e th~ same as (A2a) and (A2b) respectively; hence (A2) fol
~:ws~;i·(Ib) and (2c). (A3a,) follows fr<m (Ib). (A3a.) is ~2c,). (A3b) follow~ 
f ( ~ Hence (A3) follows. III: {Ic) and (2b). (A3a,) 1s (Ic,). (A3a.) fol 
~~~~ fr~~ {2b). (A3b) follows from (I c.). Hence (A3) follows. IV: (I c) and (2c). 
(A

3
a,) is (Ic,). (A3a.) is (2c,). (A3b) follows from (Ic.). Hence (A3) follows. 
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b. If rol~(h,e,h',e'. ,-...,i), then rol~(h,e,h',e'). 
(From (a), with ',-...,i' for 'j'.) 
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T83-38. Letj., ... , j,. (n ;,:;;; 2) fulfil the following conditions. (I) These 
sentences are L-exclusive in pairs. (2) j, that is, j, V . .. V j,., is non-L
false (hencej,, ... , j,. are non-L-false). (3) For every p from I ton- I, 
rol!J.(jP+••j,jp,j). Then the following holds. 

a. For every p from I ton- I, ~ jp ::> j,.. 
Proof. For every p, the following holds. U .j" ::> jP+, (from {3), T83-6b). 

j .j" is L-equivalent to (j, V . .. V j,.) .j"' hence to (j, .j") V . .. V (j,. .jp), 
hence to j" .j"' because all other conjunctions in this disjunction are L-false 
(from (I), T21-5r{z)); hence to j". Therefore ~ jp ::> jP+•· Hence the assertion 
(with Tzo-2b, by mathematical induction). 

b. u ::> j,.. 
Proof. For every p from I ton,~ j" ::> j,. (from {a) and~ j,. ::> j,.). Therefore 

U, V ... Vj,. ::>j,. (T2I-5n(4)); this is the assertion. 

c. For any hand non-L-false e, rolfJ..(j,.,j,h,e). (From (b), D8r-Ic,.) 

Since Koopman's axioms hold in the present system of comparative 
confirmation, the theorems which he derives from the axioms hold like
wise. However, with respect to the nature and function of the theory, 
there are some differences between the conception presented here and 
that of Koopman. He believes that the theory can only supply conditional . 
statements concerning the comparative concept of confirmation; direct 
comparative statements of the form 'his confirmed bye at least as strongly 
ash' bye'' are not supplied by his theory. Statements of this kind cannot, 
in his opinion, be obtained with the help of any general principle, be it a 
principle of probability, of logic, or of experimental science; they can be 
obtained only by intuition. The results of this special kind of intuition 
seem to be regarded as not subject to rational examination (except for 
questions of consistency) and therefore not capable of rational reconstruc
tion. This view is similar to, and probably influenced by, Keynes's con
ception of probability as undefinable and based on intuition. In contrast 
to Koopman's view, I am convinced that it is possible to give a rational 
reconstruction or explication for the comparative concept of confirmation, 
and I believe, moreover, that it is possible to define an explicatum with
out using any other terms than those of deductive logic, hence, of seman
tics. The concept roll£ is here proposed merely as a tentative explicatum. 
If it is found not to be quite adequate, it will be replaced by a more ade
quate explicatum. But I fail to see at present any reasons for the view 
that it should be impossible in principle to construct an adequate expli
catum. 
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§ 84. Maximum and Minimum Confirmation 

Two more concepts are introduced into comparative inductive logic, express
ing maximum and minimum confirmation, respectively. 'ID1nr(h,e)' is the com
parative analogue to the quantitative statement 'c(h,e) = 1' (for all c-func
tions); 'ID1in(h,e)' is the analogue to 'c(h,e) = o'. The definitions of these two 
concepts (Dx, D2) do not, however, refer to c-functions but only to L-concepts. 

We shall here introduce two more concepts into comparative inductive 
logic. They are L-semantical concepts like [)?([ and the other concepts 
earlier defined; in distinction to those concepts, they are relations be
tween two sentences, not four. They are intended to express maximum 
and minimum confirmation, respectively, of a hypothesis h on an evi
dence e. More exactly speaking, their connection with the quantitative 
c-concepts is intended to be as follows. We shall say that h has the maxi
mum confirmation on evidence e, in symbols of the metalanguage: 
'W?a~(h,e)', if and only if, for every regular c, c(h,e) has the maximum value, 
that is, I. Analogously, we shall say that h has the minimum confirmation 
on evidence e, in symbols 'Wlin(h,e)', if and only if, for every regular c, 
c(h,e) has the minimum value, that is, o. The reference to all regular 
c-functions here is analogous to that in the requirements R8o-I and 2 for 
[)?([. Here, as there, these conditions referring to quantitative concepts 
are merely meant as requirements of adequacy but are not taken as defini
tions. The definitions will here again be purely comparative; it will then 
be shown later that these comparative concepts fulfil the quantitative 
requirements just stated (T4). 

In terms of [)?([, the two new concepts are intended to fulfil the follow
ing requirements, which obviously correspond to the quantitative re
quirements stated above. W?a~(h,e) is to hold if and only if the pair 
of sentences h,e bears the relation [)?([ to every pair h',e' (where e' is not 
L-false). Analogously, Wlin(h,e) is to hold if and only if every pair h',e' 
(where e' is not L-false) bears the relation [)?([ to h,e. Since these condi
tions are in purely comparative terms, we could take them as comparative 
definitions for 'W?a~' and '[)?in'. Instead, we shall define these two pred
icates, as we did with '[)?([', directly on the basis of the old L-concepts 
(Dt, D2); these definitions hold for both finite and infinite systems~- It 
will then be shown that the two concepts thus defined fulfil the require
ments just stated in terms of [)?([ (T2, T3). 

+D84-1. W?a~(h,e) (with respect to a system~) = Df the following two 
conditions are fulfilled (in ~): 

a. e is not L-false. 
b. ~ e ::> h. 

l 
I 
i 
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+ D84-2. W?in(h,e) (with respect to a system~) = Df the following two 
conditions are fulfilled (in ~): 

a. e is not L-false. 
b. ~ e ::> ,...._h. 

The following theorems TI to T3 hold for any finite or infinite system~. 

T84-1. Lemma. 

a. Wla~(h,e) does not hold if and only if either e is L-false or not ~ e ::> h. 
(From D1.) 

b. W?in(h,e) does not hold if and only if either e is L-false or not ~ e ::> 
,...._h. (From D2.) 

c. Neither W?a~(h,e) nor W?in(h,e) if and only if either e is L-false or 
neither~ e ::> h nor~ e ::> ""h. (From (a), (b).) ' 

+T84-2. Wla~(h,e) if and only if, for all sentences h' and e' (in the 
system ~ in question), where e' is not L-false [)'l<[(h e h' e') 

' '' ' . 
Proof. 1. Suppose that ID1nr(h,e) and that e' is not L-false. Then [)1[(h e h' e') 

(DI, D8I-Ic,.) 2. Suppose that ID1[(h,e,h',e') for every h' and e' where e~ is ~ot 
L-false. Then e is not L-false (D8x-Ia). Now we take for both e' and h' th 
tautological sentence 't'. Then in D81-1 (c.) is impossible; hence either (c,) 0~ 
(cJ~ ~ol~s. T~e first part of (c3) says that ~ t ::> e • h, hence ~ h, hence ~ e ::> h. 
Th1s IS hkew1se stated by (c,); therefore it must hold. Hence Wlar(h,e) (DI). 

+T84-3. Wlin(h',e') if and only if, for all sentences h and e (in ~) 
where e is not L-false, [)?<[(h,e,h',e'). ' 

Proof. Suppose that Wlin(h',e') and that e is not L-false. Then [ll[(h e h' e') 
(D2, D8I-xc.). 2. Suppose that [)1[(h,e,h',e') for every hand e where; is ~ot 
L-fals~. Then e' is n?t .L-fals~ (D81-1b). Now we take for 'h' ',...,t', and for 'e' 't'. 
Then m D81-1 (c,) IS 1mposs1ble; hence either (c.) or (c3) holds. From the first 
part of (c3) it follows that ~ e' • h' ::> rvt, hence ~ e' ::> rvh'. This is likewise 
stated by (c.); therefore it must hold. Hence ID1in(h',e') (D2). 

The following theorems T4a and b state the connections between the. 
two new conce~ts ~nd the ~-functions .. They show that the new concepts 
fulfil the quanbtabve requuements la1d down earlier. 

+T84-4. Let hand e be any sentences in a finite system ~Nor nongen
eral sentences in ~oo. 

a. W?a~(h,e) if and only if, for every regular c, c(h,e) = I. (From D 1, 
Ts9-1b; Ts9-5b.) 

b. Wlin(h,e) if and only if, for every regular c, c(h,e) = o. (From D2, 
Ts9-1e; T59-sc.) 

Both (a) and (b) hold likewise with 'for some' instead of 'for every'. 
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§ 85. Correspondence between Comparative and Quantitative Theorems 

Further theorems concerning the comparative concepts are stated. Some 
theorems in this and earlier sections of this chapter correspond to certain 
theorems on regular c-functions in the sense that jJR(£, ®r, and ~q correspond 
to the relations ~' >, and =, respectively, between c-values, and Wlal and 
Wlin correspond to the c-values I and o, respectively. 

Some further purely comparative theorems will here be stated. They 
involve the comparative concepts (ID?([, ~q, ®t, comparability, ID?a~, ID?in) 
but no c-functions or other quantitative concepts. These theorems hold 
for any finite or infinite system ~. 

The theorems on regular c-functions which have been stated in chap
ter v are of two different kinds. For some of them it is essential that the 
c-functions are quantitative, that is to say, that they have numerical 
values. This holds for all those theorems which refer to an arithmetical 
function (sum, difference, product, quotient, and the like) of values of 
c-functions (e.g., T59-Ik, 1, m, n, p, T59-2a, b, g, k, T59-3a, T6o-I, T6o-2, 
T6o-3, T6o-s, T6o-6, T6I-Ib, c, d, T6x-3a, b, c, d, T6I-sa, b, T6I-6a, 
b, f, T6I-7). However, there are other theorems which treat of c-functions 
in a comparative way, so to speak. They say, for instance, that a certain 
c-value is equal to another or that it is greater than another. To this kind 
belong also those theorems which ascribe the c-value I (because this is the 
same as saying that the c-value in question is higher than or equal to 
every c-value) or the c-value o. To some of these quantitative theorems 
with a merely comparative content we find corresponding theorems here 
in comparative inductive logic. It seems plausible that to the relations ~, 
>, and = between c-values, the comparative relations ID?([, ®t, and ~q, 
respectively, correspond; to a statement ascribing the c-value I or o, 
there is here a corresponding statement attributing the relation ID?a~ or 
ID?in, respectively. The following are examples of this correspondence be
tween some theorems of §59 and certain items (theorems or definitions) 
of the present chapter (earlier sections or this section): as a comparative 
analogue to the quantitative T59-Ib and sb we find here D84-I; to T59-Ic 
-T8s-2a; to T59-Ie and sc-D84-2; to T59-d-T8s-2b; to T59-Ih and i 
-T83-3b; to T59-2d-T83-6; to T59-2e-T83-8a; to T59-2f-T83-8b; to 
T59-2h-T83-Io; to T59-2j-T83-9. The analogues of theorems in § 61 
(confirmation of a hypothesis by a predictable observation) are especially 
interesting; they will occur in this section, the correspondence being in
dicated by remarks in square brackets. 

It is to be noted that this correspondence between some quantitative 
and comparative theorems is not always a simple translation. Often a 
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comparative theorem is weaker than the quantitative theorem to which 
it corresponds. Consider, for instance, a quantitative theorem of the form: 

(I) 'For every regular c, if c(\Pz) ~ c(l_l3,), then c(l_l33) ~ c(l_l3
4
)', 

where \l3" \l3., \l33, and \l3 4 are four pairs of sentences for which certain 
logical relations hold. The corresponding comparative theorem will 
then be: 

(2) 'If ID?([(I_l3r, \l3.), then ID?([(I_l33, \l3 4)'. 

If (2) is translated in terms of c-functions (according to T8x-I), it says 
merely this: 

(3) 'If, for every regular c, c(\l3 1 ) ~ c(l_l3.), then, for every 
regular c, c(\l33) ~ c(\l3 4).' 

That this is weaker than the quantitative theorem (I) is easily seen by the 
following consideration. Suppose we find a certain regular c-function such 
that c(\Pr) ~ c(l_l3.), whereas for other c-functions this does not hold. Then 
we can apply the quantitative theorem (I); it yields the result that for 
the given c, c(I.PJ) ~ c(\l34). On the other hand, (3) does not say anything 
about this case. 

The correspondence described is more complicated for theorems con
cerning ®t than for those concerning ID?([ or ~q. This is seen from T82-Ib 
in comparison with T8I-I and T82-Ia. · 

Some of our comparative theorems correspond to quantitative theo
rems which have already been stated in the classical theory of probability 
or in modern systems by other authors. Among them are the interesting 
theorems stated by Hosiasso~ as Theorems (fr), (f.), (f3)·, and (f

4
) in [Con

firmation]. It is noteworthy that our corresponding comparative theorems 
(T8 5-4c, sc, Iob, and I I d) are proved within a purely comparative theory 
or, in other words, simply in L-semantics, while Hosiasson's theorems are. 
proved on the basis of her quantitative axioms. 

T85-1. 

a. If ID?a~(h,e) and ID?a~(h',e'), then ~q(h,e,h',e'). (From T84-2.) 
b. If ID?in(h,e) and ID?in(h',e'), then ~q(h,e,h',e'). (From T84-3.) 

T85-2. Let e be not L-false. 
a. If his L-true, then ID?a~(h,e). (From D84-1.) [This theorem corre

sponds to the quantitative theorem T59-Ic in the sense explained 
above.] 

b. If h is L-false, then ID?in(h,e). (From D84-2.) [Corresponds to 
Ts9-If.] 
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T85-3. Let lJRC£(h,e,h' ,e'). 
a. If lJRal(h',e'), then lJRal(h,e). 

Proof. The condition implies that ~ e' :::> h' (D84-I). Because IDle£ holds, 
according to D8I-I either (c,) ~ e :::> h; or (c3) ~ e'. h' :::>e. hand ~ e :::> h V e', 
hence with the former result~ e :::> h V (e'. h'), hence ~ e :::> h V h, hencd e :::>h. 
The case (c,) in D8I-I is here impossible; for it would imply that ~ e' :::> ""h', 
hence, since~ e' :::> h', e' would beL-false, in contradiction to D8I-Ib. Thus in 
any case ~ e :>h. From this together with D8I-Ia, it follows that IDlar(h,e). 

b. If lJRin(.h,e), then lJRin(h',e'). 
Proof. The condition implies that ~ e :::> "'h. Since !In(£ holds, according to 

D8I-I either (c,) ~ e' :::> ,...,h'; or (c3) ~ e' • h' :::> e. h, hence, since ~ e :::> ""h, 
~ e'. h' :::> ""h. h, hence ~ e' :::> ""h'. The case (c,) in D8I-I is here impossible; 
for it would imply that ~ e :::> h, hence, since ~ e :::> ,...,h, e would be L-false, in 
contradiction to D8I-Ia. Thus in any case ~ e' :::> ,...,h'. Hence, with D8I-Ib, 
IDlin(h' ,e'). 

T85-4. 
a. If lJRal(h. i,e), then lJRal(h,e). 
b. If lJRal(h,e), then lJRal(h V i,e). 
c. Let e. i be non-L-false. If lJRal(h,e), then lJRal(h,e. i). [Corresponds 

to T6r-3k.] 
(From D84-r .) 

T85-6. 
a. If lJRin(h,e), then lJRin(h • i,e). 
b. If lJRin(h V i,e), then lJRin(h,e). 
c. Let e. i be non-L-false. If lJRin(h,e), then lJRin(h,e. i). [Corresponds 

to T6r-3l.] · 
(From D84-2.) 

T85-6. Let e. i not be L-false. If either lJRal(h,e) or lJRin(h,e), then 
(B.q(h,e,h,e. i). [Corresponds to T65-7 and 8.] (From T4c, Tra; Tsc, Trb.) 

The following theorems are chiefly of interest when applied to a situa
tion like that described in § 6r: his a hypothesis which may be a deter
ministic or a statistical law; i is a sentence reporting (or predicting) an 
observation; e is the prior evidence, that is, the knowledge available be
fore the observation i is made. The following assumptions will occur in 
the theorems: 

A. ~e. h :::> i; in other words, lJRal(i,e. h). In § 6r, we called this the 
assumption of the predictability of the observation i. 

B. e. h is not L-false; in other words, not ~ e :::> "'hi hence, not 
lJRin(h,e). 
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C. e. i is not L-false; in other words, not~ e :::> "'ii hence, not lJRin(i,e). 
(B) and (C) serve merely to exclude trivial cases. 

The following theorem exhibits a connection between these assump
tions. 

T85-8. Lemma. If (A) and (B) hold, then (C) holds. 

"!roof, ind~rect. Suppose that (C) does not hold. Then~ e :::> ""i, and~ e. h :::> 
""t. Hence, If (A) holds, e. his L-false, in contradiction to (B). 

T85-9. Let assumption (A) hold. If lJRin(h,e. i), then lJRiu(h,e). 

Proof. The conditio~ implies that (I) e. i is not L-false (D84-2a), hence e is 
not L-false; (2) ~e. t :::> ""h (D84-2b), hence ~e. h :::> ""i hence because 
of (A), e. his L-false, hence ~ e :::> "'h. Therefore, IDlin(h,e) (D84-2).' 

T9 says in effect that, if the hypothesis is impossible after the predict
able observation, then it was so before. 

T85-10. Let the conditions (A) and (B) be fulfilled; hence (C) holds 
too (T8). 

a. lJRC£(h,e. i,h,e). (From T83-rsc.) (Here (A) and (C) would suffice.) 
[This theorem corresponds to T6r-3e.] 

b. ~q(h,e. i,h,e) if and only if lJRal(i,e). [Corresponds to T6r-3f and g.] 

Proof. I. Suppose that ~q(h,e. i,h,e). Then (T83-I6) either (a) ~ e :::> h 
hence b~cause of (A) ~ e :::> i; or. (c) ~ e :::>e. i, hence ~ e :::> i. The case (b) i~ · 
T83-I6 1s e~cluded by (B). Thus many case~ e :::> i, hence IDla~;(i,e). 2. Suppose 
that IDla~;(t,e). Then ~ e :::> i, hence ~ e = e. i (T2I-5i(I)), hence ~q holds 
(T83-I6c). 

c. ®r(h,e. i,h,e) if and only ~f not lJRal(i,e). [Corresponds to T6r-3h.] 

Proof. 1. Let the condition with ~r be fulfilled. Suppose that IDla~;(i e) 
h~nce ~ e :::> i, hence ~ e :::> e • i. Thus in T83-I7 both (d,) and (d

2
) would' b~ 

v10lated, hence also.<?), in contradiction to the assumption concerning ~r. 
Therefore the suppos1t1on made cannot hold. 2. Let IDlar(i,e) not hold. Then not 
~ e :::> i, henc~ not ~ e :::> e • i. Suppose now that IDl(£(h,e,h,e. i) were to hold. 
Then, accordmg to T83-I5, one of the following three cases would hold: either 
(a) ~ e :::> h, hence because of (A) ~ e :::> i, in contradiction to the above result· 
or (b) ~ e • i :::> ""h, hence ~e. h :::> ""i (T21-5h), hence because of (A) e. h 
would be. L-false, in contradiction to (B); or (c) ~ e :::> h V (e. i), hence~ e :::> 
(e • h) V t, hence because of (A) ~ e :::> i, in contradiction to the initial as
sumption. Therefore the supposition concerning !In(£ cannot hold. From this 
and Tioa the condition with ~r follows (D82-2). 

Troc says in effect that the confirmation of the hypothesis is increased 
by the predictable observation i, in other words, i is positively relevant 
to h on e, if and only if i was neither entailed nor excluded by the prior ' 
evidence e. 
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The following theorem makes a comparison betwe~n two observations 
i1 and i., both predictable by the hypothesis h. 

T85-11. Let (A) and (B), and hence (C) too, hold for both i. and i •. 
Let not WHn(h,e • i.). 

a. If IDHS:.(h,e. i,,h,e. i.), then 9JCI£(i.,e,i,, e). 

Proof. Let the condition be fulfilled. !hen one of the th:ee cases (a), (b), (c) 
in T83-15 must hold. In case (a), ~e. h ? ~' henc_e ~ e • J, :::> e • h, h~nce, be
cause of (A) for i., ~ e • i, :::> i •. Case (b) IS tmposstble, for here ~ e • h :::> "'~• 
hence ~ e • h :::> ,....,i., hence, because of (A) for i., ~ • h would be ~-false, m 
contradiction to (B). In case (c), ~e. i, :::> h V (e • h), hence ~ e •.'' :::> (e • h) 
Vi., hence, because of (A) fori., ~ e • i, :::> i •. Thus the latter holds m any case. 
Therefore IDH£(i.,e,i,,e) (T83-6). 

b. The converse of (a). If 9JCI£(i.,e,i,,e), then 9JCI£(h,e. i,,h,e. i.). 

Proof. Let the condition be fulfilled. Then ~ e • i, :::> i. (T83-6b~, hence 
t • "'h V (e i )·this is the second part of T83-15c for the assertion. The r e • J, .J • • ' • ( ) th 
first part, viz., ~e. i,. h :::>e. i,, follows from (A) for Jr. Hence T83-15c e 
assertion. 

c. If ®r(h,e. i,,h,e. i.), then ®r(i.,e,i,,e). [Corresponds to T61-sc.] 

Proof. The condition entails (D82-2) that IDH£(h,e • i,,h,e • i,) a~d _not 
IDle[(h,e • i.,h,e • i,). Therefore IDle[(i.,e,i,,e) (from (a)) and not IDle[(J,,e,t.,e) 
(from (b)). Hence ®r(i.,e,i,,e) (D82-2). 

d. The converse of (c). If ·®r(i.,e,i,,e), then ®r(h,e. i,,h,e • i.). (From 
(b) and (a).) [Corresponds to T61-5d.] 

e. If ~q(h,e. i,,h,e. i.), then ~q(i.,e,i.,e). (From (a) and (b).) [Corre-
sponds to T61-5e.] . . 

f. The converse of (e). If ~q(i.,e,i,,e), then ~q(h,e. ~,,h,e. ~.). (From 
(b) and (a).) [Corresponds to T61-5f.] 

T1 1c and d say in effect this. The posterior confirmation of the hy
pothesis h after the observation i, is highe.r than t.ha~ after the ob.serva
tion i. if and only if the expectedness of ~~. that Is, Its confirmatiOn on 
the prior evidence e, is smaller than that of i •. In other words, th~ more 
improbable the occurrence of a predictable event, ~he more does Its ?b
servation increase the confirmation of the hypothesis. The correspondmg 
result concerning c-functions has been discussed earlier (see remark (iii) 
on T6o-1c). 

The following theorem makes a comparison between two hypotheses 
h, and h., by each of which the observation i is predictable. 

T85-12. Let (A) and (B), and hence (C) too, hold for both h, and h •. 
a. If 9JCI£(h,,e. i,h.,e. i), then 9JCI£(h,,e,h.,e). 

......l -·· 
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Proof. Let the condition be fulfilled. Then e • i is not L-false (T83-6a), 
hence e is not. Further (T83-6b) ~ e • i • h. :::> h,. (A) for h. says that~ e • h. :::> i, 
hence ~ e • h. :::> i • e • h., hence with the former result ~ e • h. :::> h,. This yields 
the assertion (T83-6). 

b. The converse of (a). If 9JCI£(h,,e,h.,e), then 9JCI£(h,,e. i,h.,e. f). 

Proof. The co.tdition implies (T83-6b) that ~ e • h. :::> h,, hence ~ e • i. h. :::> 
h,. Thus T83-6b for the assertion is fulfilled; likewise T83-6a because of (C). 

c. If ®r(h,,e. i,h.,e. ~"),then ®r(h.,e,h.,e). (From (a) and (b); the proof 
is analogous to that of TI I c.) 

d. The converse of (c). If ®r(h,,e,h.,e), then ®r(h,,e. i,h.,e. ~"). (From 
(b) and (a).) [(c) and (d) correspond to T61-6c.] 

e. If ~q(h,,e. i,h.,e. i), then ~q(h,,e,h.,e). (From (a) and (b).) [Corre
sponds to T61-6d.] 

f. The converse of (e). If ~q(h,,e,h.,e), then ~q(h,,e. i,h.,e. ~"). (From 
(b) and (a).) [Corresponds to T61-6e.] 

T12f and e say in effect this. If the two hypotheses have equal prior con
firmation (i.e., on evidence e alone), then they have also equal posterior 
confirmation (i.e., on evidence e. i), and vice versa. T12d and c say this. 
If the prior confirmation of one hypothesis is higher than that of the other 
hypothesis, then its posterior confirmation is likewise higher than that of 
the other, and vice versa. The corresponding results for c-functions have. 
been discussed earlier (in § 61). 

This concludes our outline of a system of comparative inductive logic. 
The system deals with comparative concepts of confirmation, 9)((£ and 
other concepts. These concept& are purely comparative, nonquantitative, 
in the sense that they do not presuppose any confirmation concepts with 
numerical values (c-functions). Instead, they are defined on the basis of 
the simple L-concepts (L-implication, etc.). Since the latter concepts con
stitute the basis of deductive logic, comparative inductive logic may be 
regarded as a simple extension of deductive logic. Comparative inductive 
relations between sentences are not identical with the ordinary deductive 
relations between them (e.g., L-implication), but they are uniquely de
termined by the latter. This may be illustrated by the following simple 
example. A hypothesis h is more strongly confirmed (in the comparative 
sense, as expressed by '®r') than h' by the evidence e if and only if the 
following deductive relations hold: e • h' L-im plies h, and e • h does not 
L-imply h' (T8J-II). 

The present outline may suffice to show in general what kinds of re
sults are obtainable on a purely comparative basis. We shall not pursue 
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this course further, because we believe in the possibility of a quantitative 
inductive logic. For those, however, who regard a quantitative inductive 
logic either as entirely impossible or, like Kries and Keynes, as possible 
only within certain very narrow limits, the construction of a more compre
hensive comparative system on the basis here supplied or a similar one 
might be an important task. 

§ 86. The Concept of Confirming Evidence 

Of the three semantical concepts of confirmation (§ 8), we have so far dis
cussed the quantitative (degree of confirmation c) and the comparative (IDH£). 
In the last three sections of this chapter we shall discuss the problem of expli
cating the classificatory concept of confirmation: 'i is confirming evidence for the 
hypothesis h on the basis of e', in symbols: 'r£(h,i,e)'. This means in terms of c 
that the c of his increased by adding the new evidence i to the prior evidence e; 
in other words, i is positively relevant to hone (§ 65). We define a relation r£' 
(8); the essential condition for r£'(h,i,e) is that either ~ e • h :::> i or ~ e • i :::> h. 
It is found that (£' holds if and only if the condition in terms of c mentioned 
above is fulfilled for every regular c (n). However, it is found that r£' is too 
narrow as an explicatum. A definition for a relation (£* is indicated (s) such 
that the above condition is fulfilled for our c-function c* to be introduced later; 
this is a definition in quantitative terms. We leave the question open whether 
an adequate explicatum can be found that is defined in nonquantitative terms 
(like (£' and IDlf£). 

We have earlier (§ 8) distinguished three semantical concepts of con
firmation: (i) the classificatory concept of confirmation, the concept of 
confirming evidence, (ii) the comparative concept ('more or equally con
firmed'), and (iii) the quantitative concept, the concept of degree of confir
mation. The first of these three concepts is the simplest; the second is 
more complicated but also more efficient; the third is still more efficient, 
provided an adequate explicatum of this kind can be found. Our discus
sions do not take up the problems of these three concepts in the order just 
mentioned, which is the order of increasing complexity, but rather in the 
opposite order. We have first dealt with the regular c-functions (in the two 
preceding chapters); they-or rather, some of them-come into considera
tion as explicata for the quantitative concept of confirmation. Only after
ward, in the preceding sections of this chapter, did we study the problem 
of the comparative concept and propose the relation 9.)1~ as an explicatum 
for it. The discussion of this problem was po~tponed for the following 
reason. Although the definition itself of the concept 9.)1~ is in purely com
parative, nonquantitative terms, that is, it does not refer to the c-func
tions, nevertheless the conditions of adequacy for the comparative con
cept do refer to the c-functions. Therefore it seemed advisable, from the 
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heuri~tic point of view, to take up the study of the problem of the com
parattve concept only after a theory of the regular c-functions had been 
constructed. For the same reason the discussion of the simplest concept 
the classificatory concept, was postponed. ' 

.we distinguish two forms of the classificatory concept of confirming 
evidence. The general form is relative to some evidence e. 'i confirms h on 
the basis of e' is understood in the following sense: i is an additional item 
of evidence whic?, if added to the prior evidence e, contributes positively 
to. the confirmation of the hypothesis h. In particular, the concept is ap
plicable to the following situation: e represents the prior evidence (in the 
~ense o.f § 6o, that is, the evidence available before the results i are found); 
~ desc~tbes new observational results, for instance, results of experiments 
mad: m order to :est th: hypothesis h. We shall use the symbol'~' for any 
cxphca~um of thts classtficatory concept that might be considered. Thus 
a~ e.xpbcatum of th~ above statement will be symbolized by '~(h,i,e)' 
( h ~s c~nfirmed by ~ on the basis e'). The second form of the concept 
mean~ sm~ply that i is confirming evidence for h so to speak absolutely; 
that 1~, ~thout reference to any prior factual evidence e. More exactly 
speakmg, ~t refer~ to t~at special case of the first concept, where no prior 
factu~l eVIdence ts available, in other words, where e is the tautology 't'. 
We mtght say in this case that i is initially (or a priori) confirming evidence 
for h. For an explicatum of this second concept we shall use the symbol' 
'~o', i~ analogy to 'co' (D57-r), which likewise refers to the evidence 't'. 
Thus, tf a function ~is given, we define: 

(1) ~o(h,4 = Df ~(h,i,t) . 

.C'~' and '~o' are not symbols of the object-languages ~' but predicates 
m the metalanguage like '9.)1~', '@r', etc.) 

. We began the .study. of :he problem of an explication for the compara
ttve concept b~ mvesttgatmg the relation which must hold between any 
adequate exphcatum 9.)1~ and the regular c-functions (§So). We shall 
now d~ the san:e for the classificatory concept. Suppose we had a regular 
c~functwn c whtch we regarded as an adequate explicatum of the quantita
tive concept. ~ow c~uld we express with its help the classificatory con
cept o~ confir~t~g evtdence? This concept means that the degree of con
?rmatwn of h ts mcreased by the addition of ito e; hence it is expressible 
m terms of c as follows: 

( 2) c(h,e. i) > c(h,e) . 

(This condition implies that e and e. i are non-L-false, because otherwise ' 
c would not have values for the sentences in question.) Therefore we shall 
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say that a triadic relation R among sentences, considered as an explicatum 
for the classificatory concept, is in accord with a given c-function c under 
the following condition: 

(3) R is in accord with c = Df for any sentences h, i, and e, if R(h,i,e), then 

c(h,e • i) > c(h,e) , 

in other words (D65-1a), i is positively relevant to hone with respect to c. 
For~., 't' takes the place of e. Thus here the condition (2) is replaced by: 

(4) c(h,i) > c(h,t) , 

in other words (D65-2a), i is initially positive to h. 
We shall later introduce a particular c-function c* as our explicatum 

for the quantitative concept (§ IIoA). On the basis of this function we 
might then introduce a concept of confirming evidence ~*and a concept 
of initially confirming evidence ~: by explicit definitions in terms of c* as 
follows: 
(s) 
(6) 

~*(h,i,e) = Df c*(h,e • i) > c*(h,e) ; 
~:(h,i) = Df c*(h,i) > c*(h,i) . 

An analogous procedure is possible on the basis of any other function c 
chosen as explicatum. However, definitions of this kind would not yield 
purely classificatory concepts but only classificatory concepts quantita
tively defined. The concepts ~* and ~J' may be useful; they represent 
indeed positive relevance and initial positive relevance, respectively, 
with respect to c*. If, however, we are looking for purely classificatory 
concepts, then these definitions do not supply a solution. 

A purely classificatory concept ~would be a concept adequate as an 
explicatum for the classificatory explicandum and defined without the 
use of any quantitative concepts like c-functions; it might instead be de
fined, like m~ (D81-1), in terms of L-concepts. We shall not give a solu
tion of this problem but only indicate, in these last three sections of this 
chapter, some considerations relevant for the problem and discuss a few 
concepts which might be considered as explicata. 

Instead of basing the classificatory concept ~ on one particular c-func
tion, one might think of requiring that it be in accord with all regular 
c-functions. If, moreover, ~ is required to be the most comprehensive 
relation fulfilling the first requirement, then the following would be a 
necessary and sufficient condition for ~: 

(7) for every regular c, c(h,e. i) > c(h,e) . 

This procedure would be analogous to the earlier one concerning Wl~. 
There we laid down a necessary and sufficient condition referring to all 
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c-functions (§ 8o, (4)). Then we defined the relation IDl~ in terms of L
concepts (D81-1) and showed that it fulfilled the requirement (for ~N, 
T81-1). We can now proceed here similarly. We shall define the relation 
~' in terms of L-concepts, hence in a nonquantitative way; then we shall 
show that it satisfies the quantitative requirement stated above. The con
cept ~' is here merely offered for discussion but not proposed as an expli
catum. We shall later indicate some reasons which make its adequacy ap
pear doubtful. The definition of ~'is as follows: 

(8) ~'(h,i,e) = Df the following three conditions are fulfilled : 
a. e. i. his not L-false; 
b. e. ,..,i. ,..,his not L-false; 
c. Either ~ e • h :::> i or ~ e • i :::> h or both. 

We shall now develop several sufficient and necessary conditions for~'. 
This will lead to the result that ~' satisfies the quantitative requirement. 
We restrict this consideration to finite systems; all the results hold likewise 
for nongeneral sentences in the infinite system (compare T81-1 and 2). 

For sentences in a finite system, ~' can be expressed in terms of rele
vance concepts as follows. 

(g) For any triple of sentences h,i,e in ~N, ~'(h,i,e) if and only if i is either 
extremely positive to hone (D74-1a) with respect to every regular c-func
tion or completely positive to hone (D7 5- I a) with respect to every regular 
c-function. 

Proof. 1. Suppose that C£'(~i,e). Then k. and k3 are L-false but k, and k4 are 
not (from (8); fork,, etc., and m,, etc., see the explanations preceding T6s-x). 
Therefore, for every regular m, m. and m3 are o but m, and m4 are not. There
fore, i is either extremely positive (T74-1c) with respect to every c (T74-7a) or 
completely positive (T75-1c) with respect to every c (T75-7a). 2. Let i be ex
tremely positive to hone. Then m, and m4 are > o (T74-1c), hence k, and k4 

are not L-false; and~ e. i :::> h (T74-1d). Hence C£'(h,i,e). 3· Let i be completely 
positive to hone. Then k, and k4 are not L-false (T7s-xc); and~ e. h :::> i (T75-. 
xd). Hence C£'(h,i,e). 

(10) For any triple of sentences h,i,e in ~N, ~'(h,i,e) if and only if i is posi
tive to hone with respect to every regular c-function. (From (g), T76-4a.) 
(II) For any triple of sentences h,i,e in ~N, ~'(h,i,e) if and only if, for 
every regular c-function c, c(h,e. i) > c(h,e). (From (10), D65-1a.) 

(u) says that the condition (7) is sufficient and necessary for~'. Thus 
~', as defined by (8), satisfies our quantitative requirement: ~'is in ac
cord with every regular c-function and it is the most comprehensive rela
tion fulfilling this condition. [We see from (II) that the sentence '~'(h,i,e)' · 
means something similar to '@r(h,e. i,h,e)'. However, there is the follow-
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ing difference. ®r(h,e • i,h,e) if and only if'~' holds between c(h,e. i) and 
c(h,e) for every c and '>' holds for at least one c (T82-1b). On the other 
hand, C£'(h,i,e) if and only if'>' (and hence '~ ') holds for every c. There
fore, if C£'(h,i,e), then ®r(h,e. i,h,e); but the converse does not always 
hold.] 

Now we have to study the question of adequacy. Suppose that a rela
tion R among sentences is considered as a possible explicatum for the 
concept of confirming evidence as explicandum. Since the explicandum is 
vague, there will be no general agreement for all cases whether it holds or 
not; but there are certain cases for which there is practical agreement that 
the explicandum holds, other cases for which there is practical agreement 
that it does not hold, while in still other cases there is no agreement. Now 
we might say that R is clearly too wide if we find cases in which R holds but 
the explicandum clearly (i.e., with practically general agreement) does 
not hold. And we might say that R is clearly too narrow if we find cases in 
which R does not hold but the explicandum clearly holds. It is possible 
that R is clearly too wide in one direction and clearly too narrow in 
another. 

Let us examine the question whether (£' may be regarded as an ade
quate explicatum for the classificatory concept of confirmation. (£' is cer
tainly not too wide. Whenever C£'(h,i,e) holds, everybody will agree that i 
is confirming evidence for h on e because, no matter which particular c
function he has chosen, he will find that the c of h is increased by the addi
tion of ito e; this is seen from (u). The question remains whether (£'is 
not too narrow. The definition of (£' requires that either ~e. i :::> h or 
~ e • h :::> i. In the first case h follows from e together with i; this means 
that, after the additional observation i, the hypothesis h is certain. In 
the second case, i follows from e together with h; i is a predictable observa
tion in our earlier sense (§ 61). These two cases together are far from 
covering all instances in which the explicandum clearly holds, that is to 
say, all those instances in which, according to customary inductive think
ing, i would be regarded as confirming evidence for h with respect to e. 
This is shown by the following examples. Thus (£' is clearly too narrow. 

Counterexamples to <£'. 
I. Let h be a simple law of conditional form (§ 38), say '(x)(Mx :::> M'x)' 

('all swans are white') for a finite domain of individuals (N > r). Let e be the 
tautology 't'. Let i be 'Mb. M'b' ('b is a swan and b is white'). i would generally 
be regarded as a confirming instance for h even without any prior evidence. 
However, neither ~ h :::> i nor ~ i :::> h; hence (£' does not hold. 

2. Let 'P' be a primitive predicate. Let e be 'Pa,. --Pa.'. Let i be 
'Pal. Pa4 • •••• Pa,.', a conjunction of ten full sentences of 'P'. Let h be the 
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singular prediction 'Pa,r According to customary inductive thinking, his re
garded as more probable after the observations reported in i than before· in 
other words, i is regarded as confirming evidence for h on e. However neither 
~ e • h :::> i nor ~ e • i :::> h,· hence (£' does not hold. ' 

The definition of (£' is constructed in such a way that (£' satisfies the 
requirement that it be in accord with all regular c-functions. We have 
found that(£' is too narrow. The reason is that the requirement mentioned 
is too strong. The definition can be made wider and thereby more ade
quate if we require only that (£ be in accord with some regular c-functions. 
It is not difficult to find more restricted classes of c-functions for which it 
seems still plausible that they contain all adequate quantitative explicata 
for probability,. We might, for instance, take the class of all those c-func
tions which fulfil the condition of symmetry which will be discussed in 
the next chapter (D91-1); we might also add further conditions which 
seem plausible (for instance, symmetry with respect to basic matrices 
(§ 28), and other conditions to be discussed in later chapters). However, 
if we choose any such class of c-functions and then require that (£ be the 
most comprehensive relation which is in accord with just these c-functions 
then it appears rather doubtful whether it is possible to construct a defini~ 
tion for this (£ of not too complicated structure in terms of L-concepts like 
the definitions of 9.Rf£ and (£'. ' 

Incidentally, it would be of interest to investigate the possibility of ap
plying the method just outlined also to the problem of explicating the 
comparative concept; that is to say, the possibility of an explicatum which 
is wider than 9.Rf£ because based on a narrower class of c-functions. How
ever, in this case likewise it seems doubtful whether a simple definition in 
L-terms can be found. 

We shall not try here to find an adequate explicatum defined in non
~u~ntitative terms for the classificatory concept either by the method just 
mdicated or by any other method. For our system of inductive logic the 
theory of confirming evidence is represented first by the general theory of 
relevance for regular c-functions as developed in the preceding chapter, 
and second by the theory of(£* or, in other words, of positive relevance 
with respect to c* to be developed later. It is true that these theories are 
quantitative, but from our point of view this fact is not necessarily a dis
advantage. The task of finding an adequate explicatum for the classifica
tory concept of confirmation defined in purely classificatory, that is, non
~uantitative terms is certainly an interesting problem; but it is chiefly of 
Importance for those who do not believe that an adequate explicatum for 
the quantitative concept of confirmation can be found. 
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§ 87. Hempel's Analysis of the Concept of Confirming Evidence 
Some interesting investigations by Hempel concerning the concept of con

firming evidence are here discussed. Hempel shows correctly that two wide
spread conceptions are too narrow: Nicod's criterion (the law 'all swans are 
whit~' ~s con~rm~d by observations of white swans and only by these) and the 
predtction-cntenon (a hypothesis is confirmed by given evidence if and only if 
one part of t~is evidence can be deduced from the other part with the help of 
the hypothests). Hempel lays down some general conditions which in his view 
a concept mu:t fulfil in ?rder to be an adequate explicatum of the concept of 
confirmmg evtdence. It ts shown that some of these conditions are not valid 
that is to say, no adequate explicatum can fulfil them. ' 

In this and the next sections we shall discuss investigations made by 
Carl G. Hempel concerning confirmation in general and especially the 
classificatory concept. The following discussion is chiefly based on an 
article of his published in two parts in Mind 1945 ([Studies]; references in 
the following are to this article); some of his technical results had been 
published previously ([Syntactical], 1943). The first-mentioned article 
gives a clear and illuminating exposition of the whole problem situation 
concerning confirmation and the distinction between the classificatory, 
the comparative, and the quantitative concepts of confirmation. Anum
ber of points in this problem complex are here clarified for the first time. 
For instance, Hempel's distinction between the pragmatical concept of the 
confirmation of a hypothesis by an observer and the logical (semantical) 
concept of the confirmation of a hypothesis on the basis of an evidence 
sentence is important; likewise his distinction of the three phases in the 
procedure of testing a given hypothesis (op. cit., p. II4): making observa
tions, confronting the hypothesis with the observation report, accepting 
or rejecting the hypothesis. These distinctions are valuable tools for clarify
ing the situation for many discussions and controversies at the present 
time concerning confirmation, the foundations of empiricism, verifiability, 
and related problems. 

The main part of Hempel's article concerns the problem of an explica
tion for the classificatory concept of confirmation. We shall now discuss 
his views in detail. His explicandum is as follows: a sentence (or a class of 
sentences, or perhaps an individual) represents confirming (corroborating, 
favorable) evidence or constitutes a confirming instance for a given hy
pothesis. In his general discussion and in the examples, no reference is 
made to any prior evidence. Thus Hempel's explicandum corresponds to 
our dyadic relation l£o(h,i) ('his confirmed by i') rather than to the triadic 
relation C£(h,i,e) ('his confirmed by ion the basis of the prior evidence e'). 
Therefore we shall in the following compare the explicata discussed by 
Hempel with l£o. 

--
§ 87, HEMPEL ON CONFIRMING EVIDENCE 

Hempel starts with a critical discussion of an explicatum which seems 
widely accepted (op. cit., pp. 9 ff.); he quotes the following passages by 
Jean Nicod as a clear formulation for it: "Consider the formula or the law: 
A entails B. How can a particular proposition, or more briefly, a fact, affect 
its probability? If this fact consists of the presence of Bin a case of A, it is 
favourable to the law 'A entails B'; on the contrary, if it consists of the 
absence of Bin a case of A, it is unfavourable to this law. It is conceivable 
that we have here the only two direct modes in which a fact can influence 
the probability of a law .... Thus, the entire influence of particular 
truths or facts on the probability of universal propositions or laws would 
operate by means of these two elementary relations which we shall call 
confirmation and invalidation" ([Induction], p. 219). Hempel refers here 
also to R. M. Eaton's discussion on "Confirmation and Infirmation" 
([Logic], chap. iii), which is based on Nicod's conception. Thus, according 
to Nicod's criterion, the fact that the individual b is both M and M' or 
the sentence 'Mb. M'b' describing this fact, is confirming evidence for ~he 
law '(x)(Mx J M'x)'. Hempel discusses this criterion in detail, and I 
agree entirely with his views. As he points out, the criterion is applicable 
only to a quite special, though important, form of hypothesis. But even if 
restricted to this form, the criterion does not constitute a necessary condi
tion; in other words, it is clearly too narrow (in the sense of § 86). Hempel 
shows that it is not in accord with the Equivalence Condition for Hy- · 
potheses (see below, H8.22). For instance, 'Mb. M'b' is confirming evi
dence, according to Nicod's criterion, for the law stated above, but not 
for the L-equivalent law '(x)(,.....,M'x:::) "'Mx)'. This is an instance of 
what Hempel calls the paradox of confirmation. He discusses this paradox 
in detail and reveals its main sources (op. cit., pp. 13-21). [We have briefly 
indicated this paradox earlier (§ 46) and we shall discuss it later (in Vol. 
II) in connection with the universal inductive inference; we shall try to 
throw some light on the problem from the point of view of our inductive 
logic; our results will essentially be in agreement with Hempel's views.] 
Nicod's criterion may be taken as a sufficient condition for the concept of 
confirming evidence if it is restricted to laws of the form mentioned with 
only one variable. That in the case of laws with several variables it is not 
even sufficient is shown by Hempel with the help of the following counter
example (op. cit., p. 13 n.), which is interesting and quite surprising. Let 
the hypothesis be the law '(x)(y)[,.....,(Rxy.Ryx):::) (Rxy.,....,Ryx)]'. [In
cidentally, by an unfortunate misprint in the footnote mentioned, the 
second conjunctive component in the antecedent was omitted.] Now the 
fact described by 'Rab. ,....,Rba' fulfils both the antecedent and the conse-
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quentin the law; hence this fact should be taken as a confirming case ac
cording to Nicod's criterion. However, since the law stated is L-equivalent 
to '(x)(y)Rxy', the fact mentioned is actually disconfirming. 

Hempel proposes (p. 22) to take the concept of confirming evidence not, 
like Nicod, as a relation between an object or fact and a sentence, but as a 
semantical relation-or, alternatively, a syntactical (i.e., purely formal) 
relation-between two sentences, as we do with ~. (and c). A language 
system L is presupposed. The primitive predicates in L designate directly 
observable properties or relations. An observation sentence is a basic sen
tence (atomic sentence or negation, Dr6-6b) in L. An observation report 
in the narrower sense is a class or conjunction of a finite number of ob
servation sentences (op. cit., p. 23); an observation report in the wider 
sense is any nongeneral sentence. We shall henceforth use the term in the 
wider sense. [Hempel uses the wider sense in the more technical paper 
[Syntactical], p. 126. In the text of [Studies] he uses the narrower sense, 
but he mentions the wider sense in footnotes (pp. ro8, ru) and declares 
that the narrower sense was used in the text only for greater convenience 
of exposition and that all results, definitions, and theorems remain appli
cable if the wider sense is adopted. Thus our use of the·wider sense is 
justified; it will facilitate the construction of some examples.] Hempel 
admits also contradictory sentences as observation reports (p. 103, foot
note r); however, we shall exclude them, in accord with our general re
quirement that the evidence referred to by any confirmation concept be 
non-L-false. (This requirement was later accepted by Hempel [Degree], 
p. ro2; our exclusion here will not affect the results of the subsequent dis
cussion of Hempel's views.) Hempel restricts the evidence e referred to by 
the concept of confirmation to observation reports, but the hypothesis h 
may be any sentence of the language L. The structure of Lis similar to 
that of our systems~ except that L does not contain a sign of identity. 

Hempel makes (op. cit., pp. 97 ff.) a critical examination of another ex
plicatum of the concept of confirming evidence, which is often used at 
least implicitly and which at first glance appears as quite plausible. This 
explicatum, which Hempel calls the prediction-criterion of confirmation, 
is based on the consideration that it is customary to regard a hypothesis 
as confirmed if a prediction made with its help is borne out by the facts. 
This consideration suggests the following definition: An observation re
port~; confirms the hypothesis h = Df ~;can be divided into two mutual
ly exclusive subclasses ~;1 and ~;2 such that ~;. is not empty, and every 
sentence of ~;. can be logically deduced from (i.e., is L-implied by) Sl';r 
together with h but not from ~ir alone. Hempel shows that this concept 
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is indeed a sufficient condition for the explicatum sought, but not a neces
sary condition; in other words, it is not too wide, but it is clearly too nar
row. The chief reason is the obvious fact that most scientific hypotheses 
do not simply express a conditional connection between observable prop
erties but have a more general and often more complex form. This is il
lustrated by the simple example of the sentence '(x) [(y)R 1 xy ::> (3:z)R.xz]' 
in an infinite universe, where Rr and R. are observable relations. If we take 
any instance of this universal sentence, say with 'b' for 'x', then we see 
that the antecedent (i.e., '(y)Rrby') is not L-implied by any finite class 
of observation sentences, and that the consequent (i.e., '(3:z)R.bz') does 
not L-imply any observation sentence. This shows that it is "a consider
able over-simplification to say that scientific hypotheses and theories en
able us to derive predictions of future experiences from descriptions of 
past ones" (p. roo). The logical connection which a scientific hypothesis 
establishes between observation reports is in general not merely of a de
ductive kind; it is rather a combination of deductive and nondeductive 
steps. The latter are inductive in one wide sense of this word; Hempel 
calls them 'quasi-inductive'. 

After these discussions of Nicod's criterion and the prediction-criterion 
resulting in the rejection of both explicata as too narrow, Hempel proceeds 
to the positive part of his discussion. He states a number of general condi
tions for the adequacy of any explicatum for the concept of confirming · 
evidence (pp. 102 ff.); we shall discuss them in the present section. Then 
he defines his own explicatum and shows that it fulfils the conditions of 
adequacy; this will be discussed in the next section. Hempel's conditions of 
adequacy are as follows ('H' is here attached to his numbers); the evidence 
e is always an observation report as explained earlier, while the hypothesis 
h may be any sentence of the language L. 

(H8.r) Entailment Condition: If his entailed bye (i.e.,~ e ::> h), then e 
confirms h. 

(H8.2) Consequence Condition: If e confirms every sentence of the class 
~;and his a consequence of (i.e., L-implied by) ~;,then e con
firms h. 

The following two more special conditions follow from H8.2. 

(H8.21) Special Consequence Condition: If e confirms h, then it also con
firms every consequence of h (i.e., sentence L-implied by h). 

(H8.22) Equivalence Condition for Hypotheses: If hand h' are L-equiva
len t and e confirms h then e confirms h'. 
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(H8.3) Consistency Condition: The class whose elements are e and all 
the hypotheses confirmed bye is consistent (i.e., not L-false). 

The following two more special conditions follow from H8.3. 

(H8.3r) If e and hare incompatible (i.e., L-exclusive, e. his L-false), 
then e does not confirm h. 

(H8.32) If hand h' are incompatible (i.e., L-exclusive), then e does not 
confirm both hand h'. 

(H8.4) Equivalence Condition for Observation Reports (op. cit., 
p. uo n.): If e and e' are L-equivalent and e confirms h, then e' 
confirms h. 

Now we shall examine these conditions of adequacy stated by Hempel. 
We interpret these conditions as referring to the concept of initial con
firming evidence as explicandum; we shall soon come back to the question 
whether Hempel has not sometimes a different explicandum in mind. Thus 
we shall apply the conditions to C£o; but when we accept one of them, we 
shall state not only a condition (b) for C£o, but first a more general condi
tion (a) for C£; (b) is then a special case of (a) with 't' for 'e'. It is presup
posed for (a) that e. i is non-L-false, because otherwise c(h,e. £) would 
have no value and hence the subsequent condition (2) could not be ap
plied; and it is presupposed for (b) that e is not L-false. Our statements of 
conditions will have the same numbers as Hempel's but with 'C' instead 
of 'H'. For this discussion we remember that we found that (£ is the same 
as positive relevance and C£o the same as initial positive relevance; there
fore we shall make use of the results concerning relevance concepts stated 
in the preceding chapter. Our examination will be based on the view that 
any adequate explicatum for the classificatory concept of confirmation 
must be in accord with at least one adequate explicatum for the quantita
tive concept of confirmation; in other words, a relation C£o proposed as 
explicatum cannot be accepted as adequate unless there is at least one 
c-function c, which is an adequate explicatum for probability I, such that, 
if C£ 0(h,i) then 
(I) c(h,i) > c(h,t). 

Analogously, it is necessary for the adequacy of a proposed explicatum ~ 
that there is at least one adequate c such that, if C£(h,i,e), then 

(2) c(h,e. £) > c(h,e) . 

In examining Hempel's statements of conditions of adequacy or our sub
sequent statements, we shall regard such a statement as valid if there 
is at least one explicatum C£o (or C£) which is adequate in the sense just 
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explained, i.e., in accord with an adequate c-function, and which satisfies 
the statement generally, i.e., for any sentences as arguments. 

The entaihnent condition H8.I may appear at first glance as quite plau
sible. And it is indeed valid in ordinary cases. However, it does not hold in 
some special cases as we shall see by the subsequent counterexamples. 
Therefore we restate it in the following qualified form. 

(C8.I) Entailment Conditt"on. Let h be either a sentence in a finite sys-
tem or a nongeneral sentence in the infinite system. 

a. If~ e. i :::) h and not ~ e :::) h, then C£(h,i,e). 
b. If~ i :::) h and his not L-true, then C£o(h,i). 

The following theorem shows that the entailment condition in the 
modified form C8.I is valid. 

T87-1. 
a. Any instance of the relation(£ which is required by C8.Ia is in accord 

with every regular c-function. 

Proof. Let ~ e • i J h and not ~ e J h. It was presupposed that e • i is not 
L-false. Therefore, for every regular c, c(h,e. i) = I (Tsg-Ib) and c(h,e) < I 
(T59-5a). Thus this instance of <£is in accord with c ((3) in § 86). 

b. Any instance of C£o required by C8.Ib is in accord with every regular 
c-function. (From (a), with 't' for e.) 

In C8.Ia, we have excluded the case that ~ e :::) h. This restriction is 
necessary, because in this case c(h,e) = I = c(h,e. i); hence c is not in
creased. For the same reason, the case that his L-true must be excluded 
in C8.Ib. 

For the sake of simplicity, we have stated C8.I only for the case that h 
is a sentence in a finite system or a nongeneral sentence in the infinite 
system. However, C8.I is valid also if h is a general sentence in the in
finite system except in the case where his almost L-implied by e (D s8-Ic) . 
with respect to any of the c-functions on which (£ is based. In the latter 
case, c(h,e) = I although not ~ e :::) h; thus here again c is net increased 
and hence £ is not positively relevant. (This holds if positive relevance is 
defined by D6s-Ia; see, however, the subsequent remark concerning the 
alternative definition D'.) 

We considered in § 65 the following example in the infinite system: h is 
'(:Ix)Px', i is 'Pb', 't' is taken as e. We mentioned that, for certain c-functions, 
e.g., c*, h is almost L-true. Although in every finite system the c of h on 't' is 
increased by the addition of i, in the infinite system c(h,t) is already I and hence 
is not increased by the addition of i. Therefore i is here irrelevant to h; i is not 
confirming evidence for h. 

Cases of the kind of this example suggested the alternative definition (D') 
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for positive relevance indicated in § 65. If this alternative definition is chosen 
then in cases like the above example i is called positive to h and hence is re~ 
garded as .confin~ing _evidence for h. Then the restriction of h to nongeneral 
sente_n~es I~ the mfinite system in C8.1 can be omitted. {But the restricting 
conditions m (a) that not ~ e :::> hand in (b) that his not L-true remain.) 

The equivalence conditions for hypotheses (H8.22) and for observation 
reports (H8-4) are obviously valid, because the corresponding principles 
hold for all regular c-functions (T59-Ii and h). For ~' the former condi
tion can be generalized; the hypotheses hand h' need only beL-equivalent 
with respect toe, i.e., ~ e :::> (h = h') (cf. T59-2j). 

The consequence condition H8.2 and the special consequence condition 
H8.2r are not valid, as we shall see. In his discussion of H8.2r, Hempel 
refers (p. ros, n. r) to William Barrett ([Dewey], p. 312), whose view that 
"not every observation which confirms a sentence need also confirm all 
its consequences" is obviously in contradiction to the consequence condi
tion. Barrett supports his view by pointing to ''the simplest case: the sen
tence 'C' is an abbreviation of 'A • B', and the observation 0 confirms 
'A', and so 'C', but is irrelevant to 'B', which is a consequence of 'C' ". 
This situation can indeed occur, as we shall see; thus Barrett is right in 
rejecting the consequence condition. Now Hempel points out that Bar
rett, in the phrase "and so 'C' '' just quoted, seems to presuppose tacitly 
the converse consequence condition: if e confirms h, then it confirms also 
any sentence of which h is a consequence. Hempel shows correctly that a 
simultaneous requirement of both the consequence condition and the con
verse consequence condition would immediately lead to the absurd result 
that any observation report e confirms any hypothesis h (because e con
firms e, hence e. h, hence h). Since he accepts the consequence condition 
he reje.cts the converse consequence condition. On the other hand, Barrett: 
accepting the latter, rejects the former. Each of the two incompatible 
conditions has a certain superficial plausibility. Which of them is valid? 
The answer is, neither. 

In our investigation of the possible relevance situations for two hy
potheses (§§ 70, 71) we found the following results, which hold for all 
regular c-functions. It is possible that, on the same evidence e, which may 
be factual or tautological, i is positive to h but negative to h V k, although 
the latter is L-implied by the former. This is possible not only if i is nega
tive to k but also if i is irrelevant or even positiv6 to k (§ 71, case 4a). 
We have indicated there a general procedure for constructing cases of this 
kind, and given a numerical example (§ 71, example for 4a). This shows 
that the consequence condition is not valid, that is, not in accord with any 
regular c-function. We have further found that it is possible that i is posi-

..... _. 
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tive to h but negative to h. k, although the latter L-implies the former. 
This is possible even if i is positive to k (§ 71, case 3a). Here likewise a 
general construction procedure has been indicated and a numerical exam
ple given(§ 71, example for 3a). This shows that the converse consequence 
condition is not valid. 

A remark made by Hempel in his discussion of Barrett is interesting 
because it throws some light on the reasoning which led Hempel to the 
consequence condition. Hempel quotes Barrett's statement that "the de
gree of confirmation for the consequence of a sentence cannot be less than 
that of the sentence itself". This statement is correct; jt does indeed hold 
for every regular c-function (T59-2d). Hempel agrees with this principle 
but regards it as incompatible with a renunciation of the special conse
quence condition, "since the latter may be considered simply as the corre
late, for the non-gradated [i.e., classificatory] relation of confirmation, of 
the former principle which is adapted to the concept of degree of confirma
tion". This seems to show that here Hempel has in mind as explicandum 
the following relation: 'the degree of confirmation of k on i is greater than 
r', where r is a fixed value, perhaps o or r/2. This interpretation seems in
dicated also by another remark which Hempel makes in support of the 
consequence condition: "An observation report which confirms certain 
hypotheses would invariably be qualified as confirming any consequence 
of those hypotheses. Indeed: any such consequence is but an assertion of 
all or part of the combined content of the original hypotheses and has 
therefore to be regarded as confirmed by any evidence which confirms the 
original hypotheses" (p. ro3). This reasoning may appear at first glance 
quite plausible; but this is due, I think, only to the inadvertent transition 
to the explicandum mentioned above. This relation, however, is not the 
same as our original explicandum, the classificatory concept of confirma
tion as used, for instance, by a scientist when he says something like this: 
'The result of the experiment just made supplies confirming evidence for 
my hypothesis'. Hempel's general discussions give the impression that he 
too is originally thinking of this explicandum, when he refers to favorable 
and unfavorable data, both of which are regarded as relevant and dis
tinguished from irrelevant data, and when he speaks of given evidence as 
strengthening or weakening a given hypothesis. The difference between 
the two explicanda is easily seen as follows. Let r be a fixed value. The re
sult that the degree of confirmation of k after the observation i is q > r 
does not by itself show that i furnishes a positive contribution to the con
firmation of h; for it may be that the prior degree of confirmation of h (i.e., 
before the observation i) was already q, in which case i is irrelevant; or it 
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may have been even greater than q, in which case i is negative. [Example. 
Let h be 'P,b V P.b', and i 'P3a'. Take r = 1j2. For many c-functions 
c(h,i) = c(h,t) = 3/ 4· Therefore i is (initially) irrelevant to h, although 
c(h,i) > 1/2.] And, the other way round, the result that the posterior 
degree of confirmation of his higher than the prior one does not necessarily 
make it higher than r (unless r = o). Thus we see that the essential cri
terion for the concept of confirming evidence must take into account not 
simply the posterior degree of confirmation but rather a comparison be
tween this and the prior one. 

The consistencY. condition H8.3 is not valid; it seems to me not even 
plausible. The special condition H8.31, requiring compatibility of the 
hypothesis with the evidence, is certainly valid. We restate it here in the 
general form as Compatibility Condition: 

(C8.31) Compatibility Condition. 
a. If i and h are L-exclusive with respect to e, that is, if e. i. h is L

false, then not CS.(h,i,e). 
b. If i and hare L-exclusive, that is, if i. his L-false, then not CS.o(h,l). 

The following theorem shows that C8.31 is valid, no matter on which 
c-function or class of c-functions (£ is based. 

T87-2. 
a. If a relation (£ holds in any instance excluded by C8.31a, then it is 

not in accord with any regular c-function. 

Proof. Let e. i. h beL-false. Then, for every regular c, c(h,e. i) = o (TS9-
Ie), hence not > c(h,e). 

b. If a relation C£. holds in any instance excluded by C8.31b, then it is 
not in accord with any regular c-function. (From (a), with 't' for e.) 

On the other hand, the second special condition H8.32 seems to me in
valid. Hempel himself shows that a set of physical measurements may 
confirm several quantitative hypotheses which are incompatible with each 
other (p. 106). This seems to me a clear refutation of H8.32. Hempel dis
cusses possibilities of weakening or omitting this requirement, but he 
decides at the end to maintain it unchanged, without saying how he in
tends to overcome the difficulty which he has pointed out himself. Per
haps he thinks that he may leave aside this difficulty because the results 
of physical measurements cannot be formulated in the simple language L 
to which his analysis applies. However, it seems to me that there are simi
lar but simpler counterexamples which can be formulated in our systems 
~ and in Hempel's system L. For instance, let i describe the frequency of 
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a property Min a finite population, and hand h' state two distinct values 
m and m' for the frequency of Min a sample of s individuals belonging to 
the population, such that the relative frequencies m/s and m' js are both 
near to the relative frequency of Min the population as stated in i. Then 
i confirms both hand h', although they are incompatible with each other. 

Example. Let i be a statistical distribution (D26-6c) forM and non-M with 
respect to Io,ooo individuals with the cardinal number 8,ooo forM. Let h be a 
statistical distribution with respect to IOO of these individuals with the cardinal 
number 8o forM, and similarly h' with respect to the same individuals and with 
the cardinal number 79· Note that a statistical distribution for a finite class has 
the form of a disjunction of conjunctions and does not contain variables or the 
sign of identity; therefore it occurs also in L and it is an observation report Qn 
the wider sense). Let e be either the tautology 't' or a factual sentence irrelevant 
to hand to h' (on 't' and on i). Then for many c-functions (presumably includ
ing all adequate ones) c(h,e. i) > c(h,e) and c(h',e. i) > c(h',e). (These are 
cases of the direct inductive inference, see § 94.) Thus i is positively relevant 
and hence constitutes confirming evidence for both h and h'. 

Hempel mentions in this context still another condition, which might 
be called the Conjunction Condition: if e confirms each of two hypotheses, 
then it also confirms their conjunction (p. 106). Hempel seems to accept 
this condition; he regards any violation of it as" intuitively rather awk
ward". However, this condition is not valid for our explicandum; we have 
found earlier that i may be positive both to h and to k but negative to 
h. k (see § 71, case 3a and the example for it; this was mentioned above· 
as a refutation of the converse consequence condition). And it is not valid 
for the second explicandum either, no matter which value we choose for r. 

This is seen as follows. Let r be any real number such that o ~ r < I. Let q 
be (I - r)/2; hence q > o. Let i say that in a given finite population the rela
tive frequencies are as follows: for 'P,. Pi, r; for 'P,. "'Pi, q; for 'P •• ,...,px', 
q; hence for ',...,p,. "'Pi, o; for 'Px', r + q; for 'Pi, r + q. Let h be 'P,b' and 
h' 'P .b', where b belongs to the population. Then (as we shall see later, T94-1e) 
for every symmetrical c-function and hence for every adequate one, the follow
ing holds. c(h,i) = c(h',i) = r + q > r; on the other hand, c(h. h',i) = r. 

What may be the reasons which have led Hempel to the consistency 
conditions H8.32 and H8.3? He regards it as a great advantage of any 
explicatum satisfying H8.3 "that it sets a limit, so to speak, to the strength 
of the hypotheses which can be confirmed by given evidence", as was 
pointed out to him by Nelson Goodman. This argument does not seem to 
have any plausibility for our explicandum, because a weak additional evi
dence can cause an increase, though a small one, in the confirmation even 
of a very strong hypothesis. But it is plausible for the second explicandum 
mentioned earlier: the degree of confirmation exceeding a fixed value r. 
Therefore we may perhaps assume that Hempel's acceptance of the con-
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sistency condition is due again to an inadvertent shift to the second expli
candum. This assumption seems corroborated by the following result. 
Although H8.32 is not valid for our explicandum, it is valid for the second 
explicandum if we take for r I I 2 or any greater value (<I). For if h and h' 
are L-exclusive, then it is impossible that c(h,i) and c(h',t} both exceed 
I/2, because the sum of those two c-values is c(h V h',t} (according to the 
special addition theorem, Tsg-d), and hence cannot exceed 1. 

§ 88. Hempel's Definition of Confirming Evidence 

Hempel defines a concept Cj as an explicatum for confirming evidence, and 
he shows that Cj fulfils his conditions of adequacy, which we discussed in the 
preceding section. It is found that Cj is too narrow as an explicatum for the 
general concept of confirming evidence, but it seems adequate as an explicatum 
for the special case where the evidence shows that all observed individuals have 
the property referred to in the hypothesis. 

This concludes the discussion of the concept of confirming evidence. 

On the basis of his analysis of the problem of an explication of the con
cept of confirming evidence, Hempel proceeds to construct the definition 
of a dyadic relation Cj between sentences, which he proposes as an expli
catum. (His construction is given in technical details in [Syntactical], pp. 
I3o-42, and briefly outlined in [Studies], p. 109.) We shall briefly state the 
series of definitions, using our terminology and notation and omitting 
minor details not relevant for our discussion. We add again 'H' to the 
numbers in the latter article and call the first definition 'Hg.o'. e is any 
molecular sentence, h any sentence of Hempel's language system L earlier 
indicated (similar to~ but without a sign of identity). 

(Hg.o) The development of h for a finite class C of individual constants 
= n£ the sentence formed from h by the following transformations: (I) 
every universal matrix (h) (IDh) is replaced by the conjunction of the sub
stitution instances of its scope Wk for all in in C; (2) every existential 
matrix (3:h) (Wk) is replaced by the disjunction of the substitution in
stances of its scope Wk for all in in C. (If h contains no variables, then its 
development ish itself.) 

(Hg.I) Cfd(e,h), e directly confirms h = n£ e L-implies the development 
of h for the class of those in which occur essentially in e (i.e., which occur 
in every sentence L-equivalent to e). . 

(Hg.2) Cf(e,h), e confirms h = n£ his L-implied by a class of sentences 
each of which is directly confirmed by e. 

Example. Let e be 'Pa,. Pa, •. ..• Pa,o', l '(x)Px', and h 'Pa,.'. Then 
Cjd(e,l); and, since ~ l ::) h, Cj(e,h); but not Cjd(e,h). 
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(H9.3) e disconfirms h = n£ e confirms non-h. 
(Hg.4) e is neutral with respect to h = D£ e neither confirms nor dis

confirms h. 
Now let us see whether the concept Cf defined by Hg.2 seems adequate 

as an explicatum for our explicandum, the concept of confirming evidence. 
Hempel shows that Cf satisfies all his conditions of adequacy earlier 
stated. While he takes this fact as an indication of adequacy, it will make 
us doubtful, since we found that some of the requirements are invalid. 

It follows from our refutation of the special consequence condition 
H8.2I and the special consistency condition H8.32 that noR can possibly 
fulfil all of the following four conditions: I 

(i) R is not clearly too wide (in the sense of § 86), 
(ii) R is not clearly too narrow, 

(iii) R satisfies H8.2I, 
(iv) R satisfies H8.32. 

For if (ii) and (iii) are fulfilled, then our counterexamples to H8.2I lead 
to cases where R holds but the explicandum does clearly not hold; hence 
(i) is not fulfilled. And if (i) and (iv) are fulfilled, then our counterexamples 
to H8.32 lead to cases which are excluded by H8.32 but in which the ex
plicandum clearly holds; hence (ii) is not fulfilled. 

Since Hempel has shown that his explicatum Cf satisfies all his require~ 
ments, among them H8.2I and H8.32, Cfmust be either clearly too wide 
or clearly too narrow or both. I am not aware of any cases in which CJ 
holds but the explicandum does clearly not hold. Thus we may assume, 
unless and until somebody finds counterinstances, that Cf is not clearly 
too wide. However, it is clearly too narrow; we shall see, indeed, that Cf 
is limited to some quite special kinds of cases of the explicandum. The 
result that a proposed explicatum is found too narrow constitutes a much 
less serious objection than the result that it is too wide. In the former case· 
the proposed concept may still be useful; it may be an adequate explica
tum for a subkind of the explicandum within a limited field. It seems that 
this is the case with Cj. 

We shall now consider the four most important kinds of inductive rea
soning as explained earlier ( § 44B) and examine, for each of them, under 
what conditions Cf holds. In the following discussion the population is 
assumed to be finite. Individuals not referred to in the evidence e are 
called new individuals. 'rf' means relative frequency. (In (I) and (2) we 
restrict the present discussion, for the sake of simplicity, to a hypothesis h 
concerning one individual.) 
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1. Direct infe,·ence. e is a statistical distribution (D26-6c) to the effect 
that the rf of a property in the population, say, the primitive property P, 
has the valuer; his 'Pb', where b belongs to the population. 

la. Let r be I; that is, all individuals in the population are known to 
be P. Then Cf holds, but this case is trivial because e L-implies h. 

lb. Let o < r < 1. Cf does not hold. However, if r is close to r, most 
people would regard e as confirming evidence for h. This holds even for 
both explicanda: (i) cis increased by adding e to 't'; (ii) c(h,e) exceeds the 
fixed value q, say I/2. (We shall see later (T94-Ie) that for every sym
metrical c, and hence for every adequate c, c(h,e) = r.) 

2. Predictive inference. e is a statistical distribution to the effect that 
the rf of a property, say, P, in a given sample is r; his the singular predic
tion 'Pd', where dis a new individual. 

2a. Let r be I; that is, all individuals in the observed sample have been 
found to be P. Then Cf holds (see the above example following H9.2). 

2b. Let o < r < I. Cf does not hold. However, if r is close to I, most 
people would regard e as confirming evidence for lz, in the sense of either 
explicandum (as in I b). (For any adequate c-function, in the case of a suffi
ciently large sample c(lz,e) is close or equal tor.) 

Example. Let e and h be as in the earlier example following (H9.2) and 
i '"'Pa,.'. (i is negative to hone.) Then not Cj(e. i,h). 

2c. Let the evidence contain, in addition to e with r = I, irrelevant 
data on additional individuals. Then Cj does not hold. 

Example. Let e and h be as above, and i' be 'P,an'· (i' is irrelevant to hone.) 
Then not Cj(e. i',h). However, for every adequate c, c(h,e. i') = c(h,e). There
fore, since e is regarded as confirming evidence for h, e • i' will usually be re
garded so too. 

3. Inverse inference. e is a statistical distribution to the effect that the 
rf of Pin a given sample of a population is r; his a statistical distribution 
saying that the rf of Pin the population is r'. 

3a. Let r and r' be I, that is, all individuals in the sample and in the 
population are stated to be P. Here Cj(e,h) holds, and even Cjd(e,h) (see 
Cfd(e,l) in the example following H9.2). 

3b. Let o < r < 1. Then Cf holds for no value of r'. However, for r' 
equal or near tor, many people, though not all, would regard e as confirm
ing evidence for h. 

4. Universal inductive inference. Let h be a universal sentence, say 
'(x)Mx', and e be a conjunction of sentences concerning the individuals 
of a given sample not containing negative instances. (If 'b' occurs es
sentially in e, it is called a positive instance for h if e L-implies 'Mb', a 
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negative instance if e L-implies ',_Mb', and a neutral instance if it is 
neither a positive nor a negative instance.) 

4a. Let e contain only positive instances. Then Cf and even Cfd hold. 
(This case is the same as 3a.) 

4b. Let e contain both positive and neutral instances. Then Cf does 
not hold. 

Example. Let l, e, and i' be as previously. Then not Cj(e. i',l). However, 
many will regard i' as irrelevant to lone, that is, c(l,e. i') = c(l,e). Since now e 
is regarded as confirming l, that is, c(h,e) > c(h,t), c(h,e. i') is likewise> c(h,t). 
Hence e • i' will be regarded as confirming h. i 

Thus we see that in each of the kinds of inductive inference just dis
cussed Cf holds only in the special case where the evidence ascribes to all 
individuals essentially occurring in it the property in question. Although 
this case is of great importance, it is very limited. In the great majority 
of the cases in which scientists speak of confirming evidence, the rf in e 
is not I oro but has an intermediate value. These cases are not covered 
by Cf. However, Cf can presumably be regarded as an adequate explica
tum for the concept of confirming evidence in the special case described. 

Hempel's investigations of the problem of confirming evidence supplied 
the first thoroughgoing and clear analysis of the whole problem complex. 
As such they remain valuable independently of his attempted solution of. 
the particular problem of finding a nonquantitative explicatum for the 
concept of confirming evidence. The latter problem is today no longer as 
important as it was at the time Hempel made his investigations. He him
self has defined, in the meantime, in collaboration with others, an interest
ing concept de, proposed as an explicatum for degree-of confirmation (see 
Hempel and Oppenheim [Degree], and Helmer and Oppenheim [Degree]); 
this will be discussed in a later chapter (in Vol. II). Some years ago those 
who worked on these problems expected that, if and when a definition of· 
degree of confirmation were to be constructed, it would be based on a defi
nition of a nonquantitative concept of confirming evidence. However, to
day it is seen that this is not the case either for Hempel's definition of de 
nor for my definition of c*, and it is not regarded as probable that it will 
be the case for other definitions which will be proposed. It appears at 
present more promising to proceed in the opposite direction, that is, to 
define a quantitative form of the concept of confirming evidence on the 
basis of an explicatum for degree of confirmation, for instance, ~* (or~:) 
based on c* (see (5) and (6) in § 86) or analogous concepts based on 
Hempel's de or on other explicata for degree of confirmation. 
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This concludes the discussion of the classificatory concept of confirm
ing evidence. We have not found an adequate explicatum defined in non
quantitative terms. The concepts which were considered as possible ex
plicata were found to be too narrow. However, we have a theory of con
firming evidence in quantitative terms. The general part of this theory, 
which refers to all regular c-functions, was constructed in the preceding 
chapter as the theory of relevance. Later we shall find specific results con
cerning relevance with respect to the function c*. 

CHAPTER VIII 

THE SYMMETRICAL c-FUNCTIONS 

In this chapter we return to quantitative inductive logic. A special kind of 
regular c-functions is introduced, called symmetrical c-functions. The definition 
is as follows. An m-function is called symmetrical (D9o-r) if it has the same 
value for any state-descriptions which are isomorphic (D26-3a), i.e., such that 
one is constructed from the other by replacing individual constants with others. 
Then a c-function is called symmetrical (D9r-r) if it is based upon a symmetri
cal m-function. It is shown (T9r-2) that any symmetrical c-function fulfils the 
requirement of invariance, that is to say, its value for two sentences is not 
changed if the individual constants occurring in the sentences are replaced 
with other ones. It seems generally, though tacitly, agreed that any adequate 
explicatum for probability,, i.e., degree of confirmation, must fulfil this require
ment and hence be symmetrical. Theorems concerning symmetrical c-functions 
are developed (§§ 92--<)6), among them theorems concerning the direct induc
tive inference, that is, the inference from the frequency of a property in a popu
lation to its frequency in a sample (§ 94). (The other inductive inferences will 
be dealt with only in later chapters, because they presuppose the choice of a 
particular c-function.) The classical formulas of the binomial law (§ 95) and of 
Bernoulli's theorem (§ 96) are here construed as approximations for special 
cases of the direct inference. 

This chapter presupposes §§ 25-27 of the earlier chapter on deductive logic. 

§ 90. Symmetrical m-Functions 

It seems plausible to require that an adequate concept of degree of confirma
tion should treat all individuals on a par. Those c-functions which fulfil this 
requirement will later (§ 91) be called symmetrical. As a preliminary step 
toward this concept we define here (Dr) symmetrical m-functions as those 
regular m-functions which ascribe to any two isomorphic (D26-3a) state-de
scriptions the same value. 

In the preceding chapter we have discussed the two nonquantitative 
concepts of confirmation, viz., the comparative concept IDe(£ and the classi
ficatory concept(£. Now we return to the investigation of the quantitative 
concept, the concept of degree of confirmation. This investigation was 
begun in chapter v. There we introduced the general concept of regular 
c-functions and stated theorems which hold indiscriminately for all 
c-functions, no matter whether or not they are adequate explicata for our 
explicandum, the quantitative concept of probability, or degree of con
firmation. In the present chapter we strengthen the assumptions under
lying our system of inductive logic. Our final aim will be to choose one 
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parti.cular c-function as our explicatum. This will be done in a later chap
ter (m Vol. II); there we shall define the function c* and take it as the 
basis of our system of quantitative inductive logic. In the present chapter 
we shall take only an intermediary step; we shall select a certain kind of 
regular c-functions, which we call the symmetrical c-functions. This kind, 
although considerably narrower than the general class of regular c-func
tions: still comprehends an infinite number of c-functions with greatly 
va~y~ng ch~racters: It seems to me that the property of symmetry charac
tenzmg this class Is very plausible and has indeed been tacitly presup
posed by all authors on probability 1 • 

In this chapter we shall make use of some more of the material ex
plained in chapter iii on deductive logic. As indicated at the beginning of 
that chapter, §§ 14-20 were already presupposed for chapters iv-vii 
while §§ 21-24 list well-known theorems not for reading but for the pur~ 
pose of later references. In the present chapter we shall, in addition, use 
the content of §§ 25-27. Especially the following concepts explained in 
those sections will often be used: division (D 2 5-4), isomorphism of sen
tences (D26-3) and especially of state-descriptions .B (§ 27), individual 
and statistical distributions (D26-6), structure (§ 27) and structure-descrip
tion ('6tr, D27-r). 

The .following consideration will lead us to the concept of symmetrical 
c-functwns. Suppose X has found by observation that the individuals a 
and b are P; the individuals may be physical objects and P may be an 
observable property. Let e be the sentence expressing these results: 
'Pa. Pb'. X considers two hypotheses h and h'; his the prediction that 
another object cis likewise P ('Pc'), and h' says the same for still another 
object d ('Pd'). If X has chosen a concept c of degree of confirmation he 
will ascribe a c~rtain value to c(h,e). We cannot determine this value ~en
erally because It depends upon the choice of c. Different functions c even 
if each of them appears as not implausible, may yield different nu~erical 
values for the given case. However, we shall expect that if X ascribes a 
certain value to c(h,e), no matter which value this may be, he will ascribe 
the same value to c(h',e). We should find it entirely implausible if he were 
to ascri~e different values here; that is to say, we should not regard such 
a functiOn c as an adequate explicatum. The reason is that the logical 
relation between e and h is just the same as that between e and h'. Al
though the individuals c and d may, of course, be very different in their 
empirical properties, their logical status cannot be different. The evidence 
e does not say anything about either c or d; therefore, if e is all the relevant 
evidence available to X, he has no rational reasons to expect h more than 

---
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h' or vice versa. If we consider a case where the same individual constant 
occurs both in the evidence and in the hypothesis, the result will be funda
mentally the same; but we have, of course, to take care that the individual 
constant is replaced in the same way in both sentences. Thus, for example, 
we shall require that c(Pc,Pc V Pa) and c(Pd,Pd V Pa) have the same 
value. To put it in very general terms, we require that logic should not 
discriminate between the individuals but treat all of them on a par; al
though we know that individuals are not alike, they ought to be given 
equal rights before the tribunal of lo6ic. This is never questioned in de
ductive logic, although it is seldom stated explicitly. For example, since 
'Pc' L-implies 'Pc V Pa', 'Pd' L-implies 'Pd V Pa'. This important char
acter of deductive logic is stated in general terms in the theorem of the in
variance of the L-concepts (T26-2). What we require here is that induc
tive logic should have the same character. However, this requirement is 
not fulfilled by all regular c-functions. We shall call those regular c-func
tions which fulfil the requirement of nondiscrimination among individuals 
symmetrical c-functions. For reasons of technical expediency, we shall not 
define this concept directly by the characteristic just indicated. Instead, 
we shall first define the concept of symmetrical m-functions by an analo-

. gous characteristic (Dr). Later we shall define the symmetrical c-func
tions as those based on symmetrical m-functions (D9r-r); and then we 
shall show that they fulfil our requirement (theorem of invariance, T9r-2), 

Before we come to the definition, we state here a simple theorem con
cerning the m of a structure-description. 

T90-1. Let m be a regular m-function with respect to ~N. Let @;tribe 
any '6tr in ~N, and .8; be any .B belonging to '6tri (D27-ra). Then m('6tri) 
is the sum of the m-values for all those .B which belong to '6tri> in other 
words, for all those .B which are isomorphic to ,8;. (From Dss-2b, T27-2f.) 

Our intention is to characterize the symmetrical m-functions as those 
which treat all individuals on a par. Now, two isomorphic .B differ only· 
in their references to different individuals (§ 27); exactly the same prop
erties and relations which the one attributes to a, b, c, etc., the other 
attributes to, say, d, b, a, etc. Thus, to treat all individuals on a par 
amounts to treating isomorphic .B on a par. This leads us to the following 
definition; it refers only to finite systems ~N; the extension to ~"' will be 
made later (D9r-3). 

+ D90-1. m is a symmetrical measure function (or briefly, a symmetri
cal m-function) for the .B in ~N = nr m is a regular m-function for the .B in 
~N (Dss-r), and m has for isomorphic .B the same value (i.e., if .8; is 
isomorphic to .Bi> then m(.B;) = m(.Bi)). 
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The following definitions D2, D3, and D4 are analogous to the corre
sponding definitions concerning regular m-functions: D55-2, D57-3, and 
D 57-4, respectively. 

+D90-2. Let m be a symmetrical m-function for the Bin ~N· We ex
tend m to a symmetrical m-function for the sentences in ~N in the follow
ing way. 

a. For any L-false sentence j in ~N, m(j) = Df o. 
b. For any non-L-false sentence j in ~N, m(j) = Df the sum of the 

values of m for the B in ~; (the range of j). 

D90-3. A sequence of functions xm, 2m, 3m, etc., is a fitting symmetrical 
sequence of m-functions forB or, briefly, a fitting symmetrical m-sequence 
for B = Df the sequence is a fitting m-sequence for B (D 57-3), and, for 
every N, the function Nm in the sequence is a symmetrical m-function 
for the Bin ~N (Dr). 

D90-4. A sequence of functions xm, 2m, 3m, etc., is a fitting symmetrical 
sequence of m-functions for sentences or, briefly, a fitting symmetrical m
sequence for sentences = Df the sequence is a fitting m-sequence for sen
tences (D57-4), and, for every N, the function Nm in the sequence is a 
symmetrical m-function for the sentences in ~N (D2). 

§ 91. Symmetrical c-Functions 

The symmetrical c-functions are defined (Dr) as those which are based upon 
symmetrical m-functions. The value of a symmetrical m- or c-function in ~co is 
defined (D3, D4) as the limit of the values in th~ finite systems ~N, as pre
viously (§56). Then it is shown (theorem of invanance T2) that the value of 
a symmetrical m- or c-function remains unchanged if the indivi~ual const~nts 
involved are replaced by any other ones. Thus the symmetncal functwns 
fulfil the requirement stated in the preceding section. It seems that all authors 
on probabilityr tacitly accept that requirement. 

We have earlier (D55-3) said of a function c that it is based upon a 
function m, if c(h,e) is always m(e. h)jm(e). It seems natural, in analogy 
to our earlier procedure (D 55-4), to define the symmetrical c-functions as 
those based upon symmetrical m-functions (Dr). The first items in this 
section will be restricted to ~N; the concepts for ~oo will be defined later 
(D3, D4). 

+D91-1. cis a symmetrical confirmation function or, briefly, a sym
metrical c-function, for ~N = nf c is based upon a symmetrical m-function 
for the sentences in ~N· 

From this definition the following theorem follows which is analogous 
to Tss-2. 

T 
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T91-1. Let c be a symmetrical c-function for ~N. Then there is a sym
metrical m for the sentences of ~N (namely that upon which c is based) 
such that the following holds. 

a. For any pair of sentences h,e in ~N, where m(e) ~ o, c(h,e) = 
~<:>hl. (From Dr, D55-3.) 

b. c has a value for a pair of sentences h,e in ~N if and only if m(e) ~ o, 
hence if and only if e is not L-false in ~N· (From Dr, D 55-3, D90-2.) 

The following definition is analogous to D57-5. 

D91-2. A sequence of functions rC, 2C, 3c, etc., is a fitting symmetrical 
sequence of confirmation functions or, briefly, a fitting symmetrical c
sequence = Df there is a fitting symmetrical m-sequence for sentences 
(D9o-4) 1m, 2m, etc., such that, for every N, NC is the symmetrical c-func
tion based upon Nm. 

We define the values of symmetrical m- and c-functions for the infinite 
system ~oo as limits of their values for finite systems (D3 and D4). This 
is analogous to our earlier procedure for regular functions (D56-r and 2). 
Here, as previously, 'lim( .. )' is meant as short for 'lim( .. )', unless other-
wise indicated. N~co 

+D91-3. Let xm, 2m, etc., be a sequence of symmetrical m-functions 
for the sentences in ~ 1 , ~ 2 , etc. m is the symmetrical m-function for the 
sentences in ~co corresponding to this sequence = Df for every sentence j in 
~oo for which the limit exists, m(j) = lim Nm(j); if the limit does not exist, 
m(j) has no value. 

D91-4. Let rC, 2c, etc., be a sequence of symmetrical c-functions for 
~r, ~2, etc. cis the symmetrical c-function for ~oo corresponding to this se
quence = nf for any pair of sentences h,e in ~oo for which the limit exists, 
c(h,e) = lim Nc(h,e); if the limit does not exist, c(h,e) has no value. 

Since the symmetrical m-functions form a subclass of the regular nr
functions, all theorems concerning the latter hold also for the former. 
Likewise, all theorems concerning regular c-functions hold also for the 
symmetrical c-functions. Thus we may here apply all the theorems of 
chapters v and vi; especially those of§§ 55, 57, and 59 will here be used. 
Further there are theorems which hold for the symmetrical functions but 
not for all regular functions. Some of them will here be stated. 

T91-2. Invariance of symmetrical functions with respect to in-corre
lations. Let xm, 2m, etc., be a fitting symmetrical m-sequence for sentences, 
and oom be the symmetrical m-function for the sentences in ~"' corre
sponding to this sequence (D3); m may be either Nm for any Nor oom. 
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Let 1C, .c, etc., be the sequence of those c-functions which are based upon the 
given m-functions and hence are symmetrical c-functions; and let ooC be 
the symmetrical c-function for ~oo corresponding to this sequence (D4); 
c may be either NC for any N or ooC. Let ~ be any finite or infinite system. 
Let C be an in-correlation in~ (D26-I). Let i, h, and e be sentences in~. 
and let e not beL-false in~. Let i' be the C-correlate of i (D26-2b), h' that 
of h, and e' that of e. (Hence e' is likewise not L-false (T26-2c).) Then the 
following holds. 

a. m(i') = m(i). 

Proof. I. For Nm. 1. Let i beL-false. Then i' too is I.-false (T26-2c). There
fore both m-values are o (Dgo-2a). 2. Let i not beL-false. Then i' too is not 
I.-false (T26-2c). Therefore the ranges of these two sentences, 9l(i) and 9l(i'), 
are not null. 9l(i') is the class of those .8 in l!.N which are constructed from the .8 
in 9l(i) by C (T26-2a). Thus there is a one-one correlation between the .8 in 
9l(i) and those in 9l(i') such that any two correlated .8 are isomorphic (D26-4b, 
D26-3a) and hence have the same m-value (Dgo-r). Hence the assertion (Dgo-
2b). II. For com. From (I), with D3 and T4o-2re. 

+b. c(h',e') = c(h,e). (For NC, from Tm, (a). For ooC, from D4, T40-2Ie.) 
c. Let hand e have no in in common; likewise h' and e. Then c(h',e) = 

c(h,e). 

Proof. We take a correlation C' which, like C, correlates the tn in h' with 
those in h, but which correlates every in in e with itself. Then the assertion fol
lows from (b). 

Tab is especially important. It says in effect that values of symmetrical 
c-functions are invariant with respect to a transformation of the sentences 
by any in-correlation (where, of course, for both sentences the same in-cor
relation must be taken). This shows that our definition of symmetrical 
c-functions does fulfil its purpose; it characterizes those c-functions which 
treat all individuals on a par. T2 is the analogue in inductive logic to the 
theorem of invariance in deductive logic (T26-2), because the latter states 
the invariance of the L-concepts, the fundamental concepts of deductive 
logic, with respect to the transformations described. 

The principle of invariance seems to have been accepted by all authors 
on probabilityr, both classical and modern, although it has hardly ever 
been expressed explicitly. All authors would, for instance, raise and an
swer questions of the following kind: Suppose that among s observed 
objects there have been found S1 with the property M and s. = s- S1 

with non-M; what is, on this evidence, the probability that another ob
ject has the property M? Although nobody says so in so many words, it 
would presumably appear absurd to everybody to assume that the value 
of the probability on the evidence described depended also on the question 

A,. 
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which particulars individuals were observed and which particular other in
dividual was concerned in the prediction. For classical authors, this would 
appear simply as a consequence of the principle of indifference; but also 
those modern authors who reject the latter principle seem to take it for 
granted that in questions of the kind mentioned only the statement of 
the numbers but not a specification of the individuals is relevant for the 
probability. To put it in our terminology, there seems to be general agree
ment among authors on probability r that no concept can be regarded as 
an adequate explicatum for probability, unless it possesses the charac
teristic of symmetry. 

As examples for an application of T2 we may take those mentioned in 
§ 90. If cis a symmetrical c-function, then the requirements there stated 
are fulfilled; (I) c(Pc,Pa. Pb) = c(Pd,Pa. Pb), and (2) c(Pc,Pc V Pa) = 

c(Pd,Pd V Pa). Both hold on the basis of the correlation C:!: ~). 
T91-3. Let m be a symmetrical m-function for the sentences in ~N, and 

c be based upon m, hence a symmetrical c-function. Let 3; be an arbi
trary 3 in ~N, and ~tr; be the structure-description corresponding to 3.: 
(D27-Ia). Let ri be the number of those 3 in ~N which are isomorphic 
to 3; and hence belong to ~tr;. Then the following holds. 

a. m(~tr;) = t; X m(3;). (From D9o-I, T9o-1.) 
b. c(3;,~tr;) = I/r;. 

Proof. ~ .Bt :::> ~tr; (T27-2a), hence ~ ~tr; • .Bt = .Bt (T2r-si(r)) .Therefore 
m(~tr; • .8•) = m(,B,); and c(.B;,~tr;) = m(,B,)/m(~tr;) (Dss-3). Hence, with 
(a), the assertion. 

§ 92. Theorems on Symmetrical &:-Functions 

Some general theorems concerning symmetrical c-functions are stated. 
These theorems will later be used for the theory of inductive inferences. 

The theorems of this section will later be used in the theory of inductive · 
inferences. They hold for any finite or infinite system~. provided the con
ditions (A) and (BJ stated at the beginning of §59 (and a condition for 
m-expressions analogous to (B)) are fulfilled. 

Tm is analogous to a previous theorem concerning 3 (T35-4); it will 
later be used for the predictive inference. 

T92-1. Let the p predicates 'Mr', 'M.', ... , 'MP' form a division 
(D25-4). Let i and i' be isomorphic individual distributions (D26-6a) for 
n given individual constants with respect to the given division, and let j 
be the corresponding statistical distribution (D26-6b). (Hence i and i' are 
disjunctive components in j.) Let n,. (m = I to p) be the number of full 
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sentences of 'Mm' in i (and hence likewise in every other disjunctive 
component of j). Let d be the number of disjunctive components in 
j (in other words, the number of individual distributions isomorphic 
to i). Let h and e be any sentences not containing any of the individual 
constants occurring in j, and let e be not L-false. Let m and c be sym
metrical functions as in T91-2. Then the following holds. (Some of the 
indications for proofs refer only to a finite system; in this case the same 
assertions for the infinite system follow with the help of T57-5 or T57-6, 
respectively.) 

a. d = ,., 1 ,., 1~1 • _..,.1 • (From T40-32b.) 
b. m(i') = m(i). (From T91-2a.) 
c. m(j) = d X m(i). (From T26-5b, T57-m, (b).) (<:) is analogous to 

T91-3, but it holds also for the infinite system because, also in this 
system, i and j refer only to a finite number n of individuals. 

d. m(h. i) = m(h. i'). 

Proof. The two conjunctions are isomorphic, because the second is con
structed out of the first by that correlation which leads from i to i' and leaves 
all in not occurring in i unchanged. Hence the assertion (T9I-2a). 

e. m(h.j)=dXm(h.i). 

Proof. Letj be i, Vi. V ... V id. Then h .j is L-equivalent (by distribution, 
T2I-5m(2)) to (h. i,) V (h. i.) V ... V (h. id). The components in the latter 
disjunction are L-exclusive in pairs (T26-5b) and have the same m-value (d). 
Hence the assertion (T57-m), in analogy to (c). 

f. c(i,e) = c(i',e). (From (d).) 
g. c(j,e) = d X c(i,e). (From (e).) 
h. c(h,i) = c(h,i'). (From (b), (d).) 

+i. c(hj) = c(h,i). (From (c), (e).) 
j. m(j) = ,.,1,.,t1 

..... 1 X m(i). (From (c), (a).) 
+k. Let e be not L-false and not contain any in occurring in i. Then 

c(j,e) = ,.,,,.,t' ..... t X c(i,e). (From (g), (a).) 

(i) is of special importance. It shows that for a symmetrical c of a hy
pothesis referring to other individuals than the evidence it makes no dif
ference whether the evidence is an individual distribution or merely a 
statistical distribution; in other words, even if the evidence specifies the 
individuals, only their numbers are relevant for c. ((i) may be regarded as 
a special case of the more general theorem T59-3c.) 

T92-3. Let 'M/, ... , 'MP' form a division. Let i be an individual dis
tribution for s individual constants with respect to the given division with 
the cardinal numbers s,, s., ... , Spj likewise i' for s' individual constants, 

...4 
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which do not occur in i, with the cardinal numbers s~, s~, ... , s;. Let j be 
the statistical distribution corresponding to i, and j' that corresponding 
to i'. It is clear that i. i' differs at most in the order of the conjunctive 
components from an individual distribution for the s + s' in with respect 
to the given division with the cardinal numbers s, + s' s + s' · I! ' ' ' l P PI 

let e be the corresponding statistical distribution. Then the following 
holds. (Here again, the assertion for ~"' can be proved with the help of 
T57-5 or 6.) 

a. Lemma. The number of disjunctive components in J. is 1 (
1 

1 in 
•I s'l • (s + s?l s, •• ... •• ' 

J slrs:r. .. s~t. Ill e <•·+•DI(s.+s:>l. .. <•·+·~)I. (From Tia.) 

b. m(e) = <•· +•DI<•·~~P' .. <s.+s~ll X m(i. i') . 

(From (a), in analogy to T1j.) 

c. Lemma. ~ j .j' :::> e. 

Proof. j .j' says that, for every m (from I top), s,. of the firsts individuals 
are M,. and s~ of the second s' individuals are M ,.. From this it follows that of 
the total of s + s' individuals s,. + s~ are M,.. This is what e says. 

d. Lemma.~ e .j :::> j'. 
Proof. e says that, for every m, of the total of s + s' individuals s,. + s' are 

M,.. j says that of the firsts individuals s,. are M,.. Therefore e .j entailsmthat 
of the second s' individuals, since they are distinct from the first ones s' are 
M,.. This is whatj' says. ' m . 

e. Lemma. ~ e .j = j .j'. (From (c), (d).) 
f. Lemma. ~e. i = i .j'. 

Proof. 1. ~ i :::> j (T26-5c). Therefore, with (d), ~e. i :::> i .j'. 2. Since 
~ i :::>j, ~ i .j' :::>j .j'. Hence, with (c),~ i .j' :::>e. i. 

g. Lemma. m(e. i) = m(i .j') = .: 1 ~t:' .. s~r X m(i. i'). 
Proof. The first equation follows from (f). Since i andj' have no in in com

mon, the second equation follows from Tie (with 'i' for 'h', 'j" for 'j', and . 
'i" for 'i') and (a). 

h. (r) m(j .j') = ,,1,,t'.' .... 1 X m(i .j'), 

( ) _ sl X s'l X (. "') 
2 - s.r s.l ... s»l s~! s:l . .. s~! m ~ • ~ . 

Proof. Since j and j' have no in in common (I) follows from Tie (with 'j" 
for 'h') and (a). (2) from (g). ' 

+i. (r) c(i,e) = s:rs:t' ... ~l X <•·+•:>'<"ti>;·)i·<••+•~l'. (From (g), (b).) 

- ['·t·:] [•·t•l]··t·t·~] 
(2) - [•:; •1 . (From (r), D40-3.) 

+J. (r) c(j' e) - sl X s'l X (s.+s:)l(•·t•:)l ... (s.+siJI 
' - s,ls,l ... s.l sllsll. .. s~l s+s')l • 
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Proof. m(e .J) = m(j .j') (from (e)). Therefore c(j,e) = m(j .j')/m(e). 
Hence, with (h)(2) and (b), the assertion. 

(2) = •. t •• t'.' .... l X c(i,e). (From (I), (i)(I).) 
(s·;;s:) (sats!) ... c~~t~~) 

(3) = (•-J;•') . (From (I).) 

(We shall often state the value of a function in several forms, marked 
by figures under the same letter. The difference between them is often 
(as here with (I) and (2) under (i) and (I) and (3) under (j)) merely one 
of mathematical notation. Listing of various forms is often convenient 
for reference in proofs of later theorems.) 

T3i and j are the first theorems in our theory which state values of c (ex
cept for the trivial values o and I) absolutely, so to speak, that is to say, 
not only in relation to other c-values but in such a manner that they show 
how actually to compute the values for given sentences. Theorems of this 
kind are possible at the present stage of our construction, i.e., in the theory 
of symmetrical c-functions, only for those particular cases where the in
dividuals referred to in the hypothesis occur already in the evidence, as is 
the case in T3i and j. T3 will be used in § 94 for the direct inductive in
ference. 

Comparing the values T3i(2) and j(3), we find a striking similarity. 
This is the first example of a relationship which we shall find in many 
theorems later: if i is an individual distribution and j the corresponding 
statistical distribution, then often c(i,e) is entirely expressed in terms of 
the [ ]-function and c(j,e) in terms of the ( )-function with the same argu
ments. This was our reason for the choice of the notation with '[ ]' in 
analogy to the customary notation with '( )'. 

§ 94. The Direct Inductive Inference 
The direct inference is that from the population to a sample. e states the 

absolute frequency (af) n; of a property M in a population of n individuals; 
hence the relative frequency (rf) is r; = n;/n. The hypothesis hst states the rf of M 
in a sample. It is found that the c of hst has its greatest value when the rf of M 
in the sample is equal, or as near as possible, to the rf in the population. If the 
hypothesis says that a certain individual of the population isM, then its cis r;. 
This shows a close connection between c (probability,) and the rf in the popula
tion (probability.). The results here, in distinction to our later results con
cerning other kinds of inductive inference, are in agreement with those of the 
classical theory of probability. 

The remainder of this chapter deals with the direct inference, which is 
one of the principal kinds of inductive inference(§ 44B). This part of in
ductive logic is located in this chapter because, in distinction to the theo-
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ries of the other kinds of inductive inference, it does not require the choice 
of a particular c-function but holds for all symmetrical c-functions. 

The direct (or internal or downward) inference is the inference from 
the population to a sample. Example: the evidence e says that among the 
three million inhabitants of Chicago 8o per cent are born in America. A 
sample of fifty persons is given; nothing is known about these persons 
except that they are inhabitants of Chicago. The hypothesis h may say 
that among these fifty persons forty (or forty-three, or between thirty
seven and forty-three, or less than thirty) will be found to be born in 
America. c(h,e) is to be determined. 

We shall now formulate this kind of inference in general terms. We 
consider a population of n individuals. This population is supposed to be 
given by enumeration, that is, by a list of n in. A division consisting of p 
properties M,, M., ... , M 11 is given. Let the evidence e say that of these 
n individuals n, have the property M,, n. have M., ... , n

11 
have M

11
• 

For any i (from I top), ni is called the absolute frequency (af) of M, in the 
population. The relative frequency (rf) of Mi in the population is r

1 
= 

n;/n. estates only these frequencies of Mi without specifying which n, in
dividuals are M;. Thus e is not an individual distribution but a statistical 
distribution. Our problem of the direct inference refers to a sample from 
the population containing s individuals. The given evidence e says noth- . 
ing about their properties; the individuals are merely given by a list of 
individual constants, and from that it is seen that they belong to the 
population. The hypothesis h says that s, specified individuals of this 
sample are M,, s. are M., ... , S11 are M 11 • Thus, h is an individual dis
tribution. Furthermore, we consider the corresponding statistical hy
pothesis h.t which states for each M; the same frequency Si ash but does 
not specify which Si individuals are Mi. The problem of the direct infer
ence is that of determining the c-values of h and especially h.t on e. The 
solution of this problem for all symmetrical c-functions is given by the 
subsequent theorem TI which is a simple consequence of earlier re
sults (§ 92). 

We understand here and further on by a sample simply a subclass of the 
population without any qualification. It is customary in the statistical 
theory of samples to regard a statistical inference with respect to a given 
sample as valid only if this sample is a random· sample. A sample is called 
11 random sample if it has been selected from the population by a procedure 
of such a kind that all individuals of the population have the same prob
ILbility. of being selected, that is, such that in a prolonged application of 
the procedure all individuals will be selected with equal frequencies. (For 
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original formulations of the definition see Venn [Logic], chap. v, and C. S. 
Peirce [Theory], p. 454; for a modern formulation, e.g., Cramer [Sta
tistics], p. 324.) The fact that this theory uses the concept of probability. 
instead of probability r has the effect that we can hardly ever know wheth
er a sample that we have selected from a population is a random sample 
in the defined sense. This was correctly pointed out by Keynes ([Probab.], 
pp. 290 ff.). The validity of any inductive inference, even in practical ap
plication, does not depend on the actual state of affairs, and certainly not 
on any unknown frequencies; it depends merely on the given knowledge 
situation or, more exactly speaking, on the logical relations between the 
given evidence and the hypothesis. The individuals of the sample must 
not be known to have any common property beyond what is said about 
them in the evidence, or at least not any property that is relevant for the 
hypothesis in question. This requirement, however, need not be mentioned 
in any theorem of inductive logic as a qualifying condition. It concerns 
not the theorem but its practical application to given knowledge situa
tions; for this purpose, however, it is already implied by our requirement 
of total evidence(§ 45B): the evidence must state all observational knowl
edge that is actually available; in other words, a theorem is not directly 
applicable to a knowledge situation in which the available observational 
knowledge contains more than the evidence described in the theorem. 
The main difficulty in the practical application of inductive theorems 
consists in the fact that actual knowledge situations contain much more 
than any of the simple evidences referred to in theorems. A theorem can 
nevertheless be applied indirectly, provided the additional knowledge is, 
at least approximately, irrelevant for the hypothesis in question. The re
quirement that a random method be chosen for the selection of the sample 
is not a rule of inductive logic but a methodological rule (§ 44A) intended 
to assure the irrelevance of the known common property of the individu
als of the sample for the hypothesis in question. The procedure used for 
selecting the sample usually determines such a common property. For 
example, suppose that the hypothesis concerns the distribution of political 
opinions among the students at a certain university. If we take as sample 
those students who major in history, then this fact constitutes a common 
property which, taken together with previous experiences concerning 
political opinions of history students, is not irrelevant for the hypothesis 
in question. If, on the other hand, the sample is selected by a blind draw
ing of lots, then the common property of being selected by this procedure 
is irrelevant. Irrelevance is here meant, of course, not in the frequency 
sense but in the inductive sense as discussed earlier(§ 65). 

...J_ 
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;'-lthough t?eorems like TI do not involve the concept of randomness, 
thi~ con:ept IS ~ev~rtheless of great importance for inductive logic, es
pecially m application to random distributions and random order. Ran
domness in this sense is the opposite to uniformity. Both concepts will be 
discussed in Volume II. 

+T94-1. Let 2 be any finite or infinite system. Let the predicates 
'M;' (i = I toP) form a division. Let e be a statistical distribution for n 
given in (in 2) with respect to the division, with the cardinal number n. for 
'M' L ' ; · et r; = n;/n. Let h be an individual distribution for s of the n in 
in e (hence s .iii:. n) with the cardinal numbers; for 'M;'. Lets; ~ n;, be
cause otherwise obviously ~ e ::) "'hand hence c(h e) = o. Let h be the 
statis.tical distribution corresponding to h. Let c be any symm:~rical c
function for 2. Then the following holds. 

a. (I) c(h e) = '" •>1 X ... r ... r ... ..,r 
' (n, s,)l(,.- s,)r. .. (..,- s0 )1 111 j 

[;';] [:;] ... [:;] 
- [:] 

Proof. From T92-3i by substituting 'h' for 'i' 'n - s' for 's" 'n·- sJ f 
' ,, (Th' ' ' ' ' or 
s; · IS means that we apply the sentence i in the earlier theorem to the 

sample and i' to the remainder of the population.) 

b. (I) c(hst,e) = •. 1 •• t ... r X c(h,e); 

_ G';) (:;) ... (;';') 
- (:) 

Proof. From T92-3j, by the same substitutions as for (a), and 'hat' for 'j'. 

c. ~et P = 2; hence th: division consists simply of M
1 

and M. (which 
IS non-Mr). We consrder the values of c(h.t,e) for constants when s. 
runs through those values from o to s which are possible on evidence 
e (that is, s. ~ n. and, if n. < s, s. ~ s - n.). Let 'q' be short for 
'(s + I)(n. + I)/(n + 2)'. Then the following holds. 
(I) If the interval from q- I to q contains only one integer which 

is a possible value of s., says*, then c(hst,e) has its only maxi
mum for Sr = s*. 

(2) If both q and q- I are integers and possible values of s,, then 
c(hst,e) ?as tw? equal maxima for s, = q and s, = q- 1. 

(3) If sr, IS Jl.n mteger, then c(hst,e) has its only maximum for 
s. = sr,. 

Proof. Let h;t, be like h.t but with the cardinal numbers, - I instead of s for 
'M' and hence s. + I instead of s. for '"'M'. Then (b(2)): ' 

(A) c(h.t,e)/c(h:t,e) = (s. + I){n, - s, + I)/s,(n. - s.) • 
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This value decreases with increasing s,. It is I for s, = q. I. If .q is not an 
integer, let q be the greatest integer smaller than q. Then the quot1en~ (A) f~r 
s

1 
= q' + I is <I because q' + I > q. Therefore the c for s, = q + I lS 

smaller than for s
1 

= q'; and likewise the c for any s, > q +I. On the other 
hand the quotient (A) for s, = q' is >I because q' < q. Therefore the c for 
s

1 
= ~' - I, and likewise for any smaller. s,, is. smaller than for s, = q'. Thus c 

has its only maximum for s1 = q. 2. If q 1s an mteger and q ~d q - I are pos
sible values of s

1
, then cis equal for the~e values because (A) 1s I for s, = q, and 

has its maxima for them. 3· It can easily be seen that q - I< r,s < q. Hence 
the assertion (3) from (I). 

d. Let p = 2. For any m (from o to s), let hm be the statistical distribu
tion hat with s, = m and s. = s- m; s remains unchanged. Then 

,! [m X c(hm,e)] = sr,. (Form= o, the product iso; for those values 

~{' s, which are not possible on e, c = o. Therefore, the sum may be 
restricted to the positive possible values of s,.) 

Proof. According to b(2) for P = 2, the sum mentioned is i: (m(:;)(.~)]/ 
m-• 

(:). Since m(:::) = n, c:=n (T4o-8e), the numerator is, with l = m - I: 

n, f: [ ("'!') (.~~1 ) ], = n1 <:=~> (T4o-9c). Therefore the quotient is 

n,(~'"- I)! s! (n - s)!/(s- I)!(n - s)!n! (D4o-2a), = sn,/n = sr,. 

e. Corollary. Let p = 2, s = s, = I, s. = o; hence hst is the same as h. 
Then c(h,e) = n,/n = r,. (From (a(2)), T40-I3a and b.) 

Tia(2) and b(2) show again the analogy explained at the end of § 92. 
TIC says that the c for hst has a maximum if the rf (relative frequency) 

of M in the sample is equal, or as near as possible, to the rf in the popula
tion. Note that this holds only for the statistical distribution hat, not for 
the individual distribution h; this will be explained in connection with the 

subsequent examples ( § 95). 
We shall explain later (§ 99) that the estimate of a magnitude (in the 

sense of the c-mean estimate) is the sum of its possible values each multi
plied with the c for the hypothesis stating that value. Therefore the esti
mate of the af (absolute frequency) s, of Min the sample, with respect to 
the evidence e stating the rf of Min the population as r,, is given by the 
sum mentioned in Tid. Thus we see from Tid that the estimate of s, one 
is sr,. Therefore the estimate of the rj in the sample is sr,/s, that is, r,, hence 
equal to the rf in the population. We have seen (T.Ic) .that the mo.st p:o~
able value of s, (i.e., that with the maximum c) IS either sr, or, If this IS 

not an integer, it is an integer nearest to sr,. The estimate of s,, however, 
is always exactly sr, even if this is not an integer. (The estimate of a mag
nitude need not be one of its possible values; this will be explained later.) 
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TIe says that, for the hypothesis that a given individual belonging to 
the population isM, cis r,, that is, the rf of Min the population. For ex
ample, if the evidence e says that four-fifths of the inhabitants of Chicago 
are M, then the cor, in other words, the probability that an inhabitant of 
Chicago taken at random is M is four-fifths. Many, especially those ac
customed to the frequency conception of probability, will perhaps be 
tempted to say that this statement is quite trivial because by the prob
ability of a Chicagoan being M we mean just the rf of M among Chicago
ans. However, this judgment about the theorem is based upon a confusion 
of the two concepts of probability; and the theorem is, in fact, very im
portant and far from trivial. It is true that the probability. of a Chicagoan 
being M means the rf of M among Chicagoans. The theorem Tie, how
ever, does not speak about probability. but probability,, that is, c. It says, 
applied to the present example, that the probability 1 of a Chicagoan being 
M with respect to a given evidence e is equal (not, as the probability., to 
the actual rf, irrespective of whether anybody knows it or not, but) to 
that value of the rf which is stated in the evidence e (irrespective of wheth
er this is the actual value or not). Thus we see that, in the situation of the 
direct inference, there is a very close connection between the rf of M in 
the population as stated in e and the c for a full sentence of M in other 

' words, between a known value of probability. and the value of proba-
bility,. It was earlier mentioned (§ 42A (I)), that this connection makes 
the historical shift in the meaning of the word 'probability' understand
able; this word had first only the sense of probability, and later was used 
in certain contexts in the sense of probability •. 

There can be no doubt that the direct inference is genuinely inductive 
in our sense, that is, nondeductive; it is obviously impossible to deduce the 
frequency in the sample from that in the population. (The fact that some 
authors call it a deductive probability inference is due it seems to me not 

' ' 0 

to a difference in opinion, but merely to a difference in terminology.) 
Nevertheless, the direct inference is fundamentally different from the 
other inductive inferences in this point: all the individuals to which the 
hypothesis refers occur already in the evidence. In consequence of this, 
the direct inference is in certain respects more similar to the deductive 
inference than the other inductive inferences. First, the direct inference 
holds for all symmetrical c-functions alike. Thus it presupposes only that 
all individuals are treated on a par, but it is independent of the choice of a 
particular measure function. Further, it is independent of that charac
teristic of the property M which we call its logical width(§ 32). We shall 
later see that for all the other kinds of inductive inference the value of c 
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depends upon the choice of the c-function and hence of the underlying m, 
and that for at least some c-functions, among them our function c*, the 
value depends also upon the logical width of M. The theory of the other i~
ferences cannot be developed in a general form. Therefore, we postpone 1t 
after the definition of c*, and then we shall construct it for this function. 

The results stated in TI are in agreement with those given in the tradi
tional calculus of probability based upon the classical conception, al
though the results are usually interpreted in a different way. This agree
ment is a consequence of the fact that these results are independent of the 
m-function and independent of the width of M. (We shall see later that 
the results to which our system of inductive logic leads in the case of all 
other inductive inferences differ from the traditional results; the latter are 
valid only in certain special cases, for instance, as approximations in the 
case of sufficiently large samples or for certain kinds of properties.) 

For the direct inference and for most of the other inductive inferences 
with the exception of the universal inference, the values of c are inde
pendent of the total number N of individuals in the universe (though not 
of the number n of individuals in the population, which is here regarded 
as part of the universe). Therefore, the results hold for any finite or in

finite system~. 
A numerical example for Tr will be given at the end of the next section. 

§ 95. The Binomial Law 

From the earlier theorem on the direct inference the binomial law in its 
classical form can be derived. It holds as an approximation for a large finite 
population. It holds further exactly either as limiting va~ue for an infin.it.e se
quence of increasing populations or for an infinite populatiOn. Some ~radt~wnal 
uses of it are not admissible. Numerical examples for the theorems m thts and 
the preceding sections are given. 

Because of the agreement between our theory of symmetrical c-func
tions and the traditional method, as far as the direct inference is con
cerned we may follow the traditional method for some further steps, 

' . which are of a purely mathematical nature. These steps lead to certam 
results which hold as approximations for a sufficiently large population. 
These results are stated in the theorems of this and the next sections, lead
ing to the famous Bernoulli theorem. 

+T95-1. 
Let~. 'M;' (i = I top), e, n, n,, r,, h, s, s,, h.t, and c be as in T94-1. 

Then the subsequent results hold in the following two senses (A) and (B)· 

-'· 
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A. If n is very large in relation to s, and likewise n1 to s, for every i, 
then the results hold approximately. 

B. If for n ~ co, for every i, the rf n;/n approaches to a limit ri, then 
the c-values stated are the limits to which c approaches. 

a. c(h,e) = rr''r.'' . .. r,p'•. (From T94-Ia(2), T4o-17a(3).) 
b. c(h.t,e) = •• 1 • .t'.' ..•• r r. ''r, .... .. rp'•. (From T94-Ib(I), (a).) 

+c. Binomial Law. For p = 2: 
c(h.t,e) = (~.)r. ''r, .... (From (b).) 

d. As T94-1c, but with q = (s + I)r •. (From T94-1c, for n ~ co.) 
(d) says here, as in the earlier theorem, that c(hst,e) has its maximum 

when s. is equal, or the nearest integer, to sr., hence when the rf of Min 
the sample is equal, or as close as possible, to that in the population. 

The binomial law of probability bears this name because of its rela
tionship to the binomial theorem (T4o-10a). Our formulation of it (Tic) 
as a special case of the general law TI b refers to an evidence stating the 
rf r. of a property Min a population to which the sample in question 
belongs. The traditional formulation does not refer to this rf; it speaks of 
r. rather as the probability of an individual's being M; a restricting con
dition is usually added to the effect that r. must be the probability of M 
for each individual in the sample or each trial in the series of experiments, 
"independently" of the other individuals. This independence is meant in 
the sense that, even after some of the individuals have been observed, the 
probability for any other one is still r •. As Keynes has pointed out cor
rectly ([Probab.], pp. 342 f.), this condition is very seldom fulfilled. If we 
deal with a fixed population which is finite but very large, then the condi
tion cannot be fulfilled exactly; and, although it is fulfilled with good ap
proximation as long as the sample is small in relation to the population, it 
is in general not even approximately fulfilled for large samples. The con
dition is exactly fulfilled and therefore the theorem holds exactly for any· 
sample sizes, if the population is infinite (see below) or if, after each ob
servation of an event, the situation is rearranged so as to be like the origi
nal one. In this case, we have to do, strictly speaking, with a series of 
similar populations instead of one population. Consider the familiar ex
ample of an urn containing n balls of which n. are known to have the color 
M and n. non-M. A. ball is drawn at random; its property is observed; 
then the ball is replaced, the content of the urn is mixed, and then again 
a ball is drawn, etc. The situation before the second drawing is similar to 
that before the first in this essential point: we know again that there is a 
population of n individuals of which n. are M and n. are non-M. There
fore, the probability (c) for the second drawing yielding a ball that is M 
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is again n,jn = r,; thus the condition for the binomial theorem is exactly 
fulfilled. Strictly speaking, the population for the second drawing is not 
the same as that for the first. What we usually call the same ball ak at 
the first and at the second time-point are, strictly speaking, two different 
individuals akx and ak• which stand in that relation which we may call 
'genidentity' (Kurt Lewin); this is an empirical relation established by a 
continuity of observation. We know from experience that under usual cir
cumstances two genidentical ball-moments have the same color; and 
therefore we assume that the frequency of M at the second time-point is 
the same as at the first. However, this is obviously an inductive result 
from many previous experiences. In order to be independent of these 
earlier observations and to obtain a pure case for the binomial theorem, 
we ought to count the number of balls with M and non-M again after 
replacing the ball. This shows that the experiment described with replace
ment of each ball drawn is not essentially different from an experiment in 
which we take each time a new urn with new balls but such that the same 
numbers n, n,, and n. hold for each urn. The experiment with replace
ment is, strictly speaking, likewise an experiment with a series of popula
tions; the procedure of replacement is merely a convenient technical de
vice to assure the constancy of the frequencies without the need of new 
balls and repeated countings. 

The theorem Tr is formulated only for finite populations (even (B) re
fers only to an infinite sequence of finite populations, not to an infinite 
population). But it holds likewise for an infinite population Koo, that is, 
for the class of all individuals in ~oo or an infinite subclass of it. In this 
case, r; is to be defined, not as a quotient, but as the limit of n;jn for 
n -+ cc with respect to a given serial order of the elements of Koo. In our 
language system ~oo there is no sentence e saying that the limit of rf is r;; 
therefore, we had to formulate our theorems for finite populations. [In 
the metalanguage, however, variables for natural numbers and real num
bers are available and hence the limit concept is expressible; we use it 
often in definitions (e.g., for aocin D56-2) and theorems (e.g., here Tr(B)).] 
If a stronger language system is chosen which contains natural number 
variables (for instance, the system ~' described in § I sB) l then the limit 
statement can be formulated in it (it is usually formulated with real num
ber variables, but natural number variables are sufficient). The definition 
of symmetrical c-functions can easily be adapted to this stronger system 
(see the indications given in § rsB concerning form I of an extended in
ductive logic). Then the binomial law and Bernoulli's theorem can be 
proved with respect to an evidence e which says that in the infinite popu-

' 

I 

t 

l 
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lation the limit of the rf of M .. is r; (in the case of~', with respect to the 
basic order of the individuals). In this case, the c-value stated by the 
binomial law holds exactly. 

However, in the case of an infinite population the binomial law-and 
the same holds for Bernoulli's theorem-involves a certain difficulty con
cerning not its theoretical validity but rather the possibility of its ap
plication. We have seen that if e says that the limit of rf of M is r,, then c 
has the value given by the theorem. Now, in order to apply any inductive 
theorem to a given knowledge situation, e must represent the knowledge 
available. Let us leave aside here the difficulty connected with the re
quirement of total evidence (§ 45B), because this difficulty is not specific 
to the present problem but is found in all applications of inductive logic. 
In other words, let us assume that all observational results about other 
things which the observer X may have are irrelevant for hst and hence 
may be omitted. Then the question remains as to how X can ever possess 
evidence stating the exact value of the limit of rf of M. The question I am 
raising here is not meant in the sense of the assertion that statements con
cerning infinite sequences of events are meaningless because it is not pos
sible to know anything about an infinite sequence and, least of all, about a 
limiting value for it. This assertion has sometimes been made as an objec
tion against the frequency theory of probability, because this theory ex
plicates probability. by the limit of the rf in an infinite sequence. I agree · 
with the frequentists in the view that the assertion is too strong. If we 
were to require for knowledge absolute certainty, then we would have to 
give up all claim to knowledge in science. If, consequently, we admit also 
knowledge short of certainty, then we may admit hypotheses concerning 
limits of rf just as well as other hypotheses with the same degree of logical 
complexity (cf. [Testability] §§ 25 f.); and then we may try to confirm 
hypotheses of this kind by observations. A statement concerning the limit 
of rf is a confirmable hypothesis and hence empirically meaningful. How
ever this does not solve our present difficulty. Although the limit state
ment can be indirectly confirmed by observational evidence, it is hardly 
possible to imagine a situation in which the limit statement itself formu
lates the observational evidence available to an observer X. Thus the bi
nomial theorem for an infinite population, although theoretically valid, 
can hardly ever be applied directly to a given knowledge situation. In
direct application may still be possible, as for any other inductive theo
rem; that means it may help in establishing other theorems which in turn 
are directly applicable. 

The binomial theorem has, since classical times, often been applied to 

f, 
I 
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situations of the following kind, which are fundamentally different from 
those referred to in our formulation Tic. The latter presupposes that r,, 
the rf of Min the population, is given in the evidence e. Now the tradi
tional way of reasoning is as follows: if the rf of M in the population is 
not known, then we may take instead the rf of Min a past series of ob
servations. For example, suppose that we want to determine the prob
ability for the hypothesis hst that in the next hundred throws with this die 
there will be twenty aces. We do, of course, not know the rf of aces in any 
population of which the next hundred throws constitute a sample. But 
suppose we have earlier made two hundred throws and found among 
them twenty-four aces, hence an rf of o. I 2. Then the traditional procedure 
consists in taking this value as the 'probability' r, to be used in the bi
nomial law and hence to give as c for h.t: G:;c>) X (o.I2)20 X (o.88) 80

• 

This procedure is not admitted by the above formulation of the binomial 
law (Tic), and I think it is incorrect. Inductive logic must, of course, also 
provide a solution for this problem where the evidence states statistical 
results concerning past events while the hypothesis states the rf for a series 
of future events. Since the class described in e does not comprehend the 
class described in h, this inductive inference is not from the population to 
a sample but from one sample to another not overlapping with the first. 
Therefore, it is not a case of direct inference but rather of predictive in
ference. In a later chapter (in Vol. II) we shall deal with this kind of infer
ence and then give also a solution to the above problem (cf. § IIoC in 
this volume). We shall see that here the binomial formula does not in gen
eral hold but only as an approximation under certain restricting conditions 
which are even stronger than those forTI and which are not fulfilled in 
the example mentioned. 

Numerical Examples for the Direct Inference. 
First Example, for T94-I, with p = 2, 'M' and ',...,M'. We consider a sample 

with S = 7 from a small population: n = I4, n, = IOj hence n, = 4, r 1 = 5/7, 
r, = 2/7. We consider all possible values for sx. Since the population contains 4 
individuals with non-M, the sample cannot contain more; hence s, ~ 4, Sx ~ 3· 

Let the population contain the individuals ax, a,, ... , ax4, and the sample 
the individuals ax, ... , a7• his the prediction that Sx specified individuals of the 
sample, say ax, ... , a,,, are M and the others non-M. hst is the weaker predic-
tion that exactly Sx of the seven mentioned individuals of the sample are M, no 
matter which they are. According to T94-Ia(I), c(h,e) = 7 !10!4!/(Io - sx) I 
(sx- 3)!I4!; according to T94-Ib(I), c(hst,e) = (Z,) X c(h,e). This yields the 
values stated in the subsequent table. We see that, in accordance with T94-Ic(3), 
c for hst has its only maximum for Sx = srx = 5, that is, for the case in which the 
rf of M in the sample is the same as that in the population. 

Second Example, for Tg5-1. We take p = 2 and s = 7, as in the first ex
ample. We make no specific assumption concerning the size of the population; 

I 

i 
I 
I 
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we presuppose merely that it is very large in relation to the sample (say, at 
least n = soo). We take, as in the first example, rx = s/7. If the population is 
infinite, this means that the limit of the rf of M with respect to a given serial 
order of the individuals is sh; in this case, the computed values for c hold 
exactly. If the population has a finite size n, it means that the rf of M (nx/n) 
is sh; in this case the values of c hold approximately. According to T95-Ia, 
c(h,e) = (s/7)'' X (2/7)7-••. In this example, in distinction to the first, all 
values of sx from o to 7 are possible. The results are shown in the following 
table. According to TgS-IC, the c-values for hst are again found by multiplying 
with (Z,). These values are shown in the last column of the table. 

FIRST EXAMPLE: n=I4 SECOND EJ<Al(PLE: LARGE .. 

.. 
C(h,e) C(h,,,e) C(h,e) 

(Binomial Law) 
C(h,,,e) 

0 0 0 O.OOOI55 O.OOOI5S 
I 0 0 0.000388 0.00272 
2 0 0 0. 000<)7I 0.0204 

3 0.00100 0.0350 0.00243 o.o85o 

4 0.00700 o. 245 o.oo6o7 0. 2I2 

5 0.02IO 0.441 O.OI52 O.JI9 
6 0.0350 o. 245 0.0380 0.266 

7 0.0350 0.0350 0.0948 0.0<)48 

I .OOI I.OOO 

In the second example we find again, in accordance with T94-Id, that c for h.,· 
has its maximum for sx = srx = S· Note that this holds only for the statistical 
distribution hst, not for the individual distribution h. For the latter, in the case 
p = 2, c increases always with increasing sx and has its maximum when all in
dividuals in the sample are M. This holds always if rx > I/2; if rx < I/2, the 
maximum holds for Sx = o; if rx = I/2, cis the same for all values of Sr. These 
results are plausible. If we take sx + I instead of sx and hence s, - I instead 
of s,, then the new value of c(h,e) (Tgs-Ia with p = 2) is rx/r, times the earlier 
one; and this ratio is> I if rx > I/2. In the second example, rx/r, = s/2. And 
this is indeed the ratio of each value in the column for c(h,e) to the preceding 
value. (In the first example the situation is not so simple because of the small · 
size of the population. When six individuals have been found to be M, then we 
see from e that among the remaining eight there are four with M and four with 
non-M. Therefore it is equally probable for the seventh individual to be M or 
non-M. This is the reason why c(h,e) has the same value for Sx = 6 and Sx = 7). 

§ 96~ Bernoulli's Theorem 

Bernoulli's _theorem in its classical form holds as an approximation for the 
direct inference, if the sample is large and the population still much larger or 
even infinite. Bernoulli's limit theorem says that the c for the assumption that 
the relative frequency of a property M in a sample lies within a fixed interval, 
however small, around its relative frequency in the population can be brought' 
as close to I as required by making the sample sufficiently large. 
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We shall now follow still further the classical method as far as the 
mathematical transformations are concerned, though not necessarily in 
the interpretation. These transformations, due to Jacob Bernoulli and 
Laplace, lead to the famous and important results stated in the following 
theorem TI, which often are collectively called Bernoulli's theorem (some
times even including the binomial law); sometimes this name is applied 
in a more specific sense to Tie. Our interpretation of these results and the 
details of our formulations in TI are determined by the fact that we locate 
the results into the framework of the theory of symmetrical c-functions 
as special cases of the direct inference. (We omit here the details of the 
mathematical transformations, because they have no bearing on the in
terpretation and can be found in most textbooks on probability.) 

+T96-1. Bernoulli's Theorem. Let ~. 'M' (for' M1', with ',..._,M' for 
'M.'), e, n, nr, n., r., r., s, Sr, s., h.t, and c be as in T94-I but with p = 2. 
For abbreviation, let u = vsr.T. (this is the standard deviation; cf. re
marks on TIO$-I); o = Sr - sr. (this is the deviation of S1 from its esti
mate srr). Let h be a disjunction of sentences of the form hst but with dif
ferent values of Sr, running from Sr,x to Sr,• (sx,r < Sr,.). Let o. = Sr,r- srr, 
and o. = Sr,•- srr. Then the following approximations hold, provided 
that the sample size s and even srrr. is sufficiently large and the popula
tion size n is very large in relation to s (and nr to sr, and n. to s.). 

a. The normal law, concerning a single frequency. 

c(h.t,e) ,..._, IT.:..r e-~'/21T' = ; t/> m. (The constants '7r' and 'e' have 
here their usual mathematical meaning, while the variable 'e' refers 
to the evidence. For the normal function tf> see D40-4a and the table 
T4o-2o.) 

Proof. From the binomial law (T9s-rc) with the help of Stirling's formula 
(T4o-4). The proof is given in the textbooks on probability or statistics. 

b. Concerning any frequency interval. Let sr in h run through all values 
(integers) from sx,r to s •.• , both included. Hence the disjunction h 
says that Sr belongs to the closed interval (s1, 1 , S1, 2). Then the fol
lowing holds. 

~. 

(I) c(h,e) ,..._,; L t/>(~). 
~-~. 

( 2) Rougher approximation: 

c(h,e) ~ J:."' tf>(t)dt = cf>(u.) - cf>(ur), where u. = (or- !)/u; 
u. = (o. + !)/u. 'cp' denotes the probability integral, see D4o-
4h and the table T 40-20. 

1 

I 

j_ 
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(3) Still rougher approximation: 
as (2), but with Ur = Or/u, u. = o./u. 

((I) from (a); (2) from (I) by an approximative transformation 
which replaces a sum with a sufficient number of terms by an in
tegral; (3) holds as an approximation for (2), if the size of the inter
val, i.e., Sr,• - Sr,r, is sufficiently large.) 

c. Concerning a symmetrical frequency interval. Let s 1 in h run from 
srr- o (or the integer nearest to it) to srr + o. Hence h says that s1 

f 

does not deviate from srr by more than o to either side. 
(I) c(h,e) ,..._, 2cf>(u) - I, where u = (o + !)/u. (From (b)(2).) 
(2) Rougher approximation: as (I), but with u = o/u. (From 

(b)(3).) 
(3) Alternative formulation for (2). Let h say that the rf of M in 

the sample is within the closed interval rl ± q, where q = o/s. 
Then cis as in (I), but with u = qvs/rrr •. (From (2).) 

d. Lets. in h run through all possible values (from o to s) which deviate 
from sr. by o or more to either side. 
(I) c(h,e) ,..._, 2(I - cf>(u)), where u = (o- !)/u. (From (c)( I).) 
(2) Rougher approximation: as (I), but with u = o/u. (From 

(c)(2).) 
(3) Alternative formulation for (2). Let h say that the rf of Min 

the sample deviates from rr by q or more to either side. Then c' is 
as in (I), but with u = qvs/rrr •. (From (2).) 

Sometimes a table is given directly for the function a(r - <l>(u)); see, e.g., 
Fry [Probab.], pp. 453-55, Cramer [Statistics], p. 558. 

e. Bernoulli's Limit Theorem. For a given rr and arbitrary positive 
real numbers q and E, there is a number s' such that for every s ;;;;; s' 
c(h,e) > I - E, where h says (as in (c)(3)) that the rf of Min the 
sample of size sis within the interval rr ± q. In other words, if an 
interval, however small, around rr is chosen for the rf of M in a 
sample, c(h,e) can be brought as close to I as desired by making the 
sample sufficiently large. (From (c)(3).) 

The approximative results stated in these theorems are independent of 
the size of the population; it is presupposed only that the population is 
very large in co:rp.parison to the sample. Only r,, the rf of Min the popula
tion, is relevant for the results; it enters through u = V (sr 1 (I - r 1)). 

The theorems are here formulated only for finite populations, for the rea
sons explained in the preceding section. The results hold likewise for an 
infinite population with r1 as the limit of rf. But even in this case the re-
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suits are only approximations, in distinction to the binomial theorem. 
The accuracy of the approximations increases with increasing sample 
size s; the requirement that not only s but also sr,r. must be sufficiently 
large was stated by Keynes ([Probab.], p. 339). Formulas with closer ap
proximations have been stated by Laplace and later authors; they are 
given in textbooks on probability. 

In the normal law (Tia), sr, (or the integer nearest to it) is that value 
of the af (absolute frequency) of M in the sample for which c has its 
maximum (T94-Ic(3)). sr, is also the estimate of the af of M in the 
sample. Therefore s, - sr, is the difference between that value of s, 
which is stated in the hypothesis hst and the most probable value of s, (or 
the estimate of s,). The normal law states cas dependent merely upon the 
square of this difference and thus as equal for positive and negative devia
tions from sr,. Thus the approximation given in the normal law gives a 
distribution of c which is symmetrical at both sides of the maximum, 
while the exact function (given for a finite population by T94-I band for 
an infinite population by the binomial law T95-Ic) is not symmetrical. 
However, the error made by the symmetrical function is small as long as s, 
is not too far away from sr, (cf. Keynes, pp. 338 f., 358-6I). 

TI deals with the case that the rf of Min the population is known as r,. 
It is presupposed that the sample size s is large and that the population 
is even much larger still. Tia answers questions of the form: what is the c 
for the assumption that s,, the af of Min the sample, has such and such a 
single value? The theorem gives this value of c as a function of the dif
ference between s, and its most probable value sr,. On the other hand, 
Tib, c, and d answer questions, not concerning a single value of s,, but 
intervals of such values. For large samples these questions concerning in
tervals are more important than those concerning single values. The con
tent of the theorems is best seen from some numerical examples. 

Example. Let us consider a sample of s = 2400 persons taken from the popu
lation of Chicago with n = 3,ooo,ooo. Let us suppose that it has been found in 
the census that the rf of a certain property Min this population is ri = o.6; 
hence r. = 0.4. Thus, sr,r. = 576; this is sufficiently large, as required. u = 
V(srir.) = 24. The estimate and the most probable valueoftherfin the sample 
is the same as in the population: r, = o.6; and the estimate and the most prob
able value of the af s I in the sample is srI = 1440. 

Example for Tra. Let hst say that si = 1452; hence~ = 12; ~/u = 0.5. Then 
Tra says that c for this hypothesis is (1/u)¢(o.5). With the help of the table 
T 4o-2o we find that this is 0.3 52/24 = 0.014 7. The same c-value holds for 
Sr = 1428. 

Trb refers to any interval for s,. If the interval contains only few values 
of s,, we can determine c according to (I) by a sum extending over the 
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possible cases. If, however, the interval is not small, this procedure be
comes too cumbersome, and the use of the probability integral is much 
more convenient. The form (2) gives a good approximation even for small 
intervals. If the interval is sufficiently large, the simpler form (3) may 
be used. 

Example for Trb. We takes, n, r,, r,, and u as above. Let~~= -12, ~. = 
24; hence the interval for si is (1428, 1464). This interval contains 37 values. 
Therefore the use of T1b(1) would be very cumbersome. Let us first use (2). 
Ux = -12.5/24 = -0.52 . .P(ui) =I- .P(0.52) (T4o-19h), =I- 0.698 (table 
T4o-2o) = 0.302. u. = 24.5/24 = 1.02 . .P(u.) = 0.846. Hence c = 0.544. Ac
cording to the rougher approximation (3), ui = -12/24= -0.5 . .P(u,) = 
1 - o.691 = 0.309· u. = 1; .P(u,) = 0.841. Hence c = 0.532. This value de
viates from that obtained by (2) by about 2 per cent. 

T rc is usually called Bernoulli's theorem, and we shall follow this usage. 
This is actually the form in which the theorem was formulated and proved 
by Laplace ([Theorie], in I8I2) while Jacob Bernoulli himself ([Ars], pub
lished in I7I3) stated the limit theorem (Tie). Tic deals with an interval 
for the af of M, i.e., s,, which extends equally on both sides of sr, (forms 
(I) and (2)), or with an interval for the rf of M around r, (form (3)). 

Example for Trc. Let us take~ = 24. Thus h says that s, is somewhere in 
the interval 1440 ± 24 (that is, between 1416 and 1464). According to (1), 
u = 24.5/24 = 1.02; .P(u) = o.846; c = o.692. According to the rougher ap
proximation (2), u = 1; .P(u) = 0.841; c = o.682, which deviates from the 
value under (1) by 1.5 per cent. (3) leads, of course, to the same value as (2): 
q = O.Oij sjr,r, = IO,OOOj V = IOOj U = I. 

In Trd, h refers to the opposite case of Tic; it says that s, is outside a 
given symmetrical interval around sr,. This theorem is often used when 
the statement e concerning the rf of Min the population is not actually 
known but either believed or merely considered and a sample is found 
which shows a surprisingly large deviation o from the most probable value 
of the af (i.e., sr ,) . Then the following question is raised: suppose we kne'Y 
that the rf in the population were r,, how probable would it be for a sample 
to have the observed deviation o or a larger one. to either side? Tid gives 
the answer to this question. For example, we make a long series of throws 
with a coin which has not been previously examined. We observe heads in 
considerably more than half of the throws. Shall we take this as an indi
cation that the coin is loaded? Or could the coin be symmetrical and the 
surprising outcome merely a strange accident? In order to judge the latter 
case, we might be interested in determining the probability that a coin 
which is symmetrical and hence yields heads in one-half of all throws 
would give a result like the one observed or deviating even more from the 
most probable result. This probability is determined by Tid. This theo-
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rem is often used, in particular, by those statisticians who have no general 
concept of probability, and reject the inverse inductive inference but 
admit the direct inference and thereby Bernoulli's theorem. For what we 
call the rf in the population they use the term 'probability' in the sense of 
probability •. Their theory does not admit the question: 'How probable is 
it, on the basis of the observed sample, that the rf in the population ~s r/2, 
in other words, that the coin is symmetrical?' Nevertheless they Wish, of 
course, to make an inductive judgment on the hypothesis of the sym
metry of the coin on the basis of the observed sample of throws. As a sub
stitute for the rejected question, they judge the hypothesis by the prob
ability determined by Trd. If the probability of a result like the one ob
served or still further away from the expected rf r/2 is very small, then 
they reject the hypothesis of symmetry. If this probability is large, the 
hypothesis may be accepted until further notice but need not be accepted. 
If the probability is neither very small nor large, judgment on the hy
pothesis is postponed until more observational results are availa~le. This 
use of Trd is thus a weaker inductive method used as a substitute for 
those purposes for which a full inductive logic applies the inverse infer
ence. [See the later remarks ( § 98) on the methods of testing hypotheses 
developed by Fisher, Neyman, and others.] 

Example for Trd. Let us take 5 = 72. This means. that w.e ~sk for t~e prob
ability that s, lies outside the interval 1440 ± 71. Smce tlus mtervalis large, 
we may use rhe rougher approximation (2). u = 72/24 = 3i <P('u) = 0.99865; 
c = o.oo26o. This means that there is only a chance of about one-fourth of I 

per cent for a sample having an .s' which ~eviates f~om 1440 b~ 72 or more. 
The method mentioned above m1ght use this result m the followmg way. If a 
sample with s, = 1512 and henc~ 5 =. 72 is found~ the. hypothesis ~at this ~s 
a random sample from a populatiOn w1th r, = o.6 IS reJected. (For ms!ance, If 
someone draws 2400 balls from a large bag containing 6o per cent white balls 
and 40 per cent black balls and he finds 1512 white balls ~mo~g the 2400 
drawn, the assumption that this result is merely due to chance IS reJected.) 

Now let us go back to Tzc, the theorem for symmetrical intervals, and 
compare the c-values determined by it for two samples; this will lead to an 
important general result. For this comparison we do not need any specific 
knowledge about the values of If> and c but only the fact, obvious from the 
definition of If>, that lf>(u) increases with increasing u and hence c increases 
with increasing 5. Within a population, where the rf of M is r,, we con
sider a first sample of size s and a second, larger sample of size s' = sma 
with m > r. In both samples we consider intervals for s, around the 
most probable value of s,; let the interval size be ± 5 in the first sample 
and + 5' in the second. We assume that both intervals are large enough so 
that -;,e can use the rougher approximation Trc(2). In the first sample 
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q = v(sr,r.); in the second sample, u' = v(s'r,r.) = mu. If now we 
choose the interval in the second sample m times as large as that in the 
first, that is, with 5' = m5, then 5'/u' = oju; hence c has the same value 
in both samples. Thus we find the following results: 

(i) If the size of the interval for af in the second sample is m times 
that in the first, c remains unchanged. 

(ii) If the interval size increases by less than m, c decreases. This is the 
case in particular if the interval size for af remains the same. 

(iii) If the interval size for af increases by more than m, c increases. 
This is the case in particular if the interval for af increases by m•, hence 
in proportion to the sample, and therefore the interval for rf remains the 
same. This is the most important result: c for the same rf-interval in
creases with increasing sample. 

Example. We considered previously, in the example for Trc, a sample with 
s = 2400, and within it the interval 1440 ± 24 for the af of M; in other words, 
the interval o.6 ± o.or for the rf of M. Now we take a second sample with 
s' = g6oo; m• = 4; that is, this sample has four times the size of the first. The 
most probable value for af (s,) is heres'r, = 5760. u' = v'(s'r,r,) = 48 = 2u. 
We shall now examine three different intervals within this sample: 
(r) 5' = 24 = 5. The interval for af is 5760 ± 24; therefore the interval for 

rf is o.6 ± 0.0025. 
(2) 5' = 48 = 28. The interval for af is 5760 ± 48, that for rf is o.6 ± o.oo5. 
(3) 5' = 96 = 48. The interval for af is 5760 ± 96; its size is four times the 

earlier one, for a sample which has four times the earlier size; thus theiR
terval has increased in proportion to the sample. The interval for rf is 
o.6 ± o.or; this interval is the same as that considered for the first sample. 

Now let us compare the c-value for the interval chosen in the first sample 
with that for the interval (2) in the second sample. Here we have 5' = 28. We 
found earlier that u' = 2u. Hence 5'/u' = 5/u. Therefore, according to Trc(2), 
c has the same value in these two cases. Since interval (r) is smaller than (2), 
c for (r) is smaller than for (2), and hence smaller than in the first sample. Since 
interval (3) is larger than (2), c for (3) is greater than for (2), and hence greater 
than in the first sample. 

Let us now compute the c-values, according to Trc(2), although they are not 
required for the comparative results just found. Since u' = 48, for the inter
val (r) 5'/u' = o.s; <I>= o.69r; c = 0.382. For the interval (2), 5'/u' = r; 
<I>= o.84r; c = o.682. For the interval (3), 5'/u' = 2; <I>= 0.9773; c = 0.9546. 

The last result we found under (iii) was this: If we take a fixed interval, 
however small, for rf around the most probable valuer,, say, the interval 
r, ± q, and go to larger and larger samples, then the c for the assumption 
that the rf of M in the sample lies in- this interval grows more and more. 
Now Bernoulli's Limit Theorem Tze says that we can bring this c as close 
to r as we want to by taking a sufficiently large sample; in other words, 
that, with increasing s, c converges toward the limit r. (Note that the 
theorem, even in the latter formulation in terms of a limit, speaks about 

.. 
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an infinite sequence of larger and larger finite samples, not about an in
finite sample.) 

Example for the limit theorem Tre. We take rr = o.6 as in the earlier ex
amples so that the earlier results hold for the samples there considered. How
ever, we do not fix the size of the population beforehand. rr is either the limit 
of r£ forM in an infinite population or the rf in a finite population of size n pro
vided that n is large enough to accommodate the sample size s which we shall 
determine. Let us consider a small interval around rr, say, o.6 ± 0.0025. We 
wish to determine how probable the assumption is that the rf of M in samples 
of various sizes lies within this interval. We found earlier (second sample, in
terval (r)) that, if the sample sizes is 9600, c for our assumption is 0.382. This 
is not a large probability; that is not surprising, since we chose a rather small 
interval for rf. Now the limit theorem says that, in spite of the smallness of the 
interval chosen, we can bring cas close to I as we want to if only we take suffi
ciently large samples. Suppose we want c for our assumption to be ~0.999. 
Bernoulli's theorem in its formulation for an rf-interval (Trc(3)) says this: if 
the interval for rf is rr ± q, then c = 2tP(qy(s/rrr.)) - 1. In order to make c = 
2<P- r ~ 0.999, we must have 2<P ~ 1.999, <P ~ 0.9995. We find in the table 
for <P (T4o-2o) that <P(3.3) = 0.9995; and <P increases with increasing argu
ment. Therefore, we must have qy'(s/rrr.) ~ 3·3· Since q = 0.0025 and rrr• = 
0.24, s must be ~418,280. This means that for a sample of size 418,280, c = 
0.999; and for any larger sample, c > 0.999. For instance, for a sample con
taining soo,ooo individuals we find c = 0.99968; for one million individuals, 
c > 0.999999. (The population of three million considered originally is not 
large in relation to these samples; the results here obtained presuppose a much 
larger population.) 

This concludes our discussion of the direct inductive inference. The gen
eral theorems concerning this inference have first been given (§ 94), and 
then the classical formulas of the binomial law (§ 95) and of Bernoulli's 
theorems ( § 96). The latter two are here construed as approximations for 
special cases of the direct inference. The other kinds of inductive inference 
will be dealt with in later chapters in Volume II (see the summary in 
§no). 

CHAPTER IX 

ESTIMATION 

Besides the determination of the degree of confirmation, perhaps the most 
important task of inductive logic is that of estimation, that is, of determining 
an estimate of the unknown value of a magnitude on the basis of given evi
dence. We propose to explicate the estimate as a mean of the possible values 
of the magnitude; not simply the arithmetic mean but rather a weighted mean 
with degree of confirmation as weight (§§ 98, 99). Consequently, we define the 
c-mean estimate of a magnitude on the basis of the evidence e as the sum of 
the possible values of the magnitude, each value multiplied with the degree of 
confirmation for its occurrence(§ 1ooA).I£ an estimate (now always understood 
in the sense of c-mean estimate) for a magnitude on evidence e has been de
termined, the question arises how reliable it is, that is to say, how probable it 
is that its error, i.e., the difference between the estimated value of the magni
tude and its actual value, is small. We take as measure of the reliability (or, 
rather, unreliability) of the first estimate another estimate, viz., the estimate 
of the square of the error of the first estimate (§§ 102, 103). The discussions so 
far, constituting the first part of the chapter, deal with the problem of the 
estimation of any magnitude in general. These considerations apply to any 
language containing quantitative concepts, provided a concept of degree of 
confirmation for that language is available. 

The second part of the chapter refers to the language systems ~ to which the 
theory of degree of confirmation developed in this book applies. The general 
concept of (c-mean) estimation, discussed in the first part in general terms, is 
here applied to the two chief quantitative magnitudes expressible in the sys
tems~. viz., absolute and relative frequency. This may be either the frequency 
of truth in a class of sentences or the frequency of a given property M in a class 
K of individuals (§ 104). In analogy to the earlier distinction between various 
kinds of inductive inference (§ 44B), we distinguish now the corresponding 
kinds of estimation. The direct and the predictive estimation of frequencies are 
dealt with in particular. The direct estimation applies to the case where the. 
evidence e gives the frequency of M in a population and the estimate is made 
for its frequency in a sample taken from the population (§ 105). In the case 
of the predictive estimation, e states the frequency of M in one sample and the 
estimate is made for its frequency in a second sample not overlapping with the 
first (§§ ro6, 107 ). 

§ 98. The Problem of Estimation 

The procedure of estimating the unknown value of a magnitude is an induc
tive procedure. Therefore, we shall try (in the subsequent sections) to base this 
procedure on the concept of degree of confirmation as the fundamental concept 
of inductive logic. Contemporary statisticians (especially R. A. Fisher, Ney
man, Pearson, W ald) have developed methods of estimation independent of the 
concept of degree of confirmation; but there is no agreement as to the logical 
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foundations and the validity of these methods. After rejecting the classical 
methods based on the principle of indifference, the statisticians seem to have 
given up the hope of finding an adequate explicatum for probability,; this was 
probably their chief reason for constructing independent methods of estimation. 

We have seen earlier(§§ 49-51) that the concept of an estimate of an 
unknown value of a magnitude plays an important role in the applica
tion of inductive logic for the rational determination of decisions. We also 
briefly indicated a way for defining the concept of estimate in terms of 
probability, (§ 41D (3)), without, however, discussing the technical de
tails. This led to a clearer understanding of the meaning of the logical 
concept of probability, and its relation to the statistical concept of prob
ability2. We found that probability, may, in certain cases, be interpreted 
as an estimate of probability2 (§ 41D). In the present chapter we shall 
again take up the general problem of estimation and analyze it with the 
technical means developed in the intermediate chapters. We shall state 
in more exact terms the definition of a general estimate-function, called 
the c-mean estimate-function e, taking as the basis not the concept of 
probability, but that of a regular c-function as an explicatum of prob
ability,. Then we shall discuss, on the basis of this definition, various 
problems of estimation. In particular, we shall develop the theory of 
estimates of frequencies with respect to our systems\!. 

Both in everyday life and in the practice of science, estimates are made 
of the unknown values of magnitudes. The treasury makes an estimate of 
the income to be expected from a new tax, a hostess makes a guess as to 
the number of guests who will come, a general estimates the strength of 
the forces the enemy has now or will have tomorrow at a certain place, a 
physicist tries to find the best value for tlie velocity of light on the basis 
of several measurements which have yielded slightly different values. An 
estimate we make cannot be asserted with certainty. Strictly speaking, it 
is a guess. That does not mean that it is necessarily an arbitrary guess, 
that "any guess is as good as any other". Sometimes it is a "good guess", 
that is to say, the estimate is made by a careful procedure; but even for 
the most careful estimation there is no guarantee of success. To make a 
careful estimate means to utilize all relevant knowledge available and to 
reason well in deriving the estimate from this knowledge. Since the pro
cedure of estimation cannot lead to certainty, it is not a deductive but ·an 
inductive procedure. In an ordinary inductive procedure we reason from 
given knowledge, the evidence e, to an unknown event, expressed in the 
hypothesis h; for instance, from our knowledge about the present weather 
situation and earlier meteorological observations to the prediction that it 
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will rain tomorrow. The procedure of estimation is similar to this ordinary 
inductive procedure, but with this difference: the question is no longer 
how probable it is that it will rain tomorrow but, rather, how much will it 
presumably rain tomorrow. 

Since estimation is an inductive procedure, it is the task of inductive 
logic to provide a method for it. We regard the concept of degree of con
firmation as the fundamental concept of inductive logic. Accordingly, we 
shall show how the concept of an estimate can be based on that of degree 
of confirmation. Although scientists make estimations all the time and 
elaborate methods of estimation have been developed in mathematical 
statistics, there is at present no agreement as to the nature and definition 
of the conc.ept of estimate and as to its relation to the concept of prob
ability, or degree of confirmation. As was mentioned earlier, many scien
tists are skeptical with respect to the possibility of constructing an ade
quate quantitative explicatum for probability l' Therefore, some statisti
cians have developed independent methods of estimation, that is to say, 
methods not based on probability,. However, the present situation in the 
theory of estimation as dealt with in treatises on probability and sta
tistics gives a startling spectacle of unsolved controversies and mutual 
misunderstandings, all the more disturbing when we compare it with the 
exactness, clarity, and possibility of coming to a general agreement in 
other fields of mathematics. A typical example of this situation is the · 
problem, famous and much discussed since classical times, of estimating 
simultaneously the mean and the variance (mean square deviation, square 
of the standard deviation) of the distribution of a magnitude in the whole 
population on the basis of the mean and the variance found in an observed 
sample of n individuals. It was originally customary to take in this case 
as estimate for the variance in the population simply the variance found 
in the sample. Then the mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss (in 1823) and 
the astronomer Bessel suggested a modified estimate containing the cor
rective factor n/(n- 1). [Concerning the historical origin of this correc
tion see Wolfenden [Statistics], p. 164.] It seems that the majority of sta
tisticians since that time have regarded the modified value as a more 
adequate estimate. However, this is not a matter of refutation of onere
sult and proof of another result but rather a matter of plausibility. This 
is shown by the fact that even today some statisticians, and among them 
prominent men in the field, still regard in certain cases the original value 
of the estimate as adequate. [For instance, R. A. Fisher's method of maxi
mum likelihood yields the original value; see Wolfenden [Statistics], pp. 
39 f.; Cramer [Statistics], p. 504.) Some statisticians declare frankly that 

,. 
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any assertion of the validity of either value would ~e pu~ely dogm~tic and 
that this and similar controversial questions of estimation are ultimately 
matters of taste. 

R. A. Fisher has carried out a systematic investigation of .methods of 
estimation which led to many fruitful results. He examined estimate-func
tions with' respect to their "efficiency" and othe: properties. I~ spite of 
the great advance which the theory of estimatiOn. h~~ mad.e ~n recent 
decades due to the work of Fisher and other statistlcia~s, It. IS ~nde~
standable that many statisticians even today regard the situatiOn m this 
field as rather unsatisfactory. This is not merely due to the fact that any 
procedure of estimation d.epends upon ~choice, which is a ma~ter of p~ac
tical decision and not umquely determmed by purely theoret~cal, logico
mathematical considerations. There are many points in the procedure of 
science which involve a choice; for instance, the choice of a system of ge
ometry as a theory of physical space or, alternatively, the choice of .an 
operational definition for equality of distances. Also fo~ the method which 
we shall propose here, which bases the concept of estimate upo~ that. of 
degree of confirmation, there remains still the. necessity of a chmce, ~Iz., 
the choice of a concept of degree of confirmati?n as an a?equ~te exphca
tum for probability1 • But the advantage of this method IS this: onl~ one 
fundamental decision is required. As soon as anybody make~ this ?e
cision, that is to say, chooses a concept of degree of confirmatiOn which 
seems to him adequate, then he is in the possession of a genera! met~od 
which makes it possible to deal with all the various problems of mductl~e 
logic in a coherent and systematic way, including the problems of esti-

tion. Thus this method helps to overcome what seems to me the great-
rna f . t. 1 est weakness in the contemporary statistical theory o estlma IOn, n~e y, 
the lack of a general method. There is in general (with ~he exceptiOn of 
Fisher's method, see below) no unique set of rules, say, m the form of ~ 
postulate system, let alone an explicit definition for the conce~t of :sti
mate. Instead, for every new problem of estimation, new con~Ideratwns 
of plausibility are made which may lead to the choice of a particular p.ro
cedure for that particular problem. Consequently, any proposed solutl~n 
of a problem of estimation is more or less isolated and .often not well m 
accord with accepted solutions of other problems. For mstance, ?o?~dy 

n say today whether Gauss's solution of the problem of the estimatiOn 
ca . . h h 
of variance and mean may be regarded as defimti;e. ?r w et. er so.me-
body might not come tomorrow with similar pl~usibihty consideratiOns 
and show us that it seems advisable to take still another value as the 
estimate. 
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While it is true that the work of most of the contemporary statisticians 
in problems of estimation is not based upon a general method, there is one 
partial exception to this statement. R. A. Fisher's method of maximum 
likelihood is a general method at least for a large class of problems of 
estimation, including those most frequently dealt with in modern statis
tics. This method applies to those cases in which the estimation concerns 
the value of a parameter in the distribution of some magnitudes in the 
whole population and the evidence describes the distribution of the same 
magnitudes in a given sample. The maximum likelihood estimate is that 
value among the possible values of the parameter for which the likelihood 
(that is, the probability on the basis of a given parameter value) of the 
observed sample is a maximum. ('Probability' is to be understood here in 
the sense of probability2; it is equal to the probability! for the descrip
tion of the given sample as hypothesis and the statement of any value of 
the parameter as evidence.) The validity of this method is today still 
controversial. It seems that the majority of statisticians are not willing to 
accept it as a general method (which would, for instance, imply the rejec
tion of Gauss's correction in some cases, see above) although they apply it 
frequently in certain kinds of problems. In a later chapter (in Vol. II) we 
shall discuss in greater detail that part of the method of maximum likeli
hood which applies to those problems of estimation which occur in the 
limited domain of our system of inductive logic, especially problems of· 
estimation of relative frequency. It will then be shown that there are 
serious reasons for doubting the adequacy of the values to which this 
method leads in many cases on the basis of small samples. But even if 
the method cannot be regarded as generally valid, the estimates which 
result from it are in many cases practically acceptable as approximations, 
especially when the sample which serves as basis is sufficiently large; and 
in these cases the use of the method is often very convenient. 

An incidental remark apropos the concept of an approximate estimate 
may be made here. It is sometimes said that all estimates are approxi
mations. This formulation seems to me misleading. What is presumably 
meant is that we have no certainty that our estimate of a magnitude 
is equal to or even close to its true value; and this is, of course, correct. 
But it would be better not to use the term 'approximation' for this 
fact. The term in its original and generally accepted sense is needed 
in order to distinguish between an exact estimate and an approxi
mate estimate. When somebody has chosen a method of estimation, 
he may use it in a given case either exactly or with some convenient 
simplification in order to find in a shorter time a somewhat deviating 
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value. Suppose, for example, that a rule of estimation which he has ac
cepted says that in certain cases the arith~etic mean of the observed 
values of a magnitude is to be taken as the estimate. Suppose further that 
in a given case of this kind the observed values are 79.852 and 82.176. 
Then he might, if he is in a hurry or lazy, reason as follows: the first value 
is somewhat less than 8o, the second is somewhat more than 82; hence 
let's take 8r as an estimate good enough for the practical purposes at 
hand. In this case, 8r is an approximate estimate; 8r.o14 is the ex~ct 
estimate. This means merely that 8r.o14 is exactly that value to which 
the method leads on the basis of the two given values. It does not, of 
course, mean that this is the true value. . . . 

The most influential school in contemporary mathematical statistics 
and especially in the theory of statistical inference and estimation, besides 
that of Fisher, is the school founded by J. Neyman and E. .s. Pearson. 
These authors do not, like Fisher, base their work on one partlculll:r m~th
od. Instead they make very fruitful and interesting general investigatiOns 
concerning methods of testing statistical hypotheses. A. method of d~
termining an estimate u' for a parameter in the populati~n o.n th~ ba~s 
of an observed sample as evidence is a special case of this kmd; m. thi

1
S 

case the hypothesis asserts that the actual ~lu~ u of the ~a~~meter Is ~ · 
Since these authors, like Fisher, do not believe m the possibility of an m
verse inductive inference based on a quantitative explicatum for pro~a
bility 

1
, they regard it as the task of an obser:e~ X me~ely to decide 

whether he should reject or accept the hypotheSis m questwn, but not to 
determine its degree of confirmation. X's decision is based upon the 
evidence concerning the sample he has observed. A test method for the 
determination of this decision may be given by characterizing a c~ss of 
possible samples (called 'the critical region in the sa:n~le space');. If the 
observed sample belongs to this class, the hypothesis ~s to be reJected. 
The resulting decision may be wrong in either of two different ways: (1) 
X may reject the hypothesis although it is.true; in the ~xa~pl~ of the 
estimate: X assumes that u ~ u' although m fact u = u; this Is called 
an error of type I; or (2) X may accept the hypothesis although it is 
false· in the example: X assumes that u = u' although in fact u ~ u'; 
this is called an error of type II. The aim is to control the errors of the 
first kind on a fixed level of probability 2 and then to diminish the prob
ability 

2 
of occurrences of errors of the second kind as much as poss~ble. 

Another method developed by Neyman is the method of makmg an 
interval estimate for the unknown value u of a parameter characterizing 
the population on the basis of a given sample. For a fixed valuer, say 0.99, 
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called the confidence coefficient, the method determines an interval 
(u,,u2), called the confidence interval. Then the estimate-assumption is 
made that the actual value u of the parameter lies within the interval 
(u,,u.). The theory states that the probability for obtaining correct state
ments of this kind in a series of repeated drawings of samples of equal size 
from the same population is r. It is to be noted that 'probability' is here 
meant in the sense of probability.; the term 'confidence coefficient' must 
not be understood in the sense of probability r or degree of confirmation. 
Let e be the description of the observed sample and lz. the statement that 
the actual value u lies within the confidence interval determined on the 
basis of e. The above statement of the probability value r cannot be in
terpreted as saying that c(h.,e) = r; any question concerning the prob
ability of a parameter value in the population with respect to given evi
dence concerning an observed sample is regarded as meaningless in this 
theory, as generally in contemporary mathematical statistics. This follows 
from the clear explanations given by Neyman himself ([Outline], pp. 
347 ff.) as well as from those by other authors (see Wald [Principles], 
pp. 25 ff., Wilks [Statistics], pp. 122 ff., Cramer [Statistics], pp. 512 ff.). 
The probability .-value r, like any probability .-value, is indeed equal to 
a value of probability, or c. This holds, however, only for the c in a direct 
inference (as mentioned in § 94), not in an inverse inference. Thus, if j is 
the assumption that the actual value of the parameter is u, then, for any e 
describing any sample, the c of h. with respect to j, not toe, equals r. 

The ideas of Neyman and Pearson have been further developed by 
A. Wald ([Contributions], [Principles], [Risk]). He investigates decision 
functions (e.g., estimate-functions which determine an estimate u' of the 
value of a parameter u in the population as a function of an observed 
sample as evidence) from the point of view of the risk functions associated 
with them (the risk function states the expectation value of the loss suf
fered by X if he chooses a particular estimate-function, as a function of 
the actual value u of the parameter). Wald ([Risk]) considers, in particu
lar, the so-called minimax-rule for the choice of a decision function, e.g., 
an estimate function: X determines for every decision function the risk 
as a function of u, and then the maximum risk for varying u; then the 
rule tells him to choose that decision function for which this maximum 
risk is a minimum. F'or any given observed sample as evidence, the chosen 
decision function will then determine the decision to be taken. This rule 
leads in general to decisions different from those determined by our rules 
R4 (§ 5oE) and R5 (§ 51A). Our rules prescribe to minimize, not the maxi
mum risk, as Wald's rule does, but the probability,-weighted risk (R4 con-

.. 
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siders the risk with respect to the monetary gain, R5 with respect to the 
utility). The probabilityr-weighted risk will be explicated in this chapter 
as the c-weighted mean of the loss. We shall later discuss Wald's rule and 
compare it with our rule (in Vol. II). 

Why did statisticians spend so much effort in developing independent 
methods of estimation, i.e., methods not based on a concept of proba
bilityr? One gets the impression that the strongest motive was not a posi
tive one, say, the attraction of convincing and fruitful methods of a new 
kind. It seems clear that even for Gauss and still more for contemporary 
statisticians the main reason was purely negative; it was the dissatisfac
tion with the classical approach, in particular with the principle of indif
ference (or insufficient reason). This principle enters the problems of es
timation for parameters of the population by way of the Bayes-Laplace 
theorem. Since this principle leads sometimes to quite absurd results and 
in its strongest form even to contradictions, it must indeed be rejected. 
The classical theory of probability was essentially based on this prin
ciple, and there was no other general theory of probabilityr avoiding this 
principle. Therefore, it is psychologically understandable that statisticians 
believed themselves compelled to look for independent methods of estima
tion as the only solution. By developing these methods, modern statisti
cians made important progress in comparison with the uncritical methods 
which were still in almost general use throughout the nineteenth century. 
Thus, it is due to their work that the statistical practice today is sounder 
and leads to more reliable values of estimates and to a more efficient de
sign of experiments than was previously the case. 

However, today it is necessary to re-examine the question of the neces
sity of independent methods. If we have to come to the conclusion that 
there is no adequate quantitative explicatum for probabilityr, then the 
methods developed by Fisher, Neyman, Pearson, and Wald or new meth
ods of a similar nature are presumably the best instruments for estimating 
parameter values and testing hypotheses. They are ingenious devices for 
achieving these ends without making use of any general explicatum for 
probability r, as far as the ends can be achieved under this restricting con
dition. If, on the other hand, we should find it possible to define a concept 
of degree of confirmation which does not lead to the inacceptable co~se
quences of the principle of.indifference, then the main reason for develop
ing independent methods of estimation and testing would vanish. Then 
it would seem more natural to take the degree of confirmation as the basic 
concept for all of inductive statistics. This would lead to simpler and more 
effective procedures. In testing a given hypothesis concerning the popula-
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tion or an unobserved sample, we could take its degree of confirmation 
with respect to the observed sample as a measure of its acceptability. All 
problems of estimation could then be answered by one general estimate
function to be defined on the basis of degree of confirmation. The latter 
definition can easily be construct~d in analogy to customary conceptions, 
as we shall soon see. 

The fundamental problem of the possibility of an adequate explicatum 
for probabilityr is at present still an open question. Only the first steps 
toward an affirmative answer have been made: in this volume the theory 
of regular and symmetrical c-functions has been developed, and the theory 
of ~he fu~ction c.* will be given in the second volume. However, these parts 
of mductive logic apply only to our simple language ~- It remains a task 
for the future t? extend the theory to more comprehensive languages, 
first to a co-ordinate language which makes it possible to take into ac
count the temporal order of events (see the explanations in § rsB), and 
finally to the full quantitative language of physics. It is true that these 
extensions, especially the latter one, involve serious difficulties which 
certainly should not be underestimated. But it seems to me that the situa
tion, as we see it today, gives no reason for regarding the difficulties as 
insuperable. Some ways which might lead to an adequate extended theory 
will be discussed later (in Vol. II). 

In the foregoing discussion we have looked at methods of estimation 
from the point of view of their logical form, distinguishing between those 
based on degree of confirmation and the independent ones. However, the 
goodness of a method is to be judged primarily, not by its form, but by its 
resu~ts. Therefore, a method of estimation must be judged primarily, not 
by simply asking whether or not it is independent, but rather by examin
ing the estimates to which it leads. Later (in Vol. II) we shall compare 
the function c*, which is our explicatum for probabilityr (see § uoA), 
with other explicata with respect to the adequacy of the values of degree 
of confirmation for given cases of a hypothesis h and an evidence e. Then 
we shall also make comparisons of various methods of estimation. We 
shall see in the next section how any concept of degree of confirmation 
leads to a general estimate-function based upon it. Therefore, we shall 
later compare the method of estimation based on the various concepts 
of confirmation, c* and others, but also independent methods of estima
tion proposed or discussed in modern statistics. The comparison will have 
the p~rpos: of judging the goodness of the various methods irrespective 
of their logical form. Therefore, we shall have to judge the adequacy of 
the values of estimates furnished by the various methods for given cases. 

! ' 
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The comparison will chiefly concern estimates of the relative frequency of 
a property in the whole population on the basis of an observed sample, 
because the problem of this kind of estimate belongs to the most impor
tant problems of estimation, and it can be dealt with in our system of in
ductive logic, as we shall soon see(§§ I04 ff.). In certain cases all methods 
under consideration supply equal estimates (for instance, in the example 
of the lottery mentioned in the next section); in others the estimates will 
be close together. But there will also be cases where some of the methods 
lead to very different estimates. In some cases a discussion of these dif
ferent values will show that one of them is adequate and the other in
adequate, or at least that one is more adequate than the other. In this 
way we shall try to judge the adequacy of the methods. 

§ 99. A General Estimate-Function 

Suppose that, on the basis of given evidence e, seve;al values .of a certain 
magnitude are possible with various degrees of confi~matwn. Then It seems ~at
ural to take as the estimate of the magnitude the weighted mean of the posSible 
values with the degrees of confirmation as weights. This is called the c-mean 
estimate. 

We shall now study the question as to how a general method of esti
mation can be defined in terms of degree of confirmation. We imagine a 
scientist X who is in possession of a concept of degree of confirmation, say 
c, which he regards as adequate, in application to the sentences of his 
scientific language. We leave aside the question how the concept c is de
fined and for what reasons X has chosen this particular concept. We are 
only interested in the problem how he can use the chosen concept c in 
order to construct a method of estimation, a general method that will 
supply estimates for all kinds of magnitudes expressible in his language. 
The general discussion in this and the following sections will not be re
stricted to our language systems 2 but will refer to any language contain
ing quantitative concepts. This may, for instance, be a language of phys
ics containing numerical functions like length, mass, temperature, etc., or 
a language of economics containing, in addition to physical concepts, 
economic quantitative concepts like price, wage, demand, etc. We sup
pose that the concept c is applicable to the sentences of this lan~uage. 
Since the c-functions of our inductive logic apply only to the simple lan
guages 2 and no adequate concept of degree of confirmation for more com
prehensive languages of the kinds just mentioned have been constructed 
so far, the assumption of the concept cis made in anticipation of the future 
development of inductive logic. 
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Suppose that X wants to make an estimate of the unknown value of 
the function/for the argument u (e.g., the temperature at the space-time 
point u, or the cardinal number of the class u of the hydrogen molecules in 
a given vessel). Although X does not know the valuef(u), he knows other 
data related to it. Let e be the evidence available to him on the basis of 
which he attempts to find an estimate ofj(u). Let us assume that there is 
only a finite number of possible values for f(u), say r,, r., ... , r,., and 
that X is aware of this fact on the basis either of the definitions off and u, 
or of the evidence e. This assumption serves to simplify the following dis
cussion; the result can later be extended to the more general case. Let h11 

(p = I, ... , n) be the hyPothesis that f( u) = r P· Then the assumption 
mentioned means that h, V h. V ... V h,. is either L-true or at least L-im
plied bye: 

(1) ~e:>h,V ... Vhn. 
[For example, X wants to make an estimation as to how many of a hun
dred given objects have the property M. Here n = IOI; the possible 
values are the cardinal numbers o, I, ... , Ioo.) We presuppose further 
that f (either by definition or on the basis of e) is a uni valued function 
that is to say, only one of the values can occur; hence ' 

(2) h,, ... , h,. are L-exclusive in pairs (D2o-2d) with respect toe. 

How should X proceed in order to obtain an estimate on the basis of the 
possible values r,, ... , r,.? He might perhaps consider taking simply an 
average of these values, for instance, the arithmetic mean or the median. 
However, this procedure would seem very crude and unsatisfactory, be
cause it does not utilize all the relevant information contained in e. If we 
see from e that there is more reason to expect some of the possible values 
than the others, then it would be wrong to treat all values alike. It would 
seem more appropriate to take a weighted average than a simple average .. 
The concept of a weighted mean is generally defined in this way: if 
weights Wp are assigned to the values rp, the weighted mean is 

(3) ~ [r~ X Wp)/~ Wp . 

What should we take as weights of the values r 11 for the purpose of an 
estimation? It seems natural to give to a value r 11 the more weight the 
more probable its occurrence is. Hence we shall take as weight of r 11 

c(hp,e); the resulting c-weighted mean will be called, for short, the c-mean. 
Let D be the denominator in (3) ; that is, 

(4) D = ~ c(h 11,e) • 
• 
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Therefore (from (2), with T59-Im): 

(5) D = c(h, V ... V h,.,e) . 

Hence (from (I), with T59-Ib): 

(6) D =I. 

Thus the denominator in (3) can be omitted. Hence the c-mean is equal 
to the numerator in (3), that is, the sum of the possible values rp, each 
multiplied with the c for its occurrence: 

. 
:2: [rz> X c(h,,e)]. 

This we shall use for our definition of the c-mean estimate-function in the 
next section (Dioo-I). 

Example. Suppose that X has a ticket in a lottery and wants to make an 
estimate of his gain. His evidence e contains the following facts: for one 
hundred tickets there is one prize of $Io and fifteen prizes of $2 each; 
eighty-four tickets will not win anything; the ordinary procedure is ap
plied so that every ticket has an equal chance for each of the prizes. Thus, 
the possible values are: r, = Io, r. = 2, r3 = o. Suppose that the chosen 
c-function c, as seems plausible, is such that its value for r, is o.oi, for 
r. o.I5, for r3 o.84. Then the c-mean, according to (7), is IO X o.oi + 
2 X o.I5 + o X o.84 = 0.4. What is the meaning of accepting this value 
as the estimate? It does not mean that a gain of 0.4 is the most probable 
outcome. The most probable outcome is rather o, because cis highest for 
this value. And 0.4 is not even a possible outcome; the possible values are 
only Io, 2, and o. The estimate 0-4 has been determined as the probability
weighted mean. It means that for X, on the basis of the chosen c and in 
view of the available evidence e, 0-4 is the reasonable valuation for his 
ticket. If X is motivated only by a sober examination of his chances and 
not by the gambler's urge for excitement, he will not buy a ticket in this 
lottery for more than 40 cents or sell it for less. 

We shall use the symbol 'e' for the c-mean taken as an estimate-func
tion. We shall write 'e(f,u,e)' as abbreviation for 'the c-mean estimate of 
the value of the function f for the argument u with respect to the evi
dence e'. Thus 'e' is a functor in the semantical metalanguage, like. 'm', 
'c', etc., not a symbol of the object language, which may here be the lan
guage of physics. For example, if 'temp( a)' means 'the temperature at the 
space-time point a', then we write 'e(temp,a,e)' for 'the c-mean estimate 
of the temperature at a on the evidence e'. 
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N?te that we must write here 'temp' and 'a' as two separate argument ex
~resswns, not 'te~p(a)' as one. For the c-mean depends upon (i.e., is a func
tion of) the functlonj (here, temperature) and the argument u (here the point 
a) and not. sir;tply of the number j(u) (here, temp(a)). Note furth;r that the 
~1mple use m .e(temp,a!e) of. the.sym~ols 'temp' and 'a' of the object language 
!~stead of the1r names IS a SimplificatiOn of the notation permitted by Conven- . 
bon 14-2, case (b). 

Several methods are known in statistics for defining a kind of average 
o~ ce?tra.l ten?ency for a given frequency distribution (called probability 
distnbutton, m the sense of probability.). The three most customary 
concepts of this kind are the mean, the mode, and the median. These con
cepts can be transferred to a c-distribution; the resulting concepts of in
ductive logic, for which we may use the terms 'c-mean' 'c-mode' and . ' ' 'c-median', have the same analogy to the three statistical concepts as 
probability, has to probability.; the general character of this analogy will 
be discussed later(§ IOoB). The c-mean has been defined above. A c-mode 
is any of the possible values for which c has its maximum. If r is such that 
it is just as probable that the actual value is below r as that it is above r 
then r is a c-median (more generally speaking, r is a c-median if either (I) 
c = I/2 for the hypothesis that the actual valuef(u) ~ r, or (2) c < I/2 
for the assumption that j(u) < r and c > I/2 for the assumption that 
f(u) ~ r). The question might be raised why just the c-mean should 
be chosen as the estimate-function rather than the c-mode or the e-rne
dian. Theoretically either of the latter two or any other definition of a 
central value might be used as an estimate-function. However the esti-

' mates are here meant to serve as guides for practical decisions in the sense 
discussed earlier: X is advised to act in certain respects as if he knew that 
the. u~known value were equal or near to the estimate for it (R

3
, §soD), 

or 1t 1s recommended to him to maximize the estimate of his gain (R 
§ soE) or its utility (R5, § S IA). With regard to this purpose of estimatio~' 
it seems doubtful whether the c-mode or the c-median could be regarded. 
as adequate estimate-functions. In the above example of a lottery, the 
c-mode of X's gain is o, because its c is the maximum; the same holds for 
most of the actual commercial lotteries. It is obvious that this value o is 
unsuitable as a basis for X's decision (see the earlier discussion of ruleR 
• 2 

In § soC). In the same example, the c-median is likewise o; this holds for 
most lotteries, namely, whenever it is more probable to win nothing than 
to win something. To take another example, suppose that there is an odd. 
number 2n - I of possible values, all of which have the same c · then the 
c-median is the nth value in the order of increasing magnitude. Thus, if the 
equiprobable values are 3, 4, and s, the c-median is 4· This seems plausible; 
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4 is also the c-mean. But for the values 3, 4, and 500, the c-median is like
wise 4, while the c-mean is 507/3 = 169. (There is no c-mode in these two 
cases.) Generally speaking, the c-median, in contradistinction to the 
c-mean, is insensitive to certain changes in the situation (namely, to any 
change, however large, in a possible value provided only that it remains 
on the same side of the original c-median). On the other hand, the decision 
of X should be influenced by such changes. For example, if the equiprob
able gains in a game are 3, 4, 500, then X should be willing to pay more 
for the right of participation than if they were 3, 4, 5· Thus the c-mean 
seems the most suitable among the customary concepts of a central value 
to be chosen as an estimate function. 

It is important to distinguish clearly between an estimate-junction and 
the estimates which it supplies in given cases, that is, the values of the 
estimate-function for given arguments. Instead of the term 'estimate-func
tion' the term 'estimator' is sometimes used (Kendall [Statistics], II, 2, 

following E. J. G. Pitman). An estimate-function may be defined in such 
a way that it is applicable only to one particular kind of magnitude, say, 
the relative frequency of a property in a class or the mean or the variance 
of a magnitude within a class; in this case we call it a special estimate-junc
tion. (An example is the straight rule for estimating relative frequency, 
which will be mentioned later.) A general estimate-function, on the other 
hand, is one applicable to different kinds of magnitude, possibly to all 
magnitudes expressible in the gi:ven object language. Fisher's maximum 
likelihood estimate-function mentioned in the preceding section is general 
in this sense; and the c-mean estimate-function e, which was discussed in 
this section and will be defined in the next one, is general to a still greater 

extent. 

§ 100. Definition of the c-Mean Estimate-Function 

A. The Definition. If any regular c-function cis given, the c-mean estimate
function e is defined as follows. The estimate e of a magnitude with respect to given 
evidence e is the sum of the possible values of the magnitude, each multiplied 
by the degree of confirmation c for its occurrence on evidence e. If the magni
tude has a continuous scale of values, an integral takes the place of the sum. 
From now on the term 'estimate' is to be understood in the sense of 'c-mean 
estimate' as just defined. 

Some simple theorems concerning estimation are ~iv~n, among t~em the .fol
lowing (T5): if the function f is defined as a certam hnear funct10~ off,, j., 
etc., then the estimate of j is the same linear function of the estimates of 
j,,j., etc. . . . 

B. Terminological Remarks. Our concept of c-mean estimate 1s essentially the 
same as the concept of mathematical expectation in the classical sense of this 
term. In modern statistics, however, the term 'mathematical expectation' has 

l1"""" I 
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changed from the earlier inductive, logical sense to a statistical, empirical 
sense; this change is analogous to, and caused by, the change in the meaning 
of the word 'probability' from probability, to probability •. 

C. The Paradox of Estimation. It is found that in general the estimate off" is 
different from the square of the estimate of j, and similarly with other nonlinear 
functions. Each of these two value.; seems to be a good basis for a rational ex
pectation concerning f" and a practical decision based on this expectation. 
However, since the two values are different, they seem to lead to incompatible 
~xpectations and decisions. This paradox is solved with the help of earlier con
siderations (§§ so, 51): the decision is ultimately determined by the estimate of 
only one magnitude, the utility. 

A. Definition of the c-Mean Estimate-Function 

Our discussion in the preceding section suggests the following definition 
D1. This definition does not introduce one estimate-function but rather 
a general form which, if any regular c-function is chosen, determines one 
general estimate-function based upon it ('general' in the sense of 'appli
cable to any function f'). As earlier on every m-function a c-function was 
based (D 55-3), thus here on every c-function an e-function is based. Later 
(in Vol. II), after introducing our particular c-function c*, we shall deal 
with thee-function e* based upon it; in the present chapter, however, we 
deal with e-functions in general. The object language is not specified in the 
definition; it need not necessarily be one of our systems~ but may be any. 
system, provided the concept of regular c-functions is defined for that 
system in analogy to our earlier definition. 

+D100-1. (For any language system, not necessarily ~.) e is the c
mean estimate-junction ( e-function) based upon the confirmation-function 
(c-function) c = Df ifjis any function, u an argument off, e any non-L-false 
sentence, r,, ... , rn the possible values of f(u) with respect to e, and 
h,, ... , hn the hypotheses stating these values, such that the conditions 
(1) and (2) in § 99 are fulfilled1 then 

n 

e(j,u,e) = ~ [rp X c(hp,e)]. 

What is here called the c-mean estimate of a magnitude is essentially 
the same as what often is called the mathematical expectation. (Compare, 
however, the terminological remarks below.) The term 'estimate' will be 
used in this chapter, unless otherwise indicated, in the sense of 'c-mean 
estimate', that is, in the sense of the function e defined by DI. 

The following theorem TI follows directly from DL (It is, so to speak, 
merely a reformulation of DI, stated for the convenience of later appli
cation.) 
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Tl00-1. (For any language system, not necessarily ~.) Let c be a c
function, e be based upon c,jbe any function, u an argument off, e be any 
non-L-false sentence, rx, ... , r,. be (or include) the possible values of 
f(u) with respect toe, and h1 , ••• , h,. be hypotheses stating these values, 
such that (I) ~ e :::> hx V ... V h,. and (2) hx, ... , h,. are L-exclusive in 
pairs with respect to e. Then 

e(f,u,e) = 't [rp X c(hp,e)] . 

For the sake of simplicity we have restricted our discussion and the 
definition to cases in which the number of possible values of f(u) is finite. 
This condition is always fulfilled for the estimate of the absolute or rela
tive frequency of a property within a given finite class, and it is usually 
fulfilled for the estimate of the gain in a game of chance (see the example 
of a lottery in the preceding section). However, in estimations in physics 
there is usually a continuum of possible values, for instance, the totality of 
real numbers or an interval in it. In cases of this kind the probability 
distribution for the infinitely many possible values cannot be described 
simply by c; because the c for any single value is in general o. Other meth
ods must instead be used. It is clear that both the determination of degree 
of confirmation and that of estimates for magnitudes with a continuous 
scale of values require a more complex system of inductive logic. The de
velopment of such a system remains a task for the future. 

In our subsequent discussions we shall mostly deal with cases in which !he 
number of possible values is finite. A few remarks may here be made concernmg 
methods for cases with a continuum of possible values. 

1. In many cases of this kind, though not in all, a c-density junction corre
sponding to c can be used, say c'(r,e). I~ may be define~ for all real numbers r, 
but its value is o for those numbers which are not possible values of f(u) on e. 
The connection between c' and cis then as follows. If, for any values r, and r., 
hu is the hypothesis thatj(u) lies in the interval between r, and r., then 

c(h,.,e) = [,' c'(r,e) dr. 

In the definition of the estimate, we have now an integral instead of the sum 
mentioned in DI: 

e(j,u,e) = r:: r c'(r,e) dr. 

Let K be the set of all values r of j(u) which are ~ossible on e; usually K i~ a? 
interval of real numbers, but it may be any other (mtegrable) subset. ~hen It Is 
sufficient to extend the integral just mentioned over K, because outside of K 

c' :. 
0

A more general method consists in using a ~um~lative c_-d~str£bution junc
tion (analogous to a cumulative frequency functiOn m statistics), say Cc, d~
fined for all real numbers r. Its meaning is as follows. Let hr be the hypothesis 
that j(u) ~ r. Then c(h,,e) = ec(r,e). Thus ec(r,e) is the degre~ of c~nfirmat!on 
one for the assumption that the unknown value of the magnitude m question 
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does not exceed_ r. (If Cc is differentiable throughout, its derivative dec(r,e)/dr 
defines the density function c'(r,e). Thus in this case method (I) is applicable. 
If c' is taken as primitive, cc(r,e) can be defined as its integral from - C!IO tor.) 
Suppose that the function cc(r,e) is given, and that h,. is the hypothesis that 
r, <.J(u) ~ r, (in other words, that the unknown value in question lies within 
the mt~rval (r,,r,) _clos~d _at t~e right end). Then c(h,,,e) = ec(r,,e) - cc(r,,e). 

, !he estimate function Is, m this method, to be defined by a so-called Stieltjes 
mtegral (see, e.g., Cramer [Statistics], chap. 7): 

(Cramer, pp. I7o f.). 
e(J,u,e) = f:: r dec 

We shall now state some elementary theorems concerning estimates. 
They are simple consequences from TI and hence from DI. In these theo
rems it is tacitly presupposed that e is any e-function based upon a regu
lar c-function, thatf,j',j,, etc., are functions with numerical values, that u 
is an argument of these functions, and e is a non-L-false sentence. The 
proofs, like D I, refer only to the case that the possible values are finite in 
number; therefore they use finite sums. The proofs for the more general 
case are analogous but use integrals instead of finite sums. 

Tz says that the estimate for the sum of two magnitudes is equal to the 
sum of the estimates of the two magnitudes. · 

Tl00-2. e(f + j',u,e) = e(f,u,e) + e(f',u,e). 

1 Proof. ,Let the possible values of f(u) be r,, ... , rm, and those of j'(u) 
r,, ... , rm'· Let the sentences stating these values be h,, ... , hm, h:, ... , h~·, 

' m 

respectively. Then, accoJding to TI: (a) e(f,u,e) = ?; [rp X c(hp,e)]; (b) e(f',u,e) 
m' ' 

'"'' I mm = ~ [rp' X c(hp',e)]; (c) e(j + j',u e) = L L [(rp + r;') X c(hp. h;',e)] 
p~ I 

= L L [rp X c( .. )] + L L [r;' X c( .. ))~' ~:t this be q, + q,. q, = 
p p' p p' 

L [rp X L c( .. )]. Herein L = c(hp. h:,e) + ... + c(h~. h~',e) ·hence since 
I I ,r ' ' 

them' conJunctions are L-ex~lusive in pairs (§ 99, condition (2)), according to 
T59-Im: L = c[(hp.h;) V ... V (hp.h~'),e] = c[hp• (h; V ... V h~;),e] = c(hp,e)' 

•' 
(§ 99(I), Tsg-2h). Therefore q, = L [rp X c(hp,e)] = e(J,u,e), (a). It is found 

analogously that q. = e(j',u,e). Hen~e the assertion. 

The following theorem says that, for any fixed number q,. the estimate 
of q times f is equal to q times the estimate of f. 

Tl00-3. For any real number q, e(q X f,u,e) = q X e(f,u,e). 
Proof. Let rp and hp (p = I, ... , m) be as inTI. Then (TI): e(q Xj,u,e) = 

L [q X rp X c(hp,e)] = q X L [rp X c(hp,e)] = q X e(f,u,e). 

The following theorem refers analogously to the addition of a fixed 
number q. 
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Tl00-4. For any real number q, e(j + q,u,e) = e(j,u,e) + q. (Proof 
analogous to T3.) 

The following is the most important of these theorems. It says that the 
estimate for any linear function of the values of given functions is equal to 
the same linear function of the estimates for the given functions. 

+ Tl00-5. Let f be defined in terms of given functions fr, ... J,. as 
follows:f(u) = qo + qr Xfr(u) + ... +q,. Xf,.(u), whereq0 , ••• , q,.are 
any fixed real numbers. Then e(j,u,e) = qo + q1 X e(Jr,u,e) + ... + q,. 
X e(J,.,u,e). (From T3, T2, T4.) 

B. Some Terminological Remarks 

The nature of the concepts defmed or indicated in this section may per
haps be clarified by comparing and contrasting them with certain con
cepts in modern mathematical statistics which are analogous to our con
cepts but different from them. The fundamental difference consists in the 
fact that our concepts are based upon probabilityr and hence are concepts 
of inductive logic, while the corresponding concepts in statistics are based 
upon probability., that is, relative frequency in the whole population, and 
hence are empirically determined magnitudes. We have earlier(§ 9) men
tioned the fact that there are two contemporary schools who use the word 
'probability' in the sense of 'probability.': (I) the probability theories of 
Mises and Reichenbach, who define 'probability' as 'limit of relative fre
quency in an infinite sequence', and (2) modern mathematical statistics, 
where 'probability' is likewise understood as 'relative frequency in an in
finite population', but is used as an undefined term not involving the con
cept of limit. We have further discussed (§ 42A) the historical fact that 
nearly all authors in these two schools seem to be unaware of the fact that 
their meaning of the term 'probability' (viz., probability.) is fundamental
ly different from the meaning which the same word has for the classical 
authors and their followers (viz., probabilityr). Consequently they have 
taken over from the earlier authors a number of definitions of other 
terms based on the term 'probability'; and here again they seem not to 
realize that they merely copy the words of the old definitions but thereby 
assign to the defined terms meanings quite different from the original ones. 
This holds in the first place for the term 'mathematical expectation'. This 
and similar terms ('mathematical hope', etc.) have been used in the 
classical theory of probability, especially with respect to games of chance, 
either for the product of a possible gain and its probability or for the sum 
of all these products for all possible cases ('esperance to tale', 'total expec- _l 
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tation'). Thus our concept of the estimate of a magnitude is es~ntially 
the same as the classical concept of mathematical expectation. It seems 
that the classical meaning of the term 'mathematical expectation' remained 
in use throughout the last century and likewise with those authors of our 
time who deal with probability, (e.g., Keynes [Probab.], pp. 3II ff., Jef
freys [Probab.J, p. 42). However, when we come to the authors in modern 
statistics, we find that the meaning of the term changes radically. Terms 
like 'mathematical expectation', 'expected value', 'mean value' are defined 
in an apparently similar way as previously, that is, as a sum (or integral) 
of the products of the possible values and their probabilities (see, for in
stance, Wilks [Statistics], p. 29, Wolfenden [Statistics}, p. I2, Cramer 
[Statistics], p. I7o). Since, however, 'probability' means now probability., 
the concept defined is no longer a concept of inductive logic, dependent 
upon evidence, but rather a function whose values are determined by ob
servation. It is descriptive of certain facts irrespective of anybody's 
knowledge about them. It is therefore without any inductive significance 
for presumption or expectation. Although the new concept may be inter
esting and fruitful and hence acceptable in its own right, both the terms 
'mathematical' and 'expectation' seem strange misnomers, especially the 
latter. The fact that the authors use the term 'expectation' for the new 
co?cept can be explained only by their erroneous belief that in adopting 
t~Is te~ they follow the traditional usage. Let us use (only in the present. 
discussiOn) the term 'expectation.' for the inductive concept based on 
pr~~ability r, and 'expec~ation.' for the statistical concept based on prob
ability •. In order to clanfy the difference between these two concepts, let 
us go back to the example of the lottery in the preceding section. Here 
both the expectationr and the expectation. of X's gain have the same nu
merical value 0.4; but nevertheless the meanings are different. The state
ment 

(I) 'The expectationr of X's gain with respect to e is o.4• , 

where e is the evidence described earlier, is analytic. Suppose that e is false 
and that actually there are not one hundred but two hundred tickets. 
Then the statement mentioned is still true, and the value 0.4 of the ex
pectation~ is still valid (with respect to the erroneous evidence e). On the 
other hand, the statement 

(2) 'The expectation. of X's gain is 0.4' 

is of an entirely different nature. It is factual and empirical. It does not 
contain any reference to e, but it can be inferred from e (which is itself 
factual). Suppose again that e is false, that there are two hundred tickets 
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but that the numbers and amounts of positive prizes are as stated in e. 
Then the statement (2) is false; the expectation. is not 0.4 but 0.2. If X's 
beliefs based on his observations are formulated in e, then his presumption 
of gain is determined (if he is a rational man) by the value 0.4 of the ex
pectation,; it is not influenced by the expectation •. This is especially clear 
in the second case mentioned, where X's belief is erroneous and the ex
pectation. is actually 0.2; since this value is, in this case, not known to X, 
it cannot influence his presumption. This shows that the term 'expecta
tion' when used in the statistical sense of 'expectation.' is a misnomer. 

The situation with respect to the concept of a c-density function (men
tioned above in the passage in small print) is similar. I might have taken 
the term 'probability density function' were it not for the fact that this 
term is used in modern statistics in the sense of probability. density. The 
latter concept is again an empirically determined function descriptive of 
an actual physical distribution of the values of a magnitude in an infinite 
population irrespective of any knowledge or evidence of an observer. 

The term 'probable e"or' has undergone a similar change in meaning. 
For the classical authors and those modern authors who deal with prob
ability, it means "the amount, which the difference between the actual 
value of the quantity and its most probable value is as likely as not to 
exceed" (Keynes [Probab.], p. 74); and we shall use it in a similar sense 
(§ 102). Contemporary statisticians, on the other hand, use the same term 
for the corresponding statistical concept; this is the amount o such that, 
in the actual distribution of the magnitude in question in the population, 
irrespective of whether anybody knows it or not, one half of the cases lie 
within the interval m ± o, where m is the mean value of the magnitude 
in the population. Keynes complains that statisticians often mix both 
uses of the term 'probable error' and generally slip somewhat easily from 
descriptive-statistical to inductive statements (op. cit., pp. 327 ff.). I think 
that statisticians today are more careful in their formulations in this point 
than the earlier authors whom Keynes criticized. But they avoid the 
previous ambiguity chiefly by restricting themselves in most cases to the 
use of statistical concepts, sometimes to the neglect of inductive concepts, 
which are equally important for their problems. 

C. The Paradox of Estimation 

We found (Ts) that, iff is defined in terms off,, f., etc., in the form of 
a linear function, then it makes no difference whether we determine the 
estimate for f directly or whether we first determine the estimates for 
f,, f., etc., and then apply the linear function to them. It is important to 
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notice that the same does not in general hold for a nonlinear function. 
This is shown by the following counterexample. 

Let the possible values of f(u) be 1, 2, 3· Let c have equal values, hence I/3, 
for these three cases. Therefore, the estimate is 2, the mean of the three values. 
[e(f,u,e) = I X I/3 + 2 X I/3 + 3 X I/3 = 2.] Hence e• = 4· On the other 
hand, the possible values for F are I, 4, 9· c is again equal for them· hence the 
estimate forj'(u) is their mean, that is, I4/3. [e(P,u,e) = I X 1/3 + ~ X 1f3 + 
9 X 1/3 = I4/3.] This, however, is different from 4, the square of the esti
mate for f. 

As the example shows, in general the square of an estimate is not the same 
as the estimate of the square. Likewise, the estimate of the product f X g is 
in general not the same as the product of the estimates off and of g. And 
analogously with other nonlinear functions. This fact raises a serious prob
lem for the application of the method of estimation. Suppose that the 
observer X has chosen a certain c-function c, which determines a certain 
e-function e. He possesses a certain amount of evidence e. He has to make 
practical decisions and he wants to base them on the estimates with re
spect to the evidence e. Suppose a particular decision depends upon what 
he presumes the value ofj'(u) to be. Let us assume that the conditions of 
the above example hold. Then there are two possible ways for X to de
termine that value ofj"(u) which he may rationally expect on the basis of 
his evidence e and therefore take as basis for his practical decision. (1) He . 
finds that the estimate for f( u) on e is 2; therefore he decides to act as 
though he knew thatf(u) is 2 and hencej'(u) is 4· (2) As an alternative, 
he applies the procedure of estimation directly to j'; he finds that the 
estimate ofj'(u) one is 14/3; therefore he thinks he ought to act as though 
he knew thatj'(u) is 14/3. However, these two decisions are incompatible. 
Two incompatible expectations for F(u) are obtained on the basis of the 
same evidence e and with the help of the same estimation function e by 
two procedures which apparently are both correct. We propose to call this 
situation the paradox of estimation. 

If a system of inductive logic for languages containing quantitative 
magnitudes is to be constructed, which is not intended in this book, and 
if rules for the application of this inductive logic to given knowledge situa
tions are to be laid down, then this paradox must be eliminated. 

One way of achieving this would consist in choosing the c-median in
stead of the c-mean as the estimate-function. The square of the c-median 
of the possible values (if these are nonnegative) is the same as the c-median 
of their squares; in the above example, the c-median of the equiprobable 
values 1, 2, 3 is 2, and the c-median of their squares, 2, 4, 9, is 4· The same 
holds for any other monotonic increasing function. However, it seems to 
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me that this advantage of the c-median as an estimate-function is far out
weighed by its serious disadvantages, above all its insensitivity to certain 
practically relevant changes in the situation, as explained earlier (near 
the end of § 99). 

It seems to me that the paradox can be solved without abandoning the 
c-mean as the estimate-function. Let us first look at the situation from a 
purely theoretical point of view, leaving aside the problem of practical 
decisions. Then it must be said that each of the two estimation procedures 
is correct. Their results do not contradict each other because they are 
answers to two distinct questions. In the above example the two answers 
are: 

'The estimate off is 2; hence the square of the estimate' off is 4' 

and 

'The estimate of/" is 14/3'. 

These two statements appear as incompatible only if the estimates are 
interpreted, incorrectly, as the most reasonable expectations. However, 
an estimate must not be understood as a prediction but only as a weighted 
mean. This is especially clear in those cases (as in the example of the lot
tery in § 99) where the estimate is not a possible value. If the estimate 
statements are interpreted correctly, there is no contradiction and hence 
no paradox. 

The paradox appears as more serious when we turn from the theoreti
cal to the practical question. X asks for advice as to which decision he 
ought to take. He will not be satisfied if we tell him that, from one point 
of view, he should act as if he knew that/= 2, in other words, that/"= 4, 
but, from another point of view, he should act as if he knew that f" = 
14/3. He can take only one decision. Although the two answers to the 
theoretical questions of estimation are not incompatible, the two sugges
tions for a practical decision are indeed incompatible. The solution is 
found with the help of our earlier analysis of rules for the application of 
inductive logic and, in particular, of estimates for the determination of 
practical decisions(§§ so, s1). We saw that the customary rule: 'Act as if 
you knew that the unknown value of the magnitude in question were equal 
or near to the estimate' (Rule R3, §soD) deserves its widespread accept
ance to a certain extent, because it is not only simple and convenient but 
also in many cases adequate, that is, leading to a reasonable decision. 
However, we found that it is not adequate in all cases. In order to come to 
generally adequate results, another rule must be applied which tells X to 
take that decision for which the e:;timate of his gain, expressed on a mone-

I 
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tary scale, is a maximum (Rule R4, § soE); if the possible gains and losses 
are not small in relation to X's present fortune, then a still further refined 
rule must be applied which prescribes the maximization of the estimate 
of the utility, that is, the amount of satisfaction which X derives from 
the gain (Rule R5, § srA). If X follows either of the two last-mentioned 
rules, the paradox of estimation disappears because X will apply the pro
cedure of estimation to the values of only one magnitude. 

§ 102. The Problem of the Reliability of an Estimate 
Some estimates are more reliable than others, that is to say, there is more 

reason for the expectation that the error of the estimate, that is, the difference 
between it and the actual value of the magnitude in question will turn out to 
be small. The problem is to explicate this concept of reliability. Several methods 
of explication are discussed. 

Suppose that the observer X has chosen a function c and, based upon it, 
an estimate-function e. Suppose further that he has calculated the esti
mate e(f,u,e) for f(u) with respect to his evidence e. Then it will be of in
terest to him to determine the precision or reliability of this estimate. It is 
clear that estimates may vary greatly in their reliability, that is, the prob
ability that the actual value of f(u) (in the terminology of statisticians, 
the "true value") is close to the estimated value. For instance, we shall 
obviously have much more confidence in the estimate of the relative fre
quency of red-haired people among the inhabitants of Chicago based upon' 
an observed sample of ro,ooo persons than in an estimate based on a 
sample of only 1oo persons. Thus we know practically, though inexactly, 
what we mean when we regard one estimate as more reliable than another. 
Our task is now to find an exact explicatum for the inexact concept of re
liability as an explicandum. 'There are several possible methods for an 
explication. We shall discuss three of them which are related to customary 
conceptions and which seem promising; we shall then adopt a form of the . 
third method. In order to explain the three methods, let us take the fol
lowing example. On the basis of the description e of a certain sample, X has 
found as estimate for the rf (relative frequency) of the property M in 
a given population the value e = 0.27. Let us suppose that the whole 
population is infinite, and rf is taken as the limit of the relative frequenc;: 
with respect to a fixed serial order of the individuals ( cf. § 95). In this 
case the possible values of rf form a continuous scale. If the population is 
finite but sufficiently large (e.g., the inhabitants of Chicago), the possible 
values of rf, although finite in number, lie so close to each other that 
dealing with them as if they formed a continuous scale is a good ap
proximation. 
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I. X considers an interval e ± 5 around his estimate e(j,u,e) (for ex
ample, with 5 = o.o2, the interval between 0.25 and o.29). Then he 
determines the value of c, on his evidence e, for the hypothesis h

8 
that rf 

lies within this interval: ca = c(h8,e). If he finds that c
8 

is large, then he 
knows that it is very probable that the actual value of rf is close to the 
estimate e; hence ca measures the reliability of this estimate. However, 
X must clearly take into consideration not c, alone but c

8 
in relation to 

the size 25 of the interval (in our case, o.o4). For if the interval size 25 is 
increased, Ca will in general be increased too. Therefore X might consider 
taking the quotient t;,/25. But since this again varies with 5, it seems more 
appropriate to take the limit toward which this quotient converges when 
smaller and smaller intervals are taken, provided this limit exists. Thus 
we may define the reliability of the estimate as 

lim (c,/ 25) . 
5---+o 

[This is the same as the confirmation density c' for the value e(f,u,e) 
(§ IooA).J 

2. The second method proceeds as follows. We have seen that for any 
interval e ± 5 around the estimate e there is a value c, for the c of the 
hypothesis that the actual value f( u) lies in this interval. If the interval 
is very small, Ca is small; if the interval covers all possible values off( u), 
ca is I. For intermediate intervals, c, will have intermediate values. In
stead of choosing an interval and then determining its c,, as in the first 
method, X may choose once for all a fixed value between o and I and then 

' determine the interval e ± 5 for which c, has this value. Suppose he 
chooses ca = I /2; then the corresponding interval e ± 5 has the charac
teristic property that it is, on the evidence e, just as probable for the actual 
value off( u) to lie within this interval as without. Let us call the value 5 
defined in this way the probable error of the estimate e. The smaller the 
probable error, the more reliable is the estimate. The concept here defined 
is essentially the same as that for which the term 'probable error' was 
originally used in the theory of probability; in modern statistics, how
ever, the same term is used, not for this inductive concept but for an 
analogous statistical concept (see § IooB). [In many cases the confirma
tion density c' is not symmetrical on both sides of the value e. In cases of 
this kind a better characterization of the reliability of the estimate is 
given by distinguishing between the lower probable error 5, and the up
per probable error 52. They are defined in such a manner that the c both 
for the interval between e - 5, ap.d e and for that between e and e + a. is 
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I/ 4; hence the c for the whole interval around e is here again I/2, but e is 
here not necessarily in the middle of the interval.] 

3· The third method seems to be the most adequate of the three. The 
first two methods take into consideration only the c for those of the pos
sible values of f which lie in the neighborhood of the estimate e of f. 
Often c is rather low for the more remote values off (especially if e de
scribes not a sample but the whole population, as in the direct inference, 
§§ 94--()6). However, in other cases c may be relatively high even for 
remote values; and in these cases the third method may give a more ade
quate characterization of the nature of the estimate. Instead of asking: 
'Is it very probable that the actual value off is near to the estimate we 
have calculated, in other words, that the error we have made by our 
estimate is small?' we shall now ask: 'How small is this error presumably; 
in other words, what is the estimate for the error of our estimate for f?' 
This method can be applied also if the number of possible values off is 
finite and even very small. We assume in the following that it is a finite 
number n. Analogous definitions can be constructed for a continuous scale 
of values, on the basis of the methods indicated earlier(§ IooA). 

By the error of the estimate forf(u) we mean the difference between the 
estimated value and the actual value of f(u): 

D102-1. The error of the estimate e(j,u,e): 

'o(j,u,e) = Df e(j,u,e) - f(u) . 

Let r,, ... , rn, as previously (§ 99), be the possible values of f(u) one, 
and h,, ... , hn be the hypotheses stating these values. Suppose X has 
calculated the estimate off(u) on his evidence e and has found the valuer': 

e(f,u,e) = ~ [rp X c(hp,e)J = r'. 

The actual value r off( u} is either r r or r. or . . . or r n· If r = r p, then the 
error of X's estimate r' is 

'op = Df r' - r P • 

This error is positive if the estimate r' is too high; it is negative if the esti
mate is too low. The actual error l:l of the estimate, that is, the difference 
between the estimated valuer' and the actual valuer off(u), is, of course, 
unknown to X, since the actual valuer of f(u) is not known. But just as 
he can determine the estimate r' for the unknown r, so he can apply the 
same general method of estimation in order to determine the estimate for 'o 
or for simple functions of 'o. We shall study: (A) the estimate for 'o itself; 
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(B) that for I u I, that is, the absolute value of u (irrespective of sign), 
and (C) the estimate for u•. 

A. We write 'cp' as short for 'c(hp,e)'; this is the c for the case in which 
f(u) has the value rp and hence the error U is Up = r' - rp. ~ence the 
estimate of the error U of the estimate r' for f(u) is: 

e(uJ,u,e) = t [Up X cp] . 

We find easily the following result. 

T102-1. e(u,f,u,e) = o. 
Proof. According to (2), the sum in (3) is 2:[(r' - rp) X Cp], hencer' X 2:cp-

2:[rp X cp]. Of the two sums here occurring, the first is I, the second r' (I). 
Hence the result is r' - r' = o. 

TI says that the estimate of the error itself of any estimate is o. This 
means that the estimate of any functionfis such that the possible positive 
errors and the possible negative errors, each weighted with its c, cancel 
each other out. This result is interesting because it states an important 
characteristic of the estimate-function e; but it shows that the estimate 
of u cannot be used for measuring the reliability of the estimate for f. 

B. The estimate for the absolute value I U I of the error U is 

(4) e(l b I,J,u,e) =~[I r'- rp I X Cp]. 

Now we divide the possible values of f(u), viz., r,, ... , r,., into two 
classes: the first contains those values rp for which rp ~ r', and hence 
Up~ o and I bp I = Up; the second contains those for which rp > r', 
hence Up < o, and I Up I = -Up. In the following theorem, '2:/ is meant 
to extend over the first class and '2:.' over the second. 

T102-2. e( I u I ,j,u,e) = e(j,u,e)[2:,cp - 2:.cpl- 2:,[rp X cp] + 
2:.[rp X Cp]. 

Proof. The sum in (4) is 

2:,[(r' - rp)cp] + 2:.[(rp - r')cp] = r' X 2:,cp- 2:i[rp X Cp] + 2:.[rp X cp] - r' X 2:.cp . 
Hence the assertion. 

C. The estimate of the square error U' is: 

(s) e(u•,f,u,e) = ~ [(r' - rp)• X cp] . 
• 

We shall adopt this method as our explication of the reliability of an 
estimate. It will be discussed in the next section. 

.,. ...... 
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§ 103. The Estimated Square Error of an Estimate 
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The last of the methods explained in the preceding section is adopted for ex
plicating the reliability of an estimate. It consists in applying the general meth
od of c-mean estimation (§ 99) to the square of the error. 

The development of the statistical theory of errors since Gauss has 
shown that, at least in all those cases in which the distribution is known or 
assumed to be normal, the square error is a more fruitful concept than the 
error itself or its absolute value. Therefore the last of the methods dis
cussed in the preceding section seems especially suitable as an explicatum 
for reliability. We now adopt it as our explicatum; that is to say, if an 
estimate r' off has been determined, then we take as measure of its relia
bility the estimate of its square error. (Both estimates are, of course, 
meant as c-mean estimates, in the sense of the function e.) The square 
root of this estimate of the square error serves, of course, just as well. 
The latter concept is the inductive analogue to, but more general than, 
the statistical concept usually called the standard deviation u (square 
root of the variance); we shall call it the estimated standard error and 
designate it by 'f'; hence the estimated square error is f•. 

+D103-1. 
a. The estimated square error of e(j,u,e), in symbols: f•(j,u,e), = Df 

e(u•,f,u,e). 
b. The estimated standard error of e(j,u,e), in symbols: f(j,u,e), =nt 

ve(u•,j,u,e). 

The following theorem shows how f• can be determined from e(f) and 
e(F) without the use of b. 

+T103-1. 
a. f"(f,u,e) = e(F,u,e) - e(j,u,e). 

Proof. Let us first determine the estimate of the square of the difference be
tween an arbitrarily chosen fixed number q (instead of r') and r, i.e.,f(u). Later 
we shall substitute r' for q. The estimate mentioned is 2:[(q - rp)2 X cp] = 
~[(q' - zqrp + r;) X Cp] = q' X ~Cp- zq X ~[rp X Cp] + 2:[r; X Cp]. The first 
of the latter three sums is I, the second is r'; hence the whole is 

(I) q• - zqr' + ~[r; X Cp] . 
This will be used later. Now we substituter', that is, e(j), for q; the first two 
terms become r'• - zr'• = -r'•. The. third term in (I) is the estimate for r, 
hence e(j•). Hence the assertion. 

b. f(f,u,e) = ye(j•,u,e) - e•(j,u,e). (From (a).) 

It was remarked earlier that we should clearly distinguish between the 
estimate off" and the square of the estimate off. We see now that (except 
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for the trivial case that there is only one possible value of f) the first of 
these two values is always greater than the second and that their difference 
is the estimated square error. 

The following theorem says that the estimate e(j) has this characteristic 
property: the estimate of the square of the difference between any fixed 
number q andf(u) has its smallest value if we take e(J) as q. 

T103-2. e[(q- f(u))•,e] varies with q in such a way that it is a mini
mum for q = e(f,u,e). 

Proof. The estimate mentioned has been determined above as (I). By dif
ferentiating (I) partially with respect to q we obtain 2q - 2r'. This is o only for 
q = r'. The second differential coefficient is 2, hence positive. Therefore (I) has 
a minimum for q = r'. 

Examples. I. The earlier example (beginning of § IOI): rp = I, 2, 3 with 
equal values Cp = I/3. We find, as previously, e(J) = 2, hence e"(j) = 4; 

P-
Sum 

I 2 3 

r,. I 2 3 
Cp I/3 I/3 I/3 

r,.c,. I/3 2/3 313 2; this is e(j). 
r• I 

4i3 
9 p 

r,c,. I/3 913 I4/3; this is e(j>). 
bp -I 0 I 
b~ I 0 I 

b~Cp r/3 0 I/3 2/3; this is e(b•). 

e(j•) = I4/3. Further, f = e(b2
) = 2/3; this is indeed = e(j') - e"(j), in ac

cordance with Tia. The estimated standard error f is ...; 2/3 = o.82. 
2. We take the same rp-values, but with Cp = I/5, 3/5 r/5· thus the out

side values are less probable than the middle value. (We o~it in the table those 
lines which are as above.) We find, as in the first example, e(J) = 2, hence 

P-
Sum 

I 2 3 

Cp I/5 3/5 I/5 

rpCp r/5 6/5 3? 
2; this is e(J). 

~Cp I/5 12/5 9 5 2%5; this is e(j'). 
b~Cp I/5 0 r/5 2 5; this is e(b2

). 

e"(J) = 4· e(f') = 22/5. r = e(lf) = 2/5; thisis again = e(J•) - e•(j). f = 0.63. 
f is here smaller than in the first case. Thus the estimate off, although it has 
the same value 2, is here more reliable than in the first case. This is plausible 
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because the probability for the outside values and thus for a discrepancy be
tween the actual and the estimated value off is here smaller than in the first 
case. 

3· Finally, we take the same rp-values with Cp = 2/5, I/5, 2/5; thus the 
outside values are here more probable than the middle value. We find, as in 

P-
Sum 

I • 3 

Cp 2/5 r/5 2/5 

r,.c,. 2/5 2/5 6/s 2; this is e(j). 
r,c, 2/5 4/5 I8/5 2%5; this is e(f'). 
b~Cp 2/5 0 2/5 4 5; this is e( b'). 

the other examples, e(J) = 2, hence e"(j) = 4· e(j•) = 24/s. r = e(b2
) = 4/5; 

f = o.Bg. This is here greater than in the first case. Thus the same estimate off 
is here less reliable. This is plausible because the outside values are here more 
probable than in the other cases. 

The judgment that a given estimate e(j) is highly reliable is explicated 
in our method by the statement that its estimated square error f"(j) is 
small. It is important to see clearly that this judgment of reliability itself 
is again an inductive judgment. It says something about the probable. 
relation between the estimated value r' and the actual value r of f. A 
judgment on the actual relation between these two values cannot be given 
by inductive logic; it presupposes a determination of the actual value r, 
which can be made only by empirical investigations going beyond e. 
Furthermore, the judgment on the reliability of an estimate e(J) off is 
itself an estimation e(b•) of the square error; and the e-function used in 
the latter estimation is the same as that used for e(j). Therefore, this 
determination of the reliability of estimates is, so to speak, an internal . 
affair within one system of inductive logic based upon a chosen function c; 
it cannot be used as a method for obtaining an external, objective judg
ment on the goodness of a system of inductive logic. Suppose that X 
chooses the c-function ci, and the estimate-function ei based upon ci and f, 
based upon e,. Suppose he finds as estimate for f(u) e.(j) = o.6 with 
f,(j) = o.I. Similarly, X. chooses c. and, based upon it, e. and f., and 
finds, for the same f(u), on the same evidence, e.(J) = 0.7 with f.(J) = 
o.o1. X. might perhaps be tempted to conclude from these results that 0.7 
is a much more reliable estimate of j(u) than o.6, because his estimated 
standard error is much smaller than that found for e,(J); and if similar re
sults would be obtained for other magnitudes, he might claim that his 
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estimate-function e. were generally more reliable than e,. However, these 
conclusions would constitute a disastrous fallacy. If C2 happens to be an 
inadequate explicatum for probabilityr, then not only are the c.-values 
and the e.-values unreliable but also the estimated standard error o.o1, 
since this is determined by the same function c.; hence in this case nothing 
can be inferred from the smallness of the value o.o1. What then is the use 
of determining the estimated standard error? It is not a method of com
paring two functions Cr and c •. It is useful only if we have other reasons 
for regarding a chosen function c as adequate. (Such reasons may, for in
stance, consist in the fact that in many actual or imagined knowledge 
situations the values of c are sufficiently in agreement with the inductive 
thinking of a careful scientist.) If c is adequate, then the method of the 
estimated standard error may be used for comparing the reliability of 
estimates made on the basis of different evidences but with the same 
function c. 

This concludes the general discussion of estimation. In the following 
sections we shall deal with those special cases of estimation which arise 
with respect to our language systems~-

§ 104. Estimation of Frequencies 

In the remainder of this chapter the general method of estimation previously 
developed, that is, the c-mean estimate-function e, is applied to our systems £, 
and in particular to absolute and relative frequencies, which can be expressed 
in £. First, the frequency of true sentences in a class of given sentences is 
studied. It is found that the estimate of the relative frequency of truth among 
given sentences of any kind is equal to the arithmetic mean of the degree of 
confirmation of these sentences (T2b). This important result justifies our earlier 
explanation of probability, as an explicandum in terms of an estimate of rela
tive truth-frequency(§ 41D). Secondly, the estimate of the frequency of a given 
property among given individuals is discussed. In analogy to our earlier dis
tinction between direct and predictive inferences, we distinguish now between 
direct and predictive estimations. The estimation of the frequency in a sample 
is called direct, if the given frequency on which the estimation is based is that 
in the population; it is called predictive, if the given frequency refers to an
other sample. 

In the foregoing sections of this chapter we have discussed the general 
features of a method of estimation for any languages, especially languages 
containing quantitative magnitudes like those of physics. This method 
consists in the use of the c-mean estimate-function e. In the remainder of 
this chapter we shall discuss the results to which this method leads if it 
is applied to our simple language systems ~-
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The systems ~ do not contain any quantitative magnitudes in the or
dinary sense like length, mass, temperature, and the like. Nevertheless 
certain numerical functions based, not on measurement, but on counting, 
can be expressed in the systems~- The two most important of these func
tions are the absolute and the relative frequency of a property within a 
given class. In the foHowing our method of estimation will be applied to 
these two functions only. 

We shall first discuss the frequency of truth among given sentences, and 
later the frequency of any molecular property among given individuals. 
We shall find that the first application of frequency is the most general 
case expressible in our language systems and that the second can be ob
tained as a specialization of the first. 

Suppose a finite class ~. of s sentences is given by enumeration: 
{ i,, i., .. .. , i,}. By the absolute truth-frequency or, briefly, truth-frequency 
in~;, in signs of the metalanguage: 'tf(~;)', we mean the number of true 
sentences in ~ •. By the relative truth-frequency in ~., in signs: 'rtf(~;)', 
we mean the quotient tf(~;)/s. 

For example, let ~~be the class {i,, i., i3 }, where ir, i., and i3 are given 
sentences of any form of a given system ~- That the cardinal numbers of 
~~is three is seen from the definition of ~~;it is obviously not dependent 
on the facts referred to by the three sentences of ~~ or any other facts. 
On the other hand, the sentence 

(1) 'tf(~,) = 2' 

is a factual, empirical sentence (of the metalanguage); it says that, 
among the three sentences of ~,, there are exactly two which are true. 
Since we know from the definition of~~ that s = 3, we can deduce from 
(1) the sentence 

(2) 'rtf(~r) = 2/3' 

and vice versa. Hence (1) and (2) are logically equivalent; they express 
the same factual content in different conceptual forms. Both sentences 
belong to the metalanguage, not to ~- ~ contains neither functors like 
'tf' or 'rtf', nor numerical expressions like '2' or '2/3'. Nevertheless, the 
common factual content of (1) and (2) is expressible in~' in a still different 
form. The term 'truth' is here understood in the semantical sense (see 
§ 17). The statement 'i is true' has the same factual content as the state
ment i in ~ and can therefore be translated into i. Likewise, the state
ment 'i is false' is translatable into '"'-'i. (1) says that two of the three 
i-sentences are true and one is false. There are three possibilities in which 
this is the case. Each of_these possibilities is expressible by a conjunction 
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in ~. and hence the whole by the disjunction of these conjunctions, viz. 
(i, • i • • "'i3) V (i, • "'i• . i 3) V ( "'i, • i • • i 3). Let this be h.. Thus this 
disjunction h. in~ may serve as a translation of (I), and simultaneously 
as a translation of (2), because the latter is logically equivalent to (I). 

In general terms, let Sf; be a class of s given sentences, {i,, i., ... , i,}. 
We shall now explain a few terms to be used only in the present discussion 
and in the proof of T2a. The following sentences are called the k-sentences 
for the given class (as in T2I-7; their number is 2'): first the conjunction 
i, • i •• ...• i,, and furthermore all conjunctions formed from this one 
by negating some or all of the components. A k-sentence obtained by 
negating s - m (m = o, ... , s) of the s components in the original 
conjunction is called a km-sentence. (The number of the km-sentences 
is (!).) For every m, let hm be the disjunction of all km-sentences (in the 
lexicographical order). There is only one k"-sentence, viz., the conjunction 
of the i-sentences; thus h, is this conjunction itself. There is likewise only 
one k0-sentence, viz., the conjunction of the negations of the i-sentences; 
thus ho is this conjunction. For all other values of m, the number of km-sen
tences is ~ 2, and hm is their disjunction. For any particular value m, the 
sentence (in the metalanguage) 'tf( Sf;) = m' is true if and only if one of 
the km-sentences is true; hence it is translatable into their disjunction, 
that is, hm. This leads to the following theorem. 

T104-1. Let ~ be any finite or infinite system, c a regular c-function 
in~. e based upon c (DIOo-I), e any non-L-false sentence in~. and Sf; a 
class of s given sentences in~- For any m (m = o, I, ... , s), let hm be as 
explained above. Then the estimate of truth-frequency for Sf; on e is de
termined as follows: . 

e(tf,.fi';,e) = L [m X c(hm,e)]. 

(From T10o-I. The value m = o, although possible, need not be included 
in the sum because the term of the sum for this value is o.) 

We shall now proceed to prove a theorem (T2) which is of great impor
tance for the foundation of inductive logic, since it justifies the interpreta
tion of probability1 as an estimate of relative truth-frequency. We have 
used this interpretation in our earlier discussion of the meaning of proba
bility, as an explicandum (§ 4ID). The theorem is of great gene'."ality. It 
holds for all regular c-functions. It holds for any given sentences, irre
spective of inductive or even deductive dependencies among them. One 

· such sentence may, for instance, L-imply another one or even be L-equiva
lent to it. In the latter case, the same proposition would be expressed by 
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two or more of the given sentences, and hence their truth-values would 
necessarily be the same. Nevertheless the theorem of the estimate of 
truth-frequency holds in this case just as if the sentences were logically 
independent of each other. 

+T104-2. Let~. c, e, e, Sf;, and s be as in T1. Let the sentences of Sf; be 
i,, i., ... , i,. Then the following holds. . 

a. e(tf,.fi';,e) = L c(in,e). 

Proof. Concerning k-sentences, km-sentences, and the hypotheses hm (m = o 
to s), see the explanations preceding Tr. For any n (from r to s), the nth con
junctive component in some of the k-sentences (indeed in half of them) is in; 
let .ltn be the class of these k-sen tences. In the other k-sent<.>nces it is "'in. 
The sentence in is L-equivalent to the disjunction of the sentences of .ltn 
CT21-7d). Therefore, since the k-sentences are t-exclusive in pairs (T21-7a), 
c(in,e) = L c(k,e) where k runs through the k-scntences in .ltn (T59-rm). Hence, 

• 
t c(in,e) = t L c(k,e), 

n-1 k 

where for every n, the second sum covers the k-sentences in .ltn. The c-value of 
any km-sentence appears m times in the double sum in (4). (Consider, as an 
example, the k-sentence k' which contains i., i 4 , is, and the negations of the 
other i-sentences as conjunctive components. k' is a kLsentcnce. Its c-value 
occurs in the double sum in (4) three times: first for n = 2, because k' con
tains i, and hence belongs to st.; then for n = 4 because of i4 ; and finally for 
n = 5 because of is.) Therefore the double sum is equal to L [m X c(k,e)], · 

• where the sum covers all k-sentences, and the c-value of any km-sentence 
(m = o to s) is multiplied by m. This sum is now transformed into another . 
double sum by grouping together the k-sentcnces with equal m: L [m X L 

"'-" k c(k,e)], where for any m, the second sum covers all km-sentences. Now the value 
of this second sum is equal to c(h..,e) (T59-rm), because hm is the disjunction 
of the km-sentences and these sentences are L-exclus1ve in pairs. Thus we 
obtain from (4): 

(5) t c(in,e) = t [m X c(hm,e)]. 

The right-hand side here is the estimate of tf (Tr); hence the theorem. . 
b. e(rtf,.fi';,e) = ; L c(in,e); that is, the estimate of the relative tr-uth-

frequency in .ft; is the arithmetic mean of the c-values of the sentences 
in Sf;. (From (a), T10o-3.) 

c. (Corollary.) If all i-sentences have the same c-value on e, then 
e(rtf,.fi';,e) is equal to this value. (From (b).) 

T2c can be used in the clarification of probability, as an explicandum. 
Suppose a person X has an idea of what he means by the estimate (or ex-
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pectation-value, in the classical sense of this term) of a magnitude; this 
idea is an explicandum, that is to say, it is clear enough to him for practi
cal purposes on a pre-systematic level, although he may not yet have a 
systematic explicatum for it. Suppose further that the idea of probabilityr 
as a quantitative concept which takes a numerical value for any given 
hypothesis with respect to any given evidence is less clear to X. (A psy
chological situation of this kind is by no means fictitious. Many authors, 
among them perhaps a majority of contemporary statisticians, reject the 
logical concept of probabilityr or admit it only in a nonquantitative form. 
On the other hand, practically all statisticians either apply methods of 
estimation or are at least in search of satisfactory methods, which shows 
that they admit the concept of estimation at least as an explicandum.) 
The result T2c sho·ws the' following way of explaining to X the meaning 
of probabilityr in terms of estimation. If you ascribe the same value, say, 
0.3, to several, say, one hundred, hypotheses on the basis of the same evi
dence e, then thereby you show that you estimate, on the evidence e, the 
number of true ones among the one hundred hypotheses as thirty. Or, the 
other way round: suppose that on the basis of your total observational 
knowledge expressed bye, you have equal confidence in each of one hun
dred hypotheses but do not know how to measure this confidence quan
titatively, but you are able to make estimations and you estimate the 
number of true ones among the hundred hypotheses as thirty, then take 
0.3 as a measure of rational confidence, that is, ascribe the value 0.3 to 
each of the hypotheses as its probabilityr on e. T2b can be used analogous
ly, but in a more general way. Here the values of probabilityr need not be 
equal; if they differ, still their arithmetic mean expresses the estimate of 
the relative truth-frequency. In our earlier discussions on the meaning of 
probabilityr as an explicandum, we have equated the value of probabilityr 
with the estimate of rtf(§ 41D). This procedure is now justified by T2c. 
(This theorem itself refers to the concepts of estimate and of degree of con
firmation as explicata. But it holds generally for all regular c-functions. 
Therefore it shows that we shall not involve ourselves in contradictions 
when we explain the concept of an estimate as an explicandum in terms 
of probabilityr and then again explain probabilityr in terms of an estimate 
of rtf.) 

Now we proceed to another application of the frequency concepts, viz., 
the frequency of a given property among the individuals of a given class. 
These explanations will be perfectly analogous to the former ones on 
truth-frequency. Here again, we formulate these concepts first in the 
metalanguage. Let M be a property expressible !:>y a molecular predicate 
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in ~. say, 'M'. Let K be a finite class of s individuals defined by enumera
tion: K = Df { ar, a., ... , a.}. By the absolute frequency of M in K, in 
signs of the metalanguage: 'af(M,K)', we mean the number of those in
dividuals inK which have the property M. The relative frequency of Min 
K is rf(M,K) =nt af(M,K)js. 

To take a concrete example, let us define: K = nd a,b,c }. It follows from 
this definition that the cardinal number of K is three. On the other hand, 

(6) 'af(M",K) = 2' 

is a factual, empirical sentence. From (6) we can deduce 

'rf(M,K) = 2/3'. 

Hence (6) and (7) are logically equivalent. The following sentence (8) is a 
translation of (6) into~; it serves simultaneously as a translation of (7): 

(8) '(Ma. Mb. rvMc) V (Ma. rvMb. Me) V (rvMa. Mb. Me)'. 

This sentence is a special case of our former h2 for s = 3, with full sen
tences of 'M' as i-sentences. It is a statistical distribution (D26-6c) for 
the division 'M', ',....,M' with respect to the three individuals of K. The 
three disjunctive components in (8) are isomorphic individual distribu
tions (D26-6a, D26-3). 

The subsequent theorem T3 is analogous to Tr. It determines the esti
mate of af in terms of the c-values for hypotheses which state the possible 
values of af. These values are the cardinal numbers o, r, ... , s (or those 
of them which are not excluded by e). Therefore the hypotheses stating 
these values are statistical distributions, like the example sentence (8) (for 
s = 3, af = 2). 

T104-3. Let~' c, e, and e be as in Tr. Let K be.a class of s individuals 
in ~ (s > o), 'M' a molecular predicate in ~. hm (m = o, r, ... , s) the 
statistical distribution for 'M' and ',....,M' with respect to the s individuals 
inK with the cardinal number m for 'M'. Then . 

e(af,M,K,e) = L [m X c(hm,e)]. (From Tr.) 

The following theorem states the simple relation between the estimates 
of rf and af. 

T104-4. Let ~. c, e, and e be as in Tr. Let K, s, and 'M' be as in T3. 
Then the following holds. 

a. e(rf,M,K,e) = e(af,M,K,e)js. (From Troo-3.) 
b. e(rf•,M,K,e) = e(af•,M,K,e)js•. (Likewise.) 
c. f•(rf,M,K,e) = f•(af,M,K,e)js•. (From Tro3-ra, (a), (b).) 

I~ 
I 

··~ 
I 

I 

! I 
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d. f(rf,M,K,e) = f(af,M,K,e)js. (From (c).) 
e. f(rf)/e(rf) = f(af)/e(af). (From (d), (a).) 

T 4a compares the estimates for rf and af themselves. T 4C compares 
f•, i.e., e(u•) (DIOJ-Ia), the estimated square errors of those estimates of 
rf and af. T4d compares the estimated standard errors f. T4e says that 
the estimated relative errors, that is, the quotients f/ e, are the same for 
rf and af. (The relative error in this sense is the inductive analogue to the 
statistical concept of coefficient of variation.) These relations will be used 
in the following. 

Let K. be the class of individuals described in e and K. that described 
in h. The two chief cases to be distinguished here are the following. (I) K. 
is contained inK.; (2) K. is outside of K •. In the first case, we have earlier 
called K. the population and K. a sample from the population; and the 
determination of c(h,e) was called the direct (or internal) inference. In the 
second case, K. is one sample and K. is another, nonoverlapping sample; 
the determination of c in this case was called the predictive (or external) 
inference. Now an estimate of af or rf of MinK. with respect toe is based 
on c(h,e). Hence this estimate is made in the first case with the help of 
direct inferences, in the second case with the help of predictive inferences. 
Therefore we shall speak in the first case of a direct (or internal) estimate, 
and in the second case of a predictive (or external) estimate. 

The direct estimation of frequencies will be discussed in the next sec
tion, and the predictive estimation later. 

§ 106. Direct Estimation of Frequencies 

The direct estimation of frequencies is here discussed, that is to say, the fre
quency of a property M in a population is given, and on ~his bas~s an estim~te 
of the frequency in a sample is to be made. Theorems are given which determme 
the values of these estimates and their estimated square errors (Tr). The most 
important result is this (Trh): the estimate of the relative frequency in the 
sample is equal to the given relative frequency in the population. The theorems 
on direct estimation hold for all symmetrical c-functions, like the theorems on 
the direct inference from which they are derived. 

In this section we shall deal with direct estimation, that is, with the 
estimates of af and rf in a sample based on the given frequency in the 
population. We found earlier that it was possible in the case of the direct 
inference, in distinction to all other kinds of inductive inference, to prove 
theorems determining the c-values without specifying a particular c-func
tion, because these values are the same for all symmetrical c-functions 
(§§ 94~6). We can now use the earlier results concerning c for deriving 
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results concerning direct estimation, which likewise hold for all sym
metrical c-functions. 

As in the earlier theorem stating the exact c-values for the direct infer
ence (T94-I), we consider a population of n individuals. We take here 
p = 2, that is, a division consisting of only two properties, M and non-M. 
The evidence e is a statistical distribution stating that the af of M in the 
population is n. and that of non-M n. = n - n.; hence the rf of M is 
n.jn = r. and that of non-M is n./n = r •. K is a sample of s individuals 
taken from the population. The earlier theorem (T94-Ib(2)) gives the 
c-value for any s., that is, for any possible value of af of Min the sample. 
This enables us now to determine the estimate of af in the sample, and 
then that of rf. 

+T106-1. Direct estimates of frequencies. Let ~' 'M' (for 'M/), e, 
'n, n., n., r., r. be as in T94-I, but with p = 2. Let K be a class of s indi
viduals belonging to the n individuals referred to in e. Let hm (m = o, 
... , s) be as in TI04-3· Let c be a symmetrical c-function and e be based 
on c. Then the following holds. 

a. e(af,M,K,e) = sr •. (From Tio4-3, T94-Id). 
b. That value of m, that is, af, for which c(hm,e) has its maximum either 

coincides with e(af), if the latter is an integer, or is an integer close 
to e(af). (From (a), T94-Ic.) 

c. (I) e(af•,M,K,e) = fi\;;5!!:. •J [s(n.- I) + n.]; 

(2) = s';i [s:·.:::-: + .. ~~]. 
Proof. e(af') = i: [m• X c(hm,e)] in analogy to Tro4-3, = L [m•(~)(.~,..)] - -

/(~) (T94-rb(z)). m•e;) =mn,(;:;=D (T4o-8e). Hence the sum is (with l=m- r) 

n, f: [(l + r)("'!')(,_'\,'_1)]. The latter sum is f: [W'!')(.-~~z)] + f: 
~ ~ . ~ 

W'l')(,_~·- 1 )]. The firstofthese two sums becomes (with T4o-8e,and k = l- r) . 

(n,- r) f: [("'k" 2)(,-~:_k)], hence (n,- r)(:=~) (T4o-9c). The second of the 
k•o 

above two sums is (~=~) (T4o-9c). Hence, with some simple transformations 
(using D40-2a), the assertion. 

d. Approximation for the case that n. (and hence n) is large in relation 
to I (it need not be large in relation to s): 
e(af•,M,K,e) ......., sr.(sr, + r.). (From (c)(2).) 

e. f•(af,M,K,e) = s ,.z;·~· zJ (r - ~). (From TIOJ-Ia, (c)(2), (a).) 
f. Approximation for the case that n is large in relation to I: 

f•(af,M,K,e) ......., sr,r.(r - ~). (From (e).) 
g. Approximation for the case that n is, moreover, large in relation to s: 

f(af,M,K,e) ~ srxr.; hence f = y'sr,r •. (From (f).) 
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h. e(rf,M,K,e) = r,. (From TI04-4a, (a).) 
i. f•(rf,M,K,e) = sn(=·~ I) (I - ;.). (From TI04-4C, (e).) 
j. Approximation for the case that n is large in relation to I: 

f•(rf,M,K,e) ,..._,'~·(I - ;,). (From TI04-4c, (f).) 
k. Approximation for the case that n is, moreov~ large in relation to s: t 

f•(rf,M,K,e) ,..._, r,r.js; hence f(rf) = yr,r.js. (From TI04-4c, (g).) 
1. Approximation for the case that n is large in relation to s: 

f(rf)/e(rf) = f(af)je(af) ,..._, y'TJSY;.. (From (h), (k); TI04-4e.) 
. .. 

The most important results are Tia: e(af) = sr,, and Tih: e(rf) = r,. 
Thus, if the rf of Min the population is known to be r,, then the estimate 
of rf in any sample is likewise r,. Note that this result holds exactly for 
any nand s, even if the population is not large and the sample constitutes 
a considerable part of the population. (The proof of Tia is based, not on 
the binomial law (T95-I), but on the unrestricted theorem for the direct 
inference (T94-I).). 

TI b says that the estimate of af and the most probable value of af are 
either equal or close together. 

The values found for e(a£2) (Tic and d) are chiefly used for determin
ing f• (Tie, f, g), that is, the estimated square error by which we measure 
the reliability of the estimate made for the af in the sample. The value 
Tig can be derived also from the binomial law. For the case where the 
sample is not a small part of the population, Td gives a convenient ap
proximation more exact than Tig. The estimated square error for the 
estimate of the rf in the sample, which is r, (Tih), is stated in Tii, j, and k. 
The approximation Tik can be derived also from the binomial law. When 
the sample size s increases, f•(af) increases and is approximately propor
tional to s; but f•(rf) decreases and is approximately proportional to I/s. 
Til states the relative error, i.e., fie, which is the same for rf and af 
(TI04-4e). 

Tr is formulated for a finite population size n. Now it was mentioned 
earlier(§ 95) that the values of c for the direct inference stated in the bi
nomial law (T95-I) hold exactly if the population is infinite and r, is the 
limit of rf with respect to a fixed serial order of the individuals. Under 
these conditions the values stated in Tra, d, g, h, k, and 1 hold likewise 
exactly, because they can be derived from the binomial law. 

The customary methods in statistics regard the rf in the population, 
for which they use the term 'probability', as given or hypothetically as
sumed; therefore they correspond to what we call the direct inference and 
the direct estimation. Hence our direct estimate of af corresponds to what 

r 
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is called in statistics the expected value of af; f•(af) corresponds to the 
mean square deviation (or the second moment about the mean); f(af) to 
the standard deviation u. Thus, leaving aside the difference in interpreta
tion-which is here again the difference between inductive and statistical 
concepts-we can compare the values stated in TI with the customary 
values given in statistics. We find that the values given inTra, d, and g 
agree with the traditional values in statistics. However, the latter values 
are usually derived from the binomial law. If the population is infinite, 
this law and hence the values mentioned hold exactly. On the other hand, 
in the case of a finite population the binomial law holds only approxi
mately. In order to find the exact values in this case, derivations inde
pendent of the restrictions of the binomial law must be used, as was done 
in the proofs of Tia, c, and e above. It is interesting to see how in this case 
the exact values (Tic, e) differ from the customary values (Tid, g); and 
it is likewise interesting to see that the value for e(af) (Tia) holds un
changed. In comparison with our general method for the estimation of af, 
the customary method may be characterized as dealing with the special 
case in which (I) the estimation is direct, that is, the frequency in the 
population is given, and (2) the population is infinite. 

Examples, for direct estimates of frequencies (Tx). We take the numerical 
values of the two examples for direct inference given in § 95· 

First Example. Small population: n = 14. n, = xo; hence n, = 4, r, = 5/7: 
r, = 2/7. We consider a sample K with s = 7· We find (Txa): e(af) = sr, = 5, 
Since this is an integer, it must be the most probable value of af, i.e., that value 
of s, for which c(hat,e) has its maximum (Txb); the table in § 95 shows that 
this is indeed the case. Txe: F(af) = xo/x3 = 0.769; hence f(af) = o.S77. 
f(af)/e(af) = o.I75· [The conditions for the approximations Txf and g are here 
not fulfilled. In particular, Txg cannot be applied because the sample is one 
half of the population; Tig would give for F the value xo/7 = 1.43, which is 
nearly double the correct value. Txf would give xo/x4 = 0.714 instead of 
xo/x3 = 0.769; here the deviation is much smaller than in Txg.] Txh: c(rf) = 
r, = 5/7 = o.714. Since F(af) has been determined, it is simpler to determine · 
F(rf) by T104-4c than by Txi: F(rf) = F(af)/s2 = o.OI57· Hence (or with 
Txo4-4d): f(rf) = o.x 25. f(rf)/e(rf) = 0.175; the relative error is here the same 
as for af, in accordance with T104-4e. 

Second Example. Large population, size not specified; either infinite or a large 
finite n. r, = 5/7; hence r. = 2/7. Sample K with s = 7· Txa: e(af) = sr, = 5, 
as in the first case; here it is again the most probable value of af. In the present 
case Txg can be applied: F(af) = xo/7 = 1.429. Hence f(af) = I.I95· This is 
considerably greater than in the first case. An estimate from a smaller popula
tion is generally more reliable than from a larger one; this can be seen from 
Txe. f(af)/e(af) = 0.239. Txh: e(rf) = r, = 5/7 = 0.714, as in the first case. 
Here we may apply Txk; but it is again simpler to use Tx04-4c: f'(rf) = 
F(af)js• = 0.0292. Analogously, with T104-4d: f(rf) = f(af)/s = o.I7I. 
f(rf)je(rf) = 0.239, as for af. 
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§ 106. Predictive Estimation of Frequencies 
The last two sections of this chapter deal with predictive estimation of fre

quencies. The evidence describes an observed sample, and the estimate is made 
for the frequency of a property M in a second sample K not overlapping with 
the first. The values of predictive estimates cannot be stated generally, be
cause they vary with the c-function chosen; but general theorems concerning 
relations between such estimates can be stated. A. It is found that the estimate 
of the relative frequency of M in K is equal to the degree of confirmation for 
any singular prediction 'Mb' (Trc). Therefore this estimate is the same for any 
finite class K, independently of the number and choice of the individuals inK 
(Trd). The same estimate holds also for an infinite class. B. It is shown that the 
concept of the limit of the estimate of rf in an infinite sequence does not involve 
any of the problems and difficulties which are connected with the limit of rf 
itself. C. The problem of the reliability of a value of degree of confirmation is 
discussed. A tentative solution is indicated in terms of the estimated standard 
error of an estimate of the relative truth-frequency. 

A. Theorems on Predictive Estimation of Frequencies 

We shall now study the predictive estimation of frequencies in a class 
of individuals. It was mentioned earlier (§ 94) that the predictive infer
ence, in distinction to the direct inference, depends upon the choice of a 
c-function. That is to say, theorems determining the c-values for the pre
dictive inference cannot be stated, like those for the direct inference, in a 
general form for all symmetrical c-functions, but only for a particular 
c-function; this will be done later for our function c* (in Vol. II; cf. 
§ 1 10C). For the same reason it is not possible to state theorems giving 
e-values for the predictive estimation in the general form as we did for the 
direct estimation in the preceding section; these theorems will likewise be 
stated later for e*, based upon c*. Nevertheless, it will be possible here to 
state general theorems on the predictive estimation which do not give 
the e-values themselves but relations between them. 

In the case of the predictive estimation, the evidence e refers to one 
sample and the estimate is to be made for a second sample K not over
lapping with the first. If the estimate concerns the frequency of a property 
M in K, then the case that e is an individual or statistical distribution 
giving the frequency of Min the first sample is of special interest. For the 
following discussion we shall, however, not restrict the form of e. With 
respect to a given e, we call any individual constant not occurring in e new, 
and likewise any individual named by a new constant. In application to a 
knowledge situation, e may report the observational results with respect 
to the individuals of a given sample. K is a class of individuals which have 
not yet been observed but which we perhaps expect to observe in the 
future. K may, for instance, be a second sample chosen from the popula-
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tion, or it may be the remainder of the whole population. An estimate for 
this latter case is often of especial interest. 

We shall now apply our earlier result on truth-frequency (TI04-2) to 
the predictive estimation of the frequency of Min an unobserved sample 
K. If we take as the fortner class ~;of sentences the class of full sentences 
of 'M' for the individuals inK, then the truth-frequency in ~;is obviously 
the same as the absolute frequency of MinK. Thus we obtain the follow
ing results. 

T106-1. Let ~ be any finite or infinite system, c a regular c-function, e 
based upon c, K a class of s new individuals in~ (s > o), 'M' a molecular 
predicate in ~. i,, i., ... , i. the full sentences of 'M' for the individuals 
in K, e a non-L-false sentence in ~. Then the following holds. . 

a. e(af,M,K,e) = ~ c(i,.,e). 

Proof. This follows from Tro4-2a. If we take as R; the class of the s i-sen
tences, then tf (R;) is the same as af(M,K). 

b. e(rf,M,K,e) = ~! c(i,,e). (From (a), T10o-3.) 

+c. If cis a symmetrical c-function an!f i is a full sentence of 'M' with 
any new in in~. then 

e(rf,M,K,e) = c(i,e) . 
Proof. Since the individuals in K are new, i.e., their in do not occur in e, for 

every i,. (n = 1, ••• , s), c(i11 ,e) = c(i,e) (Tgr-2c). Hence the theorem, with (b). 

d. Let c be a symmetrical c-function. Let K' be any class of s' new in
dividuals in ~ (s' > o). (It is irrelevant whether K' does or does not 
overlap with K.) Then 

e(rf,M,K') = e(rf,M,K). (From (c).) 

For Tic and d we need the assumption that c has the same value for all· 
new individuals. Therefore these theorems are restricted to symmetrical 
c-functions. 

The theorem Tic is of great importance. It concerns the predictive 
estimate of the relative frequency of a property Min any finite or infinite 
class based on any symmetrical c-function. The theorem says that this 
estimate is equal to the confirmation of a singular prediction forM. There
fore the c-value for a singular prediction may be interpreted as an esti
mate of the relative frequency of M and thus as determining a fair bet
ting quotient. This interpretation has been used earlier for explaining 
probability, as an explicandum (§ 4ID). 
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B. The Limit of Relative Frequency in an Infinite Class 

It was explained earlier that the concept of rf of M in an infinite (de
numerable) class Koo must be based on a fixed serial order 0 of the ele
ments of Koo; rf(M,Koo,O) can then be defined as the limit of rf(M,K,.), 
where K,. is the class of the first n individuals with respect to the order 0. 
Therefore the estimate of rf of M in Koo is the limit of the estimate of 
rf(M,K,.). Now, according to Trd, the latter estimate has a constant value, 
which is independent of the number n and of the choice of individuals in 
K,.. Therefore the estimate of rf(M,Koo,O) is this same constant value and 
hence is independent of 0. 

It should be noticed that the question of the existence of the limit for 
e(rf) is quite different from that for rf. In the latter case, this question in
volves serious difficulties. For an infinite (denumerable) class Koo the con
cept of the relative frequency of M has no direct meaning (unless either 
af(M,Koo) or af( rovM,Koo) is finite, in which case rf(M,Koo) = o or I, 

respectively). A meaning to rf is given as a limit with respect to an order 0, 
as just mentioned. It is essential that the order 0 be specified because the 
result depends upon its choice. For the same class Koo, the choice of one 
order may lead to a different value of the limit and hence of rf as defined 
than the choice of another order, and for a third order there may be no 
limit. The problems here involved are of great importance and have been 
much discussed because rf(M,Koo,O) as just defined is taken as explica
tum for probability 2 in the frequency theories of probability proposed by 
Mises and by Reichenbach ( § 9). The question of the choice of an order 
may be answered in many cases by taking the temporal order of the 
events or observations in question. The question of the existence of the 
limit for a specified sequence of events cannot be decided empirically by 
any finite number of observations. Some philosophers have thought that 
therefore these limit statements and hence all probability. statements, if 
explicated as limit statements, are meaningless. However, I think, like 
Mises and Reichenbach, that this objection is based upon a too narrow 
conception of the requirement of verifiability. It is possible to state the 
existence and the value of the limit for a given sequence of events as a 
hypothetical assumption. Then inductive relations between this limit 
statement and observational reports can be established, for instance, with 
the help of the binomial law or Bernoulli's theorem. [A few incidental re
marks may here be made concerning the role of the concept of rf and its 
limit in mathematical statistics. There seems to be practical agreement 
that the problems raised by the use of the limit in this context are very 
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serious and deserve careful and thoroughgoing examination; and they 
have indeed been amply discussed from various points of view by Mises, 
Reichenbach, their followers, and their critics. It seems all the more sur
prising that some authors in modern mathematical statistics declare 
simply that they intend to use the term 'probability' for the relative fre
quency in an infinite population Koo of actual or possible events. No refer
ence to a limit is made, the question of the choice of an order is neither 
answered nor even raised; the term 'relative frequency in an infinite class' 
is innocently used as if it had as clear and unique a meaning as for a finite 
class. Other statisticians use formulations which are more cautious and 
unobjectionable. For instance, S. S. Wilks ([Statistics], p. 3) says that 
the empirically found cumulative distribution function F,. (which shows 
the absolute and thereby the relative frequencies) with increasing n "ap
pears to approach a limit Foo"; this appearance within long finite se
quences is then taken as suggesting the construction of a mathematical 
model for the infinite sequence. Similarly, Cramer ([Statistics], pp. 148 f.) 
says that it is found by an "empirical study of the behavior of frequency 
ratios" that the rf of a certain kind of event in a sequence of n repetitions 
of a random experiment "shows a tendency to become constant as n in
creases". This leads to the "conjecture that for large n the frequency ratio 
would with practical certainty be approximately equal to some assignable 
number P." Accordingly, a number P is introduced into .the axiomatic' 
theory of probability (as a primitive idea) and is called the probability of 
the kind of event in question. The axioms ascribe to these probability 
numbers "the fundamental properties of frequency ratios ... in an ideal
ized form'', just as the axioms of geometry ascribe to lines those properties 
in an idealized form which we find empirically with lines made by chalk. 
Still other statisticians define probability explicitly as a limit.] 

Now it is important to realize that the use of the concept of limit in 
defining the predictive estimate of rf in Koo does not involve any problems 
or difficulties analogous to those we have just mentioned in connection 
with the definition of rf itself in Koo. e(rf) in Koo is independent of the order 
of the elements of Koo. If we change the order, then other individuals take 
the first s positions and hence the rf for the first s individuals may change 
its value. On the other hand, e(rf) for s new individuals does not change 
if we take s other individuals; for, although those other individuals may 
have different empirical properties, they have the same logical status, and 
this is all that matters for e(rf), if it is based on a symmetrical c. Further, 
there is no problem of the existence of the limit for e(rf) as there is for rf. 
While rf changes with sand the course of its values is determined empiri-
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cally, not logically, the course of values of e(rf) with increasing sis logi
cally given. As we have seen (Trd) it follows from the definition of e(rf) 
that its value remains constant. Therefore there is always a limit; and 
this limit is equal to the value for any finite s. 

C. The Problem of the Reliability of a Value of Degree of Confirmation 

The possibility of regarding a c-value as an estimate of relative fre
quency points also a way to at least a tentative solution of the problem 
whether and how the reliability of a value of probability1 or degree of con
firmation could be measured. This problem has been discussed by only a 
few authors. Keynes gives a detailed discussion ([Probab.], chap. vi) but 
does not find a satisfactory solution. He remarks that with increasing 
relevant evidence the probability itself may either decrease or increase; 
"but something seems to have increased in either case,-we have a more 
substantial basis upon which to rest our conclusion" (p. 71). This he 
proposes to call 'the weight of an argument'. He refers to only two previ
ous authors who have touched the problem, namely, Meinong ([Kries]) 
and Nitsche ([Dimensionen], esp. pp. 70-74). However, C. S. Peirce had 
indicated the same concept at a still earlier time: "Now, as the whole 
utility of probability is to insure us in the long run, and as that insurance 
depends, not merely on the value of the chance, but also on the accuracy 
of the evaluation, it follows that we ought not to have the same feeling of 
belief in reference to all events of which the chance is even. In short, to 
express the proper state of our belief, not one number but two are requisite, 
the first depending on the inferred probability, the second on the amount 
of knowledge on which that probability is based"; here Peirce adds a 
footnote: "Strictly we should need an infinite series of numbers each de
pending on the probable error of the last" ([Probab.] 1878, see [Papers], 
II, 421). Recently, C. I. Lewis discussed the problem without giving a 
solution ([Analysis], pp. 292-303). 

Let us now approach the problem on the basis of our results. Suppose a 
symmetrical c has been chosen, and e is based upon it. For any given e and 
M, we can then determine the predictive estimate e(rf,M,K,e), which 
holds for any nonnull class K of new individuals; suppose we find the 
value r'. We can further determine, for this estimate e(rf) = r', the esti
mated standard error f(rf,M,K,e) (Dro3-rb). This, however, is in general 
not, like e(rf), independent of the cardinal numbers of K. The value off 
for the infinite class Koo (for which e(rf,M,Koo,e) has the same valuer') is 
the limit (for s ~ co) of the f-values for finite classes; let this value be 
f(rf,M,Koo,e) = q. (This value is independent of any order of the ele
ments of KCD, since f(r£) for a finite class K is, although dependent upon s, 
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not dependent upon the choice of individuals in K.) q is the estimated 
standard error; it measures the reliability of the estimate e(rf) = r'. Ac
cording to Trc, c(h,e), where his a singular prediction forM with a new 
individual, has always the same value as e(rf); hence here c(h,e) = r'. 
This suggests the idea of transferring the estimated standard error q, 
which was determ!ned for the estimate e(rf) = r', to the result c(h,e) = r'. 
It is true that here the value q cannot be regarded as an estimated stand
ard error in the literal sense of the word 'error'. For cis a logical function, 
and hence the determination of its valuer' cannot lead to an error (except 
in the sense of a miscalculation). But q may perhaps still be regarded in 
some sense as a measure for the reliability of the valuer' for c(h,e). This 
seems rather plausible in view of the fact that c(h,e) claims to state a fair 
betting quotient for h on e (see § 41B), which is essentially the same as 
stating a predictive estimate of the rf of M on e. Thus, if the value 
c(h,e) = r' has been determined, the question may be raised whether 
betting according to this c-value will in the long run probably be suc
cessful; or, in other words, whether the estimate of rf will probably be 
accurate. It is this question that is answered by the determination of the 
value q as the 'estimated standard error' for c(h,e). The direct analogy 
with e(rf) helps in determining and interpreting the value q for c(h,e) only 
in the case where h is a singular prediction. In order to find a more gen-. 
eral concept of the estimated standard error of c, the following procedure 
might be considered, which is applicable to any form of h. Let any h in ~ 
be given; let the number of different new in in h ben. Let ~"be the class 
of all sentences obtained from h by replacing these n new in by n likewise 
new in in ~- [In technical terms, ~" is the class of correlates of h .with 
respect to all those in-correlations which correlate the in occurring in e 
with themselves. If the number of different in in e ism, and the number 
of different new in in h is n, then in ~N the number of sentences in ~" is . 
(N - m) !j(N- m - n)! (T40-32h).] Let us assume that cis symmetri
cal. Then all sentences in ~"have the same c-value one (T9r-2b, e' is e). 
Therefore c(h,e) = e(rtf,~",e) (Tro4-2c). Since here the c for his agai~ 
equal to an estimate, we may again measure the reliability of c(h,e) by 
(the smallness of) the estimated standard error of this estimate, that is, 
f(rtf,~",e). This tentative explication seems well in accord with the ex
plicandum indicated by Peirce. 

§ 107. Further Theorems on Predictive Estimation of Relative Frequency 

A. A theorem is proved concerning the estimate of the rf of Q-properties 
(i.e., the strongest factual properties expressible in the system) on the null evi
dence. B. The problem of the admissibility of the null evidence as a basis of 
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confirmation or estimation is discussed. C. Further theorems on the predic
tive estimation of relative frequency are derived from earlier theorems on de
gree of confirmation. One of these theorems (T3l) says that if 'Mb' is a factual 
sentence, the estimate of the relative frequency of M is neither o nor 1. This 
leads to a criticism of the so-called straight rule of estimation. D. The inverse 
estimation is the estimation of the frequency in a population based on an ob
served sample. The inverse estimate can be derived from the predictive esti
mate. 

A. Frequencies of Q-Properties 

The following theorem TI refers to those systems ~ which contain 
primitive predicates for properties only, not for relations. Systems of this 
kind were called systems ~ .. , where 1r is the number of the primitive 
predicates (see §§ 3I, 32). The Q-properties are the strongest factual 
properties expressible in the system; they are designated by the Q-predi
cates 'Qz', etc. (A3I-I, D3I-Ib); their number is K = 2' .. (D3I-2, T3I-I). 
A molecular predicate is said to have the (logical) width w if it is L-equiva
lent to a disjunction of w Q-predicates; w/K is called its relative width 
(D32-I). 

+T107-1. Let m be an m-function in a system ~ .. such that (I) m is 
symmetrical, and (2), any two Q-sentences with the same in have the 
same m-value. Let c be based upon m, and e be based upon c. Let K be 
any nonnull class of individuals. 

a. For any Q-predicate 'Q', e(rf,Q,K,t) = I/K. 
Proof. e( ... ) = c(Qa,t) (T106-xc), = m(Qa) (T57-3). Consider the sen-

tences 'Q.a', ... , 'Q.a', one of which is 'Qa'. According to condition (2), these 
sentences have equal m-values. They are L-exclusive in pairs (T31-2a). Letj be 
their disjunction. Then m{j) is the sum of the m-values of the K sentences 
(Ts7-xv), which is K X m(Qa). But j is L-true (T31-2b); hence m(j) = 1. 

Therefore m(Qa) = x/K. Hence the assertion. · 

b. If 'M' is a molecular predicate with the width w, e(rf,M,K,t) = w/K. 

Proof. I. Let w = o. Then 'M' is L-empty (T32-2a). Hence o is the only 
possible value for af(M,K). Therefore e(af) = o, and e(rf) = o (T104-4a). 
2. Let w > o. Then 'M' is I.-equivalent to a disjunction of w Q-predicates 
(D32-1a). The latter are L-exclusive in pairs (T31-2a). Therefore af(M) is the 
sum of the af of thew Q's. Hence likewise for rf and for e(rf) (T99-2). Hence 
the theorem with (a). 

These results can be made plausible by the following consideration. 
Consider first Tia. The evidence is the tautology 't'; that means that 
empirically nothing is known about the property Q. However, the logical 
character of Q is known; in particular, it is a Q-property. The rf of Q in a 
given class K is, of course, an empirical matter and hence unknown as 
long as no empirical evidence is available. And the same holds for the rf-
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values of the other Q-properties. However, one thing is known about the 
rf-values of the Q-properties in K: their arithmetic mean is I/ K. This is 
not a factual matter but a logical necessity. Since the K Q-properties form 
a division (T3I-'2d),, the sum of their rf-values is I; hence the mean 
is I/K. Thus the situation is this: empirically nothing is known about Q; 
but it is logically known that Q belongs to a certain class of properties of 
the same logical nature for which the mean rf is I/ K. Therefore it seems 
not implausible that the estimate of the rf of Q is this mean value I/ K. 

Tib says that the estimate of the rf of M on the null evidence is equal 
to the relative width of M. This result follows from Tia. But it can be 
made plausible also directly. Although the number of those molecular 
predicate expressions in a system ~ .. which have a given width w is in
finite, the number of properties expressed by them is finite, if we regard 
L-equivalent expressions as expressing the same property. [The properties 
of width w correspond to the possible selections of w among the K Q-prop
erties; therefore (T40-32d) their number is (~).] It can easily be shown 
that the mean rf of the properties with the width w is w/K. This holds 
always (technically speaking, it holds in every ,8). Here again it seems 
plausible that the estimate of the rf of M is this mean value of rf. 

B. The Problem of the Null Evidence 

The results just stated (TI) and discussed refer to the null evidence.· 
Now some philosophers reject all inductive procedures based on the null 
evidence. They believe that nothing can be said about the c of a hypothesis 
or the estimate of a function as long as no empirical evidence is available. 
I think that in this extreme form the view is certainly wrong; it seems to 
me clear that at least comparative inductive judgments can be made with 
respect to the null evidence. I regard also numerical inductive judgments 
as possible; but I admit that their possibility is problematic. That is to 
say, if somebody believes that there is no adequate quantitative explica
tum for probability" then he can maintain this belief consistently, and 
we cannot compel him to change his view in the same sense in which we 
can compel any consistent thinker to accept a deductive result. But if 
somebody accepts a quantitative concept c for factual evidence, then there 
seem to be no good reasons for the rejection of the null evidence. To take 
an example, suppose that 'M' is a molecular predicate with the relative 
width I/8 (for instance, 'P1 • P •• P/), and that nothing is known about 
the distribution of M. Thus the rf of M in a given population may have 
any value between o and I (both included), and the same holds for the rf 
of non-M. If the rf of M is r, that of non-M is I - r. Can we say anything 
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more about the two values? It seems to me clear that we have more rea
son to expect that the rf of M is below that of non-M than to expect the 
converse, although either case is possible and neither is certain. And 
therefore, for any individual a, it seems to me clear that there is more rea
son to expect that a is non-M than that it is M. If we are willing to admit 
inductive reasoning at all, although its success cannot be deductively 
demonstrated, then we can hardly reject these comparative judgments. 

Now let us examine the question of numerical values for confirmation 
and estimation. For the sake of this discussion, let us assume the skeptical 
view (as held by Kries, Keynes, Nagel, and others) that in most cases 
comparative judgments at best are possible and that numerical values 
can be stated only in a special kind of case. Let us consider a case of this 
special kind. The following evidence e is given: a bag contains 8o balls of 
which Io are white, and the ball b is now drawn at random from the bag. 
Let h be the hypothesis that b is white. I presume that this is a case where 
even most of the skeptics will admit not only the comparative judgment 
that the c for h one is less than for non-h, but also the quantitative judg
ment that c(h,e) = I/8. However, does the skeptic have any means to 
compel the ultra-skeptic, who admits even in this case only the com
parative judgment, to change his mind and to accept also the numerical 
judgment? He is certainly unable to do so; but he can show that the nu
merical judgment is plausible and in accord with customary inductive 
thinking. Now consider again the predicate 'M' with the relative width 
I/8. With respect to the numerical judgment that c for 'Ma' on the null 
evidence is 1/8 and that the estimate for the rf of M on the null evidence 
is I/8, my relation to the skeptic who rejects numerical judgments on the 
null evidence is the same as the relation of the skeptic to the ultra-skeptic 
in the example of the ball. I cannot compel the skeptic, but I can give 
plausibility reasons which seem just as good as the reasons the skeptic 
gives to the ultra-skeptic. Since the mean rf of those properties which have 
the same width as M is 1/8 and that for non-M is 7/8, it seems plausible 
to say not only that the estimate for the rf of M must be smaller than 
that of non-M but also that it must be exactly one-seventh of it and hence 
must be I/8. For the same reason, the only fair betting quotient on 'Ma' 
is I/8, and hence the probability I of 'Ma' should be regarded as I/8. 

When we say that, in our example, the estimate for the rf of M on the 
null evidence is I/8, we do not mean to say that this is a good estimate. 
It means merely that this is the best estimate that can be made by an 
observer X who has no factual evidence. But the best in this case is still 
not good. It must be admitted that this estimate is very unreliable be-
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cause it has only very little support. If X had observed a very large sample 
in which M had the rf I/8, he might perhaps find as estimate of the rf of M 
in any unobserved class again I/8; the same value of the estimate would 
in this case have much more support and hence be more reliable. However, 
the fact that the estimate in the first case, on the null evidence, has only 
a low reliability, does not nullify the inductive validity of that estimate. 

C. Further Theorems on the Estimate of Relative Frequency 

Since the estimate of rf is equal to a certain value of c (T106-1c), we can 
derive further theorems on e(rf) from earlier theorems on c (mostly from 
§59). 

T107-3. Let ~. e, e, and K be as in T106-1. Let c be a symmetrical 
c-function. Let 'M' and 'M'' be molecular predicates in ~. and 'b' any 
new in in ~- Then 'the following holds. 

a. If ~ e :::> Mb (hence, in particular, if 'M' is L-universal (D25-ra)), 
e(rf,M,K,e) = I. (From Tio6-Ic, T59-1b.) 

b. If ~ e :::> "'Mb (hence, in particular, if 'M' is L-empty (D25-1b)), 
e(rf,M,K,e) = o. (From T106-Ic, T59-1e.) 

c. General addition theorem. 
e(rf,MV M',K,e) = e(rf,M,K,e) + e(rf,M' ,K,e)- e(rf,M. M',K,e). 
(From Tio6-Ic, T59-1k.) 

+d. Special addition theorem. If 'M' and 'M" are L-exclusive with respect 
to e (D25-3b), then 
e(rf,M V M',K,e) = e(rf,M,K,e) + e(rfrM',K,e). (From (c), (b); 
analogous to T59-d.) 

e. e(rf,M. M',K,e) = e(rf,M1K,e) + e(rf,M',K,e) - e(rf,M V M',K,e). 
(From (c); analogous to Ts9-1q.) 

f. If ~ e :::> Mb V M'b (hence, in particular, if 'M' and 'M" are L-dis
junct, in other words, 'M V M'' is L-universal), then 
e(rf,M. M',K,e) = e(rf,M,K,e) + e(rf,M',K,e) - I. (From (e), (a).) 

+g. Special multiplication theorem. If 'Mb' is irrelevant to 'M'b' on evi
dence e (D65-1d), then 
e(rf,M. M',K,e) = e(rf,M,K,e) X e(rf,M',K,e). 

Proof. If the condition is fulfilled, c(Mb. M'b,e) = c(Mb,e) X c(M'b,e) 
(T65-6l, the special multiplication theorem for c). Hence the assertion with 
Txo6-xc. 

+h. e(rf,"'M,K,e) = I- e(rf,M,K,e). (From T106-1c, T59-1p.) 
i. If 'M' L-implies 'M", then e(rf,M,K,e) :i e(rf,M',K,e). (From Tio6-

IC, Ts9-2d.) 
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j. e(rf,M. M',K,e) ~ e(rf,M,K,'e). (From (i); analogous to T59-2e.) 
k. e(rf,M,K,e) ~ e(rf,M V M',K,e). (From (i); analogous to T59-2f.) 

+I. If 'M' is a factual predicate (D2s-rc), in other words, 'Mb' is a factual 
sentence (T25-rc), then (r) neither 'Mb' nor ',..._,Mb' is L-implied 
bye, and (2) if~ is finite ore is nongeneral, then o < e(rf,M,K,e) 
<r. 

Proof. r. ',.....,Mb' is also factual (T2o-6a). e is either L-true or factual. If e is 
L-true,.it cannot L-imply either of the two factual sentences (T2o-2c). If e is 
factual, (r) follows from T21-IIC. 2. c(Mb,e) is >o (from (r), T59-5d) and < 1 

(from (r), Tsg-sa). Hence the assertion (2) with Tro6-rc. 

In most applications of predictive inference and predictive estimation 
the property M in question is factual, that is, neither L-universal nor L
empty (D2s-rc); hence 'Mb' is a factual sentence. T3l says that in this 
case the predictive estimate of rf cannot be either o or r. This is quite 
plausible. Even if the finite sample described in e is very large and none of 
its individuals has been found to be M, the case that a finite class K of new 
individuals contains at least one element which is M is certainly not im
possible although it may be highly improbable. Therefore the probability I 
of this case, although small, cannot be o, because it is a possible case in a 
finite domain. Therefore the estimate of af, that is, the probabilityx
weighted mean, must be positive, and hence likewise the estimate of rf. A 
frequently used method of predictive estimation of frequencies is based 
on what might be called the straight rule of estimation; this rule determines 
the predictive estimate of rf as equal to the observed rf. Thus, ifthe observed 
sample does not contain any individual with M and hence the observed 
rf of M is o, the rule says that e(rf) = o; and if the observed rf is r, the 
rule says that e(rf) = r. T3l shows that these results are not in agreement 
with any c-mean estimate-function based on any symmetrical c-function. 
For this and other reasons it seems to me that the straight rule violates 
principles which seem to be generally accepted explicitly or implicitly in 
the customary ways of inductive thinking. A detailed critical analysis of 
the straight rule and related inductive methods will be given in a later 
chapter (in Vol. II). 

D. The Inverse Estimation of Frequency 

The inductive inference from a sample to the population was called 
inverse (or upward) inference(§ 44B). Similarly we shall call the estima
tion of a frequency in the population based on an observed sample inverse 
(or upward) estimation. It is easily seen that the inverse estimate of af for 
a finite population can be derived from the predictive estimate. In this 
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case we take asK not a limited second sample but the whole remainder, 
that is, the class of all individuals in the population not belonging to the 
first sample described in e. The af in the population is, of course, the sum 
of the af in the first sample and that in the remainder. The inverse esti
mate of rf is likewise determined by the given rf in the sample and the 
predictive estimate of rf in the remainder (since the cardinal numbers of 
the sample and the remainder are given by the definitions of the sample 
and the population). As explained earlier, the concept of rf, and hence also 
e(rf), can also be applied to an infinite class Koo, provided a fixed serial 
order for the individuals is established. In many statistical problems the 
population is either infinite or very large in comparison with the first 
sample; in cases of this kind the rf in the population is either exactly or 
approximately equal to that in the remainder. 

The inverse estimate of rf plays an important role in many theories of 
induction or statistics. For instance, Reichenbach's rule of induction, if 
interpreted as a rule of estimation ( cf. § 41E), applies only to this special 
case of estimation, and his whole theory of induction is based upon this 
rule. In mathematical statistics various methods have been developed for 
estimating the values of parameters characterizing a distribution of prop
erties or quantitative magnitudes in a population; and one of the simplest 
and most fundamental of these parameters is the rf of a property. The rf 
of a property in the whole population, especially in the case of an infinite· 
population, is called 'probability' both by Mises and Reichenbach and by 
contemporary statisticians. This is the second meaning of the term 
'probability' (in our terminology, probabilityz). The suitability of the use 
of the word in this sense might be debated, but the fact that a siq1ple 
term has been chosen is a clear indication for the importance of the con
cept. The inverse estimate of rf is thus the estimate of probability,; in 
our method, this estimate is based upon probability I· 

Theorems on predictive and inverse estimation of rf, stating not only 
relations between values but the values themselves, will later (in Vol. II) 
be given on the basis of our functions c* and e*. 
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§ 110. Outline of a Quantitative System of Inductive Logic 

This appendix gives a brief summary of the system of quantitative inductive 
logic to be constructed in Volume II. This system is the theory of a certain func
tion c* which is proposed as a quantitative explicatum of probability,. The 
definition of c* is here given, but, for the sake of brevity, not the reasons for its 
choice. Furthermore, a few theorems are stated without proofs. m* is defined 
in such a way that it is symmetrical and has equal values for all structure
descriptions. c* is the c-function based upon m* (A). Theorems concerning c* 
are stated for the principal kinds of inductive inference earlier explained 
(§ 44 B): the direct inference (B), the predictive inference (C), the inference 
by analogy (D), the inverse inference (E), and the universal inference (F). The 
latter concerns universal laws. In connection with it, the concept of the instance 
confirmation of a law is introduced as an explicatum for what a scientist or an 
engineer means when he says that a given law of physics is "reliable" or "well
founded" (G). It is shown that for predicting a future event on the basis of ob
servations made, it is not necessary to make use of laws; the prediction can be 
inductively inferred directly from the observations (H). The requirement of 
the variety of instances in testing a law is briefly discussed (I). The system of 
inductive logic here outlined is meant as a rational reconstruction and systema
tization of customary inductive reasoning Q). 

A. The Function c* 

In Volume II a quantitative system of inductive logic will be con
structed, based upon an explicit definition of a particular c-function c* and 
containing theorems concerning the various kinds of inductive inference 
and especially of statistical inference in terms of c*. In the present appen
dix we shall indicate the definition of c* and briefly mention a few of the 
theorems on c*, omitting proofs and technical details. 

Space does here not permit an explanation of the reasons for choosing 
just the function c* out of an infinite number of c-functions. The reasons 
are chiefly negative, in the following sense. A critical examination of vari
ous quantitative inductive methods which have been proposed from the 
classical period to our time will be given in Volume II. These methods in
clude both those for the calculation of numerical values of probability 1 

and those for the calculation of estimates of parameters characterizing a 
population (inverse estimation) or a second sample (predictive estimation) 
on the basis of a given sample, especially estimates of relative frequency. 
The examination will refer only. to those methods which are not merely 
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constructed for a special kind of case but have a general character. It will 
be shown that the general methods to be examined, from Laplace's rule 
of succession down to R. A. Fisher's method of maximum likelihood, show 
certain disadvantages. Each of these methods leads in certain cases to 
numerical values which are not in accord with the implicit principles of 
customary inductive thinking as represented by the judgments of good 
scientists or careful, rational bettors. This result does not exclude the 
possibility that any of these methods may be adequate and useful within 
an extensive field; this is certainly the case, e.g., with Fisher's method 
mentioned above. Now the chief arguments in favor of the function c*, 
though there are also a few others of a more positive nature, will consist 
in showing that this function is free of the inadequacies found in the other 
methods. It may then still be inadequate in other respects. It will not be 
claimed that c* is a perfectly adequate explicatum for probability,, let 
alone that it is the only adequate one. For the time being it would be suffi
cient that c* be a better explicatum than the previous methods (if indeed 
it is); in the future still better explicata may be found. 

From the preceding remarks it seems clear that a criticism of the system 
based on c* would hardly be useful at the present time, that is, before the publi
cation of the full explanation of this system, if it would merely raise the ob
jection that the basis of the system seems arbitrary, that is to say, that the 
reasons for the choice of c* as an explicatum are not clear. On the other hand, 
if it could be shown that another method, for instance, a new definition for 
degree of confirmation, leads in certain cases to numerical values more adequate 
than those furnished by c*, that would constitute an important criticism. Or, if 
someone, even without offering an explicatum, were to show that any adequate 
explicatum must fulfil a certain requirement and that c* does not fulfil it, it 
might be a helpful first step toward a better solution. 

We take as the basis of our system of inductive logic that m-function 
m * which fulfils the following two conditions: 

(I) a. m* is a symmetrical m-function (D9o-I and 2). 
b. m * has the same value for all ®tt (structure-descriptions, D 27-I) 

in ~N· 
It is easily seen that there is exactly one m-function for ~N which fulfils 
these two conditions and that it is the function m* defined as follows: 

(2) Let ,8; be any B (state-description, DI8-Ia) in ~N· Let T be the 
number of ®tt in ~Nand r. the number of those Bin ~N which 
are isomorphic to ,8; (§§ 26 f.). Then we define: 

m*(,S,) =nf I/Tr,. 
This defines m* as an m-function for the Bin ~N· We extend it to the sen
tences of ~N by our earlier procedure (D55-2). 
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The function m* thus defined does indeed fulfil the conditions (r)(a) 
and (b). 

Proof. It follows from (2) that all .8 isomorphic to .8• have the same m*
value; hence (r)(a) is fulfilled. Let @)tr; be the @:itr corresponding to .8• (D27-1a). 
Then ~(@:itr;) is the class of those .8 which are isomorphic to .8• (T27-2f). 
Therefore m*(eitr;) = r.m*(.8;) = I/T. Since this holds for every eltr, (r)(b) 
is fulfilled. 

c* is then defined as the c-function based upon m* (D55-3). All these 
definitions refer to ~N· The functions m* and c* for~"' are then defined 
by our earlier limit-procedure (D 56-r and 2). c* is our concept of degree of 
confirmation, that is, the concept which we propose as a quantitative ex
plicatum for probability, in application to our systems~. Our system of 
inductive logic is the theory of c*. 

It seems to me that there are good and even compelling reasons for the 
stipulation ( r)(a), i.e., the choice of a symmetrical function. The proposal 
of any nonsymmetrical c-function as degree of confirmation could hardly 
be regarded as acceptable; this was shown by earlier explanations ( § 90). 
The same cannot be said, however, for the stipulation (r)(b). No doubt, to 
the way of thinking which was customary in the classical period of the theo
ry of probability, (r)(b) would appear as validated, like (r)(a), by the prin
ciple of indifference. However, to modern, more critical thought, this 
mode of reasoning appears as invalid because the structure-descriptions 
(in contradistinction to the individual constants) are by no means alike 
in their logical features but show very conspicuous differences. The defi
nition of c* shows a great simplicity in comparison with other functions 
which might be taken into consideration. Although this fact may influence 
our decision to choose c*, it cannot, of course, be regarded as a sufficient 
reason for this choice. It seems to me that the choice of c* cannot be 
justified by any features of the definition which are immediately recog
nizable, but only by studying the consequences to which the definition 
leads and especially by comparing them with the consequences of other 
definitions. This will be done in Volume II. 

There is another c-function ct which at first glance appears not less 
plausible than c*. The choice of this function may be suggested by the 
following consideration. Prior to experience, there seems to be no reason 
to regard one B as less probable than another. Accordingly, it might seem 
natural to assign equal m-values to the B instead of to the ~tt. This is 
done in the following definition of m t for the B: 

where r is the number of the Bin ~N· This is still simpler than the defini-
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tion (2) for m*. The measures ascribed to the ranges are here simply 
taken as proportional to the cardinal numbers of the ranges. mt is then 
extended to sentences as before, and ct is defined as the c-function based 
upon mt. Earlier authors have often discussed the problem whether the 
principle of indifference should be applied to individual distributions 
(often called 'constitutions') or to statistical distributions (frequencies), 
in other words, whether the former should be regarded as a priori equi
probable or the latter. It will be shown in Volume II that both sides were 
wrong. The principle of the equiprobability of individual distributions, if 
applied to the whole universe, would lead to the equiprobability of all B, 
and hence to mt and ct. This principle has been accepted by some promi
nent writers, among them C. S. Peirce ([Theory], see [Papers], II, 470 f.), 
Keynes ([Probab.], pp. 56 f.), Wittgenstein ([Tractatus] *s.rs). However, 
in spite of its apparent plausibility, the functon ct can easily be seen to be 
entirely inadequate as a concept of degree of confirmation. As an example, 
consider the system ~,o, with 'P' as the only tJt. Let e be the conjunction 
'Pa,. Pa •• Pa3 •• ••• Pa,00' and let h be 'Pa,or'. Then e. h is a B and 
hence mt(e. h) = r/r. e holds only in the two B, e. h and e. ""h; hence 
mt(e) = 2/r. Therefore ct(h,e) = rj2. If e' is formed from e by replacing 
some or even all of the atomic sentences with their negations, we obtain 
likewise ct(h,e') = r/2. Thus the ct-value for the prediction that a,o, is P 
is always the same, no matter whether among the hundred observed in-· 
dividuals the number of those which have been found to be P is roo or so 
oro or any other number. Thus the choice of ct as the degree of confirma
tion would be tantamount to the principle never to let our past experi
ences influence our expectations for the future. This would obviously be 
in striking contradiction to the basic principle of all inductive reasoning. 

The second of the two controversial principles, which declares statisti
cal distributions as equiprobable, is likewise wrong. In the general form 
in which it is usually stated it leads to contradictions. It is, however, con- · 
sistent if it is applied only to the Q-division. In this case it asserts the 
equiprobability of the ~tt, which correspond to the statistical distribu
tions for the Q-division (T34-6), and thus leads tom* and c*. 

The preceding considerations show that the following argument, ad
mittedly not a strong one, can be offered in favor of m*. Of the two m
functions which are most simple and suggest themselves as the most natu
ral ones, m * is the only one which is not entirely inadequate. 

The definitions of m* and c* indicated above are formulated in a general 
way so as to apply to all our systems~. But the greater part of our system 
of inductive logic, including all theorems mentioned in the remainder of 
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this section, will be restricted to the systems~,.. which contain only ~r of 
degree one (§ 3I). This restriction to properties is customary in theories 
on probability z. An extension of this part of inductive logic to relations 
would require certain results in the deductive logic of relations, results 
which this discipline, although widely developed in other respects, has not 
yet reached (for example, an answer to the apparently simple question 
as to the number of structures in a given finite language system). We shall 
make use of the following concepts earlier explained in connection with 
the systems~,..: the Q-properties (§ 3I); the number 1r of the ~r; the num
ber K of the Q-properties, which is 2,.. (T3I-I); the width w of a property 
and its relative width w/K (D32-I); the Q-numbers (§ 34). Here for ~N
in contradistinction to systems containing relations-it is easy to state 
explicit functions forT (T3S-Id) and ri for a ,8; with the Q-numbers N., 
N., ... , N. (T35-4). Substituting in (2) the values given by the theorems 
just mentioned, we obtain: 

(4) *(D·) = N.!N.! ... N.!(K- I)! 
m .o• (N + K - I)! · 

This result serves as a basis for all further theorems. 
Letj be a nongeneral sentence in ~N· The application of (4) to all,B in 

m; furnishes an effective procedure for the computation of m*(j). How
ever, since the number of 8 becomes very large even for small systems 
(see T35-2), this procedure, although effective, is impracticable, that is, 
too lengthy for practical purposes. Another procedure for the computation 
of m *(j) which is practicable if the number of in in j is not too large will 
be explained in Volume II. 

m*(t) in ~"' is defined by a limit (Ds6-I). The question arises under 
what conditions this limit exists. We have to distinguish two cases. (i) Sup
pose that i is nongeneral. Here the situation is simple; it can be shown that 
in this case m*(i) is the same in all finite systems in which i occurs; hence 
it has the same value also in~"'· (iil Let i be general. Here the situation is 
quite different. For a given ~N, i can of course easily be transformed into 
an L-equivalent sentence i/v without variables (T22-3). The values of 
m*(i!v) are in general different for each N,· and although the simplified 
procedure mentioned above is available for the computation of these 
values, this procedure becomes impracticable even for moderate N. Thus 
for general sentences the problem of the existence and the practical com
putability of the limit becomes serious. It can be shown that for every 
general sentence the limit exists; hence m* has a value for all sentences 
in~"'· Moreover, an effective procedure for the computation of m*(i)_ for 
any sentence i in~"' has been constructed. This is based on a procedure 
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for transforming any given general sentence i into a nongeneral sentence 
i' such that i and i', although not necessarily L-equivalent, have the same 
m*-value in~"' and i' does not contain more in than i; this procedure is 
not only effective but also practicable for sentences of customary length. 
Thus, the computation of m*(i) for a general sentence i is in fact much 
simpler for ~"' than for a finite system ~N with a large N. 

With the help of the procedure mentioned, the following theorem is 
obtained: 

(s) If i is a purely general sentence (DI6-6g) in ~~' then m*(z") is 
either o or 1. 

For a sentence of the form '(x)(Mx)', where 'M' is a factual molecular 
predicate, m* is o. This leads to the later result (I2). 

B. The Direct Inference 

One of the most important tasks of inductive logic is to furnish general 
theorems on the degree of confirmation in the various cases called kinds 
of inductive inference which were earlier explained(§ 44B). We shall now 
indicate some results of this kind concerning c*. Inductive inferences are 
of special importance when they become statistical inferences, that is to 
say, when e or h or both give statistical information, e.g., concerning the 
absolute or relative frequencies of given properties in a population or ·a 
sample. Most of the subsequent theorems are of this kind. 

The direct inference is the inference from the population to a sample. 
Here it is not necessary to state special theorems on c* because the theo
rems stated earlier for all symmetrical c-functions (§§ 94~6) hold, of 
course, for c* too. We have seen that these theorems state the same values 
as classical theorems, including the binomial law (§ 95) and the various 
parts of Bernoulli's theorem (§ 96), although the restricting condition~ 
and the interpretations are somewhat different in some cases. 

C. The Predictive Inference 

The predictive inference is the inference from one sample to another. 
Let the properties M; (i = I top) form a division (D25-4). Let e be an 
individual distribution (D26-6a) saying that in a first sample of s indi
viduals s; specified ones are M; (i = i to p); let e' be the statistical dis
tribution corresponding to e (D26-6b); let h be a statistical distribution 
(D26-6c) for the same division, but for a second sample of s' other indi
viduals with the cardinal numbers si; let the width of M; be w;. Then 
the following holds: 
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Ii (S; + S~ ~ W;- I) 
• _. s, . 

(s + s' -:: K - 1) (6) c* (h,e) = c* (h,e') 

The predictive inference is the most important kind of inductive infer
ence. The other kinds which will be discussed here may be construed as 
special cases of the predictive inference. Therefore the further theorems in 

this section can be derived from (6). 
The most important special case of the predictive inference is the singu-

lar predictive inference. Here his a singular prediction 'Me' (with'~' for 
'M,'), where 'c' is an in not occurring in e. e and e' are as before. In this case 

*(h ) *(h ') _ Sr + Wr (7) c ,e = c ,e - s + K • 

Laplace's much-debated rule of succession gives in thi~ case ~imply t?e 
value :·t: for any property whatever; this, however, If applied to dif
ferent properties, leads to contradictions. Other authors state the value 
s,js, that is, they take simply the observed relative frequency as the 
probability for the prediction that an unobserved individual has the prop
erty in question. We call this the straight rule. This rule, however, leads to 
quite implausible results. If s, = s, e.g., if three individuals have _been 
observed and all of them have been found to be M, the last-mentiOned 
rule gives the probability for the next individual being M as I, which 
seems hardly acceptable (see§ 47 A). According to (7), c* is influenced by 
the following two factors (though not uniquely determined by them): 

(i) W 1 / K, the relative width of M; 
(ii) srfs, the relative frequency of Min the observed sample. 

The factor (i) is purely logical; it is determined by the semantical rules. 
(ii) is empirical; it is determined by observing and counting the i_ndividu~ls 
in the sample. The value of c* always lies between those of (I) and (u). 
Before any individual has been observed, c* is equal to the logical fa:
tor (i). As we first begin to observe a sample, c* is influenced more by this 
factor than by (ii). As the sample is increased by observing more and more 
individuals (but not including the one mentioned in h), the empirical fac
tor (ii) gains more and more influence upon c*. Let us assume that, as the 
sample increases, the relative frequency of M continues to have the ~an:e 
valuer= s,js. In this case c* moves slowly toward this valuer, which 1t 
approaches as a limit; when the sample is sufficiently large, c* is practically 
equal tor. This result seems more adequate than the value c = s,js of the 

"r 
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straight rule; but the latter is acceptable as an approximation in the case 
of sufficiently large samples . 

According to our previous analysis of estimation (T106-1c), the value 
of c* stated in (7) is likewise the estimate of the relative frequency of M 
within any unobserved class. 

D. The Inference by Analogy 

Here the situation is as follows. The evidence known to us is the fact 
that individuals b and c agree in certain properties and, in addition, that 
b has a further property; thereupon we consider the hypothesis that c too 
has this property. Logicians have always felt that a peculiar difficulty is 
here involved. It seems plausible to assume that the probability of the 
hypothesis is the higher the more properties band care known to have in 
common; on the other hand, it is felt that these common properties 
should not simply be counted but weighed in some way. This becomes pos
sible with the help of the concept of width. Let M, be the conjunction of all 
properties which band care known to have in common. The known simi
larity between band cis the greater the stronger the property M,, hence 
the smaller its width. Let M2 be the conjunction of all properties which b 
is known to have. Let the width of M, be w,, and that of M 2 , W 2 • Accord
ing to the above description of the situation, we presuppose that M 2 L-
implies M, but is not L-equivalent toM,; hence w, > W 2 • Now we take 
as evidence the conjunction e .j; e says that b is M2, andj says that cis 
M,. The hypothesis h says that c has not only the properties ascribed to it 
in the evidence but also the one (or several) ascribed in the evidence to b 
only, in other words, that c has all known properties of b, or briefly that c 
is M2. Then 

(8) *(h ") W2 +I c ,e •J = ---- • . W1 +I 
j and h speak only about c; e introduces the other individual b which serves 
to connect the known properties of c expressed by j with its unknown prop
erties expressed by h. The chief question is whether the degree of confirma
tion of his increased by the analogy between c and b, in other words, by 
the addition of e to our knowledge j. An affirmative answer to this ques
tion can be derived from (8). However, the increase of c* is under ordinary 
conditions rather small; this is in agreement with the general conception 
according to which reasoning by analogy, although admissible, can usually 
yield only rather weak results. 

Neither the classical theory nor modern theories of probability have 
been able to give a satisfactory account of and justification for the infer-

I. 
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ence by analogy. This fact is not surprisin~ since the ~egree of confi:ma
tion depends here not on relative frequencies but entirely on the Widt~s 
of the properties involved, thus on magnitudes neglected by both classi
cal and modem theories. 

E. The Inverse Inference 

The inverse inference is the inference from a sample to the whole ~o~u
lation. This inference can be regarded as a special case of ~e predictive 
inference with the second sample covering the whole remamder of .th.e 
population. Let M;, e, s, s;, e', and w; be as under (C): Let h ~ea. s~atisti
cal distribution which says that in the whole populatiOn ?f ~ I~diVIdu~ls, 
of which the sample described in e is a part, there are n; mdividuals With 
M; (i = I top). Then 

TI (n' + w~ = I) 
. S; + W, I 

c*(h,e) = c*(h,e') = ·-· (n + " - I) 
n-s 

This theorem shows that in the inverse inference, in distinction to the 
direct inference, c* is dependent not only upon the frequencies but also 
upon the widths of the properties. 

F. The Universal Inference 

The universal inference is the inference from an observed sample to a 
hypothesis of universal form. Let l be a factual sentence of th~ form 
'(x)(Mx :::> M'x)', where 'M' and 'M" are factual molecular predica~es; 
Hence lis an unrestricted simple law (D37-2a). As an example, let M 
designate the property Swan and 'M" Whit~; ~ence l s~ys that a;; swans 
are white. Let us take 'Mr' as an abbreVIatiOn for M • '""'M (Non
White Swan), and let the width of 'M,' b~ w,. Then lis L-equivalent ~o 
'(x)('""'M,x)' ('there are no non-white swans') (T2~-5g(~)) and hence IS 
a law with the strength w, (T37-3a). Let e be a conJunction of s. fu~l ~en
tences of ''""'M,' with s different in. Thus e describes a ~ample of s I~diVIdu
als none of which violates the law l. Then, for any fimte system ~N, 

(
s +"- I) 

w, 
(Io) c*(l,e) = (N + w~ _ I) · 

In the special case of a system containing 'M.' as the only ~t, we have 
w, = I and"= 2, and hence c*(l,e) = (s + I)/(N + I). The latter value 
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is given by some authors as holding generally (see Jeffreys [Probab.], 
p. Io6 (I6)). However, it seems plausible that the degree of confirmation 
must be smaller for a stronger law and heRce depend upon w,. 

If sis very large in relation to "• the following approximation holds: 

(n) c*(l,e) "' (~)"" 
For~!,, 

(I2) c*(l,e) = o. 

These theorems show that for finite systems the confirmation of the law l 
decreases with increasing N. This seems plausible because, the larger N is, 
the more is asserted by l. If N is very large, c* becomes very small; and for 
the infinite system it is o. The latter result may seem surprising; it seems 
not in accord with the fact that scientists often say of a law that it is 
"well-confirmed"; this problem will be discussed under (G). 

Let us now consider the case where also negative instances are ob
served. Let e' be an individual distribution for 'M,' and '"'M,' with sin 
with the cardinal numbers s, and s- s,. Thus e' says that the observed 
sample of s individuals contains s, negative instances (non-white swans). 
Obviously, in this case there is no point in taking as hypothesis the law 
in its original form l, because e' and l are L-exclusive. We take instead the 
corresponding restricted law (D37-2b) l' which says that all individuals 
not belonging to the sample described in e' have the property "'M, ('all 
unobserved swans are white'). Then for ~N: 

(S-l-K-I) 
(IJ) *(l' ') ~ S, + W, 

c ,e - (N + " - I) . 
s, + w, 

This shows that c*(l',e1 decreases with an increase of Nand even more. 
with an increase in the numbers, of violating cases. It can be shown that, 
under ordinary circumstances with large N, c* increases moderately when 
a new individual is observed which satisfies the original law l. On the 
other hand, if the new individual violates l, c* decreases very much, its 
value becoming a small fraction of its previous value. This seems in good 
agreement with the general conception. 

For the infinite system, c* is again o, as in the previous case. 

G. The Instance Confirmation of a Law 

Suppose we ask an engineer who is building a bridge why he has chosen 
the particular design. He will refer to certain physical laws and tell us 
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that he regards them as "very reliable", "well founded", "amply con
firmed by numerous experiences". What do these phrases mean? It is clear 
that they are intended to say something about probability~ or degree of 
confirmation. Hence, what is meant could be formulated more explicitly 
in a statement of the form 'c(h,e) is high' or the like. Here the evidence e is 
obviously the relevant observational knowledge. But what is to serve as 
the hypothesis h? One might perhaps think at first that h is the law in 
question, hence a universal sentence l of the form: 'For every space-time 
point x, if such and such conditions are fulfilled at x, then such and such 
is the case at x'. I think, however, that the engineer is chiefly interested 
not in this sentence l, which speaks about an immense number, perhaps an 
infinite number, of instances dispersed through all time and space, but 
rather in one instance of lor a relatively small number of instances. When 
he says that the law is very reliable, he does not mean to say that he is 
willing to bet that among the billion of billions, or an infinite number, of 
instances to which the law applies there is not one counterinstance, but 
merely that this bridge will not be a counterinstance, or that among all 
bridges which he will construct during his lifetime there will be no counter
instance. Thus h is not the law l itself but only a prediction concerning 
one instance or a relatively small number of instances. Therefore, what 
is vaguely called the reliability of a law is measured not by the degree of 
confirmation of the law itself but by that of one or several instances. This 
suggests the subsequent definitions. They refer, for the sake of simplicity, 
to just one instance; the case of several, say, one hundred, instances can 
then easily be judged likewise. Let e be any non-L-false, nongeneral sen
tence. Let l be a simple law (D37-I) of the form (ik)(Wli). Then we un
derstand by the instance confirmation of l on the evidence e, in symbols 
'ct(l,e)', the degree of confirmation, on the evidence e, of the hypothesis 
that a new individual not mentioned in e fulfils the law l: 

ci (l,e) = nr c*(h,e) , 

where 'h is an instance of IDe, formed by substituting for h an in not oc
curring in e. 

The second concept, now to be defined, seems in many cases to repre
sent still more accurately what is vaguely meant by the reliability of a 
law !. We suppose here that l has the frequently used conditional form 
mentioned earlier: '(x)(Mx ::) M'x)' (e.g., 'all swans are white'). By the 
qualified-instance confirmation of the law that all swans are white we 
mean the degree of confirmation for the hypothesis h' that the next swan 
to be observed will likewise be white. The difference between the hy-
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p~the,si_s h used ~reviously for the instance confirmation and the hypoth
esis h JUSt descnbed consists in the fact that the latter concerns an indi
vidual which is already qualified as fulfilling the condition M. That is 
the reason why we speak here of the qualified-instance confirmation, in 
symbols 'Cci;.': 

c,i;_(M,M',e) = Df c*(h',e •i) , 
where j is a full sentence of 'M' with an in not occurring in e, and h' is the 
full sentence of' M" with the same in. 

We shall now give two theorems concerning the concepts just defined. 
Let l be '(x)(Mx ::) M'x)'. Let 'M/ be defined, as earlier, by 'M. ,..._,M" 
(Non-White Swan) and 'M.' by 'M. M'' (White Swan). Let the widths 
of 'M/ and 'M.' be wi and w,, respectively. Let e be a report about sob
served individuals saying that Sr of them are M 1 (negative cases) and s. 
are M,, while the remaining ones are "-'M (Non-Swan) and hence neither 
Mr norM,. Then the following holds: 

ct(l,e) = I _ Sr + Wx • 

s+K 

C*·(M M' e) - I - Sr + U'r 
Ql ' ' - • 

Sx + Wx + s, + 'I.e'• 

The values of the two functions stated by these theorems are independ
ent of N and hold therefore for all finite and infinite systems. The values 
for the case that the observed sample does not contain any individuals 
;iolating the law l can easily be obtained from the values stated by tak
Ing sl = o. 

It can be shown that, if the number S1 of observed negative ca~es is 
either o or a fixed small number, then, with the increase of the sample 
size s, both ci* and Cci;. grow close to I, in contradistinction to c* for the 
law itself. This justifies the customary manner of speaking of "very re
liable" or "well-founded" or "well-confirmed" laws, provided we interpret 
these phrases as referring to a high value of either of our two concepts just 
introduced. Understood in this sense, the phrases are not in contradiction 
to the previous results that the c* of a law is very small in a large system 
and o in the infinite system. 

These concepts will also be of help in situations of the following kind. 
Suppose an observer X has observed certain events and finds two L-ex
elusive laws, each of which would explain the observed events satisfac
torily. Which of them should he prefer? With respect to a finite system 
he may take the law with the higher c. With respect to the infinite system: 
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however, this method of comparison fails, because for either law c = o 
(in the case of c* and similar functions). Here the concept of instance con
firmation (or that of qualified-instance confirmation) will help. If it has 
a higher value for one of the two laws, then this law will be preferable, if 
no reasons of another nature are against it. 

H. Are Laws Needed for Making Predictions? 

The expectations of future events which people actually entertain are 
influenced not only by rational factors but also by irrational ones like 
wishful thinking or fear. In a rational procedure, expectations should 
somehow be "founded upon" or "inductively inferred from" past ex
periences, in some sense of those phrases. In order to see more clearly how 
this is to be done and, in particular, which part in this procedure is played 
by laws, let us consider the following simplified schema. Suppose that X 
wants to determine, either for practical purposes of everyday life or for 
theoretical purposes of science, whether it would be reasonable for him to 
expect that a given individual c isM' in view of his earlier experiences. 
Let h be this prediction 'M'c'. Suppose that his relevant observational re
sults are as follows: (I) Many other things were M and all of them were 
also M'; let this be formulated in the sentence e; (2) cis M; let this bej. 
Thus he knows e and j by observation. How does he proceed from these 
premises to the desired conclusion h? It is clear that this cannot be done 
by deduction; an inductive procedure must be applied. What is this in
ductive procedure? It is usually explained in the following way. From the 
evidence e, X infers inductively the law l which says that all Mare M'; this 
inference is supposed to be inductively valid because e contains many 
positive and no negative instances of the law l; then he infers h ('c is 
white') from l ('all swans are white') and j ('c is a swan') deductively. 
Now let us see how the procedure appears from the point of view of our 
inductive logic. One might perhaps be tempted to transcribe the usual de
scription of the procedure just given into technical terms as follows. X in
fers l from e inductively because c(l,e) is high; since l.j L-implies h, 
c(h,e .j) is likewise high; thus h may be inductively inferred from e .j. 
However, this way of reasoning would not be correct, because, under ordi
nary conditions, c(l,e) (at least for c* and similar functions) is not high but 
very low, and even o if the number of individuals is infinite. The difficulty 
disappears when we realize, on the basis of our previous discussions, that 
X does not need a high c* for lin order to obtain the desired high c* for h; 
all he needs is a high c.i; for l; and this he has by knowing e andj. Thus we 
see that X need not take the rotindabout way through the law l at all, 
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as is usually believed; he can instead go from his observational knowledge 
e .j directly to the singular prediction h. That is to say, our inductive 
logic makes it possible to determine c*(h,e .j) directly and to find that 
it has a high value, without making use of any law. Customary thinking 
in everyday life likewise often takes this short cut, which is now justified 
by inductive logic. For instance, suppose somebody asks X what he ex
pects to be the color of the next swan he will see. Then X may reason 
like this: he has seen many white swans and no non-white swans; there
fore he presumes, admittedly not with certainty, that the next swan will 
likewise be white; and he is willing to bet on it. Perhaps he does not even 
consider the question whether all swans in the universe without a single 
exception are white; and, if he did, he would not be willing to bet on the 
affirmative answer. 

We see that the use of laws is not indispensable for making predictions. 
Nevertheless it is expedient, of course, to state universal laws in books on 
physics, biology, psychology, etc. Although these laws stated by scientists 
do not have a high degree of confirmation, they have a high qualified
instance confinnation and thus serve as efficient instruments for finding 
those highly confirmed singular predictions which are needed in practical 
life. 

I. The Variety of Instances 

A generally accepted rule of scientific method says that for testing a 
given law we should choose a variety of specimens as great as possible 
(§ 47E). Suppose that one physicist tests the law l by making experi
ments with one hundred specimens, all of the same kind, and finds all re
sults positive. Suppose that another physicist does the same with one 
hundred specimens taken from various kinds and finds likewise positive 
results. Let ei express the common prior knowledge of both physicists and 
the results of the hundred experiments of the first physicist; let e2 be the 
corresponding statement for the second physicist. Then we should say 
that the second physicist has made a more thoroughgoing examination of 
the law and therefore has more reason than the first to believe in the law l 
or in the prediction h of a future instance of the law. Therefore, we should 
require of an adequate explicatum c that its value for lor for h be higher on 
e. than on ei. Ernest Nagel ([Principles), pp. 68-7I) has discussed this 
problem in detail and explained the difficulties involved in finding a con
cept of degree of confirmation that would satisfy the requirement; he ex
presses doubts as to whether such a concept can be found at all. However, 
it can be shown that c* satisfies the requirement (see [Inductive] § IS). 
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J. Inductive Logic as a Rational Reconstruction 

Sometimes a theory is offered as a "rational reconstruction" of a body 
of generally accepted but more-or-less vague beliefs. This means that the 
theory introduces explicata for the concepts involved in those beliefs and 
that the content of the beliefs is represented in a more exact and more 
systematic form by statements of the theory. The demand for a justifica
tion of a theory proposed as a rational reconstruction may be understood 
in two different ways. (1) The first, more modest task is to validate the 
claim that the new theory is a satisfactory reconstruction of the beliefs in 
question. It must be shown that the statements of the theory are in suffi
cient agreement with those beliefs; this comparison is possible only on 
those points where the beliefs are sufficiently precise. The question 
whether the given beliefs are true or false is here not even raised. (2) The 
second task is to show the validity of the new theory and thereby of the 
given beliefs. This is a much deeper-going and often much more difficult 
problem. 

For example, Euclid's axiom system of geometry was a rational recon
struction of the beliefs concerning spatial relations which were generally 
held, based on experience and intuition, aJ?.d applied in the practices of 
measuring, surveying, building, etc. Euclid's axiom system was accepted 
because it was in sufficient agreement with those beliefs and gave a more 
exact and consistent formulation for them. In other words, it was a ration
al reconstruction and systematization. A critical investigation of the 
validity, the factual truth, of the axioms and the beliefs was not made 
until more than two thousand years later by Gauss and Einstein. 

The system of inductive logic here proposed, that is, the theory of c* 
based on the definition of this function, is intended as a reconstruction 
restricted to a simple language form, of inductive thinking as customarily 
applied in everyday life and in science. However, it is meant not merely as 
an uncritical representation of customary ways of thinking with all their 
defects and inconsistencies, but rather as a rational, critically corrected 
reconstruction. It is intended to lead to results which are more systema
tized, more consistent, and in certain points more correct than customary 
ways of thinking. One method of inductive thinking is regarded as more 
correct or more reasonable than another one if it is in better accord with 
the basic principle of inductive reasoning, which says that expectations 
for the future should be guided by the experiences of the past. More spe
cifically: what has been observed more frequently should, under otherwise 
equal conditions, be regarded as more probable for the future. 

Since the implicit rules of customary inductive thinking are rather 
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vague, any rational reconstruction contains statements which are neither 
supported nor rejected by the ways of customary thinking. Therefore a 
comparison is possible only on those points where the procedures of c~s
tomary inductive thinking are precise enough. It seems to me that on these 
points the theory of c* is sufficiently in agreement with customary induc
tive t~inking t? be regarded as an adequate reconstruction. This agree
ment 1s found m many theorems, of which a few have been indicated in 
t~s appendix. And it seems further that in the points where there is a 
divergence, the theory of c* is more correct than customary thinking in 
the sense just explained. 



GLOSSARr 

Brief explanations are given for the main terms used in this volume. The exact 
definitions are stated in the body of the book (sometimes here referred to by their 
number or section); here we give only rough indications to help the reader's memory. 
Sometimes two explanations are given separated by a solidus 'I'; in such cases the first 
holds for the explicandum, the second for the explicatum proposed in this book. 

*A starred word is explained elsewhere in this glossary. 

A 

Absolute frequency (af) of the property M in the class K: the number of those ele
ments of K which have the property M (Dio4-1a). 

Additional evidence: If to the available *evidence e an additional evidence i is added, 
with regard to a *hypothesis h, then we call e the prior evidence, e. i the posterior 
evidence, c(h,e) the prior confirmation of h, c(h,e • i) the posterior confirmation of h, 
c(i,e) the expectedness of i, c(i,e. h) the likelihood of i (§ 6o). i is said to be pre
dictable if it follows from e. h (§ 61); c(h,e. i)lc(h,e) is called the relevance quo
tient (D66-1a). 

Almost L-false sentence i: i is not *L-false, but m(~) = o (D58-1b, T58-3a). 
Almost L-true sentence i: i is not *L-true, but m(i) = I (D58-1a). 
Atomic sentence: consisting of a *primitive predicate and one or more *individual 

constants (D16-6a). 
Attribute: property or relation. 

B 

(cis) based upon m: c(h,e) = m(e. h)lm(e) (D55-3). 
Basic pair: consisting of an *atomic sentence and its *negation (D16-6c). 
Basic sentence: *atomic sentence or *negation of such (D16-6b). 
Biconditional: i =j; i if and only ifj (§ 15A). 

c 
c-function: any numerical function considered as an *explicatum for *probability,. 
c-mean estimate of an unknown magnitude: the weighted mean of the possible values 

of the magnitude with *degree of confirmation as weight (i.e., the sum of the pos
sible values each multiplied with the *degree of confirmation for its occurrence) 
(§§ 99, IOOA). 

Classificatory concept: a property or relation of a simple kind, neither *comparative 
nor *quantitative(§ 4). 

Classificatory concept of confirmation: (G:(h,i,e)): the *additional evidence i is con
firming evidence for the *hypothesis h (on the basis of the *prior evidence e) 
(§§ 8, 86). 

Comparative concept: a relation characterizing a thing in comparison with another 
thing in terms of 'more' (or 'more or equal') without using numerical values (e.g., 
'xis warmer than y') (§ 4). 

Comparative concept of confirmation (\Ul([(h,e,h' ,e')): the *hypothesis h is confirmed 
by the *evidence e more strongly or equally strongly ash' bye' (§§ 8, 79, 81). 

Concept:_ property, relation, or function (§ 3). 
Conditional: i :::> j; if i thenj (§ 15A). 
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Conjunction: i .j; i andj (§ 15A). 
Con~ectives: the fo~~wing signs: '"'' (*negation), 'V' (*disjunction), '•' (*conjunc

tion),':::>' (*conditiOnal),'=' (*biconditional) (§ 15A). 
Correlation of the in: a one-one relation among all *individual constants {D26-1). 

D 

Deductive Inference: inference based upon *L-implication. 
Deductive logic: the theory of logical deduction I the theory of *L-implication, 

*L-truth, etc. (§§ 20, 43B). 
Degre_e of confirmati~n (c(h,e)): a *quantitative concept representing the degree to 

which the assumption of the *hypothesis h is supported by the *evidence e (§§ 8 
to 10A). 

Direct inference: the *inductive inference from the *population to a *sample(§ 44B). 
Disjunction: i V j; i or j (or both) (§ 15A). 
Di~ision: an exhaustive and nonoverlapping set of properties (or *predicates designat

mg them) (D25-4). 
E 

Empty class = *Null class. 
Empty property M (or *predicate 'M'): not holding for any *individual {D25-1b). 
Estimate; see c-mean estimate. 
Evide~ce: (a sentence expressing) the knowledge (usually results of observations) 

available ~o the observer an~ used by him as a basis for determining the *degree of 
confirmation of a *hypothesis or an *estimate(§§ 8, 10A). 

Ex~sten~ quantifier: '(3:~)'! 'there is a~ *ind!vidual x. such that .. .' (§ 15A). 
EXIstential sentence: consisting of an *existential quantifier and a *matrix as its *scope 

(e.g., '(3:x)Px') (§§ 15A, 16). 
Expectedness; see Additional evidence. 
Explication: t~e int;oduction of a new, exact *concept (the. explicatum) to take the 

place of a giVen mexact *concept (the explicandum) (§ 2). 
Expression: a finite sequence of *signs (§ 14). 

F 

F-false sentence: *factual and false (§ 20). 
F-true sentence: *factual and true (§ 20). 
Factual predicate 'M' (or property M): 'Ma' is a *factual sentence(§ 25). 
Factual sentence: contingent, synthetic I neither *L-true nor *L-false (§ 20). 
Frequency; see Absolute frequency; Relative frequency. 
Frequency concept of probability; see Probability •. 
Full matrix of 'M': a *matrix consisting of 'M' and *individual signs, e.g., 'M x' (§ 25). 
Full sentence of 'M': a sentence consisting of 'M' and *individual constants e g 

'Ma' (§ 25). ' · ., 

G 

General sentence: containing *variables (DI6-6f). 

H 

Hy~o~esls: a sentence _concerning unkno~ facts (e.g., a prediction or a law) which 
Is JUdged on the basis of given *evidence (§§ 8, zoA). 

I 

Identity sentence: 'a = b', 'a is the same *individual as b' (§ 15A). 
in: *individual constant. 
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Individual constants (in): names of *individuals, 'a', 'b', etc. (§ rsA). 
Individual distribution for a given *division and n given *individual constants: a sen

tence specifying for each of the n *individuals to which _kind in the *~i~i~i?n it ~e
longs I a *conjunction of n *full sentences of the *pred1cates of the diVISion w1th 
one each of the given *individual constants (D26-6a). 

Individual sign: *individual constant or *individual variable. 
Individual variables: the variables 'x', 'y', etc., whose values are the *individuals; they 

are used in *quantifiers(§ rsA). 
Individuals: the things or events or positions which constitute the universe of dis

course(§ rsA). 
Inductive inference: an inference which is nondeductive, nondemonstrative I determi

nation of the *degree of confirmation c(h,e) (in particular, when e *L-implies neither 
h nor "'h) (§ 44B). 

Inductive logic: theory of the (*classificatorY, *comparative, or *quantitative) con-
cept of confirmation (§§ 8, rcA, 43). 

Inference; see Deductive inference; Inductive inference. 
Initial confirmation = *Null confirmation. 
Initially relevant: *relevant with respect to the *tautologous evidence (D65-2). 
Inverse inference: the *inductive inference from a *sample to the *population(§ 44B). 
i is irrelevant to h on e: the *degree of confirmation of h remains unchanged when i is 

added to e (D6s-rd). 
Isomorphic sentences i,j: j is formed from i by replacing e~ch *individual constant oc

curring in i by its correlate with respect to a *correlat10n of the in (D26-3a). 

L 
L-disjunct sentences i, j: the *disjunction i V j is *L-true (§ 20). . . 
L-equivalent sentences i,j: i andj have the same content; they entatl each other logi-

cally I i andj have the same *range(§ 2o). . . . * . . . . . 
L-exclusive sentences i,j: i is logically incompatible w1thJ I the conJunCtiOn~ •J 1s 

*L-false (§ 2o). 
L-false sentence i: i is logically false, self-contradictory I the *range of i is *empty, 

i holds in no *state-description(§ 2o). 
i L-implies j: i logically implies j; j follows logically from i I the *range of i is con

tained in that ofj (§ 2o). 
L-true sentence i (~ i): i is logically true, analytic I i has the universal *range, i holds 

in every *state-description(§ 2o). 
Law; see Simple law and § 37· 
Likelihood; see Additional evidence. 
Logic; see Deductive logic; Inductive logic. 
Logical width; see Width. 

M 
m-function: a measure function assigning numerical values first to the *state-descrip

tions, then to all sentences, representing an *explicatum for *probability, a priori 

(§ 55A). . . f * . bl 
Matrix, sentential: sentence or sentence-like express10n With ree vana es, e.g., 

',...,Px V Rax' (§ rsA). . * . 
Metalanguage: the language in which we make statements about the symbohc obJect 

language; the metalanguage used in this book is the English word-language supple
mented with some technical signs (e.g., 'm', 'c', '~t', 'i', 'j', etc.)(§ 14). 

Molecular predicate: a *predicate introduced as an abbreviation for a *molecular 
predicate expression (§ 25). . 

Molecular predicate expression: consisting of *primitive predicates and *connectives, 
e.g., ',...,p, V P.' (§ 25). 
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Molecular property: desi~a~ed by a *molecular predicate expression (§ 25). 
Molecular sentence: cons1stmg of *atomic sentences and *connectives (Dr6-6e). 

N 

s8r 

Negation: ~; not-i (§ rsA). 

i is negatively rele~~t (or negative) to h on e: the *degree of confirmation of h is 
decreased when~ 1s added toe (D65-rb). 

Nongeneral sentence: not containing *variables (Dr6-6g). 
Null class: class to which no element belongs. 
Null confirmation: *degree of confirmation before any *factual *evidence is ava·l-

able I c(h,t), where 't' is *tautologous(§ 57B). 1 

0 

Object language: the language investigated (not used) in a certain context. in this 
book, the symbolic systems~- ' 

p 

~?pula~i~n: the class of *individuals studied in a given investigation (§ 
44

B). 
~ 1s POSltively relevant (or positive) to h on e: the *degree of confirmation of h is in-

creased by the addition of ito e (D65-ra). 
Posteri~r .c?nfirmation, Posterior evidence; see Additional evidence. 
~t: *pnm1tlve predicate. 

Pred~cate: a *sig~ designating an *attribute, e.g., 'P', 'M' (§ rsA). 
Pred1cate express1on: an *expression designating an *attribute (§ 25). 
Predictable; see Additional evidence. 

Predictive inference: the *inductive inference from one *sample to another *sample 
(§ 44B). 

Primitive predicates: the undefined *predicates of a language system e g 'p ' 'p ' 
etc., 'R,', etc.(§ I5A). ' .. , I' 2 ' 

Prior confirmation, Prior evidence; see Additional evidence. 
Probab~l~ty,: the logic_al_concept of probability, *degree of confirmation (§ 

9
). 

Probab1hty.: the statistical concept of probability, *relative frequency in the long 
run (§ 9). 

Psychologism: wrong interpretation of logical problems in psychological terms 
(§§ rr, r2). 

Q 
Q-predica~es: the *predicate; designating *Q-properties, 'Q,', 'Q.', etc. (§ 31). 
Q-pro~~rties: the _stron?est factual properties in a language system (§ 31). 
Quant1her; see Existential quantifier; Universal quantifier. 
Quantitative concept: function with numerical values (§ 4). 
Quantitative concept of confirmation: *degree of confirmation with numerical values 

(§ 8). 

R 
Range of a sent.ence i: the class of *~tate descriptions in which i holds (§ r8D). 
Re~ular c-~unc~on: any *c-function fulfilling certain plausible conventions (§

53
) 1 a 

c-funct10n based on a *regular m-function (D55-4). 
Regular* m-funct~on: any *m-function fulfilling certain plausible conventions (§ 

53
) 1 

any . m-funct10n whose values for *state-descriptions are positive numbers whose 
sum IS I (§ 55A). 

Re~ative f~e~uency of the property M in the class K: the *absolute frequency of M 
m K divided by the cardinal number of K (Dro4-rb). 

Relative width of 'M': the *width of 'M' divided by the number of the *Q-predicates 
(K) (D32-rb). 
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Relevance quotient; see Additional evidence. 
Relevant: either *positively relevant or *negatively relevant (D65-IC). 

s 
Sample: a subclass (usually described in the *evidence) of the *population(§ 44B). 
Scope of a *quantifier: the *matrix follow~ng it. . . . . 
Semantics: the analytic theory of meanmg (designation), truth, logical deduction 

(*L-implication), etc. (§ 8). . * . . 
Signs: the smallest units of which the *expressions of the obJect language consist, 

e.g.,' P', 'x', 'V', etc. (DI6-I). . * . 
Simple law: a *universal sentence whose *scope contams no quantifier (e.g., 

'(x)(P1x ::> P.x)') (D37-I). 
Singular sentence, hypothesis: concerning on~ *individua~ (DI6-~i~. . 
Singular predictive inference: *predictive mference With a smgular hypothesis 

(§ 44B). . . 
State-description (.8): a sentence (or class of sentences) descnbm~ completely a pos

sible state of affairs of the universe of discourse I a *conjunctiOn (or class o; se~
tences) containing as components (or elements) one sentence out of each basic 
pair (DIS-I). 

Statistical distribution for a given *division and n given *individual constants: a sen
tence which states how many (but not, which) of the n given *individuals belong 
to each of the kinds in the *division I a *disjunction of all *individual distributions 
which are *isomorphic to a given one (D26-6c). 

Statistical inference: *inductive inference involving *frequencies(§ 44B). 
Structure-description (®tt): a sentence which states for each *Q-property how many 

(but not, which) of the *indivi~uals be~ong to it I a *disjunction of all *state-de-
scriptions which are *isomorphic to a given one (D27-I). . 

Symmetrical c-function: a *c-function treating all *individuals on a par I a *c-function 
*based upon a *symmetrical m-fun~tion (§§_ 90, 9I).. . . * 

Symmetrical m-function: an *m-function treatmg all *mdiVlduals on a par I an m
function which has equal values for *isomorphic *state-descriptions (§ 90). 

T 

Tautologous: *L-true (in propositional logic), e.g.,' Pa V "'Pa'. 

u 
Universal inference: the *inductive inference from a *sample to a *universal sentence 

as *hypothesis(§ 44B). . .. 
Universal property M (or predicate 'M'): holding for every *mdividual (D25-Ia). 
Universal quantifier: '(x)', 'for every *individual x, .. .' (§ I5A). . 
Universal sentence: consisting of a *universal quantifier and a *matrix as its *scope 

(e.g., '(x)(P1x :>P..x)') (§§ I5A, I6). 

v 
Variable: all variables in our systems are *individual variables. 

w 
Width of the *molecular predicate 'M' is w: M is a *disjunction of w *Q-properties 

(D32-Ia). 
z 

.8: *state-description. 
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c 
(£, 463; ():., 463; (£*, 464; (£', 465 
C, 23, I64 
c•, 562 ff. 
ct, 298 f., 564 f. 
Co, 307 
c-density function, 526 f., 530, 534 

*c-function, 294 f. 
*c-mcan, 521 ff. 

6os 

c-median, 523 f., 53 I f. 
c-mode, 523 
Cantor, G., 155 
Capitalizing, 8 
Cauchy, A. L., 245 
Causal explanation, 212 
Cavailles, ]., 585 
Cayley, A., I24 
Chain of inferences, 319 f. 
Chapman, H. W., 591 
Church, A., 54, 196, 585 
Churchman, C. W., 585 
Class of individuals, 59 
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Class of sentences (st), ss, 305 
Classical theory of probability, 24, 47 ff., 

I89, 342. f., SI8, 52.8 ff. 
*Classificatory concept, 9 
*Classificatory concept of confirmation, 2. 1 f., 

462. ff., 468 ff. 
Clopper, C. J., s86 
Combination, IS9 
Combinatorics, I 56 ff. 
Commutation, 9I 
Comparable, 442. 

*Comparative concept, 9 If. 
*Comparative concept of confirmation 2.2., 

42.8 ff. ' 
Comparative inductive logic, I63 
Completely irrelevant, 4IS, 4I7 
Completely negative, 4I5 f. 
Completely positive, 4I5 f. 
Completely relevant, 4I5 
Completeness of predicates, 74 

*'Concept', 7 f. 
*Conditional, 6I f. 
Conditional form, I44 
Conditional formulation of probab. state-

ments, 32., I84 
Confidence coefficient, 517 
Confirmation, 2.0 ff. 
Confirming case, 2.2.3 f., 228 
Confirming evidence, 462. ff., 468 ff., 478 ff. 

*Conjunction, 6I, 66 
Conjunctive analysis, 404 ff. 
Conjunctive normal form, 95 f. 

*Connectives, 6I f. 
Consequence condition, 47I ff. 
Content, 405 ff. 
Content elements, 405 ff. 
Continuum of inductive methods, x 
Continuum of possible values, 526 f. 
Convention on adequacy, 28s 
Convention on maximum value, 286 
Conventions on Degree of Confirmation 

2.84 ff. , 
Convergent, ISS 
Converse consequence condition, 397,474 
Cooley, ]., 58 
Coolidge,]. L., s86 
Coordinate, 62 f., 74 
Copeland, A. H., 343 f., s86 
Correlation, Io8 
Correlat~on of the basic matrices, 119 

*Correlation of the in, 109 
Cournot, A., 185 f., s86 
Couturat, L., s86 
Cowan, T., s8s 
Cox, R. T., s86 
Cramer, H., 28, IS3. 343,494, sos, sr3, SI7, 

s21. s29, ss3, s83, s86 
Creed, I. P., s86, S9S 

Cumu_Iative c-distribution function, 526 
Cunnmgham, M. A., 59 I 

Czuber, E., 272, 586 

D 

Dalkey, N., s86 
Darwin, C. G., s86 
Davis, H. T., 268 
Decision function, 5 t 7 
Decision procedure, I93 

*Deductive logic, 20 f., 38, 52. 'fl. 
De Finetti, B., s86 f. ' 
Definitions, 6I 
Degree of belief, 23 7 

*Degree of confirmation, 23, 279 ff. 
Degree of predicate or matrix 58 66 
Deming, W. E., 587, 593 ' ' 
De Moivre, A., 587 
De Morgan, A., so, I23, 429, s87 
Denumerable, ISS 
Descartes, R., 26 
Dewey, ]., 40 
Direct estimate, 546 ff. 

*Direct inductive inference, I83, 2.07, 235, 
492. ff., so2 f., s67 

Disconfirming case, 223 f. 
*Disjunction, 6I, 66 
Disjunctive analysis, 397 ff. 
Disjunctive normal form, 94 ff. 
Distribution, 92; see also Individual distr. · 

Statistical distr. ' 
Divergent, ISS 

*Division, I07 f. 
Dorge, K., 343, s87 
Donkin, W. F., 429 
Doob, ]. L., 587 
Dotterer, R. H., s87 
Duality, 9I 
Dubislav, W., 587 
Dubs, H. H., s87 
Ducasse, C. J., 587 

e, s6 
e, 52.::1; e*, 52s 
e-function, S2S 
., 57 

E 

Eaton, R. M., 469, 587 
Economics, 266 ff. 
Edgeworth, F., 587 
Edwards, P., s87 
Effective procedure, 193 
Einstein, A., 193 
Elliptical formulation of probab. state

ments, 3I, I83 f. 
Ellis, R. L., 185 f., S87 f. 
Empiricism, 30, 7I, 179 ff. 

INDEX 

*Empty, IOS 
Entailment, 72, 83 
Entailment condition, 47I ff. 
~q. 442 
'Equipossible cases', 343 
Equiprobability of distributions, 565 
Error of an estimate (IJ), 535 
Estimate, I69, I8o, 248 ff., 257 ff., 511 ff., 

524 
Estimate-function, 524 
Estimate of frequencies, 540 ff. 
Estimate of gain, 260 ff. 
Estimate of relative frequency, I68 ff., I85, 

I9I, 245, 496 
Estimate of truth-frequency, 542 ff. 
Estimate of variance, SI3 
Estimated relative error, 546 
Estimated square error (['), 537 
Estimated standard error (f), 537, 555 
Ethics, 267 
Evans, H. P., 343, s88 
'Event', 34 f., 280 

*Evidence, 283 
Evidence, exclusion of ~-false, 283, 2.95 f. 
Evidential support, I64 f. 

*Existential quantifier, 6o, 62 
*Existential sentence, 6o 
Expectation, 529 f. 
Expected value, I69, S49 

*Expectedness, 327 
*Explication, *explicandum, *explicatum, 

3 ff. 
*Expression, ss, 66 
Extremely irrelevant, 4IO ff. 
Extremely negative, 4IO ff. 
Extremely positive, 4IO f. 
Extremely relevant, 411 

F-equivalent, 87 
*F-false, 86 
F-implies, 87 

*F-true, 86 

F 

Factorial, I49 
*Factual predicate, IOS 
*Factual sentence, 86 
Fair betting quotient, 166 ff., 237, 265 
Family of related properties, 76 f. 
Farber, M., 4I 
Favorable decision, 262 
Feibleman, ]., s88 
Feigl, H., s87, s88 
Final segment, IS4 
Finite system (~N), s8 f. 
Fisher, Arne, s88 
Fisher, R. A. 

estimation, 514 f., 5I8 
frequency conception of probab., aS, 187 

inverse inference rejected, soB, SI6 
'likelihood', 27, 327 
maximum likelihood method, ix, SI3, 515, 

524, 563 
publications, 588 

Fitting sequence, 290 ff., 309 f., 486 
Formalization, IS ff. 
Fortune, 260 
Frechct, M., s88 
Frege, G., I7 f., 37, 40, 54, 244 f. 
Frequency; see Absolute f.; Relative f. 
Frequency concept of probab.; see Prob-

ability,; Miscs; Reichenbach; Statistics 
Freudenthal, H., s88 
Freund, J., s8s 
Frick, L., 272, 584, 588 
Fries, J. F., 588 
Frisch, R., 268 
Fry, T. C., 272, sos, 588 

*Full matrix, I05 
*Full sentence, IOS 
Function, 55 

G 

Gain, 260 
Game of chance, 234 f. 
Gauss, C. F., 5I3 ff., 518, 537 
Geiringer, H., 589, S95 
General addition theorem, 3I6 
General division theorem, 328 f. 
General estimate-function, 520 ff., 524 f. 
General multiplication theorem, 285, 317 

*General sentence, 67, 96 ff. 
'Genidentity', soc 
German letters, 55 ff. 
Goede!, K., 63 
Goldschmidt, L., 589 
Goodman, N., 477, 585, 589 
Goodness of an inductive method, SI9· 
Goodstein, R. L., s89 
Goudge, T. A., 589 
@r, 442 
Graphs, I24 
Grelling, K., s87, 589 

h, 56 
Harlen, H., s87 
Hailperin, T., 589 
Halbwachs, M., s88 
Halmos, P.R., 589 
Hawkins, D., 589 
Helmer, 0., 48I 

H 

Hempel, C. G., 11, 223 f., 468 ff., 478 ff., 
s89, 595 

Hempel's paradox, 22.4 
Hertz, P., 587, 589 
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Hilbert, D., IS f., 8g, I03 f., I37. 193. s89 
Historical devel. of probab., 528 ff. 
Hohenemser, K., 590 
Holds in ,8, 78 
Hosiasson (-Lindenbaum), J., 23, 54, 28I, 

2<}6, 315, 334, 339, 457, 590 
Hostinsky, 587 
Hume, D., 590, 592 
Husser!, E., 3, 40 f. 
Huyghens, C., 590 
Hypostatization, 7I 

*Hypothesis, 283 

I 

i, s6 
i; see Indiv. variabie 

*Identity, 6I, IOI ff. 
Imponderables, 26o, 267 
in; see Indiv. constant 
in-correlation, IO!I 
Incomparable, 442 
Incompatibility, 84 
Independence, logical, 72 ff. 
Independence of probab., 4!1!1 
Independent methods of estimation, 5I3, 

518 
*Individual, 58 
*Individual constant (in), 55, 58 
*Individual distribution, xu, I57 ff. 
*Individual sign, 59 
*Individual variable (i), 55, 5!1 f. 
*Inductive inference, 33, :i!OS ff. 
*Inductive logic 

applicability, 213 ff. 
application to practical decisions, 252 ff. 
and deductive logic 20 f., 199 ff., 296 ff. 

(range diagram) 
exact rules, 192 ff. 
metalanguage, 28I f. 
philosophical problems, 346 
practical usefulness, 246 ff. 
quantitative, 2I!I ff. 
theoretical usefulness, 242 ff. 

Inductive machine, I$13, 197, 2o6 
Inference by analogy, 207, 220, 56$1 
Infinite cardinal numbers, ISS 
Infinite population, soo f. 
Infinite system (~co), 58 f., 288 f., 302 ff. 
Infinity condition, 89, I37 
Initial confirmation; see Null conf. 

*Initially relevant, 355 
Instance, 6o, 67 
Instance confirmation, 572 ff. 
Insurance, 256 ff., 276 ff. 
Interpretation, I6 f., 58 f., 70, 73, 78, 8o 
In variance of L-concepts, uo, I 20 
In variance of symmetrical functions, 487 f. 

Inverse estimation of frequency, s6o f. 
*Inverse inductive inference, 207, soB, SI6 f., 

570 
*Irrelevant, 2I2 ff., 347 f. 
*Isomorphic, I09 f. 

j, s6 
Jeans, J., 47 
Jeffreys, H. 

axioms, 340 f. 

J 

on classical conception, so 
comparative concept of probab., 205, 340 
'entailment', 34I 
foundation of statistics, 245 f. 
on frequency conception, 25 f. 
inductive logic, 340 
L-false evidence, 341 
'likelihood', 27, 327 
'mathematical expectation', 529 
objectivity of probab., 45 
precision, 2 2 5 
principle of indifference, 341 
'prior probability', 327 
probab. as log. relation, 24 
'proposition', 35, 28o, 340 
publications, 590 
quantitative concept of probab., 340 
reasonable degree of belief, 45 
symbolic logic, 54 
theorems, 315, 340 
universal inference, 571 

Jevons, W. S., 272, 590 
Johnson, VV. E., 357, 359, 590 
Jordan, C., I24 
Jordan, Charles, 272, 590 
Joseph, H. VV. B., 590 
Jourdain, P. E. R., 4I, 590 
Justification of induction, I77 ff., 246, 576 

X 

k, 56 
.!f; see Class of sentences 
"• I25 
Kaila, E., 590 
Kamke, E., 590 
Kant, I., 3, 83 
Kaufmann, F., 585, 590 
Kemble, E. C., 59I 
Kendall, M.G., 524, 583, 59I, 598 
Keynes, J. M. 

axiom system, 338 
Bernoulli's theorem, so6 
bibliography, s83 
on Cournot, I86 
on Daniel Bernoulli, ~7~ 
on Ellis, I8S 

INDEX 

equiprobability of indiv. distributions, 
565 

'event', 35 
exclusion of L-false evidence, 296 
finite domain, 338 f. 
independence, 4!1!1 
'mathematical expectation', 529 
objectivity of probab., 43 f. 
principle of indifference, 338 
principle of limited variety, 74 
probab. as intuitive, 45, 453 
probab. as log. relation, 24 
probab. as nonquantitative, 45, 205, 220, 

338, 429 f., 462, ss8 
probab. as quantitative, 234 
probab. I = certainty, 338 f. 
'probable error', 530 
'proposition', 35, 280 
publication, 59I 
random sample, 4!14 
rational degree of belief, 44 
relativity to evidence, 3I, I83 
relevance and irrelevance, 348, 352, 

357 ff., 4I!1 f. 
reliability, 554 
requirement of total evidence, 2I 2 
strict irrelevance, 419 f. 
symbolic logic, 54, 338 
theorems, 3IS, 324 
weight of argument, 554 

Kleene, S. C., 343, 588 
Kneale, VV., ix, 59 I 
Knowledge situation, 20I, 204, 2II 
Konig, D., I24 
Kolmogoroff, A., 343, 591 
Koopman, B. 0., 342, 429 f., 450, 59 I 
Kries, J. von, 3I, 220, 222 ff., 226 ff., 234, 

429 f., 462, ssB, S9I 

L 

l, s6 
~' 55 ff.; ~N 58 f.; ~co, 58 f., 288 f., 302 ff.; 

~ ... 123, ss6, 566 ff. 
L-concept, 83 ff. 
L-determinate, 86 

*L-disjunct, 84 f. 
L-empty, IOS 

*L-equivalent, 83 ff. 
*L-exclusive, 84 f. 
L-exclusive in pairs, 84 

*L-false, 83 ff. 
L-false evidence, 283, 470 

*L-implication, 20 f., 83 ff. 
L-interchangeable, roo f. 

*L-true, 83 f. 
L-universal, 105 
>.-system, :r f. 

Lalande, A., 59I 
Lange, 0., 268 
Langford, C. H., 3 
Language systems (~), 54 ff., 58 ff. 
Laplace, P. S. de 

Bernoulli's theorem, 504 ff. 
classical conception, 24, 47 ff. 
'esperance morale', 270, 274, 276 
example of sunrise, 212 
'moral gain', 266 
objectivistic conception, 48 ff. 
'principle of insufficient reason', 34I 
publications, S!II 
rule of succession, ix, 2I2, 228, 563, 568 
violation of requirement of total evidence, 

2I2 
Law, I4I ff., 570 ff. 
Law of diminishing marginal utility, 266, 

269 
Leibniz, 26 
Levy, H., 59I 
Levy, P., 591 
Lewin, K., soo 
Lewis, C. I., i.J:, 282, 554, 59I 
Lewy, C., 59I 
Lexicographical order, 67 f. 

*Likelihood, 327 
Limit, IS4· soo 
Limit of relative frequency, 26, 28, x86 f., 

sox, 552 f. 
Lindenbaum, A., Iog 
Lindenbaum, J.; see Hosiasson 
Logic, 20 f.; see also Deductive 1.; Induc-

tive I. 
Logical concept of probab.; see Probability, 
Logical question, 20 f. 
Logical relation, 38 

*Logical width, I:i!7 
Loss, 260 
Lukasiewicz, J., 592 

ffi'l; see Matrix 

M 

m, 294 f.; m., 299 f.; m*, 563; mt, 564 f. 
•m-function, 294 f. 
Macdonald, M., 592 
Mally, E., 592 
Marbe, K., 592 
Margenau, H., 592 
Mathematical defi.nitions, 148 ff. 
Mathematical expectation, 525, 528 tf. 
Mathematical tables; see Tables 

*Matrix, 55, 66 
Mautner, F. I., xog 
Wlal, 354 
Maximum confirmation, 354 
Maximum likelihood, 515 

I 
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Mazurkiewicz, S., 54, 28I, 339, 592 
9JIG:, 429 ff., 436 
Mean, 523 
Mean square deviation, 549 
Measure of range, 297 
Measurement of utility, 267 f. 
Median, 523, 53I 
Meinong, A. von, 554, 592 
Menger, C. (father), 272 
Menger, K. (son), 7, 272 f., 592 

*Metalanguage, 55 ff. 
Metaphysics, 3R, 7I 
Methodological problems, 202 ff. 
Methodology of deductive logic, 203 
Methodology of induction, 203 ff., 22I, 254 
Metrical; see Quantitative 
Mill, J. S., 205, 592 
Miller, D. S., 592 
!min, 354 f. 
Minimax-rule, 5I7 
Minimum confirmation, 354 f. 
Mises, R. von 

axioms, 344 
criticism of invalid inference, I74 
empir. nature of probab. theory, 34 
frequency conception, 24 ff., I87, 528, 56 I 
on Keynes, 25 
limit definition of probab., I87, 252, 552 f. 
publications, 584, 587, 589, 592 f. 

Modal logic, 280 ff. 
Mode, 523 

*Molecular predicate, I05 
*Molecular predicate expression, I04 f. 
*Molecular property, I05 
*Molecular sentence, 67 
Molina, E. C., 583, 593 
Morgenstern, 0., 268, 593 
Morris, C., 55 

N, 59 
Naess, A., 8 
Nagel, E., 24, no, 230, 234, 429 f., 558, 575, 

593. 595 
Natural number, 62 

*Negation, 6I 
*Negatively relevant, 347 f. 

Ne !son, E. J ., 593, 595 
Neumann, J. von, 268, 593 
Neurath, 0., 587 
Neyman, J., 28, 5o8, 5I6 f., 5I8, 593 
Nicod, J., 469 f., 593 
Nisbet, R. H., 593 
Nitsche, A., 554, 593 

*Nongeneral sentence, 67 
Normal form, 94 ff. 
Normal function, 153 f., 504 

Normal law, 504 ff. 
Northrop, F. S. C., I6, 593 

*Null confirmation, 289, 307 ff. 
Null evidence, 557 f. 
Null range, 78 
Numbers in the systems~ ... I38 ff. 

0 

*Object language, 55 
Objective concept, 238 ff. 
Objectivity of deductive logic, 38 f. 
Objectivity of inductive logic, 43 ff. 
Oppenheim, P., II, 48I, 589 
Ordered system, 62 ff. 

p 

'If' (number of llr), I23 
Paradox of confirmation, 469 
Paradox of estimation, 53 Iff. 
Parentheses, 66 
Pareto, V., 268, 272 
Peano, G., I6 f. 
Pearson, E. S., 28, 5I6 f., 5I8, 586, 593 
Pearson, Karl, 594 
Peirce, c. s., 27, I86, 2I2, 494. 554 f., 565, 

594 
Permutation, I56, I59 
Picard, J., 594 
Pitman, E. J. G., 524 
Poincare, H., 594 
Poirier, R., 594 
Poisson, S. D., 594 
P6lya, G., 594 
Popper, K., I93, 4o6, 594, 595 

*Population, 207, 493 
Position, 62, 73 f. 
Positional attribute, 74 

*Positively relevant, 347 f. 
*Posterior confirmation, 327 
llr; see Primitive predicate 
Practical decision, I77 ff., 247 ff., 253 tf., 

53I f. 
Practically effective method, I97 f. 
Precision, 225 

*Predicate, 58, I05 
*Predicate expression, I 04 f. 
*Predictable, 333 
Predictive estimate, 546, 550 ff. 

*Predictive inference, I85, 207, 567 f. 
Presuppositions of induction, I77 ff., 246 
Price, R., 583 

*Primitive predicate (llr), 55, 58 
Principle of indifference, I88, 33I f., 338, 

343, 489, 5 I8, 564 f. 
Principle of limited variety, 74 
Pringsheim, A., 584 

*Prior confirmation, 327 

INDEX 6n 

Probability 
'a posteriori', 188, 308 f. 
'a priori', I88, 308 f. 
change in meaning, I8:z ff. 
two concepts of, 25 ff. 

*Probability, 
arguments of, 29 f., 279 ff. 
as a comparative concept, 233 f. 
= degree of confirmation, 25 ff. 
elementary statements of, 30 
as an estimate of rel. frequency, I68 ff. 
as an estimate of rel. truth-frequency, 

542 ff. 
as evidential support, I64 f. 
as explicandum, I62 ff. 
as a fair betting quotient, I65 ff. 
as a guide of life, 248 ff. 
mean (estimate) I69, 257 
objectivity of, 43 ff., 239 ff. 
and probability,, 25 ff., I73, I82 ff., 

I88 ff., 300 ff., 497 
as a quantitative concept, 234 ff. 

*Probability, 
arguments of, 33, 282 f., 
elementary statements of, 33 
estimate of, I73 
as a guide of life, 242 
historical development, I85 ff., 528 ff. 
limit definition, I87, 252, 552 f. 
recent origin, I83 ff. 
= rei. frequency, 25 ff. 
theorems of, 33 f. 

Probability integral, I 53 f., 504 -
Probable error, 530, 534 
Property, 58 f. 
Proposition, 29, 7 I, In f., 280 
Propositional logic, 89 tf. 

*Psychologism in deductive logic, 39 ff. 
*Psychologism in inductive logic, 42 ff. 
Purely comparative definition, 433 ff. 
Purely general sentence, 67 
Purely qualitative attribute, 74 

Q, 124 f. 
Q-division, 126 
Q-form of ,8, 134 ff. 
Q-law, I43 

Q 

Q-matrix, 125 
Q-normal form, 132 f. 
Q-numher, 135 f. 

*Q-predicate, 124 f. 
*Q-property, 124 
Q-sentencc, r 25 
Qualified-instance confirmation, 57:1 ff. 
Qualitative attribute, 74 

*Quantifier, 6o 

*Quantitative concept, 9, 12 ff., 219 f. 
*Quantitative concept of confirmation, 23 
Quantitative inductive logic, 163, 219 ff. 
Question of fact, 20 
Quetelet, A., 594 
Quine, W. V., 55, 58, 6I, 98, roo, 594 
Quotation marks, 8 

R 

9l; see Range 
r (relevance measure), 361 f. 
p, UI, I38 f. 
Ramsey, F. P., 36, 45 f., 594 
Random order, 28, 495 
Random sample, 493 f. 
Randomness, I82 

*Range OR), 79 f. 
Range diagram, 297 
Rational behavior, 267 
Rational bettor, I67 
Rational reconstruction, 576 f. 
Reach, K., 594 
Reasonable decision, I8I, 279 
Reference to language system, 283 f. 
Regular function, 294 f. 
Reichenbach, H. 

axiom system, 343 
betting, I65, I 76, 237 f. 
estimation, I75 
frequency conception, 24, I87, 528, 56I 
inductive concepts, I90 
on Keynes, I76 
on Laplace, I76 
limit definition of probab., I87, 252, 552 f. 
'posit', I90 
probabilities as truth-values, I77 
probability, I76 
publications, 58, 587, 589, 593. 595. 596 
rule of induction, ix, 56 I 
weight, 3I f., I75 f., 237 f. 
'Zuordnungsdefinition', I6 

Related properties, 76 f. 
Relations, 58 
Relations in inductive logic, I24 
Relative error, 546 

*Relative frequency, 493, 545 
Relative L-terms, 85 
Relative strength of law, I43 
Relative truth-frequency, 54I ff. 

*Relative width, I27 
Relativity to evidence, 3I, 183 
Relativity to language system, 283 
Relevance function, 357 
Relevance measure (r), 361 f. 

*Relevance quotient, 357 
Relevance situation, 374 ff., 391 ff. 

*Relevant, 348 
Reliability of estimate, 533 tf., 537 
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Reliability of degree of confirmation, 554 f. 
Replacement of ball drawn, 499 f. 
Replacement of expression, Ioo f. 
Requirement of completeness, 74 ff. 
Requirement of logical independence, 72 ff. 
Requirement of total evidence, 2II f., 494 
Restricted simple law, I42 
rf; see Relative frequency 
Risk function, 517 
Ritchie, A. D., 595 
rtf; see Relative truth-frequency 
Rule 

of designation, 59 
of formation, 65 ff. 
of high probability, 254 
of maximizing the estimated gain, 260 ff. 
of maximizing the estimated utility, 

264 ff. 
of maximum probability, 255 
of practical decisions, 252 ff. 
of range, So 
of succession, 2I 2, 228 
of truth, 68 ff. 
of use of estimate, 257 

Russell, B., ix, I7 f., sB, II4 ff,, I8o, 244, 
595. 597 

Ryle, G., 596 
Rynin, D., 596 

s 
@5; see Sentence 
f; see Estimated standard error 
a; see Standard deviation 

*Sample, 207, 493 f. 
Samuelson, P. A., 268 
Sass, L. D., S9I 
Schematization, 209 ff. 
Schlick, M., 596 

*Scope, 6o 
Sellars, W., 588 
Semantical concepts of confirmation, 20 
Semantical rule; see Rule of designation; 

Rule of formation; Rule of range; Rule 
of truth 

*Semantics, 20, 55 
Sentence (@5), 55, 6o, 67 
Sequence, I54 
Shewhart, W. A., 596 

*Sign, 65 
*Simple law, I42 
Simple law of conditional form, I44 ff. 

*Singular predictive inference, 207, 226 ff., 
s6B 

*Singular sentence, 67 
Special addition theorem, 285, 3I6 
Special consequence condition, 397, 47I 
Special division theorem, 335 
Special multiplication theorem, 353 

Square error, 537 
Stake, r66 
Standard deviation (u), 504, 549 

*State-description U3), 70 ff., 94 
Statistical concept of probab.; see Proba

bility. 
*Statistical distribution, III, IS7, I59 f. 
*Statistical inference, III, 207, 243 f., 567 
Statistics (contemporary math. statistics) 

applications, 247 
con troversics, SI3 f. 
estimation, 5I3 ff. 
frequency conception of probab., 24, I87 
independent methods of estimation, SI3 
and inductive logic, 244 f. 
limit of rei. frequency, 552 f. 
probability, is rejected, soB, 544 
'probable error', 530, 534 
terminology, 528 ff. 

Sterzinger, 0., 596 
Stieltjes integral, 527 
Stirling's theorem, ISO 
@itr; see Structure-description 
Straight rule, 227, s6o, 568 f. 
Strauss, M., 596 
Strength of law, I43 
Structural features, n6, I36 
Structure II4, I36 

*Structure-description (@itr), n6 
Struik, D. J., 596 
Stumpf, K., 596 
Subconjunction, 8r 
Subjective concept, 238 
Substitution, roo 
Success, x, I78 ff. 
Symbolic logic, 58 
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